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Préambule

Le mémoire qui suit est articulé sous la forme d’une compilation de mes recherches
effectuées au cours d’une dizaine d’années. Essentiellement construit dans un ordre
chronologique -modulo quelques adaptations thématiques-, il illustre l’évolution de
ma philosophie des Sciences de la Terre, sous la forme de l’élargissement spatial
autour de l’objet d’étude qu’à emprunté mon cheminement scientifique dans le
temps. J’ai commencé par étudier des structures unitaires sur le front des chaı̂nes
de montagnes pour ensuite considérer les chaı̂nes de montagnes comme des bourrelets qui rident la surface de la Terre et enfin développer une réflexion à l’échelle
de la géodynamique globale.

Cette évolution s’accompagne d’une migration floue de ma réflexion du contexte
de justification vers le contexte de découverte, c’est-à-dire que ma démarche initialement construite sur un pôle naturaliste, dominée par l’observation de l’objet
naturel et son interprétation dans un paradigme existant, s’est orientée vers la
formulation physique et la théorisation des processus. En pratique, c’est une combinaison des deux que je développe actuellement.

Mon parcours scientifique m’a permis de participer à des chantiers variés, des
relations entre tectonique et sédimentation à la dynamique interne de la Terre,
nécessitant l’emploi de méthodologies cohérentes. Animé par la quête d’une vision
globale, je ne suis titulaire ni d’une méthodologie particulière ni d’une compréhension aboutie d’un sujet particulier. En conséquence, ce mémoire ne saurait
être construit comme une monographie. A l’inverse, il fournit des éléments parfois
hétéroclites dont le point de convergence est la dynamique de la lithosphère.

La personnalité scientifique se construit aussi au gré des rencontres. Comme celles
d’avec Isabelle Moretti, Yanick Ricard et Wiki Royden.
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Chapitre 1
Dynamique orogénique
L’étude des mécanismes de déformation de la lithosphère continentale a subi une
évolution graduelle depuis l’essor du concept de tectonique des plaques. Elle était
auparavant élaborée de manière confuse, s’appuyant sur des observations biaisées
par des concepts sous-jacents parfois erronés. Lorsque la tectonique des plaques fait
son entrée à la fin des années soixante, des raisonnements souvent plus simples et
logiques clarifient les idées de l’époque sur la formation des chaı̂nes de montagnes
en particulier. Il devient alors possible de concilier les observations toujours plus
abondantes avec une interprétation physique réaliste. Différents protocoles d’étude
des orogènes apparaissent entre les pôles d’observation géologique et de raisonnement physique.

La description structurale et cinématique est un des piliers sur lequel se fonde les
interprétations mécaniques. La section 1.1 présente mes contributions apportées
à la compréhension de la formation des fronts de chaı̂nes, avec l’exemple du front
sud-himalayen. La section 1.2 s’éloigne des structures unitaires et floute la vision
des chaı̂nes de montagnes pour n’en conserver que les traits cinématiques et morphologiques principaux afin de proposer un schéma de développement de la croûte
épaissie des chaı̂nes de montagnes, étayé sur l’exemple des Andes Centrales. En
s’éloignant davantage encore, la lithosphère des chaı̂nes de montagnes devient un
bourrelet aux limites de plaques dont la cinématique nous renseigne sur les processus dynamiques entre les plaques. Les aspects que j’ai examinés en particulier
sont discutés en section 1.3, en proposant une extension des concepts développés
sur la dynamique de la lithosphère aux processus de rifting.
1

Dynamique orogénique

1.1

2

Tectonique des fronts de chaı̂ne

Les avant-pays plissés sont caractérisés par une déformation qui n’implique pas (ou
peu) le socle crustal mais la couverture sédimentaire. Le dépôt des sédiments qui
forment cette couverture est souvent synchrone de l’édification de la chaı̂ne dans
son ensemble. C’est par exemple le cas des Alpes, de l’Himalaya, et sous une forme
un peu plus complexe, celui des Andes. La chaı̂ne interne, ou la croûte sépaissit, est
comprise comme une condition cinématique en arrière de la chaı̂ne d’avant-pays,
classiquement imagée par le godet d’un bulldozer repoussant un tas de sable, qui se
déforme en se propageant vers l’exterieur de la chaı̂ne. Ces déformations sont très
caractéristiques ; facilement identifiables dans le paysage, elles ont été largement
décrites. En détail, c’est un assemblage de structures plissées. Plusieurs motifs
géométriques de ces structures sont récurrents et font l’objet de classifications qui
dérivent essentiellement des travaux de Dahlen, Suppe, ou Davis, accompagnées
de l’étude de la mécanique associée [Dahlen, 1990, Dahlen et al., 1984, Davis et al.,
1983, Suppe, 1983, Suppe & Medwedeff, 1990].

1.1.1

Croissance d’une structure individuelle

Dans le détail, ces structures ont parfois des géométries complexes, comme dans
l’exemple qui suit où une structure individuelle est composée de plusieurs écailles
imbriquées. Dans la majorité des cas, les données de surface sont indisponibles.
Pour déterminer la géométrie de ces structures, le recours à l’équilibrage structural
est une possibilité. Les hypothèses qui sous-tendent l’équilibrage sont l’isopacité
des couches stratigraphiques, c’est-à-dire que leurs épaisseurs, ou puissances stratigraphiques, mesurées localement sont supposée uniformes sur l’ensemble de la
structure. Une simple projection spatiale des mesures de surface permet alors de
reconstruire la structure profonde. Cette méthode, classiquement utilisée selon des
coupes orthogonales à la direction structurale, est ici etendue en 3D, en collaboration avec J-L. Mugnier. Appliquée à une structure du front sud-himalayen, elle a
permis de révéler la structure sous-jacente en duplex. Cette simple technique s’est
révélée puissante pour connaı̂tre la géométrie des structures et a été abondament
utilisée par l’industrie pétrolière.
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Abstract
Within many fold and thrust belts, preservation of bed thickness is generally assumed during deformation. A three-dimensional (3D)
reconstruction method is proposed from outcrop structural data. This technique accounts for along-strike thickness variations. By a series of
3D spatial projections of dip and strike data, the thickness of strata from any point at the ground surface to reference horizons on stratigraphic
columns can be calculated across-strike and projected along the poles of the associated strata, providing sets of dots in space, which represent
folded horizons.
The technique is applied to the Baisahi antiform, located on the frontal Subhimalayan thrust. An along-strike deformation gradient is
evidenced by two-dimensional cross-section balancing, which shows a passive-roof duplex structure. The 3D geometry of the roof is
reconstructed, allowing other approaches such as unfolding to be done. The residual strain ®eld induced by restoration shows distortion
features, which are interpreted as internal strain due to the propagation of the fault. q 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: 3D reconstruction; Unfolding; Strain; Passive roof duplex; Subhimalayan zone

1. Introduction
The characterization of fold and thrust belt structures is of
major relevance world-wide, for both industrial and
academic interests. Reconstruction of the three-dimensional
(3D) geometry of complex structures still constitutes a
major goal for structural geology. The structural description
of these areas can be poorly constrained when these zones
are remote; in these cases, subsurface geometries are badly
documented due to very widely spaced seismic and well
data. Two-dimensional (2D) cross-section balancing (Dahlstrom, 1969; Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Woodward et al.,
1985) led to major progress in the interpretation of structures at depth. The purpose of this study is to present an
original 3D reconstruction method from outcrop structural
data. This technique allows the 3D shape of structures to be
evaluated in both their eroded and buried parts, only from
the measured attitudes of bedding at surface level.
An application to the Baisahi anticline, in the Subhimalayan
range of Western Nepal, is presented. Cross-section balancing

helps to estimate the geometry and kinematics of the Baisahi
structure. The high resolution structural map (Kayastha et al.,
1999) provides the data necessary to undertake reconstruction
of the Baisahi antiform in 2D and ultimately in 3D. Additionally, unfolding of a 3D reconstructed horizon is used to
constrain the evolution of the structure.
The Subhimalayan range of Western Nepal is a southward
tapering wedge of syn-orogenic sediments, located in the
Himalayan foothills. It is made of several south-verging slices
of coarsening upward molasse. Constant bed thickness is a
general assumption in this area (e.g. Schelling and Arita,
1991; Mugnier et al., 1992; Schelling, 1992; Powers et al.,
1998) and ¯exural slip hypothesis has been successfully tested
on active folding there (LaveÂ and Avouac, 2000). Moreover,
the wedge only underwent a single N10 to N30 horizontal main
shortening direction (Jouanne et al., 1999). Numerous structural data were acquired in this zone. Therefore this area is
appropriate to apply the proposed 3D reconstruction technique.

2. Geological framework
* Corresponding author. Fax: 133-4-7272-8677.
E-mail addresses: laurent.husson@ens-lyon.fr (L. Husson),
mugnier@ ujf-grenoble.fr (J.-L. Mugnier).
1
Tel.: 133-4-7651-4070; fax: 133-4-7651-4058.

2.1. Regional setting
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The Subhimalayan range constitutes the southern
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"H!WJ ]'4*)/ "HHCJ S-0. *% -(:/ "HHPJ G*23*2*##/ "HHPJ
N*%?9,./ "HHIJ G?*((*9 -42 @-(('4</ "HHIL: S-4R) -42
]-90?9%$4 F"H!WL 2*a4*2 %&*)* -) 2?8(*6*) h3&$)* 9$$#
%&9?)% &-) - 0-;R%&9?)% )*4)* -42 3&$)* 9$$# )*^?*4;*
9*,-'4) )%-%'$4-9. 2?9'4< #$9*(-42 2'9*;%*2 8'<<.=0-;R
)%.(* 89$8-<-%'$4 $# &$9)*) 3'%&'4 %&* 2?8(*6i: @&* 2?8(*6
&*9* '41$(1*) &$9)*) ,-'4(. ,-2* $# %&* N$3*9 M'3-('R NM"
#$9,-%'$4J %&* %*42*4;. %$ #$9, 2?8(*6*) '4 %&* M?0&',-=
(-.-4 9-4<* ') 2*);9'0*2 $1*9 %&* 3&$(* M'3-('R 9-4<* F*:<:
S')3-)/ "HHTJ G?<4'*9 *% -(:/ "HHTJ "HHHJ N*%?9,./ "HHIL:
74 $?9 '4%*989*%-%'$4/ %&* M',-( M$%-/ @&?' e&$(- -42 S-0-'
e&$(- #-?(%) -;;$,,$2-%* %&* 8-))'1* 9*1*9)* ,$%'$4 $# %&*
2?8(*6 9$$#: ]*)%3-92/ ;($)* %$ %&* +-02-) -4%';('4*/ %&*
M',-( M$%- 0-;R%&9?)% <9-2?-((. *6&?,*) 2**8*9 (*1*() F?8
%$ %&* ?88*9 8-9% $# GM"L/ 3&';& '42';-%*) %&-% %&') #-?(%
$4(. &-) - ,'4$9 %&9$3 F'4;9*-)'4< 3*)%3-92L:
]* )?<<*)% %&-% 4$9%& $# %&* @&?' e&$(- #-?(%/ $%&*9 NM
2?8(*6 )(';*) -()$ -))$;'-%*2 3'%& %&* S-0-' e&$(- 0-;R=
%&9?)% -9* 9*^?'9*2/ -) )&$34 '4 \'<: X: +$3*1*9/ -) %&*
)%9?;%?9* ') 0?9'*2 0*($3 %&* j?-%*94-9. K*?R&?9' K-4</
%&* (-;R $# 2-%- ,-R*) %&* <*$,*%9';-( '4%*989*%-%'$4 -%
2*8%& )8*;?(-%'1* 4$9%& $# %&* S-0-' e&$(- #-?(%: @&*)*
&$9)*) 3'(( 4$% 0* 2');?))*2 )'4;* %&*. -9* 4$% %&* #$;?)
$# %&* )%?2.: @&* [-8%' #-?(% ;$4)%'%?%*) - (-%* 9*1*9)*
#-?(% 3'%& - )%9'R*=)('8 ;$,8$4*4% F2*2?;*2 #9$, )8-%'-(
',-<*9.L/ ;9$));?%%'4< %&* ;$9* $# %&* [-8%' ).4;('4*: @&*
*,*9<'4< G\@ '%)*(# -()$ 9*5*;%) %&* (-%* )%-<* *1$(?=
%'$4 $# %&* )%9?;%?9*/ -) '% 09-4;&*) $## %&* 9$$# %&9?)%/
-42 %&*9*-#%*9 ;?%) %&* #$9*(',0 $# %&* -4%'#$9, -) ).4;('4-( 09*-R%&9$?<& FM?88* -42 G*23*2*##/ "HHCJ
M%$9%' -42 M-(1'4'/ "HHWL: +*4;*/ '% 8$)%=2-%*) %&* 2*1*(=
$8,*4% $# %&* ?42*9(.'4< 2?8(*6 )%9?;%?9*: \9$, %*99-;*
?8('#% FN*%?9,./ "HHIJ N-1*Z -42 A1$?-;/ PCCCL/ '% &-)
0**4 )&$34 %&-% %&* G\@ ') %&* ,-'4 %&9?)% ;?99*4%(.
-;%'4< '4 %&* M'3-('R)J '% ;$4)%'%?%*) - 2');$4%'4?$?)
%&9?)% -% %&* #9$4% $# %&* +',-(-.-) F+?))$4 *% -(:/
PCC"L: 74 %&* )%?2. -9*-/ - G\@ )*<,*4% %*9,'4-%*)
#9$, *-)% %$ 3*)% '4 %&* S-')-&' -4%';('4*:
@&') )%-<* ') )','(-9 %$ %&* (-%* )%-<* $# *1$(?%'$4 $# #-?(%=
89$8-<-%'$4 #$(2): @&* 3*)%*94 ;9$))=)*;%'$4 2')8(-.) 4$
)('8 $4 %&* G\@/ 3&*9*-) %&* *-)%*94 $4*/ !:B R, *-)%/
)&$3) - ,'4',?, )('8 $# X R,: 7% 9')*) %&* 89$0(*, $#
-;;$,,$2-%'4< %&* 2'##*9*4;* $# 2')8(-;*,*4% 0*%3**4
%&* ,-%?9* *-)%*94 8-9% -42 %&* ',,-%?9* 3*)%*94 $4*:
+'<& )&*-9 )%9-'4 $9 *6%*4)'$4 FO$3-92 -42 U$%%)/ "H!XL
-9* *68*;%*2 &'4%*9(-42: @&* ]&**(*9 ['2<*/ '4 O-('#$94'-/
&-) - 1*9. )','(-9 *1$(?%'$4 FG*23*2*##/ "HHPJ G?*((*9 -42
@-(('4</ "HHIL/ -42 89*)*4%) <*$,$98&'; *1'2*4;* #$9
4?,*9$?) %*-9 #-?(%) -;;$,,$2-%'4< %&* )&*-9 )%9-'4 '4
%&') %9?(. ;.('429';-( )%9?;%?9*: A4$%&*9 3-. %$ -;;$,,$=
2-%* )&*-9 )%9-'4 ') %$ <*4*9-%* *6%*4)'$4 9-%&*9 %&-4 %*-9
#-?(%):

!" #$%%&'( )"*!" +$,'-./ 0 )&$/'12 &3 45/$65$/12 7.&2&,8 9: ;9<<=> ?@A@<

0*2 N-/ 2*a4*2 0. )%9'R*) -42 2'8) 2-%- #9$, a*(2 ,*-)?9*=
,*4%) F\'<: T-L: 7% ') )?02'1'2*2 '4%$ )?0=)*%) -($4< ')$8-;&
)-,8('4< 0-42)/ )%9'R'4< -;9$)) %&* )%9?;%?9-( %9*42: c-;&
8$'4% 0*($4<) %$ $4* 8-9%';?(-9 )%9-%'<9-8&'; (*1*( F,$)% $#
%&* %',* ?42*%*9,'4*2L: @&* -2Y-;*4% 8$'4% 3'%&'4 %&*
k0-42=)*;%'$4l 0*($4<) %$ -4$%&*9 8-9%';?(-9 )%9-%'<9-8&';
(*1*(/ %&* )%9'R* -42 2'8 $# 3&';& -9* 4$% 4*;*))-9'(. )','(-9
%$ %&* #$9,*9: K-%-8$'4%) ;-4 0* 9*<-92*2 '4 8-'9) FM-/ MOL '4
$92*9 %$ 2*a4* %&* ($;-( #$(2'4< -%%'%?2* F\'<: T0L: @&* (-%%*9
') -))?,*2 ($;-((. %9?(. ;.('429';-(: @&* %3$ 2-%- M- -42 MO
-9* ;$4)'2*9*2 -) 0*($4<'4< %$ - 8-'9 $# ;$-6'-( ;.('42*9):
c-;& ;.('42*9 %-4<*4%) %&* 0*22'4< )?9#-;* ;&-9-;%*9'V*2 0.
'%) 4$9,-( N-: \$9 *-;& 8-'9 FM-/ MOL/ %&*9* ') $4* -42 $4(. $4*
-6') 1-(O '4 )8-;* #$9 0$%& ;$-6'-( ;.('42*9): @&* 1*;%$9

89$2?;% P-(O $# %&* 4$9,-() N- -42 NO <'1*) %&* -6') $9'*4%-=
%'$4: @&* '4%*9)*;%'$4 $# %&* %3$ 8(-4*)/ 9*)8*;%'1*(./
2*a4*2 0. M-/ N- -42 P-(O -42 MO/ NO -42 P-(O <'1*) %&* ;$$92'=
4-%*) -42 ($;-%'$4 F''L -42 %9*42 -42 8(?4<* F'''L $# %&*
;.('42*9) -6') 1-(O: @&* %3$ 9-2'' $# %&* -#$9*)-'2 ;.('42*9)
-9* %&* 9*)8*;%'1* 2')%-4;*) #9$, %&* 2-%-8$'4%) %$ %&* #$(2
-6'): @&* 2'##*9*4;* $# %&*)* 9-2'' ') %&* )%9-%'<9-8&'; %&';R=
4*)) Q-(O 0*%3**4 %&* %3$ 2-%-8$'4%) $# %&* 8-'9 F'1L:
@&* ;-(;?(-%'$4) $# Q-(-"" -9* 8*9#$9,*2 )?;;*))'1*(.
-($4< *-;& k0-42=)*;%'$4l: @&* %$%-( )%9-%'<9-8&'; %&';R4*))
-($4< - )-,8('4< 0-42 ') %&* )?, $# *-;& *(*,*4%-9. %&';R=
4*)) 1-(?* -($4< %&* 0-42 F'1L: @&') ,*%&$2 -;;$?4%) #$9
0$%& ?83-92 -42 2$343-92 ;-(;?(-%'$4 3'%&'4 %&* )%9-%'=
<9-8&'; 8'(* 0. -22'%'$4 $9 )?0%9-;%'$4 $# %&* *(*,*4%-9.

\'<: T: F-L M-,8('4< )%9-%*<. #$9 %&* )%9?;%?9-( 2-%-: M&-2*2 -9*-) -9* )-,8('4< 0-42)/ 2$%%*2 ('4*) -9* &$9'V$4 '4%*9)*;%'$4) 3'%& %&* )?9#-;*/ 2-)&*2 ('4*) -9*
%&* '4%*9)*;%'$4) $# %&* 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4) 3'%& %&* )?9#-;*: O'9;(*2 2$%) -9* - 8-'9 $# 8$'4%) M- -42 MO #$9 %&* 4*6% )%-<*J F0L ;.('429-%'$4 $# %&* 2-%- 8-'9)/ 3&*9*
Q-(O ') %&* )%9-%'<9-8&'; %&';R4*)) 0*%3**4 %&* 2-%- 8$'4%) M- -42 MOJ -42 1-O ') %&* ;-(;?(-%*2 ($;-( #$(2 -6')J F;L 9*;$4)%9?;%'$4 $# %&* %&';R4*)) ($< ;$99*)8$42'4<
%$ %&* ;?,?(-%* *(*,*4%-9. )%9-%'<9-8&'; %&';R4*))*) #$9 *-;& 8-'9 $# 8$'4%)J F2L 89$Y*;%'$4 $# %&* *(*,*4%-9. %&';R4*))*) -($4< %&* 8$(*) $# %&* )%9-%-: @&* '44*9
)&*(() F%"2"- -42 %"2"OL -9* %&* )%9-%- $4 3&';& )%9?;%?9-( ,*-)?9*,*4%) &-1* 0**4 8*9#$9,*2/ %&* $?%*9 )&*(( F%"2"JL ') %&* 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4 %$ 0* 9*;$4)%9?;%*2:
S$(2 2'8 ).,0$() -9* %&* 89$Y*;%*2 2$%) '4 )8-;* F#9$, %&* ,*-)?9*2 )%9-%-L/ 3&';& 0*($4< %$ %&* 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4J F*L 89$Y*;%'$4 $# %&* 2-%- #9$, - )-,8('4<
0-42_ )8-%'-( ;$$92'4-%*) $# %&* 89$Y*;%*2 2$%):

!T

[*;$4)%9?;%'$4 $# %&* )%9?;%?9* ') 8*9#$9,*2 0. 89$Y*;%=
'4< %&* )%9?;%?9-( 2-%- $4%$ ;&$)*4 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4): A)
%&* 8?98$)* ') %$ ;&-9-;%*9'V* %&* <*$,*%9. $# %&* )%9?;%?9*
9*89*)*4%*2 0. %&*)* )?9#-;*)/ %&*'9 '4%*9)*;%'$4) 3'%& %$8$=
<9-8&. &-1* %$ 0* -;;?9-%*(. 2*);9'0*2/ -42 8-9%';?(-9 -%%*4=
%'$4 ,?)% 0* 8-'2 %$ 8*9';('4-( ;($)?9*):
b4;* %&* ;?,?(-%'1* )%9-%'<9-8&'; %&';R4*))*) -9* ;-(;?=
(-%*2/ %&* 9*(-%'1* %&';R4*))*) Q-(O #9$, *-;& 2-%-8$'4% %$ 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4 -9* -))*))*2 $4 %&* ($<): @&* $?%8?% 2-%-=
)*%) ;$4)')% $# %&* 2')%-4;*) #$9 *-;& 2-%-8$'4%/ #9$, '%)
8-9%';?(-9 )%9-%- %$ %&* 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4 F1L: c-;& '4'%'-(
2-%-8$'4% M- ') 89$Y*;%*2/ -($4< %&* 8$(* N- #9$, '%) $9'<'4-(
)%9-%- %$ %&* 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4 -% - 2')%-4;* Q-(O F\'<: T2L:

="9" 4H15-12 H/&O.65-&' &3 5C. F151 %.5%

\'<: W: 74%*98$(-%*2 FR9'<'4<L 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4)_ GM"EGMP 0$?42-9. F(*#%L -42 GMPE`M" 0$?42-9. F9'<&%L: O9$))*) -9* %&* 89$Y*;%*2 )%9?;%?9-( 2-%-:

\'<: B: U9$Y*;%'$4) -% %&* 89$6','%. $# #$(2 &'4<*): K$%%*2 ('4*) -9* 0')*;%$9)
$# %&* R'4R: ]&*4 %&* 89$Y*;%'$4 ') 2'9*;%*2 #9$, - &$9'V$4 F0$(2L %$3-92)
*6%*94-( )&*(() F"L $9 3&*4 %&* )$?9;* 8$'4% ') #-9 *4$?<& #9$, %&* #$(2
&'4<* FC ;$) ! # QL %$3-92) '44*9 )&*(() FPL -42 FXL/ %&* 89$Y*;%'$4) -9*
;$99*;%: ]&*9* %&* )$?9;* 8$'4% ') %$$ ;($)* %$ %&* &'4<* FC ;$) ! $ QL/ %&*
89$Y*;%*2 8$'4%) -9* -0*99-4% FTL:

!B

;-(;?(-%*2 %&';R4*))*) -($4< - 0-42: @&* ;?,?(-%'1* )%9-%'=
<9-8&'; %&';R4*))*) 89$1'2* ).4%&*%'; ($<) #$9 *-;& '42*8*4=
2*4% k0-42=)*;%'$4l F\'<: T;L/ 3&';& -9* 8-9%) $# %&* %$%-(
)%9-%'<9-8&'; ($< $# %&* -9*-: M'4;* 4$ -889$6',-%'$4 &-)
0**4 2$4* 3&'(* ;-(;?(-%'4< %&* %&';R4*))*)/ %&* -;;?9-;.
$# %&* ($<) $4(. 2*8*42) $4 %&* '4'%'-( 2-%- )*%): A22'%'$4-(
;$4%9$( ') <'1*4 #9$, $4* 5-4R %$ %&* $%&*9/ -) %&* ;?,?(-=
%'1* %&';R4*)) ;-(;?(-%*2 0. %&* 89$Y*;%'$4 )*9'*) -;9$)) $4*
#$(2 5-4R &-) %$ ,-%;& 3'%& %&* ;?,?(-%'1* %&';R4*))
2*2?;*2 #9$, %&* $%&*9 5-4R/ $%&*93')* '% 3$?(2 <*4*9-%*
2');9*8-4;'*) -% %&* (*1*( $# %&* &'4<*:

!" #$%%&'( )"*!" +$,'-./ 0 )&$/'12 &3 45/$65$/12 7.&2&,8 9: ;9<<=> ?@A@<

@&* )%9?;%?9-( 2-%- )*% ') 2'1'2*2 '4%$ )-,8('4< 0-42)/
09$-2(. 8*98*42';?(-9 %$ %&* )%9?;%?9-( %9*42 F\'<: PL: b4
%&* 3&$(*/ %&*)* ;$99*)8$42 %$ %&* 29-'4-<* 8-%%*94 3&*9*
)-,8('4< &-) 0**4 2$4*: A) - ;$4)*^?*4;*/ %&* )?0=)*%)
;$,89')* %'<&% 2-%- 3'%&'4 09$-2(. 8-9-((*( -42 ('4*-9
k0-42=)*;%'$4)l:
U9$;*))'4< $# %&*)* )?0=)*%) &-) %$ 0* ;-99'*2 $?% #$9 *-;&
0-42/ '4 $92*9 %$ 9*;$4)%9?;% %&* %3$ 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4)
0*%3**4 %&* G'22(* M'3-('R) " FGM"L -42 G'22(* M'3-('R)
P FGMPL #$9,-%'$4)/ -42 0*%3**4 %&* GMP -42 `88*9 M'3-=
('R) " F`M"L #$9,-%'$4): @&*)* 9*#*9*4;* )?9#-;*) &-1* 0**4
;&$)*4 -) %&*. -9* 3*(( ;$4)%9-'4*2 #9$, %&* )%9?;%?9-(

R"I" G.6&'%5/$65-&'

6" !# $%&'()*$+&*,'( 7(/ $%)*'$7*,'( '8 *.% 97,)7., 7(/
:74*, 8'0/)

XK )?9#-;*) ;-4 0* ?4#$(2*2 '4 $92*9 %$ %*)% %&*'9 1-('2'%.
-42 *1-(?-%* '# %&*. -9* 2*1*($8-0(*: @&* 9*;$4)%9?;%*2
GM"EGMP 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4 ') ?4#$(2*2 ?)'4< U-%;&3$9R
89$<9-, FS*44') *% -(:/ "HH"J N*;$,%* *% -(:/ "HHTL: @&*
)?9#-;* ') <9'22*2 -($4< ')$8-9-,*%9'; ;?91*)/ %&*4 5-%%*4=
'4< ') 8*9#$9,*2 8'*;*3')*: [*)%$9-%'$4 ') 9*-('V*2 #9$, 8'4 ('4* 0. '4;9*,*4%-( 5-%%*4'4< $# %&* <9'2 )?9#-;*:

R"9" S'3&2F-',

-4-(.)') #9$, a*(23$9R -42 MUb@ ',-<*9.J ,$9*$1*9/
%&*. 2$ 4$% 9*^?'9* ,-4. 89$Y*;%'$4) %$3-92) '44*9 )&*(()
-42 -9%'#-;%) ;($)* %$ #$(2 &'4<*) -9* -1$'2*2: S$%& &$9'V$4)
0*($4< %$ %&* #$(2 -0$1* %&* &-4<'4<=3-(( $# %&* G\@ -42
-0$1* %&* 9$$# %&9?)% $# %&* 2?8(*6:
\$(($3'4< %&* ,*%&$2 2*);9'0*2 -0$1*/ %3$ 2-%- )*%) F$4*
8*9 &$9'V$4L $# 89$Y*;%*2 2$%) -9* *)%-0(')&*2: A#%*9 89$Y*;=
%'$4/ %&* $?%8?% 2-%- )*%) -9* ('4R*2 %$ %&* $9'<'4-( ,-8
2')%9'0?%'$4 $# %&* '48?% 2-%- )*%): 74%*98$(-%'$4 ') ;-99'*2
$?% 0. R9'<'4<: K*%-'() $4 %&* '4%*98$(-%'$4 89$;*2?9* ;-4 0*
#$?42 '4 A88*42'6 A: 74%*98$(-%'$4 <9'2) $# %&* %3$ 9*;$4=
)%9?;%*2 )?9#-;*) -9* 9*89*)*4%*2 '4 \'<: W: @&* $1*9-(( XK
1')?-('V-%'$4 $# %&* )%9?;%?9-( )&-8* ') <'1*4 0. 0$%& 9*#*9=
*4;* &$9'V$4) 3'%& 9*)8*;% %$ %$8$<9-8&. F\'<: IL:
S$%& %&* 0?9'*2 8-9% $# %&* )%9?;%?9* F[-8%' ).4;('4*L -42
%&* *9$2*2 8-9% $# '% FS-')-&' -4%'#$9,L -9* 9*;$4)%9?;%*2 '4
XK: A )('<&% 8-%%*94 $# %&-(3*<)/ 8*98*42';?(-9 %$ )%9'R*/
)%-42) $?% -42 )?<<*)%) %&-% %&* #$(2 -6') 1-9'*) -($4<=)%9'R*:
A 2*%-'(*2 '4)8*;%'$4 $# %&* 2'8 -42 )%9'R* $# %&* GM"EGMP
9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4 '4 \'<: P ;$4a9,) %&-% %&* -($4<=)%9'R*
?42?(-%'$4 -88*-9) '4 %&* '4'%'-( 2-%-: M'4;* %&* $9'<'4-(
2')%9'0?%'$4 $# %&* 2-%-)*%) &-) 0**4 -;;$?4%*2 #$9 3&'(*
'4%*98$(-%'4</ -42 0*;-?)* %&* )8-%'-( 2')%9'0?%'$4 $# %&*
8*98*42';?(-9 %$ )%9'R* ?42?(-%'$4) 2$*) 4$% 8-9%';?(-9(.
,-%;& %&* )8-%'-( 2')%9'0?%'$4 $# %&* %9*42) $# %&* 89$Y*;%*2
0-42)/ '% ') -))?,*2 %&-% %&') 8-%%*94 9*5*;%) %&* 9*-( )&-8*
$# %&* #$(2*2 )%9?;%?9*/ %&$?<& )$,* -9%'#-;%) ;-44$% 0*
($;-((. *6;(?2*2:

\'<: I: XK 1')?-('V-%'$4 $# %&* 9*;$4)%9?;%*2 &$9'V$4) 3'%& 9*)8*;% %$ %$8$<9-8&.:

!" #$%%&'( )"*!" +$,'-./ 0 )&$/'12 &3 45/$65$/12 7.&2&,8 9: ;9<<=> ?@A@<

A;;$92'4< %$ %&* '4'%'-( -))?,8%'$4) F5*6?9-( )('8 -42
;$4)%-4% 0*2 %&';R4*)) -($4< - 0-42L/ %&* 9*)?(%'4< 2$%) '4
)8-;* -9* ($;-%*2 $4 - 9*#*9*4;* &$9'V$4: 74 #-;%/ %&* )8-%'-(
89$Y*;%'$4) $# %&*)* (*4<%&) #$9 *-;& 8-9%';?(-9 k0-42=
)*;%'$4l 2*a4* - 0-42 '4 )8-;*/ 3&';& ') '4;(?2*2 3'%&'4
%&* )?9#-;* %$ 0* 9*;$4)%9?;%*2 F\'<: T*L:
]&*9* %&* ;?91-%?9* ') )'<4'a;-4%/ -9%'#-;%) ;-4 0* <*4*9=
-%*2: 74 $92*9 %$ -1$'2 %&*,/ '% &-) %$ 0* 9*)%9';%*2 %$ %&*
;-)*) '((?)%9-%*2 '4 \'<: B/ 3&*9* %&* 2')%-4;* Q %$ %&* &'4<*
') )&$9%*9 %&-4 C ;$) ! / 3&*9* C ') %&* '4%*9)%9-%- %&';R4*))
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Structuration du front de chaı̂ne

L’équilibrage structural prend un sens plus vaste lorsqu’il est replacé dans le
contexte dynamique des fronts de chaı̂nes. C’est un support de travail qui permet détayer les interprétations cinématiques. L’enregistrement géologique dans les
avant-pays est remarquable, puisque la sédimentation qui accompagne le développement et la progradation des prismes d’avant-pays est souvent préservée, archivant ainsi l’histoire géologique. Des informations sur la chronologie des évènements
structuraux et morphologiques du prisme mais également de la chaı̂ne dans son
ensemble y sont contenues. Les deux articles suivants, fruits d’une collaboration
avec J-L. Mugnier, P. Leturmy et co-auteurs, illustrent l’exploitation de ces reconstructions pour évaluer l’historique de la chaı̂ne himalayenne.

Journal of Asian Earth Sciences 17 (1999) 629±642

The Siwaliks of western Nepal
I. Geometry and kinematics
J.L. Mugnier a,*, P. Leturmy a, G. Mascle a, P. Huyghe a, E. Chalaron b, G. Vidal c,
L. Husson a, B. Delcaillau d
a

Laboratoire de Geodynamique des Chaines Alpines et UPRESA CNRS 5025, rue Maurice Gignoux, 38031, Grenoble, France
b
Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences, New Zealand
c
UMR CNRS 5570 et ENS Lyon, France
d
DeÂpartement de GeÂographie, Caen University, 13 rue du milieu, 14000, Caen, France

Abstract
The Siwalik Group which forms the southern zone of the Himalayan orogen, constitutes the deformed part of the Neogene
foreland basin situated above the down¯exed Indian lithosphere. It forms the outer part of the thin-skinned thrust belt of the
Himalaya, a belt where the faults branch o a major deÂcollement (MD) that is the external part of the basal detachment of
Himalayan thrust belt. This deÂcollement is located beneath 13 Ma sediments in far-western Nepal, and beneath 14.6 Ma
sediments in mid-western Nepal, i.e., above the base of the Siwalik Group. Unconformities have been observed in the upper
Siwalik member of western Nepal both on satellite images and in the ®eld, and suggest that tectonics has aected the frontal
part of the outer belt since more than 1.8 Ma. Several north dipping thrusts delineate tectonic boundaries in the Siwalik Group
of western Nepal. The Main Dun Thrust (MDT) is formed by a succession of 4 laterally relayed thrusts, and the Main Frontal
Thrust (MFT) is formed by three segments that die out laterally in propagating folds or branch and relay faults along lateral
transfer zones. One of the major transfer zones is the West Dang Transfer Zone (WDTZ), which has a north-northeast strike
and is formed by strike-slip faults, sigmoid folds and sigmoid reverse faults. The width of the outer belt of the Himalaya varies
from 25 km west of the WDTZ to 40 km east of the WDTZ. The WDTZ is probably related to an underlying fault that
induces: (a) a change of the stratigraphic thickness of the Siwalik members involved in the thin-skinned thrust belt, and
particularly of the middle Siwalik member; (b) an increase, from west to east, of the depth of the deÂcollement level; and (c) a
lateral ramp that transfers displacement from one thrust to another. Large wedge-top basins (Duns) of western Nepal have
developed east of the WDTZ. The superposition of two deÂcollement levels in the lower Siwalik member is clear in a large
portion of the Siwalik group of western Nepal where it induces duplexes development. The duplexes are formed either by fartravelled horses that crop out at the hangingwall of the Internal DeÂcollement Thrust (ID) to the south of the Main Boundary
Thrust, or by horses that remain hidden below the middle Siwaliks or Lesser Himalayan rocks. Most of the thrusts sheets of the
outer belt of western Nepal have moved toward the S±SW and balanced cross-sections show at least 40 km shortening through
the outer belt. This value probably under-estimates the shortening because erosion has removed the hangingwall cut-o of the
Siwalik series. The mean shortening rate has been 17 mm/yr in the outer belt for the last 2.3 Ma. # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The Siwalik-Ganges foreland basin constitutes a
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: mugnier@ujf-grenoble.fr (J.L. Mugnier).

unique present-day active foreland system in a geodynamic context of intracontinental collision, where
synorogenic sediments are progressively incorporated
into the outer part of the thin-skinned thrust belt.
Thus the study of the active Himalayan thin-skinned
thrust system may provide useful constraints for interpreting older collisional thrust systems. Therefore we
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ABSTRACT

T

he Sub-Himalayan Zone constitutes a tectonic wedge of synorogenic sediments
along the southern edge of the Himalayan Belt. Sediments are incorporated into
the prism from the foreland Indo-Gangetic plain, undergo a tectonic cycle within
it, and eventually are eroded. The structural sketch map exhibits westward-plunging
arcuate structures on the foremost location of the Outer Belt. Investigations from spatial
imagery and digital elevation modeling (DEM), together with kinematic data, allow us to
calculate velocities for the geomorphologic development. Four velocities rule the general
evolution of the wedge. The foremost geomorphic structure (ridge) is the assemblage of
elementary structures. The lateral ridge propagation velocity is estimated to be 40 cm/yr,
which supports a general cylindrical development of the Outer Belt, in spite of the asymmetrical development of each independent elbow-shaped structure. The sediment’s burial history can be quantified from geometric and kinematic data. We emphasize that
because of the cylindrical behavior of the prism, extrapolation of the sediment transfer
to the entire western Nepal Siwalik is valid. Burial in the foreland basin takes two times
longer than the entire tectonic cycle, which only lasts for about 6.5 m.y. Sediments
reaching 6  10 – 5 km3 per year and per linear kilometer accrete along the Siwalik range.
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The critical taper formed by orogenic belts can be
divided into various parts in their front zone. As is the
case for the Sub-Himalayan Zone of western Nepal, the
most frontal deformed part often corresponds to an
accretionary wedge of synorogenic sediments incorporated from the foreland basin into the mountain belt.
This unit constitutes an open system of material, because sediments are added to the wedge from the foreland and removed from it by erosion. According to
Dahlen and Barr (1989), mature continental synorogenic accretionary wedges display critical-taper angles
and can be in a volumetric steady state. As a consequence,
to keep a balanced volume of sediments throughout
time within the unit, the processes that withdraw material from the wedge (erosion or duplex subduction) must
be strong enough to remove sufficient material from
the wedge. This statement is implicitly constrained by
the global energy budget for mature prisms, because
increasing the volume of the prism implies an increase
of its activation energy. Material within the wedge undergoes a burial cycle, from the fresh sediment in the
foreland being incorporated into the prism, to the free,
eroded sediment at the surface. This pattern is generally
associated with thin-skinned deformation styles.
The main morphotectonic units of the Himalayas
south of Tibet include the High Himalayas, which are
made of crystalline rocks and are bounded southward
by the Main Central Thrust (MCT); and the Lesser Himalayas, which are made of metasedimentary rocks
and are separated to the south by the Main Boundary
Thrust (MBT). The last unit is the Sub-Himalayan Zone
Fold-and-thrust Belt, which forms a Neogene accretionary wedge on the southern foothills of the Himalayas
that is deformed in a thin-skinned style (Hérail and
Mascle, 1980; Hérail et al., 1986; Schelling, 1992; Mugnier et al., 1992, 1999a; Powers et al., 1998).
Characterization of hydrocarbon maturation, migration, and entrapment in fold-and-thrust belts is
often limited by poor knowledge of the kinematics of
these areas. The burial history and residential time at
depth are the key parameters for such problems, which
can only be assessed if the global kinematics of the
wedge is well understood (Baby et al., 1994; Moretti
et al., 1996). Maturation is closely linked to the time
span during which kerogen was maintained at depth;
migration depends on the fluid paths, which are con-

INTRODUCTION

The Sub-Himalayan Fold-and-thrust Belt was created
by the deformed synorogenic series of the Siwalik Group
(Mugnier et al., 1992, 1994; 1999a; Powers et al., 1998),
above the northward-subducting Indian plate. The series
is located in the foothills of the Himalayas and comprises
a succession of east-southeast–west-northwest-trending
ridges that are perpendicular to the N10 – N308E compressional axis (Ni and Baraganzi, 1996; Jouanne et al.,
1999).
A few ridges are the geomorphological expression
of active thrusts. These faults branch off of a gently
north-dipping dêcollement (Raiverman et al., 1994;
Galahaut and Chandler, 1992; Biswas, 1994). Therefore, only a few active thrusts beneath south-verging
slices accommodate the shortening in the Sub-Himalayan
Zone (Figure 1). The fold-and-thrust belt is bounded by
the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) to the north, and the

GEOLOGIC SETTING

trolled by the tectonic regime and associated structure;
and eventually, entrapment in foreland fold-and-thrust
belts is linked to structural buildup. Although the petroleum potential is rather poor in this area (Bashyal,
1998), the Sub-Himalayan Zone is relevant to our general understanding of the deformation schemes of frontal parts of orogenic belts. Most active mountain belts
show similar structural sketches, in which tectonic velocities, sedimentation, and erosion rates are in the same
range. These parameters are fundamental for the evolution of petroleum systems in fold-and-thrust belts.
The aim of this chapter is to quantify the geometric
and kinematic development of the Sub-Himalayan prism
in western Nepal. First, we analyze the structural and morphological evolution of the wedge. Second, we estimate
the volume of material incorporated from the foreland,
the time of residence within the wedge, and the volume
of material removed from the prism undergoing erosion, using across-strike geometric and tectonic velocities together with a structural sketch map. The kinematics cannot be restricted to a 2-D forward cycle, because
the lateral growth of the structure also controls the
sediment-incorporation mechanisms within the wedge.
The morphological evolution helps in documenting
the global dynamics of the wedge. The overall development of the wedge is best characterized by its frontal
and lateral structural and geomorphological velocities.

About 21% of the flowing material within the wedge is captured and withdrawn from it as
subducted duplexes. Assuming a steady-state development of the wedge, and according to
the Coulomb-wedge theory for the Siwalik, mean erosion rates are estimated to be about
1.9 mm/yr, which is in accord with previous estimates. We emphasize that this consistency supports the overall estimates for the general development of the wedge.
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Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) is the southernmost tectonic feature, characterized by Tertiary sediments overthrusting Quaternary (DeCelles et al., 1998a). Another
primary thrust is the Main Dun Thrust (MDT) (Hérail
and Mascle, 1980; Delcaillau et al., 1987; Mugnier et al.,
1992), which constitutes a succession of laterally relayed thrusts propagating westward as ramp folds. This
thrust owes its name to the piggyback basins called
duns, which it overthrusts. Previous studies defined the
Sub-Himalayan Zone as a fold-and-thrust belt characterized mainly by fault-propagation folds, fault-bend
folding, and duplexes (Mascle et al., 1986; Banks and
Warburton, 1986; Powers and Lillie, 1996; Powers et al.,
1998; Mugnier et al., 1999a).

The prism grows by propagating southward into
the foreland Indo-Gangetic plain. The stratigraphic sequence over the Main Dêcollement (MD) extends from
the middle Miocene to the present (Appel and Roesler,
1994; Corvinus, 1994) and consists of a coarseningupward succession of sandstone and conglomerate as
much as 6000 m thick. The Siwalik Group is divided
into three informal stratigraphic units. The lower Siwalik unit (middle Miocene) displays paleosols and fluvial channel deposits, the middle Siwalik unit (upper
Miocene) is of a flooded-plain to braided-channel type,
and the upper Siwalik unit (Pliocene to Pleistocene) is
mainly conglomeratic and of a braided-channel type
(Hérail et al., 1986; Delcaillau, 1997). This sequence

lines A–D are location of balanced cross sections shown in Figure 7. (E) is location of the cross section Figure 6. Unlabelled
dashed lines are the locations of other available balanced cross sections. Bottom: Sketch map of west-plunging salients.
MDT: Main Dun Thrust; MFT: Main Frontal Thrust; FPF: Fault-related fold (mainly fault-propagation folds).

FIGURE 1. Top: Mosaic of SPOT satellite scenes and structural interpretation of the western Nepal Siwalik. Labeled dashed
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A mosaic of six (60 km ! 60 km) SPOT satellite
pictures (Figure 1) taken between longitudes 80830’E
and 83800’E was compiled to complete the previous
field structural investigations and create the structural
sketch map along a 300-km-long segment of the Himalayan foothills. Analysis of spatial imagery brought out
a peculiar recurrent set of en echelon arcuate structures
(salients) that are convex toward the foreland, above
the MFT (Figure 1). Information from satellite imagery
includes the westward transition from the hinterland
to the foreland location of the same continuous structures. They change laterally, from north-dipping MDT
monoclines on a hinterland setting to ramp folds showing emergent faults (MFT type), and end up in blindthrust ramp folds. Previous theoretical and field work
emphasized that the fault length increases with greater
forward displacement over the fault (Elliott, 1976; Walsh
and Waterson, 1988; Jackson et al., 1996; Leturmy, 1997;
Mueller and Talling, 1997). In the Sub-Himalayan Zone
of western Nepal, all the aforesaid structures become
progressively less mature toward their western tips (evolution of MDT monoclines to MFT ramp folds). Along
the eastern salient, an early Pliocene cartographic unconformity on the backlimb of the fold disappears toward the west (Leturmy, 1997; Mugnier et al., 1999a).
In the central salient, a wind gap (Mueller and Talling,
1997) used to be a main water gap for the Rapti River.
The current water gap of the Rapti River bypasses the
anticline to the west (Leturmy, 1997, Leturmy et al.,
1999).
Because the structures are always less evolved toward the west, and considering the field observations,
we infer that the salients propagate westward asymmetrically (from the monoclines toward the anticlines);
on a map, the development of the frontalmost structures
is not cylindrical but is westward-plunging. Fault tips
migrate laterally, perpendicularly to the main deformation axis, as the width of the fault increases with its
displacement (Elliott, 1976; Walsh and Waterson, 1988;
Marchal et al., 1998). If these statements and observations are correct, they imply that greater displacement
occurs over the MDT than over the MFT anticlines, and
faults propagate westward.

Structural Development

STRUCTURAL VELOCITIES IN
THE HIMALAYAN OUTER BELT

seems to be diachronous in along-strike and across-strike
directions (Appel and Roesler, 1994; Corvinus, 1994,
DeCelles et al., 1998a, Ohja et al., 2000) and is interpreted
to be the Miocene to Holocene sedimentary record of
the Himalayan front’s southward migration (Hérail
et al., 1986; Delcaillau, 1997; Mugnier et al., 1999a).
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The convergence rate of the Indian plate with the
Eurasian plate is about 50 – 55 mm/yr (De Mets et al.,
1990). Only a part of it is accommodated in the SubHimalayan Zone. The total shortening rate in this area
has been estimated by several methods. To constrain
the shortening rate in this area, we review the various
published results using various methods. Lyon-Caen
and Molnar (1985) used the southward migration of the
Tertiary basin depocenter to determine a minimum
Indo-Himalayan convergence rate of 10 – 15 mm/yr and
a maximum of as much as 20 mm/yr. By subtracting
the shortening accommodated on faults in the High
Himalayas from the total Indo-Eurasian convergence,
Avouac and Tapponier (1993) arrived at a shortening
rate of 18 mm/yr. Peltzer and Saucier’s (1996) global
kinematic model of Asia suggests a convergence rate of
18 mm/yr between the High Himalayas and the Indian plate. Schelling (1992) and Schelling and Arita
(1991) determined a rate of 8.4 to 18.6 mm/yr using
minimum shortening estimates from cross-section balancing between the High Himalayas and the MFT in
eastern Nepal. DeCelles et al. (1998b) estimated a southward forebulge migration rate of 14 to 33 mm/yr during
Eocene-Oligocene time. Lavé and Avouac (2000) used
terrace folding to estimate a minimum shortening rate
of 21 mm/yr for the Holocene period. All these estimates indicate an average shortening rate of 18 mm/yr
for the area between the MCT and the MFT, and this
value corresponds to the Indo-Himalayan convergence
following the initiation of the MCT (20 – 22 Ma, according to Hodges et al., 1996). After initiation of the
MBT, the total shortening has been partitioned between
the Lesser Himalayas and the Sub-Himalayan Zone.
From cross-section balancing in western Nepal,
Mugnier et al. (1999a) determined minimum shortening of 40 km in the Sub-Himalayan Zone between the
MBT and the MFT. Because the onset of shortening in
the present Sub-Himalayan Zone postdates the Pliocene
upper Siwalik member (DeCelles et al., 1998a; Mugnier
et al., 1999a), shortening-rate estimates are at least 17 –
20 mm/yr for the various cross sections. In northwest
India, Powers et al. (1998) synthesized shortening rates
that also had been deduced from various cross-section
balancing in the Sub-Himalayan Zone between the
MBT and the MFT, and they are in the same range (14 ±
4 mm/yr). Such shortening rates in the Sub-Himalayan
Zone in turn implies current minor shortening rates in
the Lesser Himalayas.
It can be argued that geodetic data from spiritleveling (Jackson and Bilham, 1994) or GPS measurements (Bilham et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1999) indicate
little current shortening of the Sub-Himalayan zone,
the maximum convergence being accommodated in the

Structural Velocities Over the
Fold-and-thrust Belt

High Himalayas (about 5 mm/yr, over a total IndoHimalayan convergence of 19 to 22 mm/yr). However, as
several authors have already mentioned (Jackson and
Bilham, 1994; Larson et al.,1999; Lavé and Avouac, 2000;
and Mugnier et al., 2003), this more likely corresponds to
an interseismic period than to the absence of shortening
in the Sub-Himalayan Zone. According to Bilham et al.
(1997) and Larson et al. (1999), locking below the Lesser
Himalayas temporarily precludes foreland shortening,
and great earthquakes are expected in order to compensate the lack of rupture south of the MBT. Mugnier et al.
(1999c) showed that the mean shortening rate is constant over time (following the onset of deformation in
the Sub-Himalayan zone). If correct, these results converge toward a present-day average shortening rate of
about 19 mm/yr in the Sub-Himalayan zone, which we
consider herein as realistic.
The Sub-Himalayan wedge accommodates shortening by a limited number of thrusts, i.e., the Main
Boundary Thrust, the Main Frontal Thrust, and the
Main Dun Thrust. Other thrusts currently have minor
offsets and do not account for currently important shortening accommodation (see, for example, Mascle et al.,
1986; Hérail et al., 1986; Mugnier et al., 1999a).
Scarce short-term velocity estimates are available for
the major thrusts. A geomorphological analysis of the
ridges overlying the thrusts helps to constrain velocities
over the entire wedge. From a 3000 arc DEM (Figure 2a),
morphological data are compiled over the ridges overlying the thrusts (Figure 2b). The mean elevation corresponds to the average altitude of each particular thrustrelated relief, and the standard deviations of the elevations characterize the distribution of the elevation around
this mean value. The morphology of the ridges is directly
linked to the tectonic activity (Hurtrez et al., 1999).
The mean elevation increases from the southern
MFT periclinal ridge (fault-propagation fold, FPF) to the
MFT ridges and to the MDT. The gentle hinterland elevation increase characterizes the average taper geometry of the wedge; it includes the local tectonic activity
of the thrusts but also the depth and slope of the Main
Dêcollement, MD, which rules the shape of the wedge
as a whole (Davis et al., 1983). The standard deviation
of the elevation density characterizes the sharpness of
the structures: the lower the standard deviation, the
sharper the overlying ridge. In other words, if the elevation densities are concentrated around the mean
elevation, the flanks of the ridge are abrupt. The lateral
termination of the MFT (FPF of Figure 2) is sharp (standard deviation is 100 m), the MFTs have a smoother
shape (standard deviations are 145 m and 148 m for
the two studied ridges), and the MDTs have an even
smoother morphology (standard deviations are 213 m
and 228 m). Hurtrez et al. (1999) showed that because of
the rapid erosive processes in the Sub-Himalayan Zone,
the structures are in a dynamic equilibrium. Erosion com-

pensates for uplift (Figure 3), and the topographic profiles remain constant through time as long as no tangible change occurs in the tectonic velocities or erosion
rates. The topographic profile relates to the thrust velocity. For one particular thrust velocity and ramp geometry, there is one, and only one, associated topographic profile for the overlying ridge. This statement
applies to mature ridges when the equilibrium profile is
reached. Hence, the sharpness of the FPF probably relates to the growing structure (for which an equilibrium
profile is not reached, as shown, by its low mean elevation) rather than to its tectonic activity. If the assumption of a dynamic equilibrium law is correct, the shapes
of the MFT and MDT reflect their tectonic activity. Because the MFT and MDT ridge morphologies are globally
constant, the previous statement indicates that local
estimations of thrust velocities for the major thrusts
can be extrapolated laterally.
The MBT presently shows major displacement (rocks
of the Lesser Himalayas thrust over the Tertiary sediments of the Sub-Himalayan wedge, according to Upreti,
1990; Mugnier et al., 1992). However, Holocene activation of the MBT has locally minor normal sense slip
(0.5 mm/yr; Mugnier et al., 1994), thus suggesting that
taper is overcritical in this area, which implies that the
MBT is not currently accommodating tangible shortening.
As a consequence, the overall shortening is accommodated mainly by the MDT and the MFT. According
to the previous discussion on shortening rates, we assume that shortening over the MCT is minor, and that
at least 17 – 20 mm/yr of shortening occurs within the
Sub-Himalayan Zone. Sparse velocity data are available
for the Sub-Himalayan thrusts: From terrace uplift
inversion, Leturmy et al. (1999) suggested velocities in
the range of 7 – 10 mm/yr for both the MFT and MDT in
western Nepal, whereas Lavé and Avouac (2000) calculated a velocity of 21 mm/yr for the MFT and found
0 mm/yr for the MDT in eastern Nepal. These differences can be explained by the distribution of shortening versus time over these thrusts. The MDT displays
minor out-of-sequence faults that are overlapped by
undeformed sediments (Mugnier et al., 1998; Mugnier
et al., 1999a), which indicate a nonpermanent tectonic
activity. The ratio between faulted sediments and overlapping sediments is 1:3. We assume that it reflects the
periods of relative activity to inactivity of the MDT. If
shortening in the Sub-Himalayan Zone is partitioned
only over the MDT and MFT, the tectonic activity time
span reflects the coeval activation of both thrusts (Leturmy, 1997), whereas inactivity indicates periods of fast
activation over the MFT alone (Lavé and Avouac, 2000).
Coeval activation exists for a third of the time, hence
the MDT tectonic velocity Vf MDT is one-third of the value
given by Leturmy et al. (1999), that is, 2 – 3 mm/yr.
Similar calculations for the MFT indicate a tectonic velocity, Vf MFT, of about 17 mm/yr.
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Evidence for an asymmetric westward growth of
the salients was described previously. It includes ancient unconformities that are located on the eastern
part of the salients but that vanish toward the west; a
westward transition from water gaps to wind gaps; the
distribution of the drainage pattern; and the systematic
maturation of the structures, from the eastern monoclines maturing to fault-related folds showing emergent ramps, to the western ends of fault-related folds
evolving with blind ramps.
We emphasize that the en échelon pattern of the
thrust belt of western Nepal is linked to the lateral propagation of the imbricate thrusting (see Shaw et al., 1999),
perpendicularly to the thrust-sheet motion (Mugnier
et al., 1999a), and does not reflect any dextral strike-slip
component of the front. MFT salients branch eastward
on the MDT and propagate westward on the foremost
position. The subcontinuous trend of the MFT corresponds to the most frontal ridge, composed of the en
échelon fault-related folds. In other words, the envelope
of the ridges overlying the MFT is the southernmost

Lateral Propagation Velocity of the
Morphological Structures

FIGURE 2. (a) 30’’ arc DEM of the studied area. Solid white lines represent sampled areas for statistical analysis of
elevation. (b) Elevation density histograms of each sampled structure. FPF: fault-propagation fold ridge, MFT1 and 2 :
Main Frontal Thrust ridges, MDT1 and 2 : Main Dun Thrust ridges.

Average forward-shortening velocities are available for the main Siwalik thrusts (Figure 4). However,
forward velocities do not supply enough information
to describe the asymmetrical development of the SubHimalayan Zone, and the lateral ramp-fold propagation velocities are needed. Leturmy (1997) calculated
lateral-thrust velocities for the structures of the SubHimalayan Zone, which are 10 times faster than the
forward-thrust velocities. This value is consistent with
the observations of average fault displacement versus
length given by various authors (Walsh and Waterson, 1988). Therefore, lateral velocity (Vl MFT) for the
MFT is in the range of 170 mm/yr. By analogy, as Elliott (1976) previously suggested, the forward and lateral velocities that control the fault propagation can

FIGURE 3. Dynamic-equilibrium theory. (a) Topography
is too low with respect to the ramp velocity; erosion rates
becomes lower than uplift rates. (b) Topography is in a
dynamic-equilibrium state, erosion rates balance uplift.
(c) Topography is too high, erosion rates become higher
than uplift rates. Solid black line is topography, dashed
line is equilibrium profile, light gray is the volume input as
a result of shortening, dark gray is the erosion response.

HOLOCENE MORPHOLOGICAL
VELOCITIES OF THE
HIMALAYAN FRONT

For the sake of simplicity, these velocities will further
be named V1 and V2, respectively.
These structural velocities rule the westward propagation of the salients, which branch off of the MDT.
Such a pattern suggests that the development of the
most frontal structures is asymmetrical, because propagation only acts toward the west. The remaining question concerns the cylindrical nature of the overall wedge.
How do structures and morphology evolve, over time,
in the fold-and-thrust belt of western Nepal, where
shortening is perpendicular to the global east-southeast
to west-northwest trend of the belt and where structures plunge westward?

VlMFT ¼ 170 mm=yr

VfMFT ¼ 17 mm=yr

be compared to the ductile edge and screw dislocations, respectively (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 5. Structural and morphological velocities for
the Sub-Himalayan wedge’s frontal development. V1 and
V2 are respectively the frontal and lateral propagation
velocities for structural growth, and V4 and V3 are frontal
and lateral velocities for morphological growth.
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morphological feature, elongated along a broad N1108E
axis. Each salient is a discrete
element belonging to the MFT
‘‘chain’’ (Figure 1).
The salients in the studied area are distributed regularly, with a 75-km spacing
(Figure 1), which can be defined as a spatial periodicity
of the structures. Over the
area, the lengths of the bows
(from the beginning of the
bend to the tip of the structures) show that they are
30 km shorter on each westward step. On the western
side of the area (to the west
of 81820’E), no salient is displayed yet, whereas eastward, although some duns forming arcuate structures are displayed, the system is already
too evolved. In the studied area, the easternmost salient (salient 1) is already overmature; that is, there is
no more available space for lateral propagation to the
west of the fold pericline, because it is bounded by the
central salient.
Mugnier et al. (1999c) emphasized that shortening
rates have remained constant over the Sub-Himalayan
Zone through time. This statement is extended to the
MDT and MFT tectonic velocities by assuming that a
constant strain has been spread over these thrusts, over
time. If this is correct, each frontal salient propagated,
over time, with forward and lateral MFT-type velocities,
and the relative lengths of the salients provide relative
ages for these structures. If the 170 mm/yr lateral velocity is globally constant, salients of the en échelon
series grow to the west with a 180,000-yr period, which
corresponds to the time required to form a 30-km-long
structure (the westward decreased length of these structures). These salients can now be regarded as independent, discrete defects that are gradually emerging westward with an average 180,000-yr period. The MFT ridge
is created in this area by the assemblage of these defects.
Therefore, this morphological structure propagates
laterally with its own velocity, depending only on the

FIGURE 4. Top: Model for
fault-propagation fold dynamics (after Suppe and Medwedeff, 1990). V1 is the MFT
forward velocity, V2 is the MFT
lateral propagation velocity.
Bottom: analogy with ductile
strain dislocations. V1 is the
edge dislocation and V2 is the
screw dislocation.

As for the lateral evolution, the morphological propagation to the south can be defined (Figure 6). LyonCaen and Molnar (1985) estimated, from the migration
of the flexural Indo-Gangetic plain, that the southward
progradation of the deformed area is in the range of 10 –
15 mm/yr (and is as much as 20 mm/yr). DeCelles et al.
(1998a) proposed a southward forebulge migration of
14 – 33 mm/yr. We assume that the wedge is in a volumetric steady state, and that the taper angle is preserved
through time (see Davis et al., 1983 or Dahlen and Barr,
1989). Hence we estimate the southward migration of

Forward Morphological
Propagation Velocity

The morphological ridge, which is an assemblage
of the elementary structural defects, propagates laterally more than twenty times faster than the forward
structural-propagation velocity and nearly three times
faster than the lateral structural-propagation velocity.
This, in turn, implies that, even if the structural pattern
is asymmetrical (with westward-propagating salients),
the overall development of the wedge can be considered to be cylindrical, because the morphological development can be approximated to be instantaneous with
respect to structural propagation velocities. However,
the proposed value is considered to be a first-order estimate, because we are uncertain about the local structural velocities.

V3 ¼ 420 mm=yr

period of time (180,000 yr) and the spatial offset (75 km)
of the independent elements of which it is made. Again,
as an analog to the ductile approach, this phenomenon
corresponds to dislocation creep. A rough estimate of
the lateral morphological propagation velocity (V3) is
now added to the edge and corner structural velocities
mentioned above:

FIGURE 6. Average forward
velocities over a typical cross
section through the SubHimalayan wedge (location
in Figure 1). Corresponding
values are given by terrace
uplift (MFT and MDT, from
Leturmy, 1997 and Lavé and
Avouac, 2000), sediments seal
over out-of-sequence thrusts
(MFT and MDT, after Mugnier et al., 1999b), normalfaulted recent terrace (MBT,
after Mugnier et al., 1994),
and various methods from
authors (see text for references).

A set of nine balanced cross sections that were
based on surface data has been constructed over the
Siwalik (Figure 7) (Leturmy, 1997; Mascle et al., 1998;
Mugnier et al., 1999a, b). Assuming an ‘‘equivalence’’
hypothesis, lateral along-strike variations observed in
the various cross sections represent different stages of
the geometric and kinematic history of the analyzed
thrust-related fold. This implies that measurement of
fold geometries along each cross section can be used to

Maximum Residence Time

BURIAL CYCLE OF THE
SEDIMENTS WITHIN
THE WEDGE

the morphological front of the foothills to have an
average rate of about 19 mm/yr, which is the value we
previously debated for the convergence between the
Lesser Himalayas and Indian plate. This value is the V4
forward morphological velocity of the front.
Four velocities thus characterize the development
of the Himalayan front. Two structural velocities control the development of individual structures: V1 = 17
mm/yr, and V2 = 170 mm/yr.
Two morphological velocities control the topographical evolution of the fold-and-thrust belt: V3 =
420 mm/yr, and V4 = 19 mm/yr.
The main observation we can infer from these
kinematic estimates is that the overall development of
the wedge is very fast laterally and is therefore cylindrical on a first-order approximation, in spite of the surface structural pattern displaying west-plunging faultrelated folds. As a consequence, an across-strike evaluation
of the sediment cycle within the wedge is adapted and
is representative of the behavior of the wedge all along
its 300-km strike length.
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determine the kinematics (Poblet et al., 1998). The
equivalence hypothesis is extended to all frontal folds,
because, it is argued, the kinematics are the same for all
the structures in a cylindrical setting. Hence, the whole
set of cross sections provides various stages of faultrelated fold evolution in the Himalayan fold-and-thrust
belt, and together with the tectonic velocities described
above, an evolutionary sketch can be constructed (Figure 8). Thrust sheets stack one above the other, with a
synchronous development of foreland fault-related folds.
New structures develop southward; however, the reactivation of more hinterland thrusts (MDT) implies that
hinterland slices gradually tend to be almost entirely
eroded (passive remnants are occasionally preserved —
see discussion below). Erosion acts as a major control
on the evolution of the fold-and-thrust belt. It actually
rules the migration of the foremost structures, because
it permanently reorganizes the stress field by unloading
(Chalaron et al., 1995). Indeed, erosion controls the
permanent activation/reactivation regime shifts of the
MDT, yielding an average tectonic velocity of 2–3 mm/yr.
As soon as a new structure develops toward the south, the
previous, juxtaposed hinterland structures enter a reactivation regime. From the geometric analysis, it is estimated that structural growth switches to a foreland
fault-propagation fold as soon as the fault begins to
crosscut the fold. Suppe and Medwedeff (1990) define
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this evolution as the breakthrough fault. At this time,
both structures are coeval;
hinterland structures evolve
at low rates (MDT style, at
2 – 3 mm/yr), whereas the
most frontal structures grow
at rapid rates (MFT style, at
17 mm/yr). Hence, for a structure, the fast tectonic regime
lasts as long as it remains in
the foremost position. From
the average geometric data
obtained from numerous cross sections, we hypothesize that new structures form southward when the ramp
is emergent, because two anticlines never coexist along
a cross section in the Sub-Himalayan Zone of western
Nepal. At least one of the hinges is totally eroded, and
only monoclines are preserved.
The burial cycle in such settings can be divided into
various stages (Figure 9a), and the associated burial
history through time is synthesized in Figure 9b. The
residence time presented in the following section is
calculated, using average geometries of cross sections
and previously described kinematic data, for the tail
of a slice implicated in the wedge. Therefore, it corresponds to the maximum residence time within the
wedge, because the hinterland part of a thrust sheet is
preserved longer.
The first stage of the cycle is the sedimentation in
the subsiding foreland basin (stage 1 in Figure 9b), as
the Himalayan front migrates toward the south. The
Khutia Khola section (Ohja et al., 2000) and the Suraı̈
Khola section (Appel and Roesler, 1994; Corvinus, 1994),
on the western edge of the studied area, constitute reference stratigraphic series after the date assignments
using magnetostratigraphy (Appel and Roesler, 1994;
Ohja et al., 2000) and paleontology (Corvinus, 1994).
The sedimentary burial curve used in the present study
is derived from the magnetostratigraphic study of Appel

FIGURE 7. Balanced cross
sections over the Siwalik (after
Leturmy, 1997 and Mugnier
et al., 1999a). Other available
balanced cross sections are
not presented (Mugnier et al.,
1999a; Leturmy, 1997, and
Husson and Mugnier, 2003).
Locations in Figure 1. FPF:
fault-propagation fold, MFT:
Main Frontal Thrust, MDT:
Main Dun Thrust, MBT: Main
Boundary Thrust. The pin refers
to the point beyond which, it
is assumed, no displacement
occurred farther south.

and Roesler (1994) and Ohja et al. (2000). Although the
ages from magnetostratigraphy show strong variations
depending on the sampled lithologies (Ohja et al.,
2000), it can be estimated that in the Sub-Himalayan
Zone, this phenomenon lasts for about 12 m.y. to
13 m.y., and drives sediments to depths as great as 5000
to 6000 m. Next is the tectonic thickening episode at
the footwall of the frontal thrust (stage 2, Figure 9b),
when this thrust consumes the foreland sedimentary
pile. It gradually moves up the hanging-wall of the dêcollement to the surface, which corresponds to about
5000 m uplift and is partially compensated in this stage
by erosion. Beneath the relief of the frontal crest, it
subsequently increases the burial depth by as much as
1000 – 1500 additional meters. Assuming a vertical uplift of the related fold of about 9 – 12 mm/yr over the
ramp (for ramp dips between 308 and 458 and 5000 m
total uplift), this phenomenon lasts for 400,000 to
600,000 years. It is considered to be minor with regard

of western Nepal, inferred from balanced cross sections.
D is the total shortening over the wedge. Stage D5’ (lowest
box) is the case where no fault reactivation acts on the
wedge (unlike the Sub-Himalayan Zone). Thrust sheets
are more numerous, the foremost topographic break is
more advanced, the width of the wedge increases. In the
Sub-Himalayan Zone, few slices are represented, thus
supporting a reactivation hypothesis. White star is the
sediment on the tail of the slice. FPF: fault-propagation
fold, MFT: Main Frontal Thrust, MDT: Main Dun Thrust.

FIGURE 8. Structural evolutionary sketch for the Siwalik

FIGURE 9. Burial evolution of the sediment at the tail
of a slice, (a) with regard to the geodetic reference and
(b) burial cycle versus time. Stage 1 is sedimentation in
the subsiding foreland basin (after (i) Appel and Roesler,
1994 and (ii) Ohja et al., 2000), stage 2 is the tectonic
thickening as the sediment is incorporated into the tectonic wedge, stage 3 is slipping on the Main Dêcollement,
stage 4 is exhumation of the sediment in response to erosion. The star represents the instant, during the tectonic
cycle, at which velocities change from activation regime
(V = 17 mm/yr) to reactivation regime (V = 2.5 mm/yr) for
the tail of the slice (not to scale).

to the total cycle. The following stage corresponds to
the instant at which the incorporated sediment enters
the dynamic part of the cycle, that is, at which the
motion of the sediments is governed by faulting and
hence undergoes horizontal displacement. In the SubHimalayan Belt, most sediments are incorporated below ramp folds and only a very small amount of sediment accumulates on top of growing structures. During
this episode, the sediment is transported over the Main
Dêcollement (stage 3, Figure 9b). The total displacement on the Main Dêcollement is partitioned between
the fast MFT (17 mm/yr) and the low MDT (2.5 mm/yr).
These velocities are thus given with regard to the thrustsheet reference. Sliding on this dêcollement is split into
two stages. When the structure is in the foremost position, transportation over the dêcollement occurs at
17 mm/yr; afterward, displacement undergoes a reactivation regime at 2.5 mm/yr. As we said above, the former
episode of transportation lasts from the ramp’s initiation to the breakthrough faulting, and the latter lasts
until the slice is totally exhumed on an hinterland
location. Average lengths are about 10,500 m for the
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The previously calculated time for the burial/
exhumation cycle is an average for the Sub-Himalayan
Zone of western Nepal. Using such a sketch of development, we can calculate the material balance within
the wedge.
Sediments incorporated from the foreland into the
fold-and-thrust belt constitute the main input of material, because piggyback basins represent a weak volume

Sediment Transfer Balance
Within the Wedge

ramp and the breakthrough fault, and 15,000 m for the
basal dêcollement. On average, this period initially includes a rapid transportation phase of the tail of the
slice at 17 mm/yr over about 10,500 m, and secondly, a
slow transportation at 2.5 mm/yr, over 4500 m (15,000
minus 10,500 equals 4500 m). During this episode, the
vertical-motion component is very small; the burial
depth increases only weakly as a result of piggyback
sedimentation, whereas a small uplift component is
linked to the slip over the gently dipping basal dêcollement. Exhumation (stage 4, Figure 9b) of the tail of the
slice starts as soon as it begins to climb over the ramp,
when sliding over the basal dêcollement is totally finished and the slice is squeezed between the foremost
sheet and the backstop buttress. Average ramp and fault
lengths lead to approximately 10,500 m total displacement at that low rate. At that time, new structures have
grown forward, and exhumation is realized on both the
ramp and the breakthrough fault at low rates of reactivation (2.5 mm/yr). The burial depth subsequently
decreases as a function of the ramp and fault angles. An
average angle of 458 is used for both the ramp and the
fault. The associated vertical displacement gradually
leads to the total exhumation and erosion of the thrust
sheet. Finally (stage 5 in Figure 9b), surface transportation phenomena are fast enough to be considered instantaneous with respect to the overall cycle.
Therefore, the wedge’s development can be described
as a steady-state burial cycle, from the incorporation of
the foreland sediments to their exhumation and sedimentation in a more distal foreland.
The major burial phase is sedimentation in the foreland, but it lasts fairly long (the average sedimentary rate
is only about 500 m/yr). The tectonic thickening, on the
other hand, is faster and still increases the burial depth;
whereas exhumation is the fastest process of the internal cycle (about 1700 m/m.y. of vertical motion).
The 12-m.y. sedimentation stage in the foreland is
about two times longer than the tectonic stage within
the wedge. The calculated short time of residence within
the prism supports the idea that only a limited number
of active thrust sheets control the development of the
wedge. Only short-lived slices constitute the actual prism.
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CV ¼ 2:1 ! 105 km3 =yr

where t is the average stratigraphic thickness of the
lower Siwalik unit (2000 m),

CV ¼ 55% ! t ! V4

Given a steady-state regime for the wedge (Dahlen
and Barr, 1989), the input volume, I, equals the output
volume, O. The main output is erosion. However, geometric observations from the structural sketch map
and the balanced cross sections (Leturmy, 1997; Mugnier et al., 1999a) imply some restrictions for the material balance. A part of the wedge’s volume is ‘‘captured’’
either as passive remnants of slices, accreted along the
footwall of the MBT, or as duplexes, subducted beneath
the MBT. Various settings can be distinguished (Figure 10). The lower Siwalik Formation, at the base of the
thrust sedimentary pile, often shows duplexes. If duplex horses are located at the hanging-wall of the Main
Internal Dêcollement ID (Figure 10a), they are unrelentingly eroded as normal stacked slices; on the contrary, if
the duplex is located on the footwall of this dêcollement,
it is subducted and consumed by the Lesser Himalayas
(Figure 10b) and eventually withdrawn from the prism.
Finally, local passive remnants of middle to upper Siwalik sheets are stacked beneath the MBT (Figure 10c)
and incorporated into the Lesser Himalayan wedge.
Inferences from geometric data (structural sketch map
and balanced cross sections) suggest that only subducted
duplexes may constitute a significant volume of captured
material. On a first-order approximation from geometric
data, remnants of slices comprise less than 5% of the
total volume of the wedge. On the whole, it can be estimated from the structural sketch map that, within the
300-km length of the studied area, about 55% of the
lower Siwalik unit does not reach the surface. In order
to keep a balanced structure in the wedge, this unit has
to form duplexes, subducted beneath the Lesser Himalayas and subsequently withdrawn from the wedge. Per
linear kilometer along the belt, the captured volume
(CV) from lower Siwalik duplexes is in the range of:

I ¼ 9:5 ! 105 km3 =yr

where Ts is the average total thickness of the involved
sedimentary pile above the Main Dêcollement (5000 m).

I ¼ V 4 ! Ts

in the Sub-Himalayan Belt. The total input is estimated
from kinematic and geometric data, assuming an average velocity of 19 mm/yr of southward migration of the
wedge (V4). In the studied area, the incorporated volume per linear kilometer of the Indo-Gangetic plain
(input I), over time, is given by:

within the Siwalik wedge. (a) Duplex is above the main
Internal Dêcollement (ID), and is exhumed and eroded
as a normal thrust sheet. (b) Duplex is located beneath
the ID, and therefore subducted beneath the Lesser Himalayas and withdrawn from the wedge. (c) Remnants of
slices are accreted to the Lesser Himalayas, and subsequently incorporated into them. MD: Main Dêcollement, MFT: Main Frontal Thrust, MBT: Main Boundary
Thrust.

FIGURE 10. Schematic sketch of the material captured

The sediment burial cycle was the main focus of our
study. However, across-strike estimates for the SubHimalayan Zone’s sediment cycle are significant if the
behavior of the wedge is similar laterally. Structural

CONCLUSIONS

and hence, the current withdrawn material from subduing duplexes, CV, is therefore approximated to be
about 21% of the total volume of the Sub-Himalayan
Zone of western Nepal. Again, according to a volumetric steady state (see Dahlen and Barr, 1989) and a critical
taper angle (Davis et al., 1983; Mugnier et al. 1992;
DeCelles and Mitra, 1995) for the prism, the output has
to be equivalent to the input I, as topography remains
constant versus time. Hence erosion accounts for about
79% of the input I. Sediments totaling 7.5 ! 105 km3
flow through the wedge per year and per linear kilometer along the belt, in western Nepal.
The average width of the Sub-Himalayan Zone in
the studied area is 35 – 40 km. The average erosion
rate for the whole wedge is thus in the range of 1.8 to
2.1 mm/yr.
Previous estimates of erosion from the sediment
load in rivers are in the range of 1.5 to 2 mm/yr (Delcaillau, 1997), therefore, they support our estimate of
erosion. According to an average density of 2.65, the
corresponding eroded mass is about 5000 t/km2/yr.
Delcaillau (1997) calculated specific erosion rates for
various drainage areas of the Siwalik in the very wide
range of 400 to 9500 t/km/yr, that is, 0.1 to 3.5 mm/yr
of erosion. This consistency supports the hypothesis of
a steady-state regime for the Siwalik wedge and in turn
validates the calculated balance (Figure 11).

the sediments within the Siwalik wedge. I is the input of
material at the MFT; E is erosion and equals the output
minus the loss from duplex subduction. The corresponding average denudation is evaluated assuming a steady
state of volume and a critical-taper angle for the wedge.
Values are given per linear kilometer at the front of the
Sub-Himalayan range.

FIGURE 11. Volume, mass, and time transfer cycle for
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Mexique
L’emploi du terme complexe est certes peu éloquent de manière générale. Les multiples influences sur la géodynamique du Golfe du Mexique obligent cependant à
son emploi. L’héritage des orogénèses Laramide et Sevier, l’évolution de la côte
Pacifique d’une marge active vers une marge transformante et le développement
du Basin and Range [Atwater, 1970, Sonder & Jones, 1999, Wernicke et al., 1982],
la dynamique du système caraı̈be et la rotation du Yucatán au sud [Pindell et al.,
1988] contrôlent l’ouverture du Golfe du Mexique.

Les conséquences tectoniques et structurales continuent d’être largement discuées,
partiellement animées par l’intérêt économique de cette région dont le fort potentiel en hydrocarbures est exploité de longue date. Une revue n’a pas sa place ici,
mais quelques points particuliers sur lesquels j’ai travaillé en collaboration avec
X. Le Pichon, C. Rangin et N. Flotté peuvent être présentés. Une série d’articles
associés est compilée dans un Mémoire du Bulletin de la Société Géologique de
France [Rangin et al., 2008]. Une partie du travail portant sur le régime thermique
du Golfe du Mexique, présentée dans le chapitre 5, fait écho à ce travail. Dans
le premier article présenté ci-dessous, nous examinons le rôle de la faille du Rio
Bravo (ou Rio Grande, selon le point de vue) au Tertiaire et sa contribution à
l’évolution tectonique tardive et actuelle du Golfe du Mexique. Dans le second article, nous révélons à la lumière de données sismiques multitrace haute pénétration
les conséquences d’un épisode de rifting crustal tertiaire dans le Golfe du Mexique
sur la tectonique gravitaire.
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The Rio Bravo fault, a major late Oligocene left-lateral shear zone
NICOLAS FLOTTE1,a, JUVENTINO MARTINEZ-REYES2, CLAUDE RANGIN1, XAVIER LE PICHON1,
LAURENT HUSSON1,b and MARC TARDY3
Key-words. – Rio Bravo fault, Oligocene left-lateral fault, Gulf of Mexico, Burgos basin, SW Texas

Abstract. – It has generally been assumed that the last major compressive deformation in the Sierra Madre Oriental
(Mexico) took place during the Laramide orogenesis (Upper Cretaceous – Early Eocene). We have studied the N120o
Rio Bravo fault zone probably inherited from the Jurassic opening of the gulf of Mexico. This fault zone is located
along the international boundary between United States and Mexico. We demonstrate that it was active mainly during
the Oligocene. In the Ojinaga area (Chihuahua), the Sierra Madre Occidental, Oligocene volcanic sequences overlying
conformably the sedimentary Upper Cretaceous sequence, are both tightly folded before 30 Ma. We think this folding is
associated with motion of a major left-lateral fault, the Rio Bravo left lateral fault. These left-lateral fault system affects
also the Sabinas fold-belt and extends below the Burgos bassin. This deformation is also imaged by gravimetric data and
the offsets the Palaeocene-Eocene oil fields that are displaced left laterally. We propose that during the Oligocene, this
~1000 km long left-lateral shear zone that might be called the Rio Bravo fault was active during the Oligocene with a total offset of 40-60 km.

La faille du Rio Bravo, une zone de décrochement senestre majeure à l’Oligocène
Mots-clés. – Faille du Rio Bravo, Faille senestre Oligocène, Golfe du Mexique, Sud-Ouest Texas

Résumé. – Il est généralement admis que le principal événement compressif de la Sierra Madre Orientale (Mexique)
s’est produit durant l’orogenèse Laramienne (Crétacé terminal-Eocène inférieur). Nous avons étudié la zone de faille du
Rio Bravo, structure probablement héritée de l’ouverture du golfe du Mexique au Jurassique. Cette zone de failles est à
cheval sur la frontière internationale USA-Mexique. Nous montrons qu’elle est active surtout durant l’Oligocène. Dans
la région d’Ojinaga (Chihuahua, Mx) les séries volcaniques oligocènes de la Sierra Madre Occidentale, déposées sont
en concordance sur le Crétacé supérieur sédimentaire, ces deux ensembles étant plissés avant 30 Ma. Nous pensons que
cette déformation est associée au jeu décrochant senestre qui suit plus ou moins la direction N120o du Rio Bravo. Ce
système décrochant senestre affecte également la ceinture plissée de Sabinas et se pousuit vers le SE dans le basin de
Burgos. Cette zone de décrochement est imagée dans la gravimétrie, mais aussi par le décalage senestre des champs pétroliers présents dans les séries Eocène-Oligocène de ce bassin. Nous proposons que ce cisaillement crustal senestre
long de plus de 1000 km, appelé faille du Rio Bravo, a été actif durant l’Oligocène avec un décalage cumulé de 40 à
60 km.

INTRODUCTION
The Sierra Madre Oriental (SMO) is located along the eastern edge of Mexico (fig.1) and is interpreted as the southern continuation of the Cordilleran deformation belt in
northern North America [Campa and Coney, 1983]. The
Chihuahua fold-belt and the inverted Sabinas basin belong
to this system. In Mexico, this phase is Palaeocene – Lower
Eocene in age [Tardy, 1980]. However, the precise dating of
the Laramide phase is difficult because, from northern

Mexico to Montana (USA), the deformed or undeformed
Tertiary continental deposits are not well dated. Initially,
the Laramian phase was attributed to the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. Here, we document the existence of a major
left-lateral fault zone that was active after this tectonic episode, during Late Eocene-Oligocene and linked onshore
west-Texas to the Chihuahua – Big Bend area over more
than 1000 km. This fault follows part of the Rio Bravo and
is called for this reason the Rio Bravo fault. We next discuss
its presence along the Texas Lineament where it is localized
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However there are still controversies about the age of
these deformations. Erdlac [1990] proposed that the uplift
of this area is at least 50 Ma old and could belong to the
main Laramide deformation phase. This interpretation was
disputed by Corry et al. [1994]. With morphologic and stratigraphic arguments, those authors have proposed that this
uplift occurred between 36 and 34 Ma, and does not fit the
Laramide climax of deformation. So a pending question is
whether the younger strike slip deformation along the Rio
Bravo is coeval or not with the Laramide event, or is a late
phase of tectonic reactivation along the Texas Lineament.
Our data in Mexico suggest a deformation postdating the
volcanism of the Sierra Madre Occidental, recognized as
post Laramide in Mexico [Tardy 1980]. We present new
structural and kinematic data to better constrain this main

The deformation along the Rio Bravo was extensively studied in the Big Bend area, SW-Texas (fig. 2). This region is
in a privileged position to study the kinematic evolution of
the Texas-Mexico boundary thanks to large Palaeozoic to
Neogene outcrops. Based on stratigraphic relationships,
Erdlac [1990] studied the Fresno-Terlingua monocline, the
only significant “Laramide” (sic) fold, which affects the
southwestern rim of the Solitario volcanic caldera (fig. 2).

THE TEXAS LINEAMENT REGION

within a 30 km-wide corridor and in the Burgos basin and
Sabinas fold-belt where deformation is more widely distributed (fig. 1).

In northern Mexico, Mesozoic basins opened more or less
contemporaneously with the Gulf of Mexico. The development of the Sabinas basin and the Chihuahua trough is linked
with the early Jurassic rifting of the Gulf of Mexico [Salvador and Green, 1980; Salvador, 1987] and probably reflected
extensional or transtensional processes associated with the
movement of South America away from North America during the early Mesozoic [Haenggi, 2002; Anderson and
Nourse, 2005]. The Chihuahua trough is limited to the east
by the Diablo platform, north of the present day Big Bend
volcanic province, and to the west by the Aldama platform
(fig. 1). The Chihuahua fold belt corresponds to the inverted
Chihuahua trough, which was shortened against the buttress-like Diablo platform. The fold belt is formed by large
asymmetrical and sigmoidal folds, developed upon a decollement above thick evaporites [Hennings, 1994]. The sigmoidal folds swing from N-S to NW-SE trends, the fold belt
extending throughout most of eastern Chihuahua and adjacent parts of Trans-Pecos Texas (figs. 1 and 2). According to
Muehlberger [1980] and Haenggi [2002] this left-lateral
transpressional tectonic event has renewed motion movement
along pre-existing Mesozoic fabric.

Geological setting of northern Chihuahua

phase of post Laramide deformation. Our data were
collected in northern Chihuahua (Mexico), south of the Rio
Bravo. In this area, tightly folded Mesozoic series are well
exposed and Mid-Tertiary volcanics are also widespread
(fig. 2).

FIG. 1. – Structural sketch map of the studied area in northeastern Mexico and South Texas. Insert shows its location in North America. CP: Colorado plateau, GM: gulf of Mexico, JF: Juan de Fuca plate, OTB: Overthrust belt, PP: Pacific plate, SMOc: Sierra Madre Occidental, SMOr: Sierra Madre Oriental,
TL: Texas lineament, TMVA: Trans Mexican volcanic arc.
FIG. 1. – Schéma structural de la zone d’étude dans le NE du Mexique et le sud Texas. L’encart situe cette zone en Amérique du Nord. CP : plateau du Colorado, GM : golfe du Mexique, JF : plaque Juan de Fuca, OTB : overthrust belt, PP : plaque Pacifique, SMOc : Sierra Madre Occidentale, SMOr : Sierra
Madre Orientale, TL : linéament du Texas, TMVA : arc volcanique trans-mexicain).
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In the studied area (fig. 2), the main ranges reach high
elevations (e.g Sierra El Pegüis: 2000 m or Sierra La Esperanza: 1980 m). The highest elevations correspond with tight
anticlines that expose the Lower Cretaceous sequences.
Wackstones of the Cuchillo formation (Aptian-Lower
Albian) and the massive limestones and sandstones of the
Cox, Lagrima and Benavides formations (Albian) are topped
by the mudstones and wackstones of the Buda formation (Cenomanian). The Upper Cretaceous is mainly terrigenous and
is represented by the Ojinaga formation that recorded an extreme change in depositional environment from shallow water carbonates to marine terrigenous deposits. This thick unit

Precise dating of the Chihuahua fold belt is difficult because of the lack of syntectonic deposits. As Tertiary volcanic rocks overlie folded Mesozoic strata 150 to 200 km SW
of the studied area, McDowell and Maugher [1994] or
Reyes-Cortés and Goodell [2000] have proposed an age of
55-45 Ma for this transpressional event. By comparison
with the deformation age in New Mexico (USA), Keith and
Wilt [1986] also proposed a similar deformation event between 55 Ma an 45 Ma for the Chihuahua fold belt. However, in the Ojinaga region, north of the Rio Conchos,
Frantzen [unpublished M.A. thesis, 1958] has proposed that
the lowest Oligocene volcanic units are also implicated in
this folding (Colquitt syncline) suggesting that the age of
the most recent folding could be younger than Laramide.
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The San Carlos formation (Campanian) marks the progressive marine regression. Numerous patches of sandstones and conglomerates outcrop in the area but cannot be
dated. The oldest well-dated Tertiary rocks are volcanics.
They are widespread SE of Ojinaga, in the Manuel Benavides area (fig. 2). This volcanic phase in northeastern Chihuahua was initiated with alkalic basalts of uncertain
Eocene age [Gunderson et al., 1986]. This volcanism can be
compared to the first well-dated Lower Eocene and Middle
Eocene volcanic deposits in Texas, which were probably derived from Mexico [Henry et al., 1986; Henry and McDowell, 1986]. The largest volume of igneous rocks erupted
between 38 and 32 Ma [Henry and Price, 1984]. The
calc-alkalic signature of this volcanism indicates it was related to subduction (subduction of the Farallon plate along
the west coast of North America [McDowell and Keiser,
1977]. In northern Chihuahua, widespread volcanic activity
occurred between 34 and 33 Ma and 31 and 30 Ma [Gregory, 1981]. Approximately 30 Ma ago, strongly differentiated
volcanism began to erupt (rhyodacite and rhyolitic ash-flow

(> 600 m) consists of marine shale, sandstone and limestone
interbeds. This abrupt influx of clastic material in the basin
is interpreted as related to growth of the Sierra Madre Occidental [Tardy, 1980; Haenggi, 2002]. These strata widely
outcrop between the main front of the Chihuahua fold belt
and the Rio Bravo valley (fig. 2).

FIG. 2. – Geological sketch map of the studied area, south Texas and north Chihuahua. CA: Cerro Alto, CC: Cerro Colorado, MB: Manuel Benavides, MM:
Mariscal mountain, 0j: Ojinaga, Pr: Presidio, RC: Rio Conchos, RN: Rio el Nogal, SA: Sierra Azul, S: Solitario volcano, SC: Sierra Santa Cruz, Sec: Santa Elena canyon, SEM: Sierra El Mulato, SEn: Sierra Encantada, SEP: Sierra Peguis, SP: Sierra Ponce, Tm: Terlinga monocline, TMf: Tascotal Mesa fault,
TSB: Terlingua-Solitario block.
FIG. 2. – Carte géologique simplifiée de la zone d’étude, Texas méridional et Chihuahua septentrional.
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Manuel Benavides (MB fig. 2) is located along the eastern
flank of a 20 km-long large and curved anticline, the Sierra
Azul (figs 2 and 3). The northern flank of the anticline is
parallel to the N140oE trending valley of Benavides where
numerous and discrete N120-130oE trending vertical faults
cut through the anticline. Exposures are not very good in
the valley, but the curved shape of the anticline could indicate that this structure was wrenched along a poorly exposed sinistral strike-slip fault present in the Benavides valley.
This direction is the main morpho-structural direction observed along the southern Big Bend area. Northwest of Benavides this fault trend limits sharply the anticline of Sierra
El Mulato where Tertiary volcanics are folded. Where the
fold is close of the Benavides valley, the northern flank of
the anticline is steep, and is locally overturned northward.
This is due to proximity of the main fault not exposed in the
Benavides valley.
The Tertiary volcanics of the Sierra Azul anticline overlain conformably the Upper Cretaceous terrigenous deposits

Structural data in the Manuel Benavides area

tuffs). The arc-related calc-alkalic volcanism was replaced
about 26 Ma, by alkalic volcanism associated with the Basin and Range faulting [Henry and Price, 1984; Erdlac,
1990]. These volcanic deposits principally outcrop in the
Big Bend area (USA).

The widespread “El Matadero” tuff interbedded with basalts
was dated by Gunderson et al. [1986] at 33.3 ± 1.0 Ma
(K/Ar) and was correlated with the Mule Ear Springs tuff
member of the Chisos formation (W-Texas) [Gregory, 1981]
that yields 33.06 ± 0.12 and 33.12 ± 0.12 Ma 40Ar/39Ar ages
[Henry, 1998]. A lateral equivalent of this formation was
also dated for this study (sample 9FK). It corresponds to the
first volcanic unit overlying conformably the Upper Cretaceous series of the Santa Cruz thust and fold (see below).
Our sample yields an age of 33.13 ± 0.4 Ma (see appendix
2). The San Antonio dacites that overlie the El Matadero
formation is correlated with the “Tule Moutain trachyandesite” member of the Chisos group dated 31.8 ± 1.3 Ma
(K/Ar) by Gregory [1981]. All these ages are concordant
and indicate these volcanics were erupted before 30 Ma.
Near El Pozo we have collected a rhyodacite lava flow
overlying the El Matadero formation with an angular unconformity (sample 7 FK, fig 3). The K-feldspars were separated and dated 30.98 ± 0.10 Ma (40Ar/39Ar, appendix 2). This
age fits rather well the age for the youngest volcanic unit
outcropping in this area, the “La Cuesta tuff”, dated 29.8 ±
0.6 Ma on K-feldspars by Gregory [1981]. All this information indicates the tectonic deformation discussed here occurred during the Oligocene and stopped around 30 Ma in
the Benavides area.
North of the Manuel Benavides area, N110oE structural
trends are well-developed (fig. 2). Southeast of the Santa
Elena canyon, the N110oE trending structural fabric swings
to the SSE along N150oE thrusts and folds. The wide El Caballo folds trend (fig. 2) in the Mariscal mountains in Texas

Age of volcanism and implications on the age of the shortening

(Ojinaga formation) which form low and soft morphologies
(fig. 3 and 4A). Locally the Upper Cretaceous is overturned
like the Lower Cretaceous series but all around this range, the
Ojinaga formation is conformably overlain by sedimentary
and volcanic unit of the El Matadero formation [Gregory,
1981; Gunderson et al., 1986]. This conformable depositional
contact was observed near El Tinajón (fig. 3). Here a basal
volcanic conglomerate is overlain by basaltic lava flows (fig.
4C), and a thin ash-flow, the El Matadero tuff [Gregory, 1981;
Gunderson et al., 1986] is interbedded within these basalts.
The stratigraphic contact between the Ojinaga and the El Matadero formations was not directly observed elsewhere in the
Benavides area. Recent colluviums and alluviums cover this
contact. However, the high dip observed in the conglomerates
and a panoramic view of the eastern flank of the anticline (fig.
4A) lead us to propose that there is no clear angular unconformity between the tightly folded terrigenous Ojinaga formation
(Upper Cretaceous) and the El Matadero formation.
Near El Saucito (fig. 3), along the northern flank of the
Sierra Azul anticline, the folded El Matadero volcanics formation strikes N150oE and dips 75oN. According to Gunderson et al. [1986], these “San Antonio dacites” were
unconformably deposited on El Matadero volcanics. We did
not observe this disconformity but the San Antonio dacites
are deformed into open symmetric folds (fig. 3 and 4B) with
the same NW-SE trend as the Benavides anticline.
The youngest volcanic unit described by Gunderson et
al. [1986], the “La Cuesta Tuff” (fig. 3) is not folded and
overlain disconformably older volcanic units.

FLOTTÉ N. et al.

FIG. 3. – Geological sketch map of the Benavides area (location on fig. 2).
We have used the volcanic succession proposed by Gunderson et al.
[1986]. EP: El Pozo, ES: El Saucito, ET: El Tinajon, MB: Manuel Benavides., PA: Paso de San Antonio. Dashed lines: altitude contours 100 m.
FIG. 3. – Carte géologique simplifiée de la région de Benavides (localisation sur fig. 2). Nous avons adopté la succession volcanique de Gunderson
et al. [1986]. Contourage topographique tous les 100 m en ligne pointillée.
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is interpreted as a sinistral restraining bend along the main
N110 oE direction of the Rio Bravo fault zone. In their
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southernmost part, the El Caballo fold trend progressively
bends again N110oE, the main direction of the major Rio

FIG. 4. – Folding of the Oligocene volcanics. Photos are located on figures 2 or 3.
A. Folding in Oligocene volcanics (volc), Early Cretaceous (Ki) and Late Cretaceous (Ks) along the eastern flank of the Benavides anticline. Dip of strata
or flows are shown with arrow.
B. Oligocene Matadero formation volcanics affected by open folds.
C. Fluviatile conglomerates, basalts and rhyolites at the base of the Matadero formation.
D. NE verging fold and thrust in Sierra de Santa Cruz. Oligocene volcanics are involved in folding.
E. Depositional conformity of Oligocene volcanics above Late Cretaceous sediments, northern flank of Sierra de Santa Cruz. Small arrows indicate bedding
or flows.
F. Folded Oligocene volcanics in Cerro Colorado. Note the NE verging fold.
FIG. 4. – Plissement du volcanisme Oligocène. Les photos sont localisées sur les figures 2 ou 3.
A. Relations entre volcanisme oligocène (volc), Crétacé inférieur (Ki) et Crétacé supérieur Ks sur le flanc oriental de l’anticlinal de Benavides. Le pendage est indiqué par la flêche.
B. Plis ouverts dans le volcanisme oligocène de la formation Matadero
C. Conglomérat fluviatiles, basaltes et rhyolites à la base de la formation Matadero.
D. Plis faille à vergence NE dans la sierra de Santa Cruz. Le volcanisme oligocène est impliqué.
E. Flanc nord de la Sierra de Santa Cruz montrant la concordance entre le Crétacé supérieur sédimentaire et le volcanisme oligocène. Les petites flèches
indiquent l’attitude des bancs.
F. Plissement affectant le volcanisme oligocène au Cerro Colorado. Remarquer le pli déversé vers le NE.
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We have made microtectonic observations at many sites because the main fault is buried and poorly exposed and macroscopic observations on this fault are difficult. Micro-

Tectonic evidences for left lateral motion along the Rio
Bravo fault

Bravo fault system. Into the north, in the Mariscal mountain
(fig. 2), early geologic mapping combined with field observations led Maxwell et al. [1967] and Maxwell and Dietrich
[1965] followed by Bumgardner [1976] to propose that sill
intrusions in the Mesozoic strata were injected before folding. These sills were dated 37.0 ± 1.3 Ma (40Ar/39Ar) by
Harlan et al. [1995]. Those results demonstrate that deformation is younger than 37 Ma and is probably Late Oligocene in age.

This N110 trending left lateral strike slip fault zone observable in the Benavides area where volcanic units are widespread is more difficult to map westward along the Rio
Bravo where Paleogene volcanics are poorly exposed.
In the Ojinaga region, the structures within the Chihuahua fold belt are swinging fom N020oE-010oW trending
folds (north of the Rio Conchos, fig. 2), to N030oW and locally to N060oW (northern flank of the Benavides anticline). This sigmoidal fabric has controlled the trace of the
Rio Bravo (hence the Mexico-USA boundary) between El
Paso/Ciudad Juarez and Presidio/Ojinaga. West of the Benavides area, Rio el Nogal (fig. 2) outlines the strike change
from N120oE southwards to N140oE-trending folds and
NE-verging thrust faults northwards (Ojinaga region) and
even N-S thrusts and folds of the Sierras El Peguïs and La
Esperanza up to the NE (fig. 2). Upright folds affect the
Mesozoic series and the Ojinaga clastic beds make up most

Structural data in the Ojinaga area

Like Erdlac [1990] and Henry et al. [1998], we conclude that the studied area was affected by two distinct phases of deformation: a shortening phase characterised by a
N020oE-N050oE direction of compression followed by an
extensive phase with a N045oE direction of extension (Basin and Ranges).

A second generation of faulting is characterised by normal and a few strike-slip faults (fig. 5D). The stress inversion indicates a NE-SW (N045oE) regional extension
compatible with the Miocene Basin and Range extensional
direction proposed in northern Mexico [Henry and Aranda-Gomez, 2000] and transtensive Neogene structures described in the Big Bend area [e.g. Henry, 1998] attributed to
the Basin and Ranges tectonics.

tectonics provide information on the structural fabric of
major fault zones when megastructures are not directly observable in the field. The first representative site is “El Saucito”, located north of the northern flank of the Benavides
anticline (see fig. 3) where conglomerates of the El Matadero formation are locally intensively fractured. We have measured striations on calcareous or volcanic pebbles and on
some minor fault planes. The paleostress tensor was calculated by inversion of microtectonic data (fig. 5A) using the
Carey-Gailhardis and Mercier [1987] numerical model. The
stress tensor is tilted according to the bedding-dip (fig. 4c).
Most of the faults are trending N140oE and the maximum
principal axis (1 trends N050oE (fig. 5B).
The second representative site for this buried fault zone
is along the eastern flank of the Sierra Ponce near Santa Helena Canyon (fig. 2 for localisation). This northward asymmetric recumbent anticline is cored with Lower Cretaceous
limestones. Volcanic sills are locally intruded among the
strata. The steep NE flank of this anticline is faulted along
the Rio Bravo near Santa Helena canyon (fig. 2). Many
measurements were made along this fault zone, both on the
volcanic rocks and on the Mesozoic calcareous series. Two
generations of striations were identified corresponding to
two paleo-stress tensors (fig. 5C, 5D). The first generation
of faults corresponds to motion along N150oE reverse or
strike-slip faults that cut trough Cretaceous carbonates and
Cenozoic volcanic sills (fig. 5C). A N020oE-directed s1
principal axis indicates the main shortening axis.
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FIG. 5. – Plots of microtectonic striation data collected in El Saucito (A
and B) and in Sierra Ponce (C and D)
We have used stereographic projections (Wulf, lower hemisphere) following the Carey-Gailhardis and Mercier [1987] striations inversion method.
Azimuths of stress axis is indicated. Stress ratio R= ((2-(1)/((3-(1). On plot
A, the dashed line is the stratification of lava flows (S0) in the Matadero
formation. The (t-s) angle between the theorical and calculated slip vector
is given for each striation. B: orientation of stress main axes alone after rotation of S0. C: older transpressive event. D: younger normal faulting.
FIG. 5. – Diagrammes microtectoniques de stries collectées à El Saucito
(A et B) et Sierra Ponce (C et D).
Nous avons utilisé la projection stéréographique (Wulf, hémisphère inférieur) suivant la méthode d’inversion des stries de Carey-Gailhardis et
Mercier [1987]. L’azimuth des axes de contrainte est indiqué. Rapport de
stress R= ((2-(1)/((3-(1). La ligne pointillée indique le S0 (base des coulées de la formation Matadero). (t-s) est l’angle entre le vecteur glissement théorique et calculé pour chaque famille de stries. B: orientation des
axes de contrainte seuls après débasculement. C: événement transpressif le
plus ancien. D: extension récente.
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The N140oE trending NE verging thrusts of the Santa
Cruz and Cerro Alto can be traced northwestward in the
Cerro Colorado, where the Ojinaga formation is conformably overlain by the same red detrital unit cropping out in the

Along the Rio Bravo, to the northwest, Cerro Colorado
(fig. 2) a similar thrust zone was observed. The Late Cretaceous sequence of the Ojinaga formation is conformably
overlain by a red detrital unit (arenites and conglomerates).
This unit may be attributed to the detrital base of the El Matadero formation. This continental unit is overlain by the
same rhyolitic ash-flow tuff and a rhyolitic lava flow described in the northern flank of the Santa Cruz anticline.

In the Sierra Santa Cruz, southeast of Ojinaga (fig. 2),
Early Cretaceous limestones are folded (figs 2, 4D). The
southern flank of the anticline dips 30-40oSW. Here, the
Ojinaga late Cretaceous formation is in depositional contact
with the early Cretaceous limestones. In contrast, the northern flank of the structure is steeper with 70-80odips towards the NE (fig. 4D). Here the Early Cretaceous
limestones are thrusted over the Ojinaga formation (fig. 4D)
and the conformably overlying rhyolitic ash-flow tuff and
rhyolitic lava flows (~2 m thick). These volcanic units are
correlated with the El Matadero formation of the Benavides
area. New dating of this rhyolitic flow was obtained by us
as 33.13 ± 0.4 Ma.

of the exposures. However in this area a few Cenozoic volcanic rocks outcrops were preserved from erosion.
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The Burgos basin is located east of the Sierra Madre Oriental front (fig. 1 and fig. 6). Series are continuous from the
Paleocene to the Upper Miocene [INEGI, 1980]. In Texas,
the Burgos basin is subdivided into three provinces [Diegel
et al., 1995] dominated by listric fault soling on subhorizontal shale or salt detachments. The individual detachment
provinces are distinguished by age (fig. 6). From west to
east, those provinces are the Wilcox fault province of Paleocene-Eocene age, the Vicksburg-Frio province of Oligocene
age and the Oligo-Miocene province which extends offshore. A fourth province (Plio-Pleistocene province) is described offshore [Diegel et al., 1995]. A fundamental genetic
distinction is made between the detachments that are
salt-related (Plio-Pleistocene and Oligo-Miocene) and those
that are purely sliding surfaces not directly related to salt
withdrawal [Diegel et al., 1995].

THE BURGOS BASIN

In the Ojinaga area region, field data show that the observed folding and thrusting are Early Oligocene in age, as
previously proposed by Frantzen [1958] and Corry et al.
[1994] on the other side of the international boundary.

northern flank of the Cerro Alto. This detrital unit is overlain by a 200-300 m thick volcanic unit of the El Matadero
formation (fig. 4F, location on figure 2).

FIG. 6. – Surface trace for growth faults in the Burgos basin and localisation of the main oil splays classified by age (courtesy of PEMEX modified). Thin
lines is gravimetric contouring of figure 7. MAf = Mac Allen fault area shown on fig. 9. A,B,C,D, see text for explanation. Note left lateral dragging of listric faults along the Rio Bravo fault. Dotted red line is the surface trace of the Early Miocene disconformity, poorly affected by strike slip motion. d: disconformity at the base of the Burgos basin.
FIG. 6. – Tracé en surface des failles de croissance dans le bassin de Burgos, et localisation des reservoirs pétroliers classés par âge (courtoisie de
PEMEX, figure modifiée). Le contourage en arrière plan est celui des données gravimétriques de la figure 7. MAf= faille de Mc Allen détaillée sur la figure 9. A,B,C,D sont explicités dans le texte. Remarquer l’entraînement en jeu senestre du tracé des failles listriques le long de la faille du Rio Bravo. La
ligne rouge pointillée correspond à la trace en surface de la discordance Miocène inférieur peu affectée par le mouvement décrochant. d : discordance à
la base du bassin de Burgos.

THE RIO BRAVO FAULT, A MAJOR LATE OLIGOCENE LEFT-LATERAL SHEAR ZONE

The progressive change in the geometry of normal faults
along the N120oE main structural direction is interpreted as
due to the presence at depth of a major shear fault along the
trace of the Rio Bravo.
The Rio Bravo discontinuity is imaged on the Bouguer
gravimetric data obtained from Total-USA (fig. 7). The
westernmost areas show low negative N150oE anomalies
(-70 to -50 mgal) parallel to the structures of the Sierra
Madre Occidental (A, fig. 7). They are the result of the thickening at the front of the orogen. East of this anomaly, an

Gravimetric signature of the Rio Bravo fault
discontinuity
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FIG. 8. – E-W seismic section across the Burgos basin [from Perez Cruz, 1992]. The Vicksburg and Frio fault systems are sealed by the Early Miocene
Anahuac formation (in yellow). Top Vicksburg fm. in red, top Frio fm. in purple, both affected by faulting.
FIG. 8. – Coupe sismique E-W dans le bassin de Burgos [Perez Cruz, 1992]. Les failles listriques de Vicksburg et Frio sont cachetées par la formation Anahuac du Miocène inférieur soulignée en jaune. La ligne rouge correspond au sommet de la formation Vicksburg et la ligne violette au sommet de la formation Frio. Ces deux formations sont faillées.

North of the Rio Bravo, Texas faults are N010-020oE
trending (fig. 6). The westernmost N045oE faults of the Wilcox province cut through the right bank of the Rio Bravo. To
the south, the fault geometry is more complicated (A, fig. 6).
The structure is a network of N040oE normal faults that
swing rapidly southward to a N120-130oE direction. Southeastward in Texas (zone B, fig. 6), the normal faults of the
Wilcox province are also oriented N045oE and show the
same structural rotation along the trace of the Rio Bravo.
(sector B, fig. 6). On the Mexican side of the river and southward, normal faults are generally trending N160-170oE.

The major fault trend change is also observed in the
Oligocene Vicksburg-Frio province (sector C, fig. 6) and
the lower Oligocene oil splays are offset left laterally. Figure 9 shows how the Mc Allen fault trace bends along the
Rio Bravo with no direct equivalent in Mexico
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A compilation of structural data on both sides of the
Texas-Mexico boundary was made for this study, using an
industrial data base provided mainly by PEMEX. We have
used both 2D and 3D seismic interpretations to built the
structural sketch map of figure 6.

Geometry of normal faults in subsurface

FIG. 7. – Gravimetric map (Bouger anomaly) of the
Burgos basin and the western Gulf of Mexico. Dashed black lines are the possible trace of the main
strike slip faults offsetting the gravity highs. The
50-55 km left lateral offset of the main Oligocene depocenter is indicated by the red dashed line. A,B,C,D
see text for explanation.
FIG. 7. – Carte des anomalies gravimétriques de
Bouger du bassin de Burgos et du golfe du Mexique
occidental. Les lignes pontillées noires correspondent au décalage des hauts gravimétriques. Le décalage senestre de 50-55 km du principal dépocentre
oligocène est souligné par la ligne pointillée rouge.
A,B,C,D sont explicités dans le texte.
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anomaly is well-developed also along a general N150oE direction (B, fig. 7). To the north, this anomaly stops on a
N125oE discontinuity (C, fig. 7). This break-up is correlated
at the surface with the southwestern termination of the westernmost fault of the Palaeocene Wilcox province (A, fig. 6).
As seen above, this termination is characterized by a sinistral
network of N020oE faults associated with N120-130oE
faults. In the same way, the N020oE Eocene faults (B, fig. 6)
change to a N120oE direction. This pattern is correlated
with the gravimetric discontinuity described at depth.
Other parallel N120-130oE discontinuities are also observed south of the main Rio Bravo gravimetric discontinuity (dashed gray lines on fig. 7). The magnitude of those
discontinuities is less important than for the Rio Bravo one,
but they cannot be disregarded. In surface, they are correlated with direction discontinuities of Burgos normal faults
(d, fig. 6): the N150-160oE general normal faults trend is locally disrupted by N120-130oE transfer faults. Although the
Rio Bravo seems to be the major discontinuity of the area,
deformation is distributed along other parallel faults that
should not be ignored. To the west, the trend of the Bouguer
anomalies is parallel to the N020oE trend of the faults and
depocenters of the Burgos basin (red line, fig. 7). North of
the Rio Bravo a -30/-50 mgal negative anomaly is well-defined. It is correlated at the surface with the hanging wall of
the Vicksburg-Frio Oligocene fault system (C, fig. 6). We
interpret this negative anomaly as the main depocenter of
the Oligocene sedimentary basin. Although it is not continuous, it can be recognised south of the Rio Bravo. This
discontinuity is correlated at the surface with N120oE transfer faults, such as the McAllen fault mentioned above
(fig. 6); it also corresponds to the eastward extension of a
N125oE discontinuity of the Bouguer anomaly (C, fig. 7).
The offset of the depocenter across the Rio Bravo can be estimated at roughly 50-55 km (fig. 7).
At the surface, the -30/-40 mgal negative Bouguer anomaly is also correlated with the main splays (fig. 6) that are
exploited in the Oligocene gas and petroleum reservoirs
(McAllen petroleum system in Texas and Reynosa petroleum
system in Mexico). Using those markers, the sinistral shift

FIG. 9. – The Mac Allen fault scarp (in gray) dragged left laterally along
the Rio Bravo fault. The large number of production wells (courtesy of
PEMEX) shows the dense control in subsurface for this fault.
FIG. 9. – L’escarpement de la faille de Mc Allen entraîné par le mouvement
senestre de la faille du Rio Bravo. Le grand nombre de puits de production
illustre le bon contrôle de subsurface (courtoisie de PEMEX).
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FIG. 10. – Sinistral wrenching of listric faults in the Burgos basin and
south Texas above the Rio Bravo sinistral motion at depth.
FIG. 10. – Crochons senestres des failles listriques du bassin de Burgos et
Texas méridional au-dessus du jeu décrochant senestre de la faille du Rio
Bravo en profondeur.

The Sabinas basin is located in northeastern Mexico in the
states of Coahuila and Nuevo Leon (fig. 1 and fig. 11). It is
accepted as a 200 km-wide Lower Mesozoic transtensional
basin associated with the opening of the gulf of Mexico
[e.g. Salvador, 1987]. The basin is composed mainly of marine sediments deposited during long-term subsidence. It
was limited to the north by the Burro platform and to the
south by the Coahuila platform (fig. 11), which were emergent
during the Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous. During the late Oligocene deformation discussed here this basin was deformed by

General description and geometry

THE BABIA FAULT AND THE SABINAS BASIN

across the Rio Bravo can also be estimated at roughly
55-60 km.
We conclude that a major sinistral strike-slip fault system is located along part of the Rio Bravo. We propose a
50-60 km syn/post-Oligocene shift along this structure. As
part of the deformation is distributed along secondary
N120oE faults, this 50-60 km offset estimate must be considered as a minimum.
The Oligocene depocenter being faulted and shifted left
laterally, the deformation is partly syn- or post-Oligocene.
E-W seismic sections in Texas and Mexico (fig. 8) show that
Oligocene normal faults of the Vicksburg and Frio systems
are sealed by the Anahuac formation of Early Miocene age.
To the east, the Anahuac is also affected by normal faults in
the Burgos offshore delta (fig. 8) but not offset by any left-lateral fault. Onland, Miocene normal faulting is controlled by
the Basin and Range only. Consequently the main N120oE
Rio Bravo fault was active till latest Oligocene.
Sinistral motion is well argumented both at the deep
crustal level and by the offset of oil plays in subsurface.
Growth faults were probably developed during this crustal
motion as illustrated on figure 9. Sinistral offset at depth
along the Rio Bravo fault has destabilized the poorly compacted sedimentary pile of the Burgos basin and delta, with
a tendency to slide differentially southeastward. This can be
explained by a series of shallow decollements as those described by Diegel et al. [1995] in the Burgos basin. In addition, Le Roy and Rangin [2008] have shown that dextral
transtension is active during the Neogene south of the Rio
Bravo in the Burgos basin. This motion could have favoured
faster gravity sliding on the Mexican side than on the Texan
one.

THE RIO BRAVO FAULT, A MAJOR LATE OLIGOCENE LEFT-LATERAL SHEAR ZONE
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FIG. 11. – Structural sketch map of the left lateral shear band wrenching
the Sabins basin between the Rio Bravo fault and San Marcos fault. Topographic contours every 400 m. Dashed gray lines from figure 7. 1,2,3: location of sections figure 12.
FIG. 11. – Carte structurale synthétique illustrant la bande de cisaillement
senestre déformant le bassin de Sabinas entre les failles de Rio Bravo et de
San Marcos. Contours topographiques tous les 400 m. Les lignes pointillées grises proviennent de la figure 7. 1,2,3: localisation des coupes de la
figure 12.

Tardy [1980] proposed a Palaeocene – Early Eocene age
(60-52 Ma) for the formation of the Sierra Madre Oriental
in the Parras fold and thrust belt. He showed that the youngest deformed series are the Maastrichtian and Dano-Montian pelitic flysch of the Coahuila platform. However,
immediately north of the Cohahuila platform (La Popa basin, fig. 11) more recent studies have shown a continuous
deposit until the Bartonian (37 Ma) [Vega-Vera and Perilliat, 1989]. For these authors, there is conformity between
the Eocene and the underlying Upper Cretaceous – Palaeocene section. This implies that the shortening, in the La
Popa basin [Lawton et al., 2001], has gone on till latest Eocene or even later. Unfortunately, in the Sabinas basin, no
Tertiary deposits were preserved. This late deformation occurred after in the Sierra de Parras Laramide deformation
had ceased. Folds and thrusts of the Parras nappe are covered disconformably by Paleogene continental conglomerates of the Ahuichila formation [Rogers et al., 1961]. West of
this area, this sedimentary formation is interbedded with the
Upper Eocene-Oligocene volcanic units of the Sierra Madre
Occidental [Tardy, 1980]. Moreover, southward in the state
of Guanajuato, preserved vertebrates led to propose an
Upper Eocene-Lower Oligocene age for this unit [Fries et
al., 1955]. We then conclude that the wrench deformation
within the Sabinas basin took place during latest Eocene-Early Oligocene.

Age of deformation

Three SW-NE cross-sections are shown in figure 12.
Cross-sections 1 and 2 were constructed for this study and
cross-section 3 is from Eguiluz et al. [2001]. They illustrate
the tectonic style above a décollement level. The depth of
the Louann salt is constrained by the thickness of the basin
infill estimated from INEGI [1988, 1991]. We use an average depth of 3-4 km below the surface for this horizon.
This estimation is equivalent to the average depth proposed
by Eguiluz et al. [2001]. Above the décollement, Mesozoic
series are folded along tight anticlines. Locally the Jurassic
evaporites were injected into anticlinal axes (fig. 12-3). On
cross-section 12-2 and 12-3, we suppose that the long-wave
folds have been formed above a crustal fault cutting the basement.
Shortening was estimated from the cross-sections. It is
roughly 10 km on cross-sections 12-1 and 12-3. Cross-section 12-2 has absorbed a shortening of ~20 km. This
cross-section is located in the middle part of the Sabinas basin and is more representative of the total accommodated
shortening within the basin. However this estimation does
not take into account the thrust component absorbed in the
Burro (Babia thust) and Coahuila (San Marcos thrust) platforms [INEGI, 1988; SPP, 1982]. We have proposed less
than 5 km of NE-SW shortening for the Babia thrust and
San Marcos thrust restoring these two thrust zones. Consequently a total NE-SW shortening of 40 to 45 km could
have been accommodated in the basin and along its margins. This shortening is interpreted as coeval with the
left-lateral strike-slip absorbed along the Rio Bravo fault
(fig. 7) that was estimated around 50 km at deph.

Cross-sections in the Sabinas basin

Oligocene, but how much of this deformation was accommodated into the Sabinas basin?
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thin-skinned tectonics above a shallow décollement level
within the Oxfordian evaporites of the Sabinas basin [e.g.
Eguiluz et al., 2001] as in the Chihuahua trough. Tertiary
tectonics results in many well-developed N140oE-trending
folds. The related N050oE direction of compression is in
agreement with the !1 we have determined in the Manuel
Benavides area (fig. 5B). Close to the northern Babia fault
(surface trace of the deep Rio Bravo fault defined in the Ojinaga area) and close to the southern San Marcos fault (fig.
11), the folds swing in trend from N140 to N110o along the
Babia and San Marcos structure. The sigmoidal geometry of
folding within the Sabinas basin is compatible with left-lateral wrenching along a sinistral transpression zone [see
modelling of Cobbold et al., 1991]. This interpretation was
previously proposed by Charleston [1981] and Padilla y
Sanchez [1982] for the deformation of Sabinas fold-belt.
Longoria [1985] even proposed the sinistral transpressive
model for the deformation of the northern front of the Parras nappe but this is not demontrated by structural data [Tardy, 1980].
This global sinistral en echelon sigmoidal folding in the
Sabinas basin (fig. 11) is probably not so simple if we examine the complexity of folds in relation with the trace of
basement offsets deduced from the gravity study. The multiple scale sigmoidal shape of these folds suggests left lateral motion at depth along these secondary N120oE trending
basement faults.
The Sabinas basin can be simply interpreted as a large
sinistral shear band between the Rio Bravo fault in the north
and the San Marcos fault in the south. Our detailed study
along the Rio Bravo suggests a part of left lateral motion
was absorbed along the Rio Bravo fault during the
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strike-slip is accommodated along parallel faults that can be
traced below the Sabinas basin. The strike-slip deformation
may be considered to be distributed within the Burgos basin. The fundamental difference with the Sabinas basin is
the absence of salt and the superimposed gravity-driven extensive tectonism.
The Sabinas basin started to wrench and N140-160oE
folds developed above a shallow salt décollement within the
Middle Jurassic series. The geometry characterizes a sinistral wrench along the N120oE trend. This inversion is responsible of the overthrust of the pelagic series of the
Sabinas basin over the Mesozoic Coahuila platform to the
south and the Burro platform to the north. The total shortening accommodated by folds within the basin and by the lateral thrusts is estimated to be at least 40 km. This quantity
is of the same order than the Upper Eocene–Lower Oligocene 50 km total offset estimated along the Rio Bravo fault
in the Burgos basin.
Consequently total cumulated left lateral strike-slip motion along the large shear band can be estimated to be a minimum of 70 to 80 km at the crustal level.
Deformation was probably distributed from the San
Marcos fault to southern Texas before being localized along
the Rio Bravo fault. The 50 km absorbed along the Rio Bravo fault alone are sufficient to absorb the same quantity of
rifting offshore Texas during the Oligocene [Rangin et al.,
2008].
The Upper Eocene-Lower Oligocene period of deformation can be related to the evolution of the western margin of the Gulf of Mexico (and of the Burgos basin). From
the Paleocene to Lower Eocene, sedimentation was mainly
clastic with important sediment influx connected to Laramide tectonic pulses s.s. [Galloway et al., 2000]. During
the Middle Eocene, depositional episodes were minor, reflecting a continental tectonic quiescence [Galloway et al.,
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FIG. 12. – Shortening across the Sabinas basin estimated on cross sections. Section 3 is from Eguiluz et al. [2001]. Thickness of the Mesozoic series is estimated on the basis of INEGI 1/250.000 geological maps, Montclova (1991), Nueva Rosita (1991), San Miguel (1982), Tlahualilo de Zaragoza (1988),
Ocampo (1990). Section location on figure 11.
FIG. 12. – Raccourcissement du bassin de Sabinas estimé sur coupes. La coupe 3 est d’Eguiluz et al. [2001]. L’épaisseur des séries mésozoïques est estimée sur les cartes géologiques 1/250,000 de l’INEGI. Localisation des coupes sur figure 11.

In the Burgos basin, the deformation is mainly localized
along the Rio Bravo fault. However, part of the left-lateral

The deformation of the Sabinas basin implies contraction across a 200 km wide shear zone extending from the
Babia fault into the north to the San Marcos thrust into the
south. From stratigraphic data [Vega-Vera and Perilliat,
1989], the Sabinas basin was deformed during the Bartonian 38-40 Ma. Northwest of the Sabinas basin, our structural data in the Ojinaga area have evidenced an early
Oligocene main phase of deformation south of the
Trans-Pecos. Both deformations are sub-contemporaneous
(Upper Eocene and Lower Oligocene). Moreover directions
of shortening are similar (N050oE in the Sabinas basin and
N010oE to N050o in the Ojinaga area). Because of the similarities between ages and directions of shortening, these
structures cannot be separated.

We have shown that the main deformation in the Ojinaga region, south of the Big Bend area, took place during the Oligocene. This transpressive deformation was probably
guided at depth by a N120-130oE trending left-lateral
strike-slip fault-system. The main compressive stress axis is
oriented N040oE to N050oE, consistent with the stress direction proposed by Erdlac [1990]. The system extends
eastward along the Babia fault, and further east this fault
system cuts through the Burgos basin where Oligocene sinistral wrenching is inferred: sigmoidal folds are cut by the
splays of the Rio Bravo fault zone and the depocenters are
left laterally offset by a minimum of 50-55 km. Finally this
deformation attributed to an Oligocene deformation event is
much younger than the Laramide event. The structures were
locally sealed by Lower Miocene deposits. Thus the Rio
Bravo fault zone was active along the 1000 km of its mapped length during the Middle Tertiary.

DISCUSSION

THE RIO BRAVO FAULT, A MAJOR LATE OLIGOCENE LEFT-LATERAL SHEAR ZONE
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TABLE I. – Ar/Ar plateau ages of dated samples GOM 7 and GOM 9 discussed in text. We are very grateful to Gilbert Féraud (Géoscience Azur,
Nice-Sofia Antipolis) to have conducted these analisis.
TABL. I. – Age plateau Ar/Ar des échantillons GOM 7 et GOM 9 discutés
dans le texte. Nous remercions Gilbert Féraud (Géoscience Azur, Nice-Sofia Antipolis) pour avoir effectué ces analyses.

2000]. On the other hand, the Upper Eocene–Lower Oligocene period witnessed significant changes. This period
was a time of massive sediment influx [Galloway et al.,

TABLE II. – Analytical results of samples GOM 7 (7 FK; H292) and GOM 9
(9FK H291) discussed in text.
TABL. II. – Résultats analytiques des échantillons GOM 7 (7 FK; H292)
and GOM 9 (9FK H291) discutés dans le texte.

2000]. The Oligocene depocenter is dramatically shifted
toward the east, indicating a major reorganization of
source areas. Moreover, from thermochronological data
from the Sierra Madre Oriental, Gray et al. [2001] show a
5-7 km exhumation of the Laramide foreland basin during
the late Oligocene (< 30 Ma), extended probably within
the Sabinas basin [Ewing, 2003]. This exhumation is centered on the Sierra Madre Oriental where large open folds
and uplift were described by Tardy [1980] and tentatively

FIG. 13. – Schematic section of the Sabinas basin and its margins. A: before Oligocene inversion. B: transpresional inversion in the basin.
FIG. 13. – Section schématique du bassin de Sabinas et de ses marges. A: avant l’inversion Oligocène, B: après l’inversion en transpression.
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The geodynamic explanation for such 80 km of left lateral motion in northern Mexico is probably related to fast
northwards decrease of subduction along the Farallon North
America boundary during the middle part of the Tertiary.
Straving of volcanism along the Sierra Madre Occidental
during this period support this hypothesis.

Upper Eocene (?)-Oligocene period corresponds to a major
wrenching episode along the Sabinas basin and left lateral
strike slip motion along the Rio Bravo. This left lateral motion, linked to crustal extension offshore Texas (Corsair rift)
[Rangin et al., 2008; Husson et al., a and b, 2008], marks a
major tectonic event in northern Mexico, decoupled from
Texas.
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Cenozoic gravity tectonics in the northern Gulf of Mexico induced by crustal
extension. A new interpretation of multichannel seismic data
CLAUDE RANGIN1, XAVIER LE PICHON1, NICOLAS FLOTTÉ2 and LAURENT HUSSON3
Key-words. – Gravity tectonics, Cenozoic rifting, Gulf of Mexico, Texas, Northeast Mexico.

Abstract. – The Gulf of Mexico margin in Texas is one of the most impressive examples of starved passive margin gravity collapse systems. Growth faults developed upslope and are compensated down slope by toe folding and thrusting. On
the basis of new multi-channel seismic data with high penetration (down to 11 s-twtt) we present evidences for deep
crustal extension and rifting that have enhanced superficial sliding. This hypothesis is supported by a significant heat
flow anomaly and crustal thinning independently deduced from gravity data. This Cenozoic rifting episode is tectonically linked to left lateral motion along the Rio Bravo fault, a reactivated branch of the Texas lineament.

Extension crustale tertiaire dans le nord du golfe du Mexique à l’origine de la tectonique
gravitaire. Une nouvelle interprétation de données de sismique multitraces
Mots-clés. – Tectonique gravitaire, Rifting tertiaire, Golfe du Mexique, Texas, Mexique du Nord-Est.

Résumé. – La marge du golfe du Mexique au Texas est une des marges passives fossiles où les glissements gravitaires
sont les plus connus. Des failles de croissance developpées en haut de pente se voient compensées en bas de pente par
des plissements et des chevauchements. Sur la base de données de sismique multitrace haute pénétration (jusqu’à
11 std), nous montrons qu’un épisode de rifting crustal a pu provoquer ces glissements superficiels. Cette hypothèse
semble renforcée par un flux de chaleur significativement élevé, l’extension crustale étant indépendament déduite des
données gravimétriques. Cet épisode de rifting cénozoïque est structuralement lié au déplacement senestre le long de la
faille du Rio Bravo, une branche du linéament du Texas réactivée.

INTRODUCTION
Rifting of the Gulf of Mexico was initiated at the Triassic-Jurassic boundary probably along tectonic zones of
weakness inherited from the Late Paleozoic Ouachita Orogeny [Marton and Buffler, 1994]. A simple shear model
[Wernicke, 1985] has been often proposed for the early evolution of the Texas margin [Watkins, 1978; Simmons,
1992]. During middle Jurassic times thinning of the crust
was coeval with sedimentation of thick evaporites (Louann
salt). Spreading of this basin occurred briefly during the
Late Jurassic [Salvador, 1987; Buffler, 1991]. A series of
transfer fault zones with sinistral offset are part of the rifting fabric [Tardy, 1980; Anderson and Nourse, 2005; Lister
et al., 1986]. Offshore Texas these faults are represented by
the Brazos and Matagorda transfer faults [Simmons, 1992].
They have segmented this old passive margin during the rifting but no clear evidences were found for similar transform
faults during spreading except maybe for the Mojave Sonora megashear [Silver and Anderson, 1974]. Thermic subsidence affects this basin during the Cretaceous with
development of carbonate reefs [Buffler, 1983]. A stratigraphic synthesis of this post rift history was presented by
Feng and Buffler [1996] and Rowan
et al. [1999]. A

significant event was the accumulation of a thick clastic sequence in southern Texas during the Paleocene, probably related to the fast erosion of the Laramide Orogeny in
northeastern Mexico [Galloway et al., 2000; Tardy, 1980].
During the Eocene, a 4000 m thick depocenter extended
from South Texas to the Mexican-USA border [Salvador,
1987]. During the Oligocene, large deltas were developed in
Texas (the Vicksburg and Frio formations). A thick regressive wedge was developed during the Miocene and the Pliocene with a noticeable sedimentary hiatus during the early
Pliocene.
Despite this long thermal relaxing history, Nagihara and
Jones [2005] have recently documented an abrupt transition
in heat flow at the oceanic crust-thinned crust boundary
proposed by Marton and Buffler [1994] just offshore the
Mississippi delta. Reed [1994] had suspected Cenozoic rifting offshore Texas. The thick sedimentary pile of sediments blanketing the western margin of the Gulf of Mexico
affected by recent extension involving the whole sedimentary package was usually interpreted in terms of gravity tectonics over a Triassic salt sole or other shales detachement
horizons. References are numerous on this subject and difficult to synthesize here. According to most authors, the early
stages of salt tectonics in the northern Gulf of Mexico basin
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FIG. 1. – The Texas passive margin in the northern Gulf of Mexico localized on a free air gravity anomaly map of the gulf and surrounding regions.
FIG. 1. – La marge passive du Texas dans le nord du golfe du Mexique localisée sur une carte des anomalies gravimétriques à l’air libre du golfe et
regions avoisinantes.

This composite seismic line is used as a reference line
(fig. 2). It extends from the onshore Wilcox fault zone
(WFZ), the northernmost extensive fault system, to the Corsair fault zone (CFZ). This composite seismic line is discussed here from NW to SE.
1) Northwest of the WFZ, Mesozoic to Eocene series
are gently dipping offshore and are not affected by any large
fault (sector 1).
2) The Wilcox fault zone is the westernmost significant
extensional fault system known onshore. The Cretaceous
series are offset by a SE-dipping normal fault system
(sector 2). Thickening of the Paleocene sequence and associated roll over structures indicate a syn-Paleocene deformation (sectors 2 and 3). Locally this early deformation is
sealed by the late Paleocene-early Eocene deposits (sector 2).
A major normal fault cuts through the Cretaceous and may
connect at depth with the Jurassic salt. A main decollement
is localized at the Cretaceous/Paleocene sequence boundary
(sector 3).
3) The Vicksburg fault zone (VFZ) is located SE of the
WFZ. It is characterized by a decollement level located at
about 4 s-twtt, at the roof the Paleocene sequence. This decollement branches upwards into the Eocene and locally
above. Syn-rift geometries within the Eocene deposits (thickening toward the fault) and the sub-continuity of the Oligocene reflector show that the deformation occurred mainly
during the Eocene. Below this decollement, faulting of the
reflectors (Cretaceous?) and the fan geometries observed
within the Paleocene, both indicate that deformation occurred on top of a lower decollement at the roof of the Mesozoic. The geometry of the faults within the Cretaceous
sequence has been interpreted by White et al. [1986] as
connecting onto a 9 s-twtt deep decollement not imaged on
the seismics studied here. However, the nature of the horizons below this decollement remains undetermined (fig. 2).
4) The Frio fault zone is located SE of the VFZ. It is
characterized by normal faults connected at depth (5 to
5.5 s-twtt) onto the top Paleocene decollement level, the SE
extension of the decollement described below the VFZ that
gently dips to the SE. The huge thickness of Oligocene deposits in the hanging wall of the major fault (F1) demonstrates that the deformation mainly occurred during the
Oligocene. F1 connects with a main decollement level (reflector B, fig. 2) located at the top of the Paleocene

Seismic composite line 1

REGIONAL SEISMIC LINE DESCRIPTION

The second part of this paper deals specifically with the
most significant crustal extensional fault, the Corsair fault
offshore Texas. This fault system was mapped and its relationships with the deep basement reflectors are presented.
The third part of the present paper presents a possible
interpretation of the nature of the “basement” reflectors taking into account the results of the thermal companion study of this project [see Husson et al., 2008 a, b]. We also
discuss the tectonic model for detachment at the base of the
crust adopting a ductile crust interpretation for the “basement” above the Moho. Space and time relationships between crustal extension at depth and gravity sliding in the
sedimentary package are discussed.

RANGIN C. et al.

were related to differential thermal subsidence resulting
from Early-Middle Jurassic rifting. Salt sheets formation
and evacuation basinward of autochthonous Jurassic salt is
however considered by most authors as Cenozoic in age,
this process being driven by gravitational instabilities caused by the slope gradient after intense sedimentary loading
of the margin. This type of gravity driven thin-skinned tectonics was intensively studied [Rowan et al., 1999] and
constrained by numerous models [i.e. Jackson and Galloway, 1984; Vendeville and Cobbold, 1987; Vendeville and
Jackson, 1992a and b].
This salt tectonics processes were clearly imaged and
modelled for the Sigsbee abyssal plain but tectonic processes are less well understood along the middle and upperslope where large active or recent faults are reported. We
think that these gravity processes now active along the
Sigsbee scarp were enhanced by crustal rifting during the
Cenozoic along the upper margin of Texas. This conclusion
is based on a new interpretation of industrial seismic lines
with deep penetration made available to us in this area.
A set of these shortly spaced multi-channel seismic lines covering offshore Texas were used. Some depth converted sections extending onshore were also used to calibrate
the offshore time sections. Most of the lines have a time penetration of 13 s-twtt, except at the boundary with Mexico
where penetration does not exceed 8 s-twtt. We have also
used information of wells to calibrate some of the offshore
time sections.
In the first part of this paper we describe reference lines
embracing the onshore and offshore regions (fig. 1). These
sections provide a global view of the Texas margin structure. We have added complementary information on the basis of additional onshore seismic lines.
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An interpretation of the significance of this section must
take into account the actual depths. We have used two main
sources of information to establish the depth image of the
time section presented in figure 2.
– The first source of information is the refraction data
presented by Ebeniro et al. [1988]. These data were collected
along a composite N-S profile located south of Galveston
between 29oN and 25.5oN, from the shelf to a depth of
1500 m on the slope. This composite profile is based on 5
transverse OBS sections. Two of these, (no5 at 1500 m water

Nature of reflector A

(reflector A). The origin of this decollement is discussed
below using a depth converted profile.
In the hanging wall of the Corsair fault, a huge thickening of well-dated Miocene series indicates a main Miocene
faulting episode. However, we cannot exclude that part of
the deformation may have begun in the Upper Oligocene
because the deep series are not dated. The hanging wall of
the Corsair fault is also characterized by numerous secondary faults accommodating the rollover and ramp syncline.
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FIG. 2. – Interpreted line drawing of a composite onshore-offshore seismic section across the central part of the GOM margin (red line for location on insert). The main seismic sequences are classified by ages according to well information shown on figure. Reflectors A, B, C are discussed in text. WFZ :
Wilcox fault zone, VFZ : Vicksburg fault zone, FFZ : Frio fault zone, CFZ : Corsair fault zone. Individual faults F1 to F5 are discussed in text. Red sectors
1 to 5 are also discussed in text.
FIG. 2. – Tracé interprétatif d’une section sismique composite terre-mer au droit de la partie centrale de la marge du GOM (ligne rouge pour localisation
dans l’encart). Les principales séquence sismiques sont présentées par tranches d’âge en accord avec les données de puits indiqués sur la figure. Les réflecteurs sismiques A, B, C, sont discutés dans le texte. Les failles individuelles F1 à F5 sont discutées dans le texte. Les secteurs 1 à 5 figurés en rouge
sont également discutés dans le texte.

sequence. However part of the deformation is accommodated along F2 and continues during the Miocene. A progressive basinward migration of the deformation is then
suspected within this fault zone, and the progression of this
migration extended south to the Corsair fault system (CFZ).
Below the decollement, other normal faults affect the
Paleocene sequence and the underlying undetermined crust.
These faults may be related with the Paleocene deformation
defined within the Wilcox fault zone. However, some faults
as F3, may connect deeper than the 8/9 s-twtt. Other faults
such as F4, connect at its base with this deep undetermined
sequence.
5) The Corsair fault zone (CFZ) is the southernmost and
younger fault system observable on this composite seismic
line. It can be described as formed by two main fault segments: the Wanda fault (F5) and the Corsair fault itself (F6).
F5 connects onto F2 described above. The thickening
of the Miocene sequence along the hanging wall of F5 indicates a Miocene activity that extends into the Pliocene.
Southeastward, this fault cuts through the Paleocene series
and connects at 9 s-twtt onto the deepest decollement level

CENOZOIC GRAVITY TECTONICS IN THE NORTHERN GULF OF MEXICO
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depth and no3 at 750 m water depth) have a well defined
Moho 20-22 km deep. Ebeniro et al. section no1 is located
just south of the Corsair FZ. It provides an average velocity
slightly below 3 km/s for the upper 6 s of the section, and
an average velocity of 5.25 km/s between 6 s and 10.7 s
where is the deepest reflector at 7.2 km/sec.
– The second source of information is the Bouguer gravity map that we have inverted for the Moho using an average depth of 22 km for this crustal/mantle boundary. This
depth is rather well established on the slope by the refraction work of Ebeniro et al. [1988] [See also Husson et al.,
2008 a and b]. This inversion shows that the Moho stays at a
nearly constant depth of 20-22 km under the whole shelf.
Thus the velocities of 7.2 to 7.4 km/s found at 20-22 km under lines 1 and 2 of Ebeniro et al. [1988] actually correspond to the gravimetric Moho. There is no reason to assume
the existence of a 10 km thick 7.2-7.4 km/s crust between
20 and 30 km. It is not justified by seismic refraction arguments and is not compatible with gravity data.
Thus we can conclude that the deep decollement (reflector A) described above at the southeastern end of the
profile could be located at a depth of 18 km to 19 km, whereas the Moho is localized at 21-22 km. The 3 km thick
layer located between the reflector A above and the Moho
below, potentially includes the Cretaceous, Jurassic and
Triassic sequences known, plus the pre-Mesozoic basement
and the brittle crust.
We thus have two options: either we assume that there
is no igneous crust and that the Cretaceous and Jurassic lie

directly on top of the mantle that is possibly serpentinized,
or we assume that there are no Mesozoic sequences extending downslope, and that the Cenozoic sequences lie directly on top of the lower crust. We prefer the second
hypothesis and propose that the 9 s-twtt decollement level
connects onto the top of the lower crust. In any case, at the
depth of 18 km, where the decollement is located below the
Corsair rift, the estimated temperature is about 500oC and
the material, whatever its composition must be metamorphosed and ductile. We believe that the style of the reflectors seen at this depth (see below in this paper) is
compatible with a brittle-plastic transition crustal zone between 6 and 8 s-twtt
Consequently, the oldest deformation is Paleogene in
the Wilcox fault zone and is located far to the NW of the
present gulf margin. It corresponds geometrically to normal
faults connecting onto a décollement level generally attributed to the Middle Jurassic salt layer as presented in figure 3.
In figure 2 the Eocene seals the deformation there. This deformation extends toward the SE where it can be described
below the Vicksburg and Frio fault zones.
During the Eocene, the deformation migrated SE of the
WFZ. New normal faults connected onto a shallower décollement localized at the top of the assumed Paleocene sequence. This décollement was active during the Eocene in
the VFZ and during the Oligocene and earliest Miocene in
the FFZ. Consequently, a southeastward migration of the
normal faults activity is rather well documented, but part of
this early deformation remains active during the Neogene.

FIG. 3. – Interpreted line drawing of onland seismic section #2 illustrating decollement on the salt layer. Same legend as figure 2.
FIG. 3. – Tracé interprétatif de la ligne sismique terrestre #2 illustrant le décollement sur le niveau salifère. Même légende que la figure 2.
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3) F3 is located SE of F2. This listric normal fault
connects at depth (~6 s-twtt) onto the assumed Middle Jurassic décollement level. The rollover geometry is in

Fault F2 is located southeastward of F1. It cuts through
the Cretaceous seismic sequence and connects onto the
Middle Jurassic salt décollement. A second décollement level is located at the Cretaceous-Paleocene boundary. It is responsible for the rollover geometry of the Paleocene deposits.
F2 was active during the Paleocene and part of Early Eocene.

2) The Wilcox fault zone is the oldest extensional area.
The normal fault F1 cuts through the Cretaceous sequence.
It connects at depth onto a gently SE-dipping decollement
level parallel to the Lower and Upper Jurassic seismic reflectors. This decollement is assumed to be localised within
the Middle Jurassic salt as for the composite seismic line 1.
Thickening of the Early and Middle Paleocene sequence in
the hanging wall of F1 and continuity of Early Eocene strata
both indicate that the fault was active during the Paleocene.
The geometry of the Paleocene sequence is compatible with
tilted normal faults connected onto the assumed Middle Jurassic salt-decollement.
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FIG. 4. – Selected cross-sections across the offshore Texas margin, illustrating the brittle Corsair fault (in red) merging down on reflector A (shown by arrows) interpreted as the top of the ductile crust.
FIG. 4. – Selection de sections sismiques au travers de la marge marine du Texas, montrant le trace de la faille Corsair (en rouge), venant se raccorder
vers le bas sur le reflecteur A (surligné par des flèches), et interprété comme le toit de la croûte ductile.

1) This northwesternmost zone corresponds to the undeformed Jurassic to Eocene deposits which are relatively
conformable. The whole sequence gently dips basinward.
This zone is the equivalent to the northwesternmost zone of
composite seismic line 1 (fig. 2).

This onshore seismic line is located in South Texas, close to
the Mexico/USA boundary with a WNW-ESE trend, parallel to the Rio Bravo (fig. 3).

Seismic line 2

The younger fault system is clearly located along the
CFZ. This system was mainly active during the Miocene
and may continue to be active during the Pliocene and the
Quaternary. It is associated with a deepening of the décollement level that connects onto the top of the lower crust at
18-19 km depth. The extrapolated temperature at this depth
is about 500oC, well beyond the brittle-ductile limit.

Balance between rates of early and late Tertiary deformation is difficult to estimate.
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FIG. 5. – Time section across the Corsair fault showing an undulated reflector (arrows) interpreted as the top of the ductile crust located at 9 s-twtt or
18.5 km depth.
FIG. 5. – Section temps au droit de la faille Corsair montrant un réflecteur ondulé (flèches), interprété comme le toit de la croûte ductile localisée à 9 std
ou 18,5 km de profondeur.

Modelling of the thermal regime of the Texas shelf [Husson
et al., 2008 a, b] has shown that a positive thermal anomaly
is centered below the Corsair fault zone and led us to

GEOMETRIES OF DEEP STRUCTURES IN THE
CORSAIR FAULT AREA

assume a late Cenozoic crustal thinning in this area. No
seismic evidence for recent volcanism was found on the
seismic lines. For this reason, we will first focus our attention on the deep structures (> 8 s-twtt) below the CFZ illustrated by three deep (12 s-twtt) seismic lines (fig. 4).
From NW to SE, lines A, B, C, a major deep reflector
(shown by arrows on figure 4) was observed between
7 s-twtt and 9 s-twtt. This reflector is marked by a high
acoustic impedance (high seismic energy) that clearly contrasts with the above reflectors. This observation is limited
to these lines that have a 13 s-twtt penetration. The southernmost available lines close to the Mexico-USA international boundary are limited to 6-6.5 s-twtt penetration only,
and consequently the southward continuity of this reflector
cannot be proven southwards. In sections A and B (fig. 4)
the middle part of the sections shown in figure 4, reflector
A shows a clear flexure. This is particularly evident on sections a and b. The Corsair fault shown in red uses this
flexure as a ramp and merges downslope on the deepest décollement at 8 s-twtt.
With a simple velocity model equivalent to the one used
above (i.e. 3.3 km/s between 0-6 s-twtt, and 5.5 km/s below,
a composite of 5.2 and 6 km/sec), 7 and 9 s-twtt correspond
respectively to 12-13 and 18-19 km. At these depths, the
present temperatures are estimated to be 375oC and 500oC.
Thus, the material below must be under a ductile regime.
Consequently the Corsair fault merges down onto the roof
of the ductile crust.
Southeastward of line 4B (fig. 5), the depth of the reflector A increases progressively and reaches roughly
9 s-twtt (i.e. ~18-19 km). The SE-dipping Corsair fault does
not cut through this reflector but flattens onto it. This
sub-continuous reflector A shows high wavelength undulations and is located at an average time-depth of 7 s-twtt (i.e.
~13 km, see above). We interpret this reflector as a sub-horizontal décollement localized at the top of the lower crust
as the Moho is situated at a depth of about 21-22 km (see
above). This décollement would then have acted at the
boundary of the ductile crust interface.
The sub-continuous reflector described above shows
between lines A and B (fig. 4) a systematic flexure just below the Corsair fault. This flexure shows in detail how the
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agreement with the listric character of this fault. The thickening of deposits indicates that this fault was mainly active
during the Eocene and the Early Oligocene.
4) F4 is a major listric fault that connects at depth onto
a décollement localized at what appears to be the southeast
extension of the Cretaceous-Paleocene boundary identified
on figure 2. According to the discussion above this reflector
merges downslope with the top of the lower crust. Thickening of the Eocene and Oligocene deposits indicates that F4
was active during this time.
5) F5 corresponds to the Frio fault zone, that is the main
Oligocene fault system in this area. Its activity results in the
thickening of Oligocene seismic sequence but the base of
the Miocene sequence is also affected.
In summary, this composite seismic line depicts the
same evolution as the composite seismic line 1 onshore
Texas (fig. 2).
The earliest deformation occurred along the Wilcox
fault system. Here normal faults are generally assumed to
connect at depth onto the Middle Jurassic salt layer that
would have acted as a main décollement level. Within the
Wilcox fault zone, this deformation is sealed by the Middle
Upper Eocene seismic sequence.
As into the north, and during the Eocene, the deformation has migrated southeastwards, and WFZ normal faults
connect at depth onto the SE extension of the Jurassic décollement. Farther SE, the Eocene fault F4 roots on a shallower décollement level (~6 s-twtt) onto a horizon
attributed to the Cretaceous-Paleocene boundary interpreted
here as the top of the lower crust by analogy with section of
figure 2.
The FFZ is the younger fault system illustrated on this
inland composite section. It was mainly active during the
Oligocene. Consequently a southeastward migration of normal faults activity also characterizes this composite line.
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This flexure was mapped on figure 7. The map was
constructed by interpolation of the picking of the major
Cretaceous-Paleocene boundary reflector. It shows that the
flexure has a regional NE-SW trend, just SE of the trace of
the Corsair fault on the mud line. Southward (close to the
US-Mexican border), the reflector was not picked up due to
the poor quality of the seismic data and the shallow penetration. To the NE, the flexure extends till the trace of the Brazos transfer zone mentioned by Huh et al. [1996]. The
flexure below the Corsair fault system is not continuous
from Louisiana to the Mexico-USA boundary. It is

Corsair fault bends at depth along the supposed top of the
ductile crust (seismic profiles A, B, C on fig. 6).
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FIG. 6. – Detailed images of the flexure of the ductile
crust layer (in black) just below the brittle Corsair
fault above (in red).
FIG. 6. – Images détaillées de la flexure du niveau de
la croûte ductile (en noir) juste en dessous de la
faille Corsair cassante (en rouge).

Consequently, the flexure observed below the Corsair
fault trends NE-SW and extends from the Brazos to the Matagorda transfer faults along a distance of 120 km. It appears to be directly correlated with the NE-SW segments of
the Corsair fault system. The flexure is the northern limit of
the zone of extreme thinning of the crust that increases in
thickness from 2-3 km at its minimum to more than 7 km
landward of the flexure. Thus we interpret the flexure as the

particularly clear southwest of the Brazos transfer fault and
can be followed southwestward over a length of 120 km. Its
southern limit is correlated with the change in direction
(NE-SW to N-S) of the Corsair fault system close to the
trace of the Matagorda transfer zone.
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The Moho depth was extracted along a cross-section
corresponding to seismic cross-section composite 1 (fig. 2).
The thickness of Jurassic and basement corresponds to the
margin created during the Middle Jurassic extension. This

The Moho topography has been estimated from Bouguer
anomaly data (fig. 9). The gravity inversion has been performed following Parker [1977] and Oldenburg [1974]. It
has been solved in the frequency domain. The reference
depth is set to 22 km according to previous estimates from
refraction data [Ebeniro et al., 1988]. The crustal density is
fixed to 2700 kg/m3 and the mantle density to 3300 kg/m3.

Moho topography

Basement heat flow data computed in the thermal study
were extracted along the NW-SE transect of seismic line 1
(fig. 8) [see also Husson et al., 2008 a, b for details on the
thermal regime]. The heat flow progressively increases rapidly across this fault zone from 30 mW/m2 to 55 mw/m2.
This increase is correlated with the zone of rapid thinning to
the minimum 2-3 km crustal thickness below the CFZ and
has been interpreted in terms of Upper Cenozoic crustal extension to account for the thermal anomaly

Heat flow below the Frio and Corsair fault systems

ORIGIN, MEANING AND DEPTH OF THE DEEP
REFLECTORS AND DECOLLEMENT

elastic shoulder of the Corsair rift that was mostly formed
during the Lower Miocene. This would explain why it stops
at each extremity on a fault.

Their origins will be discussed using composite seismic line
1 (fig. 2).
The deep reflector A (fig. 2) is generally interpreted as
the same Upper Cretaceous level over the whole length of
the section, deepening from less than 2 s-twtt (3 km) to the
northwest to 9 s-twtt to the southeast. It is indeed more or
less continuous below the Frio and Vicksburg fault zones.
Only few diapirs or normal faults related to the Paleocene
extension affect its continuity. To the southeast, the Corsair
fault connects onto it at a depth of 9 s-twtt (18-19 km).
At such a depth, pressure and temperature imply a ductile behaviour [see Husson et al., 2008 a]. Moreover the
Moho is localized at about 21-22 km. Thus the seismic sequence sandwiched between the Tertiary depocenter of the
Corsair fault and the upper mantle is only 3 km thick. This
seismic sequence is then best interpreted as a thin lower

Interpretation of the nature of the deep reflectors

extension led to accretion in the centre of the Gulf of Mexico.
Onshore Texas, the crust (Jurassic and basement) is
17 km thick (fig. 9). The crust thickness progressively decreases basinward. Below the offshore Texan zone defined
by thermal anomalies (fig. 8) and the Corsair fault zone
(CFZ), the combined thickness of the basement and Mesozoic series is less than 3 km. This thickness is lower than
the 7-9 km average thickness of the oceanic crust [Ranalli,
1995]. This reduced thickness is also associated with a
1.5 km upwelling of the Moho. To account for the thermal
anomaly, we have to assume that the anomalous thinning
below the CFZ occurred during the Upper Cenozoic, and
most probably during Lower Miocene, as explained above.

FIG. 7. – Time map of the Cretaceous/Palaeocene boundary showing the flexure of this deep reflector; the mud line trace of the Corsair fault is shown with
thick red lines. The Brazos and Matagorda transfer fault traces are shown by dashed lines in Texas. On land Texas main faults are shown in red as well as
the most significant faults in the Burgos basin on the Mexican side. Here the trace of the Rio Bravo fault zone is suggested with black dashed lines.
FIG. 7. – Carte temps de la limite Crétacé-Paléocène montrant la flexure de ce réflecteur profond. La trace en surface de la zone de faille Corsair est indiquée en rouge épais. La trace des failles de transfert Brazos et Matagorda est figurée en lignes pointillées. A terre, au Texas, les failles principales sont
figurées en rouge aussi bien que les failles les plus significatives du bassin de Burgos côté mexicain. Ici le tracé de la zone de failles du Rio Bravo est suggérée par des lignes pointillées noires.
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Below the Frio fault zone (FFZ, composite seismic line fig.
2), reflector A (top of the lower crust) is localized at roughly 7 s-twtt (i.e. 13 km with a mean velocity of 3.3 km/s
between 0 to 6 s-twtt and 5.5 km/s below). Below the Corsair fault zone, this reflector reaches 9 s-twtt (i.e.
18-19 km). Removing the thickness of the Oligo-Miocene

Depth prior to the Oligo-Miocene sedimentation

crust with a ductile behaviour and the top of the lower crust
would correspond to the high reflective seismic reflector
deepening toward the southeast from 7 to 9 s-twtt (reflector
A). If this is correct, the nature of reflector A changes from
northwest to southeast from the top of the Cretaceous sedimentary layer to the top of the lower ductile crust.
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FIG. 9. – Moho depth map in kilometres below
sea-floor.
FIG. 9. – Carte de la profondeur du Moho en kilomètres sous le fond de la mer.

The assumed lower decollement (C on fig. 2) would be
localized within the crust. During its time of activity within
the Paleocene, subtracting the thickness of the Eocene to
present deposits, we obtain an approximate 7 km depth for
this décollement.

In the same way, the upper main décollement (reflector
B), onto which FFZ normal faults connect, was localized at
a depth of about 4-4.5 km.

series and a continuous thickness of Eocene to Paleocene,
the reflector was localized at 4 to 4.5 s-twtt (i.e. 7-8 km)
during the lowest Oligocene. This rough estimate does not
take into account the isostatic process due to the sedimentary loading.

FIG. 8. – Heat flow data (in mW/m2) plotted on
the trace of the Corsair fault. Ante-rift isopachs
(in m) are showed by dashed lines. Other legends
are the same than figure 7.
FIG. 8. – Données du flux de chaleur (en mW/m2)
portées sur la trace de la faille Corsair. Les isopaques des sédiments anté-rift sont indiqués en
mètres et sont figurés par des pointillés fins. Les
autres légendes sont identiques à celles de la figure 7.
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FIG. 10. – Simplified line drawings selected along the Corsair fault of the
Texas margin. The sediments above the decollement are directly in contact
with the ductile crust with S internal reflectors and affected by C
semi-brittle faults.
FIG. 10. – Tracés simplifiés de lignes sismiques temps sélectionnées au
long de la marge texane au droit de la faille Corsair. Les sediments décollés
de la séquence sismique supérieure, reposent dirtectement sur la croûte ductile affectée par des réflecteurs S et par des failles ductiles-cassantes C.

A systematic tectonic analysis of the seismic lines of the
Gulf of Mexico offshore region is here presented (fig. 10)
along sections selected along the Corsair fault zone. A main
decollement zone can be identified between 6 and 9 s-twtt
and separates two distinct mega-seismic sequences. This
depth zone is the one predicted above to coincide with the
brittle-ductile regime. The upper seismic sequence (0 to
9 s-twtt) is affected by dominant SE facing listric faults and
images clastic sediments of probable Cenozoic age.
The lower seismic sequence is interpreted as ductile
crust and is characterized by dominantly flat or gently SE
dipping reflectors (S) and NW dipping discontinuities (C).
This could image possible foliation (S) and semi brittle
shear planes (C) respectively. At the regional scale this possible geometry in apparent S/C flat shear bands is interpreted as characteristic of the fabric in the stretched lower
crust.
This geometry suggests that the upper sequence, mainly
formed by Cenozoic sediments, is directly lying or detached
above a stretched crust affected by an asymmetrical

shearing process. The supposed age of the sediments (not
older than Paleocene) suggests a Cenozoic detachment age.
In term of brittle and semi-brittle faulting, a clear opposed asymmetry was systematically observed between the
upper and lower mega-seismic sequences separated by a decoupling (decollement) surface that can be traced all over
the offshore Texas margin. The upper sedimentary sequence
with some possible preserved rafts of upper crust or Mesozoic-Paleozoic sequences are locally suspected and are characterized by strong reflectivity. However these rafts are
systematically affected by basin-ward gravitational sliding
with the upper sedimentary sequence. On the contrary, the
lower crust shows an opposite geometry with NW facing
ductile to semi-ductile normal faults. Similar opposed polarity between the upper and lower parts of the crust was observed in the North Sea area, where a marked decoupling
exists between the brittle and ductile crust.
On these time sections, we have placed the Moho depth
between 10 and 11 s-twtt on the basis of refraction data and
gravity modelling (see above). The overlying crustal thickness decreases rapidly from 5 s-twtt close to the coast to
less than 2 s-twtt below the Corsair rift.
Between the Matagorda and Brazos transfer fault zones,
the average gentle dip of the roof of the crust is affected by
a pronounced flexure (see above). This flexure fits rapid
thinning of the crust just below the Corsair fault. In some
places basinward, the lower crust may be missing and the
sedimentary mega-sequence would then be directly detached on the Moho. Between the Matagorda and Brazos
transfer fault zones the roof of the ductile crust is gently tilted southeastwards. The roughness of this surface increases
northeastwards along the rift zone and is particularly smooth close to the Mexican border, approaching the Rio Bravo
fault.
Stretched crust when partially exhumed and cooled (i.e.
in metamorphic complexes inland or mega-mullions along
the oceanic spreading zones) shows ductile faults that
evolve rapidly to semi-brittle faults with the same dip as potential C shear planes. Here the roughness of this sequence
boundary fits with the emergence of these C reflectors that
affect the décollement surface. We interpret these NW discontinuities as crustal semi-ductile NE facing normal faults
that offset up to 1 s-twtt the decollement surface. Development of these brittle-ductile C planes provides the observed
irregularity to the roof of the crust. These C planes also
bound SE tilted crustal blocks identified by their pervasive
SE dipping S foliation.
This type of structure into the lower crust was mainly
observed at the NE termination of the Texas rift where the
crust was moderately stretched and probably had time to
cool during the stretching. On the contrary, along most of
the length of the rift these tilted blocks are missing, the roof
of the crust is flat and smooth particularly at the SW termination of the rift at its junction with the Rio Bravo transfer
fault. This could indicate that the ductile crust remained relatively hot and was never affected by the transition to
brittle crust. If a direct relationship exists between the
roughness vs. smoothness of the roof of the crust, and the
extensional rate into the lithosphere, we could locate the
maximum extension at the junction with the Rio Bravo fault
and along the Corsair fault. This extension could have been
less pronounced at the NE termination of the rift in offshore
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GEOMETRY OF THE RECENT EXTENSIONAL
ZONE OFFSHORE TEXAS
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that this thin ductile crust is still very hot, and still behaves
as a ductile layer, at least in its thinnest part, just SE of the
Corsair fault as figured on figure 11. The Cenozoic thinned
crust is probably located inside the previously attenuated
crust during the Jurassic. Possible rafts of this Jurassic attenuated crust are preserved offshore between the Corsair rift
and the Jurassic oceanic crust as indicated on figure 11 below. No direct observations were made because the extensive presence of salt diapirism in the Sigsbee plain. Recent
oil discoveries in this area could support this hypothesis.
The continuity of the Corsair fault from the roof of the
thin crust up to the mud line suggests that extension was
continuous from the Oligocene (?)-Lower Miocene up to
present time with some decrease in fault activity during the
Pliocene-Pleistocene (a discrete unconformity moderately
affected by faulting was observed on numerous seismic lines particularly into the eastern part of the margin).
At depth, the upper seismic sequence moves along a
main detachment surface, located most of the time between
7 to 8 s-twtt upslope down to 9 s-twtt down slope where the
crust is thinner. This fits the upper surface of the crust, but
other minor detachment surfaces were observed in the sedimentary pile in the Eocene or the Paleocene.
We then propose that the lithosphere extension started
during the Paleogene and was maximal during the Oligocene but lasted at least until the uppermost Miocene and
even to the present time. It may still be active if we consider
that the Corsair fault affects the mud line and connects at
depth with the top of the crust. We think that the ductile
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FIG. 11. – A : Simplified section across the Texas margin. The Cenozoic attenuated crust is shown in violet. Sediments above the main decollement have
been omitted. This thinned continental crust during the Cenozoic is thinner than the Jurassic oceanic crust (shown in blue) in the deepest part of the
GOM.
B : Schematic cross section of the Texas margin incorporating the section above and observations of figure 10. The Cenozoic thinned crust is located inside the Jurassic attenuated crust. This drifted Jurassic attenuated crust is poorly observable because it is covered by allochthonous salt of the Sigsbee.
FIG. 11. – A : Section simplifiée de la marge texane. La croûte atténuée au Cénozoïque est figurée en violet. Les sédiments situés au dessus du décollement principal ont été omis. Cette croûte amincie au Cénozoïque est plus mince que la croûte océanique Jurassique (indiquée en bleu) dans la partie la
plus profonde du GOM.
B : Section schématique de la marge texane incorporant la section ci-dessus et les observations de la figure 10. La croûte amincie au Cénozoïque est localisée dans la croûte atténuée du Jurassique indiquée en bleu. Cette partie de croûte riftée est difficilement observable car recouverte du sel allochtone
de la Sigsbee.

If we accept the seismic sequence interpretation presented
in figure 11, most of the gravitational collapse of the sedimentary pile above the 9 s-twtt decollement could be related to stretching of the crust below, down to the Moho.
The brittle crust can be missing locally. Estimated temperature exceeding 600oC at the Moho surface demonstrates

CONCLUSION

Louisiana. This could indicate a NE propagating rift zone
connected southwestwards to the left-lateral Rio Bravo
fault.
The SE facing listric faults of the upper seismic
mega-seismic sequence generally flatten on the decollement
surface. Where this surface is smooth, the listric faults
merge with the decollement with a small angle. Where the
roof of the crust is rough and bumpy, the deepest part of
these faults shows intensively folded reflectors or transparent seismic sequences interpreted as dysharmonically folded sedimentary sequences. Most of the time this folding in
the sedimentary pile is located at the hanging wall of the
NW facing fault planes that bound these crustal blocks. Up
sequence, it is often the place for shale compaction and related formation of mud diapirs that locally can reach the
mud line. At depth, most of the listric faults that affect the
sedimentary pile flatten along the SE dipping surface of the
crustal blocks. The Corsair fault is one of these and is apparently guided by the presence of large SE tilted fault blocks
particularly developed along the crustal flexure.
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The lithosphere extension of the Texas rift initiated during the middle Paleogene was mostly transferred southwards on land to the left lateral Rio Bravo fault zone mainly
during the Paleogene [Flotté et al., 2008], and part of this
extension was transferred to the Mexican margin [see Le
Roy and Rangin, 2008 and Le Roy et al., 2008]. Here the
tectonic slip of the Rio Bravo fault zone is considered to be

partially sealed by the Anawak formation, at the Oligocene-Miocene boundary [see Flotté et al., 2008]. If this is
correct, then subsequent extension into the crust remained
active along the Mexican GOM offshore margin only during
the Neogene up to present time.
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crust did participate fully to the deep decollement process
and probably still does.
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Croissance crustale des chaı̂nes de montagnes :
le cas des Andes Centrales

Si l’hypothèse d’isopactité prévaut dans les avant-pays plissés, elle ne s’applique
pas dans les parties plus internes où la croûte est épaissie. Cette assertion se
vérifie simplement en comparant les épaisseurs crustales et le raccourcissement
mesuré en surface, comme dans les Andes Centrales, ainsi qu’il est montré dans
l’article suivant. L’explication mécanique est la dépendence en température de la
rhéologie. Les observations indirectes -cinématiques en particulier- avaient permis d’envisager cette dépendence ; elles ont été ultérieurement corroborées par des
mesures directes [Goetze, 1978, Hirth & Kohlstedt, 1995a,b, Kirby, 1983, Kirby
& Kronenberg, 1987]. Bien que ces mesures restent naturellement insatisfaisantes
puisque les facteurs d’échelles spatiale et temporelle ne permettent pas d’extrapoler avec certitude, elles illustrent une dépendence de type Arrhenius de la viscosité.
Les croûtes épaisses, réchauffée par leurs propres productions radiogéniques, atteignent des températures suffisantes pour faire chuter la viscosité effective de la
croûte de plusieurs ordres de grandeur. La décroissance exponentielle de la viscosité devient primordiale sur la dynamique lorsque les croûtes deviennent épaisses
[Bird, 1991]. Les vitesses caractéristiques de fluage de la croûte inférieure, excité
par les contraintes gravitationelles dues aux variations d’épaisseur crustale, deviennent alors grandes au regard de sa vitesse de raccourcissement. La croûte ne
s’épaissit plus mais la chaı̂ne de montagne se propage latéralement, conduisant à
la formation d’un haut plateau. Les cas du Tibet [Clark & Royden, 2000, Royden
et al., 1997] ou des Andes [Gerbault et al., 2005, Yang et al., 2003] sont symptomatiques, celui des Andes est développé dans l’article suivant, en collaboration
avec T. Sempere.
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[1] In the Central Andes, crustal thickness is not well
correlated to upper crustal shortening. Only little shortening
is documented in the upper crust of the 60 –65 km-thick
Altiplano plateau, whose thickening and uplift were delayed
with respect to earlier and greater thickening in the adjacent
Western and Eastern Cordilleras. Because crustal thickness
variations induce horizontal stress gradients and cause crustal
flow, a thickness-dependent channel flow is modeled here
and applied to the Central Andes. In situ thickening is
assumed for both cordilleras, while the Altiplano crustal
thickening is generated by lateral flow from these
overthickened adjacent domains. A 8.1018 Pa s viscosity
channel is predicted for crustal thicknesses exceeding 45– 50
km to match the estimated topographic evolution of the
Central Andes. Thickening in the cordilleras was sufficient to
generate a flow of 6.109 m3 per unit length toward the initially
I NDEX T ERMS : 3210
30 – 35 km-thick Altiplano.
Mathematical Geophysics: Modeling; 5104 Physical Properties of
Rocks: Fracture and flow; 8164 Tectonophysics: Evolution of the
Earth: Stresses—crust and lithosphere; 8102 Tectonophysics:
Continental contractional orogenic belts; 8122 Tectonophysics:
Dynamics, gravity and tectonics. Citation: Husson, L., and
T. Sempere, Thickening the Altiplano crust by gravity-driven
crustal channel flow, Geophys. Res. Lett., 30(5), 1243, doi:10.1029/
2002GL016877, 2003.

1. Introduction
[2] The origin of the Altiplano plateau is poorly understood. In the Bolivian Orocline, i.e. the central segment of
the Central Andes, upper crustal shortening estimates do not
correlate well with total crustal thickness [Kley and Monaldi, 1998]. The largest deviation is found for the 60– 65
km-thick [Beck et al., 1996] Altiplano crust: in this domain,
the pre-Neogene total crustal thickness was 30– 35 km
[Sempere et al., 2002] and only minor (<10 – 15%) upper
crustal shortening has occurred during the Neogene [Rochat
et al., 1999]. This profound discrepancy means that homogeneous crustal shortening cannot have been responsible for
the Altiplano crustal growth. We address this issue by
testing the hypothesis that the Bolivian Orocline has developed heterogeneously from gravity-driven channel flow of
crustal material injected from overthickened areas of the
Western and Eastern Cordilleras towards the Altiplano.

2. Relevant Characteristics of the Bolivian
Orocline
[3] The Bolivian Orocline (BO) is commonly divided into
a number of geomorphic zones (Figure 1), among which the
Copyright 2003 by the American Geophysical Union.
0094-8276/03/2002GL016877$05.00
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Altiplano plateau is the most characteristic due to its 3600 m
mean elevation and 60– 65 km crustal thickness [Isacks,
1988; Beck et al., 1996]. The Altiplano is bounded by the
Eastern Cordillera (EC), which originated mainly from
tectonic shortening [e.g., Sheffels, 1990], and by the Western
Cordillera (WC), where cluster the volcanoes of the subduction arc. Both EC and WC crustal thicknesses are, at least
locally, over 70 km [Beck et al., 1996], but there is no
evidence that the WC, unlike the EC, originated from
tectonic contraction only. West of the WC, which is largely
covered by Late Neogene volcanics, the Coastal Belt displays a west-tapering 65– 0 km-thick crust [ANCORP Working Group, 1999] and a complex history. In contrast, the EC
has resulted from the Oligocene-Miocene tectonic inversion
of a Triassic-Jurassic rift system [Sempere et al., 2002]. East
of the EC, between 18S and 23S, the Subandean Zone
(SAZ) is a Neogene fold-and-thrust belt, the foredeep of
which underlies the Chaco plain [e.g., Dunn et al., 1995].
[4] Models of Andean uplift [Gregory-Wodzicki, 2000;
Kennan, 2000] consider that the onset of the WC uplift
occurred 60 Ma ago, and that the EC uplift developed later
and slower (Figure 2a). This first stage of mountain growth
last until the Late Paleogene, when the WC and EC reached
elevations of 2000 m and 1000 m respectively. Uplift
rates of both cordilleras have increased since 20 Ma, leading
to the present-day high elevations. Located between them,
the Altiplano uplift mainly occurred during the last 20– 10
Ma, and thus was delayed with respect to the cordilleras.

3. Discrepancies Between Shortening Rates and
Crustal Thicknesses
[5] The present-day crustal thickness in the EC can be
explained by intense inversion and tectonic contraction of
previously thinned crust [Sempere et al., 2002]. According
to shortening estimates [e.g., Rochat et al., 1999], bulk
strain in the EC is 0.4, in agreement with its 70 km crustal
thickness. In the SAZ, minimum bulk strain is 0.45, but its
overall crustal thickening has been only moderate due to its
thin-skinned deformation.
[6] The high crustal thickness of the WC has not been
satisfactorily explained yet: tectonic shortening, magmatism, and possibly other in-situ crustal growth processes
(see, Lamb and Hoke [1997] for a review) have contributed
to crustal growth.
[7] Figure 3 compares the actual crustal thickness and the
crustal thickness predicted by assuming in situ crustal
thickening correlated to upper crustal bulk strain across
the BO. The SAZ presents a large excess of crustal volume,
whereas the Altiplano is characterized by a significant
deficit (bulk strain 0.12). Because this discrepancy cannot
be explained by homogeneous crustal deformation, we
explore the hypothesis that thickening of the Altiplano crust
- 1

Figure 2. a) Observed uplift for the E. and W. Cordilleras
(solid lines) and Altiplano (gray dashed) [Kennan, 2000],
and predicted Altiplano uplift for the thickness-dependent
viscosity attitudes shown in b). Only EC and WC uplifts are
inputs for the model, Altiplano is given as a reference.
Heavy black curve is the best fit model, dashed lines and
dotted lines show the effect of varying Sc and hmin,
respectively. Predicted Altiplano elevations are given at its
center.

[8] Laboratory experiments suggest that the viscosity
exponentially decreases with temperature [e.g., Goetze,

4. Viscous Mid/Lower Crustal Channel Flow

originated by viscous flow from the overthickened WC and
EC crusts.
C 3 @P
;
12h @x
ð1Þ

ð2Þ

where g is the gravitational acceleration and h the predicted
elevation (h varies through time by Airy-type isostasy with
rm $rc @S
@h
@t ¼ rm @t ), where rm and rc are the mantle and crust
densities, of 3300 kg m$3 and 2800 kg m$3 respectively).
Changes in crustal thickness are calculated assuming
incompressibility (r~
v where ~
v is the velocity). In our
model, the negative lateral flow variations from the zones
which tend to collapse are instantaneously compensated, i.e.
the net balance of flowing material is always positive and the
total volume increases through time due to shortening in the
cordilleras. We assume that the warm flowing material,
while injected in a thinner crust, cools and retrieves the
viscosity of the material embedding the channel (i.e.
undeformable). The channel thickness may range from 5
km to 25 km [Wernicke, 1990]; here C is fixed to 15 km (see
discussion). Viscosity exponentially relates to the thermal

!
"
@S
C 3 @ 1 @h
;
¼ grc
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where h is the viscosity, and @P
@x the lateral pressure gradient.
We assume that the lateral pressure gradient only depends
on the lateral density variations related to crustal thickness.
The change in crustal thickness S through time is given by
the flow lateral variation and writes

Q¼

1978; Kirby, 1983]. Thus viscosity strongly decreases at
some critical depth in thick crusts. This in turns help to
understand why the upper crust is more likely described by
an elastic/brittle behavior and the lower crust by a ductile
behavior. Following Bird [1991], models have demonstrated
that a lateral flow in the middle to lower crust may explain
geological observations [e.g., Royden, 1996; McQuarrie
and Chase, 2000; Clark and Royden, 2000]. We model
the response of a low-viscosity material flowing into a
channel under a topographic load. Lateral flow variations
induce vertical injection from the mid/lower crust and
crustal thickness variations. The flow Q is assumed to occur
within a channel of constant thickness C and can be
described by a Poiseuille flow for a Newtonian fluid [e.g.,
Turcotte and Schubert, 1982], by the equation

Figure 3. Deviation between the actual crustal thickness
(solid line, after Beck et al., 1996) and crustal thickness
predicted from estimates of in situ crustal growth in the
Central Andes (gray area); additional sources refer to other
processes for crustal growth (e.g. magmatism, underplating).
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Figure 1. Location map of the considered area of the
Central Andes and b) schematic lithospheric cross-section
(after Beck et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1998, Yuan et al.,
2000).
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[9] We now apply our model to the BO, in order to
characterize the critical thickness Sc for which a strong
viscosity decrease occurs, the length parameter over which
it occurs !h, and to give estimates of the maximum and
minimum viscosities hmin and hmax (see profiles Figure 2b).
[10] As the crust thickens (in situ thickening, from t1 to t2,
Figure 4), its base gradually melts as a function of thickness,
and melted fractions are incorporated into the mid-lower
crust, lowering its average viscosity to hch; this layer may
correspond to the partially molten zone inferred within the
Andean crust [e.g. Yuan et al., 2000, Figure 1]. The channel
is bounded laterally by the subducting Brazilian craton and
Nazca plate. Density contrasts due to lateral thickness
variations drive the channel-flow Q described by equation
(1) into the thinner Altiplano crust, inducing its uplift
without any shortening.
[11] We calibrate the viscosity variations using the
present-day topography together with uplift estimates from
Kennan [2000] and Gregory-Wodzicki [2000]. Uplift rates
are converted into in situ crustal growth rates from isostasy
for both WC and EC (Figure 2a). The best fit between
estimates and the predicted evolution of the overall topography occurs for a viscosity decrease from 2.1020 Pa s to
8.1018 Pa s, for a critical crustal thickness Sc of 47 km, over
a 10 km step !h (Figure 2b). Uncertainty on WC and EC
elevation input values is &500 m (L. Kennan, personal
communication, 2002) inducing variations in the Altiplano
predicted elevation also of &500 m. Uncertainties in input
elevations correspond to variations in both Sc and !h by
&5 km for similar Altiplano uplift rates.
[12] This predicted viscosity also matches the results of
previous depth-dependent or temperature-dependent models, with a strong viscosity decrease (1019 Pa s in the
channel) for crusts thicker than 40 – 50 km [Clark and

5. Modeling the Altiplano Crustal Growth

hch ¼ hmin $

field; as the thermal regime of a thick crust increases due to
radiogenic heat production, we now assume that the
viscosity of the channel is a direct function of the crustal
thickness (neglecting any delay for thermal relaxation). On
this basis, the viscosity strongly decreases around a critical
depth Sc, and a low-viscosity layer appears within thick
crusts. We subsequently define the channel viscosity hch as
a function of crustal thickness S by

Figure 4. Conceptual model for the lateral injection of
mid-lower crust below the Altiplano.
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[13] Various processes have been suggested for plateau
formation, but they seldom explain all observations when
applied to the Andes. Other studies that favor that ‘‘blind’’
brittle shortening would have occurred below the Altiplano
as deep as &26– 44 km [e.g., McQuarrie and DeCelles,
2001] are contradicted by laboratory experiments [e.g.,
Goetze, 1978; Kirby, 1983] and by seismological data,
which both suggest that the lower crust is ductile, at least
locally as shallow as 18 km [e.g., Yuan et al., 2000]. Mantle
delamination [e.g., Platt and England, 1994] is insufficient
to produce major uplift (<800 m, Husson [2001]) and does
not induce crustal thickening. Thickening by magmatic
addition [Kay and Mpodozis, 2001] on the time scale of
an orogenesis would involve considerable heat advection,
which would appear on the surface heat flow signal.
Eventually, homogeneous crustal deformation is incompatible with the observed upper crust shortening.
[14] Although the average viscosity of the lithosphere is
generally considered to be about 1021 to 1022 Pa s [e.g.,
England, 1986; Wdowinski et al., 1989] the viscosity of the
crust is highly variable with depth due to the elevated
crustal geotherm. Conversion of rheological envelopes
(after e.g., Ranalli and Murphy [1987]) into Newtonian
viscosity profiles indicates that viscosity in thick crust is
low (<1019 Pa s) at depth for typical geotherms. Our model
supports the theoretical results for mid-lower crustal flow
within high plateaus. Significant channel weakening (<1019
Pa s) occurs for critical crustal thickness of 40 to 50 km,
while normal (e.g. 35 km thick) crust channel viscosity
would be higher than 2.1020 Pa s. Note that a higher channel
viscosity for normal crust does not affect our results as most
of the predicted Altiplano uplift occurred when both cordilleras had thickened up to 40– 50 km, and 2.1020 Pa s is
thus a lower bound. As emphasized by Clark and Royden
[2000], due to the uncertainty in channel thickness, the
results for channel viscosity are nonunique, as they scale
with C3/h. Variations in C from 10 to 20 km must be
balanced by variations in hmin and hmax from 2.4 1018 Pa s
to 1.9 1019 Pa s and from 6.1019 Pa s to 9.5 1020 Pa s,
respectively, giving a range of channel viscosities of almost
one degree of magnitude. Our estimates for the viscosity
profile are based on the assumption that temperature, and
thus viscosity, is a function of crustal thickness. But apart
from radiogenic heating, various thermal processes are
heterogeneously distributed in orogens. Full-2D models
could more likely integrate these processes. However, our
poor knowledge of the distribution of heat sources limits
integrative analysis, and simple models with restricted
number of free parameters yield more informative results.
[15] In the Central Andes, the heat flow is globally
correlated to crustal thickness [Springer and Forster,
1998; Husson and Moretti, 2002]. To a first order approximation, viscosity may be more conveniently described as

6. Discussion

Royden, 2000; McQuarrie and Chase, 2000; Medvedev
and Beaumont, 2001]. Viscosity estimates from full-2D
models involving more complex rheologies [e.g., Beaumont
et al., 2001] are also in the same range. The low viscosity
found for the channel is expected for temperatures higher
than 600– 700!C, consistent with the observations of partially molten rocks within the crust of high plateaus.
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thickness-dependent (rather than truly temperature-dependent). Our model suggests that the present-day Altiplano
crust has been almost equally fed by both cordilleras
(3.109 m3 per unit length flowing eastward and as much
westward), but an uneven distribution of thermal sources
could locally limit or enhance weakening and imply an
asymmetric flow (only the cumulative flows are equal as
they vary through time).
[16] About volume balance in the Central Andes, we
propose that: (i) Large amounts of excess crustal volume
flow from the SAZ to the EC lower crust. For a 30 km-thick
basement shortened by 70 km to 150 km [e.g., Dunn et al.,
1995; Rochat et al., 1999], the volume accreted to the EC
ranges between 2.1 109 and 4.5 109 m3 per unit length. (ii)
The EC shows a fair correlation between upper crustal strain
and crustal thickness. However, the expected excess crustal
material incorporated from the SAZ is difficult to evidence
as crustal mass also flows from the EC into the Altiplano.
(iii) No significant in situ crustal growth can be invoked for
the Altiplano, and its crustal volume represents the injected
mass from the middle and lower crusts of the adjacent
cordilleras. This interpretation is supported by the timing
(Altiplano uplift delayed with respect to the cordilleras),
which illustrates the time span necessary for viscous processes to develop, and by its crustal growth without significant upper crustal shortening. (iv) Ductile crust was
likely to flow into the Altiplano from the WC. In this area
early shortening was possibly larger than currently evaluated and that more recent strain was low; additional
processes like magmatic addition or underplating might
have contributed to its crustal growth.
[17] The recent vertical uplift of the coastal area of
southern Peru and northern Chile can also be explained
by a similar process of lateral crustal flow from the overthickened WC toward the coast. The issue of the Altiplano
crustal thickening should also be considered in 3D, as
along-strike ductile crustal flow may have participated in
crustal thickening of the northern and southern Central
Andes.
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Les chaı̂nes de montagnes aux frontières de
plaques

Dans le chapitre précédent, la stabilité crustale était perçue dans un cadre où les
forces aux limites sont implicites, apparaissent comme le résultat d’une dynamique
plus globale, mais ne sont pas analysées. C’est en dé-zoomant de nouveau que la
chaı̂ne de montagne devient au premier ordre un bourrelet à la frontière entre
deux plaques et peut être appréhendée dans le cadre de la tectonique des plaques.
Cette idée n’est pas nouvelle et peut être considérée comme relevant des travaux
séminaux d’Argand [1924] : une chaı̂ne de montagne ne saurait être maintenue en
équilibre sans l’existence de forces aux limites dont la magnitude est comparable
aux forces gravitationelles.

1.3.1

Les montagnes, contrebalancier des forces aux limites

Une originalité de l’approche que nous développons ici avec Y. Ricard est, en
considérerant la dynamique de la lithosphère comme une réponse à la sollicitation par les forces aux limites, d’utiliser les observations cinématiques et morphologiques pour quantifier ces mêmes forces. Les contraintes gravitationnelles
n’équilibrent pas totalement les contraintes aux limites (sans quoi il n’y aurait
aucune déformation permettant même d’édifier la chaı̂ne de montagnes) : les
contraintes visqueuses contribuent -dans une moindre mesure que les contraintes
gravitationelles- à équilibrer le système dynamique des orogènes. Les montagnes
sont alors perçues comme un contrebalancier aux forces aux limites qui animent
la tectonique des plaques. Puisque les forces inertielles sont négligeables dans les
processus tectoniques, la géométrie et la cinématique des chaı̂nes de montagnes
témoignent directement de ces forces tectoniques aux limites : les zones où la
convergence entre les plaques est animée par des forces élevées s’accompagnent
de montagnes élevées. Les montagnes doivent donc être comprises comme des indicateurs dynamiques et non cinématiques. Ce concept apparaı̂t dans les vitesses
de convergence à la surface de la Terre, qui varient peu tandis que les forces de
flottabilité dans les chaı̂nes de montagnes (que l’ont peut inférer à partir de leur
géométrie, c.f. article ci-dessous et fig. 4.2) varient de plus d’un ordre de grandeur. En d’autres termes, en supposant une mécanique linéaire, il ressort que les
montagnes modulent les vitesses tectoniques lorsque le régime permanent de la
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convergence est atteint. Une illustration est la diminution de la vitesse de convergence entre les plaques Indienne et Eurasienne lorsque la collision himalayenne
prend place [Allègre et al., 1984, Patriat & Achache, 1984]. D’apparence triviale,
cette base de reflexion n’est en fait que peu prise en considération dans la vaste
majorité des études de la dynamique orogénique, pour lesquelles les modèles conceptuels ou physiques- sont pilotés par des conditions aux limites en vitesses
et non en contraintes. Les résultats de modèles classiques [Avouac & Burov, 1996,
Beaumont et al., 2001, Willett, 1999] sont biaisés pour cette raison. Ce concept
est un pilier de mes travaux sur la géodynamique globale présenté en section 4,
dans laquelle je met en évidence la rétroaction de la dynamique orogénique sur la
tectonique des plaques et la circulation mantellique à l’échelle globale.

Techniquement, l’approximation de la lithosphère à une plaque mince uniformement visqueuse est pertinente à cette échelle. Cette méthode a été essentiellement
introduite par England & McKenzie [1982, 1983] au début des années 80. En
intégrant la mécanique sur l’épaisseur de la lithosphère, le problème perd une
dimension. Les contraintes aux limites peuvent être introduites normalement à
l’épaisseur de la lithosphère (comme dans la majorité des études en plaques minces,
[England & Houseman, 1985, England & McKenzie, 1982, 1983]) et/ou comme
un cisaillement alternativement moteur ou résistant à la base de la lithosphère,
comme dans l’exemple proposé ci-dessous. Les contraintes visqueuses sont calculées
à partir du taux de déformation et de la viscosité effective de la lithosphère, pour
laquelle nous proposons en retour une valeur. Enfin, les contraintes de flottabilité
sont exprimées en introduisant un terme ayant la dimension d’un moment et du
nombre d’Argand Ar, en référence aux travaux précurseurs de Emile Argand au
début du 20ème siècle [Argand, 1924]. Au regard de sa simplicité, cette méthode
s’est montrée puissante pour mettre en évidence les mécanismes de déformation
de la lithosphère [e.g., England & Houseman, 1985].

Dans l’article suivant, le cas des Andes en particulier est examiné. Les contraintes
aux limites sont extraites à partir de la cinématique de déformation de la chaı̂ne
de montagne, et une quantification de la valeur de la viscosité effective de la
lithosphère est proposée.
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Abstract
The frequent changes in tectonic and morphological evolutions of active plate margins suggest that similar processes drive
apparently antagonistic tectonics. We address the problem by a thin viscous sheet approach where the governing stresses are
restricted to interplate traction, buoyancy and viscous stresses. Various cases are explored, from compression to extension,
leading to dismiss corner-flow-driven models and to favor interplate traction-driven models. From the topography of the Andes,
we determine the magnitude and profiles of the current stresses beneath the Andes at various locations. The total transmitted
force is about 9  1012 N m 1. Shear stresses at the boundaries of the deforming lithosphere range between 25 and 110 MPa
and almost balance the buoyancy stresses due to crustal thickening, the remaining difference being the viscous stresses. The
deviatoric stress is less than 10 MPa and the effective viscosity of the Andean lithosphere is as low as f 3  1021 Pa s.
Maximum compression is located in the Eastern side of the Andes, matching the geological observations, but we find that the
current stress regime is insufficient to explain the present-day elevation. This suggests that interplate traction was slightly
stronger in the past when the Neogene plate convergence was faster, and this decrease in interplate traction implies that high and
steep parts of the Andes cannot be sustained anymore. The shape of the Altiplano can be explained by a weak lateral variation
of the viscosity, which allows the high plateau to be constructed in the characteristic time span of Andean building.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: subduction; stress; topography; crustal deformation; fluid dynamics

1. Introduction
Although the main characteristics of subductions
are similar anywhere, their morphological and tectonic expressions vary from intensely compressive
to extensive through intermediate settings, so that
the intraplate stress field has been intensively discussed and remains the focus of many studies (e.g.
[1]). Within cratons, the intraplate stress field is
* Corresponding author. Present address: Collège de France,
Chaire de Géodynamique, Europôle de l’Arbois 13545, Aix-enProvence, France.
E-mail address: husson@cdf.u-3mrs.fr (L. Husson).
0012-821X/$ - see front matter D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2004.03.041

mainly neutral or compressive, but it is fairly
common to see combined extensional and compressional settings in convergent systems. The Aegean
sea and the Tonga trench display extensional patterns, the Japan sea and Italy show coeval extensional and compressional features, while the Andes
undergo compression with some areas of neutral/
extensional regimes. The tectonic regime also varies
through time: for instance the Basin and Range
evolved from the Laramide compression to the
present-day extension [2]. These changes of tectonic
regimes suggest that the physical processes governing deformation differ only slightly from one geodynamic setting to another.

rij ¼ sij " Pdij :

ð1Þ

The derivation of the thin viscous sheet model for
the lithosphere has been discussed in detail in
various papers dealing with continental deformation
(e.g. [4,13]) and we only briefly discuss the assumptions. The thin sheet model is based on the vertical
integration of the Navier – Stokes equations coupled
with mass conservation. The lithosphere is stiff
enough with respect to the underlying mantle that
the vertical variations of the horizontal velocity can
be neglected. The lithosphere is also thin enough
with respect to the scale of the deformations under
consideration that the horizontal gradients of the
stresses are negligible with respect to the vertical
gradients [14].
In the lithosphere we define rij, sij and P to be the
total stress tensor, the deviatoric stress tensor and the
pressure, respectively (i or j stand for x or y as we only
derive a two-dimensional model),

2.1. Thin viscous sheet approximation

2. The model

!

"
Bui Buj
þ
;
Bxj Bxi
ð2Þ

z

Lþh

Z
qg dz;
ð3Þ

B
Bx
0

Z

Lþh

rxx dz þ R ¼ 0:

ð4Þ

where q is the density, g the gravitational acceleration and z the depth measured from the bottom of
lithosphere of thickness L. The upper surface topography is at the position L + h (z V L + h). In the
following, we set L to 100 km, assuming that the
lithospheric mantle diffuses thermally faster than its
vertical growth (Fig. 1).
In the usual thin plate approximation, basal tractions are assumed not to be significant. When
accounted for, the first term on the left of Eq. (3)
is often neglected as the horizontal stress variations
are assumed to be with much longer wavelengths
than the lithospheric thickness, but this approximation would not be very good for steep mountain belts
such as the Andes, where there must be significant
tractions.
We integrate vertically the equation expressing the
horizontal equilibrium over the lithosphere thickness.
One gets

1 ðz " L " hÞ2 BR
þ rzz ðzÞ ¼
2
Bx
Lþh

where the average effective viscosity of the lithosphere g can be constant, laterally variable or even
some non-linear function of the stress tensor. ui
either represents the horizontal velocity or the vertical velocity.
Assuming that the bottom of the lithosphere is
subjected to a shear stress R (we choose R = " rxz
(z = 0) so that R>0 on the left margin of the plate
induces compression) while the upper surface is stress
free. Within the thin sheet approximation, integrating
the vertical force balance equation, the vertical equilibrium becomes

sij ¼ g

We assume that the lithosphere behaves like an
incompressible viscous fluid with
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Topography is the consequence of stresses applied
to tectonic plates and of their evolution through time.
All stresses in Earth are the consequences of lateral
variations in the internal density. Plate-driving stresses
are mostly resisted by basal shear on the asthenosphere. The role of crustal or lithospheric density
variations has been emphasized by many authors
[3– 11]. Using the thin viscous sheet approximation,
Wdowinski et al. [12] concluded that the Andean
topography is the consequence of a basal shear
induced by corner-flow circulation while the internal
sources of stresses due to crustal thickening were
neglected. We propose herein an alternative mechanism for mountain building where forces acting on the
plate boundaries are balanced by internal stresses
arising from crustal thickness variations. We first
address the problem using theoretical cases to decipher which forces can be responsible for various
geodynamic settings. We then use the observed topography to quantify the stresses acting on the
Andean margin, and evaluate the results by considering a time-dependent model.
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It couples the basal shear R, the deviatoric stress
T = " 4gBu/Bx (T>0 corresponds to compression), and
the buoyancy forces related to S2. The fact that S2 (or

4L

!

"

which describes the horizontal equilibrium (leaving
out in the R derivatives the terms of lower importance, in h2 and hL), averaged over the thickness of
the lithosphere. Wdowinski et al. [12] implicitly neglected the second order term (L2/6) (B2R/Bx2). The
influence of the density variations only arises from
crustal thickness variations and density variations
between the lithospheric mantle and asthenosphere
are neglected. We can therefore define an isostatic
crustal thickness S = hqm/(qm " qc), where qm and qc
are the mantle and crust densities, respectively. h is
defined with respect to a crust of null thickness (i.e.
h = 0 when S = 0, and a continent with a typical
crustal thickness S0 = 35 km corresponds to a topography of 4375 m). For simplicity, we omit the
averaging symbol (overline) for vertically averaged
quantities (ū and ḡ in Eq. (5)) in the following. After
some algebra Eq. (5) gives the following horizontal
stress balance equation

4L

The horizontal total stress rxx can now be
replaced by the sum of the deviatoric and vertical
total stresses; rxx = sxx " szz + rzz. Using Eqs. (2) and
(3), we obtain
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!
"
qc gL2
q
1" c :
2g0 u0
qm

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

ð9Þ

The transport Eq. (9) assumes local mass conservation. This assumption may be flawed in situations
with erosion, sedimentation or magmatic addition.
Mass variations could be taken into account by a
source term in Eq. (8) to account for the net material
addition or removal and by a diffusive term to
represent transport with erosion and sedimentation.

2.2. General comments

Eqs. (6) and (9) are the governing equations of the
model (see also [18]).

BS 2
Bu
BS 2
þu
þ 2S 2
¼ 0:
Bx
Bt
Bx

By multiplying Eq. (8) by 2S, one obtains the
transport equation of the density moment [17],

BS
Bu
BS
þS
þu
¼ 0:
Bt
Bx
Bx

Ar indicates the capability of the lithosphere undergoing buoyancy forces to deform. However, nondimensional quantities do not simplify the following
discussions and we keep dimensional values.
Additionally, for incompressible fluids, the timedependence of the crustal thickness S is given by:

Ar ¼

Sh) rather than S controls the deformation is sometimes called the density moment rule [15].
A non-dimensionalization of Eq. (6) can be performed (e.g. using the length scale L and reference
velocity and viscosity, u0 and g0) which leads to the
introduction of the Argand number Ar [16], which
writes accordingly to [4]

Fig. 1. Sketch model of the subduction zone. See text for legends.
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(provided that the two units have similar lithospheric
thicknesses L). Indeed, at a passive margin, the
assymetry in crustal thickness is equivalent to an
extensive stress applied at the continent boundary
( f 20 MPa for L = 100 km and a continental crust
thickness S = 35 km). This extensive stress along the
passive margins of South East Asia favors the southeastward extrusion along the collision of India with
Asia. The tendency of thick continents to be under

ð11Þ

Ar now includes the lithospheric mantle and is
positive as long as L V 4S (assuming qc = 2800 kg
"3
m , qm = 3200 kg m" 3 and qL = 3225 kg m" 3).
If L < 4S, the dynamics remains qualitatively similar
to that described herein although the stabilizing role
of internal loads becomes less important. If L>4S,
the lithosphere becomes unstable by Rayleigh –Taylor instability. The long-term stability of continents
suggests that Ar generally remains positive.
The existence of strong crustal variations between
two tectonic units of different crustal thicknesses has
to be associated with a change in deviatoric stresses.
The x-integration of Eq. (6) across a discontinuity
DS2 = S2(0+) " S2(0") of the crustal density moment
(strictly speaking, the approximations imply that the
crustal density moment change must occur over distances larger than the lithosphere thickness), implies a
jump in the deviatoric stress DT = T "-T +,
!
"
qg
q
1 " c ðS 2 ð0þ Þ " S 2 ð0" ÞÞ;
T" " Tþ ¼ c
2L
qm

Z
a

b

Rþ

1 B2 R 2
L dx:
6 Bx2
ð12Þ

!
"
1 B2 R 2 qc g
q BS 2
1" c
:
L ¼
2
6 Bx
2
qm Bx
ð13Þ

We now consider situations where the crust has a
uniform thickness S0 at time t = 0 and where the
viscosity is uniform and constant. A few experiments
introducing a non-linear rheology in our model gave
results that differ from the standard runs less than the
obvious uncertainty due to the inhomogeneous structure of the lithosphere. To maintain the crust at a
steady state, an initial deviatoric stress T0 has to be
applied T0 = qcg/(2L) (1 " qc/qm) S02 at x = 0". The
simplest way to deform the lithosphere is to apply at
the plate margin (x = 0") a deviatoric stress T0 + yT

2.3. Theoretical cases: mountain building at plate
margin

In this case of steady state, the stresses at the base of
the lithosphere can be deduced from the surface
topography.
The lithosphere of the Earth is not in steady state
and we will in the following discuss several timedependent scenarii involving different distributions of
stresses. They include compression/tension T at the
plate boundary, and traction R at its base, either
driving or resisting. At this stage, no attempt is made
to reproduce a given geological setting.

Rþ

It shows that the change of stress between two
tectonic units of same crustal thickness only depends
on the basal friction. For instance, the stress change
between the two sides of a mountain belt does not
depend on the topography of the belt itself.
The system of Eqs. (6) and (9) can have motionless
solutions (a zero vertically averaged horizontal velocity u) when the basal shear stress imposed beneath the
lithosphere are exactly resisted by the stresses due to
variations in the crustal structure.

"LðT a " T b Þ ¼

extension may be partially counteracted by their dense
lithospheric roots that reduces the effective Ar.
By the horizontal integration of Eq. (6) between
two tectonic units a and b of same crustal thickness,
one gets
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We do not discuss these processes which affect the
velocities (Eq. (9)) but not the stress balance (Eq. (6)).
We only account for lateral variations of density
due to changes in crustal thickness. In fact, a dense
lithospheric mantle would favor gravitational instabilities. Considering a lithospheric mantle with thickness
L– S has a density qL slightly larger than the asthenospheric mantle density qM, the Argand number Ar
(Eq. (7)) should be written
" !
"
!
"
gL2
q
qL ðL " SÞ2
q 1 " c þ qL 1 "
Ar ¼
qm
2g0 u0 c
qm
S2
#
!
"
qL ðL " SÞ
þ 2qc 1 "
:
ð10Þ
qm
S
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!
"
qc g
q
1 " c ðS02 " S 2 ðt; xþ ÞÞ:
2L
qm
ð14Þ

ð15Þ

ð16Þ
A similar situation is obtained in Fig. 2 where
the shear below the lithosphere exonentially decreases as R = R0 exp( " x/DR). The crust has an
initial uniform thickness S0. A topography is generated (Fig. 2) over the basal shear zone, with a -quasiexponentially decreasing slope according to Eq.
(16). Away from the zone undergoing interplate
traction, a Rhigh plateau develops with a final eleva2 2
x
tion Hf 0 ðR þ L6 BBxR2 Þdx=qc gS0 . The deviatoric
stress (Fig. 2) evolves from compressive to neutral
when the steady state (Eq. (13)) is reached.
To explain a topography near the plate margin, a
basal shear stress toward the trench can be invoked. A

dS
R
¼
dt:
S
4gL

A normal stress at a plate boundary (e.g. in a
collision situation) does not deform the plate locally
but uniformly. The situation of uniform deformation
is unlike most everyday situations where the dynamics is dominated by inertia and where the application
of a normal stress tends to produce local deformation
(a car hit in the front deforms in the front). Note that
because T + decreases when S increases, the final
height is reached when T + = 0.
A situation where the basal traction R decreases
from the edge toward the hinterland roughly mimics
interplate traction at subduction zones. In the first
time steps, the deviatoric stress increases with the
distance to the trench (again, thickening occurs away
from the trench),

dS
Tþ
¼
dt:
S
4gL

The two deviatoric stresses T+ and dT are identical
at t = 0 but then, T+ decreases with S2(t,x+). The
horizontal plate velocity is set to 0 at a distance D
away from the free border of the plate. Without
bottom shear (R = 0), Eq. (6) implies that the deviatoric stress is uniform and according to Eq. (8), the
crustal thickness varies in the first time steps as

T þ ¼ dT þ

without any shear beneath the lithosphere, R(x>0) = 0.
According to (11) the deviatoric stress at x = 0+ is
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Bx Bx
2
qm Bx
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corner-flow has indeed been mentioned for mountain
building at plate margins (e.g. [12]). This situation
corresponds to that depicted in Fig. 3 where we used
the same parameters as in Fig. 2, with an exponentially
increasing traction toward the trench, although traction
for the corner-flow model is often described as proportional to 1/x. A zero velocity at the trench is
required. It implies that a deviatoric stress can build
up at the plate margin, resisting the rising stresses
induced by the growing topography. As previously, the
deviatoric stress decreases during the orogeny (Fig. 3).
In real Earth, the plate motion is resisted by a drag
at the lithosphere/asthenosphere boundary. To simulate a subduction zone, we add a resistive stress
proportional to the lithospheric velocity u to the
previously considered driving basal shear stress, so
that R is now replaced by R " ku. The shear
stress " ku could mimic the traction at the base of
the lithosphere of the Couette flow induced by the
lithospheric motion [18]. Eq. (6) becomes accordingly

Fig. 2. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by a basal traction
R = R0e" x/DR (toward the hinterland), with R0 = 25 MPa, DR =
100 km, L = 100 km, g = 5 & 1021 Pa s, qc = 2800 kg m" 3 and
qm = 3200 kg m" 3. The initial crustal thickness is S0 = 35 km and
the plate length D = 7000 km.
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Fig. 6. Horizontal velocities when tectonics is driven by interplate
traction (top) and when tectonics is driven by corner-flow (bottom).
Positive velocities are directed toward the right hand side. The
situations are those depicted in Figs. 4 and 5.

first increases and then drops when the passive drag
gets higher than the transmitted stress. A relief builds
up at the plate margin and only compression is
expected. A neutral stress is achieved when the steady
state is reached.
When the basal traction is directed away from the
trench, the maximum velocity is produced next to the
trench and decreases toward the hinterland (Fig. 6,
top). The corner-flow model predicts velocities directed toward the trench, of lower magnitudes (Fig. 6,
bottom). A velocity peak is reached where the resistance gets stronger than the corner-flow shear and
extension is then induced hinterland.

When R is directed toward the trench (R < 0,
corner-flow, Fig. 4), the simulations are fairly similar
to those of Fig. 3. However, the motion of the plate is
now resisted by a passive drag of the mantle, and a
depression associated with extension is expected hinterland. If the shear stress is directed toward the trench
(R>0, interplate traction, Fig. 5), the deviatoric stress

Fig. 4. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by a corner-flow
driving traction below the overriding plate (as in Fig. 3), resisted by
a passive drag ku at the base of the lithosphere. The resistance k is
3.9 & 1016 Pa s m" 1 (i.e. 10 MPa at 0.8 cm/year). Other parameters
are those of Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by an exponentially decreasing interplate traction below the overriding plate (as
in Fig. 2), resisted by a passive drag at the base of the
lithosphere. Parameters are those of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Deviatoric stress and elevation induced by a basal traction
R = " R0 exp( " x/DR) (toward the trench) below the overriding
plate. This traction roughly mimics the effect of a corner-flow
circulation. Parameters are those of Fig. 2.
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Subduction zones can also be associated with
extension rather than with compression when the
stresses at or near the plate margin either decrease
and cannot support furthermore a preexisting topography, or become intrinsically extensive. This change
of boundary conditions may be related to the slowing
down of the normal subduction rate (South Tibet [24]
and South Peru [25]), to the stopping of subduction
(Basin and Range [2]) or to back-arc opening (Aegean
sea [26]).
Gravitational collapse can be illustrated by decreasing the compressive stresses. In Fig. 7, we
compute the evolution of the topography of Fig. 5
when the interplate traction is suddenly reduced to
zero at time t = 30 Ma. The initial situation depicted
by a solid line in Fig. 7 corresponds to the last
situation (dashed line) of Fig. 5. During the transition toward a new equilibrium state, the tectonic

2.4. Theoretical cases: from gravitational collapse to
back-arc opening

These theoretical cases highlight the sensitivity
of the predicted topography on different models.
One is the corner-flow model [12], and the other
suggests that interplate traction is responsible for
mountain building. The main difference between
these models is the sense of the basal shear traction
(toward the trench in the first model, toward the
hinterland in the second). The corner flow model
pulls the upper plate toward the trench while
interplate traction pushes the overriding plate toward its hinterland. In [12], there is no interaction
between the lithosphere and the mantle far from
the subduction corner (i.e. they implicitly assume
k = 0) and no extension is then induced hinterland.
In our simulation, on the contrary, a passive drag
implies a bulk extension of the overriding plate
hinterland comparable in magnitude to the bulk
shortening across the orogen. Geodetic measurements over the Andes [19 – 21] and the Himalayas
[22,23] as well as the global intraplate stress map
[1] indicate a compression rather than extensional
stress regime behind mountain belts associated with
subduction zones, supporting the notion that interplate tractions play a more important role than
counterflow in deformational dynamics in these
areas.
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stresses become extensive and the mountain range
collapses. The maximum extension is located where
the mountain reaches its highest elevation. The
existence of a deviatoric stress at the plate margin
able to sustain a 35-km-thick crust precludes any
further thinning. A more quantitative illustration of
this process focussed on South Peru will be presented in the following.
A further evolution toward an oceanic domain can
occur when the deviatoric stress at the plate margin can
no longer sustain the thickness of the continental crust.
In the previous models, only basal traction was assumed. In order to account for slab retreat, an extensional deviatoric stress, T +, can be imposed at the
trench level (Fig. 8). During the first stage, the deviatoric stress is extensive next to the trench (T + < 0) but
can remain compressive
hinterland as in this simulaRx
tion if LT þ þ 0 ðR þ L2 =6B2 R=Bx2 Þdx > 0 . As the
topography gently increases, stresses gradually become neutral hinterland as a marginal basin widens.
Such scenario may explain the mild extensive situations at plate margins (e.g. in the Longitudinal Valley
of Chile).
Nevertheless, we neglected significant specificities
that are beyond the scope of this paper, such as local
mass conservation which does not hold anymore due
to magma production in back arcs situations. In an end
member situation, the total amount of extension
correspond to magma production rather than to crustal

Fig. 7. Elevation and deviatoric stress for a collapsing pre-existing
topography. The situation at 30 Ma in Fig. 5 is suddenly submitted
to zero interplate traction (R = 0). Solid lines show the situation just
before and after the shear stress is set to zero. Other parameters
remain as in Fig. 5.
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These profiles allow R and u to decrease from R0
and u0 at the trench to zero hinterland over the lengths
DR and Du. The distance at which the traction and
velocities are halved are xR and xu. Any monotonic
function decreasing from a maximum near the trench
to zero hinterland could have been used but a sigmoidal variation for the velocity field is in agreement with

R¼

!
"
R0
ðx " xR Þ
1 " tanh
;
DR
2

The Andean belt is located over the eastward
subduction of the Nazca plate below South America.
It is characterized by a thick crust up to 70 km below
the Eastern Cordillera of Bolivia that compensates the
topography (e.g. [27,28]).
Let the interplate traction and the deformation
velocity have sigmoidal variations with x, as

3.1. Fitting the topography

3. Application to the Andes

thinning. Still, it would affect the velocities but not the
stress balance.

R0 (MPa)
xR (km)
DR (km)
u0 (mm/year)
xu (km)
Du (km)
g (Pa s)
k (Pa s m" 1)
108
26
50
5
280
120
2.15 & 1021
2.2 & 1017

Peru
26
175
80
7
650
100
1.66 & 1021
5.4 & 1016

Altiplano
70
55
100
3.5
280
80
4.28 & 1021
3.2 & 1017

N. Chile
27
20
47
2
380
200
4.8 & 1021
1.0 & 1017

S. Chile

Table 1
Deduced parameters from the inversion of the Andean topography,
Eqs. (17), (18) and (19)

Interplate traction varies along-strike as both its
amplitude and the width of the traction zone are
directly related to the distance to the trench of the
maximum elevation (Fig. 10). Interplate traction

3.2. Quantifying the stresses

the velocity profiles inferred from direct measurements (e.g. [29]).
Assuming isostasy, we compute from the observed
topography S the term of Eq. (17) related to the
density moment 1/2qcg(1 " qc/qm)BS2/Bx and deduce
the quantities R0, xR, DR, u0, xu, Du, g and k by a
generalized least square adjustment of Eq. (17) for
various Andean profiles (Table 1).
The viscosity g is considered as uniform. We
choose four topographic profiles perpendicular to
the trench (averaged over 200 km large bands, see
Fig. 9). The case of South Peru where extensive
tectonics is observed will be discussed separately.
The topographies are depicted in Fig. 10 (left column). The associated 1/2qcg(1 " qc/qm)BS2/Bx functions related to crustal variations are shown in the
right column (thick lines). In each case, these functions are initially positive (along the western flank of
the Andes) then abruptly change sign, become moderately negative and eventually reach zero. The interplate traction term (dashed lines), deduced from the
inversion, closely fits the western segment of positive
BS2/Bx. The resistive term (dotted lines) balances the
negative part of BS2/Bx. The remaining term proportional to B2u/Bx2 (long dashed) is always very small.
It represents the variations of the deviatoric stresses.
The stress balance of the orogen naturally evolves
toward a cancellation of this term.
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Fig. 8. Elevation and deviatoric stress induced by an exponentially
decreasing interplate traction below the overriding plate, resisted by
the drag at the base of the lithosphere as in Fig. 5. In addition, a
" 10 MPa normal deviatoric stress is imposed as a right boundary
condition. Such forcing mimics the effects of trench suction.
Parameters are those of Fig. 5.
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ranges between 25 and 110 MPa, consistent with
[30,31]. The shorter wavelength of the Peruvian
Andes requires a stronger traction over a shorter
distance DR than below the Altiplano section. The
transmitted force from the subducting plate,
Rtotal
l
L 2 B2 R
0 ðR þ 6 Bx2 Þ dx is similar for the three mature
profiles A, B and C (f 9 & 1012 N m" 1), and only
for D this force is lower (f 2.3 & 1012 N m" 1).
The Andean subduction is commonly divided
along-strike into several panels which correspond to
the subduction angle of the Nazca plate. North and
South of the Altiplano high plateau (18jS to 28jS),
the slab segments subduct with a shallow angle (A
and C). At the level of the Altiplano (B) and also
beneath South Chile (D), the slab subducts with a
steep angle. The traction profiles are not correlated to
the present-day inclination of the Benioff– Wadatti
zone at greater depth. Because slab bending changed

Fig. 9. Topography of the Andes. Location of the four reference
profiles (across Central Peru (A), North (B), Central (C), and South
(D) Chile).
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The previous inversions provide the current stress
balance in the Andes, but may not reflect the past
stress balance responsible for the overall growth of the

3.3. Time evolution

through time in the Andes [32], the present-day stress
balance reflects an average of the whole history of
interplate traction.
The deviatoric stresses associated with the presentday tectonic deformation are given by 4gBu/Bx. For
the four profiles, the deviatoric stresses are less than
10 MPa (see Fig. 11). The maximum compression and
the width of the compressive zone are free parameters
for the inversion. Maximum compression occurs in
the Sub-Andean Zone, in agreement with geological
observations (e.g. [33]).
From the previous inversion we have obtained the
shape of the horizontal velocity and the amplitude of
the deviatoric stresses (Fig. 11). Geodetic GPS
measurements in the Andes confirm a maximum
shortening in the foreland. They indicate a maximum
East – West shortening across the belt of about 4 cm/
year but the secular deformation is less than 1 cm/
year [29,21]. A similar value can be estimated from
geological records. Total Neogene shortening is
assumed to range between 190 and 250 km in the
Central Andes [33,34], which corresponds to 7 to 9
mm/year average deformation for 27 Ma, and probably 10 mm/year for the last 10 Ma [29].
Combining this velocity information with the
deviatoric stresses, we estimate a viscosity in the
range of 1.5 to 5 & 1021 Pa s, only a couple of orders
of magnitude larger than the underlying mantle
(4 & 1019 Pa s [35]). It represents an effective rheology averaged over the lithosphere, accounting for the
softening of the lithosphere due to crustal faulting,
fracturation and décollement levels. England [36],
based on strain rates in extensional areas, mentioned
that the lithosphere viscosity has to be about 1022 Pa
s, and Wdowinski et al. [12] suggested that it can
even be as low as 1021 Pa s in some places. We
explain the low effective visosity of the Andean
lithosphere by its pre-Andean history. The western
margin of South America underwent several extensional events that thermally and mechanically weakened the lithosphere, particularly between 18jS and
28jS [37 –39].
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3.3.1. General models for the Andes
Choosing the present-day traction profiles as constant boundary conditions through time allows the

Andes. Indeed, interplate traction profiles may have
changed during the orogeny. We now test whether or
not the present-day boundary conditions are appropriate to reconstruct the present-day situation, starting
with an homogeneous plate and integrating Eqs. (6)
and (9) through time. For each section, we take the
parameters R, xR, DR, k and g deduced from the
previous fits (Table 1). Contrarily to the previous
sections, the velocity profiles are not constrained to
have a priori sigmoidal shapes but are deduced from
time integration.

Andean belt to be reconstructed; however, in order to
reproduce the current topography in the time range of
the Andean orogeny (i.e. f 27 Ma), the present-day
interplate traction profiles are too low and have to be
increased by 7 to 30 MPa (Fig. 12). Profile B, across
the Altiplano presents a tangible misfit as the high
plateau shape cannot be reproduced. In S. Chile (C),
the Longitudinal Valley on the western side is
neglected.
The convergence rate between the Nazca and
South American plates strongly increased since 27
Ma and gradually decreased until present [40,41]. One
can assume that interplate traction during the Andean
orogeny decreased accordingly to the convergence
rate. The fact that our time-dependent simulations

Fig. 10. Left column: topographic profiles A, B, C and D corresponding to Fig. 9. Earthquake epicenters underlining Benioff zone of the Nazca
plate are also plotted. Right column: 1/2qcg(1 " qc/qm)BS2/Bx profiles (solid lines). These profiles can be balanced by the sum of an interplate
traction (dashed lines), a resistive basal shear (dotted lines) and an internal deviatoric stress term (long dashed) computed from a generalized
least-squares fit of Eq. (6). The sum of the three last terms (dotted-dashed) give good fits to the observations (solid lines).
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Fig. 12. Forward modeling of the four sections. In each case, the
lines show the topographic profile at 10 (dashed) and 27 Ma (solid).
Boundary conditions and viscosities (from 1.5 & 1021 to 5 & 1021 Pa
s) are deduced from the inversion of the topography (Fig. 10) except
interplate tractions that have been raised by 7 to 30 MPa, accounting
for the decrease in the convergence rate.

3.3.2. High plateaus: the Altiplano example
A better fit to the observed topography of the
Altiplano than in Fig. 12 could be obtained by
weakening the rheology of the Andean lithosphere
in order to confine and enhance the deformation of the
Eastern Cordillera. A thermally thinned lithosphere
has indeed been invoked to explain the building of the
Altiplano [42 – 44]. Moreover, an Early Neogene lith-

requires larger interplate tractions than at present-day
reflects such an evolution.

Fig. 11. Predicted deviatoric stresses for the four sections, according
the stress balance shown in Fig. 10. In all cases the largest
compressive stresses at present-day occur in the eastern fold and
thrust belt. The topography is shown in shadings.
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Fig. 13. Forward modeling of the Altiplano area at 27 Ma (bottom)
introducing a lateral variation of viscosity (top). The interplate
traction profile corresponds to that depicted in Fig. 10 panel B.

3.3.3. Extension in active mountain belts: the South
Peruvian example
A neutral state of stress has been evidenced by the
coeval normal and inverse tectonic regimes in mountain belts such as the Alps (e.g. [45]), the Andes
[46,47,25], or Tibet [24]. In the Andes, it has been
described between 13jS and 18jS. This segment is
the most oblique to the present-day convergence
direction. Although still controversial, paleomagnetic
data (e.g. [48,49]) indicate that this segment probably
rotated counterclockwise. Although the setting is
obviously 3D this situation can be simulated assuming
that the segment rotated 30j counterclockwise for the
last 10 Ma and that only the traction component
normal to the belt affects the 2D stress balance. The
traction is then a function of the convergence angle
between the two plates. After being R between 27 and
10 Ma, we reduce the interplate traction by cos h
where h varies from 0 at 10 Ma to 30j at present. Fig.
14a depicts the evolution of interplate traction and of
the associated maximum elevation through time.
Boundary conditions are those given for the Peruvian
segment (panel A, Figs. 9 and 10).
The deviatoric stress at present (after 27 Ma of
orogeny) well matches the observations of extension
in the high Andes and compression in the Sub-Andean

ospheric stretching has been active at the level of the
Altiplano [37]. Fig. 13 shows the predicted topography after 27 Ma, using a moderate lateral viscosity
increase under the eastern edge of the Cordillera (from
2.1 & 1021 to 6.3 & 1021 Pa s). The variation of the
effective viscosity is also a way to account for the
strong décollement, in the brittle deformation domain,
where the Brazilian craton subducts.
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Most tectonics settings and surface morphologies
of plate margins can be understood and reconstructed
using a thin sheet approximation. Interplate traction

4. Conclusions

Zone (Fig. 14b). Of course, in our 2D model the
extension can only be perpendicular to the belt while
the observations indicate a significant along-strike
component. If we assume arbitrarily that the rotation
of the belt will continue in the future, the simulation
predicts a general collapse of the topography. The
tectonic stresses will be extensive everywhere but in
the Brazilian craton where, according to Wdowinski et
al. [12], the prevailing compressive stresses imposed
by the subduction will still be acting.
The slowing down of the Nazca subduction should
have the same impact and tends to shift the tectonic
regime toward extension. It may be the case for the
Quaternary extension in the North Peruvian segment.
So far we have neglected the Longitudinal Valley
in the southern Andes, which becomes a significant
feature in the southernmost section (D). This area
features extensive focal mechanisms associated with
the depression. The decrease in the convergence rate
is likely associated to a decrease in the normal stress
at the plate margin, leading to the onset of a situation
comparable to that depicted Fig. 8.

and resistive drag at the base of the lithosphere are the
main controls of the tectonic regime at plate margins.
The topography (more likely the crustal thickness
variations) gives a first order feedback on the evolution of tectonics at plate margins.
Our model considers that topography is entirely
supported by isostasy, and does not account for other
forces like those arising from the elastic flexure of the
downgoing lithosphere. The model also aims at reducing an intrinsically 3D problem to 2D: only
across-strike deformation is considered and is averaged over the lithosphere thickness. A limitation
comes from the assumption of local mass conservation that neglects erosion, delamination and magmatism. Corner-flow as a driving mechanism for Andean
type tectonics can be discarded as it induces an
extensive stress regime on the overriding plate.
The stress balance equation can be used to invert
the topography and predict the present-day magnitudes and along-strike profiles of the stresses responsible for mountain building. In the Andes, we find that
interplate traction range between 25 and 110 MPa.
The total transmitted force is about 9 & 1012 N m" 1
for the mature parts of the belt, consuming a significant amount of the plate tectonics driving forces. The
topography of the Andes can be achieved in 25 to 30
Ma with a lithospheric viscosity between 1.5 & 1021
and 5 & 1021 Pa s, but only if the interplate traction is
increased by 7 to 30 MPa with respect to the presentday stress balance. It outlines that the current topography reflects the history of the transmitted force as
plate convergence was more vigorous in earlier periods of Andean orogeny.
Particular settings such as extension or high
plateaus can often be reproduced by mild improvements of the model. In South Peru, the N –S extension
can be explained by the increasing obliquity to the
convergence of this segment of the Andes through
time, which reduces the interplate traction. In fact, a
slight change in the boundary conditions has an
immediate impact as the tectonic equilibrium prevails
(as outlined by the viscous stresses, which are almost
one order of magnitude lower than the other
stresses). This explains the frequent extensional tectonic regimes observed in various orogens. We also
show in the case of the Altiplano that a very slight
lateral viscosity variation is required for high
plateaus to develop.
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Fig. 14. Forward modeling for South Peru. Boundary conditions are
the same as in Fig. 10 panel B. (a) Interplate traction (solid line) is
assumed to decrease as the plate rotates at constant rate after 17 Ma
(30j in 10 Ma). Until 25 – 30 Ma, the maximum elevation (dashed
line) increases. (b) Deviatoric stress through time. The deviatoric
stress becomes extensive where the elevation is maximum but
remains compressive on the edges of the mountain belt. The
present-day situation should correspond to 27 Ma, where the
deviatoric stress cancels on the western side of the belt.
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Dans le cas des Andes présenté ci-dessus, la morphologie de la chaı̂ne est présentée
comme une réponse directe à la friction interplaque : sa morphologie vient équilibrer
cette friction pour une vitesse de convergence donnée. Il existe cependant une
rétroaction de la morphologie de la chaı̂ne de montagne sur la vitesse de convergence. Iaffaldano et al. [2006] ou Meade & Conrad [2008] ont ansi montré qu’au
premier ordre la convergence entre les plaques Nazca et Amérique du Sud ralentit
à mesure que les Andes se développent. L’examen de la convergence Inde-Asie est
éloquent pour examiner les ordres supérieurs. En collaboration avec G. Iaffaldano
et H-P. Bunge, nous montrons dans l’article suivant que si la convergence entre
les deux plaques est au premier ordre ralentie par la croissance himalayenne et
tibétaine, le second ordre révèle l’impact du climat. La mousson, focalisée sur l’est
himalayen, stimule l’érosion de façon asymmétrique sur la chaı̂ne, et par conséquent
détériore localement l’équilibre statique des forces au profit d’un équilibre dynamique : la convergence est accélérée à l’est, où l’épaisseur crustale est limitée par
l’érosion. C’est en revanche la cinématique globale indienne qui est affectée. Cette
cinématique particulière fournit une explication à l’altitude atypiquement élevée
du Népal Central, qui ne peut se justifier en deux dimensions que par un nombre
d’Argand très faible.
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Abstract
The short-term plate motion variations, on the order of a few Myrs, are a powerful
probe into the nature of plate boundary forces, as mantle related buoyancy forces evolve
over longer time-scales. Here we relate the recent counter-clockwise rotation of India to
increased erosion and lowered elevation of the eastern Himalayas following monsoon intensification. The along-strike elevation Himalayan profile is used to infer the competing
contributions from mountain building and erosion. Monsoonal erosion in the Eastern Himalayas locally decreased the gravitational potential energy. Coupled mantle/lithosphere
models show that it lowered the ability of the orogen to resist convergence of the Indian
plate towards Eurasia sufficiently to foster convergence along the eastern Himalayas. It
ultimately converts into an additional component of counter-clockwise rotation of India
about a Euler pole located North of the Carlsberg ridge, unusually close from the boundary
between the converging plate pair. The modified stress balance along the entire Himalayas
provides an unusual setting in which the extremely elevated Central Himalayas, that would
normally collapse under their own weight, can be sustained.

Introduction
A prominent feature of the Himalayan morphology is the along-strike parabolic profile of its
elevation (Fig. 1a). Topography increases eastward from ∼3 km in Kashmir and Ladakh towards the summits of Nepal, where most of the world’s highest peaks cluster at a mean altitude
1

at ∼8 Myrs did plate motion in the Indian ocean became steady (Merkouriev & DeMets, 2006).
Here we take advantage of sets of plate-pair finite rotations (Horner-Johnson et al., 2005; Merkouriev & DeMets, 2006; Royer et al., 2006; Torsvik et al., 2008) to map the motion of India
over the past 20 Myrs (Figs. 2 and 3). Specifically, we solve for the entire India-SomaliaNubia-Eurasia plate circuit (see supporting material) to compute the convergence history of
India towards Eurasia, as well as the sequence of Euler poles for the spreading of India with
respect to Somalia, averaged within four stages.

of less than 3 Myrs (Whipple & Meade, 2006). While fast erosion (Galy & France-Lanord,

2001) and exhumation of metamorphic rocks (Burg et al., 1998; Thiede et al., 2004; Finlayson

et al., 2002; Clift et al., 2008) have been observed in the Himalayas at the range scale, higher

strain rates are reported in the eastern Himalayas (see Kreemer & Holt, 2001). However, the

faster flux of eroded material within the wedge is a recent feature, for bulk shortening across the

range since the onset of the collision at ∼50 Myrs is higher in western Nepal (DeCelles et al.,

2002). Thus it is reasonable to assume that stronger erosion induced by monsoon intensification

an increase in mean elevation of the Tibetan plateau (Molnar & Stock, 2009), or alternatively by
separation of the Indian and Australian plate occurring between 10 and 20 Myrs ago (Iaffaldano
& Bunge, 2009). Far more interesting, however, is that India appears to undergo a counterclockwise rigid rotation over the past 10 Myrs. In particular, during the last stage from 6 Myrs
3

The evolution of Himalayan morphology has, of course, implications for the dynamics of

crusts of mountain belts yields forces comparable to the driving and resisting forces available

in plate tectonics (Husson & Ricard, 2004; Iaffaldano & Bunge, 2008). Forces arising from

2

note the overall decrease in plate convergence over the past 20 Myrs which may be explained by

the India/Eurasia convergent system because the gravitational potential energy stored in thick

present-day relief of the Himalayas has been achieved only within the past few Myrs.

The resulting history of plate kinematics shows an intriguing temporal behaviour: first we

the Indo-Australian plate might have initiated as early as 18 Myrs (Gordon et al., 1998), but only

logical equilibrium (Beaumont et al., 1992; Willett, 1999) is reached typically over a time scale

over the past 10 Myrs contributed to shape the along-strike profile of topography, and that the

berg ridge divides India from Africa since the Miocene. Moreover, the separation of India from

(Fluteau et al., 1999). Higher rainfall in an orogen fosters erosion, and a new steady morpho-

Bunge, 2009), consistent with the notion of a weak asthenosphere (Richards et al., 2001).

climate (e.g., Molnar et al., 1993).

from ∼20 cm/yr to ∼4 cm/yr (Patriat & Achache, 1984). On its southwestern side, the Carls-

matics within the broader Pacific and Atlantic ocean basins (Husson et al., 2008; Iaffaldano &

ciently high to block northward air fluxes, indicative of an interplay between morphology and

one moves eastward along the belt, a regime that prevailed for several Myrs in the recent past

gence rate between the Nazca and South American plates and profoundly affected plate kine-

intensification led to moisture concentration at the Himalayan front when Tibet became suffi-

tal crust entered subduction 60 to 50 Myrs ago, resulting in a marked decrease of convergence

2009). Likewise, the recent episode of plateau formation in the Andes decreased the conver-

2 Myrs or so (e.g., Zhisheng et al., 2001; Fan et al., 2006; Dettman et al., 2003). The monsoon

malayas. In fact, mean precipitation increases 3-fold from 1 to more than 3 m/yr (Fig. 1b) as

vergence between overriding and subducting plates (Iaffaldano et al., 2006; Molnar & Stock,

monsoon, with a stepwise increase at ∼10 Myrs, although uncertainties affect such estimate by

Important constraints exist on past plate motion for the Indian Ocean basin. Indian continen-

following the rise of the Tibetan plateau (e.g., Chamot-Rooke et al., 1993), or to reduce the con-

lines of evidence relate the Miocene intensification of aridity in Tibet to a strengthening of the

The Indian monsoon appears to have been particularly efficient in eroding the eastern Hi-

large orogenic belts are capable to deform the interior of plates, for instance in the Indian ocean

of more than 6 km, and gently decreases back to a mean elevation of 3 km further east. Several

4

energy on the northeastern edge of the Indian plate induced by intensified monsoon and erosion

to affect plate motion. Specifically, we test the hypothesis that lower gravitational potential

morphology of the eastern Himalayas, decreasing its elevation and crustal thickness sufficiently

the ocean floor. In this study we therefore suggest that monsoon intensification has modified the

any anomalous morphology that would reflect a heterogeneous cooling or subsidence history in

mature at 10 Myrs (Tapponnier et al., 2001). Furthermore, the Carlsberg ridge does not display

to explain this variation (Bunge et al., 1998). Similarly, the large Tibetan plateau was already

There is no obvious reason for mantle related driving forces to have evolved rapidly enough

3c).

5

We explore a combination of relationships where n=1 or n=3/2, in order to account for

Whipple & Meade, 2004, and references therein).

function of plate convergence V . That is, M = βV m , where β and m are further constants (see

we evaluate the shear stresses at the plate interface responsible for mountain building M as a

P and erosion E, with E = αP n + C, where α, n, and C are unknown constants. Similarly,

than relief (Grujic et al., 2006). We use a simple functional relationship between precipitation

highest, even when elevation is rather low, indicating that erosion is controlled more by rainfall

and neglects second-order terms. In the Himalayas, erosion is higher where precipitation is

distance along the trench (Fig. 1b) accounts for the drastic eastward increase in precipitation

can be used to test and support such view. A quadratic regression of rainfall Q as a function of

of the two resulting in the actual relief. The present-day morphology of the Himalayan orogen

increased by an almost equal amount along the western margin at the same time (Fig. 3b and

tive” contribution to elevation, whereas mountain building is its ”positive” counterpart, the sum

the most recent stage by ∼0.5 cm/yr across the eastern margin, and the parallel component

In the morphological equilibrium that shapes orogens, erosion can be regarded as a ”nega-

sion, precipitation and relief (e.g., Summerfield & Hulton, 1994).

paleo-elevations potentially available through empirical correlations between present-day ero-

precipitation in the Himalayas (Fig. 1a and 1b) as a result of such interplay, with insights on

high plateaus through erosion and vice-versa. Rather we consider the actual morphology and

no attempt to decipher the complex paths that relate large-scale rainfall and morphology of

cesses responsible for mountain building and rates at which material is eroded. Here we make

tainty, the present-day morphology obviously results from a dynamic equilibrium between pro-

While estimates of paleo-elevation in the eastern Himalayas are necessarily subject to uncer-

and northeastern corners of India) until ∼6 Ma, the trench-normal component increased during

by 0.05 to 0.1 mm/yr/Ma (0.08 and 0.25 mm/yr/Ma for total convergence in the northwestern

or so. While long-term tendencies for both normal and trench parallel components is a decrease

the partition of normal and parallel components changed significantly only over the past 6 Myrs

convergence has been systematically ∼0.5 cm/yr faster in the eastern part relative to the west,

trench-normal and trench-parallel components (Fig. 3b and 3c). While for the past 20 Myrs total

of this rotation stands out further if one decomposes the total convergence (Fig. 3a) into their

India itself, in addition to its convergence towards Eurasia. The distinct kinematic signature

that India underwent a rigid rotation about a pole located relatively close to - if not within -

spinning motion rather than translation on the globe. Our observations thus provide evidence

geometry, as the Euler pole moves closer to a plate one can show that the plate undergoes a more

Models and results

rigid rotation of India with respect to both Eurasia and Somalia.

note furthermore that the path of Euler poles describing India/Somalia relative motion moves

eastward from its general NE-SW trend no later than ∼10 Myrs ago (Fig. 2, dots). In spherical

allowed for faster convergence across the eastern margin, thus triggering counter-clockwise

to present-day the motion of India shifts westward relative to Eurasia (Fig. 2, arrows). We

are assumed as a single plate, our simulations predict a velocity change for the larger IndoAustralian plate as small as ∼0.1 cm/yr (Fig. 5, gray arrows), and the predicted velocity fails to
be described by a single Euler pole.

(see supporting material). This allows us to test our hypothesis directly as a set of initial and

final scenarios - that is, to compute plate velocities for conditions of topography immediately

before monsoon intensification and at present-day. Specifically, we balance all contributions

6

only, in accord with our hypothesis of higher elevation there immediately prior to monsoon

(Fig. 4a). In our second simulation we modify the assumed relief in the eastern Himalayas

present-day elevation at the global scale, particularly in the Himalayas and Tibetan plateau

plateaus, and perform two distinct simulations of global plate velocities: in one we assume

7

against India/Eurasia plate convergence in this region. Consequently, Indian plate motion in-

intensification some 10 Myrs ago, decreased elevation locally thus reducing tectonic resistance

Our results support the notion that faster erosion in the eastern Himalayas, induced by monsoon

Discussion

India/Eurasia plate boundary following intensification of monsoon. When India and Australia

related driving forces and plate configurations to compute instantaneous global plate velocities

to momentum in the lithosphere, including the gravitational spreading of topography and high

the observed rotation of India explicitly to the local release of potential energy along the eastern

Indian motion over the past 10 Myrs (see Fig. 3). More importantly, we confirm the induced

present-day, possibly yielding elevations of ∼ 6 km before monsoon intensification.

account explicitly for the global relief of continents and oceans, as well as realistic mantle

and western margin, respectively (Fig. 5, black arrows), compatible with our reconstructions of

able to assume that elevation of eastern Himalayas was higher in the recent past compared to

eastern Himalayas is the sole varying parameter between the two simulations, our results link

velocity change for India of ∼0.5 cm/yr, directed normal- and parallel-to-trench in the eastern

considering that erosion strengthened since the time of monsoon intensification, it is reason-

Bunge et al., 1997; Iaffaldano & Bunge, 2009). The models solve the momentum balance and

Okal, 1978; Weissel et al., 1980). With separate Indian and Australian plates, we predict a

tain building to decrease as soon as elevation increases. However, based on our inferences and

0.066 ◦ /Myr located at about E57◦ , N14◦ (Fig. 5, black star). Because crustal thickness along

by a plate boundary according to published observations of the Indian ocean-floor (Stein &

latter situation is of theoretical interest only, because we expect both convergence and moun-

using global numerical models of the coupled mantle/lithosphere system (Kong & Bird, 1995;

plate while in a second model, we cast India and Australia as two individual plates separated

tion that would be achieved without erosion but with an equal convergence rate. Of course the

velocity change is indeed a rigid body rotation, well described by an Euler pole of magnitude

between India and Australia. In one model, India and Australia are considered as a single

(Fig. 1c). Therefore erosion decreases the total elevation from west to east relative to the eleva-

We test how reduced topography in the eastern Himalayas affects Indian plate motion by

boundaries within the computational grid allows us to investigate the role of the separation

Himalayas and lowers the total elevation by 6 to 9 km more with respect to the western margin

velocity fields.

strike profile of topography give almost equally satisfying results (Fig. 1a) and do not allow

In addition, our ability to include plate configurations directly through distinct finite-element

estimate the impact of eroded topography on plate motion as the difference between the two

mountain-building contribution (Meade & Conrad, 2008). All fits to the present-day along-

further selection of optimal values. In all cases erosion works more efficiently in the eastern

intensification (Fig. 4b). We compute global plate velocities for both scenarios. Finally, we

the inferred stronger erosional power of loaded rivers, while m=1 or m=1/2 accounts for the

cated in the vicinity of both plates, even when they share a narrow margin.

and plate motions, where at times one controls the others and vice-versa. Plate convergence

9

torque between two adjacent plates to generate a rotational component with an Euler pole lo-

as mountain building, this implies continuous feedback mechanisms between climate dynamics

8

forces. This means that plate boundary forces have the ability to sufficiently modify the net

imising the net torque along the shared boundary (Zatman et al., 2001). Our findings suggest an

locations after monsoon intensification.

additional cause for rigid rotation, namely time-dependent lateral variations in plate-boundary

their wide boundary (Gordon, 1998), a feature that has been linked to geometrical effects min-

Myrs ago yields a prediction for the pole (white circle, Fig. 5) that compares with the observed

It is intriguing that lateral variations in plate coupling may arise as a consequence of climate

zone usually hundreds to thousands of kilometres wide - tend to locate their Euler pole within

Carlsberg ridge, see black star in Fig. 5) to the observed India/Somalia spreading pole 10 to 16

phenomena. Since climate is often affected in turn by geologic processes at plate margins, such

motion between the plates. But plate pairs sharing a diffuse boundary - that is, a deformation

induced rotation of India computed from our models (located in the vicinity of the northern

basins (Iaffaldano et al., 2007).

a joint Indo-Australian plate.

they share, as far away as ∼90◦ (Müller et al., 2008), resulting in mostly translational relative

supporting the view that far-field effects must be considered in the spreading history of ocean

plate, would thus more likely be balanced by internal deformation rather than a rigid rotation of

its general NE-SW trend after monsoon intensification (Fig. 2 and 5). Adding the monsoon-

10 Myrs to plateau formation in the Andes (Husson et al., 2008; Iaffaldano & Bunge, 2009),

malayas, representing only a small portion of the entire boundary of the larger Indo-Australian

relative motion of plate pairs through an Euler pole located far away from the plate boundary

findings which relate spreading variations in the southern Pacific and Atlantic over the past

the Carlsberg and Indian ridges. Reduced gravitational potential energy along the eastern Hi-

rotation pole over the past 20 Myrs. Our models explain the shift of the path eastward from

explicitly to variations of the tectonic regime at a distant convergent margin. This agrees with

trench, plate boundary forces in the southwest Pacific, and forcing related to spreading along

A second implication concerns the location of Euler poles. Commonly one can describe the

interactions. Instead, our results link the recent spreading history along the Carlsberg ridge

area for mantle shear tractions, as well as subduction related forcing along the Java-Sumatra

Further support for our conclusions comes from the observed path of the India/Somalia

part, by local ridge-mantle (Yale & Phipps Morgan, 1998) or ridge-plume (Müller et al., 1998)

et al., 1998). Our result should be of no surprise: the Indo-Australian plate offers a larger basal

Meade, 2006).

dia. The fact that no solid body rotation is predicted if we assume a single Indo-Australian plate

Two more implications are worth noting. Spreading along mid ocean ridges is often re-

by imposing velocity rather than stress boundary conditions (e.g., Willett, 1999; Whipple &

along-strike elevation profile of the Himalayas are sufficient to explain the recent rotation of In-

garded as a process where rate, geometry and degree of asymmetry are determined, at least in

opposes most dynamic models that explore the relationships between climate and morphology

the vicinity of India itself. In other words, topographic variations and in particular the peculiar

monsoon intensification (Stein & Okal, 1978; Weissel et al., 1980; Wiens et al., 1985; Gordon

undergoes variations related, among others, to climate-controled morphological processes. This

a counter-clockwise rigid rotation of India about a pole located north of the Carlsberg ridge, in

lends support to independent evidence that India must have been a separate tectonic unit prior to

should therefore not be regarded as a steady boundary condition of orogenic belts. Rather it

creased by ∼0.5 cm/yr along the eastern end of the margin. This is equivalently described by

crustal folding, Journal of Asian Earth Sciences, 16(2-3), 239–252.

India rotates as a rigid body. This distributes the evolving stress boundary conditions onto the

Science, 280, 91–95.
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manovicz, B., 1998. Time scales and heterogeneous structures in geodynamic earth models,

Bunge, H.-P., Richards, M., Lithgow-Bertelloni, C., Baumgardner, J., Grand, S., & Ro-
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inset map), and averaged within four stages.
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are sampled at E95◦ (dashed gray) and E75◦ (solid black) along the convergent margin (see

dia/Eurasia convergence over the past 20 Myrs (see text and supporting material). Components

Figure 3. Total (a), normal-to-trench (b), and parallel-to-trench (c) components of In-

below 4 km in gray-scale and light-gray respectively. AR: Arabia, NU: Nubia, AU: Australia.

rule). Present-day plate boundaries in black, oceans in white, continental topography above and

Euler pole for the spreading of India with respect to Somalia (SO) at the same stages (right-hand

text and supporting material) within four stages identified by different colours. Dots locate the

Figure 2. India (IN) convergence towards Eurasia (EU) over the past 20 Myrs (arrows, see

relative minimum (colors as in panel a).

to elevation from mountain building and erosion, plotted as along-strike increment from the

and ∼ 5 10−3 mm yr−1 /km longitudinal linear increase trend (dashed red). (c) Contributions

India/Eurasia convergence rate (solid red) along the margin, averaged over the past 20 Myrs

margin (solid blue, after Willmott et al. 1994) and quadratic interpolation (dashed blue). Total

black: n = 1, m = 1. (b) Present-day precipitation rate along the India/Eurasia convergent

E = αP n + C. (red: n = 1, m = 1/2, blue: n = 3/2, m = 1/2, green: n = 3/2, m = 1,

ing M = βV m , and a negative contribution from intensified precipitation P , namely erosion

is fit by the sum of a positive contribution from plate convergence V , namely mountain build-

Figure 1. (a) Mean along-strike elevation of the Himalayas at present-day (gray). Elevation

Figure captions

Figure 4.. (a) Present-day elevation of Himalayas and the Tibetan plateau. (b) Inferred

Acronyms as in Fig. 2.
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plate (gray arrows). Present-day plate boundaries in black, oceans in white, continents in gray.

show the model predicted plate motion change with merged India and Australia into a unique

the additional rotational component of convergence after monsoon intensification. Gray arrows

elevation change in the Eastern Himalayas (black arrows). Black star denotes the Euler pole of

Figure 5. Model predictions for Indian plate motion change triggered by monsoon-driven

elevation prior to monsoon intensification (see text and supporting material).
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Figure 5:

trend around 10 Ma (see Fg. 1 in the main text).

and Somalia (DeMets et al., 2005) along the East African Rift, which started spreading during

2

along the ridge), after which it becomes much faster in the Southeast than in the Northwest

ridge from 20 to 9 Ma (it increases towards the Southeast from 27 to 30 mm/yr, on average

plateau (Molnar & Stock, 2009). Spreading rates gradually tend to be even along the Carlsberg

dian plate (Iaffaldano & Bunge, 2009) or an increase in the resistance from the growing Tibetan

India and Australia, and therefore a gradually stronger resistance of Tibet upon a smaller In-

tion. Spreading rates decrease from 20 to 9 Ma, possibly indicating ongoing separation between

3

India/Eurasia convergence by less than 0.1 cm/yr over the time period of interest.

location of the Himalayas, such small degree of time-depencency contributes to vary the rate of

of wander between 0 and 20 Ma and no significant variation in magnitude (see table 1). At the

over the past 20 Myrs (Torsvik et al., 2008), in the vicinity of Cape Verde, with only few degrees

During Neogene the pole of rotation of Nubia with respect to Eurasia remained relatively stable

Nubia-Eurasia

along the Himalayan front.

the past 20 Myrs from a recent compilation of finite rotations (Merkouriev & DeMets, 2006)

(see table 1), the high resolution of which allows us speculating on the time-dependency of mo-

spreading, this converts into a negligible clockwise contribution to India/Eurasia convergence

and Indian plate northeastward. However, considering the small variation of Somalia/Nubia

East African rift to the plate circuit we solve for is essentially to translate the Carlsberg ridge

erately extend the Euler pole of the stage 3.2 to 11 Ma, back to 20 Ma. The contribution of the

(2009), we therefore keep the simplest assumption that spreading remained constant, and delib-

spreading regime during Early Miocene, or even for stronger activity. Unlike Molnar & Stock

(Pik et al., 2008; Bonini et al., 2005), and there appears to be no obvious reason for a different

idences support the notion that the East African Rift begun spreading during the mid-Miocene

two stages and the location of the pole wanders by only few degrees, see table 1). Recent ev-

which the Euler pole is rather stable (the magnitude varies by only 0.03 ◦ /Myr between the

3.2 Ma, as well as from 3.2 to 11 Ma (Horner-Johnson et al., 2005; Royer et al., 2006), during

The kinematics of rifting between Nubia and Somalia is available at stages from present-day to

We reconstruct the sequence of Euler poles for the separation of India relative to Somalia over

India-Somalia

within the stages 0-6 Ma, 6-10 Ma, 10-16 Ma, and 16-20 Ma (see table 2).

and/or reposted within each of the studies we refer to. We then compute a weighted average

of course change for different plate-pairs, depending on the number of isochrons identified

available from the associated compilation of finite rotations (see table 1). Such resolution may

Euler poles for the relative motion of each pair of adjacent plates, at the temporal resolution

Merkouriev & DeMets, 2006; Royer et al., 2006; Torsvik et al., 2008). Note that we compute

of previously published collections of plate-pairs finite-rotations (Horner-Johnson et al., 2005;

circuit. We do so for the period that covers from present-day back to 20 Ma, taking advantage

can thus rigorously be evaluated by solving for the entire India-Somalia-Nubia-Eurasia plate

neglect the development of the East African rift. The evolution of India/Eurasia convergence

Somalia-Nubia

evident from India/Somalia polar wander, showing an eastward shift from its general NE-SW

the expansion of the Carlsberg ridge before the split of Africa into the two sub-plates of Nubia

Miocene (e.g., Pik et al., 2008). Estimates of the long-term convergence therefore shouldn’t

(from 23 to 36 mm/yr). Finally, we note that a change in the general pattern of spreading is also

behave as an individual plate. On its southwestern side, India separated from Africa thanks to

4

compute global plate velocities and associated equilibrium forces by coupling two independent

key components of the momentum-balance are simultaneously accounted for. Ultimately, we

dent classes of models we simulate the coupled mantle convection/plate tectonic system, where

oping numerical models of mantle and lithosphere dynamics. By merging these two indepen-

of tectonic plates. Over the past decades there has been much but unrelated progress in devel-

and lithosphere thicknesses, and shear tractions from the convecting mantle acting at the base

along faults and plate boundaries, deviatoric stresses associated with lateral variations of crust

forces related to subducting slabs, gravitational collapse of large topographic features, friction

within the lithosphere. Such balance includes both shallow and deep-rooted contributions from

Plate velocities and their time-dependence result from the evolving balance of momentum

Modelling the rotational convergence

matics of other plate-pairs composing the circuit support the former hypothesis.

or a change in the motion of Africa with respect to Eurasia, downstream. However, the kine-

be related to a change in convergence between India and Eurasia, upstream in the plate circuit,

bears most of the variability. Changes in the spreading regime of the Carlsberg ridge can either

main text). Note that within the India-Somalia-Nubia-Eurasia plate circuit, the Carlsberg ridge

ponent increases by an almost equal amount in the Northwestern syntax (see Fg. 1 and 2 in the

component of convergence increases by ∼0.5 cm/yr eastward, while the parallel-to-trench com-

by significant counter-clockwise rotation of India. Along the Himalayas, the normal-to trench

spanning the past 20 Myrs (see table 2). In the recent period, convergence is characterized

to compute the sequence of Euler poles of India toward Eurasia, averaged within four stages

We add the Euler poles of plate-pairs composing the India-Somalia-Nubia-Eurasia circuit
Stage (Ma)
20 to 18
18 to 17.2
17.2 to 16
16 to14.6
14.6 to 12.4
12.4 to 11
11 to 9.8
9.8 to 9.1
9.1 to 8.1
8.1 to 6.7
6.7 to 6
6 to 5.2
5.2 to 3.6
3.6 to 2.6
2.6 to 1.8
1.8 to 0.8
0.8 to 0
20 to 11
11 to 3.2
3.2 to 0
20 to 16
16 to 10
10 to 6
6 to 0

Longitude (◦ E)
35.2
30.1
38.7
30.6
28.7
29.7
17.1
23.7
30.3
30.5
41.6
8.4
25.6
39.6
30.0
33.5
27.9
-172.5
-172.5
-177.2
-15.9
-21.2
-25.4
-26.9

Latitude (◦ N)
37.4
23.4
25.0
26.7
29.4
24.2
23.9
41.1
27.7
25.5
16.2
19.2
28.7
12.8
25.6
24.1
19.0
51.8
51.8
44.7
11.4
19.2
19.1
17.9

ω (◦ /Myr)
0.49
0.60
0.60
0.46
0.41
0.42
0.34
0.30
0.40
0.39
0.50
0.30
0.36
0.53
0.39
0.41
0.45
0.13
0.13
0.08
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12

Stage (Ma)
20 to 16
16 to 10
10 to 6
6 to 0

Longitude (◦ E)
28.6
18.9
21.7
19.1

Latitude (◦ N)
40.4
40.4
42.0
35.7

ω (◦ /Myr)
0.62
0.48
0.47
0.46
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Table 2: Reconstructed Euler poles for convergence of India towards Eurasia over the past 20
Myrs, averaged within four stages. First plate rotates with respect to the second.

India-Eurasia

Table 1: Euler poles for pairs of adjacent plates composing the India-Somalia-Nubia-Eurasia
circuit. First plate rotates with respect to the second (see references in the text).

Nubia-Eurasia

Somalia-Nubia

India-Somalia

vides the lowest shear stress. The model accounts for friction ceofficients at plate boundaries
ranging from 0.03 to 0.15, much lower than suggested by Byerlees law for non-faulted material
(0.85), and in agreement with recent geometrical constraints on the internal and basal strength
of faults (Suppe, 2007). When dislocation creep prevails, stress σ is proportional to strain rate

solve the dynamically-important thermal boundary-layers of convective motion in the Earth’s

mantle: more than 100 million grid points are used, equivalent to a grid spacing of 10 to 20 km.

Furthermore, high resolution allows for strong radial variations of mantle viscosity. Here we use

a viscosity of 1021 P a s for the upper mantle, increasing 40-fold in the lower mantle. Finally,

of olivine, where strain rate equals the vertical gradient of the asthenosphere velocity pattern
from MCMs. Therefore we explicitly include in the momentum balance of lithosphere realistic mantle buoyancy forces, that arise from MCMs constrained with history of subduction.
However, the coupling is not fully reciprocal for we assign a kinematic boundary condition in
MCMs.

global topography and its lateral variations, lateral differences in crustal and lithospheric thick-

nesses, as well as shear stresses from the convecting mantle at the base of plates. No vertical

shear traction is assumed on vertical planes so that vertical normal stresses are lithostatic at all

nodes, and equal to the weight of the overburden per unit area. A temperature vertical profile

at each node is computed in order to define the rheological properties of the deep crust and

6

numerical grid are constrained from seismological observations. The rheological properties of

throughout the model lithosphere. Dip angles of faults and plate boundaries cast within the

7

sphere model. Plate basal-tractions are then computed through the dislocation creep rheology

assigned at each node. Stress sources contributing to momentum in the lithosphere include

lithosphere. Thermal conductivity and radioactive heat generation are uniform and constant

culation models (MCMs) as a velocity boundary condition at the base of plates in the litho-

same effective viscosity within the asthenospheric parts of mantle and lithosphere models.

finite-element computational grid that explicitly accounts for geological faults and plate bound-

raphy, heat-flow, crustal and lithosphere thicknesses estimated through Airy compensation are

vations (Bird, 1998; Hickman, 1991) so that, at the average computed strain-rate, we obtain the

to predict global plate velocities and associated force fields at equilibrium. SHELLS features a

The two models are coupled by using asthenosphere velocities derived from mantle cir-

0.0233 K m−1 , n = 3 within both layers. Such values are selected within the range of obser-

Based on a 2D thin-shell spherical grid, it solves for the instantaneous balance of momentum

aries through interfaces between finite elements (Bird, 1998, 1999). Scalar values for topog-

to A = 3.2 107 P a s1/3 and 3.4 104 P a s1/3 , B = 10048 K and 21340 K, C = 0 K m−1 and

stants. We set the following values for the crust and lithospheric mantle layers, respectively

Richards, 1998) to yield global mantle flow models.

The code SHELLS (Kong & Bird, 1995) is designed to model global lithosphere dynamics.

"˙ and depends on temperature θ and depth z: σ = A "˙ n exp

we constrain our convection models with history of surface subduction (Lithgow-Bertelloni &

, with A, B and C being con-

rheological law - between frictional (Mohr-Coulomb) faulting or dislocation creep - that pro-

out the mantle. Local finite-elements enable achieving sufficient spatial resolution to fully re-

B+Cz
θ

code computes temperature, pressure and strain rate along the dipping fault plane to assign the

equations of mass, momentum, and energy to compute temperature and velocity fields through-

1

terfaces between elements, that follow realistic plate-boundary configurations. Specifically the

faults and plate boundaries are accounted for by assigning weaker rheologies to selected in-

The global mantle convection code TERRA (Bunge et al., 1997) solves for the conservation

models of mantle flow and lithosphere dynamics, described in the following.

161(2), 445–468.
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Les instabilités lithosphériques et la propagation des
hauts plateaux

L’évolution morphologique des chaı̂nes de montagnes semble, d’après les exemples
disponibles, être caractérisée par la croissance d’une chaı̂ne peu large localisée au
niveau de la marge, dont l’altitude s’accroı̂t jusqu’à un maximum, suivi d’une
propagation de la déformation vers l’intérieur du continent chevauchant. L’étape
ultime est l’écroulement du haut plateau ainsi formé. Les Alpes, les Andes, les
Himalaya-Tibet, puis la Cordillière nord-américaine peuvent être vu comme des
étapes de cette progression. Les causes mécaniques restent débattues, et s’établissent autour de deux modèles conceptuels limites. Le premier, dans lequel la lithosphère est comprise comme une plaque cassante s’épaississant par un écaillage
à l’échelle de la lithosphère [Tapponnier et al., 2001] bute sur la jusitification
d’une rhéologie permettant une pareille évolution. Le second, qui fait intervenir
un fluage visqueux de la croûte et du manteau lithosphérique [Royden et al., 2008],
permet d’expliquer une vaste partie des observations en respectant les contraintes
rhéologiques. Cependant, la propagation à des distances de l’ordre de 1500 km, au
Tibet ou en Amérique du Nord, reste difficile à expliquer sans l’existence d’une
chaı̂ne excessivement haute au niveau de la fosse.

Le nombre d’Argand Ar relie les contraintes gravitationelles et la viscosité. Il donne
ainsi une mesure de la capacité d’un orogène à maintenir une altitude sans fluer,
c’est-à-dire à s’épaissir plus vite qu’il ne s’écroule sous son propre poids. Dans les
gammes de paramètres raisonables géologiquement, il ressort -sans surprise ?- que
les montagnes peuvent atteindre des altitudes maximales qui sont comparables
à celles observées sur la Terre actuelle (notons que cette valeur a changé depuis
l’Archéen à mesure que la Terre se refroidit [Rey & Houseman, 2006]). Cependant,
la propagation latérale des chaı̂nes de montagnes au profit d’un développement en
hauts plateaux reste difficile a percevoir dans ce contexte. Ce travail, qui fait suite
au précédent (également en collaboration avec Y. Ricard), examine le rôle favorable
des instabilités gravitationelles de la lithosphère thermique dans le développement
des hauts plateaux.
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Dans la section précédente, seules les contraintes gravitationelles dues aux variations d’épaisseur crustale sont considérées, négligeant la possibilité d’une contribution par des hétérogénéités thermiques ou chimiques siégeant dans le manteau
lithosphérique. La différentiation chimique du manteau implique probablement
l’existence d’hétérogénéités de densité dans la lithosphère, dont l’importance est
mal connue. Une autre source d’hétérogénéité est d’origine thermique. Le manteau lithosphérique est par définition plus froid que l’asthénosphère sous-jacente. Il
existe donc dans la lithosphère une compétition entre l’effet du moment crustal -qui
tend à restaurer une épaisseur uniforme- et le moment thermique lithosphérique,
instable qui tend à destabiliser la lithosphère et à l’entraı̂ner dans la convection
mantellique (fig. 1.1). Le comportement gravitaire de la couche lithosphérique limite thermique a largement été étudié en termes d’instabilités de Rayleigh-Taylor,
et apppliqué à une très large gamme de contextes géologiques, en particulier par
Molnar et Houseman [Conrad & Molnar, 1999, Houseman et al., 1981, Molnar
et al., 1998]. Cependant, peu d’études examinent la compétition avec la croûte
dont la flottabilité est positive et qui pour le moins ralentit la destabilistation du
système [Molnar & Houseman, 2004].

Cette compétition entre la stabilisation par la croûte et la déstabilisation par
la lithosphère thermique est remarquable dans le cas des Andes Centrales, où
la déformation s’accélère sous la Cordillière Orientale à mesure qu’une instabilité lithosphérique se développe dans le manteau. Celle-ci est imagée par la
tomographie sismique [Baumont et al., 2002], et la conversion des vitesses de
propagation des ondes S en anomalies de température puis en densité révèle la
présence d’une forte anomalie de densité sous la Cordillière Orientale (fig. 1.2).
En termes de moments, il ressort que les variations latérales du moment thermique lithosphérique sont comparables en magnitude aux variations latérales du
moment crustal, minéralogique. Les contraintes de flottabilité qui en résultent sont
en conséquence également comparables (fig. 1.3). L’incidence sur la dynamique lithosphérique de la racine lithosphérique apparaı̂t significative : elle pourrait être
capable de stimuler la tectonique dans la Cordillière Orientale.

Afin d’évaluer l’impact sur l’histoire tectonique de la chaı̂ne, j’ai introduit progressivement le moment thermique dans un modèle du même type que ceux présentés
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Fig. 1.1: Compétition entre les forces de flottabilité dans la croûte, qui tendent
à stabiliser le système, et les forces de flottabilité de la lithosphère thermique,
qui tendent à destabiliser le système. L’efficacité de l’instabilité de RayleighTaylor de la lithosphère est modulée par la croûte, moins dense que le manteau
lithosphérique sous-jacent. Competition between the stabilizing crustal buoyancy
forces and the lithospheric thermal destabilizing buoyancy forces. The efficiency
of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is modulated by the crust, less dense than the
underlying lithospheric mantle.

en section 1.3.1. Il est introduit ad-hoc (bien qu’étayée par l’enregistrement géologique de la convergence entre les Andes Centrales et le bouclier brésilien) dans
l’équilibre du système en supposant une croissance linéaire dans le temps de la
racine lithosphérique entre 27 Ma et 0 Ma. A l’inverse des modéles qui prennent
uniquement en compte la cinématique, les processus s’accélèrent à mesure que le
moment négatif de la lithosphère thermique prend de l’ampleur (fig. 1.4). Cette
accélération de la tectonique andine est plus fidèle aux enregistrement géologiques
de la croissance andine (comme les paléo-altimètres, largement utilisés et débattus
dans les Andes Centrales, voir Garzione et al. [2008] ou Sempere et al. [2006] pour
une revue).
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Fig. 1.2: Anomalies de vitesses de propagations des ondes S sous les Andes
Centrales (22◦ S) [Baumont et al., 2002], et conversion en anomalies de densité.
La conversion est réalisée avec ∂Vs /∂T = 3.3 10−4 [Lee, 2003], une expansion
thermique α = 2.4 10−5 K −1 [Turcotte & Schubert, 2002], et une densité de
référence ρ0 = 3225 kg m−3 . S-wave velocity anomalies in the Central Andes
(22◦ S)[Baumont et al., 2002], and conversion into density anomalies (assuming
∂Vs /∂T = 3.3 10−4 [Lee, 2003], a thermal exansion α = 2.4 10−5 K −1 [Turcotte
& Schubert, 2002], and a reference density ρ0 = 3225 kg m−3 .

Dans l’article qui suit, nous examinons avec Y. Ricard cette compétition en utilisant toujours le formalisme des plaques minces visqueuses, en couplant les moments
lithosphériques thermiques Mθ et minéralogiques Mc (siégeant ici uniquement dans
la croûte). Le problème est traité en 2 dimensions. L’étude de stabilité révèle bien
sûr un mode dans lequel l’hétérogénéité thermique domine et déstabilise la lithosphère et un mode dans lequel la croûte stabilise la lithosphère. Un mode plus
inattendu correspond à une propagation spatiale, sous forme d’ondes tectoniques,
qui conduisent à la progradation de la déformation très à l’intérieur des plaques,
sous forme de trains d’ondes. La vitesse de groupe est de l’ordre de 0.5 mm/yr,
comparable à la vitesse de propagation des hauts plateaux comme le Tibet [Royden
et al., 2008, Tapponnier et al., 2001]. Ce modèle continu peut alors être proposé
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Fig. 1.3: Contraintes de flottabilité dans les Andes Centrales (22◦ S) inférées
d’après la vitesse de propagation des ondes S [Baumont et al., 2002] pour la composante thermique lithosphérique (tiretés), et sur la base d’un modèle isostatique
pour la composante crustale, tel que ρc = 2800 kg m−3 et ρm = 3225 kg m−3 .
Buoyancy forces in the Central Andes (22◦ S) inferred from the S-wave propagation velocity [Baumont et al., 2002] for the lithospheric thermal component
(dashed line) and on the basis of an isostatic model for the crustal component
(solid), with ρc = 2800 kg m−3 and ρm = 3225 kg m−3 ).

comme une alternative au mode de propagation discontinu proposé par Tapponnier et al. [2001] sur la base d’interprétations très discutées des résultats de la
tomographie sismique de Griot et al. [1998]. Un régime oscillatoire comparable
dans la lithosphère a priori stable des cratons a été récement mis en évidence par
Jaupart et al. [2007]. Cette étude diffère cependant dans le traitement des instabilités thermiques qui sont atténuées par diffusion à mesure que les instabilités se
développent.
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[1] Mountain building depends on the disequilibrium
between boundary stresses, either at the base of the
deforming lithosphere or its lateral boundaries, and
buoyancy stresses arising form lateral density variations
within the lithosphere itself. On the basis of the thin viscous
sheet approximation, we propose a model which accounts
for both crustal and lithospheric thickness variations. The
deformation is controlled by the sum of the moments of
density anomalies (i.e. density anomalies times depth) of
compositional and thermal origins. The transport of the
compositional moment is obtained from the continuity
equation while the transport of the thermal moment is
obtained from the heat equation. The resulting set of
equations controls the coupled behavior of the crust and
lithosphere. It shows that various type of solutions can exist:
unstable, stable and propagating. When propagation occurs,
the crustal and the lithospheric thickness variations are out of
phase. The tectonic waves propagate with velocities around
5 mm yr1 that increase with the crustal thickness and
decrease with the lithospheric viscosity. We discuss these
solutions and argue that continents may in large part be in a
domain of propagating tectonic waves. Citation: Ricard, Y.,
and L. Husson (2005), Propagation of tectonic waves, Geophys.
Res. Lett., 32, L17308, doi:10.1029/2005GL023690.

England and McKenzie, 1982; Houseman and England,
1993; Husson and Ricard, 2004]. This approximation is
based on the vertical integration of the Navier-Stokes
equations, coupled with mass conservation of the crust
which controls the time evolution of the model. Lémery et
al. [2000] have extended this approach in the case of
thermal density variations to derive a boundary layer model
of convection at very large Rayleigh number. In the present
paper we couple these approaches to take into account both
compositional and thermal heterogeneities in the deforming
lithosphere.
[4] The main assumption of the thin sheet viscous models
is that the vertical variations of the horizontal velocity can
be neglected within the lithosphere. This holds when the
lithosphere is stiff enough with respect to the underlying
asthenosphere and when the deformations occur at wavelengths larger than the lithospheric thickness.
2.1. Stress Balance
[5] We assume that the lithosphere behaves like an
incompressible viscous fluid of viscosity h and that isostasy
holds across the whole lithosphere. If the upper and lower
boundaries of the lithosphere are traction free, the horizontal
equilibrium equation relates the lateral density variations to
the viscous stresses by

1. Introduction

4L0

[2] The fundamental role of crustal thickness variations
in the stress balance has been acknowledged since [Argand,
1924], and almost all tectonic models account for it. The
lithosphere is a thermal boundary layer and its lateral
thickness variations in time and space during an orogenesis
are also associated with density variations. Whereas the
crust constantly tends to approach a uniform thickness
because it is lighter than the underlying mantle, the cooling
lithospheric mantle is denser than the underlying asthenosphere and may become unstable [e.g., Houseman et al.,
1991; Neil and Houseman, 1999; Conrad, 2000]. The
dynamics of orogenesis results from the balance between
competing processes of crustal and lithospheric thickening.

2. The Model
[3] A thin viscous sheet approximation has been extensively used to describe the dynamics of the crust, [e.g.,
1
Permanently at Laboratoire des Sciences de la Terre, UMR5570,
Université de Lyon 1, Villeurbanne, France.

@ @u @M
h
¼
;
@x @x
@x

ð1Þ

where u denotes the vertically average velocity and L0 the
uniform averaged thickness of the mechanical lithosphere
[Lémery et al., 2000]. The quantity M is the moment of the
lithospheric mass anomalies and is written [Artyushkov,
1973; Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1982]
Z
M¼

þ1

ð2Þ

drgz dz;
0

where dr is the lateral density variation, g the gravitational
acceleration, z the depth measured downward from sea
level. This equation assumes that below some compensation
depth the density heterogeneities dr vanish so that equation
(2) remains finite.
[6] In the lithosphere, the total moment M can be divided
into a compositional component Mc which relates to the
difference between crustal and mantle densities rc and rm,
and a thermal moment Mq
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ð4Þ

rm "rc
1
S " aDqL:
rm
2

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

þ k mq ¼ 0:

2

ð9Þ

ð8Þ

ð10Þ

qffi!ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi"ffiffi!ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi"ffiffi
k12 " k 2 k22 " k 2 :
ð11Þ

"
1!
1
k1 k2 " k 2 ; w ¼
2
2
qffi!ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi"ffiffi!ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi"ffiffi
k 2 " k12 k22 " k 2
ð12Þ

[12] The roots of the dispersion equation are depicted in
Figure 1. When M0q + M0c > 0 (dashed lines, k1 < 0)
the lithosphere is everywhere stable. On the contrary, when
M0q + M0c < 0 (solid lines, k1 > 0) long wavelength
perturbations (k < k1) are unstable (the two s roots
are positive). This is the typical case of Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities with a dense fluid on top of a lighter fluid.
However, the dynamics are different from the RayleighTaylor situation at shorter wavelengths. For the shortest
wavelengths (k > k2), lithospheric thermal anomalies are
erased by thermal diffusion and any perturbation vanishes.
For 0 < k1 < k < k2, a propagating unstable mode becomes a
propagating stable mode as k increases. This tectonic wave
propagates as a plane wave at phase velocity w/k and

RealðsÞ ¼

On the contrary, when jk1j < k < k2, the roots are imaginary
numbers (i.e. s = Real(s) + iw),

" 1
1!
s ¼ k1 k2 " k 2 (
2
2

If 0 < k < jk1j or k > k2, the two roots of the dispersion
equation are real and the growth rate s is

$qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi pffiffiffiffiffiffi %
$qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi pffiffiffiffiffiffi %
jMq0 j " Mc0
jMq0 j þ Mc0
pffiffi
pffiffi
k1 ¼
; k2 ¼
:
2
2

Depending of the sign of the discriminant of this second
degree equation, s can either be real or imaginary. Let us
define k1 and k2

!
"
2s2 þ s Mq0 þ Mc0 þ 2k 2 þ k 2 Mc0 ¼ 0:

Solving for s leads to the dispersion relation

smq þ
2ikMq0 u

smc þ 2ikMc0 u ¼ 0;

4uk þ iðmc þ mq Þ ¼ 0;

3.1. Stability Analysis
[11] In order to solve our system of equations we can
~ c,
replace x, t, u, Mc, Mq by L0~x, (L20/k) ~t, (k/L0)~u, (hk/L0)M
~ q where the & variables are now dimensionless. To
(hk/L0)M
study the stability of our system, let us assume that the
solution consists in a uniform state without any tectonic
~ c = M0c + !mc(~x,
velocity plus infinitesimal perturbations, M
~ q = M0q + !mq(~x, ~t), ~
~t), M
u = !u(~x, ~t ), where M0c and M0q are
the uniform dimensionless moments and ! ' 1. Assuming
all terms of order ! go as exp(ik~x + s~t), our governing
equations (1), (6) and (7) yield to first order in !
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[10] The dynamics of the lithosphere is therefore controlled at long wavelength by equations (1), (6) and (7). The
stability/instability of the crust-lithosphere combination on
top of the mantle is akin to that of a light/heavy fluid layer
on top of another fluid, namely akin to Rayleigh-Taylor

3. Dynamics of the Lithosphere

(k is the thermal diffusivity). The third term of the left hand
side expresses the fact that the lithosphere can become
thinner by developing cold downwelling instabilities. In
equation (7) we have neglected the secular increase in
lithospheric thickness due to the difference between surface
cooling (a term which goes as "krmgaDq in Lémery et al.
[2000]) and internal radioactive mantle production. In other
terms we assume that the planet surface heat flux equals the
rate of radiogenic heat production. The secular cooling term
is uniform and keeping a modest cooling rate in the
equations would not affect our conclusions.

@Mq
@Mq
@u
@ 2 Mq
;
þu
þ 2Mq
¼k
@t
@x
@x2
@x

the coefficient 2 in the last term of the left hand side of (6)
comes from the fact that Mc / S2 (see (2)). The heat
equation multiplied by z and integrated vertically yields the
transport of the thermal moment [Lémery et al., 2000]

@Mc
@Mc
@u
þu
þ 2Mc
¼ 0;
@t
@x
@x

2.2. Transport
[9 ] The time-dependence of the crustal moment is
obtained by assuming crustal mass conservation:

The lithospheric contribution to isostasy is generally small
compared to the crustal contribution.

h¼

where Dq is the temperature increase across the lithosphere.
The thermal moment is therefore related to the squared
lithospheric thickness.
[ 8 ] By isostasy the surface topography h can be
expressed in terms of S and L (or in terms of Mc and Mq
using (3))

1
Mq ¼ " rm aDqgL2 ;
3
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instability. However, due to the thermal diffusive term in the
transport equation in (7) but not in (6), the coupled
dynamics of the crust and lithosphere yields some surprising
behavior with respect to the classical Rayleigh-Taylor
instability.
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where S is the nonuniform crustal thickness, a the thermal
expansion coefficient and q the temperature of the lithosphere minus the deep mantle temperature (i.e. q and Mq are
negative). Using (3), we make the approximation that the
products expansivity times density are the same in the crust
and in the lithosphere.
[7] The crustal moment Mc depends on the squared
crustal thickness S [England and McKenzie, 1982, 1983].
If the vertical temperature gradient is constant across a
thermal lithosphere of thickness L, the thermal moment
writes

L17308

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k1 k2 ;

1
and w ¼ k0 ðk2 " k1 Þ:
2

ð13Þ

1
2

sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
krc ðrm " rc Þg
S:
L0 hrm

ð14Þ

mc
ðk1 " k2 Þ2

!! 2
"
"
k1 þ k22 " 2k 2 þ 4iw :

ð15Þ

Figure 2. Phase (solid line) and group (dashed line)
velocity of a tectonic wave as a function of the normalized
wavelength. We use the following parameters: S = 40 km,
L = 83 km, h = 2 1021Pa s, k = 10"6 m2 s"1, L0 = 50 km,
rc = 2800 kg m"3, rm = 3200 kg m"3, g = 9.8 m s"2, a =
3 10"5 K"1, qm = 1350 K). With real units, a normalized
velocity of 6 corresponds to 3.7 mm yr"1.

3.2. Nonlinear Solutions
[16] The previous results have been obtained in the linear
stability approximations where the nonlinear terms have
been neglected. We can also compute the whole nonlinear
solution using a standard finite difference algorithm with
periodic boundary conditions and explicit time-stepping.
[17] In Figure 3, we depicted the solutions for three
different cases. The lithospheric thickness has been reduced
from Figures 3a to 3c (86, 83 and 80 km thick), so that the
dynamics for a wavelength of 1250 km corresponds to
unstable, propagating unstable and propagating stable cases,
respectively. The initial interfaces are depicted by dashed
lines, the final interfaces are depicted by solid lines.
[18] In the case of a thick lithosphere (Figure 3a), the
instability rapidly destabilizes the whole layer and leads to a
finite time singularity analog to that discussed by Lémery et
al. [2000]. In Figures 3b and 3c the propagation to the right
of a wave-like deformation is clearly noticeable. The
maxima of the lithospheric thickness are shifted to the right
with velocities of order 5 mm yr"1 in agreement with the
marginal stability study. Due to the asymmetry of the
lithospheric thickening of Figure 3b, lithosphere evolves
toward what could be interpreted as a series of subduction
zones.
[19] The physics of the topography propagation is easy to
understand (see Figure 4): the thickness variations of the
lithosphere are in advance to those of the crust, in the
direction of propagation. They induced a compression and
thus a thickening on the right hand side of the mountain
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[14] We can compare to real geological situations by
redimensionalizing our results. The only parameter value
whose value is debatable is the lithospheric viscosity. We
choose a rather low stiffness of the lithosphere, L0 = 50 km,
h = 2 1021 Pa s, which is however the kind of values
commonly used to model orogeny [England, 1986; Husson
and Ricard, 2004]. The other parameters are standard and
yield k1 = 0.1 and k2 = 12 for S = 40 km and L = 83 km (see
parameters in the caption of Figure 2). The compositional

mq ¼ "

[13] The existence of a propagating mode is surprising in
a context where only diffusive processes occur (diffusion of
momentum and diffusion of heat). The propagation occurs
while the undulations of the crust and the lithosphere are not
in phase. This can be shown by solving (8) which implies
that the ratio of the crustal and lithospheric deformations is
a complex number,

vp ¼

This particular wave propagates with the maximum phase
velocity and its group and phase velocities are equal. Its
velocity that can easily be expressed in dimensional units by

k0 ¼

physically, as it is a dispersive wave, at the group velocity
dw/dk. When Real(s) = 0, a pure propagating mode of
constant amplitude exists with wave number and angular
frequency
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and lithospheric moment have opposite signs and similar
amplitudes, M0c = 71, M0q = "73. With this parameters,
propagation takes place for wavelengths between 26 km and
3140 km. This suggests that much of continental tectonics is
either in the unstable regime or in the propagating regime.
Only the shortest wavelengths are stable (wavelengths less
than 26 km). In this uninteresting domain, however, our
long wavelength approximation breaks down.
[15] As seen in Figure 2, the phase and group velocities
have typical values from 5 to 10 which in real units
corresponds to 3.2 to 6.4 mm yr"1. With the same parameters, S = 40 km and L = 83 km, propagation at constant
amplitude occurs for a wavelength of 287 km and a velocity
of 3.7 mm yr"1 (see (14)).
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Figure 1. Decay rate s and angular frequency w of a
perturbation of the crust or the lithospheric thicknesses as a
function of the wave number k. The solid line corresponds
to a case where the lithosphere is globally unstable. As the
wave number increases, the dynamics shifts from unstable
to stable. Between jk1j and k2 propagating tectonic waves
are excited. The dashed line is for a stable lithosphere. For
the clarity of the plot, we used the geologically nonrelevant
values k1 = 1 and k2 = 4 (solid line) and k1 = "1 and k2 = 4
(dashed lines).
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accompanying thickening of the lithosphere mantle
Tapponnier et al. [2001] can be elegantly explained by
the situation described in Figure 3b.
[22] The model is based on a long wavelength analytical
model that could be improved to include higher order terms
[Medvedev and Podladchikov, 1999]. It seems however that
a natural development of this study should now use a
complete numerical model to take into account the short
wavelength deformations and to couple the mechanical
lithosphere (here of uniform thickness L0) to the variable
thermal lithosphere.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the crust and lithosphere with time.
The initial sinusoidal interfaces are depicted with dashed
lines, the final interfaces with solid lines. The crust, mantle
lithosphere and asthenosphere are shaded (darker, intermediate and lighter shades). The initial wavelength is in the
domain of unstable (Figure 3a, with an initial lithospheric
thickness of 86 km), propagating (Figure 3b, initial
lithospheric thickness of 83 km), and stable (Figure 3c,
80 km) regime. For clarity the surface topography has
been multiplied by a factor 5. The final solutions have
been computed after (a) 19 myr and (b) and (c) 64 myr.

[20] The long wavelength tectonic waves exist when the
compositional and thermal moments have somewhat similar
amplitudes. This balance is however the typical situation of
a mature lithosphere that thickens (Mq + Mc > 0) until it
starts destabilizing (Mq + Mc < 0). The tectonic wave have
velocities given by (14). These velocities are increasing
with the average crustal thickness, S and decreasing
pffiffiffiwith
ffiffiffiffi the
root mean square resistance of the lithosphere, L0 h. This
traveling mode of tectonics should at any rate be present on
Earth or on other planets taking into account the large range
of crust and lithosphere thicknesses that can be found.
[21] In orogenic places like Andes and Tibet, the crust is
very thick and the lithosphere rather weak, which should
significantly increase the propagation velocity of our tectonic waves. The eastward migration of the compressive
front of the Central Andes [Lamb et al., 1997] and the
ongoing acceleration of the deformation in the Eastern
Cordillera [Kennan, 2000] relate to the emplacement of
the cold and dense mantle root evidenced in seismic
tomography [Baumont et al., 2002]. In Tibet, the northeastward development of the plateau during Tertiary and the

4. Conclusions
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Figure 4. In the propagating mode, the crustal and
lithospheric thickening are out of phase, this induces a
compression on one side of the mountains, an extension on
the other side. This peculiar tectonic setting can then
propagate.
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ranges that collapse on their left hand side. Thermal
diffusion controls the maximum of the lithospheric thickness and mitigates the overall instability. In the simulations
of Figure 3, the difference of phase is difficult to see as it
only amounts to about 2! according to (15).
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Généralisation : l’exemple du rifting

De manière générale, le comportement dynamique de la lithosphère est piloté par
les trois sources de contraintes qui se résument aux hétérogénéités de densité liées
à la minéralogie (essentiellement dans la croûte), aux hétérogénéités de densité
liées au champ thermique, et aux contraintes aux limites, ou lointaines, ou encore
”tectoniques”. Les applications précédentes suggèrent que dans un contexte de
collision, il est possible d’être prédictif sur l’évolution des chaı̂nes de montagnes
en prenant en compte ces sources de manière simple. De la même manière, la dynamique de la lithosphère dans un contexte extensif répond aux mêmes processus.

En collaboration avec les géologues de Paris 6 -N. Bellahsen en particulier- nous
avons choisi d’examiner la dynamique du rifting par une approche similaire. Le
cas d’étude est le rift d’Aden (fig. 1.5). Dans l’état actuel, l’épaisseur crustale
décroit depuis les plaques Arabe au nord et Somalie au sud pour atteindre une
épaisseur nulle au centre du rift. Les contraintes de flottabilité liées à ces variations d’épaisseur crustale (fig. 1.5) sont calculées sur la base d’un modèle isostatique et atteignent sur les marges passives ±30 MPa (fig. 1.6). Intégrées depuis
le centre du rift, ce sont des forces de l’ordre de 2.5 1012 N m−1 qui tendent à
restaurer une épaisseur uniforme au système. Celles-ci doivent être équilibrées
soit par les forces aux limites de la lithosphère, soit par les forces de flottabilité
thermique de la lithosphère amincie. En fait, nous pouvons montrer que, pour
une rhéologie visqueuse linéraire de la lithosphère, l’amincissement initial de la
lithosphère par le manteau sous-jacent suffit à conduire à l’amincissement de la
croûte et à l’ouverture du rift, sans nécessité de forces tectoniques aux limites.
L’expérience peut être réalisée en utilisant le formalisme des plaques minces décrit
précédement. Une croûte de faible densité relative et d’épaisseur uniforme est associée à une lithosphère dont le moment thermique est plus faible au centre (fig.
1.7). Cette hétérogénéité initiale suffit à initier une dynamique extensive globale
au centre du rift et compressive sur les épaules du rift, conformément aux observations géologiques [Bellahsen et al., 2006, Fournier et al., 2004]. Les variations
latérales du moment thermique croissent dans le temps à mesure que le système
se déstabilise et entraı̂ne la croûte en la comprimant. Des résultats comparables
ont été obtenus par Huismans et al. [2001]. Ce modèle entièrement actif suffit à
expliquer les traits principaux de l’ouverture d’un rift. Dans ce modèle, les forces
aux limites qui conduisent non pas à l’amincissement, mais à la séparation des
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Fig. 1.4: Evolution de la topographie des Andes Centrales, lorsque une anomalie de densité liée à la racine lithosphérique sous la Cordillière Orientale est
introduite dans le modèle. La topographie actuelle est donnée en vert. 27 Myrs
correspond au temps de croissance andine déduit de l’enregistrement géologique
(la courbe rouge donne la situation actuelle, prédite par le modèle). Predicted
time evolution of the Andean elevation when a negative buoyancy anomaly that
mimicks the lithospheric root is introduced in the model. Current topography
is given at 27 Myrs, approximately the characteristic time of orogenic growth
inferred from the geological record.

plaques, ne sont pas prises en compte.

Les études tectoniques et structurales dans le Golfe d’Aden, à terre et en mer
[Bellahsen et al., 2006, d’Acremont et al., 2005, Fournier et al., 2004] permettent
d’examiner plus en détail l’évolution du champ de contraintes dans le temps. En
effet, une particularité du Golfe d’Aden est l’obliquité forte (∼ 50◦ ) de la direction
axiale du Golfe (∼ N75◦ ) par rapport à la direction d’ouverture du système (∼
N25◦ ). Il ressort que les déformations liées aux variations latérales du moment
thermique ou crustal devraient avoir pour direction structurale ∼ N75◦ , reflétant
l’amincissement de la lithosphère et de la croûte, et les déformations liées aux
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Fig. 1.5: Topographie du Golfe d’Aden et valeur absolue des contraintes de
flottabilité calculées sur la base d’un modèle isostatique crustal. Le tracé noir
correspond au profil de la figure 1.6. Gulf of Aden, topography (left) and absolute
value of the crustal buoyancy stresses (right) calculated assuming local isostasy.
Black line is the profile of fig. 1.6.
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Fig. 1.6: Topographie (noir), contraintes de flottabilité (rouge), et force
résultante (vert) calculées sur un profil orthogonal au Golfe d’Aden (localisation fig. 1.5). Gulf of Aden, toopography (black), crustal buoyancy stresses and
resulting force, calculated along a NNW-SSW profile (loc. fig. 1.5).
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Fig. 1.7: Modèle d’évolution active d’un rift. Les contraintes aux limites sont
nulles, seules les forces de flottabilité thermique et crustale sont actives. Time
evolution model of an active rift. Lateral boundaries are stress free, only the
thermal negative buoyancy of the lithospheric mantle is driving the model.

forces aux limites, ∼ N115◦ , orthogonalement à la direction d’ouverture observée,
et parallèlement à la direction des segments de rift dans le Golfe. Les études structurales révèlent l’existence des deux directions principales d’extension attendues,
N20◦ et N160◦ pour les failles normales synchrones du rifting. La chronologie des
évènements est débattue par les mêmes auteurs [Bellahsen et al., 2006, Fournier
et al., 2004]. Il demeure que l’existence des deux systèmes de failles est cohérent
avec les prédictions des modèles présentés ci-dessus.

Afin d’examiner la généalogie des systèmes faillés, nous avons mis au point des
expériences analogiques au laboratoire de Rome-3, en collaboration avec F. Funiciello et C. Faccenna. Ces modèles permettent en particulier d’examiner de
façon plus réaliste que les modèles en plaques minces le rôle de la rhéologie sur
le développement des failles. Les résultats sont présentés dans leur application au
Golfe d’Aden dans l’article suivant.
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Abstract
New lithospheric analogue models of oblique rifting provide insights into the fault
evolution, basin segmentation, and mantle exhumation during rift localization and capture
main characteristics of natural oblique rifts. We present two models of oblique rifting: an
oblique rift (obliquity about 50°) with a pre-existing lithospheric weakness (heterogeneous
model) and one homogeneous. The main results are: (i) The fault populations, especially in
early stages of deformation, are composed of faults that are, in strike, intermediate between
the rift-parallel trend and the perpendicular to the opening direction. This fault population is
characteristic of oblique rifts as in previous studies. (ii) In later stages, faults parallel to the
rift become numerous in both models, even if in the homogeneous model displacementnormal faults also play a major role. Local stresses due to variations of thickness in the crust
during the rift localization are certainly important during the rift localization and control the
formation of rift-parallel faults. (iii) During final stages of extension, in the heterogeneous
model, the crust is deformed by rift-parallel faults, and in the basins, displacement-normal
faults compose the small scale deformation pattern. In the homogeneous model though,
displacement-normal faults tend to accommodate most of the extension and control the final
stages of extension. They would probably control the formation of the ocean-continent
transition, mantle exhumation if any, and the geometry of oceanic accretion centres. Those
results may provide insights into the possible evolution of the Gulf of Aden conjugate
margins.

1. Introduction
Oblique rifting are usually seen to requires a pre-existing lithospheric weakness, which
localizes the rift obliquely relatively to the displacement/opening direction. Thus, it is the

into account these particularities or unexplained characteristics of the Gulf of Aden, and
because mantle exhumation is suspected in the ocean-continent transition, we have performed
models at the scale of the whole continental lithosphere to capture the evolution of the whole

lithosphere. The occurrence of a pre-existing weakness in this layer has thus a great influence

on the whole lithosphere strength, and is an efficient way to initiate oblique rifting.

the brittle crust is accompanied by ductile doming of both lower crust and mantle. It may
become a potential locus for achieving mantle exhumation. Models of volcanic passive
margins [Callot et al., 2002] show that very oblique faults (rift-parallel) can initiate without
any linear weaknesses (but only local) controlling the rift localization. Thus, it appears that
the processes of oblique rifting must be studied at the scale of the whole lithosphere.
We here present new analogue models of oblique rifting. The rheology is a four-layer
lithosphere ("cold" lithosphere) resting on a low viscosity asthenosphere. The rifting obliquity
is ensured by lateral offset velocity discontinuity with and without a weakness in the
lithosphere. We thus think that an oblique rift can develop in a “homogeneous” lithosphere.
We present first the experimental procedure and the results for two models (homogeneous and
heterogeneous) and then compare them to previous models of oblique and orthogonal rift (i.e.

analogue models, as the systems become pretty simple to model. Analogue models of an

extending crust above an oblique velocity discontinuity provided several insights about the

fault patterns in such contexts [Clifton et al., 2000; Mart and Dauteuil, 2000; McClay and

White, 1995; Sokoutis et al., 2007; Tron and Brun, 1991; Withjack and Jamison, 1986]. A

major result of such modelling, for moderate obliquity (from 30° to 60°), is the occurrence of

one main fault population that strikes oblique to both the rift trend and the perpendicular to

the opening direction. Withjack and Jamison [1986] effectively showed analytically that, in

case of oblique rifting, seen as transtension, opening direction and direction of extension are

not parallel. In some experiments cited above, rift-parallel faults develop [Mart and Dauteuil,

2000; Tron and Brun, 1991], while in other they do not [Clifton et al., 2000; McClay and

White, 1995; Withjack and Jamison, 1986]. In all of them however, no opening perpendicular

faults initiate.

rifting, two problems arise. First, opening perpendicular faults compose a main fault

to continental rifts. For the Gulf of Aden, an oceanic basin that has undergone an oblique

model results. This might highlight some problems comparing the published analogue models

kinematics, Brun and Tron (1993) propose different kinematics, based on their analogue

one. While Faerseth et al. (1997) propose, for the second one, an (dextral) oblique rifting

events are documented, the first one providing a lithospheric weakness used by the second

However, in continental rifts, it seems more problematic. For the Viking Graben, two rifting

and narrow extension zone probably explains that the models closely resemble the nature.

2001; Mart and Dauteuil, 2000]. The homogeneity of the (newly created) crust at a localized

predicted by the models [Clifton et al., 2000; Clifton and Kattenhorn, 2006; Dauteuil et al.,

seem in great accordance with observations, as faults population observed in nature are well

Model geometry

as an analogue of brittle layers, and silicone putties as analogue of ductile layers. The models

multi-layer is modelled using sand and silicone. Here, we used a microsphere mix (see below)

profile [e.g., Davy and Cobbold, 1988; Davy and Cobbold, 1991]. In the laboratory, such a

multilayer (Kirby, 1983) and can be simplified at first order by a four-layer type strength

thickness (about 35 km) and a stable geotherm can be considered as a brittle-ductile

It is now widely accepted that an extending continental lithosphere with a normal crustal

2.1.

2. Model Setting and data processing

rift perpendicular to the opening direction) and to the margin structure of the Gulf of Aden.

patterns are relevant to the so-called “wide rifting” mode of extension. Localised thinning in

mantle) that acts as the major boundary condition. This has been successfully used in

Applying those models to nature leads to different results. For oceanic ridges, the models

Recent analogue models of oblique rifting in a (hot) extending lithosphere [Sokoutis et al.,
2007] show that opening-perpendicular faults initiate in such oblique rifts. The deformation

extending crust influenced by a basal zone of deformation (extension in the sub-Moho

system.

Gulf with the correct orientation (trend of the Gulf: N070°E approximately). In order to take

a multilayered structure, the uppermost brittle mantle is the most resistant part of the

A major consequence of these considerations is that the system can be simplified to an

Bellahsen et al. [2006]. Second, no lithospheric weakness is recognized at the scale of the

The rheological structure of a strong and cold lithosphere can be simplified at first order by

a brittle-ductile 4-layer (brittle/ductile crust over a brittle/ductile lithospheric mantle). In such

Khanbari, 2003; Lepvrier et al., 2002], not predicted by analogue models as noted by

3

population [Bellahsen et al., 2006; Fournier et al., 2004; Huchon et al., 1991; Huchon and
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events [e. g. Viking Graben, Brun and Tron, 1993; Faerseth et al., 1997].
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consequence of a multiphase tectonic history, such as, for example, two successive rifting

2

corresponding lengths in model and nature, respectively), i.e. 1.5 cm in the experiment
corresponds to 20 km in nature. For example, the upper crust of 1.5 cm thick corresponds to
20 km. The adimensional gravity ratio is g*= 1 since both models and nature undergo the
same gravity field. The density ratio is around 0.4 (0.41 in the brittle crust and 0.36 in the
brittle mantle). Thus, the stress ratio is set to !* = "*.g*.L* = 3.10-7. Thus, the cohesion of

(fig. 1).

Our models represent the oblique extension of a non-thickened resistant lithosphere, as we

can observe in cratons. Consequently, they are made of an upper brittle crust, a ductile lower

crust, an upper brittle lithospheric mantle and a lower ductile lithospheric mantle (see fig. 2

Scaling

!* = "*.g*.L*

Ramberg, 1981]. The brittle materials are scaled with the equation (1):
(1)

by maintaining similarity in geometry, dynamics, kinematics and rheology [Hubbert, 1937;

extending continental lithosphere. Scaling of the models to the natural prototype was achieved

Thicknesses, viscosities, densities, and strain rates are appropriately scaled to simulate an

Pa.s and corresponds to the ductile lower crust (0.7 cm, see table 1 and fig. 2).

silicone” (Lead carbonate enriched) has a density of 1.25 and a Newtonian viscosity of 4.104

Pa.s and corresponds to the ductile upper mantle (2 cm, see table 1 and fig. 2). The “white

“red silicone” (Fe-oxide enriched) has a density of 1.33 and a Newtonian viscosity of 7.104

oxide or Lead (II) carbonate in order to reach suitable scaled densities and viscosities. The

The silicone putty (SGM36, manufactured by Rhône-Poulenc) was enriched with Iron (III)

cm, see table 1 and fig. 2).

used to model the upper crust (1.5 cm, see table 1 and fig. 2) and the lithospheric mantle (0.8

(mix 100 Pa, glass microspheres: 155 Pa, aluminium microspheres: 6 Pa). This material is

Earth materials in terms of friction. The approximated cohesion of such material is very low

[Benes and Davy, 1996; Davy and Cobbold, 1991]. It has a frictional angle of ~30°, similar to

rounded and spherical materials with a density of 1.2, similar to other analogue materials

0.39 and a frictional angle of 24.7° [Rossi and Storti, 2003]. This mix allow using very well

(D. Rossi, personal communication). The hollow aluminium microspheres have a density of

microspheres. The glass microspheres have a density of 1.49 and a frictional angle of 31.5°

The microsphere mix is composed of 4/5 of glass microspheres and 1/5 of hollow aluminium

2.2.

glucose syrup that represents the asthenosphere.

$ %

Experiments

models. The total displacement is 10 cm in all experiments, corresponding to an amount of

the angle between the direction of extension and the rift trend, is 50° and is constant for both

lateral velocity discontinuities, and joins them (“heterogeneous model”). The obliquity, i.e.

designed prior to the experiment) trends parallel to the direction of obliquity imposed by the

discontinuities; b) an experiment where a weakness zone (a locally thinner lithospheric mantle

referred to as “homogeneous model”), where the obliquity is induced by the lateral velocity

extension: a) an experiment in stratified lithosphere of uniformly thick layers (hereafter

From a set of 13 experiments, we particularly investigated two configurations of oblique

2.3.

Brun and Beslier, 1996; McClay and White, 1995; Sokoutis et al., 2007].

nonetheless comparable to the velocities applied in previous studies [Benes and Davy, 1996;

for rifting processes, this velocity, which corresponds to about 6 cm/yr in nature, is

The experiments are performed with an extension velocity of V = 5 cm/h. Although too fast

lower crust scale (1 hour in the model corresponds to 0.85 Ma in nature).

Pa.s and model lower crust: 4.104 Pa.s). Thus, the time ratio is around 0.75*10-10 at the

!"is the time ratio. The viscosity ratio is of 4.10-17 (natural lower crust: 1021

!"is the viscosity ratio, "* is the density ratio, g* is the gravity ratio, L* is the model

length ratio,

where

!" " "*.g*.L*#" !

The time scaling for the ductile material writes:

one in nature. Thus, this scaling of the cohesion is approximated and valid at the first order.

cohesion evaluated in the rock mechanics for natural rocks might be higher than the effective

between few Pa and about 150 Pa. This cohesion might be a little high. In any case, the

have a cohesion around 10 to 30 Pa. Our analogue material for the brittle crust has a cohesion

an analogue material representing the upper crust (cohesion around 30 to 100 MPa) should

geometrical scale of L* = Lmodel/Lnature = 0.75*10-6 (where Lmodel and Lnature are the

they create two lateral velocity discontinuities imposing an oblique direction of deformation

and table 1 for details). The modelled lithosphere overlies a low viscosity, higher density

gravity ratio, L* is the model length ratio. The models were intended to represent a

which represent the direction of extension. The drawer arms are of different lengths, so that

5

where !* is the adimensional stress ratio (model over nature), "* is the density ratio, g* is the
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drawer without bottom sliding in a rectangular box. The drawer is pulled by a screw jack,
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are constructed in a deforming box (56 X 30 X 30 to 50 cm3, fig. 1), which consists of a

4

Data Processing

layer of variable thickness brings each surface to a new isostatic equilibrium. Taking

top ductile crust, top brittle mantle and top ductile mantle). The removal of each overlying

models, providing DEM of each interface after gradual stripping of the above layers (surface,

Supplementary photographs and laser scans were recorded during the dismantling of

2.4.3. Topography corrections for cross-sections

surface topography is displayed either in map view or cross-section (fig. 12).

movements, and hence to deduce which faults are active during a specific time interval. The

subtracted to the previous one in time (Figs. 10 and 11) in order to get differential vertical

The DEM have a resolution of 0.25 mm in x, y, z. After surface interpolation, each DEM was

2.4.2. Laser scan processing

displayed in order to better observe the relation between the fault populations (figs. 8 and 9).

oriented faults are called displacement-normal faults. Zooms of the rift centre are also

parallel faults, (2) N060-080°E oriented faults are called intermediate faults, (3) N080-100°E

three main fault populations are observed: (1) N050°-060°E oriented faults are called rift-

through time, as well as their total length (fig. 7). Defining North as the opening direction,

time (fig. 7). We also calculated the amount of the total fault length for each population

extension. We calculated the number of segments of each fault segment populations through

DEM only (see below). The segment lengths and azimuths are thus determined at each step of

minutes, 5% extension). Afterwards, models are investigated using the processing of the

(figs. 5 and 6) at each step until the information became too complex to be deciphered (~ 30

we interpret as a uniform state of stress. We hand picked the fault segments on the top views

interval (figs. 3 and 4). We define a fault segment as a fault part of uniform orientation, which

Surface photographs and laser scans were acquired during model evolution with a 2 minutes

2.4.1. Line drawing of faults

2.4.

photographs (taken from above) at successive steps of the experiment.

which faults coalesce and scarps collapse.

total measured length. This could be an interpretation artefact of the complex fault pattern in

A fifth stage can be observed on figure 7-A, with a slight increase and then a decrease in

keeps increasing whereas the number of segmentss remains constant (figs. 3, 7-A and C).

and gently propagate but no new segments are created (fig. 10-c). Indeed, the total fault length

parallel and displacement perpendicular ones). The faults are active, accommodate extension

During a fourth stage, the rate of fault segment initiation decreases (it even stops for the rift-

evolution (fig. 7-C).

two other ones increase (fig. 7-B). The total length of each fault population follows the same

The relative length amount of intermediate segments tends to decrease during stage 3 as the

faults. Rift-parallel faults mainly develop in the centre of the model and with short lengths.

followed by displacement-normal faults in an increasing amount, and eventually rift-parallel

the relay zone can be followed precisely: during stage 3, intermediate faults first dominate,

stages (fig. 7-A, stage 3), but with relatively shorter lengths. On figure 7-A the evolution of

initiate (fig. 8-a). The number of fault segments increases more rapidly than during earlier

At an extension rate of about 2 to 3%, the relay zone breaks through and rift-parallel faults

intermediate ones (fig. 7-A)

forming are mainly intermediate ones and displacement-normal ones, then mainly

first basins continue to accommodate the applied extension (figs. 5, stage 2). The faults

do not overlap, defining a relay zone in the centre of the model. As the model evolves, the two

discontinuities (fig. 5, steps until 2-3%). The geometry consists of two en-echelon basins that

discontinuities. Thus, faults propagate toward the centre of the model away from the

(fig. 5 and 7-A). Those faults localize at the model borders, near the lateral velocity

(fig. 5 and 7, stage 2). First, displacement-normal (red) and intermediate (green) faults initiate

In the homogeneous model (model 5), faults significantly initiate after ~1% of extension

3.1. Homogeneous model

3. Results

13), which are extension-parallel and rift-normal.

applied during the experiments, which in turns prevented the identification of fault activity

during the whole duration of the experiment. This was achieved by comparing top

its readjustment. We have realised two final lithospheric cross-sections on each model (fig.

7

advantage of the changing isostatic equilibrium, we restored the shape of the interface prior to
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models. In order to allow for a better observation of fault patterns, no extra sedimentation was
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extension of 20% throughout the entire model and about 130% throughout the rift, for both

6

earlier.

vertical displacements are progressively increased. Nevertheless, in the rift centre, the

very important in the main part of the model (fig. 7-E). Moreover, the total length of riftparallel faults becomes higher than that of the displacement-normal faults, which indicates an
early prominence of rift-parallel faults. This stage, which corresponds to the deformed zones
connection, occurs earlier in the heterogeneous model (2% vs. 2,5% extension).

direction. Then they progressively undergo a clockwise rotation, which separates the block

from the rift border forming a scissor-like shaped graben. The maximal observed rotation

exceeds 20°. Small blocks are more prone to high rotations. In the homogeneous model,

rotation zones from opposite borders interact in the rift centre and lead to highly deformed

individualised after 6% extension (fig. 4-d). These structures are clearly identifiable on the
topography after 5.15% extension (fig. 12-B). The rift borders are first structured by

extension (fig. 6). They localize at the lateral velocity discontinuities. Two basins form,

rift-parallel structures, composed of two grabens separated by a major horst, which is finally

borders and in the rift centre limiting a central rift-parallel horst. The rift is then composed of

In the heterogeneous model (model 4), faults start to develop after about 1.5% bulk

3.2. Heterogeneous model

after 3% extension (fig. 4-b). After ~4.5% extension, rift-parallel faults form on the rift

continuation of stage 4.

horsts, to shear zones. In Brun and Beslier’s [1996] models, the ductile crust undergoes

lithosphere, occurs beneath the northernmost major horst.

observed with a slight amount of segment creation, but this could rather be seen as the

13). In other terms, surface grabens correspond at depth to a boudin of brittle mantle and the

After this first structuration, we can observe the model evolution through top-views (fig. 4

become even more numerous than the displacement-normal ones (fig. 7-F). A stage 5 can be

phase, i.e. the thinned brittle crust is above the thickened brittle mantle and conversely (fig.

and fig. 9) and topographic profiles (fig. 12-B). The deformed zones connection is achieved

slight increase of rift-parallel faults during this step (figs. 7-D and F). The rift-parallel faults

and Beslier [1996], the two brittle-ductile systems (crust and mantle) are in opposition of

mantle. Maximum thinning of the brittle mantle, which represents the main resistance of the

accommodated by the existing segments (fig. 11-c). Nevertheless, the model 4 still presents a

the brittle crust layer and as boudins in the sub-Moho mantle. As in the experiments of Brun

horizontal shear and therefore constitutes a decollement zone between the upper crust and the

segments are active and gently propagate without creation of new segments. Extension is

In cross-sections (fig. 13), the major shifts in the scanned surfaces are interpreted as faults in

After that, segment creation slows down, corresponding to a stage 4 (fig. 7), where fault

largely decreased, showing that those faults are significant at one lateral discontinuity but not

3). The rotated blocks are formed along the rift borders with a rift-parallel to intermediate

areas. As rotations are always clockwise, these areas correspond to left-lateral shear zones.

and displacement-normal ones (fig. 7-D). The relative length of displacement-normal faults is

A major observation of the oblique models is the progressive rotation of crustal blocks (fig.

through the centre of the model. First intermediate segments initiate, followed by rift-parallel

homogeneous model since faulting occurs at higher extension amount and stage 3 starts

in the displacement-normal direction, is achieved after ~12% extension (fig. 12-A). The

relay break through of the previous experiment, i.e. the time when the deformation propagates

and the rift-parallel structuration is well observed. The stage 2 is shorter than in the

edges of the rift (fig. 8-f and g, ~7-13%). The final structure, with four horsts and five grabens

19.24% extension), whereas the maximal subsidence reaches 2.9 mm depth (fig. 12-A).

large (1,5 cm) and the faults are globally longer than in the previous model. The rift is narrow

remains constant (fig. 12-A). Then the development of rift-parallel faults is observed on the

shoulders finally reach an elevation of 3.7 mm above the mean elevation along the profiles (at

initiate mainly parallel to the rift and in an intermediate orientation (fig. 7-E). Fault spacing is

e, ~5-6%). Horsts and grabens develop but the elevation of the rift shoulders approximately

After about 2.5% bulk extension, there is a slight increase in segment creation rate. This

dominant. Very few displacement-normal faults initiate (fig. 6 and fig. 7-D). The faults

mainly accommodated by displacement-normal fault formation or reactivation (figs. 8-d and

could be a stage 3 as in the previous experiment. We interpret this as the equivalent of the

of the lateral displacement. It appears that in the rest of the model, those faults are not

formed. The topographic profiles show little vertical movements. Then the deformation is

destruct the rift-parallel and intermediate oriented horsts (fig. 8-g and h, 13-15%). The rift

constant (fig. 7-D, stage 2). The displacement-normal faults are actually concentrated at one

bulk extension (fig. 8-c), the development of relay zone is completed and all major faults are

continuous extension is accommodated by displacement-normal faults, which progressively

normal (fig. 7-E). Until 2.5% extension, the rate of fault segment creation is approximately

9

especially on the “right” discontinuity. At the very beginning, faults are mainly displacement-
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After this first structuration, the model is not easily interpretable. The following evolution
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can be observed on top views (fig. 3 and fig. 8) and topographic profiles (fig. 12-A). After 4%

8

of the brittle mantle, which can lead to ductile mantle exhumation.

and h). The final state (fig. 9-h) shows that the main horst and rift borders are re-faulted by

and more numerous than them in the heterogeneous one.

latter stages, becoming as numerous as displacement-normal faults in the homogeneous model

abundant. In both models, rift-parallel faults initiate and become an important fault set in

In both models, regardless of the amount of extension, intermediate faults are the most

our models of oblique rifts present highly segmented borders with an en échelon organisation.

As in previous studies [Clifton et al., 2000; McClay and White, 1995; Tron and Brun, 1991],

3.3. Synthesis

comparable characteristics and lead to the ductile mantle exhumation at the surface.

ductile mantle and the ductile crust. The models by Brun and Beslier (1996) display

layer, which is the zone of highest strength in the model, allows the contact between the

observed on the brittle mantle in top-view too (fig. 14). The discontinuity in the brittle mantle

of phase. A remarkable observation is the break-up of the brittle mantle. This feature can be

Brun and Beslier [1996], the two brittle-ductile systems (crust and mantle) are in opposition

directly located above the ductile mantle heterogeneity. As in the model 5 and the model of

The final cross-section of the heterogeneous model (fig. 13) shows that the central horst is

observed on the rift borders too.

orientation at the end of the experiment (fig. 4-h). Small scissor-like shaped grabens can be

central horst initiates in a rift-parallel direction (fig. 4-c) and is finally in a nearly intermediate

Indeed, the central horst limits the structures length and their rotation. Nevertheless, the

Rotations are not as frequent in heterogeneous model as it is in the homogeneous model.

But it seems that higher elevation stand laterally to the profiles.

Intermediate faulting in the early stage of oblique rifting

extension (fig. 5) without being connected.

displacement-normal direction. The deformed zones reach the centre of the model at 2.25%

heterogeneous model. They propagate toward the centre of the model with an intermediate to

at the lateral discontinuities (fig. 5). The lateral deformed zones are wider than in the

In the homogeneous model, intermediate faults and many displacement-normal faults initiate

zone (fig. 6, 2.14%).

start to develop in the model centre with an en-echelon pattern and through a wide oblique

of the rift toward the model centre, strongly influenced by the weakness. Intermediate faults

weakness in the mantle, as stresses are directly transmitted to the crust, before the propagation

discontinuities, which localise the deformation that is not much influenced by the lithospheric

1995; Tron and Brun, 1991] (fig. 15). This population is likely due to the lateral

normal faults were not observed in previous models [Clifton et al., 2000; McClay and White,

normal faults in the vicinity of the lateral velocity discontinuities (fig. 6). Displacement-

In the heterogeneous model, the fault pattern initiates with intermediate and displacement-

4.1.

4. Discussion

they poorly affect the deformation of the central horst in the heterogeneous model.

homogeneous model rotation can lead to left-lateral shear zones in the rift centre, whereas

Rotations are systematic in both models but less important in the heterogeneous one. In the

even if some displacement-perpendicular ones can be observed in the centre of the basin.

Whereas the heterogeneous model displays a rather symmetric pattern with a central break-up

the topographic profiles. The central horst is finally destructed by rift-parallel faults (fig. 9-g

profiles (at 19.48% extension), whereas the maximal subsidence reaches 4.2 mm (fig. 12-B).

displays a distributed deformation in the whole lithosphere with a slight asymmetric thinning.

displacement-normal faults in the deep lateral grabens (fig. 9-f) and are thus less elevated on

In the homogeneous model, displacement perpendicular faults control the final stage of

shoulders. The grabens of the heterogeneous models are deeper. The homogeneous model

constitute the rift structuration until the final state. The small horsts are re-faulted by

extension. In the heterogeneous model, large active rift-parallel faults control the deformation,

in the heterogeneous model and they lie under the mean elevation except for the rift

topographic profiles (fig. 12-B, ~10%). Then, the three horsts and four grabens observed will

faults. The rift shoulders reaches an elevation of 1.8 mm above the mean elevation along the

the horsts are more numerous and rise above the mean elevation, whereas there are few horsts

edges. Small horsts are separated from the rift edges (fig. 9-d and e) and are observed on the

rift-parallel faults whereas the in-graben structures are re-faulted by displacement-normal

However, several differences are noteworthy. In the homogeneous model, the total number

11

of segments is twice as numerous as in the heterogeneous model. In the homogeneous model,
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extension, the central horst starts to be re-faulted by numerous intermediate faults on its

J. Autin et al.

intermediate faults then by rift-parallel ones after 6% extension (fig. 9-b-c-d). After 10%

10

could not be a valid explanation for the whole rift, but only for local places. Our results tend
to confirm such a hypothesis: relay faults might form in some places between en-echelon
basins. Once such faults are active and start thinning the crust, local stresses due to crustal
thickness variation (as in the heterogeneous model) can also act to enhance such faults. In
such zone, the local stresses will be perpendicular to the deformed zone controlled by early
relay faults.

models and data present an important peak of intermediate faults (60° to 75° from the

displacement direction). This good agreement between data and models (performed both at

crustal and lithospheric scales) suggests that the analogue models reproduce well the early

stages of oblique continental rifting, and that this early evolution is well constrained. The

analogue models with a crust over a basal velocity discontinuity [Clifton et al., 2000; McClay

and White, 1995; Tron and Brun, 1991] thus succeed in capturing the main structural

Development of local stresses

homogeneous model, displacement-normal faults are more developed than rift-parallel faults,
whereas rift-parallel faults become more important in the heterogeneous model. Moreover,

weakness with en échelon intermediate and rift-parallel faults (fig. 6, since 2.58%). Then, rift-

parallel faults begin to accommodate a large amount of the applied extension (fig. 9-a-d, 3.09

displacement-normal faults are proportionally more numerous in the homogeneous model

deeper. The deformation is thus accommodated by large offset on less numerous faults. In the

than the homogeneous model. Indeed, less segments and horsts are created and grabens are

The heterogeneous model, as one can foresee, has more efficiently localizes deformation

of a peak in the population of faults and its scarcity in the other models (fig. 15).

layer, which underlies the sand (fig. 3 in Tron and Brun, 1991). This may explain the presence

the latter experiments, rift-parallel faults initiate only above the border of the basal silicone

In the heterogeneous model, the lateral deformed zones are rapidly connected along the

have different stress origins in the heterogeneous and the homogeneous models.

rather than displacement-normal faults (fig. 7-D and E). However, their initiation seems to

connect toward the centre of the model. Intermediate and rift-parallel new faults develop

The fault pattern evolves with ongoing extension, when the two lateral deformed zones

4.2.

fault population is not prominent except in Tron and Brun‘s (1991) experiments (fig. 15). In

crustal thickness variation might also play a minor role in the fault pattern geometry. This

parallel direction on the rift borders. Thus, to explain rift-parallel faults, local stresses due to

parallel faults and rift perpendicular extension direction. The authors also noticed that this

et al., 2006). In good agreement with the prediction of Withjack and Jamison [1986], all

probably more complicated.

typical of relay zones. Such mechanism was suggested by Huchon et al. (2003) to explain rift-

(1991), Clifton et al., (2000), our models and for Gulf of Aden onland major faults (Bellahsen

but probably only in early stages. As we will discuss later, the following stages of rifting are

obliquity. Local stresses may also be invoked, but in this case they are due to stress rotation

azimuthal distribution of faults under similar obliquity for the models of Tron and Brun

In previous crustal-scale models [Clifton et al., 2000; McClay and White, 1995; Tron and

this step, the lack of significant variation in crustal thickness suggests another origin for fault

overlying a basal velocity discontinuity and show the same pattern. Figure 15 shows the

Brun, 1991], faults tend to be of intermediate trend in the rift centre and to approach rift-

relay breaks through. In this relay zone, as few extension has been accommodated so far at

[Clifton et al., 2000; McClay and White, 1995; Tron and Brun, 1991] model the crust

characteristics of oblique rifting with a basal discontinuity instead of the whole lithosphere,

discontinuities, and thus the deformed zones. The first rift-parallel faults initiate when this

mainly displays faults with an intermediate azimuth. Other analogue models of oblique rifting

cannot be constrained in our models.

analytic models, oblique rift firstly develops under a transtensional regime that induces a

very narrow width (fig. 5, 2.90%). These faults form a relay zone between the two shifted

the oblique reactivation of displacement-normal faults might occur, even if oblique slip

Tron and Brun, 1991]. As shown by Withjack and Jamison [1986], from analogue and

slightly oblique to the direction of extension (opening direction). The resulting fault pattern

which localizes mantle thinning and thus crustal thinning. In such zones with local stresses,

consistent with previous analogue models [Clifton et al., 2000; McClay and White, 1995;

In the homogeneous model, the lateral deformed zones connect by rift-parallel faults on a

and Froidevaux, 1982]. These local stresses are controlled by the oblique heterogeneity,

(intermediate between the perpendicular to extension and the parallel to the rift axis). This is

slight rotation of the minimal main stress !3 in the applied zone of obliquity. !3 is thus

stresses induced by variation of crustal thickness across the rift [Artyushkov, 1973; Fleitout
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to 6.21%). The initiation and propagation of such faults are interpreted to be due to local
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Thus, in both analogue models presented here, during the early stages (less than ~3% of
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extension), the main fault population is composed by faults with intermediate strike
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exhumation of the mantle.

(fig. 8 and 9), the formation of new segments resumes though at this stage, the fault pattern

Initiation of a possible mantle exhumation

Block rotations are observed in both models, but are larger in the homogeneous model than
in the heterogeneous one. In all models, the rotations are clockwise, consistent with the
kinematics of the oblique rift (right lateral). Some horsts rotate from an intermediate direction
to a displacement-normal one (rotations up to 20°). Rotations induce the opening of scissor-

This shows that the heterogeneous setting favours an earlier breakup of the uppermost brittle

mantle. This is a consequence of the heterogeneity introduced in the initial model, which

Block rotations

time lapse of the experiment (fig. 13 and 14-B). It would however have eventually occurred.

4.5.

also explain the difference between models and observations.

rift localization and mantle exhumation, regardless of the chosen type of model. This could

viscosity. There is little doubt that a non-newtonian viscosity would have favoured even more

occurs in the heterogeneous model, while it is not achieved in the homogeneous one in the

prominent. As shown in section 3.2, the complete breakup of the uppermost brittle mantle

The differences between the two models show that the behaviour of the brittle mantle is

4.4.

deformation, the development of the rift-parallel faults on the rift borders stop early.

In our models, as well as in most previous analogue modelling studies, we used a newtonian

after larger extension than in orthogonal extension.

zone of high crustal thinning. Moreover, as the thinned parts of the lithosphere localise the

suggests that the presence of an oblique heterogeneity could allow for mantle exhumation

than at the previous stage (see section 4.2), because of low crustal thickness variations in this

the localisation of the deformation at depth occurs lately, and the deformation is more diffuse

Tron and Brun, 1991 or of McClay and White, 1995).

initiate only in the centre of the rifted zone. This is likely due to much lower local stresses

mantle (Fig. 14). Thus, the localisation of thinning along a continuous zone is more difficult,

border faults (here referring to the faults at the margin of the deformed zone, see Figure 3 of

in the brittle crust, leading to a much wider rifted zone. Nevertheless, analogue modelling

an en-echelon pattern of the thinned zones of the lithosphere, and especially in the brittle

In both models, displacement-normal faults (perpendicular to the far-field extensional stress)

to the rift obliquity in our models. Indeed, in the homogeneous model, the obliquity induces

consistent with other analogue models where the faults close to rift-parallel direction are

Beslier, 1996), the ductile mantle does not reach the surface, even when the breakup of the

drawing (fig. 16).

structures, except on the rift borders, where rift-parallel faults are still active (fig. 8). This is

extension twice as high as Brun and Beslier’s [1996] model (~20% vs. 10% in Brun and

displacement-normal faults localize in the main deep grabens as we can see on the final line-

brittle mantle is achieved (heterogeneous model, fig. 13). The difference seems thus to be due

thicknesses and extension velocities are comparable. While models 4 and 5 undergo an

In the homogeneous model, displacement-normal faults cut the intermediate and rift-parallel

four-layers orthogonal model of Brun and Beslier [1996]. The analogue materials, layer

In the heterogeneous model, intermediate and rift-parallel faults cut the rift-parallel

step of the exhumation of the mantle. The models cross-sections (fig. 13) are compared to the

structures (fig. 9). This is especially clear in the central horst and on the rift borders. Then,

no evidence of a dominating fault population.

In the same way, it is most probable that brittle mantle breakup in our models is an initial

whole lithosphere, and a high thinning of the crust and eventually its breakup leading to the

and by propagating segments formed during earlier stages. However, once the rift is mature

becomes too complex to be accurately deciphered from models photographs. There is indeed

localisation of the deformation in this lithospheric weakness zone induces the necking of the

decrease and the deformation is mostly accommodated following the same ongoing activity

extension proceeds. The breakup of the brittle mantle leads to the superposition of two

uppermost brittle mantle and the localisation of the deformation in one of the neck zone as
conjugate normal shear zones, one in the ductile lower crust and one the ductile mantle. The

Rift localization

In the four-layers orthogonal models of Brun et Beslier (1996) (fig. 13), the break-up of the
brittle upper mantle also occurs. It is a consequence of the boudinage of the high strength

In both models, once the rift localizes, the rate at which new fault segments initiate tends to

4.3.

faults.

heterogeneity seems to develop rift-parallel faults at the expense of displacement-normal

an early localisation of the deformation at depth.
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decreases the strength of the brittle mantle, and hence of the whole lithosphere, and leads to
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displacement-normal faults in the homogeneous model. In the heterogeneous model, the
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than in the heterogeneous model (fig. 7). The final fault distribution shows a peak of
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is due to a complex evolution of the converging northern margin of the Bitlis-Zagros-Makran.
Around 30-40 Ma ago, the still active subduction of the Tethyan Ocean under the Zagros and
Makran, with the starting collision in the Bitlis, could have provided extensional stresses to
the African plate (Bellahsen et al. 2003). The Gulf opened along an orientation that does not
seem to be inherited, and thus seems to be newly created as discussed in Bellahsen et al.

the grabens, near the rift centre. In the rift centre, block rotations induce the formation of left-

lateral steep shear zones, especially observed on the top view of the brittle mantle (fig. 13-A).

These shear zones can be the initiation of future zones of transfer and maybe transform faults,

which dissect the oblique rift. Their spacing would thus be linked to the scale of the rotated

blocks.

rheology is only applicable in the oriental Gulf of Aden, since the western part deformed
under the influence of the Afar hot spot. Lateral velocity discontinuities are rather
experimental tricks, and have no real geological analogue, but it is a way to induce oblique (or
orthogonal) rifts in homogeneous lithosphere scale models without preexisting weaknesses.
As suggested by the model of Bellahsen et al. (2003), the obliquity of the Gulf of Aden does
not seem to depend of inherited lithospheric heterogeneity.

1995; Sokoutis et al., 2007; Tron and Brun, 1991; Withjack and Jamison, 1986]. The Gulf of

Aden structure and evolution were already studied in the light of the clay analogue and

analytical models of Withjack and Jamison (1986). They noted that the intermediate fault

population was an important one in the Gulf, in good agreement with their models and

corroborated by our models. However, both onshore and offshore data were rather scarce at

the time of their study. New data are now available [Bellahsen et al., 2006; d'Acremont et al.,

but also show some complexities that can be understood in the light of our models.

the Gulf of Aden margins (fig. 17-3 and fig. 18). Three fault populations initiate in this

The fault pattern in the homogeneous model is comparable to the fault pattern described on

cold lithosphere, deformed during the Tertiary rifting of the Gulf of Aden. However, this

[Clifton et al., 2000; Dauteuil et al., 2001; Mart and Dauteuil, 2000; McClay and White,

2005; Fournier et al., 2004; Huchon and Khanbari, 2003] that confirm the above conclusions

The models presented in this study were elaborated to be consistent with the obliquity of the
Gulf of Aden, which results in a 50° oblique rift. The four-layer rheology corresponds to a

serpentinised mantle in some local area [Leroy et al., subm.].

toward the East [Autin, 2008]. The ocean-continent transition seems to exhibit exhumed

populations that form on mid-ocean ridges and continental rifts during oblique extension

Application: the oriental Gulf of Aden

Scaled physical models have been used to interpret the geometry and evolution of fracture

4.6.

margin, offshore grabens present scissor-like morphology with an opening and deepening

occur during the rifting.

the structure of conjugate margins issued of oblique rifting. Analogue modelling strongly

trends until the end of the rifting.

rotations (N160°E extension toward N020°E extension, [Autin, 2008; Fournier et al., 2004]

the rift borders. These observations have noteworthy implications for the comprehension of

more displacement-normal directions [d'Acremont et al., 2005]. On the oriental northern

Bellahsen et al., 2006; Huchon and Khanbari, 2003; Lepvrier et al., 2002] or clockwise

The extensional features are then shorter and more discontinuous near the rift centre than on

parts of the margins, especially the emerged parts, may have better preserved the initial faults

counter clockwise rotations (N020°E extension toward N160°E extension, [Autin, 2008;

As a consequence, block rotations dissect the horst and graben structures in the rift centre.

The Gulf of Aden is highly segmented with first order and second order segmentations

studies show several extension directions and their relative chronology. Accordingly, both

from block rotations.

[d'Acremont et al., 2005]. Offshore, near the ocean-continent transition, the structures exhibit

et al., 1991; Huchon and Khanbari, 2003; Lepvrier et al., 2002]. Moreover, microstructural

heterogeneous model favour rift-parallel faults those probably have oblique slip, preventing

ocean-continent transition, do not show their initial orientation, whereas the more proximal

onshore margins [Bellahsen et al., 2006; Fournier et al., 2004; Fournier et al., 2007; Huchon

because all faults have mainly dip slip displacements inducing rotations. On the contrary, the

suggests that faults presently observed in the distal parts of such passive margins, near the

Three fault populations (extension-normal, rift-parallel, intermediate) are observed on the

at surface level and at depth. Thus, the homogeneous model favours block rotation, probably

[2003].

Carlsberg ridge in the east. The obliquity is thus around 50°. The far field extension direction

amount of extension along-strike the grabens, the extension being higher in the widest parts of

The rotations are less expressed in model 4 and no transverse steep shear zones are observed

The Gulf of Aden trends along a N070°E direction. It formed under the influence a N020°E
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trending far field extension, of the Afar hot spot in the west, and maybe of the propagating
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the rift and wider toward the West on the southern flank. Consequently, there is a differential
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like shaped grabens (fig. 3 and 4), which are wider toward the East on the northern flank of
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lithosphere is homogeneous. In this model, the rift is oblique only because the lateral velocity
discontinuities are offset.

faults may activate and displacement-normal may be reactivated obliquely as observed in

models.

variations become smaller, inducing a subsequent decrease in local stresses. Thus, the stress

case the zone of extreme thinning is aligned with the rift axis.

second structural characteristic is the short length of horsts in the distal margin (fig. 18),

opening perpendicular segments of a few tens of kilometres each [d’Acremont et al., subm.].

morphology controls the beginning of oceanic accretion that occurs in non-oblique but

en-échelon zones, controlled by displacement normal faults as mentioned earlier. This

échelon structured margin. Final stages of rifting and possible mantle exhumation are thus in

observed. In such location, mantle exhumation, if any, might occur on short length in the en-

rotations. In particular, in the ocean-continent transition, a scissor-like morphology is

observed on the northern margin [Autin et al., subm.] (fig. 18) and could result from blocks

(iiii) Finally, the model displays grabens with scissor-like morphology. Such grabens are

Marges" projects.

package (Wessel & Smith 1995). This study is part of the GDR "Marges" and the "Action
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probably not due to a pre-existing lithospheric weakness.

field extension as well as rift-parallel ones control the late stages of deformation. Thus, in this

opening direction and well oriented to become transfer faults and maybe transform faults. The

evolution and, in particular, argue that the obliquity of the rifting in this area was most

geometry of the accretion centres. In the heterogeneous model, faults perpendicular to the far

final stages of rifting [Autin et al., subm.]. Those steep faults are indeed parallel to the

block rotations and horsts re-faulting.

one that will control the ocean-continent transition structure (not seen in our models) and the

to initiate during the ocean-continent transition formation and deformation and/or during the

These characteristics allow to explain the structures observed in the Gulf of Aden and their

that the zones of extreme thinning are still disposed en-echelon. Those are believed to be the

rifts). One can hypothesize that those transfer faults can localize the transfer zones that seem

that the highly non-cylindrical structures imaged by reflection seismic data (fig. 18) are due to

perturb the far field one. Faults perpendicular to the far field extension initiate. The result is

blocks are faulted by ongoing deformation resulting in short horsts (shorter than in orthogonal

which may be a consequence, as in the models, of block rotations. Thus, we could suggest

Once the rift has thinned enough, the deformation localizes in the rift centre where no
crustal thickness variation are significant. In the homogeneous models, no local stresses

(1) the initiation of steep shear or transfer zones initiated in the rift centre and (2) rotated

to crustal thickness variations.

rift-parallel faults, probably due to local stresses (extension perpendicular to the rift axis) due

induces stress rotations as discussed above and to block rotations that have two consequences:

(iii) The high segmentation of the Gulf of Aden (fig. 18) may be due to the rift obliquity that

in d’Acremont et al. (2006).

In a second stage, the rift localizes along the oblique zone especially though the initiation of

due to the overall kinematics of the oblique rift. Those were predicted by previous analogue

rotation of stresses in the rift centre. In such zone, the crust is highly thinned and thickness

regime is again dominated by far field boundary conditions, i.e. N-S to N020°E as suggested

stage, intermediate faults are the main ones, especially in the heterogeneous model. This is

(ii) The observed clockwise rotation of the extension direction can be related to a late

In both models, the evolution of the fault pattern indicates how the rift localizes. In a first

weakness and lateral velocity discontinuities (offset in plane view). In the second model, the

[2006]. In such a state of stress (extension N160°E, perpendicular to the rift axis) rift-parallel

some places in the field [Bellahsen et al., 2006; Huchon and Khanbari, 2003].

lithospheric mantle. In this model, the obliquity of the rift is forced by the obliquity of the

(i) The observed anticlockwise rotation of the direction of extension may results from local

In one experiment, the lithosphere is heterogeneous, thanks to a zone of weakness in the

We have presented two analogue models where an oblique rifting is simulated in two ways.

Conclusions

Analogue models of oblique rifting in a cold lithosphere

stresses due to crustal thickness variation on the rift border as suggested by Bellahsen et al.

interpretation.

centre. The models may thus provide keys for the interpretation of the Gulf of Aden faults

model: rift-parallel faults rather on the rift borders and displacement-normal faults in the rift
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Table 1: Main physical properties of natural and analogue materials.

Asthenosphere

Lithospheric ductile mantle

Lithospheric brittle mantle

Lower crust

Upper crust
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Figure 2: Strength profiles for the experimental lithosphere and the heterogeneity.

Figure 1: Strength profiles of the lithosphere and heterogeneity in experiments.
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figure 7.

Figure 3: Top views of the homogeneous model during extension. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of
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figure 7.

Figure 4: Top views of the heterogeneous model during extension. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of
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segments. Red: displacement-normal segments. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of figure 7.

percentage of total length for each segment population. Blue: rift-parallel segments. Green: intermediate

Figure 5: Line-drawing of the first stages of the model homogeneous and azimuthal distribution of the
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segments. Red: displacement-normal segments. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of figure 7.

percentage of total length for each segment population. Blue: rift-parallel segments. Green: intermediate

Figure 6: Line-drawing of the first stages of the model heterogeneous and azimuthal distribution of the
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percentage. C-F: total cumulated length.

segments. Red: displacement-normal segments. A-D: number of segments evolution. B-E: total cumulated length

and heterogeneous (right) models with increasing extension. Blue: rift-parallel segments. Green: intermediate

Figure 7: Time-evolution of the fault population during the first stages of development of the homogeneous (left)
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figure 7.

Figure 8: Time evolution of the centre of the homogeneous model. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of
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figure 7.

Figure 9: Time evolution of the centre of the heterogeneous model. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of
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Circled numbers correspond to the stages of figure 7.

Figure 10: Differential topography (2 min spaced) of the homogeneous model for increasing extension amount.
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amount. Circled numbers correspond to the stages of figure 7.

Figure 11: Differential topography (2 min spaced) of the heterogeneous model for increasing extension
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topographic maps.

along two profiles: extension-parallel and rift-perpendicular cross-sections. See profiles localisation on the

Figure 12: Evolution of the topography (from laser scan data) for the homogeneous and heterogeneous models
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perpendicular to the opening direction.

Figure 13: Model cross-sections and comparison with the model of Brun and Beslier (1996), where the rift is
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in the center of the rift in model 4.

taken after the removal of the brittle and ductile crust layers. Note the exhumation of the reddish ductile mantle

Figure 14: Photographs of the top of the brittle mantle for homogeneous model 5 and heterogeneous model 4,
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oblique rifting and comparison to the Gulf of Aden (measured faults onland).

Figure 15: Fault distribution (percentage of total length vs. fault azimuth) for different analogue models of

J. Autin et al.

major faults are reported.

Figure 16: Line drawing of the homogeneous (A) and heterogeneous (B) models after 20% extension. Only
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Figure 17: Line-drawing of the three main steps in the evolution of the homogeneous model. Drawings are

J. Autin et al.

the local stresses induced by thickness variation.

rotated in order to fit the opening direction of the Gulf of Aden (N020°E, white arrows). Black arrows represent
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Samuel et al., 1997; Watchorn et al., 1998].

Menzies and al., 1994; Morrison et al., 1997; Platel and Roger, 1989; Roger et al., 1989; Roger et al., 1992;

1997; Brannan et al., 1997; d'Acremont et al., 2005; Fantozzi, 1996; Khanbari, 2000; Lepvrier et al., 2002;

seismic reflection data ([Autin et al., subm.; Bellahsen et al., 2006; Beydoun and Bichan, 1969; Birse et al.,

Figure 18: Structural map of the conjugate margins of the oriental Gulf of Aden. Synthesis from field work and
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Chapitre 2
Subductions
Le concept de subduction est intimement associé d’une part à celui de tectonique
des plaques et d’autre part à celui de convection mantellique. Cette situation est
source d’ambiguités et de mécompréhension, puisque d’aucuns isolent implictement la tectonique des plaques de la convection mantellique. On trouve fréquement
un paradigme d’étude des subductions vues depuis la surface vers l’intérieur, où
la convergence entre les plaques et la disparition de ces plaques dans le manteau
sont considérées en isolement de l’écoulement mantellique sous-jacent. Un paradigme réciproque (de l’intérieur vers la surface) est aussi fréquent, dans lequel la
subduction est perçue comme le courant descendant d’une cellule de convection.
La lithosphère en subduction y est décrite comme une couche limite thermique
instable qui ne saurait être empêchée par la tectonique de surface. Il s’agit respectivement du point de vue du géologue et du point de vue du physicien.

Cette dualité est héritée de la période d’avènement de la tectonique des plaques [Le
Pichon, 1968, McKenzie & Parker, 1967, Morgan, 1968] qui a vu l’entrée de la physique dans la conceptualisation des sciences de la Terre. Elle a été très fructueuse
dans les décennies qui ont suivi puisqu’elle a permis de documenter la tectonique
des plaques et la subduction en particulier par les observations géologiques tout en
développant parallèlement une comprénsion physique des processus. Elle a atteint
ses limites dès lors que d’une part les principes physiques élémentaires qui pilotent
la subduction ont été compris, et que que les observables de surface en termes
de tectoniques ont été bien décrits. Les divergence entre prédictions et observations, d’un point de vue comme de l’autre, ne sauraient être expliquée sans une
109
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approche conjointe. C’est dans ce cadre que je base mes travaux sur la subduction.

De manière générale, les études portant sur les zones de subduction portent sur
des tentatives de corrélations -peu satisfaisantes- entre observables cinématiques et
propriétés mécaniques intrinsèques de la zone de subduction [Heuret & Lallemand,
2005, Jarrard, 1986, Lallemand et al., 2005], et sur la modélisation de la dynamique
des zones de subduction prises comme systèmes indépendants.

2.1

Subductions de lithosphères hétérogènes

La subduction des plaques lithosphériques est dans son acception générale entendue comme celle de plaques homogènes qui descendent dans le manteau moins
dense en régime permanent. Cette idée a été largement véhiculée par les travaux essentiels en modélisation analogique, en particulier de Faccenna et Funiciello [e.g.,
Bellahsen et al., 2005, Funiciello et al., 2003, Schellart, 2004] (fig. 2.1), accompagné par pléthore de modèles numériques [e.g., Capitanio et al., 2007, Christensen & YuenN, 1984, Di Giuseppe et al., 2008, Stegman et al., 2006]. Ces modèles,
qui explorent les propriétés intrinsèques des subductions ont permis d’avoir une
compréhension claire des mécanismes qui opèrent pour une subduction isolée, mais
prédisent des comportements qui ne sont que partiellement comparables aux observations. Cette divergence s’explique par le traitement des zones des subductions
en tant que systèmes isolés. Les zones de subductions prises dans un contexte global sont traitées dans la section 4.

En réalité, il semble peu probable que le régime permanent s’applique systématiquement à la Terre, puisque les structures en densité et en rhéologie des panneaux
plongeants sont très souvent hétérogènes. Dans les expériences et applications
présentées dans les articles suivants, nous proposons un modèle semi-analytique
pour examiner le comportement dynamique des subductions faisant intervenir des
panneaux plongeants hétérogènes (J. Martinod et co-auteurs [Martinod et al.,
2005] avaient envisagés cette possibilité, fig. 2.1) et explorons la possibilité que
cette hétérogénéité soit responsable de la divergence presque systématique entre
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Fig. 2.1: Modélisation analogique de la migration de type rollback du panneau
plongeant, vers un régime permanent (à gauche, expérience F. Funiciello et
C. Faccenna) et en régime transitoire lors de l’introduction d’une lithosphère
hétérogène (à droite, évolution schématique [Martinod et al., 2005]). Analogue
modeling of a rollback type subduction, towards a steady state (left, experiment
by F. Funiciello and C. Faccenna) and in transient state (right, sketch evolution
[Martinod et al., 2005]).

théories et observations. Les subductions y apparaissent alors comme une successions de régimes transitoires. Les cinématiques variées qui en résultent correspondent mieux aux observations que les modèles en régime stationnaire.

La vaste majorité des modèles de subductions sont soit analogiques, soit numériques. Dans le premier cas, les processus physiques qui opèrent sont supposés
compris et l’expérience permet de les tester, mais sans pouvoir isoler facilement
les différentes contributions à la dynamique du système. Les modèles numériques
discrétisent le système, permettant d’introduire une complexité et une résolution
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parfois supérieure aux modèles analogiques. Là encore, l’impact des processus physiques n’est pas toujours identifiable. Alternativement , il est possible de simplifier
les problèmes afin d’avoir accès à une expression analytique, dont la résolution est
limitée par le nombre d’itérations. Cette approche semi-analytique permet d’examiner indépendament chaque contribution.
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SUMMARY
A semi-analytic, 3-D model for subduction within a Newtonian viscous upper mantle provides
a dynamically consistent means of computing viscous stress, trench motion and slab geometry
in subduction systems. Although negative slab buoyancy provides the basic driving force for
subduction, slabs that extend from the surface to the base of the upper mantle are oversupported
by viscous stresses in the shallow (<100–150 km) mantle and undersupported by viscous
stresses at greater depth in the upper mantle. These deeper parts of the subduction system
act as an ‘engine’ for subduction while shallower parts act as a ‘brake’ on trench motion;
trench migration rates and slab geometry reflect a competition between these two effects.
During steady-state subduction, trench migration rates vary approximately linearly with slab
buoyancy and model rates of trench motion are in good agreement with the range of observed
rates for a two layer upper mantle viscosity of ∼2 × 1020 Pa s above 300 km and ∼5 ×
1020 Pa s below. Steady-state slab dip increases as slab density decreases, especially for very
low-density slabs, which dip significantly more steeply than high-density slabs. The horizontal
velocity at the top of the lower mantle, measured relative to the foreland, has a very large
effect on trench migration rates, rivalling or even exceeding that of slab buoyancy. Slab width,
parallel to the trench, also has a significant effect on trench migration rates due to the viscous
pressure of toroidal flow around the slab. The stiffness of the subducting lithosphere does not
exert a significant effect on trench migration rates or slab geometries for rigidities compatible
with oceanic lithosphere. Very stiff slabs, with elastic plate thicknesses more that ∼40 km
or viscosities in the range of 1025 –1026 Pa s, subduct significantly more slowly than weak
slabs, with trench migration rates in the range of half to a third that of weak slabs. Large,
unexpected effects on trench migration rates and slab geometry are exerted by the structure
and density of the frontal prism and overriding plate, indicating that local geology can exert
important constraints on slab dynamics. During non-steady-state subduction, rates of trench
migration respond rapidly as variably buoyant lithosphere penetrates into the asthenosphere.
In the absence of other driving forces for convergence, trench migration rates can change by
a factor of two or more in as little as 2–3 Myr, for example, from 35 to 70 mm yr−1 when
an oceanic piece of slab follows a continental one into the subduction system. Subduction of
variable-buoyancy lithosphere is accompanied by changes in slab dip with depth and through
time.
Key words: asthenosphere, geodynamics, lithosphere, subduction zone, trench migration.

I N T RO D U C T I O N
Subduction systems embody the local interplay between slab buoyancy and mantle viscosity, embedded within the global convective
system (e.g. McKenzie 1969; Forsyth & Uyeda 1975; Chapple
& Tullis 1977; Richter & McKenzie 1978; Hager 1984). On a
global scale there exist important feedbacks among slab buoyancy,
plate geometry, plate motions and convective flow in the upper and
lower mantle (Turcotte & Oxburgh 1967; Richter 1977; Hager &
O’Connell 1981; Davies 1989; Ricard et al. 1993; King & Hager

C

2006 The Authors
C 2006 RAS
Journal compilation 

1990; Becker & O’Connell 2001; Bercovici 2003). For example, the
rapid subduction of the Pacific plate and its convergence with Eurasia is largely attributable to the great length of subduction boundary along its northern and western margins, where high-density
lithosphere sinks rapidly into the less dense upper mantle (Forsyth
& Uyeda 1975; Solomon & Sleep 1974; Richards & LithgowBertelloni 1996; Lithgow-Bertelloni & Richards 1998; Conrad &
Lithgow-Bertelloni 2002, 2004).
Within this interactive dynamic system, the factors that determine
the motion of the trenches are poorly understood. Only a handful of
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the downgoing slab are resisted by a viscous mantle with important components of flow in three-dimensions (see model results of
Funiciello et al. 2006).
3-D numerical codes now exist with the resolution to model flow
for subduction zones of limited lateral extent (e.g. Stegman et al.
2006). However, few numerical models are equipped to determine
‘self-consistent’ trench motion (see Enns et al. 2005, for a discussion). One of the difficulties in allowing for self-consistent trench
motion is that most finite-element models of convection cannot allow
for a truly stress-free upper surface. Instead, a vertical component
of velocity, usually zero, is specified at the upper surface of the
model. In practice, this means that trench location must be specified
explicitly and that it is difficult to allow for trench migration in a
natural, self-consistent manner. Partially for this reason, laboratory
experiments of subduction have been used to generate insight into
trench migration as a self-consistent feature arising from subduction
(Bellahsen et al. 2005; Faccenna et al. 1996; Funiciello et al. 2003a;
Schellart 2004a; Shemenda 1993; Shemenda & Groholsky 1994).
There is also much to be learned from simple algorithms that
approximate the interactions of a slab with the surrounding mantle
and allow self-consistent trench motion. One such 3-D approach
was used by Dvorkin et al. (1993), where analytical results from
Hele Shaw models of viscous flow were used to analyse viscous
stresses acting on narrow slabs with prescribed dips and velocities.
A second example is the work of Buiter et al. (2001, 2002), who
used 2-D analysis of short slabs to estimate the slab pull force and
computed consistent trench velocities. We use a somewhat similar
approach, but one that does not depend a priori on specified forces,
slab geometries or rates.
In the following sections we develop a dynamically consistent
approach to subduction that involves coordination of several algorithms, or modules, each of which describes the behaviour of one
part of the system. One module describes stresses due to the poloidal
flow of mantle above the slab, another describes the stresses due to
toroidal circulation of mantle around the slab, yet another describes
the rheologic behaviour of the slab itself, etc. While each module is
based on an analytic algorithm, the subduction process is simulated
by linking all the modules at one time and time stepping through the
subduction process. We stress that, if desired, any particular module
can be reformulated without changing the overall approach to the
problem. For example, the slab could be modelled using either a viscous or elastic thin-sheet rheology, a different approximation could
be used for flow and stresses within the circulating mantle, etc. In
the following sections we go through the physics of each element of
the subduction problem, beginning with the stresses that act on the
subducting lithosphere.

#
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Figure 1. Schematic slab geometry, showing trench migration (white arrows), toroidal flow around slab (grey-shaded arrow heads) and direction of net mantle
flux within viscous wedges above and below the plate (black arrowheads).
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The dynamic behaviour of subduction systems is governed by the
balance between stresses induced by the buoyancy of the slab and
by the viscous flow of mantle adjacent to the slab (e.g. Turcotte &
Oxburgh 1967; McKenzie 1969; Davies 1977; Stevenson & Turner
1977). In general, mantle flow related to subduction is 3-D and cannot be readily captured by 2-D flow models (e.g. Funiciello et al.
2003a,b; Billen & Gurnis 2001; Billen et al. 2003). In this paper,
we consider the case where the subducting slab may migrate laterally through the surrounding asthenosphere and where subduction
is sufficiently far advanced that the slab extends to the base of the
upper mantle (Fig. 1). Because the lower mantle is too viscous to
flow at rates comparable to the upper mantle, slab migration must
be accompanied by lateral flow of material around the edges of the
slab (toroidal flow), as well as by downdip flow parallel to the slab
(poloidal flow). This means that the buoyancy stresses arising from

T H E P RO B L E M

studies have incorporated more-or-less self-consistent trench motion into the scheme of subduction (Zhong & Gurnis 1995a,b; Han
& Gurnis 1999; Becker et al. 1999; Gurnis et al. 2000; Funiciello
et al. 2003a,b; Enns et al. 2005); most define trench motion a priori
(e.g. Griffiths et al. 1995; Christensen 1996; Olbertz et al. 1997). In
fact, the rate of trench motion depends on a subtle balance between
the local density and geometry of the subducting slab and the viscosity structure of the surrounding mantle, as well as on mantle-flow
induced by far-field events (Cross & Pilger 1982; Becker et al. 1999;
Zhong & Gurnis 1995a,b). The failure to incorporate self-consistent
trench motion into dynamic models for subduction affects the results of subduction-zone models and limits our understanding of the
subduction process.
This paper was largely motivated by the desire to understand the
evolution of subduction systems in which variable slab densities
and variable rates of trench motion appear to play a primary role in
the regional tectonics, for example within the Mediterranean region
(e.g. Malinverno & Ryan 1986; Wortel & Spakman 1992; Royden
1993a,b; Jolivet & Faccenna 2000; Faccenna et al. 2003). In the
process of our investigations, we discovered that, although many
quantitative analyses of subduction exist, few were framed in a way
that could be readily adapted to the subduction of narrow, variabledensity slabs (exceptions include works by Dvorkin et al. 1993;
Stegman et al. 2006). Eventually, we decided develop an analytical
approach that was applicable to steady-state and time-dependent
systems, beginning with analysis and quantification of the stresses
that act on subducting lithosphere and the way in which these stresses
are related to the evolving slab geometry and trench velocity.
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The driving force for subduction derives from the negative buoyancy
of the subducted lithosphere and is equal to (ρl − ρa )gl, where ρl is
the average density of the slab, ρa that of the asthenosphere, and l is
the thickness of the slab (see Table 1 for a listing of all symbols and
variables). The buoyancy of a particular piece of lithosphere can be
readily estimated from its bathymetry before it nears the trench by

Slab buoyancy

For ease of reference, we shall use the term ‘mantle wedge’ or ‘viscous wedge’ to refer to the sublithospheric mantle material that
forms an approximately triangular wedge above or below the subducting slab (Fig. 2). The narrowest portion of the upper wedge will
be referred to as the ‘asthenospheric nose’ (after Kincaid & Sacks
1997). The end of the subducted slab near the upper mantle/lower
mantle interface will be referred to as the ‘slab tail’. The approximately triangular (and, in the model, undeforming) region in front of
the asthenospheric nose, extending from the surface to the top of the
slab, is referred to as the ‘frontal prism’. The frontal prism includes
the accretionary prism as well as volcanic rocks, oceanic or/and
continental crust, and mantle lithosphere. We also use the common
geologic term ‘foreland’ to describe the part of the subducting plate
that has not yet been subducted.

SOURCES OF STRESS ON THE SLAB

(1)
where w o is the pre-subduction water depth of the lithosphere, w a
is the water depth of an isostatically compensated column of asthenosphere (without crust) under no-flow conditions and ρ w is the
density of sea water. Eq. (1) indicates that the initial water depth of
the slab can be equated with an average density difference between
slab and asthenosphere. For example, each kilometre change in the
initial water depth of a 100-km-thick slab translates to a change
in mean density of 23 kg m−3 . Because most mid-ocean spreading centres are essentially a compensated column of asthenosphere,
overlain by only a thin veneer of basaltic crust, their mean depth of
∼2500 m below sea level should be a fair estimate of w a .
Slabs with pre-subduction water depths of 6+ km are extremely
dense and have the buoyancy of old oceanic lithosphere. Slabs with
pre-subduction water depths near zero, typical of much continental
lithosphere, have a buoyancy of approximately the same magnitude,
but opposite sign. (Note that this method of estimating buoyancy
refers only to the lithospheric material that is actually subducted. If,
for example, sedimentary layers were stripped off the top of the slab
prior to subduction, the buoyancy of the subducted slab would be
determined by isostatically removing the sediments from the basement and calculating the resultant water depth; such backstripping
of sedimentary sequences is a common technique in basin analysis).

(ρl − ρa )lg = (ρa − ρw )(w0 − wa )g,

applying a simple Airy balance:

Figure 2. Slab geometry and conventions used in the text, particularly convention for positive directions of slab velocities (v s , v n ), total force per unit area on
the slab surfaces (q s , q n ), and viscous normal and shear stress (σ n , τ ) on upper and lower slab surface. v R is the velocity of the trench relative to the foreland.
See Table 1 and text for definition of other variables.
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values unless otherwise specified.

Acceleration of gravity
Angle from horizontal in mantle wedge
Angle locally tangent to slab
Index normal to the slab
Index tangential to the slab
Index for top surface of slab
Index for bottom surface of slab
Functions for layered viscosity
Functions for layered viscosity

Viscosity of the upper mantle
(not including slab or lithosphere)
Viscosity of viscously competent
part of slab
Flexural rigidity of slab

Lower mantle velocity

vm

Lithostatic pressure
Viscous pressure
Viscous shear stress
Viscous normal stress
Static pressure of asthenosphere
Viscous pressure due to toroidal
component of flow
Stress (minus P static ) acting on slab surfaces

Density as a function of depth
Density of the asthenosphere
Density of the crust
Density of the slab
Density of water
Density of the frontal prism

Velocity in i-direction
Upper plate velocity

Rheology
µ

gji3079

Horizontal distance, across strike
Horizontal distance, along strike
Depth (relative to geoid)
Distance along slab from tail
Vertical deflection of the slab
Pre-subduction water depth
(proportional to slab buoyancy)
Mid-ocean ridge depth
Water depth above frontal prism
Thickness of the slab
Thickness of viscously competent
part of slab
Thickness of upper plate lithosphere
Slab half-width along strike
Thickness of sublithospheric
mantle
Radial distance in mantle wedge
Radial distance to point on slab

Definition

qi
Velocity
vi
vt

r
ro
Density
ρ (z)
ρa
ρc
ρl
ρw
ρ prism
Stress
P lith
P visc
τ
σ
P static
P0

a
λ

wa
dw
l
lp

Lengths
x
y
z
s
w
w0

Variable

Table 1. Model parameters.
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9.81 m s−2

1019 N ma when
slab is elastic

2 × 1020 Pa; z < 300 kma
5 × 1020 Pa; z > 300 kma

0a

v t = v aR

1000 kg m−3
2800a kg m−3

3300a kg m−3
2800a kg m−3

ro = r on slab

50 kma
1000 kma
λ + l = 670 km

2.5 km
d w = wa0
100 kma
50 kma

Valuea

#
C 2006 The Authors, GJI
C 2006 RAS
Journal compilation #

See Fig. 2
See Fig. 2
See Fig. 2
See Fig. 2
See eq. (8)
See eq. (8)
Defined in Appendix A
Defined in Appendix B

1019 N m ∼ 1 km elastic plate
thickness; See Appendix C

Eq. (C9)

May be a function of depth

Measured with respect to foreland;
See Fig. 2
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Let us first consider the viscous stresses due to toroidal flow of
mantle material around a vertically subducting slab of half-width a
centred at y = 0 (Fig. 3). The frame of reference is a point on the
foreland located far from the subduction boundary, so that the slab
moves downwards and laterally at a rate v R . The lower mantle moves

Background stress of toroidal flow around the slab

The viscous stresses related to subduction can be approximately
subdivided into the long wavelength, or background, stresses that are
related to large-scale flow of mantle material around the slab, and the
highly localized stresses that are related to the flux of material into
the narrow portions of the upper and lower mantle wedges (Figs 1–3).
This subdivision is useful because the large-scale flow of mantle
material around the slab can, at long wavelength, be approximated
by 2-D flow in the x − y plane, while the influx of material into
the narrow mantle wedges can, away from the edges of the slab, be
approximated by 2-D flow in the x–z plane. Hence a difficult 3-D
problem can be approximated by two simpler problems in 2-D flow.

Viscous stresses

Thus static pressure is strictly a function of depth relative to the
geoid. Under static, or no-flow, conditions, the lithostatic pressure
in the asthenosphere will be equal to the static pressure. Where
viscous flow occurs within the asthenosphere, the lithostatic pressure
is the sum of the static pressure and the pressure of viscous flow.
Beneath the upper mantle wedge, the total stress on the upper surface
of the slab is equal to the stress of viscous flow plus the static
asthenospheric pressure. The lower surface of the slab always lies
within sublithospheric mantle, so that the stress on it is everywhere
equal to the stress of viscous flow plus the static asthenospheric
pressure.
Within the frontal prism, we assume that the deformation is negligible, so that total stress within the frontal prism is equal to the
lithostatic pressure. Under this assumption, the total normal stress
on the upper surface of the slab beneath the frontal prism is equal to
the lithostatic pressure and can be computed from Eq. (2). Similarly,
the shear stress on the upper surface of the slab beneath the frontal
prism is zero. (These assumptions can easily be modified to include
an explicit rheology for the frontal prism, so that the stress it applies
to the top of the slab will include lithostatic pressure and the stress
of deformation).
For simplicity we assume, unless otherwise noted, that the frontal
prism is filled with material of crustal density (ρ prism = ρ c =
2800 kg m−3 ). We also assume that the bathymetry of the upper
surface of the frontal prism is equal to the initial water depth of the
incoming plate so that no bathymetric trench is formed (either of
these two assumptions can be easily modified, as desired).

Pstatic = ρa g(z − wa ) + ρw gwa .

where z is the depth relative to the geoid. We can also define a
‘static pressure’ of the mantle, which is the lithostatic pressure of
an isostatically compensated column of asthenosphere under static
(no flow) conditions:

z surface

gji3079

Lithostatic pressure is simply defined as the pressure generated by
the weight of all overlying material:
! z
ρ(z)g dz,
(2)
Plith =

Lithostatic and static pressure

15:51

vx=vR

x
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in the x-direction with velocity v m and the overriding plate moves
with velocity v t . For simplicity, the velocity of the overriding plate
was set equal to the velocity of the trench, so that no deformation
occurs within the overriding plate. However, other assumptions can
be made, the effects of which are mentioned in the results section
of this paper.
(Note that our convention of denoting velocities with respect to
the foreland lithosphere is different from the usual convention of
computing velocity with respect to the top of the lower mantle or
some other reference frame, e.g. no net rotation).
The resulting velocities and viscous stresses for this fundamentally 3-D flow are not amenable to analytic solution, but there is an
easily derived approximation for the velocity and stress that is valid
at some distance from the slab. First, we note that at the wavelengths
of interest for toroidal flow around the subduction system as a whole,
horizontal velocities away from x = 0 can be approximated by HeleShaw flow in a thin viscous gap, where the viscous gap corresponds
to the sublithospheric portion of the upper mantle with thickness λ
(Batchelor 1967; Acheson 1990; Furbish 1997). Appendix A gives
a derivation for the Hele-Shaw flow around a vertical slab embedded
in a layered-viscosity mantle. We show that, along the midline of the
slab, at distances of x < 2a from the slab, the viscous pressure due
to toroidal flow in a uniform viscosity mantle can be approximated

Figure 3. Plan view of Hele-Shaw flow field used to approximate viscous
pressure of toroidal flow around a slab of half-width a, moving in the horizontal plane at a rate v R .

a

y
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(4)

(6)

where P o is defined as the viscous pressure at the open end of the
wedge (Fig. 2). P o should be approximately equal to the viscous
pressure related to large-scale flow of mantle around the subducted
slab as given by eq. (4). Because the circular arc that defines the
open ends of the upper viscous wedge is not a uniform distance

where v n and v s are the normal and shear components of slab velocity and θ o is the local dip of the slab (Fig. 2). The variable r o is
as shown is Fig. 2 and is defined as the local thickness of the upper
mantle wedge, measured in the z-direction, divided by sin θ o . Expressions for viscous stresses with a non-uniform mantle viscosity,
and analogous expressions for the lower mantle wedge, are derived
in Appendix B.
The viscous normal stress on the slab can be computed from
eq. (5) by integrating from the slab end (s = 0) to the point of
interest:
! s
∂σn
σn (s) = Po +
ds,
(7)
∂s
0

∂σn
µ(vt − vs )
+
,
τs = −ro θo
∂s
ro θo

In the wedge of viscous mantle that overlies the slab, the local flow
pattern and related viscous stresses will be fundamentally different
from the overall toroidal flow pattern, as material is fluxed from
thicker to thinner parts of the wedge (Fig. 1). This is particularly the
case within the narrow portions of the wedge near the asthenospheric
nose where flow is severely constricted by the plates above and
below. (Viscous stresses in this domain are important not only in
understanding rates of trench migration but also for lattice preferred
orientation of olivine in the mantle wedge (e.g. Kaminski et al.
2004). We address this local flow pattern in two-dimensions using a
variant of the corner-flow solution as derived in Turcotte & Schubert
(1982). We note, however, that the 2-D solution breaks down near
the edges of the slab where even local flow is fundamentally 3-D.
We cannot use the precise analytical solution for corner flow because the mantle wedge is not infinite in extent, because its geometry
changes with distance along the wedge, and because the normal and
shear velocities imparted by the subducted slab also change with
distance along the wedge. However, we can estimate these viscous
stresses by deriving an approximate flow velocity along circular arcs
within the viscous wedge (Fig. 2). An approximate solution for flow
and viscous stress in the viscous upper and lower mantle wedges is
derived in Appendix B for a layered viscous rheology. For a uniform
viscosity wedge, the shear stress, τ s , and the along-slab gradient of
viscous normal stress, ∂σ n /∂s, acting on the top of the slab are:
!
∂σn
−12µ s
6µ(vs + vt )
= 3 3
vn ds +
,
(5)
∂s
r o θo 0
ro2 θo2

Local stress in the mantle wedges

and derive a similar, but more complex, expression for viscous
pressure for a mantle within a horizontally layered viscous mantle
(Appendix A, eq. A9). Because the assumptions that we used to
derive viscous stress break down for narrow slabs, we estimate that
eq. (4) should not be used for slabs whose total width is much less
than the thickness of the upper mantle, giving a minimum bound on
slab half-width of a = 300 km.

"
$%
#
12µa
v t + vm
0.8
vR −
e−.9(x/a) ,
2
λ
2
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Figure 4. Two-layer upper mantle viscosity structure used in this paper
(i) compared to viscosity structure determined by (ii) Mitrovica & Forte
(2004), (iii) Lambeck & Chappel (2001), (iv) Steinberger et al. (2004) and
O’Connell, personal communication (2005).
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For a given slab geometry and rate of trench migration, the viscous
stresses on the slab will vary with the viscosity of the sublithospheric
mantle, and vice versa. In our model results (presented below) there
is only a narrow range of values for upper mantle viscosity that
yield subduction rates consistent with observed rates of subduction
(around 2–3 1020 Pa s, Fig. 4.) However, there is considerable latitude in our model of how viscosity may vary with depth. Published
estimates of the viscosity of the upper mantle suggest that its lower
part may be several to perhaps 10 times more viscous than its upper
part (e.g. Mitrovica & Forte 1997; Steinberger & O’Connell 1998;
Steinberger 2000; Steinberger et al. 2004).
In general, we use a two-layer viscosity structure with an asthenospheric viscosity of 2.0 × 1020 Pa s above 300 km depth, and
a viscosity of 5.0 × 1020 Pa s below 300 km depth (Fig. 4). For
comparison, we also give some results for a uniform viscosity upper mantle of 3.2 × 1020 Pa s (chosen because this gives trench

Mantle viscosity

Building on the relationships between slab velocity, geometry and
stress established in the preceding sections and the appendices, we
can construct an algorithm for the behaviour of the subducted slab,
where the externally applied stresses and the slab buoyancy are
united via the rheology of the subducted slab and the surrounding
mantle.

SUBDUCTION MODEL

from the slab, we define x as the average distance of the circular arc
from the slab. Typically, the average distance from the circular arc
through s = 0 to the slab will be approximately ∼λ/2, where λ is
the thickness of the upper mantle, but its value depends in detail on
the geometry of the slab.

Depth (km)
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Note that q n and q s depend on the viscous stress on the top and
bottom of the slab, and so are related to the velocity of the slab [e.g
eqs (6) and (7)]. Appendix C combines the external and gravitational stresses acting on the slab with an equation that includes the
bending stresses internal to the slab. By setting the total horizontal
and vertical forces acting on each slab element equal to zero, we
derive one equation that links all the external stresses on the slab to
the velocity and geometry of the slab (eq. C7).

qx = qn sin θo + qs cos θo .

q2 = qn cos θo − qs sin θo

qs = τ t − τ b

t
b
qn = σnt + Pstatic
− σnb − Pstatic

The external stresses acting on the slab surface can be summed to
find the total externally applied stresses, with q n and q s being the
total stress in directions normal and parallel to the slab (see Fig. 2
for conventions). We also denote q x and q z as the horizontal and
vertical components of stress on the slab. Using the superscripts t
and b to denote stresses acting on the top and bottom surface of the
slab respectively, these force components can be written:

Force balance

We quantify the flexure of the slab in response to bending stresses
as that of a thin flexurally competent sheet. In general we treat
the slab as a thin elastic sheet with flexural rigidity D, but also
examine several cases where the slab is a thin viscous sheet (see
Appendix C). The slab is able to transmit extensional and compressional stresses along its length, consistent with studies that suggest
that the slab may be able to support much of its weight within the upper mantle (e.g. Elsasser 1969; Spence 1987; Zhong 2001; Conrad &
Lithgow-Bertelloni 2002, 2004; Billen et al. 2003; Schellart
2004a,b). The downdip length of the slab is not allowed to change
during bending. Unless otherwise noted, we use a minimal flexural
rigidity of 1019 N m, which is equivalent to an elastic plate thickness of ∼1 km. Thus slab rigidity has a negligible effect on slab
behaviour as compared to the zero-strength case but its inclusion
helps to maintain numerical stability in the computations because
it prevents kinking of the slab. (In the results section we will show
that slab rigidity has negligible effect on subduction geometry or
rates until it exceeds an effective elastic thickness of 30–40 km,
with similar results for a viscous slab).

Slab rheology

velocities comparable to the two-layer case) and cases where upper
and lower mantle viscosity vary by up to a factor of 10. The viscosity
of the lower mantle (beginning at 670 km depth) is assumed to be
very much greater than that of the upper mantle (e.g. Hager 1984;
Ricard & Wuming 1991; Steinberger 2000; Forte & Mitrovica 2001)
and we implicitly treat its viscosity as infinite. The top surface of
the upper mantle wedge coincides with the base of the upper plate
lithosphere, assumed to be 50 km thick unless otherwise noted; the
basal surface of the lower mantle wedge coincides with the upper
mantle/lower mantle boundary. The crust of the overriding plate
is 11.5 km thick with a density of 2800 kg m−3 and the density
of the mantle lithosphere is equal to the asthenospheric density of
3300 kg m−3 . These values were chosen because they give a water
depth of zero for an isostatically compensated upper plate.

15:51
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(9)

(10)
where σ n is the viscous normal stress on the top of the slab at the
narrow end of the asthenospheric wedge and (w + w o ) is the total
depth of the slab relative to the geoid. The right-hand side of eq. (9) is
the lithostatic pressure at the thick end of the frontal prism, assuming
that the water depth above the prism is d w and that the density of
the prism is ρ prism .
At each time step we solve for the location of the front of the
asthenospheric nose by finding the slab depth for which eq. (9) is
satisfied. More specifically, we compute σ n everywhere along the
slab using values of slab velocity, v s and v n , and slab geometry from
the previous time step. (In practice, v s and v n are a weighted average
of the slab velocities for the previous 0.1–1.0 Myr, or 10–100 time
steps. This damping process prevents oscillation in the results due
to overshooting of the correct values of velocity and stress.) We then
find the location on the slab where eq. (9) is satisfied, and denote
that position as the front of the asthenospheric nose.
Somewhat more problematic is how to treat the narrow end of the
viscous wedge below the subducting slab and the interaction of the
subducting slab with the lower mantle. This narrow wedge end lies
at the junction of the downgoing plate and the upper mantle/lower
mantle boundary. Almost certainly, the subducting slab does not
behave as a coherent plate at these depths (e.g. Ito & Sato 1991;
Christensen 2001). This issue becomes especially important when
there is relative motion between the foreland lithosphere and the top
of the lower mantle.
It is useful to distinguish here between two different, but related,
effects that result from motion of the upper mantle/lower mantle
boundary with respect to the foreland lithosphere. First, velocities

+ ρw gdw ],

σn + [ρa g(w + wo − wa ) + ρw gwa ] = [ρprism g(w + wo − dw )

where P static is the pressure that would be present if there were no
viscous flow in the mantle and is given by eq. (3). The viscous
pressure in the asthenospheric nose is effectively equal to the viscous
normal stress on the slab (Appendix B), so that this relationship
becomes:

Pvisc (nose) + Pstatic (nose) = Plith (frontal prism) ,

Of great importance is where to terminate the narrow end of
the viscous wedge above the slab because stresses near the asthenospheric nose become extremely high. For example, Winder &
Peacock (2001), note that stresses ‘become infinite as the nose radius
approaches zero, and [. . . .] there is no clear reason to pick one radius
over another’. However, in our description, there is a natural way
to choose the location of the asthenospheric nose using the concept
that stresses must be continuous throughout the region modelled.
Thus the total pressure in the asthenospheric nose should be comparable to the total pressure in the adjacent part of the frontal prism. In
other words, the pressure immediately in front of the viscous wedge
needs to be sufficiently low that viscous asthenospheric material is
drawn into the narrow part of the wedge by the lateral pressure gradient. (More correctly, the total stress must be continuous, but given
uncertainties in the precise configuration of the asthenospheric the
probable gradational transition from asthenosphere to lithosphere,
assuming a continuous pressure field should be a sufficiently accurate condition for internal consistency of stresses).
This requirement can be met approximately if the pressure at the
base of the frontal prism (Fig. 2) is equal to the pressure within the
asthenospheric nose, or

Defining the asthenospheric nose and slab tail and
interactions with the lower mantle

L. H. Royden and L. Husson

Slab buoyancy is the fundamental driving force for subduction, although subduction processes are enhanced and modified by a variety
of other factors. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(a), which shows that the
rate of steady-state trench migration varies almost linearly with the

Slab buoyancy, geometry and retreat rate

Steady-state subduction occurs when the geometry of the slab (slab
profile) and the rate of subduction remain unchanged through time
and can only occur when the slab has a uniform buoyancy. Unless
otherwise noted, the velocity of the lower mantle relative to the
foreland is zero and the half-width of the slab (or half the trench
length, a) is 1000 km.

G E N E R A L R E S U LT S

well as values of w(s) and the time derivative of w(s) that enters
these equations via q n are calculated simultaneously for the next
time step. The new values of w(s) are calculated by inversion of a
five-band diagonal matrix. Time steps used were typically 0.01 Myr
and the distance between spatial nodes along the slab was 5 km. The
sufficiency of these values was checked using time steps as small as
0.001 Myr and node spacing as small as 1 km.
We begin each computation by inserting a sufficiently long length
of slab into the subduction system and allowing the system to evolve
until steady state is reached. We define the rate of slab migration as
the rate at which the slab profile moves laterally at 100 km depth,
measured relative to the stable foreland lithosphere.

#
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Figure 5. (a) Trench migration rates as a function of slab buoyancy for one-layer (3.2 × 1020 Pa s - solid line) and two-layer (2 × 1020 for z < 300 km, 5 ×
1020 for z > 300 km - dashed line) upper mantle viscosity profiles. Slab buoyancy is parametrized by pre-subduction water depth w o (and by 'ρ for a 100 km
thick slab). (b) Trench migration rates as a function of the reciprocal of viscosity, for uniform (solid line) and two-layer (dashed line) upper mantle viscosity
structure. For two-layer viscosity, the viscosity below 300 km depth is 2.5 times the viscosity above 300 km depth; the value plotted is their weighted arithmetic
mean. (c) Trench migration rates as a function of slab width parallel to the trench, for initial water depths of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5 km and v m = 0 (foreland stationary
with respect to top of lower mantle). (d) Trench migration rates as a function of slab width parallel to the trench, for initial water depths of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5 km
and v m = v R (trench stationary with respect to top of lower mantle). Circles show reference case. Trench migration rate is measured relative to the foreland
lithosphere.

Slab motion at each time step was derived by solving eq. (C8) or
(C11) for new values of w(s) that provide consistent velocities and
stresses without longitudinal strain along the slab. Solution is via
a fourth-order finite difference scheme with implicit differencing.
The fourth order and second order spatial derivatives of w(s) as

Computation of slab motion

at the base of the upper mantle (e.g. Gripp & Gordon 1990) result in
flow within the upper mantle. The motion of the slab will be affected
by this flow. The second effect results from the deep slab becoming
anchored, or partly anchored, to the lower mantle due to the high
viscosity in the lower mantle. The latter presents problems if the
slab is not allowed to undergo longitudinal strain and if the slab is
still strong enough to act as a stress guide, as in our slab model. In
this case, stress transmission along the slab may interfere with the
subduction processes near the surface in a manner that we believe
to be physically unrealistic.
In order to avoid having to deal with the interaction of the slab
with the high-viscosity lower mantle, we truncate the downgoing
slab where the lower surface of the slab has descended to 95 per cent
of the total depth of the upper mantle, approximately 30 km above
the top of the lower mantle. This forms the slab ‘tail’. For similar
reasons, we also truncate the slab where its dip falls below 12◦ and
the base of the slab has reached a depth that is 75 per cent of the
total depth of the upper mantle, approximately 150 km above the
top of the lower mantle. Thus, in all the formulations and results in
this paper, the slab is not attached to the lower mantle in any way.
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increasing density contrast between the slab and the surrounding
mantle (actually with density contrast times slab thickness). The
computed migration rate for a very dense slab, with an equivalent
pre-subduction water depth of 6 km, is 60 mm yr−1 . With all other
parameters held fixed, the rate of trench migration varies linearly
with the reciprocal of mantle viscosity (Fig. 5b).
Fig. 6(a) shows the steady-state slab geometries attained for subduction of slabs with buoyancies corresponding to initial water
depths of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5 km (or (ρ l − ρ a ) equal to 46–92 kg
m−3 and l = 100 km). Slab geometry is characterized by gradually
increasing dip from the surface down to ∼100 km depth. Between
100 and 500 km depth, dips are nearly uniform, being between 50◦
and 70◦ . Slab buoyancy has little effect on steady-state slab geometry except for very low density slabs (w 0 = 3.5 km). The increase in
dip for these less dense slabs occurs because, with decreasing slab
density, the retreat rate of the trench slows proportionately more
than the motion of the deep slab through the mantle. Increasing the
viscosity of the mantle below 300 km causes the slab dip to become
shallower, especially near the base of the upper mantle (Fig. 6b). For
a uniform viscosity upper mantle, slab dips remain fairly steep to
the base of the upper mantle (Fig. 6b). For viscosities below 300 km
depth that are 2.5–10 times larger than viscosities above 300 km,
the slab dip flattens significantly near the base of the upper mantle.
The gradual increase in slab dip above 100 km depth does not
result from flexural properties of the subducted slab because of the
very low values of rigidity used in constructing Fig. 6. Instead, it
results from the high stresses that act on the subducted plate near the
asthenospheric nose. These stresses are due to viscous flow in the
mantle wedge and to the lithostatic stresses due to the low-density
material contained in the frontal wedge. For the two-layer viscosity
structure assumed in this paper, the vertical (upwards) component
of viscous stress on the slab is many times larger in the top 100 km
of the subduction system than between 100–500 km depth (Fig. 7).
Fig. 6(c) shows the effects of two assumptions about slab geometry that we have made in our model. In general, we assume that
the slab is 100 km thick and is truncated when its lower surface
descends to 95 per cent of the depth to the base of the upper mantle. If the slab is instead truncated where its lower surface attains a
depth of 75 per cent of the depth to the base of the upper mantle, the
geometry of the slab above 200 km is virtually unchanged, the dip
below 200 km increases modestly, and the rate of trench migration

Fig. 7 shows the stresses that act on and along the subducted slab.
The normal stresses in this plot are computed as the total normal
stress on the slab minus the static pressure of the asthenosphere, as
defined in eq. (3). Stresses on the top of the slab have the largest
magnitude at shallow depth beneath the asthenospheric nose, while
those on the lower surface of the plate have the largest magnitude in
the deep mantle, above the narrow end of the lower mantle wedge.
This occurs because, for a given flow rate in the viscous wedge,
larger magnitude stresses are generated where the wedge is narrower. The prominent kink in the normal stress acting on the upper
surface of the slab occurs where the asthenospheric nose abuts the
frontal prism. The kink occurs because the normal stress on the top
of the slab beneath the frontal prism become more negative, relative to static asthenospheric pressure, with increasing slab depth
(because material within the frontal prism has a lower average density than the asthenosphere). Normal stresses on the top of the slab
beneath the asthenospheric wedge, relative to static asthenospheric
pressure, become less negative with decreasing slab depth. The two
are required to be equal where the frontal prism meets the asthenospheric nose and are large, with magnitudes typically in excess of
100 MPa.
Fig. 7(b) also shows the extensional stress transmitted longitudinally along the slab. (Extensional stress is plotted as a function
of depth to the midline of the slab and assumes that extensional
stress is distributed evenly across a 100-km-thick slab). Extensional

Stresses on the slab

remains nearly unchanged, increasing from 41 to 43 mm yr−1 . (As
before, no viscous flow of mantle occurs through the gap between
the end of the slab and the top of the lower mantle. The purpose
of this exercise is not to model a short slab per se, but to show the
sensitivity of our results to assumptions about exact position of the
slab tail).
If the slab is assumed to be only 10 km thick, rather than the
100 km that we generally assume, the slab geometry is virtually
unchanged (dark line on Fig. 6c). The rate of trench migration increases slightly from 41 to 43 mm yr−1 . This indicates that it is slab
buoyancy, as opposed to thickness or density, that controls the slab
geometry and rate of trench migration.

Figure 6. Steady-state subduction geometry. In all panels the shaded slab corresponds to the reference case with an initial water depth of w 0 = 5.5 km and a
viscosity of 2.0 × 1020 Pa s above 300 km depth and 5.0 × 1020 Pa s below. (a) Slab geometry as a function of slab buoyancy; solid, dashed, and dot-dashed
lines are the geometry of the upper slab surface for slabs with initial water depths of 6.5, 4.5, and 3.5 km pre-subduction depths, respectively; (b) Slab geometry
as a function of mantle viscosity. Viscosity above 300 km is 2.0 × 1020 Pa s. Geometry of upper slab surface for: viscosity of 2.0 × 1020 Pa s below 300 km
(dashed line) and viscosity of 2.0 × 1021 Pa s below 300 km (solid line). (c) Slab geometries with all parameters the same as the reference case except: slab is
10 km thick, but with unchanged buoyancy (thin black slab), or: slab is truncated at a 500 km depth in the upper mantle (dashed outline).
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The evolution and geometry of a subduction system depends on
the competition between the undersupported slab at depths greater
than ∼100–150 km and the oversupported slab at shallower depths.
The deep undersupported portion of the slab can be regarded as the
engine for subduction because the net vertical force on this part
of the slab is downwards. The shallow oversupported portion of
the slab can be regarded as the brakes for the subduction process
because the net vertical force on this part of the slab is upwards.

Deep ‘engine’; shallow ‘brakes’

stress reaches a maximum near the surface, where it is typically
several hundred MPa. For the cases examined in this paper, approximately 60–70 per cent of the slab buoyancy integrated, along
the slab from the surface to the base of the lower mantle, is supported by viscous stresses on the slab. The remaining 30 to 40 per
cent of the slab buoyancy is supported by transmission along the
slab to the surface. This is consistent with the result obtained by
Conrad & Lithgow-Bertelloni (2004), who showed from their study
of global plate motions and dynamics that some slabs are highly
coupled to the trailing plate (foreland). This figure is also consistent
with results obtained by Royden (1993a) from gravity modelling of
Mediterranean subduction systems.
For ease of reference, we define a parameter called ‘slab compensation’, equal to the vertical component of stress applied to the
top and bottom surfaces of each slab element divided by the slab
buoyancy for that element (normal stress has the static pressure
of the asthenosphere subtracted from it), Where slab deflection is
less than ∼100 km, the slab compensation is typically greater than
one. Between 100 and 500 km depth, slab compensation is typically
less than one. This is a general feature of subducting slabs: compensation is greater than one above ∼100–150 km and less than
one at greater depths. This means that slabs are overcompensated
in the shallow mantle and undercompensated at greater depth. The
overcompensation at shallow depth does not make up for all of the
undercompensated material at depth, and the residual is transmitted
to the foreland lithosphere and produces a horizontal force on the
foreland.
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The competing effects of the slab engine and slab brakes can be
best illustrated by considering two different hypothetical subduction
systems, one with a mantle viscosity of 1020 above 260 km depth
and 1021 Pa s below 260 km depth, and a second with the viscosity structure reversed. For w o = 5.5 km, both viscosity structures
yield the same trench retreat rate of ∼34 mm yr−1 . In the first case
(weak uppermost mantle corresponding to the gently dipping slab
in Figs 8a and b) the slab is overcompensated above ∼75 km depth
and the vertical component of stress on the slab surfaces averages
approximately twice the slab buoyancy. Below ∼75 km, the slab
is undercompensated and the vertical component of viscous stress
decreases to less than half the slab buoyancy, then increases to become approximately equal to slab buoyancy at the base of the upper
mantle. In the second case (strong uppermost mantle and steeply
dipping slab in Figs 8b and c), the slab is overcompensated above
∼125 km depth, with the vertical component of stress on the slab
surfaces averaging about 2.5 times the slab buoyancy. Below ∼125
km depth, slab compensation drops to 0.5 and then to 0.1, increasing
only marginally at the base of the upper mantle.
Using the analogy of engine and brakes, the engine is relatively
weak in the case where the mantle below 260 km is highly viscous so
that it can support a large fraction of the negative slab buoyancy. The
brakes are weak because the low viscosity at shallow depth produces
relatively low-magnitude stresses in the asthenospheric nose. In the
other case, where the mantle below 260 km has a low viscosity, the
engine is strong and the low-viscosity mantle supports only 10 per
cent of the negative slab buoyancy. The brakes are strong because the
high viscosity at shallow depth produces large magnitude stresses
in the asthenospheric nose. Thus a weak engine coupled with weak
brakes produces the same trench retreat rate as a strong engine coupled with strong brakes. However, the differing stress distributions
produce very different slab geometries. Slab dip in the first case is
45–50◦ between 100 and 300 km depth then decreases to ∼12◦ at
the base of the upper mantle. Slab dip in the second case is ∼75◦
throughout most of the upper mantle.
In conceptual terms the brakes and the engine for a subduction
system can be thought of as the extent to which the slab is overcompensated at shallow depth and undercompensated at large depth. If
one were to increase the strength of the brakes, the rate of motion

Figure 7. (a) Geometry of reference slab, w 0 = 5.5 km. (b) Normal and shear stress acting on the upper and lower surface of the slab as a function of depth.
Normal stresses are computed relative to P static , the lithostatic pressure in a static column of asthenosphere (eq. 3). Stresses on the upper slab surface are plotted
as a function of depth of upper surface, stresses on the lower slab surface are plotted as a function of depth of the lower slab surface, extensional stress plotted
as a function of depth of the centre of the slab. (c) Slab compensation, defined as the vertical component of stresses on the upper and lower surfaces of the slab
(minus P static ) divided by slab buoyancy. Compensation plotted as a function of depth to the top of the slab.
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Apart from slab buoyancy, a variety of other factors exert significant
effects on the subduction process. We can characterize these factors
through their effects on trench migration rates and slab geometry.

O T H E R PA R A M E T E R S A F F E C T I N G
SUBDUCTION

of the trench would slow and the dip of the slab would steepen. This
occurs because the strength of the brakes correlate not only with
the vertical component of stress acting on the slab surfaces, but also
correlate loosely with the horizontal component of stress acting on
the slab surfaces. Hence an increase in the strength of the brakes acts
to retard the vertical and horizontal slab velocity at shallow depth.
Note, however, that the strength of the engine and the brakes are
not independent quantities and there is a complex interplay between
them. First of all, they are defined here as the extent to which the
slab is under or overcompensated at each point. Integration of slab
compensation over the total length of the slab (but not over slab
depth, which how compensation is plotted in Figs 7 and 8) must be
equal to the integrated slab buoyancy. Otherwise the total vertical
force acting on the slab will not be zero, as is required by static
force balance. (Integration of our results showed this to be the case
for our slabs to better than 1 per cent uncertainty). Thus the engine
and brakes must integrate to zero along the slab; it is not possible to
change one integral without the other. However, the distribution of
compensation along the slab can be varied provided that the integral
requirement is met.
How does this work? For example, let us increase the strength of
the brakes by lowering the density of the material filling the frontal
prism, thus producing a more negative normal stress on the top of
the slab at shallow depth. The rate of trench migration slows, slab
dip steepens and the magnitude of viscous stresses on the slab is
reduced due to the slower motion of the slab through the mantle. As
viscous stresses decrease on the deep slab, the engine also becomes
stronger, contributing to a further increase in slab dip. Thus a change
on either part of the system affect the other because, among other
effects, it changes the rate of trench retreat and hence the viscous
stresses throughout the system.

Rates of trench motion are affected by horizontal motion of the lower
mantle because it induces horizontal flow in the upper mantle relative to the foreland lithosphere; for example, this probably occurs
under the Pacific plate, which is thought to be moving rapidly westward relative to the lower mantle (e.g. Gripp & Gordon 1990). The
horizontal flow induced by the relative motion of the lithosphere and
the lower mantle is often referred to as the ‘asthenospheric wind’.
Hager & O’Connell (1978) used this concept to help explain slab
dip angles. The velocity of the asthenospheric wind should be an
important variable in subduction systems because it will change the
magnitude of the viscous stresses on the slab.
Fig. 9 shows the variation in the rate of trench migration (relative
to the foreland lithosphere) for a wide range of imposed velocities
(v m ) at the upper/lower mantle boundary. The dependence of subduction rate on lower mantle velocity rivals that of slab buoyancy.
The rate of trench motion varies approximately linearly with v m
with a proportionality constant of approximately 1/2. For example,
when v m = 0, a slab with an initial water depth of 6.5 km and a
half-width of 1000 km exhibits a rate of trench motion relative to
the foreland of v R = 60 mm yr−1 (Fig. 9a). If v m is increased until
the trench velocity and the lower mantle velocity are equal (trench
stationary in lower mantle reference frame), then the rate of trench
migration is v R = 110 mm yr−1 (see Fig. 2 for sign conventions).
If v m is reversed to −50 mm yr−1 , the rate of trench migration with
respect to the foreland slows to 35 mm yr−1 (although the rate of
trench migration with respect to the lower mantle is 85 mm yr−1 ).
In general, we find that when the half-width of the slab is greater
than about 1000 km, v R is approximately equal to (v o + v m /2),
where v R is the velocity of the trench relative to the foreland, v m is
the velocity of the top of the lower mantle relative to the foreland,
and v o is the velocity of the trench for v m = 0. These results suggest that subduction will not occur when v m approaches −2v o . We
would expect the proportionality constant (1/2) to decrease for narrow slabs, because narrower slabs are less affected by the pressure
of toroidal flow around the slab. For slabs with a half-width of 300
km, v R is approximately equal to (v o + v m /3).

Relative motion of the upper mantle/lower mantle
boundary

Figure 8. Steady-state slab geometry and slab compensation, defined as the vertical component of stress acting on the upper and lower surfaces of the slab
(minus P static ) divided by the slab buoyancy. (a) slab compensation for the gently dipping slab with mantle viscosity 1020 Pa s for z < 260 km and 1021 Pa s
for z > 260 km. (b) slab geometries; (c) slab compensation for the steeply dipping slab with mantle viscosity 1021 Pa s for z < 260 km and 1020 Pa s for z >
260 km.
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The rate of trench migration, relative to the foreland, increases with
decreasing slab width (trench length), because the background stress
of large-scale toroidal flow around the slab is greater in magnitude
for wider slabs (eqs 4 and 7 and Fig. 5). There is approximately a
factor of two difference in the retreat rate of wide slabs (half-width
of 2000 km, or total trench length of 4000 km) and narrow slabs
(half-width of 300 km, or total trench length of 600 km). For the
densest slabs (w o = 6.5 km), retreat rates vary from about 43 to
88 mm yr−1 . For less dense slabs (w o = 4.5 km), retreat rates vary
from about 17 to 32 mm yr−1 . These results are similar qualitatively
to what was found by Dvorkin et al. (1993) who computed the
magnitude of viscous stresses exerted on slabs of varying width,
and found that narrower slabs were consistent with faster rates of
trench motion. However, they were only able to estimate an upper
bound on the rate of trench motion for narrow slabs (∼230 mm yr−1 ),
approximately two to three times the rates computed for dense slabs
in this paper, depending on the value assumed for lower mantle
velocity (see above).
The effect of slab width is less pronounced for slabs where the
lower mantle velocity is equal to the trench velocity (v m = v R ), so
that the trench is stationary in the lower mantle reference frame.

Slab width (trench length)

There is an important relationship between lower mantle velocity and slab dip (Fig. 9b), with negative lower mantle velocities
producing flatter slabs and positive lower mantle velocities producing steeper slabs. The effects of lower mantle velocity on trench
migration rate and slab geometry can be readily understood from
the perspective of engine and brakes within the subduction system.
Increasing the lower mantle velocity with respect to the foreland
increases the strength of the engine because, for the same rate of
trench migration relative to the foreland, smaller rates of viscous
flow are required in the mantle. This decreases the magnitude of
the viscous stress acting on the plate at depth. The effect is greatest
near the base of the upper mantle and negligible near the top. This
increases the strength of the engine for subduction. Hence slab dip
and trench migration rates increase.
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Lithosphere has flexural strength, probably composed of some
mixture of elasticity combined with viscous and brittle yielding
(Brace & Kohlstedt 1980). The bending strength of the lithosphere
is commonly characterized by an effective elastic plate thickness
(e.g. Walcott 1970). Effective elastic plate thickness decreases with
increasing slab bending because of brittle and ductile yielding of
the slab (McNutt & Menard 1982). The oceanic lithosphere is observed to have an upper bound of around 35 km effective elastic

Slab flexure

For example, for a dense slab (w o = 6.5 km), trench migration
rates decreased from 117 mm yr−1 to 95 mm yr−1 when the slab
half-width was increased from 300 to 2000 km. The corresponding
decrease in rates is from 81 mm yr−1 to and 64 mm yr−1 for w o =
5.5 km and from 45 mm yr−1 to 35 mm yr−1 for w o = 4.5 km. Our
results are compatible with the analogue results of Bellahsen et al.
(2005), who showed that subduction rates decrease with increasing
slab width, although there was a moderate amount of scatter in their
results. Our results are also generally consistent with the numerical
results of Stegman et al. (2006) who obtained comparable decrease
in trench migration rates for thick (more negatively buoyant plates)
provided that the slabs were wider than 600 km, but little variation
of trench migration rates for thin (less negatively buoyant) slabs as
a function of increasing slab width.
Correlating observed rates of subduction with observed slab
width can be problematic because for some slabs, such as or the
northern and western boundaries of the Pacific plate, the width of
possible slab segments is not obvious, but the full slab-width appears
to be larger than 1000 km. In other cases, the width of the slab is
clearly defined; for example, the Scotia and Hellenic arcs. Although
observed rates of trench migration are consistently within or near
the range of rates predicted by our model, several studies have concluded that there is not a clear correlation between observations of
trench rates and a suite of parameters that characterize the subduction system (Jarrard 1986; Lallemand et al. 2005). Why this should
be the case may be partly explained by some of the other features
that affect subduction, as described in the following sections.

Figure 9. (a) Rate of trench migration as a function of the velocity at the top of the lower mantle v m and slab buoyancy w 0 . Trench migration rates are measured
relative to the foreland lithosphere. Shaded solid line indicates v m = 0 (foreland stationary relative to the top of the lower mantle). Shaded dashed line indicates
v m = v R (trench stationary relative to the top of the lower mantle). Squares show cases for slab geometries plotted in (b). (b) Slab geometry with all parameters
being the same as the reference case except v m . Shaded slab is v m = 70 mm yr−1 (trench stationary with respect to the top of the lower mantle). White slab is
v m = −50 mm yr−1 .
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plate thickness, although the elastic limit of the lithosphere is probably exceeded in subduction systems (Billen & Gurnis 2005). Most
continental lithosphere has elastic plate thicknesses of around 50 km
or less, but some cratons have values as high as ∼150 km (McNutt
et al. 1988; Watts & Burov 2003).
Fig. 10 shows the effects of elastic plate strength on slab geometry and trench retreat. Below 300 km depth, we prescribe a minimal
elastic plate thickness of 1 km (or a flexural rigidity of 1019 Nm),
because it is unlikely that flexural strength of the slab is preserved at
these depths and because a stiff slab at the base of the upper mantle
causes the slab to be supported by resting on the top of the lower mantle. For effective elastic plate thicknesses of ∼30 km or less, there is
virtually no effect on slab geometry or trench migration rate. Thus
it is very unlikely that slab rigidity in the range of that observed for
oceanic lithosphere will have a significant effect on the subduction
process relative to a slab with no flexural strength. Above ∼50 km
elastic plate thickness, rates of trench retreat decrease approximately
linearly with increasing elastic plate thickness, reaching about one
third of their zero-thickness value at 300 km elastic plate thickness,
with a dramatic flattening of the slab profile (Fig. 10b). However,
such stiff slabs are unlikely to be subducted to significant depth.
In areas of high curvature, brittle and viscous yielding become the
dominant mechanism supporting flexural stresses within the plate.
In these cases it is more appropriate to treat the bending lithosphere
as a viscous sheet. The effective bending viscosity for the oceanic
lithosphere is not well constrained, and depends on the thickness
of the viscous layer and the distribution of viscosity within that
layer. A reasonable estimate is that the viscously strong part of the
lithosphere is perhaps 50 km thick, with a viscosity somewhere in

In this paper, there is no explicit coupling of normal stress across
the vertical interface between the frontal prism and the upper plate

Velocity of upper plate lithosphere

the neighbourhood of 1023 Pa s (Conrad & Hager 1999b; Steinberger
et al. 2004). Fig. 10 shows the effects of viscous flexural strength
on slab geometry and trench retreat. The bending strength in the
slab is assumed to be contained in a 50-km-thick viscous layer (see
Appendix C). Below 300 km the viscosity of this layer decreases by
one order of magnitude for every 20 km in depth, until it reaches a
minimum value of 1021 Pa s.
For plate viscosities less than 1023 Pa s, there is little effect of
viscosity on slab geometry or trench migration rate. For plate viscosities up to 2 × 1024 Pa s, there are almost no changes in migration
rate but fairly significant changes in slab geometry, with shallower
dips above 100 km depth and steeper dips between 100 and 400 km
depth. However, such high values of viscosity are probably unreasonably large for oceanic lithosphere. Thus it seems likely that slab
viscosity will not have a significant effect on subduction, provided
that the slab does not undergo significant longitudinal strain.
Our results are compatible with the numerical results of Stegman
et al. (2006) and the analogue results of Bellahsen et al. (2005), both
of whom showed that stiffer plates undergo slower rates of trench
migration than weaker plates. Bellahsen et al. (2005) also showed
that stiffer plates display a larger radius of curvature than weaker
plates, comparable to the results we obtained for a stiffer elastic and
viscous slabs.

Figure 10. (a) Rates of trench migration as a function of effective elastic plate thickness (elastic plate thickness of 1 km corresponds to a flexural rigidity of
1019 N m). Circle shows reference case and squares correspond to the slab geometries plotted in (b). (b) Slab geometries for 1 km, 30 km and 100 km elastic
plate thicknesses (30 km and 1 km effective elastic plate thicknesses give nearly identical geometries and the weaker slab case is hidden). (c) Rates of trench
migration as a function of slab viscosity, assuming that viscous bending stresses are important only in a uniform viscosity layer 50 km thick. Squares correspond
to the slab geometries in plotted in (d). (d) Slab geometries for plate viscosities of 1021 , 1023 and 1025 Pa s thicknesses (1021 Pa s and 1023 Pa s give nearly
identical geometries and the weaker slab case is hidden). Dashed outlines indicate that slabs are assumed to be weak below 300 km depth—see text.
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The density distribution within the frontal prism depends on the geologic construction of the prism from sediments, volcanic material,
oceanic and mantle lithosphere. Decreasing the density of material
in the frontal prism leads to a reduction in trench retreat rate because
it decreases the normal stress acting on the slab beneath the frontal
prism. Examination of eq. (9) shows that this also reduces the value
on the left-hand side of this equation. This means that at the front of
the asthenospheric nose, the viscous normal stress on the slab will
become more negative, thus increasing the strength of the brakes on
the subduction system. This decreases the rate of trench migration
and steepens the dip of the slab.
Fig. 11(b) shows that as the density of the frontal prism varies
from 2000 kg m−3 to 3200 kg m−3 , while the thickness of the upper

Structure of upper plate lithosphere

despite the lack of explicit stress transmission across the vertical
boundary between the upper plate and the frontal prism. The significant slowing of the trench migration rates computed here are
consistent with analogue results of Shemenda (1993), although we
do not compute the significant changes in slab dip observed in their
study, possibly because their study included a variety of other processes affecting the upper plate.
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Figure 11. (a) Rates of trench migration as function of the thickness of the overriding plate lithosphere, for frontal prism density of 2800 kg m−3 (dashed
line) and frontal prism density of 3200 kg m−3 (solid line). (b) Rates of trench migration as a function of density of the frontal prism, assuming a lithospheric
thickness of 50 km for the overriding plate. (c) Slab geometries for frontal prism densities of 2800 kg m−3 (shaded slab) and 3275 kg m−3 (no shading). Circles
in (a, b) show reference case; squares in (b) correspond to the slab geometries in (c). All parameters the same as for reference case except thickness of upper
plate lithosphere and density of the frontal prism.

Rate (mm yr –1)

lithosphere. However, stress coupling between them is implicit because the upper plate is coupled to the underlying viscous wedge
and applies shear and normal stresses to the top of the viscously
flowing region. The viscously deforming mantle is then coupled to
the frontal prism by requiring that the normal stress across the intervening interface be equal, or at least equal at the base of the frontal
prism. (There is no coupling of shear stresses across this boundary,
since shear stress is assumed to be negligible in the frontal prism and
not in the asthenospheric nose.) Thus changes in the kinematically
prescribed velocity of the upper plate lithosphere will change the
stresses acting within the frontal prism by changing the thickness
of the prism and the stress that the prism exerts on the slab.
Although a more proper stress coupling between upper plate lithosphere and the frontal prism is beyond the scope of this paper, the
stress transmission that is implicitly included in the model is sufficient to cause significant changes in trench retreat rate as a function
of upper plate velocity. For example, compared to our reference
case, where upper plate velocity (at 41 mm yr−1 ) was taken equal to
the rate of trench migration, a reduction in the upper plate velocity
to zero while holding all other variable fixed produced a slowing of
trench migration rates from 41 to 32 mm yr−1 . Slab dip increased
only marginally, by a few degrees. This indicates that there is significant coupling between the upper plate lithosphere and the slab,
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Some subduction systems display large temporal variability in
trench migration rates; in many of the same systems, geologic data
indicate variability in the character of the subducted lithosphere.
For example, it is not unusual for subduction of dense oceanic
lithosphere to be followed by entry of continental lithosphere into
the trench and, commonly, by slowing or cessation of subduction
(e.g. India/Eurasia convergence, Patriat & Achache 1984; Mediterranean region, Malinverno & Ryan 1986; Wortel & Spakman 1992).
These subduction systems involving lithosphere of variable buoyancy are of interest because they demonstrate the spatial and temporal scales over which subduction systems respond to changes in
slab buoyancy.
A full investigation of the effects of variable slab buoyancy is beyond the scope of this paper, but we can investigate the timescales
over which the subduction responds to variations in slab buoyancy
by examining a foreland lithosphere with periodic strips of highand low-buoyancy lithosphere. While such regular variation in slab
buoyancy is unlikely to occur in nature, there are a variety of tectonic
settings in which subduction may involve a foreland lithosphere with
a mixture of high- and low-density terrains, such as in the Mediterranean region in Late Cenozoic time (e.g. Royden 1993a,b; Jolivet
& Faccenna 2000; Faccenna et al. 2001, 2003; Lonergan & White
1997). Here, we observe deep-water and shallow-water domains that
are typically a few hundred kilometres in extent, so that the question
of how rapidly subduction and trench migration rates respond to subduction of variable density lithosphere can be reasonably addressed
through modelling of a subducting slab composed of alternating
stripes of high- and low-density lithosphere.
Fig. 12(a) shows the oscillating rate of trench migration for slabs
composed of alternating strips of high-density (w o = 6.5 km) and

TIME-DEPENDENT SUBDUCTION:
VA R I AT I O N S I N S L A B B U O YA N C Y

plate lithosphere is held fixed at 50 km, the rate of trench migration
increases from 26 mm yr−1 to 58 mm yr−1 . The density of material
in the frontal prism affects the geometry of the slab at depth, particularly when the mean density of the prism begins to approach that
of the asthenosphere. Fig. 11c shows the geometry of two otherwise
identical slabs overlain by frontal prisms with densities of either
2800 kg m−3 or 3275 kg m−3 . In the latter case, the dip of the slab
is quite gentle throughout the upper mantle.
In the examples used so far, the lithosphere of the overriding plate
has been assumed to be 50 km thick. This constrains the asthenospheric wedge to have an upper surface at 50 km depth and a lower
surface that corresponds to the top of the subducting slab, and controls the distribution of engines and brakes. Changing the thickness
of the upper plate lithosphere allows us to investigate the effect of
moving the top of the viscous wedge to larger or smaller depth. Conceptually, this changes the rate of trench retreat because decreasing
the maximum thickness of low-density material in the frontal prism
will decrease the magnitude of the viscous normal stress at the front
of the asthenospheric (see eq. 9, with similar reasoning as above).
Varying the lithospheric thickness of the upper plate from 10 to
70 km decreases the rate of trench migration from 62 mm yr−1 to
30 mm yr−1 , an ∼50 per cent reduction in trench rate (Fig. 11c).
This assumes that the entire frontal prism has a uniform density of
2800 kg m−3 and extends to a depth equal to the thickness of the
lithosphere. If a mantle-type density of 3200 kg m−3 is assumed
for the frontal prism, the reduction in trench rate is less, from 66 to
48 mm yr−1 , or a ∼25 per cent reduction in trench rate.
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Trench migration is the surface expression of subduction. As such, it
is an integral part of the subduction process and arises naturally from
the forces that govern subduction. A proper, dynamically consistent,
treatment of trench migration, such as we have attempted in this
paper, provides insights into the subduction process that are not
obvious from models with kinematic constraints on trench motion.
Several studies of subduction have demonstrated that slab dip
varies as a function of trench migration rate (Griffiths et al. 1995;
Olbertz et al. 1997; Lallemand et al. 2005). This statement is commonly associated with the misperception that high-density slabs dip
more steeply than low-density slabs (e.g. Luyendyk 1970). This is
correct if trench migration rates (which we measure relative to the
foreland lithosphere, not to the lower mantle) are held fixed while
the buoyancy of the subducting slab is varied. However, our results
show that, in a dynamically consistent framework, there is little variation in steady-state slab geometry as a function of slab buoyancy
except for low-buoyancy slabs, which dip more steeply than highbuoyancy slabs. This occurs because rates of trench migration are
not independent from slab buoyancy but naturally decrease with increasing slab buoyancy. Other authors have envisaged that entry of
more buoyant lithosphere into a subduction boundary might provide a mechanism to explain short-lived periods of flat subduction
(e.g. Gutscher et al. 1999; Yáñez et al. 2001). Our study indicates
that entry of buoyant lithosphere into a subduction boundary cannot,
by itself, cause flat-slab subduction.
During steady-state subduction, slab dip reflects the angle, as
a function of depth, at which all parts of the slab profile migrate
horizontally at the same rate. In general, slab dip increases downwards to ∼100 km depth and then remains relatively uniform until
near the base of the upper mantle. This steepening of the slab is
not due to flexural rigidity of the slab lithosphere because we have
used near-zero values of rigidity in most of our calculations. Instead,
steady-state slab dip reflects the magnitude of viscous stresses acting on the slab at each depth. For a zero rigidity slab, the viscous
normal stresses on each section of slab must be equal to the slab
buoyancy multiplied by the cosine of the slab dip. Thus the slab

DISCUSSION

low-density (w o = 3.5 km) lithosphere, each strip being 200 km
wide in a direction perpendicular to the trench. During subduction,
the rate of trench migration oscillates with a period of ∼10 Myr
and the rate of trench migration changes from ∼70 mm yr−1 to
∼35 mm yr−1 , and vice versa, within less than a few million years
(Abrupt kinks in the trench-velocity curve are due largely to truncation of the slab tail near the top of the lower mantle, and reflect the
lack of subtlety with which we apply boundary conditions at the slab
end. The kinks are not numerical instabilities in the code.) These
rapid oscillations in trench migration rates highlight the sensitivity
of subduction to stresses in the shallow part of the mantle wedge.
The associated geometry of the slab also oscillates in time (Fig. 12b).
The most buoyant portions of the slab exhibit the shallowest slab
dips, and the difference in dip between buoyancy segments reaches
more than 30◦ .
Our results are highly compatible with the analogue studies of
Martinod et al. (2005), who examined the effect of subducting a single low-density plateau embedded within a higher density oceanic
foreland. Their study showed a dramatic reduction in subduction
velocity as the buoyant block entered the subduction boundary, and
an equally dramatic increase in rates as the dense portion of the slab
followed the buoyant block into the subduction zone.
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profile migrates laterally at a uniform rate despite depth-dependent
variation in viscous stress on the slab.
The importance of viscous stresses at shallow level is evident
from the depth-dependence of viscous stress on the slab. During
steady-state subduction there is a systematic mismatch between viscous stress and buoyancy along the length of the slab. The vertical
component of viscous stress applied to the surfaces of the slab averages several times the slab buoyancy in the upper ∼100 km of
the mantle. Below this depth, the vertical component of viscous
stress typically averages much less than the slab buoyancy. We define slab compensation as the vertical component of stress applied
to the surface(s) of the slab divided by the slab buoyancy, We conclude that subducted slabs are generally overcompensated at depths
less than ∼100 km and undercompensated throughout the rest of
the upper mantle. Conceptually, this can be viewed as subduction
systems having a deep driving portion (engine) and a shallow resisting portion (brakes). It is the interplay between the ‘engine’ and
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the ‘brakes’ that determines the slab geometry and the rate of trench
retreat.
Because viscous stresses within the shallow ‘resisting’ part of
the subduction zone are extremely large, the rate of trench migration is very sensitive to factors that affect the slab at shallow depth,
like the structure and density of the frontal prism and the thickness of the upper plate lithosphere. As yet, there is no consensus
among geophysicists as to how to define the model thickness or
geometry of the asthenospheric nose in a physically realistic manner. We propose that this problem can be satisfactorily resolved by
requiring stress continuity from the frontal prism into the asthenospheric nose. This constrains the pressure within the asthenospheric
nose to be approximately equal to the pressure within the deepest
part of the frontal prism. This emphasizes the importance of the
interaction between shallow level lithospheric processes and deeper
viscous processes in controlling slab geometry and trench migration
rates.

Figure 12. Rates of trench migration for subduction of alternating strips of high density (w o = 6.5 km, unshaded) and low density (w o = 3.5 km, shaded)
lithosphere and geometry of the subducted slab through time. Time interval between slab positions is 5 Myr Solid dots in (a) correspond to the times at which
the slab geometry is plotted.
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The importance of toroidal flow around the slab is illustrated by
the dependence of trench migration rate on the width (parallel to
the trench) of the subducting slab, with approximately a factor of
two decrease in rate as the width of the slab increases from 600 to
2000 km. In the latter case, the stresses related to toroidal flow are
much less than in the former case because the upper mantle must
flow for a greater distance around the slab. There is little effect of
slab width on the dip of the slab. However, if the top of the lower
mantle is allowed to move at sufficient velocity that the trench becomes stationary with respect to the lower mantle, the effect of slab
width is very much less. The corresponding variation in subduction
rates as the slab width changes from 300 to 2000 km is only 25 to
30 per cent.
The relative velocity between the foreland lithosphere and the top
of the upper mantle has a large effect on the rate of trench migration,
measured relative to a point on the foreland lithosphere. The rate
of trench migration, relative to the foreland, varies almost linearly
with the velocity of the top of the lower mantle with respect to the
foreland. In comparison to a reference case where there is no relative
velocity between the foreland lithosphere and the top of the lower
mantle, changing the velocity of the lower mantle until the trench
is stationary in the lower mantle reference frame nearly doubles
the rate of trench motion, measured relative to the foreland. When
the direction of motion of the lower mantle is reversed (so that its
velocity is from the foreland towards the trench), rates of trench
motion, measured relative to the foreland, are reduced.
There is a nearly linear relationship between the velocity of the
trench relative to the foreland lithosphere and the velocity of the
trench relative to the lower mantle. For a half-slab width of 1000 km,
v R is approximately equal to (v o + v m /2), where v R is the velocity
of the trench relative to the foreland, v m is the velocity of the top of
the lower mantle relative to the foreland, and v o is the velocity of
the trench when the foreland lithosphere is fixed with respect to the
top of the lower mantle. The proportionality constant should depend
on the slab width, being somewhat smaller for narrower slabs—our
results suggest around 1/3 for slab widths of 600 km. Our results
suggest that subduction probably will not occur when v m is in the
neighbourhood of −2v o .
Slab rheology exerts a strong effect on slab morphology and
trench migration rates, but only for relatively strong slabs, stronger
than the upper bounds on oceanic lithosphere. For a purely elastic
slab, effective elastic plate thicknesses must exceed 30–40 km before geometry or migration rates become appreciably different from
a slab with a minimal elastic plate thickness of 1 km. For a purely
viscous slab, the viscosity of a slab with a viscously competent
layer 50 km thick must reach ∼1024 Pa s before there is a significant
change in slab geometry. At much higher slab viscosities, the rate of
trench migration slows markedly. For a dense slab (w o = 6.5 km),
trench migration rates for a slab with a viscosity of 1026 Pa s, more
than 5 orders of magnitude greater than the viscosity of the upper
mantle, are approximately one fourth of the trench migration rate
for a weak slab, with all other parameters held fixed.
These results, are somewhat inconsistent with the proposal of
Conrad & Hager (1999a), who argued that the high energy dissipation associated with bending slabs that are more than about 4 orders
of magnitude greater than the surrounding mantle will shut down
subduction. In fact, much of the slowing of subduction at a viscosity
of 1026 Pa s does not derive from stresses involved in bending the
slab because slab curvature is reduced at high viscosities. Instead,
it comes from the increased strength of the ‘brakes’ applied to the
subduction system by the low-density material in the frontal prism,
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which becomes very wide as the slab becomes stiffer. If the density
of the frontal prism material is increased to 3200 kg m−3 , the rate of
trench migration is ∼50 mm yr−1 at a slab viscosity of 1026 Pa s and
∼15 mm yr−1 at a slab viscosity of 1027 Pa s. The primary difference
between our results and theirs stems from the slab curvature, which
they impose on the slab but which we calculate as inherent to the
subduction system. Our slab curvature is much lower than the one
that they impose. Thus we find that very stiff slabs inhibit subduction, but only at viscosities about 2 orders of magnitude greater than
those proposed by Conrad & Hager (1999a).
A number of authors have tried, with little success, to correlate a variety of subduction parameters with trench retreat rates
or with the presence or absence of upper plate extension or shortening (e.g. Jarrard 1986; Lallemand et al. 2005). Our results suggest
several first-order reasons why this may be the case, such as the dependence on the geologic structure of the upper plate. These crustal
and lithospheric-level processes above the slab exert strong controls on the subduction process largely through their effects on flow
within the crucial area of the asthenospheric nose. Thus geologic
features of the subduction zone are important controls on the subduction process and can be comparable to mantle viscosity and slab
buoyancy in their effect on trench migrations rates and slab geometry. The development of topography above the frontal prism, which
we have neglected here, should have similarly important effects on
the behaviour of the subduction system.
The timescale over which subduction rates respond to variations
in slab buoyancy appears to be very short and even narrow (200 km)
strips of anomalously buoyant lithosphere greatly affect subduction
rates. We show that rapid fluctuations in the rate of trench motion,
by a factor of two or more, can occur in as little as 3 Myr, with similarly rapid changes occurring in slab geometry. This process could
account for intermittent extensional and/or compressional events
within the leading edge of the upper plate of many subduction systems. For typical rates of oceanic subduction (50–100 mm yr−1 ),
such events might typically occur over time periods of 5–10 Myr
and at rates of extension or compression of a few tens of millimetres
per year. This is consistent with the timescales observed for events
like opening of the Japan or Aegean Seas and provides a natural
mechanism for the opening and closing of marginal seas throughout the life of an oceanic subduction system. Clearly, an important
test of our results will be the integration of observed slab geometry,
subduction history and geologic constraints on slab buoyancy for
subduction systems that have experienced variable rates of subduction and upper plate deformation.
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and similarly for the pressure gradient in the y-direction.

In the Hele-Shaw approximation for flow in a Newtonian viscous channel, horizontal flow is assumed to have a parabolic profile with depth
and the horizontal pressure gradient is invariant with depth. Pressure gradient is related to horizontal flow velocity as:
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For uniform viscosity, this reduces to a simpler equation given in (4) in the main text.
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If we choose xi = 0 and − a ≤ yi ≤ a, then eqs (A6–A8) satisfy Laplace’s equation everywhere except on the slab surface. The brute-force
approach, used here, is to choose a set (x i , y i ) along the slab surface and invert to find the values of A i that yield the desired x-velocity at
those points. We chose 100 evenly spaced points at xi = 0 and y i between 0 and a, required the distribution of A i ’s to be symmetrical about
yi = 0, and inverted for the A i ’s. The resulting velocity along the y-axis and pressure along the x-axis are shown in Fig. A1.
It is not clear if it is more appropriate to characterize the background stresses on the slab by averaging P between y = ± a, or by taking
the maximum value of P at y = 0 (it makes little difference to ours results). Here we choose to use the value of P at y = 0. This yields
a background stress due to toroidal flow around the slab that is a function of distance from the slab. Fig. A1 shows that a good empirical
approximation for the pressure at y = 0 is:
(
)
a[v R λ f 1 (λ) − vt λ f 1 (λ) − (vm − vt ) f 3 (λ)] −.9(x/a)0.8
P(x, 0) =
.
(A9)
e
f 2 (λ) f 3 (λ) − f 1 (λ) f 4 (λ)

and for uniform viscosity:
$
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+&
.
vx dz = λ
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12µ
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where A i is a constant. Taking the derivative with respect to x and substituting into eq. (A4) to find corresponding flux in the x-direction, we
obtain:
"
%
! λ
vt λ f 1 (λ) + (vm − vt ) f 3 (λ)
vx dz =
f 1 (λ)
0
&
' "
%
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(x − xi )2 + (y − yi )2

Pi (x, y) =

Analogous expressions can be written for flow velocity and integrated flux in the y-direction.
The net flux in the x- and y-directions must satisfy the continuity equation if the channel thickness (equated here with the upper mantle)
is to remain constant through time. Therefore, P must satisfy Laplace’s equation everywhere except along the vertical slab surface, at points
−a < yi < a, xi = 0. Over this set of points, P does not need to satisfy the Laplace equation but the velocity in the x-direction must equal
the horizontal slab velocity, v R . (In the Hele-Shaw approximation, only the net flux orthogonal to an obstacle is set to zero at the surface
of the obstacle. The details of the flow as a function of depth and the flux parallel to the boundary are not constrained. This is a standard
approximation in fluid mechanics and works well as long as one is a moderate distance from the obstacle relative to the channel depth. See,
e.g. Batchelor 1967).
A solution for P that satisfies Laplace’s equation everywhere except at (x i , y i ) is:

which, for uniform viscosity, reduces to:
$
# 3 $
#
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λ
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−
.
vx dz = λ
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∂ x 12µ
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(A2) can be integrated over z to obtain the total flux in the x-direction due to viscous flow in the channel:
"
%
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%
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vt λ f 1 (λ) + (vm − vt ) f 3 (λ)
vx dz =
−
,
f
(λ)
∂
x
f
(λ)
1
1
0

where v t and v m are the velocities in the x-direction of the upper and lower surface of the channel, respectively. For the case of uniform
viscosity, eq. (A2) simplifies to the more familiar:
"
%
#
$
∂ P z(z − λ)
vt (z − λ) + vm z
+
.
(A3)
vx (x, y, z) =
λ
∂x
2µ

Integrating (A1) with respect to z, dividing by µ, and integrating again with respect to z yields an expression for velocity as a function of
depth for a layered medium:
"
%
"
%
vt f 1 (λ) + (vm − vt ) f 1 (z)
∂ P f 1 (λ) f 2 (z) − f 2 (λ) f 1 (z)
+
,
(A2)
vx (x, y, z) =
f 1 (λ)
∂x
f 1 (λ)

For computation of Hele-Shaw flow in a viscous medium with viscosity variations in the z-direction, it is useful to define the functions:
! z
! z & &
dz &
z dz
f 2 (z) =
f 1 (z) =
&
&
0 µ(z )
0 µ(z )
! z
! z &
(z − z & ) &
z (z − z & ) &
dz
f
(z)
=
dz
f 3 (z) =
4
µ(z & )
µ(z & )
0
0
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∂P
1 ∂τr θ
∂σθ θ
=
=
,
∂r
∂r
r ∂θ

(B7)

∂P
∂τθθ
∂(r τr θ )
=
+ τr θ +
.
(B5)
∂θ
∂θ
∂r
We wish to use these expressions to derive an approximate flow profile for v r as a function of θ , without requiring information about how v r
or v θ vary in the r-direction. Let us assume that v r and v θ vary much more rapidly with rθ than with r. Then their derivatives with respect
to r can be ignored. Likewise, τ rr and τ θθ can be ignored, as can all other derivatives with respect to r in (B2–B5), yielding the approximate
relations:
µ ∂vr
τr θ =
,
(B6)
r ∂θ

τrr = −τθθ = 2µ

∂vr
,
∂r
and the pressure gradient in the radial and tangential direction can be expressed in terms of these viscous stresses:
"
%
1 ∂(r τrr )
∂τr θ
∂P
=
− τθθ +
,
∂r
r
∂r
∂θ

∂(r vr ) ∂vθ
+
,
(B1)
∂r
∂θ
where r is the radius and θ the angle from the horizontal (see Fig. 2 for signs and conventions). Viscous stresses are related to velocity by:
# $%
"
1 ∂vr
∂ vθ
+r
,
(B2)
τr θ = µ
r ∂θ
∂r r
0=

In cylindrical coordinates, the continuity equation is be expressed as:

Local stress in the mantle wedge

APPENDIX B

Figure A1. (a) Model velocity of viscous flow in x-direction (orthogonal to the trench) plotted along y-axis (y-axis lies along the trench as shown in Fig. 3).
Velocity is the average velocity in a vertical column through the upper mantle, as described in Appendix A, and is constrained to be v R on the slab surface. (b)
Pressure of viscous flow along the axis of symmetry through the centre of the slab (x-axis), plotted as a function of distance from the slab and normalized to 1
on the slab surface. Solid line shows the model solution as described in Appendix A, dashed line is the empirical approximation used in our subduction model,
eqs (4) and (A9).
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(B11)

C(r ) = −vt

0

s

(vt − vs ) ∂σn
+
ro g1 (θo )
∂s

"

vn ds + ro g3 (θo )(vs − vt ) + vt ro θo g1 (θo )
,
ro3 [g2 (θo )g3 (θo ) − g1 (θo )g4 (θo )]

(B16)

(B15)

(B14)

(B13)

"

#
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ro3 θ 3

$

+ τt

ro2 θ 2 ∂σn
+ τt ro θ − vt ,
2 ∂s

∂σn
∂
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∂s

vr = −
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ro2 θ 2

$

− vt r o θ .

%
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(B18)

(B17)

where σ n is the value of σ θθ evaluated on the surface of the slab (although σ θθ is implicitly assumed to be a constant for fixed r o ). Values
for shear stress and velocity as a function of θ can be obtained by substituting (B15) and (B16) into B(10)–B(12). For uniform viscosity the
expressions for pressure gradient and shear stress along the top of the slab reduce to the expressions found in eqs (5) and (6) in the main text,
while velocities within the upper mantle wedge are

0

*s

%
ro g2 (θo )
,
g1 (θo )

−g1 (θo )
∂σn
∂σn
=−
=
∂s
∂r

τt =

∂σn
− ro2 τt (ro )g3 (θo ) + vt ro θo ,
∂s

∂σn
+ ro τt (ro )g1 (θo ) − vt ,
∂s

vn ds = ro3 g4 (θo )

and:

!

−vs = −ro2 g2 (θo )

At θ = θ o the radial and tangential velocities are v θ = v n , v r = − v s . In addition, we replace the integral over r with an integral over s along
the slab surface, noting that locally dr = − ds. Thus:

D(r ) = 0

where D is also an arbitrary function of r.
We can use (B10)–(B12) to find approximate expressions for viscous stress within the viscous wedge, beginning with the stress on the
upper surface of the slab. Consider the flow across a circular arc within the upper mantle wedge, as shown in Fig. 2. The lower straight-line
segment of the slice is locally tangent to the subducted slab (making an angle θ o with the horizontal) and the upper straight-line segment is
horizontal and coincides with the upper surface of the viscous wedge. If the vertical thickness of the wedge at this point is d t , then the circular
arc has a radius of curvature ro = dt /sin θ o and an arc length θ o d t /sin θ o . We solve for the three arbitrary constants in (B11) and (B12) and
for dσ θ θ /dr by applying velocity boundary conditions at θ = 0 and θ = θ o . Using the conventions given in Fig. 2, at θ = 0 the radial and
tangential velocities are v θ = 0, v r = − v t . Thus:

where C is an arbitrary function of r. Finally, integrating eq. (B1) over r and θ and substituting for v r from (B11) yields:
#
$
! r
∂σθθ
vθ dr = − r 3
g4 (θ ) − r 2 τt (r )g3 (θ ) − rC(r )θ − D(r ),
∂r

Using the expression for shear stress given in (B10), we can see by inspection that a solution for v r in eq. (B6) is given by:
$
#
∂σθθ
vr = r 2
g2 (θ ) + τt r g1 (θ ) + C(r ),
∂r

τr θ (r ) = A(r )θ + B(r ) = r θ

∂σθθ
+ τt (r ),
(B10)
∂r
where τ t is the shear stress at θ = 0, which is not known a priori. (We also have assumed implicitly that σ θθ is approximately a constant for
fixed r o ).
We define four useful functions:
! θ
! θ & &
dθ &
θ dθ
g1 (θ ) =
g2 (θ ) =
&
&
0 µ(θ )
0 µ(θ )
! θ
! θ &
(θ − θ & ) &
θ (θ − θ & ) &
g3 (θ ) =
dθ
dθ
g4 (θ ) =
µ(θ & )
µ(θ & )
0
0

From eqs (B9) and (B7) we find that the approximate dependence of shear stress on θ is:

∂P
∂σθθ
∂(r τr θ )
=
= τr θ +
,
(B8)
∂θ
∂θ
∂r
where σ θθ is the total normal stress related to viscous flow in the θ direction. Taking the derivative of eq. (B7) with respect to θ and the
derivative of eq. (B8) with respect to r, equating the right-hand sides, and dropping derivatives with respect to r gives:
"
%
∂
∂(r τr θ )
1 ∂ 2 τr θ
=
τr θ +
= 0.
(B9)
r ∂θ 2
∂r
∂r
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*s
vn ds + ro g3 (θo )(vs − vm ) + vm ro θo g1 (θo )
,
ro3 [g2 (θo )g3 (θo ) − g1 (θo )g4 (θo )]

(B20)

ro2 θ 2 ∂σn
+ τm ro θ + vm ,
2 ∂s

µ(vs − vm )
∂σn
− ro θo
,
ro θo
∂s

(B24)

(B23)

(B22)
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∂
∂
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(V sin θ ) − (C cos θ) +

!

0

(C4)

where eqs (C1) and (C2) correspond to the vertical and horizontal components of force, respectively. Assuming no compressional or shear
stress at the slab end (at s = 0), these can be integrated over s:
! s
(V cos θ) + (C sin θ ) +
(qz + ρl gl) ds = 0,
(C3)

(C1)

∂
∂
(V cos θ) + (C sin θ) + qz + ρl g = 0,
∂s
∂s

Denoting the internal compression directed along the axis of the slab as C and the internal shear forces acting on planes orthogonal to the
axis of the slab as V , then a static force balance on a slab element of length ds yields

Static force balance on slab elements

APPENDIX C

The accuracy of this approximation can be tested numerically, but a reasonable idea can be obtained by comparing the shear stresses and
pressure gradient along a uniformly dipping slab, of infinite extent, with uniform velocity on the slab and zero velocity at the surface and
at the base of the upper mantle (v t = v m = 0). The results of this calculation are shown for a slab in steady state with a dimensionless rate
of trench retreat of one, so that on the upper surface of the slab v r = 1 − cos (θ o ), v θ = sin (θ o ). Fig. B1 shows that the accuracy of the
approximate solution is excellent for small angles and worsens as the angle increases. For an angle of 60◦ , which is typical for many of the
model slabs produced for this paper, the approximate shear stress and viscous pressure gradient are approximately 20 per cent greater than
the exact solutions.
More exact approximations can be readily developed. However we found that building explicit assumptions about how velocity depends
on r into the approximation could cause problems in the computation of subduction dynamics because it tended to force a particular kind of
behaviour on the slab. Thus the simple solutions presented here, although less accurate for a uniform, linear wedge than others we derived,
had the advantage of being versatile and working reasonably well for all kinds of slab geometries and velocity distributions on the slab.

"
#
$
# 2 2$
%
∂σn r O2 θ 3
∂
r θ
vθ =
−
− τm o
− vm r o θ .
∂s
∂s
6
2

vr =

τs =

where τ m is the shear stress on the base of the upper mantle. In the case of uniform viscosity, the analogous expressions to (5), (6), (B17) and
(B18) are, for the lower mantle wedge:
!
∂σn
−12µ s
6µ(vs + vm )
vn ds +
,
(B21)
= 3 3
∂s
ro θo 0
ro2 θo2

−g1 (θo )
∂σn
∂σn
=
=
∂s
∂r

We can find analogous solutions for viscous stresses on the base of the slab by considering flow across a circular arc within the lower
mantle wedge, as shown in Fig. 2. The upper straight-line segment of the slice is locally tangent to the subducted slab (making an angle θ o
with the horizontal) and the lower straight-line segment is horizontal and coincides with the lower surface of the viscous wedge. If the vertical
thickness of the wedge at this point is d b , then the circular arc has a radius of curvature ro = db /sin θ o and an arc length θ o d b /sin θ o . We
proceed as before, solving for the three arbitrary constants in (B11) and (B12) and for ∂σ n /∂r in the lower mantle wedge by applying velocity
boundary conditions at θ = 0 and θ = θ o . Using the conventions given in Fig. 2, at θ = 0 the radial and tangential velocities are v θ = 0, v r
= v m . At θ = θ o the radial and tangential velocities are v θ = −v n , v r = v s . In addition, we replace the integral over r with an integral over s
along the slab surface ∂σ n /∂s.
Thus for the lower mantle wedge we find the analogous expressions to (B15) and (B16):
"
%
(vs − vm ) ∂σn ro g2 (θo )
−
,
(B19)
τm =
ro g1 (θo )
∂s
g1 (θo )
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qnb = σnb

qnt = σnt

"

(wnext − w) cos θ
vn

%

+ Pstatic ,

and for the top and bottom of the slab within the sublithospheric mantle:
"
%
(wnext − w) cos θ
+ Pstatic
vn

qnt = (wnext + wo − dw )ρprism g

For the top of the slab beneath the frontal prism, we define:
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and substituting into eq. (C5) yields an equation that governs the behaviour of the slab in response to externally applied stresses and internal
density variations:
#
$
#! s
$
! s
D ∂ 2w
∂ 2w
∂2
+
qx ds − tan θ
(qz + ρl gl) ds − qn − ρl gl cos θ = 0.
(C7)
∂s 2 cos θ ∂s 2
∂s 2
0
0

where D is the flexural rigidity. Noting that slab dip is related to deflection by
+
#
$ ,1/2
∂w
∂w 2
sin θ = −
cos θ = 1 −
∂s
∂s

Using a thin elastic sheet approximation to relate V to bending moment, M, and thence to slab deflection gives
$
#
∂
D ∂ 2w
∂M
,
=−
V (s) = −
2
∂s
∂s cos θ ∂s

+ ρl gl cos θ + (qx sin θ + qz cos θ ) = 0.

Multiplying eqs (C3) and (C4) by cos θ and sin θ respectively, and combining them to eliminate C, rearranging, and taking the derivative with
respect to s yields
!
!
∂ sin θ s
∂ sin θ s
∂V
+
qx ds +
(qz + ρl gl) ds
∂s
∂s
∂s
0
0
(C5)

Figure B1. Accuracy of approximate solution for shear stress (τ s ) and gradient of normal stress (∂σ n /∂s) on the surface of a slab below a viscously deforming
wedge. Solutions are for a steady-state ‘upper plate’ wedge of infinite extent with a ‘trench retreat rate’ of one and a stationary upper surface. Lines show ratio
of approximate stress computed using the equations of Appendix B divided by the exact analytical solution for a uniform viscosity wedge. The approximate
method overestimates the shear stress and normal stress gradient along the slab surface by comparable amounts, reaching ∼20 per cent for typical slab dips of
60◦ .
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The algorithms corresponding to (C10) and (C11) yield virtually identical results for steady-state subduction over the range of viscosities
for which we could obtain results from eq. (C10), with less than 1 per cent difference in trench migration rates and indistinguishable slab
geometries.

However, at viscosities above 1024 to 1025 Pa s, the algorithm developed from (C10) had numerical difficulties in its implementation. At these
higher viscosities, we substituted another algorithm. Writing the viscous dw/dt in eq. (C9) as v R· ∂w/∂s, then eq. (C9) can be written as a fifth
order differential equation:
/
0
#! s
$
! s
µ p l 3p v R ∂ 3 wnext
∂ 2 wnext
∂2
+
qx ds − tan θ
(qz + ρl gl) ds
∂s 2 12 cos θ ∂s 3
∂s 2
0
0
.
(C11)
− qnt + qnb − ρl gl cos θ = 0.

0

This can solved as:
+
, "
%
µ p l 3p
∂ 2 (wnext − w)
∂ 2 (wnext − w) ∂ 2 w
∂2
+
+
2
2
∂s
12't cos θ
∂s
∂s 2
∂s 2
$
#! s
! s
.
qx ds − tan θ
(qz + ρl gl) ds − qnt + qnb − ρl gl cos θ = 0.

where w next is the slab depth to be solved for at the next time step. We then solve eq. (C8) for w next by fast inversion of a five-band matrix
using values of all other variables as computed from the previous time step(s). The location of the asthenospheric nose is computed at each
time step as described in the main text.
For the case of a viscous slab, with viscosity µ p and thickness l p , the equivalent expression to (C7) is:
/
0
#! s
$
! s
µ p l 3p ∂ 3 w
∂ 2w
∂2
+
qx ds − tan θ
(qz + ρl gl) ds − qn − ρl gl cos θ = 0.
(C9)
∂s 2 12 cos θ ∂s 2 ∂t
∂s 2
0
0

eq. (C7) is solved at each time step by formulating it as:
#
$
#! s
$
! s
∂2
D ∂ 2 wnext
∂ 2 wnext
+
qx ds − tan θ
(qz + ρl gl) ds
∂s 2 cos θ ∂s 2
∂s 2
0
0
.
− qnt + qnb − ρl gl cos θ = 0,
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Subduction with Variations in Slab
Buoyancy: Models and Application
to the Banda and Apennine Systems
Leigh H. Royden and Laurent Husson

Abstract Temporal variations in the buoyancy of subducting lithosphere exert a
first-order control on subduction rate, slab dip and the position of the associated volcanic arc. We use a semi-analytic, three-dimensional subduction model to simulate
“unforced” subduction, in which trench motion is driven solely by slab buoyancy.
Model rates of subduction and model slab dip respond almost immediately to changes
in the buoyancy of the subducting lithosphere entering the trench; as more buoyant
slab segments correlate with slower subduction rates and steeper slab dip. The results
are largely consistent with observations from the Banda and southern Apennine subduction systems, where subduction slowed and ended shortly after the entry of continental lithosphere into the trench. Over a 2 m.y. period, model subduction rates
decrease from ~70 mm/year to ~30 mm/year for the Banda Arc, and from ~40 mm/
year to ~20 mm/year for the Apennine Arc. Increases in model slab dip and decreases
in arc-trench distance are likewise consistent with hypocenter locations and volcanic
arc position along the Banda and Sunda arcs. In contrast, a time period of ~10 m.y. is
needed for model subduction rates to slow to near zero, much longer than the ~3 m.y.
upper bound on the observed slowing and cessation of trench motion in the Apennine
and Banda systems. One possible explanation is that slab break-off, or the formation
of large slab windows, occurred during the last stages of subduction, eliminating
toroidal flow around the slab and allowing the slab to steepen rapidly into its final
position.

1

Introduction

Slab buoyancy provides the primary driving force for
subduction (e.g., Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Chapple
and Tullis 1977; Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni,
2004). However, several studies have revealed a
poor correlation between observed slab buoyancy

L.H. Royden
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences,
M.I.T., Cambridge, MA 02139, USA, lhroyden@mit.edu

and subduction kinematics (Jarrard, 1986; Doglioni
et al., 1999; Lallemand et al., 2005). This may reflect
the importance of other factors that affect subduction
rate and has led to a number of studies that explore a
wide range of factors that might affect subduction
(e.g., Kincaid and Olson, 1987; Funiciello et al., 2003;
Schellart, 2004, Bellahsen et al., 2005; Royden and
Husson, 2006; Capitanio et al., 2007; Billen and Hirth,
2007, Stegman et al., 2006). Alternatively, it may be
that temporal variations in slab buoyancy exert a shortterm effect on subduction that is as important as the
mean buoyancy.
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Subduction Model

We use a semi-analytical model updated from Royden
and Husson (2006) that includes a Newtonian viscous
mantle and a slab of finite width, as measured parallel
to the trench. Figure 1 shows the geometry and
primary sources of stress on the slab. This model uses
approximate solutions for toroidal flow around the slab
and for flow above and beneath the slab. This provide
a reasonable approximation of stress on the slab
at distances of more than ~100 km from its side boundaries (Royden and Husson, 2006). We have neglected
possible curvature of the trench and slab along strike,
which also affects stress on the slab near the side
boundaries.
A uniform viscosity is assigned to the slab, making
up a viscously competent zone that is 50 km thick and
localized within the upper (cold) portion of the slab
(Table 1). Subduction is assumed to be “unforced,”
in that the rate of subduction and trench migration
are determined only by the negative buoyancy of the

2

Temporal variations in slab buoyancy occur commonly during subduction, for example when oceanic
plateaus, seamounts or fragments of continental crust
enter a subduction system. Thus by examining the
relationship between slab density, slab geometry and
subduction rate from theoretical models, and comparing these results to the time-history of subduction
and magmatism in natural systems, we can begin to
understand how variations in slab density may control
a host of geological phenomenon. Yet, despite the
extensive literature on subduction process, only a
handful of studies have examined the role of variable
slab buoyancy in the subduction process. These have
generally aimed at examining the role of slab buoyancy in controlling slab shape (i.e., van Hunen et al.,
2004) and arc curvature (i.e., Morra et al., 2006). In
contrast, Martinod et al. (2005) use an analog approach
to show that buoyant slab material entering the subduction system both steepens the slab angle and
reduces the velocity of the trench. In this paper we
investigate more systematically the length and timescales over which variations in slab buoyancy control
on subduction velocity, slab geometry and subduction
dynamics, with a brief comparison to two natural subduction systems.
Fs
Fg

high viscous
stress

Fs Fn

Fg

wo

670 km
lower mantle

upper mantle
uniform viscosity

foreland lithosphere

frontal prism

2.5 × 1020 Pa
1023 Pa s
50 km

2.5 km
100 km
600 km
50 km
3,300 kg m−3
2,800 kg m−3
1,000 kg m−3

subducted lithosphere and viscous stresses induced in
the slab and surrounding mantle. In the model, far-field
motions of the plates do not contribute to the subduction process nor play a role in trench migration. Unless
otherwise specified, the foreland (unsubducted lithosphere in front of the trench) is assumed to be stationary relative to the underlying lower mantle; therefore
the rate of trench motion is equal to the rate of subduction (see later portions of this paper and Royden and
Husson, 2006, for alternative assumptions). This is
equivalent to the analog models that fix the end of the
slab to the sidewall of the tank (e.g., Kincaid and
Olson, 1987).

Table 1 Model parameters for Figs. 2 and 3
Mid-ocean ridge depth
wa
l
Thickness of slab
Trench length
Thickness of upper plate
ra
Density of the asthenosphere
rc
Density of the crust/frontal prism
rw
Density of water
Viscosity of the upper mantle
(excluding slab and lithosphere)
Viscosity of slab “core”
Thickness of slab “core”

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the model subduction zone. Shaded
areas within the slab denote low-density (high buoyancy) slab
segments. Fg, Fn and Fs are gravitational force, and normal
and tangential components of viscous forces, respectively. w0 is
pre-subduction water depth of the foreland. Shaded areas in the
upper mantle outside of the slab denote areas of high viscous
stress on the slab due to the flux of mantle in or out of this
constricted region

Fn

high viscous
stress

upper plate lithosphere

L.H. Royden, L. Husson

Fig. 2 (a) Pre-subduction water
depth for the model foreland to
be subducted, as a function of
horizontal distance. Large water
depths are equated with large
negative slab buoyancy, see text
for details. Thick solid lines
represent more buoyant segments
of the foreland, consistent in all
panels. (b) Subduction rate (black
line) and slab dip at 100 km depth
(gray line) as a function of time.
(c) Distance from the trench to
the volcanic arc, taken as the
horizontal distance over which
slab deflection increases from
2 to 100 km (lower value)
or to 150 km (higher value)
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Subduction of a Model Foreland
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time (m.y.)
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distance (km)
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distance to arc
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90
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50

175

5000
continental
margin

rate

4000

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show results for subduction of a
model foreland consisting of a deep oceanic domain
(w0 = 6.5 km) embedded with several contrasting buoyancy domains, including a continental island (250 km
wide, w0 = 0 km), an oceanic plateau (800 km wide,
w0 = 3.5 km), and a continental margin (w0 = 0 km)
(Fig. 2a). Slab buoyancy is varied in a direction normal
to the trench while all other parameters are held
constant.
After subduction of oceanic lithosphere has achieved
a steady-state geometry and rate (at ~70 mm/year), the
contrasting buoyancy domains reach the trench and are
subducted sequentially. When the continental island

3

lithosphere). (See Royden and Husson, 2006, for
further discussion of buoyancy and bathymetry.) Note,
however, that slab buoyancy is a function only of the
lithospheric material that is actually subducted and the
density of that material as it is subducted. If sediments
or crust are stripped from the slab as it enters the
subduction zone, or if phase changes occur during
subduction, the slab buoyancy changes accordingly.
In this paper we ignore both of these effects, although
they could easily be included with appropriate changes
in slab density with depth.

continental
island

1000

Subduction is “mature” in that the end (or “tail”) of
the slab extends to the top of the lower mantle, treated
in this paper as a rigid boundary. This condition
prevents mantle flow beneath the slab tail (Garfunkel
et al., 1986). Note, however, that the position of the
slab tail is determined only by viscous forces within
the slab and upper mantle. The slab position is not a
priori fixed with respect to the top of the lower mantle.
This differs from tank models where the deep slab
becomes fixed onto the base of the tank (see Funiciello
et al., 2003). Because the process of slab deformation
within the transition zone is poorly known, it is not
clear which, if either, of these assumptions is more
correct. There should be little difference between them
when the foreland lithosphere, and thus the slab tail, is
relatively stationary with respect to the top of the lower
mantle. However, differences in predicted behavior
could become large when there is rapid relative motion
between them.
Prior to subduction, slab buoyancy can, to first
order, be linearly equated with the bathymetry of the
soon-to-be-subducted lithosphere (its “pre-subduction”
water depth, wo). For a slab thickness of 100 km and an
asthenospheric density of 3300 kg/m3, each kilometer
change in pre-subduction water depth translates to
a change in mean slab density of ~23 kg/m3. Slab
buoyancy is neutral if wo equals ~2.5 km, very negative
if wo is ~6.5 km (e.g., old oceanic lithosphere), and
very positive if wo is ~0 km (e.g., typical continental
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enters the trench and reaches the uppermost asthenosphere (~65 km depth), the rate of subduction drops
abruptly and trench retreat slows to 5–10 mm/year
(Fig. 2b). Subsequently, as the leading edge of the next
oceanic segment enters the trench and reaches the
uppermost asthenosphere, the subduction rate increases
again to ~70 mm/year. A similar pattern of decreasing
and increasing rate occurs with subduction of the
oceanic plateau. Finally, rates slow and subduction is
terminated when the continental margin enters the
system; its leading edge is ultimately subducted to
~300 km depth km (Fig. 3, see also Ranalli et al., 2000;
Regard et al., 2003).
The time-scale over which subduction rates respond
to changes in slab buoyancy is generally on the order
of just a few million years. When subduction rates
change in response to slab buoyancy, the rates of
change can be rapid only when the subduction rate is
rapid. This is because each new lithospheric segment,
with new buoyancy, enters the system at the rate of
subduction, and the subduction system adjusts to the
new slab buoyancy accordingly. Thus rapid changes in
subduction rate can only occur when the subduction
velocity is high; when subduction velocity is low,
changes in subduction rate must occur slowly, but the
rate of change can become rapid as the subduction rate
speeds up.

Fig. 3 Slab geometries corresponding
to two subduction events of Fig. 2:
(a) subduction of the continental island
and (b) subduction the continental margin.
Shaded slab units denote continental
lithosphere. The time interval between slab
positions is 5 m.y. with beginning and
ending times as indicated. (c) Extensional
stress along the subducted slab for
steady-state subduction of oceanic
lithosphere and after subduction of a
continental margin
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Model steady-state subduction of the dense
oceanic slab occurs at an average dip of ~60–65°
(Figs. 2b and 3). When continental or plateau lithosphere enter the system, the slab steepens to more
than 80° because the buoyant part of the slab at shallow depth resists sinking and slows the rate of trench
retreat; meanwhile the deeper, denser part of the slab
continues to sink at a faster rate. Flattening of the
shallow slab occurs when dense lithosphere follows
buoyant lithosphere into the trench because the dense
slab at shallow depth sinks more rapidly than the
buoyant material at greater depth. Thus there is
a strong correlation between slab dip and trench
migration rate (Fig. 2b). For narrow, highly buoyant
slab segments, the dip of the slab may become inverted
at depth, with a local depth-minimum coinciding with
the buoyant slab segment (Fig. 3a).
Equating the distance from the subduction boundary to the volcanic arc with the horizontal distance
over which slab deflection increases from 2 to 100 and
150 km, the distance from the subduction boundary to
the volcanic arc is ~220–250 km during steady-state
oceanic subduction for the parameters used in this
paper (Fig. 2c). This decreases to ~150–170 km during
subduction of the continental island and oceanic
plateau areas. The greatest change in the location of
the volcanic arc occurs when subduction terminates

4500

11452
2mm.y
.y. .

45 m.y.
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Fig. 4 Location maps for the Banda Arc and
Apennine subduction systems. Boxes show
locations of swath profiles for earthquake
hypocenters in Fig. 6. Slab contours are
50 km isodepths, adapted from Sambridge
and Gudmundsson (1998). Light gray domains
are shallow water domains. Solid and dashed
bold curves indicate active and fossil trench
locations
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Subduction of Australian lithosphere northward beneath
the Banda Arc occurred prior to Pliocene time at a rate
of ~70 mm/year (Fig. 4a, after Hinschberger et al.,
2000). The pre-subduction depth, wo, of the subducted
oceanic lithosphere was probably similar to that
observed today in the adjacent Indian Ocean, ~5.7 km.
During Pliocene time, the eastern end of the subduction
system encountered the continental margin of northwestern Australia and arc-continent collision occurred
diachronously from west to east. During subduction of
the margin, wo decreased to its current value of ~0.05 km.
The rate of subduction dropped to zero by 0.5–1.0 Ma
while to the west (Sunda arc), subduction of oceanic
lithosphere continues at ~70 mm/year (Kreemer et al.,
2000; Richardson and Blundell, 1996; Hughes et al.,
1996). Thus the Banda Sea offers an excellent opportunity to observe the reaction of subduction system to the
entry of continental material into the trench, and at the
same time to observe steady-state subduction of oceanic lithosphere (Sunda arc) that is probably similar to
that of the Banda arc prior to collision.
The Late Cenozoic Apennine system consumed
mixed oceanic and continental lithosphere along a westdipping subduction system (Fig. 4b). Reconstruction of
the southern Apennines suggests a Late Miocene subduction rate of ~30–50 mm/year or perhaps higher (e.g.,
Patacca et al., 1990; Fig. 5b, detailed rates taken from
the unpublished work of P. Scandone, pers. com., 2006,
average rate from Faccenna et al., 1997). The apparent
oscillations in rate are probably artifacts of an incomplete geological record, and the maximum rates are
probably the more significant. In any case, we choose a
rate of 40 mm/year as the pre-collisional rate of subduction for the Apennine system. In Pliocene time, the
southern Apennine trench encountered the continental
Adriatic lithosphere and thrusting and subduction had

4.1

lka
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The subduction model used here supposes that subduction occurs solely as a result of negative slab buoyancy,
so the model results are not applicable to orogenic
belts like the Himalaya, which accommodate rapid
inter-plate convergence driven largely by far-field
forces (e.g., Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2004).
It is best applied to unforced subduction systems that
display upper-plate extension concurrent with subduction, such as those of the Mediterranean region
(e.g., Malinverno and Ryan, 1986; Wortel and
Spakman, 2000; Royden, 1993a, b; Jolivet and
Faccenna, 2000; Faccenna et al., 2003), and the region
extending eastward from Indonesia to the Pacific plate
(Hall, 1996; Charlton, 2000; Daly et al., 1991; Rangin
et al., 1990; Hinschberger et al., 2000). The Apennine
and Banda Sea systems offer excellent opportunities to
compare model results with observations in systems
where subduction has terminated following entry of
continental lithosphere into the subduction zone.
Conversely, there are also subduction systems where
an increase in subduction rate can be correlated with
entry of denser lithosphere into the trench, but the
amount of geologic information needed to document
rates and timing renders such comparisons beyond the
scope of this paper.

4 Case Studies: Banda and Apennine
Systems

against the continental margin and the distance from
the thrust belt to the volcanic arc is decreased to
~100 km. The precise distance to the arc is highly
sensitive to factors like the density of material in the
frontal prism (Fig. 1), but the significant decrease in
arc-trench distance during slowing of subduction is
a robust feature of the model results.
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The transition from oceanic to continental foreland
was modeled for these two systems using the same
parameters as in Fig. 2 and Table 1, except as noted in
Table 2. In particular, the pre-subduction water depth
of oceanic lithosphere subducted in the Banda
region was estimated from the depth of the adjacent
ocean basin (5.7 km for the Banda Arc). The presubduction water depth for the deepwater portions of
the Apennine slab is unknown, so we chose a moderate
depth of 5 km. In both cases the pre-subduction water
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Subduction Rates

Model rates of subduction are in excellent agreement
with the rapid termination of subduction within the
Apennine and Banda systems for the initial period of
slow-down, with velocities slowing down from ~70 to
~30 mm/year over a 2 m.y. period for the Banda Sea
model, and from ~40 to ~20 mm/year over a 2 m.y. period

4.3

depth of continental portion of the lithosphere is set to
sea-level. A range of slab viscosities, from 1022 to 1024
Pa s, were used in the model runs, with the viscosity of
the surrounding mantle chosen in each case to provide
a subduction velocity of ~70 mm/year for the Banda
system and ~40 mm/year for the Apennine system.
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ended by Quaternary time (see e.g., Patacca et al., 1990;
Faccenna et al., 2001; Jolivet and Faccenna, 2000).

Figure 7

Figure 5c,d (Banda)

Figure 5b (Apennines)

Figure 5a (Banda)

Table 2 Parameters for Figs. 5 and 7
Pre-subduction water depth

Fig. 5 Observed (gray curves) and model (black
curves) rates of subduction for the Banda arc the
Southern Apennines. Parameter values are given in
Table 2. (a), (b) Subduction rate versus time following
entry of continental lithosphere into the trench at
5 Ma. Foreland velocity relative to the top of the lower
mantle is zero. Labeled curves correspond to different
values of slab viscosity. (c) Subduction rate versus
time for the Banda Arc following entry of continental
lithosphere into the trench at ~5 Ma. Labeled curves
correspond to different imposed values foreland
velocity (from foreland toward trench) relative to the
top of the lower mantle. (d) Same as (c) except that
slab detachment occurs at 470 km depth at the time
indicated by the vertical arrow

subduction rate (mm/yr)

subduction rate (mm/yr)

subdruction rate (mm/yr)
subduction rate (mm/yr)

40

Fig. 6 Observed earthquake hypocenters
(dots) from the Banda and Sunda arcs as
given by Schoffel and Das (1999) and
Das (2004). Swath locations shown in
Fig. 4. Solid lines show model slab profiles
from Fig. 3, for steady-state subduction
of oceanic lithosphere (left panel) and
following entry of the continental
lithosphere (shaded region) into the
subduction boundary (right panel, geometry
corresponding to 152 m.y. in Fig. 2)
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A robust result of the model is that the slab dip steepens as buoyant material enters and descends into the
subduction system. For example, Fig. 3 shows the
model slab dip steepening from about 60–65° during
steady-state subduction of oceanic lithosphere to 85°
or more after buoyant lithosphere enters the trench.
This compares favorably to the slab geometries indicated by earthquake hypocenters from the Sunda and
Banda arcs (Fig. 6); the average slab dip in the Sunda
arc, where oceanic lithosphere is being subducted in
steady-state is ~55–60° between 200 and 400 km depth.
The slab dip along the Banda arc, where subduction
has ceased, is ~75–80°. Both model and observations
show an increase in slab dip of about 20° during entry
of the continental margin into the subduction system.
The modern slab dip beneath the Apennines is also
very steep, perhaps 80° or more (Lucente et al., 1999;
Piromallo and Morelli, 2002).
Another robust result from the model is the migration of the volcanic arc (equated in the model with
a depth of 100–150 km at the top of the subducted slab)
toward the trench during subduction of buoyant lithosphere. Thus there is a strong correlation between subduction rate and the location of the volcanic arc. The
modern position of the volcanic arc within the Southern
Apennines is ~100 km from the thrust front, similar to
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result is consistent with the Apennine and Banda
systems exhibiting the same rapid termination in subduction regardless of foreland velocity. It appears that
some process, not included in our subduction model,
must be responsible for the rapid termination of
subduction in the latter stages of continental margin
subduction, as we discuss further below.

Sunda
Arc

N

for the Apennine system (Fig. 5a and b). This indicates
that the timescale over which subduction initially
responds to changes in slab buoyancy is similarly rapid
in the natural systems and in the model, and is largely
independent of slab viscosity. However, for all slab viscosities, the latter stages of subduction termination are
significantly faster in the observed systems than in the
model results. In particular, the slowing of model subduction from 20 to 0 mm/year occurs over at least 10 m.y.,
with a gradual slowing of rate, while subduction in the
Apennine and Banda systems terminates abruptly.
One possible source of the mismatch between
observed and model results is the imposed velocity of
the foreland relative to the top of the lower mantle (see
e.g., Schellart, 2005). The foreland lithosphere for the
Apennine subduction system is approximately stationary, or at least not moving very rapidly, in the hot spot
reference frame (e.g., Gordon and Jurdy, 1986). Its
motion with respect to the top of the lower mantle is,
presumably, similar. However, the Indian-Australian
plate (the foreland for the Banda subduction system) is
moving northwards in the hotspot reference frame at
~60 mm/year, bringing into question the importance of
the absolute velocity of the foreland with respect to the
top of the lower mantle.
Figure 5c shows the model decrease in subduction
rate expected for imposed foreland velocities, relative
to the top of the lower mantle, ranging from 0 to
60 mm/year, in a direction orthogonal to and toward
the trench. In order to match the initial subduction
velocity of ~70 mm/year and to keep the initial slab
buoyancy consistent with a pre-subduction water depth
of 5.7 km, the viscosity of the mantle had to be
adjusted for each individual case (Table 2). With these
constraints, there is little predicted variation in the rate
at which subduction slows as a function of imposed
foreland velocity, indicating that this is probably not
the cause of the misfit between observations and model
in the latter stages of subduction termination. This
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Slab Detachment?

A number of authors (e.g., Buiter et al., 2002; Wortel
and Spakman, 2000) have suggested that during the
entry of continental lithosphere into a subduction zone,
the lower part of the slab detaches from the upper part,

5

the model results of Fig. 2c after subduction of the continental margin. Within the Banda-Sunda arc system,
the volcanic arc is ~250–350 km from the Sunda trench
but only ~150–200 km from the inactive Banda thrust
front. Using the Sunda arc as a proxy for the Banda arc
prior to its interaction with the Australian continental
margin, there appears to have been a 100 km decrease in
the distance from the thrust front to the volcanic arc that
is associated with subduction of the margin (Fig. 7).
While we cannot rule out that some of the decrease in
arc-trench distance might be due to shortening in the
fore-arc region after the eruption of the last volcanic
arc rocks at ~3 Ma, the fact that the slab dip is steeper
slab the Banda region than in the Sunda region is also
consistent with a decrease in the arc-trench distance
during slowing and cessation of subduction.

Fig. 7 Observed distance from the Banda and Sunda volcanic
arcs to the adjacent trench or frontal thrust belt (shaded squares)
as a function of time following entry of the continental lithosphere into the subduction boundary at ~5 Ma. Lines show model
distances from trench to the front and back of the volcanic arc
for the viscosities shown. Front and back of the model volcanic
arc are equated with the positions where the upper slab boundary
descends below 100 and 150 km depth, respectively

arc-trench distance (km)

Discussion and Conclusions

In general, rates of subduction and trench motion
respond rapidly to changes in slab buoyancy.
Subduction rates respond more rapidly to changes in
slab buoyancy when the subduction rate is fast, and
less rapidly when subduction rates are slow. Because
subduction rates are faster for more negatively buoyant
slabs, there is a discrepancy between the amount

6

in a process commonly referred to as “slab break-off”
or “slab detachment.” This process has been specifically suggested for both the Apennine (Buiter et al.,
1998) and Banda arc (Elburg et al., 2004) systems.
While a detailed investigation of this process is beyond
the scope of this paper, we can make a preliminary
assessment of whether this process could lead to a
sufficiently rapid termination of the last stages of
subduction, as indicated in Fig. 5.
Figure 5d shows the results for a simulated slab
break-off at the time indicated by the vertical arrow.
Although our model does not really allow for proper
slab break-off, we simulate instantaneous slab breakoff by truncating the slab at 470 km depth and setting
the viscous stresses on the bottom of the slab to zero.
This somewhat ad hoc modification of the forces on the
slab eliminates the high stress area beneath the lower
part of the slab (Fig. 1) and also eliminates the viscous
stresses that result from toroidal flow around the slab
(because mantle can flow through the region formerly
occupied by the deep part of the slab). The results indicate a very rapid transition from slow subduction to no
subduction, in good agreement with observations from
the Banda Sea (Fig. 5d) and the Apennines (not shown
but similar to Fig. 5d). Although not a precise simulation of slab break-off, these results suggest that slab
break-off may provide a mechanism whereby the last
stages of subduction occur very quickly.
Importantly, the reduction in weight of the deep
slab is not the most important factor in causing rapid
cessation of subduction. Rather, it is the creation of a
shortcut for mantle flow that is critical in enabling
rapid steepening of the slab into its final, stationary
position. In particular, the creation of gaps in the slab
enables rapid flow out of the geometrically confined,
high-stress region beneath the deep slab (Fig. 1),
thereby allowing for rapid motion of the deep slab.
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of time that various buoyancy domains spend in the
shallow part of the subduction system and their original extent within the foreland. In Fig. 2, continental
lithosphere and oceanic plateau regions initially make
up ~25% of the foreland, but account for ~55% of the
subduction time. Thus the duration of events within
a thrust belt cannot be used as a direct measure of
the original extent of various buoyancy or facies
domains because the low buoyancy regions will be
over-represented in the duration of thrusting.
The dip of subducted slabs at shallow depth
(~100 km) tracks closely with the rate of trench
migration. For the parameters used in this paper, very
dense slabs (old ocean) subduct at angles of ~60–65°
whereas more buoyant lithospheres, like the oceanic
plateau modeled in Fig. 2, subduct at steeper angles.
(The precise slab dip depends on a variety of parameters and may vary from system to system even if slab
buoyancy is identical). When all other parameters are
held constant, the correlation between subduction rate
and slab dip at 100 km depth is surprisingly good. This
is counter to the common misconception that highdensity slabs dip more steeply than low-density slabs
(e.g., Luyendyk, 1970). The latter is correct if the
trench retreat rate is held constant while slab buoyancy
is varied, but not when both subduction rate and trenchmigration rate are controlled by the negative buoyancy
of the slab. This agrees with the fact that little correlation is found between observed slab dip and slab density (e.g., Jarrard, 1986; Heuret and Lallemand, 2005).
Because arc-magmas are generated above subducted
slabs at depths of 100–150 km, there is also a correlation between the slab buoyancy, slab dip and location of
the volcanic arc. As slab dips steepen, the volcanic arc
should move closer to the trench (or front of the thrust
belt). This occurs most markedly during subduction of
a continental margin or other large buoyant object and
is illustrated by the Banda/Sunda subduction system
(Fig. 2). Equating the distance from the trench to the
volcanic arc with the horizontal distance over which the
slab depth increases from 10 to 100 km, the model distance from the trench to the volcanic arc decreases by
~100 km during subduction of the continental margin.
When subduction terminates, the viscous stresses on
the slab disappear and the stresses on the slab arise only
from its buoyancy. If subduction is terminated by subduction of a continental margin or other buoyant object,
the depth to which the leading edge of the buoyant lithosphere can be subducted depends on its buoyancy and
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the buoyancy of deeper, denser portions of the slab. This
is reflected in the extensional stresses transmitted along
the slab (Fig. 3c). For a uniformly buoyant slab subducting in steady-state, the extensional stress along the slab
increases toward the surface. (Note that extensional
stress is not necessarily zero at the surface; only the vertical component of stress, integrated along the slab, must
be zero.) When subduction terminates after subducting
a continental margin, the extensional stress within the
subducted slab is greatest at the former ocean-continent
transition. This result is intuitive because at that stage
there are no longer stresses on the slab from viscous
flow in the surrounding mantle. Thus the extensional
stress on the slab increases upwards to the point where
the density of the slab is less that the density of the surrounding mantle. This suggests slab attenuation and
possible slab detachment may be most likely to occur at
this site (see Fig. 3c and Wortel and Spakman, 2000;
Regard et al., 2003).
Our results apply largely to unforced subduction
systems, where trench motion is controlled by slab
buoyancy and not by far-field constraints on relative
plate velocities. Modeling studies (e.g., Hassani et al.,
1997) and observations (e.g., on the Nazca subduction
zone, Gutscher et al., 1999) indicate that velocities
imposed on the upper plate can play a large role in
determining slab geometry and kinematics. For this
reason, we have chosen natural examples where the
upper plate lithosphere experienced extension during
the subduction process, suggesting relatively little
stress coupling between the over-riding and downgoing plates.
Nevertheless, some of the general concepts developed here may be extrapolated more broadly. We suggest that, for large plates like the Pacific, local and
short-term variations in upper plate deformation, such
as in the Japan or Kurile regions, may be more closely
related to temporal and spatial variations in slab buoyancy than to the mean buoyancy of the slab. Even small
variations in slab buoyancy result in speeding or slowing of trench motion. Although the change in rate may
be but a minor fraction of the total trench velocity,
even a change in rate of 5 mm/year over 10 m.y. can
result in significant stretching or shortening of the
upper plate. If this interpretation is correct, it helps to
explain the apparent contradiction that slab buoyancy
is the most important driver of subduction, yet there
appears to be a lack of correlation between local slab
buoyancy and associated upper plate deformation.
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Le rollback est-il une vue de l’esprit ?

Les modèles de subduction ont souvent été appréhendé avec l’idée sous-jacente
de rollback, c’est-à-dire de la migration de la fosse vers l’avant-pays de la plaque
en subduction dans un référentiel absolu. Un tel régime semble compatible avec
les subductions de taille modeste, comme les nombreuses subductions méditerranéennes (fig. 2.2). De fait, la notion de rollback a été largement porpagée par les
géologues interessés par les subductions méditerranéenes, et hellénique en particulier [Faccenna et al., 1996, 2001, Jolivet & Faccenna, 2000, Royden, 1993]. C’est
autour de l’exemple hellénique qu’a été tentée la généralisation du concept, étayée
par des arguments indirects, comme la courbure des panneaux plongeants (fig.
2.3), la chimie des laves d’arrière-arc qui indiquent une contamination du reservoir
mantellique localisé devant le panneau plongeant par le reservoir situé en arrière
du slab [Pearce et al., 2001] ou l’anisotropie sismique dans le prisme mantellique
dont la magnitude augmente avec la vitesse de migration de la fosse [Long & Silver, 2008].

Les tentatives de généralisation du concept de rollback passent par la confrontation aux données cinématiques, en particulier les vitesses de migration des fosses
de subduction [Heuret & Lallemand, 2005, Schellart et al., 2007, Sdrolias & Müller,
2006]. Les fosses ont des vitesses de migration distribuées de façon presque uniforme entre un recul (jusqu’à 130 mm/an pour la subduction Tonga) et une avancée
(jusqu’à 50 mm/an) (fig. 2.4). Ce constat remet en cause l’acception générale du
rollback, qui ne prévoit pas la possibilité d’avancée de la fosse. (Ces vitesses ne sont
pas indépendantes du référentiel absolu choisi pour le mouvement des plaques ; le
référentiel choisi ici, basé sur la fixité des points chauds du Pacifique [Gripp &
Gordon, 2002], est le plus dramatique. Les autres référentiels minimisent les vitesses d’avancée des fosses mais conservent la même dispersion des valeurs).

En prenant du recul sur les subductions, en dé-zoomant, le point de vue de la
convection mantellique pourrait fournir des éléments de réponse. Malheureusement, les modèles les plus aboutis de convection [e.g., Foley & Becker, 2009] ne
permettent pas encore de représenter de manière réaliste la tectonique des plaques
et ne sont à présent d’aucun secours. Une alternative est la description analytique
de la convection. La lithosphère océanique y est décrite comme une couche limite

Subductions

Fig. 2.2: Carte de la Méditerranée illustrant les subductions dont le comportement est en rollback. Map of the Mediterranean domain showing rollback typ
subduction zones (in red).

Fig. 2.3: Géométrie du panneau plongeants hellénique (isocontours 50 km
[Gudmundsson & Sambridge, 1998]) et modèles de déformation d’un slab en
retrait (le trait rouge indique la courbure du slab, voir section 2.4 [Loiselet
et al., 2009]). Interpolated geometry of the hellenic slab (isocontours every 50
km [Gudmundsson & Sambridge, 1998]), and models of slab deformation during
rollback (red curve outlines slab curvature, see section 2.4 [Loiselet et al., 2009].
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Fig. 2.4: Vitesses de migration des fosses de subduction dans le référentiel
NUVEL1-HS3 (fixité des points chauds Pacifique [Gripp & Gordon, 2002])
[Schellart et al., 2007]. Trench migration rates in the Pacific hotspots based
reference frame NUVEL1-HS3 [Gripp & Gordon, 2002], [Schellart et al., 2007].

thermique dont la subduction ne saurait se produire avant un âge critique et ne
saurait subsister à la surface de la Terre au delà de cet âge, en contradiction avec
les observations de distribution ”triangulaire” des âges de la lithosphère océanique
[Parsons, 1982, Rowley, 2002], c’est-à-dire que la probabilité de subduction est
en apparence indépendante de l’âge de la lithosphère (fig. 2.5). La flottabilité
de la lithosphère module efficacement les vitesses de rollback et pourrait expliquer ces divergences : une lithosphère dont la flottabilité est fortement négative
devrait subducter plus efficacement. Les observations contrarient de nouveau la
théorie, puisque c’est l’inverse qui est enregistré, dans l’acceptation de l’âge de la
lithosphère océanique comme proxy pour sa flottabilité (fig. 2.6).

Au regard des divergences entre théorie et observations, il paraı̂t nécéssaire d’élargir
le champ d’investigation de la dynamique des subductions. La modélisation des
subductions prises comme systèmes fermés reproduit de manière insatisfaisante la
majorité des observations cinématiques. Dans le chapitre 4, je discute de l’impact
de la circulation des plaques et du manteau à l’échelle globale sur la dynamique
de subduction. Les plaques adajcentes á la plaque en subduction semblent jouer
un rôle primordial dans la circulation globale de la lithosphère et du manteau. En
particulier, elles affectent la dynamique du système Pacifique dans son ensemble,
qui de par sa dimension porte l’essentiel des signaux cinématiques observés. Les
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Fig. 2.5: Distribution des âges de la lithosphère océanique [Müller et al., 2008].
Seafloor age map [Müller et al., 2008].

Fig. 2.6: Vitesses de migration des fosses en fonction de l’âge de la lithosphère
pris comme proxy pour sa flottabilité [Heuret & Lallemand, 2005], dans le
référentiel NUVEL1-HS3 [Gripp & Gordon, 2002]. Trench migration rates as
a function of lithosphere age, taken as a proxy for lithospheric buoyancy [Heuret & Lallemand, 2005], in the NUVEL1-HS3 reference frame [Gripp & Gordon,
2002].
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conséquences de la dynamique propre des plaques adjacentes, excitées par des l’ouverture des océans, l’entraı̂nement par le manteau en convection, et les subductions
adjacentes, sont multiples. Dans la section 2.3, deux exemples de cette incidence
sont proposés à l’échelle de la subduction, puis à l’échelle de l’orogénèse.

A l’échelle de la Terre, le processus de rollback existe et il reste raisonnable de
le considérer comme le comportement naturel, spontanné, des subductions. Cependant, la finitude de la Terre fait qu’il ne s’applique convenablement que à des
systèmes privilégiés. Les conditions requises sont essentiellement (i) un isolement
spatial de la zone de subduction des autres subductions et des forts courants mantelliques et (ii) un contrôle suffisament faible de la dynamique des plaques adjacentes sur la zone de subduction. Ceci s’applique à certaines subductions ayant un
bassins d’arrière-arc suffisament développé pour que la cinématique de la plaque
supérieure n’interagisse pas avec la subduction (Scotia par exemple) ou lorsque
la plaque supérieure accompagne naturellement le retrait de la fosse à une vitesse
comparable. C’est le cas unique de la subduction hellénique, où la plaque anatolienne poussée partiellement par la plaque arabe et coulissant le long de la faille
nord-anatolienne, migre vers la fosse hellénique de manière à n’exercer que des
contraintes faibles sur le contact entre les plaques (ceci se vérifie par le faible taux
de déformation actuel de la mer Egée). Ainsi, la mer Egée, qui est le cas d’étude
privilégié du mécanisme de rollback, est aussi l’exemple unique qui a conduit à la
formalisation du concept. Ce raisonnement partiellement circulaire qui s’est établi
sur les deux dernières décennies, est responsable des errements et mécompréhension
entre modélisations et observations.

2.3

Interactions de la subduction avec les plaques
supérieures

La discussion précédente (section 2.2) suggère que les plaques supérieures interagissent significativement avec les zones de subductions. Les sections qui suivent
montrent un exemple où la cinématique de subduction est modulée par les plaques
adjacentes et un exemple ou la subduction elle même rétroagit sur les mécanismes
de déformation de la plaque supérieure, en permettant l’exhumation de roches de
hautes pression et leur insertion dans le prisme orogénique.
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Modulation de la subduction par les plaques adjacentes

En collaboration avec P. Yamato et co-auteurs, nous avons construits un modèle
tridimensionnel de subduction en portant une attention particulière au rôle des
plaques adjacentes. En effet, l’essentiel des modélisations -numériques et analogiques- réalisées à l’échelle de la zone de subduction sont composées d’une plaque
isolée en subduction dans le manteau. Nous optons ici pour la démarche inverse,
où la zone de subduction est simplifiée au maximum, mais où l’existence seule des
plaques adjacentes (supérieure et latérales) suffit à moduler les vitesses de subduction. Ce choix simpliste se justifie par la nécessité d’un contexte géodynamique
simplifié permettant (i) une mise en place technique et (ii) d’examiner en détail
la complexité (rhéologique essentiellement) du panneau plongeant et du prisme
mantellique.
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[1] Our 3D modelling study shows that the presence of
lithospheric plates around a subducting plate has a
significant influence on subduction dynamics, in particular
on trench retreat rate, slab dip, and lateral shortening of the
subducting plate. Neighbouring plates prevent unrealistic
plate behaviour with no need for complex rheologies.
Because, at the Earth’s surface, plates form a continuous
shell, they should not be neglected. Citation: Yamato, P.,
L. Husson, J. Braun, C. Loiselet, and C. Thieulot (2009), Influence
of surrounding plates on 3D subduction dynamics, Geophys. Res.
Lett., 36, L07303, doi:10.1029/2008GL036942.

1. Introduction
[2] At the Earth’s surface, tectonic plates form a complete
shell and, therefore, no plate can be considered in isolation.
A ‘‘complete’’ subduction system is thus made of four
plates: the subducting, overriding and lateral plates.
[3] A variety of models have been proposed, using
physical [e.g., Bellahsen et al., 2005; Funiciello et al.,
2003a, 2006, 2008; Schellart, 2008], semi-analytical
[Royden and Husson, 2006] and numerical methods [e.g.,
Stegman et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2008] to study the
dynamics of subduction zones in 3D. However most studies, with the exception of a few [e.g., Zhong and Gurnis,
1995; Royden and Husson, 2006; Espurt et al., 2008;
Regard et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2008; Bonnardot et al.,
2008], considered the subducting plate in isolation, by
focusing on its interactions with the surrounding mantle.
In cases where the overriding plate is not included, one
commonly assumes that it has no effect on mantle flow
since it passively accompanies the retreating trench
[Bellahsen et al., 2005; Funiciello et al., 2003b].
[4] However, because plates are stiffer and denser than
the upper mantle, the presence or absence of lithospheric
material in the upper mantle influences the velocity field in
and around a subducting plate, and the dynamics of subduction will depart from the ‘‘intrinsic’’ dynamics of an
isolated subduction system. Both the poloidal (downdip, in
a vertical plane) and toroidal (at the slab edges, in a plane
parallel to the surface) components of the return flow
induced by the motion of the slab in the viscous upper
mantle is not limited to the deepest parts of the subduction
system but also reaches the surface; this flow may affect the
motion of other plates and conversely, be influenced by
them.
[5] In most models where the subducting plate is considered in isolation, the plate is not prevented from flowing
1
Geosciences Rennes, UMR6118, Université de Rennes 1, CNRS,
Rennes, France.
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Department of Earth Sciences, Bergen University, Bergen, Norway.
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laterally by the presence of neighbouring plates, as it is in
natural systems. The deformation of the edges of the plate
naturally occurs in purely viscous models, a phenomena that
seems to be fortuitously limited in physical models by the
possible action of surface tension or by the elastic properties
of the material used [e.g., Schellart, 2008]. To prevent this
artificial lateral flow, several ad hoc parameterizations have
been used, including using a very high viscosity contrast
between the plate and surrounding mantle, incorporating
plasticity through a yield strength that is sufficiently high to
prevent the horizontal deformation but small enough to
permit slab bending [e.g., Moresi and Solomatov, 1998;
Stegman et al., 2006], imposing an arbitrary cut-off for
stress transmission [Husson, 2006], or adding elasticity
[e.g., Bonnardot et al., 2008].
[6] Herein we quantify the impact of surrounding plates
on subduction dynamics through a series of simple experiments carried out using a 3D numerical model of linear
viscous fluid flow. It is not our purpose here to explore the
many parameters of the system (e.g., geometry of the
lithosphere, boundary conditions, viscosity, or density ratios): we choose a given setup in all our experiments and
focus on the influence of surrounding plates.

2. Model Setup
[7] We have used the 3D code DOUAR described in
details by Braun et al. [2008], originally designed for
thermo-mechanical modelling. In this study, we are interested in understanding the basic interactions of a subducting
plate with the surrounding mantle and adjacent plates; we
have thus used a linear viscous rheology for all components
of the system, neglecting non-linear effects arising from the
thermal and stress-dependence of rheology.
[8] The initial model and the material parameters (effective viscosity and density) are presented in Figure 1a. Since
the YZ plan at X = 0 in our model is a plane of symmetry,
we only model one half of the slab along the left-hand side
(X = 0) of the 3D box, leaving enough space to its right (i.e.,
between X = 0.5 and X = 1.0) to prevent most boundary
effects. In all experiments, the initial geometry corresponds
to an ongoing, though immature, subduction zone. The size
of the square unit model box corresponds to 3000 km. The
upper/lower mantle boundary is characterized by a viscosity
jump at 660 km. The crust and mantle lithosphere are
respectively 30 and 120 km thick. We chose thick lithosphere and crust in order to preserve a high resolution
(additional tests are performed with thicknesses that are
twice thinner). The resolution of the model is 25 km
between the top of the model and the upper-lower mantle
boundary, where most of the deformation occurs, and 50 km
elsewhere. The resolution is further improved by the
divFEM algorithm used in DOUAR that can be tailored to
represent density variations at an even smaller scale (6 km)
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[11] In all experiments the subduction process evolves in
three stages (Figure 1c) [see also Bellahsen et al., 2005;
Stegman et al., 2006]: (1) the slab sinks in the upper mantle,
(2) approaches the upper-lower mantle discontinuity and
bends, (3) the slab tail (i.e., the bottom end of the slab) rests
on the upper/lower mantle discontinuity and the system
reaches a steady-state where further subduction is accompanied by trench retreat. The first sinking stage can be
polluted by the initial geometry but can be assimilated to the
transient stage existing between subduction initiation and

3. General Evolution of the Models

predict subduction velocities of a few mm.yr!1 (v-velocity
component on Figure 2). Free-slip boundary conditions are
imposed on all sides of the model and plate motion is
resisted by the no-velocity conditions imposed at the plate
boundaries (fixed plates, Figure 1a).
[10] This is an end-member situation in order to characterise the largest possible effect. Three-dimensional dynamic
modelling of subduction zones is most relevant for small
subduction zones. The behaviour of many small-sized subduction zones can thus be best approximated by the ‘‘fixed
plate’’ setup we have used here, because their subduction rate
is much faster than the plate convergence rate (e.g., Scotia,
Hellenic, Tyrrhenian, Calabria. . .). We performed a few
experiments with a free upper surface (no stress), but this
required a much larger number of small time steps and did not
lead to significantly different conclusions.

2 of 5

[Braun et al., 2008]. Four configurations, that include
respectively the Subducting plate only (S), the Subducting
and Overriding plates only (SO), the Subducting and Lateral
plates only (SL), and all plates together (SOL), were tested
(Figure 1a). All models are nonetheless everywhere capped
by a relatively buoyant, moderate viscosity crust, which in
turns decreases the phenomena described below (e.g., trench
retreat, lateral shortening and subduction).
[9] Material densities and viscosities are scaled to the
upper mantle reference values (Figure 1b). In nature, the
effective viscosity ratio between the subducting lithosphere
and the upper mantle is thought to be in the range of 10 to
103 [e.g., Hager, 1984; Davies and Richards, 1992;
Mitrovica and Forte, 2004]. We have thus used a viscosity
ratio of 200, which also is a commonly used value that
predicts realistic kinematics [e.g., Funiciello et al., 2003a;
Schellart, 2004, Stegman et al., 2006, Schellart, 2008]. The
lower mantle to lithosphere viscosity ratio is set to 1, high
enough to limit slab penetration across the 660 km discontinuity. A crustal layer with a scaled viscosity of 20 caps the
entire model; its scaled density is 1.015 over the subducting
lithosphere and 0.8615 everywhere else (continental crust).
All lithospheric mantle units are also contiguous, except for
a rectangular gap between the subducting and the overriding
lithosphere, where low viscosity material with upper mantle
rheology facilitates the subduction process (Figure 1b). The
crustal layer controls the kinematics [e.g., Royden and
Husson, 2006] but the nature of this control is beyond our
scope and we assign density and viscosity values that

Figure 1. (a) 3D view of the model box at the beginning of the experiment. (b) Cross-sections showing plate stratification
(crust and mantle) and material properties. oc and cc, oceanic and continental crust, li, um and lm: lithospheric, upper and
lower mantle. Black, dark grey and light grey indicate overriding, lateral and subducting mantle lithosphere, respectively.
(c) Subduction evolution during 25 My for the two models S and SOL. (YZ Cross-section taken at X = 0.1 corresponding to
300 km, see Figure 1a).
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[16] Let’s now consider the evolution of the slab in the
third dimension (along the X axis, Figures 2, 3c, and S1). In
both the S and SO experiments, the lateral edge of the
subducting plate is not held by another plate alongside and
is affected by trench parallel shortening (Figure 2, top).
Significant shortening occurs for models with no lateral
plate (Figure 3d) and is partly caused by subduction along
the side of the subducting plate, driven by the negative
buoyancy of the plate. The fact that the plate is fixed at the
boundary induces additional extension on the plate, which
stretches accordingly along the y-direction; this stretching
has to be compensated by shortening along the x- and zdirections. Shortening is facilitated when the plate is not
maintained laterally (S and SO experiments). After 20 Myr,
total shortening values obtained are 3 times greater for the S
and SO experiments ("15%) than for SL and SOL ("5%).
As illustrated in Figure 3e where the maximum depth of the
subducting plate measured along its edge is shown as a
function of time for each of the four experiments, the
presence of the neighbouring plate prevents shortening
and thus the lateral subduction of the subducting plate.

5. Lateral Behaviour of the Subducting Plate

front of the slab extends from the slab tail to the surface.
When the more viscous overriding plate is present, it does
not extend to the surface but is limited to the base of the
overriding plate. This difference influences subduction
dynamics in two important ways. First, in the absence of
overriding plate (S and SL experiments), the return flow
amplifies trench retreat rates (Figure 2) by a factor of 2 to 5
(Figure 3b), as opposed to experiments with an overriding
plate (SO and SOL experiments). Consequently, slab retreat
rate will always be overestimated in experiments where the
overriding plate is not accounted for. Secondly, the maximum velocity generated by the poloidal flow found at the
top of the upper mantle, i.e. deeper with an overriding plate,
explains the slightly higher slab dip values in SO and SOL
than in S and SL (Figure 2).
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1
Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2008GL036942.

[14] Subduction is accompanied by a faster rate of trench
retreat in the experiments where the overriding plate is
absent (y-component of the velocity field (v), mid. panel,
Figure 2). This is illustrated in details in Figures 3a and 3b
where the location (Figure 3a) and velocity (v-component,
Figure 3b) of the trench are given as a function of time.
Horizontal velocities, strain rates and deviatoric stresses
along cross-sections from the models S and SOL are also
given in the auxiliary material with description.1
[15] The poloidal flow induced by the sinking slab is
made of two cylindrical cells, on either side of the slab.
When the overriding plate is absent (Figure 1c), the cell in

4. Slab Rollback and Trench Retreat

‘steady state’ subduction. Trench retreat takes place when
the slab approaches the 660 km discontinuity (stage 2), after
an initial stage of advance (Figure 3a).
[12] In our models, the crust is advected in depth with the
subducting lithosphere following the velocity field. The
channel between the subducting and the overriding plates
can thus evolve freely. The poloidal component of mantle
flow is attenuated as the slab approaches the 660 km
discontinuity (Figure 1c) because the upper mantle can no
longer flow beneath the slab tail and the lower mantle.
[13 ] At intermediate depths (i.e., between 275 and
375 km), the slab dip is broadly similar in all experiments.
During the first stage, slab dip increases from 60! to "75–
80!. In stage 2, it remains stable as the slab approaches the
660 km discontinuity, before increasing again during the
bending of the slab tail along the 660 km discontinuity. In
all experiments steady state is reached after "20 Myr, with
slab dips at intermediate depths ranging between 83! and
92!. The SOL and SO experiments display steeper slabs
than in the S and SL experiments where slab dip is always
lower than 90!.

Figure 2. Velocity field components for the subducting plate for each experiment after 15 Myr. The shapes of the lateral
and overriding lithospheres are presented as ghosts (the crust on the overriding and lateral plate is not shown).
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experiments show that the absence of lateral plates leads to
unrealistic lateral shortening and to the lateral subduction of
the plate, which is not observed in natural subduction zones.
Studies that do not account for the presence of surface plates
may provide qualitative information that is only valid under
the assumption that surrounding plates are weak (oceanic
subduction in the presence of a well developed back-arc
system, for instance). Our setup assumes that the plates are
pinned to the sidewalls. When plates are ‘‘free’’, these
effects are significantly reduced but still important. In real
Earth, most small-scale subduction zones, for which our
setup is relevant, are characterized by subduction rates that
are much faster than the plate convergence rate (i.e., they
are ‘‘fixed’’). In addition, the large model crustal and mantle
lithosphere thicknesses seemingly enhance our results.
However, because the model is Newtonian, assigning thinner lithosphere and crust leads to comparable results for a
given amount of subduction (not for a given time), as
confirmed by additional tests.
[18] Our results suggest that all plates must be included
in modelling-based studies, where the effects of many
parameters characterizing a subduction system (e.g., lithosphere thickness, viscosity and density ratios, friction
between plates, velocity/stresses boundary conditions. . .)
are explored.
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[17] Surrounding plates in subduction systems affect the
global dynamic of the subduction process in multiple ways.
(1) The presence of an overriding plate modifies the
poloidal flow generated by a subducting slab. Consequently,
neglecting overriding plate leads to overestimating trench
retreat velocities by a factor 2 to 5 and underestimating slab
dips at depth. (2) The presence of a lateral plate prevents
lateral shortening observed in many experiments where the
subducting plate is considered in isolation; a phenomenon
that leads to models including complex rheologies that
prevent such undesirable effects [e.g., Moresi and
Solomatov, 1998; Stegman et al., 2006]. As previously
shown [e.g., King and Hager, 1990; Conrad and Hager,
1999], 3D models composed of a single plate predict
subduction velocities that have to be considered as upper
bound values. However, in a purely viscous system, our

6. Conclusion and Discussion

Indeed, after 20 Myr, the plate edge has penetrated into the
upper mantle to a depth of "150 km for S and SO
(Figure 3e), whereas it has remained at its initial depth
when a lateral plate is included (SL and SOL, Figure 3c).
Although the subducting lithosphere is equally gravitationally unstable in all four experiments and has thus the same
tendency to subduct on all sides, the presence of a lateral
plate reduces the negative buoyancy and thus prevents
lateral subduction.

Figure 3. (a) Trench location and (b) velocity through time. Solid and dashed lines correspond to values calculated
respectively at X = 0 and X = 0.35 (1050 km) from the right side of the model box (see inset). (c) Lateral behavior of the
subducting lithosphere for the two models S and SOL after 20 Myr (XZ cross-section at Y = 0.1). Dashed and color lines
correspond to the location of the subducting plate at t = 0 Myr and t = 20 Myr. (d) Lateral shortening of the subducting
plate. (e) Maximum depth of lateral subduction (lat. sub.) reached by the lateral edge of the subducting plate. Solid and
dashed lines correspond to the values at Y = 0 and Y = 0.4 (1200 km) from the backside of the model box (see inset).
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Exhumation des roches de hautes pressions

La dynamique propre des plaques supérieures affecte le régime de subduction.
Cette interaction est bivalente. Un exemple probant est celui de la subduction
indienne qui a ralentit lorsque la convergence a été empêchée par la collision continentale [Allègre et al., 1984, Patriat & Achache, 1984]. Cet évènement participe de
la construction de l’édifice orogénique. En collaboration avec J-P. Brun, P. Yamato
et C. Faccenna, nous explorons la possibilité que les comportements transitoires
des zones de subduction puisse interagir avec la dynamique orogénique. Sur la base
d’une chronologie des évènements géologiques en Méditerranée, les travaux récents
des co-auteurs suggérent que l’entrée en subduction de lithosphères hétérogènes
dans les fosses hellénique ou thyrrénienne créent un contexte favorable à l’exhumation des roches de hautes pressions (fig. 2.7).

L’oscillation géométrique du panneau plongeant et un régime cinématique transitoire associé [Royden & Husson, 2006] paraı̂t propice à la remontée des roches de
hautes pressions. L’article présenté ci-dessous quantifie la capacité de l’écoulement
associé dans le prisme mantellique à faire remonter les roches de haute pression.
Il ressort qu’un régime de subduction épisodique en rollback induit un flux ascendant, suffisant pour faire remonter les roches de haute pression, sans qu’il soit
nécessaire d’invoquer d’autres mécanismes tels que l’érosion. Ce modèle respecte la
cinématique en rollback du panneau plongeant, par opposition à la quasi-totalité
des modèles existants (”channel flow” par exemple). Ce particularisme permet
d’expliquer simplement l’exhumation des roches de haute pression.

Subductions

Fig. 2.7: Exhumation des roches de haute pression stimulée par l’évolution
polyphasée de la subuction hellénique [Brun & Faccenna, 2008]. Exhumation of
HP rocks fostered by the polyphased evolution of the hellenic subduction [Brun
& Faccenna, 2008].
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SUMMARY
The burial–exhumation cycle of crustal material in subduction zones can either be driven by
the buoyancy of the material, by the surrounding flow, or by both. High pressure and ultrahigh
pressure rocks are chiefly exhumed where subduction zones display transient behaviours,
which lead to contrasted flow regimes in the subduction mantle wedge. Subduction zones with
stationary trenches (mode I) favour the burial of rock units, whereas slab rollback (mode II)
moderately induces an upward flow that contributes to the exhumation, a regime that is
reinforced when slab dip decreases (mode III). Episodic regimes of subduction that involve
different lithospheric units successively activate all three modes and thus greatly favour the
exhumation of rock units from mantle depth to the surface without need for fast and sustained
erosion.
Key words: Subduction zone processes; Continental margins: convergent; Dynamics of
lithosphere and mantle; High strain deformation zones.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The burial and exhumation cycle of rocks that underwent high pressure and low temperatures with respect to a mean crustal geotherm
(HP metamorphism) is related to the subduction process. Metamorphosed stacks of blueschists or eclogites are widely found in mountain belts (e.g. Maruyama et al. 1996; Ring et al. 1999; Chopin
2003). But the fact that not all orogenic systems display high pressure (HP) or ultra high pressure (UHP) rocks at the surface is
remarkable: blueschists and eclogites are essentially found in convergence zones in which the lower subducting plate was anything
but a uniform oceanic lithosphere during the burial cycle: the Alps
(e.g. Handy et al. 1999; Rosenbaum & Lister 2005), Zagros (e.g.
Agard et al. 2006), and the Himalayas (e.g. Allègre et al. 1984), but
also smaller systems of the Mediterranean domain (e.g. Stampfli
2000; Jolivet et al. 2008), like the Hellenides and Tyrrhenian systems (e.g. Brun & Faccenna 2008) encompass most of Cenozoic HP
rocks occurrences, as opposed for instance to the Andes that barely
show HP rocks at surface level.
Downgoing lithospheric plates convey stacks of crustal rocks at
depth. These rocks are either the crustal cover of the downgoing
plate or scrapped off the upper plate crust. Their downward journey
into subduction zones straightforwardly follows that of the subducting slab. Conversely, the exhumation of HP rocks that follows the
burial episode is less intuitive. A plethora of models, both analogue
(e.g. Chemenda et al. 1995, 1996; Boutelier et al. 2004) and numerical (e.g. Pfiffner et al. 2000; Burov et al. 2001; Gerya et al. 2002;
Gerya & Stöckhert 2002; Yamato et al. 2007, 2008; Warren et al.
2008) have been proposed to explain the second part of the cycle,
in which the rock aggregate goes towards the surface, paradoxically
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seemingly against the overall downward flow. In all models, HP
rocks are either driven upward by their own buoyancy or advected
by the surrounding flow. The following severe conditions are to be
met to validate the models: comprehensive analysis of HP rocks
(e.g. Ring et al. 1999; Agard et al. 2009) show that HP rock slices
were assembled at depth and exhumed together. The residence time
at depth lasts for ∼5–10 Myr; exhumation occurs within ∼10 Myr
or less, that is, at rates that are in the same range as rates of plate
boundary displacement (e.g. Rubatto & Hermann 2001). Such rates
(up to 40–50 mm/yr) are therefore significantly higher than the
highest sustained erosion rates that could be expected on the long
term (much less than 10 mm/yr). In fact, two-stage exhumation
is often identified, with a fast exhumation at depth, up to 10 kbar
(109 Pa), followed by a slower event that can be attributed to erosion
(e.g. de Sigoyer et al. 2000; Ernst 2001; Rubatto & Herman 2001;
Parra et al. 2002; Walsh & Hacker 2004; Yamato et al. 2008), up to
surface level.
Most previous models arbitrarily consider a stationary trench location (e.g. Chemenda et al. 1995; Ernst et al. 1997; Beaumont
et al. 1999; Pfiffner et al. 2000; Gerya et al. 2002); such choice is
very unfortunate; first, because it prevents any substantial extension
in the upper plate that could favour the exhumation of rocks and,
second, because the associated downward flow in the wedge tends
to counter an upward motion of rocks at depth. Because these models ignore the dynamics of the mantle wedge itself that may vary
depending on the subduction regime, and the potential advection
of the rock within the wedge, they most often invoke more complex mechanisms like for instance the so-called subduction channel
(e.g. England & Holland 1979; Cloos 1982; Shreve & Cloos 1986).
In fact, stationary trenches are seldom observed, regardless of the
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In the wedge above the slab, a rock slice is primarily driven by
two mechanisms: the buoyancy of the rock unit with respect to the
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reference frame (e.g. Lallemand et al. 2005), and slab rollback, that
is, the motion of the entire subduction system (trench and subducting slabs) towards the foreland and relative to the lower mantle is
the most natural behaviour of slabs (e.g. Funiciello et al. 2003).
In addition, the subduction of a heterogeneous plate leads to transient subduction kinematics: subduction rate, trench migration rate
and slab geometry very efficiently respond to heterogeneities in the
plate rheology or buoyancy and are often unsteady (Martinod et al.
2005; Royden & Husson 2006). Thomson et al. (1998) or Brun &
Faccenna (2008) noticed that such transient behaviour is observed in
the Hellenides and in the Mediterranean domain in general (Royden
1993). Rollback-type settings favour the exhumation of HP rocks,
chiefly because upper plate extension during rollback sets free space
that can be filled up by rocks from underneath and therefore causes
the exhumation of HP rocks (Gorczyk et al. 2007; Brun & Faccenna
2008; Faccenda et al. 2009).
The final exhumation of HP crustal slivers occurs inside the
wedge. Field relationships and tectonic reconstructions show that
their way back to the surface is often accompanied by ‘syn-orogenic’
extensional detachments positioned on the roof of the exhumed
sliver (Platt 1986, 1993; Chemenda et al. 1995; Ring et al. 1999;
Hacker et al. 2003; Jolivet et al. 2003, 2008). This deformation
pattern suggests that during exhumation the overall backarc area
was not under compression, although convergence and subduction were at work. This is typical of the Mediterranean realm,
where exhumation was produced during the formation of the arc
and often accompanied by backarc spreading (Jolivet et al. 2003;
Brun & Faccenna 2008). In such tectonic context, most favourable
to exhumation, the upper plate then plays a subordinate role,
passively moving and deforming under the action of the return
flow.
The aim of this work is to explore the advecting power of the
sublithospheric wedge (simply referred to as ‘wedge’ in the following) and investigate how the poloidal flow in the wedge above the
slab differently affects the upward journey of rock slices towards
the surface. Our model can be pertinent to explore the movement
of crustal buoyant sliver units detaching from the slab, penetrating
into the mantle wedge and rising up at the boundary between the
upper plate and subducting slab (i.e. the first stage of exhumation).
With respect to previous work dealing with the interaction of a positively buoyant rock unit with the mantle flow excited by a purely
downdip slab velocity (Hall & Kincaid 2001; Gerya & Yuen 2003;
Manea et al. 2005; Castro & Gerya 2007), our study investigates
the behaviour of units of variable buoyancies within a corner flow
that is excited by different kinematical conditions, including slab
rollback and oscillating slab dip.
In the following, because we consider the end-member situation
where the upper plate has a negligible thickness, we do not consider
the exhumation stage within the orogenic wedge but instead we
explore the advecting power of the sublithospheric wedge (simply
referred to as ‘wedge’ in the following) and investigate how the
poloidal flow above the slab differently affects the upward journey
of rock slices towards the surface. It is argued that slab rollback is
more efficient than stationary trenches to exhume HP rocks, that
slab shallowing does an even better job, and that the latter settings
are commonly associated to HP rocks occurrences.
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Subduction zones have variable behaviours than can either be stationary, in which case the trench remains at the same location with
respect to the lower mantle, or retreating (slab rollback) when
the trench moves towards the foreland (and conversely, advancing). Because subducting lithospheres can be heterogeneous, subduction zones are often in transient regimes, and slab geometries
varies accordingly (Garfunkel et al. 1986; Martinod et al. 2005;
Royden & Husson 2006). For instance, the slab steepens when a

2.2 Corner flow and subduction modes

Although there is no comprehensive description of HP rock units
in terms of size and density, it seems that the vast majority is either
neutrally or positively buoyant, that is, the mean density of the rock
aggregate is equal or lower than that of the surrounding material
and its natural velocity in a homogeneous viscous material is upward. A handful of units for which the density is higher than that of
the surrounding material, like the Alpine eclogites (Zermatt–Saas,
Monviso), is reported, but those units generally are embedded within
serpentinite and/or continental crust rock units of lower density (e.g.
Guillot et al. 2004; Agard et al. 2009) and it is unclear what the
overall buoyancy is. Units of HP rocks are generally composed of
stacks of rock slices that were assembled at depth. The observed
characteristic size of the assemblage is tens to hundreds of kilometers. The vertical velocity of a unit scales with its size and, for a
sphere in a viscous medium, its velocity v 0 is the Stokes velocity
and increases like the squared radius of the sphere. It is therefore
possible that HP rocks assemblages build up at depth until the intrinsic velocity of the assemblage is high enough to make it flow
upwards. (Note, however, that the intrinsic velocity from the density
of a rock stack in the wedge may depart from the Stokes velocity
because the actual velocity of the particle also depends on many
unknown parameters like the density contrast of course, but also the
viscosity and the shape of the body of HP rocks itself).
This non-linear relationship in turn also implies that for a given
density contrast between the rock stack at depth and surrounding
material, there is a maximum size for the aggregate, after which
rock units are removed faster than they are being aggregated: rocks
stacks form at depth at a rate that is proportional to the subduction
rate but the vertical velocity is not proportional to the volume of
the body and therefore is not proportional to the rate at which rocks
aggregate at depth. Removal of rock slices at depth is thus episodic
and the period of removal is characterized by the balance between
the ‘productivity’ of the subduction, that is, the rate at which
rocks can be scrapped off the downgoing plate and accumulate
at depth, and the rate at which the intrinsic velocity of the rock slice
increases.
As emphasized in many studies (e.g. Chemenda et al. 1995; Ernst
et al. 1997; Burov et al. 2001), the buoyancy of the aggregate is
indeed a fundamental driving mechanism. But because the associated intrinsic velocity is generally too small (a few millimeters per
year, Agard et al. 2009) and because the buoyancy of some units—
eclogites for instance—is occasionally insufficient to achieve fast
exhumation, other processes should be considered. Can the flow in
which the aggregate moves be an additional contributor and efficiently advect it towards the surface?

2.1 Intrinsic velocity of the HP rock units

surrounding material, and the flow of the material in the wedge that
may advect it.
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unit of moderately negatively buoyant continent follows a highly
negatively buoyant oceanic lithosphere. Examples can be found in
the Banda and Tyrrhenian subduction zones (Royden & Husson
2009). Conversely, the subduction angle decreases when a negatively buoyant oceanic lithosphere follows the subduction of a less
negatively buoyant unit like a continental island or an oceanic ridge
embedded within a negatively buoyant lithosphere. The associated
corner flow varies accordingly and can contribute to, or oppose, the
exhumation of HP rocks. To compare the driving or resisting efficiency of the different subduction regimes, we solve for the poloidal
flow of an isoviscous fluid within a two-dimensional domain (Fig. 1).
It implies that return flow can always accommodate the displacement of the slab, although toroidal flow may also contribute and
thus decreases the vigor of the poloidal flow (e.g. Piromallo et al.
2006; Stegman et al. 2006). The model can be naturally adimensionalized taking the subduction rate v 0 , the upper mantle thickness
H and the viscosity η0 of the mantle (results are given in both dimensionless and dimensional values, computed for v 0 = 40 mm/yr,
H = 670 km, and η0 = 1020 Pa s). The model represents a section
of the upper mantle in which a subducting slab penetrates down
to half the thickness of the upper mantle. The prescribed motion
of a rigid panel that dips at 45◦ from the surface to a depth 0.5
(335 km) drives the flow. The fact that the slab only penetrates to
half the upper mantle depth is designed to let the mantle flow freely
in the poloidal field, because most small-scale slabs are dismantled
at depth in the upper mantle, do not behave as consistent bodies all
the way down to the top of the lower mantle, and therefore allow
for poloidal flow originating at depth, around slab tails. This is opposed to many models of subduction zones (among many others,
see Funiciello et al. 2003; Stegman et al. 2006; Royden & Husson
2006; Capitanio et al. 2007), but in fact more accurately reproduce
the structure of the upper mantle as seen from geophysical observations (e.g. Faccenna et al. 2003 for the Mediterranean). We solve
the stream function " such that ∂"/∂ y = −u; ∂"/∂ x = v. For an
incompressible fluid, " verifies the biharmonic equation ∇ 4 " = 0.
The stream function, and therefore the velocity, is prescribed at the
boundaries and on the slab itself. The velocity at the boundaries is
null and " is defined on the slab such that the subduction rate v 0

is similar for all modes. The models are much simplified to allow
for a comparison of the different subduction modes. To isolate the
particular effect of variable corner flows, we assign the upper plate a
null thickness, for it is supposed to play a passive role in the system.
A thorough description of the flow in the wedge is beyond the scope
of this work; we emphasize, however, that the comparison between
simplified models is the most reliable way to quantify the relative
contribution, in the exhumation process, of the corner flows within
different modes of subduction.
The flow lines and velocity fields are shown on Fig. 1 for three
different modes that highlight the contrasted, end-member flow patterns. For stationary trenches (mode I, Fig. 1a), where the slab does
not change its dip or its location with respect to the mantle, slab
motion is only downdip and two typical corner flow cells are well
defined above and below the slab. The velocity field above the slab
is downward and would not promote the exhumation of HP rocks.
For purely retreating slabs (mode II, Fig. 1b), where the slab retreats with a velocity field that corresponds to a fixed foreland (the
left hand side of the slab is fixed with respect to the bottom of the
model), only one cell develops around the slab; above the slab the
velocity field is essentially upward. The downdip velocity component along the slab is much smaller than the rollback component.
Finally, for a decrease in slab dip (mode III, Fig. 1c), where the slab
rotates around its tail that is anchored in the mantle, only one cell
remains too, but the velocity field above the slab is strongly upward
and higher than when the slab is only retreating without changing
its dip. The downdip velocity component is neglected to more accurately represent the situation were only the shallowest part of the
slab is dense enough to drive the subduction (see Section 4).
Amongst the three modes, two of them clearly show an upward
velocity field above the slab: although a subduction zone with a
stationary trench only drags the particles above the slab downward,
a subduction zone with a retreating slab, and even more efficiently
with a retreating slab whose dip decreases, induces an upward flow
field that can only participates to the exhumation of high pressure
rocks that are released from the slab at depth. Note that the velocities
in the wedge are comparable in magnitude to that of the subducting
slab. Other possible modes like slab steepening or trench advance are

Figure 1. Flow field and streamlines in the mantle wedge for stationary trench (mode I); slab rollback (mode II); slab rollback accompanied by a decrease
in slab dip (mode III). Top: cartoons and full models; bottom: zooms over the subduction wedges. Grey arrow denotes trench motion. Dimensionless and
dimensional (italic) units.
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The intrinsic velocity of the HP rock stack and the corner flow
in which the aggregate is advected chiefly control the timing of
exhumation. The corner flow can be driving (upward) or resisting
(downward). We compare the kinematics of exhumation by tracking
a particle released above the slab at a depth 0.15 (100 km) for the
three modes. Unless otherwise specified, slab dip is 45◦ for modes
I and II and the initial dip is 90◦ for mode III (slab dip varies in
mode III and we start with the maximum dip to encompass the
largest range of dip angles, from 90◦ to 0◦ ).

3.1 Particle buoyancy and pathlines

Once rocks are aggregated at depth and scrapped off the subducting
slab, they may flow within the wedge and find their route to the surface. In the following, we test the relative influence of the buoyancy
of a particle, which we characterize by its intrinsic velocity Vb , and
of the wedge flow in the different modes.

3 K I N E M AT I C S O F E X H U M AT I O N

not considered here because they obviously oppose the exhumation
of HP rocks.
In addition, the stress fields that are associated to the corner flows
can also control the rate at which HP rocks make their way towards
the surface. All three modes essentially display comparable positive
shear stresses along the slab that favour the detachment of HP
rock aggregates from the conveyor slab (Fig. 2a). Maximum shear
stresses are found at depths lower than 0.1 (i.e. ∼70 km, typically the
burial depth HP rocks reach before they are exhumed). Mode I, when
the trench is stationary, favours the scrapping off rocks from the
slab. Deviatoric stresses (measured in a horizontal plane) at a given
depth (Fig. 2b, depth 0.1, ∼70 km) have comparable behaviours
in all models, with localized strong compression (positive values)
just above the slab and extension at larger distances. Horizontal
extension is more than 2 times larger in mode III than in mode I,
and ∼1.5 times larger than when in mode II. Extension favours
the exhumation of HP aggregates throughout the wedge, rendering
mode III more efficient than any other mode.
For all three modes, the very last episode of exhumation has
to be driven either by extensional faulting or erosion, because the
velocity field gradually becomes parallel to the surface, which of
course reduces the advection capacity (Fig. 1).

Figure 2. (a) Shear stresses along the surface of the slab and (b) deviatoric
stresses at depth 0.1 (∼70 km) in front of the subducting slab. Dimensionless
and dimensional (italic) units.
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Figure 4. Flow lines for elementary rock units as a function of the ratio
between intrinsic velocity of individual rock units Vb and subduction rate
v 0 (1/20, solid curve; 1/8, dashed; 1/2, dotted. Dimensional values for v 0 =
40 mm/yr). Arrows show slab motion. Bold black segment shows initial
slab location, grey segments in modes II and III are the final locations.
Overprinted path for Vb = 1/20 and Vb = 1/8 in mode I shows the multiple
cycles. Dimensionless and dimensional (italic) units.

The total time necessary for the particle to reach the surface
(Fig. 3) shows that mode III is much more efficient than mode I
which on the contrary slows down the exhumation process. If the
intrinsic particle velocity Vb is too small with respect to the corner
flow velocities (Vb < ∼0.17v 0 ), mode I is unable to achieve the
exhumation of the particle, as opposed to modes II and III that
eventually drive the particle to the surface. In any mode, steep slabs
are less prone to drive the particle upwards, but more drastically in
mode II (Fig. 3). The differences in the timing of exhumation are
related to the pathlines of the particles within the wedge velocity
fields (Fig. 4). In mode I, the slab remains at its initial location.

Figure 3. Delay for exhumation as a function of the intrinsic velocity of
the rock unit Vb , subduction mode, and slab dip angle (labels give slab dip
and mode). Vertical bar indicates the threshold under which exhumation is
not achieved in mode I. Only one curve is displayed for mode III because its
dip varies through time (initial dip is 90◦ ). Dimensionless and dimensional
(italic) units.
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Figure 5. Total exhumation time for the three subduction modes, as a function of the intrinsic velocity of individual rock units Vb and subduction rate
v 0 . Dimensional units.

Dimensional units make it easier to compare model results to natural examples, and we keep dimensional values in the following.
The total delay of exhumation (Fig. 5) essentially depends on the
buoyancy of the particle and the flow in the wedge. In an inactive
subduction (v 0 = 0), the delay is simply D times Vb , where D is the
initial depth of the particle. In the following, D is set to 100 km;
because the velocity field tends to parallel the surface near surface
level, we consider a depth of 6.5 km as the final depth (for otherwise
total time tends to infinity if the particle has no intrinsic velocity); it
also means that this final exhumation process needs to be attributed
to another mechanism such as erosion or crustal extension (e.g.
Yamato et al. 2008). Depending on the location of the particle in
the wedge, the flow advects the particle with a variable vigour. It
can either help or resist the ascension of the particle towards the
surface. The combination often produces complex behaviours.
Mode I is almost systematically resisting: the faster the subduction, the longer the total time before exhumation (Fig. 5). If the
intrinsic velocity of the particle cannot overcome the downward
wedge flow, the particle permanently remains in the mantle wedge
cell. In mode I, exhumation does not occur, even at low subduction
rates, unless the particle has an intrinsic velocity Vb higher than
∼5 mm/yr (Fig. 6). Under some circumstances in mode I, the parti-

3.2 Delay of exhumation

During subduction, the particles remain at a short distance from the
slab until they reach the surface. But low buoyancy particles are
in a first stage driven to large depths before they reach the surface.
Because this result is inconsistent with the vast majority of observed
maximum burial depths of presently outcropping rocks, it suggests
that essentially very positively buoyant units can be exhumed in
mode I. This nevertheless is in agreement with the fact that deeper
exhumed rocks are rather of continental origin (e.g. Chopin 2003;
Liou et al. 2004). Note that, as opposed to modes II and III for which
brittle extension is expected at the surface, mode I can only fully
achieve the burial–exhumation cycle if erosion is efficient enough.
Very low buoyancy (or neutrally buoyant) particles are not exhumed in mode I and remain in the mantle wedge cell (Fig. 1a).
In modes II and III, the particles are gradually exhumed, and even
low-buoyancy particles eventually reach the surface. Pathlines are
shorter in mode III than in modes I and II (Fig. 4).
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Because of these interactions between the vertical motion of a particle excited by its own intrinsic velocity and the wedge flow in
which the particle is advected, the burial history is not monotonic
(Figs 5 and 6). The most dramatic case is that of low buoyancy
particles in mode I, that are stuck in the wedge cell. They are first
driven to large depths before they are brought back to moderate
depths and drown to large depths again, in a cyclic behaviour. The
shape of the cell bounds the oscillation between depths of ∼300 and
∼50 km. The period of the cycle is controlled by the subduction
rate v 0 (e.g. ∼30 m.yr for v 0 = 40 mm/yr). The vertical velocities
are high (Fig. 6), comparable in magnitude to the tectonic velocities. In mode II, particles that have low intrinsic buoyancies are
also caught in a comparable cyclic behaviour, although the vertical
velocities are lower (<10 mm/yr) because the burial depths are

3.3 Burial and exhumation

cle benefits from the upwelling mantle, or return flow (Fig. 1), that
balances the downwelling effect. This is for instance outlined by
the total time before exhumation of a particle that has an intrinsic
velocity of 5 mm/yr in mode I (Fig. 5): for subduction rates that
range from ∼22 mm/yr to ∼28 mm/yr the particle follows a peculiar pathline because it takes advantage of the return flow; as a
consequence, the total delay of exhumation becomes shorter than
for subduction rates lower than 22 mm/yr.
Mode II also shows a complex pattern (Fig. 5). Because at short
distance from the slab the flow is downward, if subduction rates
reach high values, the particle is dragged along with the slab and
remains in the subduction cell. For instance, exhumation of a particle
with an intrinsic velocity Vb = 2 mm/yr is fostered by subduction
rates that are lower than ∼10 mm/yr, but higher rates increase the
total exhumation delay. At rates higher than ∼28 mm/yr, the particle
is never exhumed. Such scheme also holds for particles that have
a higher intrinsic velocity: with Vb = 5 mm/yr, exhumation never
occurs for subduction rates higher than ∼70 mm/yr.
Mode III is always helping exhumation. For a particle with Vb =
2 mm/yr, the total delay of exhumation is divided by a factor 2 with
a subduction rate of ∼10 mm/yr (from 50 to 25 m.yr between v 0 =
0 mm/yr to v 0 = 10 mm/yr). A decrease in slab dip therefore very
efficiently contributes to exhume HP rocks from depth.

Figure 6. Burial depth (top) and exhumation rates (bot) of the rock units as a
function of time and of the ratio between intrinsic velocity of individual rock
units Vb and subduction rate v 0 (1/20, solid curve; 1/8, dashed; 1/2, dotted.
Dimensional values for v 0 = 40 mm/yr). Dimensionless and dimensional
(italic) units.
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These models outline the first order behaviour of three subduction modes during the exhumation process of HP rocks. When the
trench is stationary with respect to the lower mantle (mode I), the
subduction zone is characterized by a powerful downwelling that
drags to depth the HP rock aggregate released on the Benioff zone.
It is therefore more efficient than any other mode to bury crustal
material that may even be positively buoyant at large depths, but
is rather inefficient to drive rocks to the surface except in cases
implying high buoyancy material. Conversely, when the trench retreats during subduction (modes II and III), the wedge flow tends
to advect the rock aggregate towards the surface. The vertical velocities can reach values that are comparable to tectonic velocities,
that is, the velocity at which the plate subducts in the mantle. This
result solves the apparent paradox based on observations that states
that blueschists metamorphic rocks are often exhumed at a rate that
is comparable to the rate at which the subduction panel enters the
upper mantle (e.g. Thomson et al. 1998; Rubatto & Hermann 2001).
When trench retreat is associated to a decrease in slab dip
(mode III, as opposed to mode II, where the slab uniformly retreats
during subduction), the exhumation process is even more efficient.
The timing of exhumation can typically be divided by a factor of
two if the subduction rate increases from v 0 = 0 mm/yr to v 0 =
40 mm/yr when mode III is excited. We conclude that slab rollback
accompanied by a decrease in slab dip is the most efficient yet simple mechanism for HP rock exhumation, simply because it pumps
material upwards. The closer to the surface, the more efficient this
process is.
Because our simple models only address a single aspect of the
exhumation process and neglect the rheological complexity of subduction zones, we emphasize that the qualitative results as well
as the comparison of the models relative to each other hold, but
the quantitative results should be considered with care, that is, as
orders of magnitude. For instance, toroidal flow may decrease the
vigour of the upward, poloidal flow, by a factor of 2 (Piromallo
et al. 2006). Similarly, radial and lateral viscosity variations, or the
presence of erosion, may distort our quantitative conclusions, but
would not discard the return flow as a significant contributor for HP
rocks exhumation. In our models the boundary conditions are that
of a fixed upper plate, that is, backarc extension occurs when the
trench retreats; changing the ‘upper plate’ boundary conditions to
either free slip or fixed velocity (set to trench velocity) modifies the
flow field (e.g. Yamato et al. 2009), but in a way that do not alter

4 DISCUSSION

constrained within a thinner domain (between depths of ∼60 and
∼160 km). Such behaviour can be relevant to real Earth in the description of the wedge flow, but it would prevent the exhumation of
HP rocks; of course, no observation can likely report such a pattern
yet. Only if the positive buoyancy of the particle makes it overcome
the advection in the wedge the particle reaches the surface. In that
case, exhumation rates increase as the particles move away from the
downwelling (see Fig. 1). The ascension eventually slows down as
the particles approach the surface. Note that this is true in any mode
because at surface level the velocity vectors tend to be parallel to the
surface. In mode III, the vertical motion is always directed towards
the surface, the larger the intrinsic velocity of the particle the faster
it reaches the surface. With v 0 = 40 mm/yr, the fastest exhumation
rates range between 20 and 40 mm/yr for particles with 2 mm/yr <
Vb < 20 mm/yr and gradually slow down to lower values as the
particles approach the surface.
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our conclusions because the upward flow near the surface is also
close to the subducting slab. Our results indeed suggest that only
slab rollback can provide enough power to drive the exhumation of
rock aggregates that have low or neutral positive buoyancies at rates
that are comparable to tectonic velocities, as inferred from P–T–t
paths (e.g. Duchêne et al. 1997; Gebauer et al. 1997; Rubatto &
Hermann 2001; Agard et al. 2009) and from the dynamics of real
Earth systems (Brun & Faccenna 2008).
Our analysis compares models at a given subduction rate. However, because the buoyancy and viscosity structures of subducting
plates are heterogeneous, subduction dynamics may vary significantly. Alternatively, the power—literally, the rate of energy spent
to move the surrounding mantle around the slab—could have been
used as a reference. Equal-power comparison would give slightly
different results: mode II and mode III are the least and the most
energy consuming regimes, respectively, possibly making mode II
more efficient than mode III to advect HP rock aggregates towards
the surface within a short delay. However, equal-power comparisons are not very satisfying either, because of the association of
the modes to subduction velocities. For instance, mode III is likely
associated to increasing subduction rates, for instance when a dense
unit of oceanic lithosphere enters the subduction (e.g. Royden &
Husson 2006). Likewise, mode I requires specific conditions that
may slow down subduction.
The three modes are currently found on Earth, but mode I should
be considered as an oddity, in which coincidentally the lower plate
is pushed towards the upper plate at a rate that is equal to the
subduction rate. A steady subduction is unlikely to prevail during the 20–40 Myr long burial–exhumation cycle. In many cases,
in particular where subduction zones are narrow, the behaviour of
the trenches and slabs are transient. Modes II and III would thus
naturally occur more often than mode I. For instance, the termination of the subduction of the African plate beneath Eurasia is
characterized by the many small-scale Mediterranean subduction
zones in which the incoming lithosphere is heterogeneous, which
leads to a chaotic behaviour of subduction zones, that may subsequently retreat, advance or remain stationary (e.g. Royden &
Husson 2009). The Mediterranean subduction zones are remarkable in that sense. One can also establish similar observations for
the SE Asian subduction zones assemblage. Complex settings like
those, where subduction zones are believed to occur in a succession
of different stages, generally yield HP rocks. Well-documented examples include the Tyrrhenian and Hellenic subduction zones (e.g.
Jolivet et al. 2003), Oman (e.g. Breton et al. 2004) or Papua New
Guinea (e.g. Baldwin et al. 2004). Conversely, modern blueschists
and eclogites metamorphic rocks are seldom found in subduction
zones that undergo a steadier regime, like the long-lived, massive
circum Pacific subduction zones. Many of these examples where
HP rocks outcrop—particularly the Mediterranean ones—also correspond to case studies for slab rollback (e.g. Malinverno & Ryan
1986; Royden 1993). This support the idea that slab rollback promotes exhumation for two reasons. The first reason is that the overriding plate is thinner: modes II and III that prevail during rollback
drive the rock unit up to shallow depths before it hits the base of
the upper plate. Only mild erosion and extension suffice for the
final stage of exhumation. Our simplified model considers an upper
plate of negligible thickness; this assumption holds for subduction
zones where significant phase of trench retreat occurred prior to the
release of the rock unit at depth. Nevertheless, the thickness of the
overriding plate is thought to be thinner than 100 km, and generally
about 60 km (Currie & Hyndman 2006) because of the effects of
enhanced corner flow and slab dehydration (e.g. Arcay et al. 2006)
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and destabilization of the backarc lithosphere (Currie et al. 2008)
and may tend to 0 km where backarc basins are active. Indeed, in
the Mediterranean domain, overriding plates are thinned due to slab
rollback (Royden 1993; Jolivet et al. 1994). Conversely there is,
to our knowledge, no proven example where HP rocks are clearly
associated with thick overriding lithospheres during the exhumation process: upper plates are thin in modern examples and older
examples like the Alps or Himalayas are being debated. The second
reason that we emphasize is that chaotic, or better-said episodic
behaviour of subduction zones greatly promote the exhumation of
HP rocks in a multi-stage story: following a subduction episode of
dense oceanic lithosphere during which the trench retreats at a fast
rate, in mode II (Fig. 7a); a fragment of less negatively buoyant
continental lithosphere enters the subduction (Fig. 7b). The trench
retreats slower and slab dip increases (although it seems counter intuitive, slab dip increases because negatively buoyant units at depth
continue to sink, whereas the shallower, more buoyant units, resist
subduction, Martinod et al. 2005; Royden & Husson 2006), entering mode I. The continental crust is buried and metamorphosed at
high pressure and low temperatures. Because the wedge shears the
Benioff zone and because the continental slices that are stacked
in an aggregate of HP rocks have a constantly increasing upward
force, the aggregate eventually detaches from the slab, at a depth
at which shear stresses overcome the yield stress of the rock unit
(e.g. Seno 2008). More negatively buoyant lithosphere enters the
subduction and the slab rolls back again (Fig. 7c), and the dip of the
slab decreases in mode III, inducing a wedge flow that triggers the
exhumation of HP rocks from depth, with an upward velocity that
is comparable to tectonic velocities and trench migration rate. The
final exhumation stage is then promoted by the extensive strain in
the upper plate. Throughout the entire cycle, the upper plate, therefore, never hampers the exhumation process. This cyclic episode
can be followed by several other cycles that make it easy for HP
rocks to be exhumed. More generally, any subduction zone that has

Figure 7. Sketch showing an episodic subduction triggering the
burial–exhumation cycle of HP rocks. White arrow denotes trench migration
rate, dashed arrows indicate slab motion and bold arrows show mantle flow.
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Rhéologie et déformation des panneaux plongeants

2.4.1

Rhéologie

Les techniques de modélisation permettent à présent de décrire la dynamique des
interactions entre la lithosphère et le manteau de manière satisfaisante. Plus, la
résolution qu’elles offrent est supérieure aux contraintes disponibles pour calibrer
les modèles. Un des obstacles majeurs est en particulier la rhéologie. Le contraste
de viscosité est un paramètre fondamental dans l’évolution des subductions. Or,
les estimations disponibles sont basées sur des méthodes globales et l’incertitude
atteint plusieurs ordres de grandeurs. Dans le cadre de la thèse de C. Loiselet, nous
nous sommes proposés de quantifier la rhéologie de la lithosphère en subduction
en examinant les géométries des panneaux plongeants vus par la tomographie
sismique. Leur déformation longitudinale, c’est-à-dire le long du panneau, dans un
plan situé à une profondeur uniforme, résulte de l’écoulement du manteau autour
du panneau. Un modèle quantitatif semi-analytique, confronté aux observations,
nous permet d’établir que le rapport de viscosité entre la lithosphère en subduction
et le manteau supérieur est faible, de l’ordre de 50 et ne saurait excéder 100.

From longitudinal slab curvature to slab rheology
Christelle Loiselet*, Laurent Husson, and Jean Braun
Geosciences Rennes, UMR 6118 CNRS, Université de Rennes 1, Rennes Cedex CS 35042, France

GEOMETRY AND RHEOLOGY OF
SLABS
The interaction between a subducting lithosphere and the surrounding mantle is strongly
affected by their relative strengths. For example,
whether slabs penetrate the lower mantle is
controlled by the strength of the lithosphere in
comparison with the viscosity structure of the
mantle at the 660 km discontinuity (Goes et
al., 2008). Commonly used values for the viscosity ratio between a slab and the surrounding
mantle range between 102 and 105 (Christensen
and Yuen, 1984; Zhong and Gurnis, 1994; Conrad and Hager, 1999; Funiciello et al., 2003;
Schellart, 2004; Morra et al., 2006; Royden and
Husson, 2006; Stegman et al., 2006; Billen and
Hirth, 2007; Capitanio et al., 2007; Clark et al.,
2008), but Kincaid and Griffiths (2004) modeled the flow around a rigid slab, while Husson
(2006) reproduced observations of dynamic
topography with an isoviscous rheology.
Most oceanic trenches have a convex arc
shape, a feature that is not limited to surface
level. Seismic tomography studies as well as
*E-mail: christelle.loiselet@univ-rennes1.fr.
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earthquake occurrences provide information
on the geometry of subducted slabs (Isacks
and Molnar, 1971; Van der Hilst and Karason,
1999; Wortel and Spakman, 2000; Fukao et
al., 2001). The shape of ocean trenches was
first explained by the ping-pong ball analogy
(Frank, 1968; Tovish and Schubert, 1978),
which suggested that the curvature of the
trenches is naturally imposed by the intersection of a slab and a spherical Earth. Alternatively, numerical and analogue simulations
have shown that this curvature is more likely
the response of the slab in a toroidal flow. This
curvature seems to decrease when slab width
increases (Dvorkin et al., 1993; Morra et al.,
2006, 2009; Stegman et al., 2006; Schellart et
al., 2007), as a response to the balance between
the forces driving slab motion and the viscous
resistance of the mantle (Schellart, 2004;
Funiciello et al., 2006), although internal heterogeneities may have a strong impact (Morra
et al., 2006).
Because the flow associated with a migrating slab is predominantly toroidal (e.g., Schellart, 2004; Funiciello et al., 2006; Piromallo et
al., 2006), we assume that the time evolution
of the shape of a vertical slab that retreats at
a given rate can be directly compared to the
depth evolution of the longitudinal shape of a
slab; this operation can be performed via the
conversion of depth along slab into a residence
time into the mantle, calculated as the depth
divided by the sinking velocity (assuming that
retreat velocity, and therefore slab dip, is constant with depth).

Figure 1. Map view of model. A: Normalized streamlines (gray curves), velocity field
(arrows), and v, velocity field, parallel to y
axis (background). Vt is translation velocity
of slab. L and h are slab width and thickness. B: Normalized deviatoric stress, isocurves every 0.05. C: Deviatoric stress profile along line parallel to x axis and running
on upstream (bold) and downstream (thin)
side of 1000 km (black) and 3000 km (gray)
plate across model. Dashed sections denote
stresses along slab.

MODELING APPROACH
The retreating slab is approximated by a uniform infinite vertical viscous layer of variable
width L and thickness h moving in a square
domain of constant dimensions throughout (Fig.
1A). Our approach is based on a two-dimensional (2-D) numerical solution of the Stokes
equation that requires the computation of (1)
a stream function to describe the toroidal flow
of a Newtonian, isoviscous, and incompressible
mantle around a rigid retreating plate, infinite in

the direction perpendicular to the model (2-D),
and (2) from the resulting stress field, the deflection of a viscous slab of uniform yet different
viscosity. The velocity of the fluid is obtained by
solving the biharmonic equation for the stream
∂Ψ
∂Ψ
function Ψ, ∇4Ψ = 0, with u = −
and v =
,
∂y
∂x
u and v being the x and y velocities, respectively.
To simulate the presence of the retreating slab,
we prescribe a velocity Vt (slab retreat rate) in
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INTRODUCTION
Much effort has been recently devoted to
improve our understanding of the dynamics of
subduction zones; surprisingly, the viscosity
of the subducting lithosphere remains a poorly
known yet fundamental parameter. Modeling
subduction dynamics (e.g., Billen and Hirth,
2007; Capitanio et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2008)
or the geoid (e.g., Zhong and Davies, 1999) has
led to a wide range of values. We take advantage of the dependence of slab curvature on the
viscosity ratio between the slab and the mantle
to determine this ratio by studying the response
of a retreating slab in a longitudinal plane (i.e.,
perpendicular to the slab plane at a given depth)
exciting a toroidal mantle flow. By means of
a semi-analytical method, we quantify the
mechanical behavior of the slab and compare
our model results with observations from geophysical data on a selection of subduction zones.

1

A

Normalized v

ABSTRACT
The curvature of a subducting lithosphere is chiefly controlled by the viscosity ratio between
the slab and the surrounding mantle. On the basis of a semi-analytical flow model, we explore
the rheological dependence of the geometrical response of a viscous slab subjected to toroidal mantle flow. Mantle flow is excited by slab retreat at a prescribed mean velocity and is
iteratively solved for by using a stream function approach, in turn providing the stresses that
bend the slab. Comparison between model predictions and geophysical observations of slab
curvature gives an average slab-to-mantle viscosity ratio of 45.
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RESULTS
The resulting flow pattern (Fig. 1A) shows
a pair of symmetrical toroidal cells, one on
each side of the slab, focused close to the plate
edges. Velocities are maximum just upstream

where D =

µ s h3
is the viscous rigidity of the
3
∂u
is
slab, µs the slab viscosity, and q ( x ) = µ m
∂x
the deviatoric stress induced by the mantle flow.
The approximation is made that σyy = 0, which
only holds when the slab viscosity is larger than
the mantle viscosity µm. The deflection w of the
half-plate as a function of time t and x is given by
the integration of Equation 1. Standard boundary
dw
conditions are w = 0 and
= 0 at x = 0;
dx
d 2w
d 3w
(Turcotte
= 0 and
= 0 at x = L 2
dx 2
dx 3
and Schubert, 1982). The slab geometry is modified according to the computed final displacement after each time increment (small enough
for the solution to become independent of its
value). The coupled equations are iteratively
solved through time in order to predict the
evolving plate curvature.
We dimensionalized the model by assigning a mean slab retreat rate Vt = 50 mm/a in a
10,000-km-wide square box filled with a linear
viscous fluid of viscosity 1020 Pa s. Note that
in a Newtonian viscous fluid, the flow pattern
does not depend on the absolute value of the
viscosity, but rather on the viscosity ratios.
Thus, if the imposed velocity is twice as large,
we obtain the same velocity field but at twice
the amplitude. Equation 1 breaks down when
the viscosity ratio is too low; we must ensure
that the slab rigidity is sufficiently large for the
deflection to be inferior or equal to the slab displacement, which puts a minimum bound on
the allowable viscosity ratio.

∂5 w
= q ( x ),
∂x 4 ∂t

1

B

C

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Viscosity ratio (log)
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h = 100 km
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A

Figure 2. Slab coefficient of curvature (see
text) as function of lithosphere to surrounding mantle viscosity ratio. Slab is alternatively 50 (dotted), 100 (solid), and 200 km
(dashed) thick (h) and 500 (A), 1000 (B), and
2000 (C) km wide, respectively. Some curves
are truncated when initial model assumptions no longer hold (see text).
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COMPARISON TO REAL EARTH
The curvature of narrow slabs (e.g., Scotia, Calabria, Hellenic) is larger than that of
wider slabs (e.g., Aleutian, South America,
Java, Tonga). In order to determine the shape
of slabs at depth, we use the results of P-wave
seismic tomography (Li et al., 2008) and catalogues of earthquake locations (International
Seismological Centre, 2008; Engdahl et al.,
1998) for four subduction systems (Aleutians,
Scotia, Hellenic, and Calabria) selected for the
variety of width, thickness, and retreat velocity
they present. We also compare our interpretation to the slab geometries derived from the
RUM (regionalized upper mantle) model (Gudmundsson and Sambridge, 1998). In practice
we mapped the tomographic model on a Cartesian grid, together with seismicity and the RUM
slab geometry. We estimated slab curvature by
contouring the fast seismic velocity anomalies.
We measured the curvature between 50 and 700
km in the upper mantle, every 50 km. Because
the depth along the subducted lithosphere correlates with a residence time in the mantle, i.e.,
the time during which the section of the slab
entered the subduction zone and experienced
the pressure field from the surrounding mantle,
we expect the curvature of a viscous slab to
increase with depth. One should, however, be
careful in estimating slab curvature for very
wide slabs, because other factors, such as the
age of the lithosphere, the nature of the overriding plate, the presence of seamounts or oceanic
plateaus in the subduction zone (Nur and BenAvraham, 1982), and possibly more important,
the aspect ratio between upper mantle thickness
and slab width, could affect the curvature of the
slab near the surface.
We match observations to model results
by computing the flow around the slab using
kinematic and geometric characteristics of
each natural system. Because trench velocity
depends on the reference frame, we consider
the Indo-Atlantic (O’Neill et al., 2005) and
Pacific (Gripp and Gordon, 2002) hotspot reference frames, as well as the no-net-rotation
frame (Kreemer et al., 2003). Trench migration
rates are from Schellart et al. (2008) (Table 1).
The slab-to-mantle viscosity ratio is therefore
the remaining free parameter that we vary until

to the viscosity ratio [C ~ 1/(µs /µm)], with the
lowest ratio leading to the highest curvature, as
imposed by the above equation for flexure. As
slabs widen, the stresses in the fluid during slab
retreat become high because free space around
the slab decreases. Consequently, wide slabs
get highly loaded and slab curvature increases
accordingly. Slab rigidity varies as the cube of
slab thickness, the thicker the slab the smaller
the curvature, and our models accordingly
yield C ~ h–3.
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3D), slab curvature strongly increases with
depth. For Calabria, the strong curvature is
best fitted by using a slightly lower viscosity
ratio, which may be consistent with local geodynamics (Faccenna et al., 2007). Wider slabs
are characterized by a lower curvature (Figs.
3A and 3C) but the best-fit viscosity ratio is in
the same range (40–80) as the narrower Scotia
slab, also suggesting that the slab width-tolength ratio primarily controls slab curvature.
In all cases, the RUM model leads to grossly
overestimated slab curvature except for the
wide Aleutian slab.
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Figure 3. Evolution of predicted (gray curves) and observed (from geophysical data, black
curves: minimum—dotted; mean—dashed; and maximum—dotted-dashed) coefficient of
curvature of slab (see text) as function of depth for several viscosity ratios between slab and
upper mantle, for Aleutian (A), Scotia (B), Hellenic (C), and Calabria (D) subduction zones
(for Indo-Atlantic reference frame). Geophysical data used include global P-wave seismic tomography model (Li et al., 2008), location of seismic events from International Seismological
Centre (2008) catalog, database published by Engdahl et al. (1998), and RUM (regionalized
upper mantle) model for global slab geometry (Gudmundsson and Sambridge, 1998).
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the modeled and observed curvatures match
(Fig. 3). In all cases the domain is 10,000 km
wide, which may induce a systematic bias,
because we do not know what the most appropriate dimension would be for Earth. This
recurrent issue relates to the Stokes paradox
(Lamb, 1932). Nonetheless, the slab to box
edge distance (5000 km) is comparable to
the characteristic distance that separates slabs
from each other on Earth.
The estimated viscosity ratio varies between
1 and 100 (Table 1). We note that for narrow
slabs (Scotia and Calabria slabs; Figs. 3B and

Note:The trench–perpendicular trench migration rate (i.e., Vt, slab retreat rate) (trench retreat is taken
as positive) and Vs, the velocity of the subducting plate in three global reference frames. IA—Indo-Atlantic
hotspot reference frame (O’Neill et al., 2005); HS3—Pacific hotspot reference frame (Gripp and Gordon,
2002); NNR—no-net-rotation reference frame of Kreemer et al. (2003). µs/µm is the viscosity ratio between
slab and surrounding mantle obtained by the best fit between model and natural data for each global reference
frame. Kinematic values are from Schellart et al. (2007). Trench length is measured after Gudmundsson and
Sambridge (1998).
*Observed slab curvature is incompatible with Aleutian trench advance in this reference frame.

Aleutian
Scotia
Hellenic
Calabria

Velocity
(mm a–1)
IA
Vt

Velocity
(mm a–1)
Vs

TABLE 1. KINEMATIC AND GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBDUCTION SYSTEMS
AND BEST-FIT SLAB-TO-MANTLE VISCOSITY RATIOS

Curvature coefficient (10-3 km-1)

D

Curvature coef cient
(10-3km-1)

and downstream of the plate (most positive values) and close to the slab edges (most negative
values). On the sides of the slab, the negative y
velocity is the return flow. Slab retreat results in
compression along the upstream side of the slab
and extension along the downstream side of the
slab (Fig. 1B). The stress pattern also shows two
opposite-sign ear-shape anomalies, on either
side of the slab, of amplitudes proportional to
the slab width. It is interesting that maximum
stresses are found close to the slab edges (Fig.
1C); away from the slab edges, the stress field
abruptly reverts and becomes extensional (negative) on the upstream side and compressive
(positive) on the downstream side. Near the center of the slab, the deviatoric stresses diminish
and tend toward zero (Fig. 1C). In all experiments, slab deformation is concentrated along
its edges, where stresses are maximum. This
surprising stress distribution (see also Morra et
al., 2006) is responsible for slab curvature along
their edges. As time progresses, the slab geometry evolves at a rate that is dictated by the slab
to mantle viscosity ratio.
We performed a series of experiments in
which the slab was alternatively 500, 1000, and
2000 km wide and 50, 100, and 200 km thick.
For each experiment, the viscosity ratio between
the slab and surrounding mantle was systematically changed to encompass the desired range.
The system is bounded by the no-velocity
conditions along the edges of the box, and the
behavior of the slab depends on the box width
to slab dimension ratio. This condition mimics
real Earth conditions, where subduction zones
are embedded in the finite terrestrial system.
We characterize slab curvature from a quadratic regression on the slab shape. After a
mean retreat of 1000 km, the coefficient of curvature C of the slab (defined as the quadratic
coefficient of a quadratic polynomial function
fit) varies between 10−4 and 6 10−3 km–1 (Fig. 2).
In all cases, curvature is inversely proportional
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Figure 4. A: Average trench-perpendicular
migration rate (Vt is slab retreat rate) as function of slab width in Pacific (circles, Gripp and
Gordon, 2002) and Indo-Atlantic (triangles,
O’Neill et al., 2005) hotspot reference frames,
as well as in no-net-rotation model of Kreemer
et al. (2003) (squares). Data are from Schellart
et al. (2008). B: Predicted energy dissipation
rate (power) as function of slab width.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Slab motion is primarily driven by the negative buoyancy of the slab with respect to the
ambient mantle and is controlled to a large
extent by slab width. The toroidal component
of mantle circulation, unaccounted for in 2-D
models, plays a key role in shaping the slab.
Increasing slab width confines the toroidal flow
into a constant size domain. It decreases trench
velocity and the vigor of the mantle flow, and
generates a higher stress field in the fluid, and
ultimately a higher rate of viscous energy dissipation (Fig. 4B). Consequently, slab width also
tends to inhibit trench retreat (Schellart, 2004;
Stegman et al., 2006) (Fig. 4A), and, at a given
stage in the temporal evolution of the slab, slab
curvature will be lower for a wide slab than for
a narrow one. Although the buoyancy of a slab
is linearly proportional to its width, because the
viscous dissipation increases as a power law of
slab width in a mantle of finite dimension (Fig.
4B), the resisting force will ultimately dominate and large slabs will retreat at slower rates
than small ones as an indirect consequence of
the Stokes paradox (Lamb, 1932). Thus, these
results in turn explain why narrow slabs (e.g.,
Calabria or Scotia) retreat faster (Fig. 4A) than
wider ones. Our assumption that the surface
is implicitly stress free (2-D approximation)
affects our results (e.g., Jarvis and Lowman,
2005), as does the no-slip lateral boundary
condition that will influence the flow pattern
(e.g., Piromallo et al., 2006) and accentuate the
Stokes paradox effect.
The comparison of theoretical computations with natural slab curvature independently
delimits the viscosity ratio between the subducted lithosphere and the surrounding mantle
to range from 1 to 100, with an average of ~45,

Vt (mm/a)

a rectangular region of width L and thickness h
in the center of the model (Fig. 1A), while the
velocities at the boundaries of the domain are
set to zero. We then calculate Ψ at the nodes of
a regular grid using a centered finite difference
operator to approximate the spatial derivatives.
In the first step of the model, we assume that
the slab is rigid, and iteratively solve for the
velocity field that minimizes work while satisfying the incompressibility condition.
The deflection of the slab is obtained in a second step by solving for the viscous bending of
a half-plate embedded at its origin (and by symmetry, for the entire plate), of thickness h and
length L/2, and subjected to a nonuniform load
q(x) (or spatially integrated deviatoric stress):

Power
(104 W )

750
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Déformation des plaques en subduction

Il ressort de l’étude précédente que les plaques en subduction ont une viscosité effective faible aux regard des estimations précédentes (voir l’article). Les
conséquences de ce résultat ne sont pas triviales pour l’interprétation des observations des panneaux plongeants en subduction. Leurs géométries, vues par la
tomographie sismique, montrent des variations d’épaisseurs importantes [Fukao
et al., 2001, Kárason & van der Hilst, 2001]. Dans l’hypothèse d’un rapport de viscosité fort entre la lithosphère et le manteau matriciel, une possible interpétation
est celle de Ribe [Ribe et al., 2007] dans laquelle l’épaissisement perçu au niveau
de la zone de transition correspond à un empilement du panneau plongeant replié
sur lui-même entre le manteau supérieur et le manteau inférieur, plus visqueux
et plus dense. Dans l’hypothèse que nous défendons ici, où la viscosité du panneau plongeant est moins de deux ordres de grandeur plus visqueuse que celle du
manteau, cette possibilité ne tient plus. Alternativement, nous montrons avec C.
Loiselet et co-auteurs, que le comportement naturel d’un panneau visqueux en
subduction est de former une sorte de panache inversé, une méduse composé d’une
tête épaissie dont la forme s’optimise pour former une boule et minimiser le travail
à mesure que le panneau plongeant pénètre dans le manteau. Cette tête est suivie
d’une queue en extension qui connecte le panneau plongeant à la lithosphère non
subductée en surface. Les observations géométriques et sismologiques soutiennent
notre interprétation.
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Abstract

14

The constantly improving resolution of geophysical data show that the lithosphere does not

15

subduct as a slab of uniform thickness but is rather thinned in the upper mantle and thickened

16

around the transition zone between the upper and lower mantle. This observation has been

17

interpreted as an evidence for the buckling and piling of slabs having a viscosity many orders of

18

magnitude higher than the surrounding mantle. Seismicity also revealed that slabs undergo

19

vertical extension in the upper mantle and compression near the transition zone. In this paper, we

20

show that during the subduction process, the shape of low viscosity slabs (1 to 100 times more

21

viscous than the surrounding mantle) evolves toward a shape which minimizes viscous

22

dissipation, i.e., that of an inverted plume that we coin jellyfish. Our 3D numerical models show

23

that the leading tip of slabs deform toward a rounded head wrapped by lateral tentacles that

systematic deciphering of the observations.
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Introduction

The wide range of shapes observed among subducting oceanic lithospheres [Isacks and

Barazangi, 1977; Isacks and Molnar, 1971] suggests a complex dynamical behavior for the

penetration of slabs into the mantle. The lack of earthquake activity below 700 km depth and the

compressive nature of the focal mechanism of the deep earthquakes along the surface of the slabs

have been interpreted to reflect the resistance of slabs in penetrating into the lower mantle [Isacks

and Molnar, 1971]. Such observations are at least compatible with dynamic models of the long

wavelength geoid anomalies associated with slabs requiring an increase in viscosity from the

upper to the lower mantle by a factor 10-100 [Hager and Richards, 1989; Lambeck and Johnston,

1998; Moresi and Gurnis, 1996; Peltier, 1996; Ricard and Y., 1993] or more [Kido and !adek,

1997]. But travel time tomography has also revealed that positive seismic anomalies attributed to

slabs often extend into the lower mantle [Creager and Jordan, 1984; Grand, 1994; Jordan, 1977;

Jordan and Lynn, 1974]. In the last decade, images from seismic tomography have improved in

resolution and accuracy, and have revealed that slabs tend to thicken during penetration into the

lower mantle, i.e. from the transition zone to mid-mantle depths [Bijwaard, et al., 1998; Fukao, et
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sensitivity of slab shapes to upper and lower mantle viscosities and densities precludes any
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Keywords: Subduction, mantle stratification, seismic tomography

out that the slab to mantle viscosity ratio on Earth is most likely lower than 100. However, the
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agreement with the diversity of natural slab shapes as seen from seismic tomography. It comes
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by a thin tail. More accurately, our parametric study reveals a variety of shapes in good
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48

30

emerge from the sides of the jellyfish head. The head is linked to the body of the subducting slab

24

dynamically deforming interfaces. The 3D finite element code DOUAR [Braun, et al., 2008]

by means of a complex three-dimensional numerical model that is designed to track sharp,

surrounding viscous mantle, we evaluate the deformation pattern of a slab sinking into the mantle

In order to explore the dynamic interactions between the subducting lithosphere and the

Methodology

which we extract from seismic tomography images.

In the latter part of this paper, we further discuss our results in light of observed slab geometries,

undeformed slab to the characteristic shape of a downwelling plume that we refer to as a jellyfish.

(in viscosity or density jump) in forming a wide range of shapes, ranging from that of the

between the plate and the surrounding fluid and subsequently the role of a mantle stratification

the lower mantle. To demonstrate this point, we investigate the role of the viscosity ratios

thickens at mid-depths, with no need for a stiff lithosphere nor a viscosity and density jump into

In this work, we explore the possibility that a plate sinking into the mantle deforms and naturally

model is consistent with seismic observation.

Giardini and Woodhouse, 1984]. In that sense, Tao and Gurnis [1993] showed that a weak slab

has also been interpreted as evidence that subducting plates could be very weak [Bevis, 1986;

O'Connell, 1992; 1993]. However, the significant deformation of slabs going down to the mantle

Hager, 1988; Loubet, et al., 2009; Moresi and Gurnis, 1996; Ribe, et al., 2007; Tao and

penetrate into the mantle [Gaherty and Hager, 1994; Guillou-Frottier, et al., 1995; Gurnis and

mantle is often interpreted as evidence for periodic buckling of cold and stiff lithospheres as they

[Piromallo and Morelli, 2003; Wortel and Spakman, 2000]. Slab thickening in the mid-lower

Americas [Karason and Van der Hilst, 2001], southern Asia [Li, et al., 2008] or the Aegean slab

al., 2001; Grand, et al., 1997; Ren, et al., 2007]. Examples thereof include the Central and South

a vertical (unless otherwise specified) plate of length, l=0.066 (~ 182 km) and thickness h=0.03
(~ 83 km) in the mantle between depths of 0.03 to 0.096 (~ 83 km to 264 km, Fig. 1A). To ensure
that the fall of the plate is solely controlled by the buoyancy forces arising from the density

102
103
104
105
106
107

is driven by internal density difference !" between the subducting lithosphere and the

surrounding mantle. We simplify our analysis by assuming an infinite Prandtl number in a fluid

with very low Reynolds number and a linear rheology for all components of the system. The

dimensionless Navier-Stokes and incompressibility equations are given by

78
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µ!u + "g = #P

(3)

equation (1) then reduces to the Stokes equation:

91

92

and u the velocity, and t the time. Neglecting the local acceleration (i.e. the inertia in the system),

90

(2)

where " is the density, g, gravitational acceleration, P the pressure field, µ the dynamic viscosity

!.u = 0

and
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83

(1)

increased to level 8. Free slip is assumed on all boundaries. The experiment is initiated by placing

101

L = 1. Consequently a 64 x 64 x 64 grid is a level 6 octree with (26)3 = 262,144 leaves. The flow

77

Du
= "#P + µ$u + !g
dt

(level 6 octree) regularly spaced elements everywhere but in and around the slab the resolution is

100

octree only counts (20)3 = 1 leaf. After one division, the octree has (21)3 = 8 leaves and is of level

76

!

lower mantle where discontinuity is localized to z660=0.24 (~660 km). The grid counts (64)3

99

computational domain is a unit cube whose elements are the leaves of the octree. A zero level
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82

Cartesian box, corresponding to the earth mantle. The mantle is divided between a upper and
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ALE Finite Element code based on an adaptive octree grid [Thieulot, et al., 2008]. The
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97

as simple as possible in order to quantify its behavior as a function of given effective slab to

of temperature coupling with (e.g. [Billen and Gurnis, 2005]), but we choose to keep the model

1). More complex rheologies may prevail in nature, especially taking into account the influence

within the slab and the mantle; the upper mantle viscosity is taken as the reference viscosity (=

contrast between the slab and the surrounding mantle. All viscosities are Newtonian and uniform

lithospheric plate that is perfectly lubricated near the surface. We assign a constant density

between the plate and the mantle. Our setup can also be regarded as that of an infinite

discard any resistance to sinking that may arise in nature from the relative horizontal movement

advected by the computed velocity field. Otherwise, plate is attached to the top. In this way we

boundary of the plate (located at a depth of 0.03 from the top of the model box) is artificially not

contrast and by the viscosity ratio between the plate and surrounding viscous fluid, the top

numerical domain is a unit cube (i.e. 1 x 1 x 1 in x, y, z directions) representing a ~ 2750 km

The model setup is shown on Figure 1 A and parameters are given in Table 1. The computational

accuracy and level set functions (see [Braun, et al., 2008], for further details on this method).

computed velocity field) are tracked by a dual method combining Lagrangian particles for

74

96

approximation, assuming that the mantle is an incompressible viscous medium. DOUAR is an

Interfaces (between the slab, upper mantle and lower mantle) (they are advected by using the

73

95

solves the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy in the Boussinesq

72

varied between 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 of the box width and 90, 70, 60, 45 and 30 degrees respectively.

120

We performed a series of 27 experiments to explore the dependence of the slab deformation on

slab to lower mantle density contrast !", slab width, w, slab dip, #, slab to mantle viscosity ratio

µs, lower to upper mantle viscosity ratio µlm. Some interesting features prevail regardless of the

parameters that we review below. To illustrate this point, we first show the results of a simple

experiment (reference model) in which the plate viscosity is 10 times that of the upper mantle.

There is no viscosity or density contrast between upper and lower mantle. The initial plate width

is 0.25 and the slab is vertical.
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General evolution of the models

During the sinking of the plate into the mantle, its shape evolves in a way comparable to a large

extent to a reverse or descending plume (Fig. 1A) [Christensen and Yuen, 1984]. Note, however,

that, in most of our models, the viscosity ratio is inverted in comparison with a typical rising

mantle plumes which have a lower viscosity than the surrounding mantle. The shape of the slab is

characterized by a rounded head at its leading tip with two trailing “tentacles” along each narrow

edge (Fig. 1B), connected to the surface by a long rectangular section tail. To a minor extent, the

mantle also drags the longer edges and gently wraps them over the body of the slab (Fig. 1B). In

the following, we refer to the deformed shape of the slab as that of a jellyfish, for both our model

slabs and real jellyfishes are characterized by comparable shapes that minimize the viscous

dissipation of energy while they penetrate/move into the fluid. The jellyfish shape can be
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Results

122

121

mantle viscosity ratios that we vary from µs=0.01 to 100. Plate width, w, and slab dip, #, are also

119

Fig. 1C). In practice, to calculate Rw and Rh, we compute the equation of the circle that
circumscribes the triangle defined by the three vertices made by the leading tip (deepest point of
the greatest z-value) and the two tips of the tentacles in the longitudinal direction (points of
maximum and minimum x-value for Rw and y-value for Rh,). To further characterize the shape of
the jellyfish and the flow it engenders in the mantle, we compute, for each of the numerical
experiments: (a) the velocity of the jellyfish head (plate surface point at maximum z-direction and
its curvature radius, (b) the maximum strain rate along the central vertical axis z, (c) the surface
area of horizontal sections (distant by 0.03) of the plate as a function of depth and (d) the total
viscous dissipation in the mantle.
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During the first stages of subduction, the slab head becomes wider, thicker and curved in both
plane (Fig. 1B). The sinking velocity (measured at the jellyfish head) increases with plate
deformation (Fig. 2A). The radius of curvature Rw decreases rapidly (Fig. 2B) as the slab tip
evolves from a straight horizontal edge into a curved body. During this phase both the strain rate
(Fig. 3A) and the viscous dissipation in the mantle (Fig. 3B) increase rapidly. When the slab tip
reaches depths of 0.2 to 0.4, the head of the jellyfish is fully developed and an optimal curvature
has been reached as indicated by a constant minimal value for Rw (Fig. 2B).
As the slab further penetrates into the mantle, the ratio between the lateral and longitudinal radii
increases (Fig. 2 B), suggesting that the jellyfish head evolves toward of the shape of a sphere.
During this stage, the sinking velocity continues to increase towards a maximum value (Fig. 2A)
yet the strain rate and mantle viscous dissipation remain constant (Fig. 3A and 3B). In fact, once
the jellyfish is formed, only the “tentacles” continue to grow (Fig. 1B). A neck forms above the
jellyfish head, along the tail connecting the head to the surface (Fig. 1B), its area remaining
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characterized by the longitudinal radius of curvature Rw and the lateral radius of curvature Rh (see
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196
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Slab width

Plate width is known to influence the kinematics of subduction [Di Giuseppe, et al., 2008;

Loiselet, et al., 2009; Piromallo, et al., 2006; Schellart, et al., 2007]. We evaluate its impact on

the shape of the jellyfish by varying the plate width w between 0.125 and 0.5 (1/8 and 1/2 of the

box width) while keeping the box size and plate thickness constant. In all cases, the radius of

curvature Rw of the jellyfish head decreases through time and tends toward a minimal value (Fig.

4A). When normalized to slab width w and slab thickness h, Rw reaches a value comprised within

a narrow range (~ 3/4) proportional to the width and thickness length sum, i.e jellyfish head

evolves toward a uniform spherical shape with a diameter proportional to 1.5 times (w+h). This is

better illustrated by the Rh/Rw ratio (Fig. 4B), which increases with slab penetration. Of course,

the ratio between the initial slab width and thickness influences the curvature of the jellyfish

head. If the plate has a square horizontal cross section diameter tends to 1 and Rw is always equal

to Rh.
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of the slab as it penetrated into the mantle.

the bottom of the box. The sinking velocity decreases to zero and the jellyfish head flattens.
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The final stage of evolution of the shape of the slab reflects the interaction of the jellyfish with
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tail is thinned with respect to the original dimension of the slab before subduction.
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This general scheme is modulated in order to understand the processes that control the behavior

while the head is compressed (Fig. 3C). Consequently, the head perimeter is as enlarged as the
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According to the distribution of vertical strain (Fig. 3C), the tail is stretched near the surface
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197

maximum (which is at the surface) and minimum (at the neck) surface area of the tail (Fig. 3D).
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190

173

constant. At this stage, the jellyfish head area is respectively 1.5 and 2 times larger than the

166

well-individualized tentacles and even better rounded head (Fig. 6A, µs= 1). (iii) Anvil jellyfishes

develop when the system is isoviscous or close to it. They differ from cavity jellyfishes by their

connected to tails upon which tentacles are retracted (Fig. 6A, µs= 10-2). (ii) Diapiric jellyfishes

which the plate viscosity is lower than that of the mantle; they feature well rounded heads

classes of jellyfishes based on the development of the jellyfish head: (i) Cavity jellyfishes, for

Expanding the work of Olson and Singer [1985] on creeping, rising plumes, we identify three

mantle, the flow is that of a Stokes sinker.

mantle (Fig. 6A). Note that in the absence of any viscosity difference between the slab and

We test different viscosity ratio (from 10-2 to 102) between the lithosphere and the surrounding

Slab to mantle viscosity ratio

retreat of the slab/head (Fig. 5C and 5D).

the case and slabs may gradually become vertical, thanks to the advance of the trench and/or

subduction remains fixed with respect to the underlying mantle while, in nature, this may not be

transforms into a spoon shape (Fig. 5A and 5B). Note that in our numerical setup, the point of

morphology gets highly asymmetrical for shallow dipping slabs and the jellyfish shape

head decreases and tends toward a minimal Rw value, regardless of initial slab dip. However, the

experiments, characterized by slab dip 60 and 30 degrees respectively. The radius of the jellyfish

by varying its value between 30 and 90 degrees. In figure 5, we present results from two

underneath the overriding plate. We explore the impact of the slab dip on the jellyfish evolution

In most natural cases, subduction does not initiate vertically: slabs tend to dip at finite angle

Slab dip

yet remains lower than the sinking velocity of highly viscous slabs that are more negatively
buoyant simply because of the plate volume.

239
240

deformation highly depends on the viscosity ratio, as illustrated by the strain rates along the

vertical z-axis of the jellyfish (Fig. 6B). The lower the viscosity ratio is, the higher strain rates

are, extensive in the tail and compressive in the head. When µs >> 100, the slab does not deform

and the head and tail do not develop.
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For high viscosity contrast, the radius of curvature Rw also decreases through time to reach a

minimum value (Fig. 6C). This indicates that, in all cases and regardless of the viscosity ratio, the

plate will tends toward an optimal shape (for an infinite domain in the vertical direction),

although this might require a very long descent time for a very large viscosity ratio. In all cases,

the velocity increases gradually during the early stages of evolution of the jellyfish at shallow

depths; it reaches a maximum value, and eventually decreases when plate penetration is hindered

by the undeformable bottom of the model experiment (Fig. 6D).

Interestingly, the viscosity ratio affects the sinking velocity. The slab penetrates faster into the

mantle when µs is high (µs=100) and the velocity reaches its maximum value at greater depths

than for less viscous slabs. When the viscosity ratio is low (µs=1), the velocity starts to decrease

at rather shallow depths (~0.35). These results can be explained by the joint effects of the plate

bulk mass (because the plate remained relatively undeformed, the flux boundary condition

imposed near the surface results in a larger mass flux and thus larger negative buoyancy), of plate

stretching in the tail (which for low viscosity slabs, favors viscous dissipation in the surrounding

mantle and prevent efficient stress transmission) and the passive resistance of the bottom of the
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220

low viscosity slabs will more easily tend to the Stokes velocity of the jellyfish head; this velocity

238

applies to the Earth than the others and in the following we therefore focus on this class. The
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1995; Guillou-Frottier, et al., 1995; Kincaid and Olson, 1987] and numerical studies of
subduction systems, [Behounkova and Cizkova, 2008; Christensen, 1996; Cizkova, et al., 2007;
Davies, 1995; Enns, et al., 2005; Gaherty and Hager, 1994; Goes, et al., 2008; Houseman and
Gubbins, 1997; Schellart, et al., 2007; Tackley, 1993; Tao and O'Connell, 1993; Yoshioka and
Wortel, 1995; Zhong and Gurnis, 1995] have already illustrated the modes of deformation of a
subducted slab reaching a fluid interface characterized by a viscosity and/or density increase.
These studies have shown the importance of the density contrast [Christensen and Yuen, 1984]
and viscosity ratio [Kincaid and Olson, 1987] in governing whether the slab will lie along the
interface, sinks through it, or buckle and pile up at the interface [Ribe, 2003]. Here, we study the
evolution of the jellyfish shape when the slab meets the 660 km boundary defining either with a
viscosity or density contrast between the upper and lower mantle.
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µlm, the viscosity ratio between the lower and upper mantle.

the lower mantle as function of µs, the viscosity ratio between the slab and the upper mantle, and

Figure 7 summarizes the behavior of the plate as it forms a jellyfish shape and/or penetrates into

Scaled analogue experiments of the subduction process [Funiciello, et al., 2004; Griffiths, et al.,
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255

Viscosity stratification between upper and lower mantle
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241

heads of low viscosity jellyfishes than the high viscosity ones implies that the sinking velocity of

237

(i.e. jellyfish head) at its leading edge (Fig. 6A, µs= 101-102). Anvil jellyfishes more likely
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mantle. Both extensive and compressive strain rates respectively larger in the tails and in the

236

develop when the viscosity ratio is much larger than 1. Slab grows into inverted anvil-shaped cap
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A wide range of subducting plate and stratification boundary behavior is observed, an indication

that several factors are involved in the style of slab deformation when a fluid interface is present.

We can define four different cases:

(A) Jellyfishing and penetration (µs< 100 and µlm < 100). The plate has a sufficiently low

viscosity to transform into a jellyfish shape. The jellyfish head radius of curvature Rw is low (Fig.

8A). The stratification is weak enough to permit the slab to sink into the lower mantle with minor

deformation linked to mantle stratification. The plate continues to sink with a velocity decrease

but without interruption (Fig. 8B). The interface deflects around the slab to form a blob and
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Density stratification between upper and lower mantle
To investigate the influence of the density contrasts between the sinking slab and the deep
mantle, we used the critical dimensionless parameter r defined by Kincaid and Olson [1987] (Fig.
9) in which the slab/lower mantle density contrast is normalized by the slab/upper mantle density
contrast: r = ("s – "lm) / ("s – "um). r = 1 corresponds to a homogeneous fluid (no density contrast
between the upper and lower mantle), while negative values of r correspond to a denser lower
mantle than the sinking slab. Results are given for -0.2 < r < 1.0 (Fig 8C and 9).
We identify four cases presented in figure 9:
(A) r < -0.2: strong stratification and no slab penetration. While the slab sinks through the upper
mantle and reaches the discontinuity, its deformation is controlled by the viscosity ratio between
the slab and the upper mantle. The leading edge thickens when it meets the underformable
interface. It is accompanied by an increase in Rw and a decrease in the sinking velocity (Fig. 8 A
and B).
(B) r$0 : partial slab penetration into the lower mantle. Sinking rates are lower than when r < -0.2
and Rw increases (Fig. 8A and B) when the slab reaches the mantle discotinuity. The leading edge
of slab reclines onto the interface. Buoyancy forces in the lower mantle are not strong enough to
stall subduction until the slab has penetrated below the discontinuity (around 1/10 penetration in
the lower mantle). Within this range of densities the initial penetration is however always limited.
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slowly collapses at the plate sinking velocity.

(B) Jellyfishing and no penetration (µs< 100 and µlm > 100). The plate transforms into jellyfish

shape but does not penetrate the lower mantle. The plate stops close to the stratification boundary

and the jellyfish head flattens. This case is also characterized by a rapid increase in Rw when the

plate reaches the interface, followed by a phase of decreasing Rw (Fig. 8A).

(C) No jellyfishing and penetration (µs > 100 and µlm < 100). The plate is too viscous and cannot

evolve toward a jellyfish shape before it reaches the upper/lower mantle boundary but crosses it

because the viscosity ratio µlm is low enough. Consequently, the deflected interface collapses

around rigid slab. The viscosity ratio between the plate and the fluid decreases in the lower

mantle allowing plate thickening in the lower fluid.

(D) No jellyfishing and no penetration (µs > 100 and µlm > 100). The plate does not cross the

stratification boundary and keeps a slab shape because the viscosity ratio with the surrounding

mantle is too high. Furthermore the strong viscosity contrast with lower mantle does not permit

slab deformation and slab penetration. The interface stays straight.
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mantle).

mostly on the slab strength (i.e. viscosity ratio between the subducting plate and the surrounding

mainly on mantle stratification while the slab tip widening and jellyfish formation depends

Our results therefore demonstrate that the penetration of the plate into the lower mantle depends
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284

282
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scale because the sinking velocity decreases (Fig. 8 B). The deflected interface collapses around

the slab into a blob. Both slab and deformed interface descend slowly .

(D) r > 0.5 : weak stratification. The stratification is weak enough to permit the slab to sink into

the lower mantle with only minor deformation of the interface. The slab acquires the jellyfish

form as describe in the above section.

Whatever proprieties of boundary stratification, the leading edge of the low viscous plate to

leading tip thickens (Fig. 8 C and D). The thickness is measured (Fig. 1C) at selected depths

(440, 660, 850 and 1200 km) for simulations with, in one case, different lower to upper mantle

viscosity ratio and, on the other case, different density contrast (r parameter). With mantle

stratification, the slab slows down and thickens with increasing viscosity and density contrast.

With logarithm of viscosity contrast and vs r parameter, the measurements seem to lie

approximately on a line, indicating a power-law relationship (Fig8. C and D). In the case of the

viscosity layered mantle, the slab thickening is more important in depth, particularly for high

viscous lower mantle. The effect of the density jump at the mantle stratification on the subducting

plates occurs later (deeper slab) than viscosity stratification boundary. This could be explain by

the fact that it exists a period of time before the system find the equilibrium more important in the

density stratification case.
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Comparison to real Earth

Several types of seismically derived data adress the problem of slab deformation within the

mantle as reviewed by Lay [1994]. The quasi-planar geometry of subducting slabs was first

defined from the distribution of large earthquakes along Wadati-Benioff zones [Engdahl, et al.,
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(C) r $ 0.5 : slab penetration. The slab sinks through the lower layer but only on a very long time
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positions [Engdahl, et al., 1998] provided high resolution three dimensional images of the
seismogenic regions surrounding subduction zones that gave rise to general geometric and
deformation models of mantle slabs, such as the RUM model [Gudmundsson and Sambridge,
1998].
Furthermore, global seismic tomography models [Bijwaard, et al., 1998; Ding and Grand, 1994;
Fukao, 1992; Grand, 1994; van der Hilst, 1995; van der Hilst and Widiyantoro, 1997; Wortel
and Spakman, 2000] provide more insights into slab morphology, including those in models,
characterized by a relatively low seismicity, as well as the distribution of velocity in the mantle
surrounding the slabs. Most recently, seismic images have been interpreted in terms of the most
probable density field yielding the observed seismic velocity anomalies, which, in turn, have
been used to derive models of self-consistent mantle flow [Conrad, et al., 2007; Conrad and
Husson, 2009; Forte and Mitrovica, 1996; Moucha, et al., 2007]
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All above mentioned methods are complementary and show that subducting slabs are significant
structures in the upper mantle, that the majority penetrates into the lower mantle and that they are
characterized by a three-dimensional deformation pattern (rather than being planar slabs)
[Yamaoka, et al., 1986]. In many instances, which we will describe below, tomographic images
suggest a characteristic shape for the slab, with a relatively narrow trace in the upper mantle and
a wider anomaly in the mid–lower mantle [Karason and Van der Hilst, 2001]. Geophysical
observations are therefore consistent with the idea that the subducted slabs deform as they
penetrate into the mantle to take the shape of a jellyfish. The distribution of focal mechanisms
shows that stresses within the subducted slab are characterized by down-dip extension in its
upper part (between 100 and 300 km depth), which is also associated with the narrow section of
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1998; Isacks and Barazangi, 1977; Jarrard, 1986]. In addition, maps of earthquakes focal
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time anomalies [Li, et al., 2008] both strongly suggest that there are four mean classes of slabs

(defined in Table 2) in the Earth mantle, varying in their shape and interaction at/with the 660 km

discontinuity. To illustrate these categories, we show slab geometries derived from P-waves

seismic tomography model [Li, et al., 2008] in four well-studied, different subduction systems

(Fig. 10). These categories are:

Type A: Penetration and thickening: the Hellenic slab (Fig. 10A). The subducted lithosphere

crosses the 660 km boundary with a small perturbations of thickness, which increases in the mid-

lower mantle. Below 660 km, a fast velocity anomaly appears in the subducting plate which

widens to ~400 km in the mid-mantle (~1200 km depth). The penetration of the subducted slab

through the 660 km discontinuity and slab thickening in the mid-mantle (~1200 km) are the two

remarkable features that are observed in other tomographic studies of this region [Piromallo and

Morelli, 2003; Spakman, et al., 1993]. Other subduction zones where comparable features are

observed include Central America, N-Kurile [Ding and Grand, 1994], Java [Fukao, 1992;

Puspito, et al., 1993; Widiyantoro and van der Hilst, 1996] and India-Tibet [Bijwaard, et al.,

1998; Grand, et al., 1997].

Type B: Slab Deflection with little or no penetration: the Isu-Bonin slab. The second category
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seismicity [Engdahl, et al., 1998] and tomographic images obtained from P-waves seismic travel
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a jellyfish shape (Fig. 3C).
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High resolution images of Wadati-Benioff zones derived from the accurate localization of

along the subducting plate is identical to that predicted in our models of a slab transforming into
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associated with the thickest section of the slab. Such a distribution of stress, and thus strain rate,
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[Apperson and Frohlich, 1987; Isacks and Molnar, 1969; Vassiliou, et al., 1984], which is
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the slab, and by down-dip compression in the deeper part of the slab toward the 660 km boundary

352

contouring is therefore arbitrary and to some extent, subjective. We normalized the surface areas

selected for they vary with depth, particularly because of the thermal relaxation of the slab;

resolution of tomographic models. Note that no unique values for viscosity contrasts can be

(minimum, mean and maximum relative velocities) to avoid artifacts arising from the inherent

1400 km depths. At each depth, we considered three contours of the velocity anomaly contrast

the surface area of the slabs as they penetrate into the mantle at 100 km intervals, from 100 to

to compute horizontal cross-sections of the seismic velocity anomalies from which we estimated

tomographic model of [Li, et al., 2008] on a Cartesian grid with GMT [Wessel and Smith, 1991]

In order to better characterize the shape of the subducting slabs, we mapped data from the

mantle and do not seem to experience any thickening at their base. (Fig. 10D)

Calabria, Aleutian, Carribbean, Ryukyu and the Scotia slabs that do not penetrate into the lower

Type D: No penetration and no thickening: the Scotia slab. The last category includes in the

2007].

Another typical example of a slab belonging to this category is the Kermadec slab [Zhao, et al.,

slab appears to penetrate the 660 km discontinuity to reach the mid-mantle without thickening.

tomographic studies (e.g. [Fukao, 1992; van der Hilst and Seno, 1993; Zhou, 1988]), the Mariana

Type C: Pure penetration: the Mariana slab. As shown in Fig. 10C and as seen in many

examples of this second category.

and Grand, 1998], in S-Kurile [Tajima and Grand, 1995] and Japan subduction systems are best

slight hint that it may have penetrated in the lower mantle. The slabs in the Izu-Bonin [Tajima

demonstrates that the slab has been strongly deflected at the 660 km discontinuity with only a

seismic velocity zone. We show in figure 10B a vertical cross section in this area that clearly

slabs are significantly deflected above the 660 km discontinuity to form a sub-horizontal high

of the tomographic images at those depths or to a mild density or viscosity stratification as
suggested by [Cizkova, et al., 1997; Hager and Richards, 1989; Lambeck and Johnston, 1998].
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(Fig. 10). To facilitate the comparison between data and models, we show model predicted

surface area profiles for model times that correspond best to subduction/penetration level

suggested by each of the four tomographic images.
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viscosity mantle stratification (µlm > 1) or the density mantle stratification (r < 1) impacts on

plate penetration and on its deformation, the corresponding thickening of the slab usually occurs

deeper than the imposed viscosity/density jump at 660 km depth.
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Considering the first two categories, slab thickening at (i.e., Izu Bonin slab, Fig. 10B) or below

the 660 km discontinuity (i.e., Hellenic slab, Fig. 10A) is best explained either by a low increase

in viscosity from upper to lower mantle (µlm ~ 10), consistent with previous studies based on the

interpretation of the geoid [Moresi and Gurnis, 1996] or by a weak jump in density between the

upper and lower mantle (r ~ 0.5), as suggested by other model results [Christensen and Yuen,

1984]. In nature, it is not possible to determinate whether one parameter will dominate on the
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We first notice that, in both the numerical models and the tomographic images, where the
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area observed at depths between 1100 and 1650 km may be due to the relatively poor resolution
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100, the viscosity ratio µlm between 1 and 1000 and the density parameter r between -0.2 and 1

407

could be explained by the formation of a jellyfish “head” which, in turns, implies a relatively low
viscosity/strength subducting plate.
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In order to evaluate the relationship between the geometries, densities and viscosities of
subducted slabs, we alternatively use the parameter %, introduced by Wortel and Vlaar (1998),
defined by ! = age*Vs (age is the age of lithosphere at the time of subduction and Vs is the
velocity of subduction (see Table 2). This parameter is therefore a proxy for the temperature in
the slab, which affects both its viscosity and density of the slab. There is a clear distribution of
slab types as a function of % (Fig. 11). It comes out that :
(i) slabs with small thermal parameters % deform more easily as jellyfishes (i.e type A) than
those with larger values for % (i.e. type C); and (ii) slabs with large values of % tend to subduct
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In the fourth category, thickening of the Scotia slab as it approaches the 660 km discontinuity
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descends through the upper mantle. The slight thickening that appears in the slab cross-sectional
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to those obtained from numerical models in which we varied the viscosity ratio µs between 1 and

may be stronger than slabs belonging to type A, and does not evolve into a jellyfish shape as it
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In the third category, the Mariana slab displays a rather different behavior suggesting that the slab
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426

(only ~10–100 times the mantle viscosity), as already suggested by Loiselet et al. [2009].

For each of the four slab categories, we compared thickness profiles from the tomographic model

numerical models are compared in figure 10.
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observed surface area vs. depth profiles are best explained with a relatively low slab viscosity
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numerical model results. Profiles of areas obtained from the seismic tomography model and the
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other and it is probably a combination of both that is responsible for slab thickening. The
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vertical profiles of the slab thickness. This procedure was also performed on some of our
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comprised inside each of the contours by the contour area at the surface to obtain dimensionless

400

al., 2007; van der Hilst and Seno, 1993]. This is a possible scenario to explain why the Izu Bonin
slab flattens on the 660 km discontinuity whereas the Mariana slab penetrates it; similarly, the
change in the style of subduction from the northern to southern Kurile [Ding and Grand, 1994;
Fukao, 1992] can illustrate this. Correspondingly, the Tonga trench is free to rollback because of
its open northern end that allows for toroidal flow to occur, very significant trench migration has
occurred at fast rates for the last 50 Ma [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richard, 1998]. The Tonga slab
consequently flattens on the 660 km discontinuity while the neighboring Kermadec slab, that
cannot retreat freely, continues its route into the lower mantle.
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are no longer able to continue to subduct at greater depths than the transition zone (type D

Calabria, Scotia slabs). Last, type B slabs seem to be at odds with our previous analysis, for they

appear to pond on the 660 km discontinuity, whereas in our models stiff slabs are predicted to

penetrate into the lower mantle and not to deform. The departure between our models and the

predictions given by the thermal parameter % may however reflect that the proxy do not apply for

the slabs that are represented in type B (Izu-Bonin, S-Kurile, Japan and Tonga slabs).
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In our numerical models, and thus in our interpretation of the various slab geometries suggested

by tomographic models, we have assumed that slab motion is primarily driven by its buoyancy,

i.e. the main force acting on the subducting oceanic lithosphere is the gravitational force arising

from plate’s high density with respect to the surrounding mantle. We interpret the observed

thickening of slabs in the vicinity of the 660 km discontinuity as resulting from the formation of a

jellyfish head in response to viscous drag between the slab and the mantle, potentially enhanced

by the presence of a viscosity [Gurnis and Hager, 1998] and/or density [Tackley, 1993] contrast

between the upper and lower mantle. The former process (jellyfish formation), in turn, implies

that the viscosity ratio between the slab and the mantle is relatively small (order 10) and thus that

slabs are relatively weak. The latter process (interaction with the 660 km discontinuity) is

supported by the compressive nature of the focal mechanisms of deep earthquakes [Isacks and

Molnar, 1969], which clearly indicates the presence of resisting forces deeper than the transition

zone, resulting from an increase in viscosity or a decrease in the density contrast between the slab
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et al., 2005; Griffiths, et al., 1995; Guillou-Frottier, et al., 1995; Olbertz, et al., 1997; Tagawa, et
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seismic tomography. Alternatively, heated slabs may have lost their initial negative buoyancy and

Discussion and Conclusion
Images from seismic tomography provide evidence for a strong deformation of some sections of
subducted lithosphere in the mid-mantle (such as Java, Hellenic, Central America, N-Kurile).
Such slabs narrow in the upper mantle and anomalously thicken in the mid–lower mantle. Some
authors explained this feature as resulting from buckling instability [Griffiths and Turner, 1988;
Ribe, et al., 2007]. Alternatively, our numerical models suggest that the deformation of the
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deform on the 660 km discontinuity, to flatten and lie horizontally on it [Christensen, 1996; Enns,

penetration velocity of the slab in the lower mantle (due to resistance force), slabs will have to

lithosphere. If this is true and the trench migration velocity is significantly higher than the

originating at the mid-ocean ridge (i.e. ridge push) or along other segments of the subducting

subduction (or penetration) velocity being imposed to the slab by external forces, either
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Another explanation for the thickening of the slab along the 660 km discontinuity relies on the
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thermal diffusion may have had enough time to heat up the slabs so that they do not show up in

and the surrounding mantle and thus a decrease in the driving force.
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more easily for they are presumably stiffer and denser. For very small thermal parameters,

446

commonly accepted hypothesis that the negative buoyancy of slabs with respect to the mantle is

the main driving force for plate tectonics [Becker and O’Connell, 2001; Conrad and Lithgow-

Bertelloni, 2002; Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richard, 1998]. We have

showed that a weak plate falling through a viscous fluid under its own weight will take a

characteristic jellyfish shape. This is the optimum shape of a deformable object falling in a

viscous fluid that will be reached regardless of its original shape, to minimize viscous dissipation

in the fluid. The jellyfish shape consists of a wide head experiencing vertical shortening and a

long tail experiencing vertical lengthening. This pattern of deformation, is consistent with

observed distribution of down-dip extensional and compressional stresses along subducting slabs

and with observed slab geometry at mid-mantle depths, derived from tomographic images.
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We confirmed that slab and mantle rheologies are key parameters controling the slab

deformation. We have used a linear viscosity for both the slab and the mantle which implies that

strain rate and, subsequently, subduction velocity scale linearly with the imposed density contrast

between the slab and the mantle. Modifying density parameter value does not impact the

geometry of the solution at any stage of the subduction process. This implies that the depth range

over which the jellyfish head forms does not depend on the density contrast between the plate and

the slab, only on the viscosity ratio between the plate and the mantle. The final jellyfish shape

also depends on the initial slab width, or more precisely, its aspect ratio (width to thickness ratio).
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buoyancy forces arising from its high density with respect to the mantle. This is based on the
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We have investigated the behavior of a subducting slab in the Earth mantle driven by negative
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viscous mantle.
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subducting lithosphere results from the interaction of a relatively weak slab with the surrounding
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By comparing model predictions with observations (seismic tomography images and seismic

beneath the Chilean Andes, the Aleutian, the S-Kurile, Japan, and Izu-Bonin.

Kermadec). Other slabs simply flatten and reside above or within the 660-km discontinuity as

Philippines), or well into the lower mantle (beneath the Peruvian Andes, Java, Marianna and

beneath the 660-km discontinuity in the mid-lower mantle (such as in N-Kurile, Hellenic, and the

horizontally on the upper to lower mantle transition region before, some of them, penetrating

In the Earth’s interior, we commonly observe that subducted slabs tend to be deflected to lie sub-

deform at the scale of the upper mantle.

and 100 times more viscous that the upper mantle at most. Beyond that, slabs are too strong to

this paper) during its fall into the upper mantle, requires a weak subducted lithosphere, between 1

significant thickening and/or deformation of subducting slabs (including the one we present in

viscosity ratio between slabs and the upper mantle [Bevis, 1986]. Indeed, any model predicting a

location and seismic moment released at intermediate depths appear to provide a limit to the

2002; Kohlstedt, et al., 1995]. Slab morphology and strain rates calculated from earthquake

assumptions and extrapolations [Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Burov and Watts, 2006; Jackson,

record as well as on geophysical observations and experimental data, and thus strongly depend on

Current findings on lithosphere strength are based on various interpretations of the geological

such spoon-shaped subducting slabs.

earthquakes in Benioff-Wadati zones, the Hellenic slab being one of the most striking example of

observed geometries derived from seismic tomographic images and with the distribution of

slab may turn into a non-symmetrical jellyfish shape. This “spoon” shape is consistent with many

In cases where the initial slab geometry is characterized by a finite dip, we have shown that the

focal mechanism locations) we provide additional constrains on the viscosity contrast between

the subducting slab and the surrounding mantle. The apparent slab widening at depth suggests

that the slab is indeed stronger than the mantle but an accurate estimate of the viscosity contrast

cannot be obtained independently of any density variation that might exist across the 660 km

discontinuity. For each of the four subduction systems considered here, comparison with model

scenarios suggests a range of viscosity ratios between the slab and the upper mantle between 10

and 100 (as already suggested by Loiselet et al. [2009]). This is in accordance with Husson

[2006] who showed that the topography above subducted slabs is a dynamic topography

generated by linear viscous flow in the mantle driven by the fall of the slab. However, the slab

strength contrast we obtain is lower than that suggested by laboratory and numerical modeling

work [Capitanio, et al., 2007; Christensen and Yuen, 1984; Clark, et al., 2008; Conrad and

Hager, 1999; Funiciello, et al., 2003; Morra, et al., ; Royden and Husson, 2006; Schellart, 2004;

Stegman, et al., 2006; Zhong and Gurnis, 1994] where the viscosity ratio between the subducted

lithosphere and the surrounding mantle ranges between 102 and 105. Although rock strength

experiments also predict stiffer slabs than suggested here [Kohlstedt, et al., 1995], global models

suggest that slabs should only be 100 times stiffer than the upper mantle in order to match the

geoid [Zhong and Davies, 1999]. Furthermore, Cizkova et al. [2002] found (in a study similar to

ours) that, in order to deflect strong slabs in the transition zone, slabs must be relatively weak.

One way to reconcile the observation that some slabs are characterized by a strong thickening

around the 660 km discontinuity while, for others, this seems to take place at mid-lower mantle

depths or deeper, is to consider that the subducted plate is, in general, sufficiently weak to

undergo transformation into a jellyfish shape during its fall in the upper mantle and that it meets

at the 660 km depth a low viscosity and/or high density jump. The particular case where slab

flattens at the 660 km discontinuity can be explained by the retrograde motion of the subduction
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Figure 1: Reference model. A. Model setup and variables: h is plate thickness, w is plate width, l

is initial plate penetration. µs and "s are the slab to upper mantle viscosity and density ratios. The

black parallelepiped is the initial state and the gray body is a typical slab shape after subduction

to mid-depth. B. Vertical cross section along the y- (black) and x- (gray) sections of the leading

edge of the subducting plate. Rw (black) (measured along the width w of the plate) and Rh (gray)

(measured along its thickness h) give the radii of the circles that circumscribe the dotted triangles.
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Radius of curvature Rw of the slab head across the y- profile (solid) and ratio between lateral
(Rh) to longitudinal (Rw) radii of curvature of the jellyfish head (dashed).
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Figure 2: Reference model. A. Velocity of the slab head as a function of penetration depth. B.
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H is the thickness of the plate head. C. y- (black) and x- (gray) cross-section series of the plate at
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Bulk viscous dissipation in the mantle as a function of plate penetration depth. C. Vertical
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strain rate ( ! zz) profile along the central of the plate (x=0.5 and y=0.5) at different time
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Figure 3: Reference model. A. Maximum strain rate as a function of plate penetration depth. B.
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penetration depth (normalized by the sum of slab width w and slab thickness h) for different
slab width w, 0.25 (solid), 0.5 (dash) and 0.125 (dot). B. Same as (A) but for the ratio
between lateral (Rh) to longitudinal (Rw) radii of curvature.
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Figure 4: Reference model. A. Radius of curvature Rw of the jellyfish head as function plate
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B and D, # =30°). A and B show across-strike profiles, regularly sampled in time (n=20),

and C and D give a 3D view when the plate reaches ~660 km depth. The y-velocity on the

surface of the plate is color-coded.
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Figure 5: Geometry of the plate when subducted with an initial slab dip # (A and C, #=60°, and
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Velocity of the plate head as a function of plate depth.

curvature of the jellyfish head Rw as a function of maximum penetration depth and µs. D.
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(see Table 1). Framed profiles are a selection of geologically plausible scenarii. B. Vertical
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strain rate ( ! zz) profile along the central of the plate (x=0.5 and y=0.5). C. Radius of

function of the plate to upper mantle viscosity ratio and model reference density contrast
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Figure 6: A. Cross sections at selected depths along-strike (black) and across-strike (grey) is as
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upper and lower mantle. Along-strike (black) and across-strike (gray) sections of the slab,

as a function of the slab to upper mantle viscosity ratio µs and the lower mantle to upper

mantle viscosity ratio µlm. Solid black lines show the upper/lower mantle boundary.
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Figure 7: Different cases of slab geometry and slab penetration at the interface between the
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(black), and density indices r (see text). The slab to upper mantle viscosity ratio µs is set to
10.
Plot C and D shows the slab thickness H normalized to # slab width, w, when the slab tip
reaches 440 km (square), 660 km (circle), 850 km (triangle) and 1200 km (lozenge) as
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black, 0.3 red, 0.34 blue and 0.5 green) for different values of the density parameter r (see
text). The upper/lower mantle boundary is represented by horizontal lines. Note the selected
depth miss when the plate do not cross the upper/lower mantle boundary.
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Figure 9: Across-strike and along-strike sections of the entire plate at four selected depths (0.24,
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function density parameter r (C) and lower to upper mantle viscosity ratio (D).

maximum plate penetration depth for different lower to upper mantle viscosity ratio µlm
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Figure 8: Radius of curvature (A) and velocity of slab tip (B) measured as a functions of the
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[Li, et al., 2008]) and right, evolution of the predicted (by numerical models) (color curves)

and inferred (from geophysical data, gray areas) sectional area (on horizontal sections of the

slab, see text) as a function of maximum penetration depth for ranges of: (i) slab to upper

mantle viscosity ratio (red curves), (ii) lower to upper mantle viscosity ratio (blue curves)

and (iii) density contrast between the slab and the lower mantle (green curves), for the

Hellenic (A), Izu-Bonin (B), Mariana (C) and Scotia (D) subduction zones.
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Figure 10: Tomographic profiles (left, derived from a global P-wave seismic tomography model
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~ 83 km
344 / 688 / 1375 km
90* / 70 / 45 / 30

0.03
0.125 / 0.25* / 0.5
90* / 70 / 45 / 30

h
w
#

Width
Dip angle

Nature
Thickness

Model

Parameter

Description

Table 1: Parameters used in the models

product of the age of lithosphere at the trench and of the subduction rate (age * Vs).

see text) and correlation to the thermal parameter & [Wortel and Vlaar, 1988]. % is the
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Figure 11: Geometrical classification of slabs (types A (green), B (black), C (red) and D (blue),
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Slab

896

895

894

893

892

891

890

889

888

Upper mantle

0.1* / 0.1012/ 0.1024/ 0.1032

"lm

Density

reference value

Llm

6 (0.0156)

Lum

Uniform octree level

Uniform octree level

1

µum

Viscosity

µlm

~ 3250 / 3289 / 3328/ 3434 kg.m-3

0.1

"um

Density

Viscosity ratio

~ 43 km

0.24

z660

Name

2

660 km boundary

6 (0.0156)

100 / 101* / 102 / 103

8 (0.0039)

Vs (mm/a) (1)

Age (My) (2)
% (Km) (3)

~ 43 km

100 / 101* / 102 / 103

2.10-20

~ 3250 km.m-3

660 km

~ 10.72 km

1*

Ls

0

10 / 10 / 10 / 10

-2

Uniform octree level

10 / 10 / 10 / 10

2

µs

1*

Viscosity ratio

0

-2

~ 3328 kg. m-3

0.1024

"s

Table 2: Geometrical classification of slabs and subduction parameters

*

Lower mantle

Density

Type A
Type B
Type C

75
89.75
50
157.25

40.11
55
40
53.21
8

S-Kurile
Japan
Izu-Bonin
Tonga

Mariana
Kermadec
Scotia
Aleutian
Caribbean

80

44.2

33.8

9.4

96.66

56.23

38.16

99

151.61

107.25

138.25

129.5

120.4

52.12

100

69.93

28.8

41.8

52

17.6

110

4160

3777,33

2376.47

292.90

788.23

2945.32

1525.63

5464.8

6143.23

17754.16

6943.23

11661.47

9042.04

3542.07

5100

3356.64

1756.51

2128.45

3091.92

1089.26

8591

is based on the shape of the Wadati-Benioff zone from deep seismicity [Engdahl, et al., 1998]
and the results of seismic tomography [Li, et al., 2008]
(2)

898
899
900
901

The age of the subducting lithosphere, estimated from [Muller, et al., 1997]

(from database compilation of [Heuret and Lallemand, 2005]). Classification of slab deformation

897

Vs = Vsub – Vt with Vsub velocity of the subducting plate and Vt trench migration velocity

50

68.13

North-central Chile

Calabria

42

Hellenic

85.8

47.39

Java

70

61.1

Peru

Ryuku

50.2

Alaska E

South Chile

59.4

Alaska W

31

62.27

Central America

North America

77.99

N-Kurile

(1)

Type D

908

907

906

905

904

903

902

(3)

% : Slab thermal parameter (age * Vs)

Chapitre 3
Topographie dynamique
La notion de topographie dynamique appliquée à la Terre a été essentiellement
développée lors des efforts déployés dans les années 80 pour comprendre les relations entre forme de la Terre, mesures gravimétriques et convection mantellique
[e.g., Ricard et al., 1984]. Bien comprise sur le plan théorique, son existence réelle
est restée élusive [Ricard et al., 1993, Čadek & Fleitout, 2003] à l’échelle globale.

3.1

Evidences régionales de la topographie dynamique

Une démarche inverse à celle des géodynamiciens globaux est d’aller explorer les
observations locales dans les zones où la géodynamique est bien comprise. En particulier, les zones de subductions sont irrévoquablement les zones où les anomalies
de densité en profondeur sont les plus fortes, du fait de la présence des panneaux
plongeants, comme la gravimétrie l’atteste. Dans les articles qui suivent, j’examine
des cas particuliers en les comparant avec un modèle théorique simple. Dans le premier travail, je me base sur un modèle où la rhéologie est isovisqueuse et j’utilse
les observables géophysiques (tomographie sismique, gravimétrie et topographie)
pour quantifier la topographie dynamique à l’aplomb des zones de subductions.
Le deuxième volet, effectué dans le cadre de la thèse de B. Guillaume, utilise
les variations temporelles de la topographie, mesurée sur le terrain à l’aide de
la géomorphologie quaternaire, pour les comparer avec les résultats de modèles
prédictifs comparables. Il ressort que sur les objets de petite dimension étudiés
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(des subductions de taille bien inférieure au premier ordre spatial de la circulation
mantellique), les déflections verticales dynamiques de la topographie atteignent
plus de 1000 m. Il est probable que ce soit partiellement la dimension restreinte
de ces objets isolés quipermette une représentation plus complète de la topographie dynamique en surface : pour des raisons géométriques, les ordres harmoniques
supérieurs qui prennent naissance à faible profondeur dans la sphère terrestre, sont
mieux représentés.

Ces résultats sont à rapprocher des conclusions contrastées obtenues à partir de la
subsidence mesurée à l’aplomb des zones de subductions. Si les travaux de Gurnis
en particulier expliquent les transgressions continentales qui sont à l’origine des
bassins intracratoniques Permien en Eurasie et Crétacé en Amérique du Nord par
l’effet de la topographie dynamique renforcé durant ces périodes de subduction très
active [Gurnis, 1992, 1993, Mitrovica et al., 1989], des investigations sur des objets
mieux détaillés conlcluent à un rôle mineur de la topographie dynamique [Wheeler
& White, 2000] (notons que dans ce dernier travail, les auteurs établissent cependant des hypothèse fortes relatives au comportement mécanique de la lithosphère
-subsidence thermique en particulier).

Dynamic topography above retreating subduction zones
Laurent Husson*
Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, USA

ABSTRACT
Dynamic topography provides a measure of stresses within the Earth’s interior. Dense
slabs induce an upper mantle flow that deflects the surface of the Earth downward above
them. By combining a simple theoretical (Stokeslet) model of subduction, gravity modeling, and seismic tomography, I show that a significant fraction (as much as 2000 m) of
the topographic variations observed above the Scotia, Mariana, and Hellenic subduction
systems appears to be dynamically induced by stresses related to the underlying
subduction.
Keywords: subduction, backarc basins, dynamic topography, Stokes flow.

INTRODUCTION
Dynamic topography provides fundamental information about the
Earth for at least three reasons. First, it is a direct measurement of the
stresses beneath the surface; above subducting slabs, it is critical in
many respects, such as understanding seismic anisotropy. Second, as
an observable, it informs us about the structure of the mantle. Third,
it informs us about the nature of topography. Therefore, researchers
have attempted to identify dynamic topography at a global scale (e.g.,
Hager, 1984; Cazenave et al., 1989; Colin and Fleitout, 1990; Ricard
et al., 1993; Panasyuk and Hager, 2000), and have arrived at the controversial conclusion that the calculated magnitude of dynamic topography overestimates the magnitude that can be observed at the surface.
There are, however, some areas associated with retreating subduction systems where the bathymetry developed on the overriding
plate near the subduction boundary is deeper than in adjacent regions.
A retreating subduction system indicates subduction boundaries where
the trench is retreating above the asthenosphere, moving away from
the extending overriding plate. Because these systems are of limited
lateral extent, the dynamic stresses and the associated dynamic topography should vary across the system in a systematic and predictable
fashion. Most attempts to quantify the dynamic topography compare
the mean topographies above deep density heterogeneities (e.g., Conrad
et al., 2004; Wheeler and White, 2000); I examine the lateral variations
in dynamic topography above a given structure. An analysis of the
bathymetry developed above several retreating subduction boundaries
(East Scotia, Mariana, and Aegean Seas; Fig. 1) allows me to quantify
the extent to which the dynamic stresses related to subduction influence
the shape of the Earth.

where ⌬vi is the mass anomaly associated with each point mass, g is
gravitational acceleration,  is viscosity, rij is the distance from each
point mass to the observation point j, and ij is the angle between the
vector ij and the direction of g. The normal stress on the upper free
surface of a half-space can be calculated using the image technique
(Morgan, 1965):
Fzzij ⫽

3⌬vi gzi3
,
rij5

(2)

where zi is the depth of the point mass body beneath the surface. Because inertial terms are negligible, stress does not depend on viscosity.
If the surface is stress free, then there will be a deflection of the surface
by a distance hij, such that (m – *) ghij is equal to Fzzij. The total
Stokes flow is given by the sum of the Stokeslets; the total surface
deflection Hj will be the sum of the deflections resulting from each
point mass, hence

MODELING DYNAMIC TOPOGRAPHY
Stokeslets Approximation
Viscous flow associated with bodies of heterogeneous density and
random shape embedded within a Newtonian viscous fluid can be conveniently assessed using a Stokeslet approximation (Morgan, 1965;
Batchelor, 1967; Harper, 1984). In this approximation, the density field
is discretized into point masses. Each point mass i induces a elementary
spherical flow (Stokeslet) for which the Stokes stream function is
known and can be written:
⌬vi g
⌿i ⫽
r sin 2ij ,
8 ij
*E-mail: lhusson@mit.edu.

(1)

Figure 1. Topography of East Scotia (A), Mariana (B), and Aegean
(C) seas (wavelengths <50 km are discarded). Deflection of topography toward center of basins can be pointed out by circumscribing
(dashed lines) areas deeper than arbitrary reference depth in overriding plates (A, 2500 m; B, 3000 m; C, 350 m). Isocontours are every
250 m. S. Am.—South American Plate; S.Scot—South Scotia.

䉷 2006 Geological Society of America. For permission to copy, contact Copyright Permissions, GSA, or editing@geosociety.org.
Geology; September 2006; v. 34; no. 9; p. 741–744; doi: 10.1130/G22436.1; 4 figures.
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Theoretical Results
Subduction of a slab into the asthenosphere can be simulated by
embedding a dense sheet of finite width within a viscous fluid of lower
density. The Stokeslet approach requires that the fluid have uniform
viscosity. The assumption that the slab has the same viscosity as the
asthenosphere may limit our ability to fully understand the convective
processes associated with subduction (Morra and Regenauer-Lieb,
2006). For example, with this model, trench retreat is the only way to
have nonvertical slabs. However, the effective rheology of subducting
slabs may be low (Moresi and Gurnis, 1996), and this simple choice
gives a starting point to examine how subduction generates dynamic
topography. There are few models of subduction that can provide for
dynamically consistent trench motions (e.g., Enns et al., 2005; Royden
and Husson, 2006), but a migrating trench can be mimicked in the
Stokeslet approximation by specifying that the point masses that make
up the dense sheet in the foreland have zero velocity until they become
sufficiently close to the trench, at which point they are allowed to move
in response to the Stokeslet flow. In this paper I assume that points in
the foreland must be closer to the trench than a distance equal to half
the width of the slab. This has the same effect as the somewhat ad hoc
yield stress criterion found in other dynamic models (e.g., Moresi and
Solomatov, 1998; Enns et al., 2005). This allows the trench to be freely
distorted (the mantle flow controls trench shape) and to migrate toward
the foreland.
In practice, an assemblage of point masses that collectively forms
a slab of finite specified width & describes the initial sine-shaped slab
geometry. Each point mass induces a Stokeslet and these are summed
to determine the flow (which includes the slab). For simplicity, the
stream function for slab motion is computed in an infinite space (note
that this approximation breaks down for the most shallow elements).
The resulting flow is used to compute the evolving shape of the slab
and the location of the trench until steady state is reached. Dense point
masses are considered to drive the flow only within the upper mantle
and are removed from the model when they reach the base of the upper
mantle at 670 km depth. Figure 2 shows model slab geometry and
dynamic topography for a slab in steady-state subduction; at the trench
the slab is 100 km thick and 600 km wide. The trench migrates to the

where "m denotes the density of the mantle and "* either that of the
air or of the seawater, depending on the geologic setting.

Hj #

Figure 2. A: Map view of theoretical dynamic topography above slab.
!" # 40 kg m$3, "* # 1030 kg m$3, % # 1.2 102t Pas. White solid
contours give shape of a slab (50 km isocontours). See text for details. B: Residual topography of East Scotia Sea after thermal subsidence, isostatic correction for sediment loading (sediment density
"s #2500 kg m$3), and $1800 m (depth of edges of ridge) have been
removed. Only negative elevations are color-coded to emphasize
similitude with theoretical predictions. Horizontal scales are different. Isocontours every 250 m.
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Observed Bathymetry
The East Scotia Sea (Fig. 1A) is a well-developed backarc basin
that has opened since ca. 10 Ma (Barker, 2001). The trench is '600
km wide and is migrating east at '60–70 mm yr%1 (Lallemand and
Heuret, 2005, and references therein). Figure 2B shows the residual
topography computed by subtracting expected depth as a function of
seafloor age (cooling model of Stein and Stein, 1992; ages from Vanneste and Larter, 2002; Reinecker et al., 2004). An isostatic correction
has been applied to account for sediment loading (data from Laske and
Masters, 1997). A datum at 1800 m given by the depth of the edges
of the ridge after correction has subsequently been subtracted (Fig. 2B)
in order to evaluate the minimum residual topography. In map view it
is quite similar to the theoretical results shown in Figure 2A. In addition, the basin shows an overall ENE tilt (largely hidden by the arc)
toward the center of the trench. The depth of the spreading ridge decreases by '1500 m from the edges to the center of the basin, consistent with model dynamic topography (Fig. 3A). Without development of dynamic topography, or variations in chemical or thermal

EVIDENCE OF NON-ISOSTATIC TOPOGRAPHY
The East Scotia, Mariana, and Aegean Seas are above three narrow subduction zones. Because their tectonics are comparable to the
theoretical example described here, all three should exhibit topographic
signals consistent with the model dynamic topography shown in Figure 2.

right at '6.5 cm yr%1 for !" # 40 kg m%3 and ( # 1.2 1021 Pa s.
The surface trace of the trench is gently curved, concave toward the
overriding plate, and the curvature of the slab increases with depth.
This simple model reproduces most of the subduction features. Dynamic topography generated above the slab reaches its greatest value
of '1500 m at a distance of '300 km from the trench. Note that H
linearly scales with !" (equation 3). Dynamic topography decreases
from its maximum value toward the sides of the subduction system,
indicating that the pressure of fluid flow is more negative above the
center of the slab than above the edges. The maximum gradient in
dynamic topography is located '100 km ('&/6) inside the edges of
the slab.

Figure 3. Observed (solid line) and modeled (from seismic tomography and bathymetry, dashed line) minimum residual topography
(top) and gravity anomalies (bottom) along ridges of East Scotia
(left) and Mariana (right) basins. Gravity anomalies from solid Earth
only (dotted lines, top) and from seawater only (absolute value,
dashed lines, top). Discrepancies between observed and modeled
bathymetry are second-order chemical variations and uncertainties
in tomographic data. z—dynamic topography; !&g!—absolute value
of the gravity anomaly.

)"
v,
)!VP

(4)
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to each Stokeslet cell, where v is the volume of each cell.
The conversion factor )p/)!Vr is deduced from free-air gravity
anomalies (Sandwell and Smith, 1997). Free-air gravity anomalies are
computed for each area using the entire set of point masses derived
from the seismic velocity structure and the observed bathymetry. The
conversion factors that provide the best fits are 24.5, 23, and 18 kg
m%3/% for the Scotia, Mariana, and Aegean seas, respectively, if no
uniform background, long-wavelength value is added. These conver-

!"v # !VP

Seismic Tomography, Gravity Anomalies, and Dynamic
Topography
The theoretical model presented here yields dynamic topography
that is comparable to what is observed within the described systems.
In order to account for density and thickness variations as well as
idiosyncrasies in the geometry of the Scotia, Mariana, and Aegean
slabs, I use seismic velocity anomalies to estimate the arrangement of
the density anomalies within the upper mantle. To a first approximation, the difference !V, between the observed and the average seismic
velocities at a given depth can be used as a proxy for the density
anomalies at depth, where the density anomalies are linearly related to
!V by a factor )p/)!V. I use P-wave velocity anomalies computed
from the three-dimensional grid of Van der Hilst (as updated from
Kárason and van der Hilst, 2000) and assign mass anomalies,

properties of the underlying mantle, the ridge axis is expected to exhibit an approximately uniform depth along its length. Lateral conduction of heat across the edge of the basin (at the ends of the spreading
ridge), as well as the poloidal vs. toroidal flow, would be expected to
create colder mantle and deeper seafloor near the edge of the basin
(Kincaid and Griffiths, 2004), opposite to what is observed. In my
interpretation, depth variations along the spreading ridge are a direct
measure of the minimum dynamic topography due to subduction.
The Mariana subduction zone has developed largely since 3–4 Ma
(Fig. 1B; Stern et al., 2003, and references therein), as the trench migrates eastward at rates of '60–70 mm yr%1 (Lallemand and Heuret,
2005). The trench is 1000 km long and the backarc oceanic basin is
narrow (*'300 km). Along the eastern side of the Mariana basin, a
volcanic arc overlies a large portion of the basin, making it impossible
to map a residual topography as in the Scotia Sea. However, the depth
of the backarc spreading ridge still contains information about possible
dynamic topography. As in the Scotia Sea, the ridge axis deepens away
from the edges of the basin by more than 1000 m (Fig. 3B), similarly
consistent with the basin center being dynamically deflected
downward.
The Hellenic subduction zone (Fig. 1C) is an '1000-km-wide
segment of the African slab. The trench currently moves southwestward at '35–40 mm yr%1 (McClusky et al., 2003). The Aegean upper
plate consists of thinned continental crust, although arc-parallel extensional structures are no longer very active. In the southern part of the
Aegean Sea, the Cretan trough forms an '2000-m-deep depression.
Measured crustal thicknesses are 20–26 km (Tirel et al., 2004, and
references therein), which should correspond to an isostatically compensated bathymetry that is close to sea level. This suggests that a
dynamic depression of the seafloor with a magnitude in excess of
1000–1500 m may be present in the Cretan trough region. However,
unlike the oceanic backarc basins, where observed bathymetry can be
readily referenced to oceanic depths of comparably aged lithosphere,
continental basins have no obvious reference level with which to estimate dynamic topography. Nevertheless, the magnitude and distribution of apparent excess depth in the Aegean Sea region is comparable to that observed in the East Scotia and Mariana basins.
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sion factors yield excess densities of '35–60 kg m%3 in the areas that
might be occupied by subducted material, in the range of typical lithospheric density anomalies. Figure 3 shows the best-fit model freeair gravity, computed from VP anomalies and bathymetry, and the
observed free-air gravity anomalies, along profiles that follow the
spreading-ridge axes in the Scotia and Mariana backarc regions.
Dynamic topography is implicit in the model free-air anomalies
because the observed bathymetry, which is used in the calculation of
model values, has dynamic topography embedded within it. Both the
observed and model free-air anomalies decrease toward the center of
the backarc basins. This is consistent with a positive contribution to
the gravity from a dense slab at depth partially counteracted by a negative contribution from dynamic topography at the surface. This can
be scaled by noting that a point mass at depth z will generate a gravity
anomaly that scales like z /(z2+d2)3/2 while the dynamic topography
generated by the same point mass scales as z /(z2+d2)5/2 (d is the horizontal distance at surface level from above the point mass). This generates a longer-wavelength, lower-amplitude positive component and a
shorter wavelength, larger amplitude negative component to the gravity. Maximum cancellation of the primary anomaly by the secondary
therefore occurs above the point mass, i.e., in the center of the basin.
The density structure used to compute the model free-air gravity
anomalies was also used to compute an explicit dynamic topography,
using the same conversion factors for each area from equation 3. This
is compared to the residual topography in the Scotia and Mariana basins and to the observed topography in the Aegean Sea (residual topography is difficult to compute for continental areas). A constant value corresponding to an unknown sum of background, large-scale
mantle flow and relative position of the 0% Vp is implicitly added from
the model values (600 m, 2000 m, and %2000 m for the Scotia Sea,
Mariana Sea, and Aegean Sea, respectively).
In map view (Fig. 4), the maximum value of dynamic topography
is located '170 km, '230 km, and '280 km behind the Scotia, Aegean, and Mariana trenches, respectively, suggesting that the Scotia
slab is the steepest slab and the Mariana is the flattest. In the East
Scotia region the maximum dynamic topography is predicted to occur

Figure 4. Dynamic topography induced by solid Earth density anomalies, in East Scotia (A), Mariana (B), and Aegean (C) seas. Relative
densities are inferred from seismic tomography and conversion factor )"/al&V is deduced from gravity (see text). Isocontours every
*
250 m. Dashed lines outline inferred dynamic topography of Figure
1. S. Am.—South American Plate; S.Scot—South Scotia.
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Un effort particulier a été porté à la Patagonie. La migration vers le nord du
point triple chilien du Miocène à l’actuel constitue un changement drastique du
contexte géodynamique : la subduction rapide de la plaque Nazca sous la Patagonie est remplacée par la subduction très lente de la plaque Antarctique. La
topographie dynamique devrait varier fortement en réponse et c’est ce qu’avec B.
Guillaume et co-auteurs nous avons voulu tester par l’observations géologique.
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Neogene uplift of central eastern Patagonia: Dynamic response
to active spreading ridge subduction?
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[1] The Chile Triple Junction (CTJ) episodically
migrated northward during the past 14 Ma from 54°S
to its present-day position at 46°300S, as different
almost trench-parallel spreading segments entered in
subduction. This migration resulted in the opening of
an asthenospheric window below Patagonia, inducing
a disturbance in the regional mantle convection. On the
overriding plate, the middle Miocene time corresponds
to a major change in the central Patagonian basin
dynamics, with a transition from subsidence to
generalized uplift. The detailed mapping and the
morphological study of post-middle Miocene terraces
evidence regional-scale trench-parallel tilt histories that
differ depending on latitude. South of 46°300S, the
slopes of the fluvial terraces indicate a change from
northward to southward tilt during late Miocene.
Terraces younger than the early Pliocene do not show
any trench-parallel tilt. North of 46°300S, in contrast,
only northward tilt, active until the Pleistocene, is
recorded. We use a semianalytical model of dynamic
topography which suggests that the northward
migration of the Chile Triple Junction should be
accompanied by a dynamic uplift of the central
Patagonian basin. Uplift would cause both north
directed and south directed tilt, north and south of the
triple junction, respectively, with values of 0.1–0.2%
500 km east of the trench. Tilt measured in the
southeastern part of the central Patagonian basin
(0.1%) is comparable to values predicted using the
semianalytical model. The dynamic topography
associated to the Chile ridge subduction may have
exerted a major control on the Neogene dynamics of
Patagonia. Citation: Guillaume, B., J. Martinod, L. Husson,
M. Roddaz, and R. Riquelme (2009), Neogene uplift of central
eastern Patagonia: Dynamic response to active spreading ridge
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1. Introduction
[2] Geologists often consider that the topography of the
Earth essentially results from isostasy, topographic highs
being balanced by crustal roots and/or hot lithospheric mantle
[Airy, 1855; Pratt, 1859; Froidevaux and Isacks, 1984;
Molnar et al., 1993; Garzione et al., 2006]. Mantle dynamics,
however, also induce forces that deflect the Earth topography.
Global numerical models predict associated vertical displacements of several hundreds of meters [Hager and Clayton,
1989; Ricard et al., 1993; Le Stunff and Ricard, 1997; Čadek
and Fleitout, 2003] and, therefore, that the direct contribution
of mantle dynamics in the topography of the Earth is far from
being negligible. Dynamic topography reaches its maximum
amplitude above subduction zones, where mass anomalies
are large at depth [e.g., Mitrovica et al., 1989; Gurnis, 1993;
Zhong and Gurnis, 1994; Husson, 2006].
[3] In continental domains, the dynamic component of
topography is difficult to discriminate because the altitude is
largely controlled by lithospheric loads and composition,
which are highly variable. Active continental margins are
nevertheless affected by long-wavelength surface deflections, and changes in the dynamics of subduction should be
accompanied by vertical movements that can be recorded by
the geological imprint [Mitrovica et al., 1989; Mitrovica
et al., 1996; Catuneanu et al., 1997; Pysklywec and Mitrovica,
2000; Lock et al., 2006]. For instance, Mitrovica et al. [1989]
showed that the process of subduction beneath western North
America during the Cretaceous resulted in large-scale vertical
deflection and tilting of the continental lithosphere that was
followed by a Tertiary uplift of the area.
[4] In this paper, we study the Neogene evolution of
central Patagonian, which was uplifted following the subduction of the Chile Ridge below the Andes since the
middle Miocene. We focus our study on the mild deformed
central Patagonian basin (Figure 1), which extends in the
W-E direction from the eastern foothills of the Patagonian
Andes to the Atlantic coast and in the N-S direction from
the Sierra San Bernardo to the Deseado massif because this
area is poorly affected by post-middle Miocene tectonics.
Moreover, this region remained ice-free during glaciations.
It shows a pristine morphology preserved from the erasure
of glaciers that will be used to evidence its long-term
Neogene uplift. The central Patagonian basin, which almost
overlays the inland part of the San Jorge Gulf basin
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[6] From late Oligocene to early Miocene, a widespread
transgression occurred in the Patagonian basin. This transgression is marked by the deposition of nearshore marine
Centinela Formation and lateral equivalents (Figure 2). The
‘‘Patagonian transgression’’ covered most of southern Patagonia [Malumián, 1999]. The epicontinental seaway was
largely open to the south, south of the Deseado massif, and
to the east, north of the Deseado massif [Malumián, 1999].
Close to the present-day Atlantic coast, the corresponding
marine series are the Chenque (San Jorge Gulf) and Monte
León formations. In Chile, marine series corresponding to
the Centinela Formation are assigned to the Guadal Formation [Suárez et al., 2000; De la Cruz and Suárez, 2006]. The
marine transgression extended to the west above part of the
present-day Cordillera, and Oligo-Miocene marine sediments
are preserved in the Cosmelli syncline [Flint et al., 1994; De
la Cruz and Suárez, 2006], south of the Buenos Aires–
General Carrera Lake. Although this locality is only 100 km
east of the Miocene outcrops of the Penas Gulf area on the
Pacific coast (Figure 1), the different macroinvertebrate fauna
suggest that the marine transgression that invaded Patagonia
from the Atlantic to the Guadal area was separated from the
Pacific Ocean by the continuous geographic barrier of the
Andean Cordillera [Frassinetti and Covacevich, 1999; Flynn
et al., 2002]. Marine series form an Oligocene to early
Miocene eastward prograding sequence of coarse conglomerates, sandstones, and shales containing shells and microfossils [Ramos, 1989; Barreda and Caccavari, 1992; Bellosi
and Barreda, 1993; Frassinetti and Covacevich, 1999;
Malumián, 1999]. The thickness of the deposits reaches
500 m on the Atlantic coast [Bellosi and Barreda, 1993]. It
generally varies between 225 and 375 m in the Cordillera
foothills [Ramos, 1989], and in the Cosmelli syncline,
measured thicknesses range between 110 m [De la Cruz
and Suárez, 2006] and 650 m [Flynn et al., 2002].
[7] South of the CTJ, marine series are followed by
fluvial deposits of the Santa Cruz Formation and its lateral
equivalent (Rı́o Zeballos Group) [Ramos, 1989; Suárez et al.,
2000; De la Cruz and Suárez, 2006] (Figure 2). This
synorogenic formation consists of sandstones and silts,
interbedded with conglomerate lenses that deposited in a
high-energy fluvial environment [Ramos, 1989; De la Cruz
and Suárez, 2006]. The Santa Cruz Formation thickness
locally reaches up to 1500 m, south of Buenos Aires – General
Carrera Lake [Ramos, 1989] and exhibits minimum thicknesses of 900–1000 m in the Cosmelli basin [De la Cruz and
Suárez, 2006]. These deposits have been dated using intercalated tuffs levels between 22 and 14 Ma [Blisniuk et al.,
2005]. North of the CTJ, the Rı́o Frias Formation and lateral

2.1. Late Oligocene to Early Middle Miocene: Marine
Transgression and Synorogenic Continental Molasse

2. Geological Setting of Central Patagonia
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[Bianchi, 1981], is located at the latitude of the present-day
Chile Triple Junction (CTJ), where the Chile active spreading ridge subducts beneath South America.
[5] During the past 14 Ma, the CTJ migrated northward,
from the latitude of 54!S to its present-day position at about
46!300S, west of the Taitao Peninsula, as different segments
of the Chile spreading ridge successively entered the subduction zone [Cande and Leslie, 1986]. North of the CTJ,
the convergence rate between Nazca and South American
plates is 7.8 cm a"1, whereas south of the CTJ, the convergence rate between South America and the Antarctic
oceanic plate decreases to 2 cm a"1 [De Mets et al., 1994],
leading to the opening of an asthenospheric window [Ramos
and Kay, 1992; Kay et al., 1993; Gorring et al., 1997, 2003;
D’Orazio et al., 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005; Gorring and Kay,
2001; Guivel et al., 2003, 2006; Lagabrielle et al., 2004, 2007;
Espinoza et al., 2005; Breitsprecher and Thorkelson, 2008]
that disturbs mantle dynamics beneath the continent (Figure
1). In order to investigate the impact of the associated mantle
flow on the vertical surface motion, we synthesize published
data and analyze the evolution of sedimentation, erosion, and
tectonic features as well as evidence of deformation during
the Neogene. We produce a regional-scale map of the post-
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middle Miocene system of terraces, and measure the tilting
affecting each of the terraces to characterize the uplift of the
central Patagonian basin. Then, we compare its evolution
with a semianalytical model of dynamic topography simulating the geodynamic context of Patagonia.
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Figure 1. Geodynamic setting of southern South America
displaying the different active segments and transform fault
zones (FZ) of the Chile Ridge (modified from Cande and
Leslie [1986]). Timing of ridge subduction is indicated by
bold black numbers [from Gorring et al., 1997] and relative
present-day convergence velocities [from De Mets et al.,
1994]. The Chile Triple Junction (CTJ) is currently located
west of the Taitao Peninsula. Neogene plateau basalts, including the Meseta del Lago Buenos Aires (MLBA), are
displayed in black [from Panza et al., 2003] and slab window
current projection at the surface in gray [from Breitsprecher
and Thorkelson, 2008]. The central Patagonian basin (CPB)
and the Cosmelli basin (Co), south of the Buenos Aires –
General Carrera Lake (BAGC), are displayed in white. The
location of Figure 3 is indicated by the black box.
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[9] The Patagonian back-arc region has been the locus of
widespread volcanic activity during the entire Cenozoic.
South of 46!S, a magmatic pulse started !13 Ma ago during
middle Miocene [Ramos and Kay, 1992; Gorring et al.,
1997; Guivel et al., 2006]. The late Miocene to Pleistocene
magmatism mainly consists of massive tholeiitic plateau
lavas covered by less voluminous alkalic postplateau lavas
[Gorring et al., 1997]. The emplacement of main plateau
lavas has been dated between 12.4 and 3.3 Ma at the Meseta
del Lago Buenos Aires and between 8.2 and 4.4 Ma at the
Meseta Chile Chico [Guivel et al., 2006]. South of 46!300S,
the main plateau lavas range between 12 and 7 Ma in the
western part of the back-arc region and between 5 to 2 Ma
in the eastern part of the Deseado massif [Gorring et al.,
1997]. The Plio-Pleistocene postplateau basalts have ages
from 3.4 to 0.125 Ma [Gorring et al., 2003] at the Meseta
del Lago Buenos Aires. Therefore, most of the plateau and
postplateau basalts postdate the deposition of the early to
middle Miocene continental molasses, and their emplacement helps in dating the subsequent evolution of the region.
In the region of Buenos Aires – General Carrera Lake, plateau basalts are emplaced on a planar surface gently tilted
toward the east, and seal the eastern thrust front of the Patagonian Andes [Ramos, 1989; Lagabrielle et al., 2004]. This
implies that the compressive tectonic activity in this part
of the orogen essentially ceased before 13 Ma [Lagabrielle et

2.2. Late Miocene to Holocene: Back-Arc Plateau
Basalts and Widespread Detrital Cover

of the present-day triple junction is characterized by a weaker
Oligo-Miocene shortening, resulting in restricted areas of
foreland sedimentation that only accumulated about 100 m of
synorogenic deposits [Ramos and Kay, 1992].

Figure 2. Chronological table displaying the stratigraphy of (1) the southwestern, northwestern and
eastern sectors of the Santa Cruz province [Parras et al., 2008], (2) the San Jorge Gulf [Malumián, 1999],
(3) the south of the Buenos Aires – General Carrera (BAGC) Lake [De la Cruz and Suárez, 2006], and
(4) the Meseta del Lago Buenos Aires [Lagabrielle et al., 2007]. Continental formations are gray, and
marine formations are white. The main magmatic and tectonic events along with the global eustatic curve
[Haq et al., 1987] are also indicated.
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equivalents (Rı́o Mayo and Pedregoso formations) also
correspond to fluvial series that were deposited during the
middle Miocene [Marshall and Salinas, 1990]. The maximum outcropping thickness of the Rı́o Frias formation is
about 250 m. Contractional tectonics during deposition of the
continental series are evidenced by synsedimentary structures. Growth folds and intraformational thrusts have been
reported in Chile in the Cosmelli syncline and south of the
region of Rı́o Las Horquetas and Meseta del Guenguel [Flint
et al., 1994; Suárez and De la Cruz, 2000; Lagabrielle et al.,
2004].
[8] The Patagonian transgression and the deposition of
the overlying continental series are the result of a major
change in the Andean geodynamic context. At around 26 Ma,
the Farallon plate broke up [Lonsdale, 2005]. This period is
also marked by a change to a more trench-perpendicular and
faster convergence between the oceanic and South American
plates [Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987; Somoza, 1998;
Lonsdale, 2005]. Fission track analyses evidence an acceleration of the denudation at the western margin of the Cordillera
during the late Oligocene [Thomson et al., 2001], coeval with
the deposition of the Oligo-Miocene series. Then, Oligocene
and Miocene series were deposited during a major contractional period of the Andes at the latitude of the central
Patagonian basin [Ramos, 1989; Lagabrielle et al., 2004].
Between 47!300S and 49!S, this shortening resulted in the
formation of a complex fold-and-thrust belt in which the
Tertiary molasse sequence (marine and continental) is involved [Ramos, 1989]. Shortening varies between 45 and
22 km from the north (47!400S) to the south (49!S) of the
fold-and-thrust belt [Ramos, 1989] and is at least of 35 km
during the late Miocene in the fold belt at 50!S [Kraemer,
1998]. The segment of the Patagonian Andes located north
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[13] We distinguish three sectors in which piedmont
mantle cover deposits have been preserved (Rı́o Guenguel
and Arroyo Verde areas to the west, and Pampa del Castillo
area to the east), extending from the Andes foothills to the
Atlantic coast (Figure 3). Piedmont mantle cover gently dips
eastward and results from the coalescence of alluvial cones
[Panza, 2002], that generally lie more or less conformably
on the Santa Cruz continental formation (early to middle
Miocene) in the western region, and on the marine Patagonia and Chenque formations (late Oligocene to early Miocene) close to the Atlantic Ocean. The higher surface is
!850 m above sea level (asl) in the Rı́o Guenguel area and
is still remarkably high close to the Atlantic coast (!750 m
asl in Pampa del Castillo, only 25 km NW of the coast).
Seven younger levels of piedmont surfaces (T2Gu to T8Gu,

3.1. Description of Piedmont Mantle Cover and Fluvial
Terrace Systems

[12] We mapped the conglomeratic surfaces, (piedmont
mantle cover and fluvial terraces), on the basis of the synthesis of Panza [2002], complemented by 1:250,000 scale
geological maps of the Servicio Geológico Minero Argentino
[Dal Molin et al., 1998; Giacosa, 1998; Sciutto et al., 2000;
Cobos and Panza, 2001; Servicio Geológico Minero Argentino,
2001; Ardolino et al., 2003; Escosteguy et al., 2003; Sciutto
et al., 2004; Panza and Genini, 2005] and observation of
Landsat images and SRTM digital elevation model, analyses
being confirmed by field observations (Figure 3). We will use
the different surfaces as geologic markers to infer the geomorphologic and tectonic evolution since middle Miocene.

3. Post-Middle Miocene Landscape Evolution
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see Figure 3) are preserved in the Rı́o Guenguel area. The
difference in elevation between the first and last level is
roughly 200 m.
[14] Fluvial terrace levels correspond to more recent systems of terraces resulting from the activity of rivers flowing
from the Andes into the Atlantic Ocean. We distinguish
three main groups of terraces corresponding to different
fluvial systems: (1) the Cañadon Salado-Cañadon del Carril,
(2) the Rı́o Senguerr, and (3) the Rı́o Deseado. These fluvial
terraces result from the action of rivers whose flow has been
incomparably larger than that of the present-day rivers
going to the Atlantic Ocean. The semiarid climate of the
continent, east of the Cordillera, and the fact that the
present-day drainage divide between rivers flowing toward
the Atlantic Ocean versus rivers flowing toward the Pacific
Ocean is essentially located on the eastern and drier side of
the mountain belt explains the modest flow of these rivers at
present-day. In fact, the drainage divide shifted eastward
after Neogene glaciations remodeled the Andean landscape. Between 45!S and 47!300S, several major glacial
valleys crosscut the chain, the most striking example being
the valley occupied by the Buenos Aires – General Carrera
Lake and the Rı́o Baker. Their formation resulted in the
capture of Andean rivers flowing eastward by the Pacific
side, subsequently starving rivers flowing into the Atlantic
Ocean. During cold periods, however, the ice cap covers the
Patagonian Andes, fills valleys in the Cordillera and the
eastward flowing drainage is reactivated [Feruglio, 1950;
Mercer, 1976; Turner et al., 2005]. This evolution of the
watershed system explains the presence of several major
fluvial terrace systems that do not correspond to the flow of
the present-day rivers.
[15] The Cañadon Salado – Cañadon del Carril fluvial
system, located southwest and south of the Rı́o Senguerr
system, is the oldest preserved fluvial system of the study
area. The Cañadon Salado and Cañadon del Carril are currently temporary rivers flowing into the Rı́o Senguerr
(Figure 3). The second level of this fluvial system (T2Cs)
covers the Ruta 16 valley, indicating that the paleoriver
flowed out east of its present-day course before being captured by the paleo-Rı́o Senguerr, that was flowing at that
time in the arc-shaped Hermoso valley (Figure 4). The capture of the Cañadon Salado occurred before the emplacement of the T3Cs deposits since the latter displays the same
spatial organization than the present-day river (Figure 4).
[16] The Rı́o Senguerr is currently 395 km long, flowing
from Fontana Lake at an elevation of 925 m asl, into the
Musters and Colhué-Huapi lakes at an elevation of 270 m
asl. Its main tributaries are the Arroyo Verde and the Rı́o
Mayo. It produced a system of eight terraces, exposed from
Nueva Lubecka to the north to the abandoned Hermoso
valley. The presence of wide fluvial terraces north of 45!S
(northern extent of the present-day course of the Rı́o
Senguerr) shows that during their formation, the major flow
was coming from the north. In the region of Los Monos, the
Rı́o Senguerr abandoned the Hermoso valley during or after
the deposition of the terrace T7Se (Figure 4), resulting in the
present-day river flow toward the basin of the Musters and
Colhué-Huapi lakes.
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al., 2007]. The same observation has been done by Coutand
et al. [1999] at the latitude of Viedma lake (49!S), where
gently tilted early Pliocene basalts [Mercer et al., 1975]
unconformably overlie deformed Paleogene sediments.
[10] In northern Patagonia, in contrast, transpression is still
active. Oblique thrusting predominates outside the magmatic
arc, and dextral strike-slip shear zones develop within it [e.g.,
Lavenu and Cembrano, 1999; Cembrano et al., 2002]. The
transpressional dextral Liquiñe-Ofqui fault, whose presentday activity is demonstrated by seismic records [Lange et al.,
2008], is a more than 900-km-long structure that initiates
close to the current Chile Triple Junction.
[11] In central Patagonia, following the deposition of the
Santa Cruz Formation, the depositional environment drastically changes. The Santa Cruz Formation is overlain by
late Cenozoic continental deposits, as the so-called ‘‘Rodados Patagonicos,’’ which have formerly been accurately described by Feruglio [1950]. These series correspond to
poorly consolidated conglomerates that are widespread from
the Andean foothills to the Atlantic coast and which thickness
often does not exceed 10 m. The pebbles generally have a
roughly constant size from the Andes to the Atlantic Ocean.
They form a piedmont mantle cover in which the activity of
fluvial systems elaborated a succession of fluvial terraces
(Rı́o Senguerr, Rı́o Deseado, Cañadon Salado, Cañadon del
Carril, Rı́o Mayo) (see Panza [2002] for a review).
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Figure 3. Map of the conglomerate surfaces covering central Patagonia. T1Ma and T2Ma, Rı́o Mayo fluvial terraces;
T1De to T12De, Rı́o Deseado fluvial terraces; T1Se to T8Se, Rı́o Senguerr fluvial terraces; T1Cs to T3Cs, Cañadon
Saladon – Cañadon del Carril fluvial terraces; T1Ca and T2Ca, piedmont alluvial surfaces of the Pampa del Castillo area;
T1Gu to T8Gu, piedmont alluvial surfaces of the Rı́o Guenguel area; T1Ve, piedmont alluvial surface of the Arroyo Verde
area.
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[19] Most of the ages proposed in the literature are relative ages based on stratigraphic relationships, which leads
to discrepancy between authors. Only radiometric ages of
basalt flows overlying some piedmont surfaces and fluvial
terraces give some absolute constraints.
[20] All the terraces overlie the deposits of the Santa
Cruz Formation and are consequently younger than
!14 Ma. Levels of piedmont mantle cover are older than

3.2. Age of Terraces
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the first level of each fluvial system (Rı́o Senguerr, Cañadon
Salado – Cañadon del Carril, Rı́o Deseado). From their
relative topographic position, we infer that T1Cs and
T2Cs are older than T3Se, and T3Cs is at least older than
T4Se and T1De.
[21] Five basalts crop out in the Rı́o Senguerr valley. K/Ar
radiometric ages have been obtained by Bruni [2007] in
the basalts of Cerro Chenques (2.26 ± 0.11 Ma and 2.49 ±
0.18 Ma), Cerro Grande (2.87 ± 0.68 Ma) and Monte Pedrero
(2.71 ± 0.10 Ma) (Figure 3). T3Se is covered by both the
Cerro Chenques and Cerro Grande basalts, T4Se is covered
by the Monte Pedrero basalts, and T5Se is covered by the
Cerro Grande basalts. Thus, T5Se and older terraces of the
Rı́o Senguerr valley are older than 2.87 Ma and are at least
middle Pliocene in age. T7Se bypasses the Cerro Grande
basalts, suggesting that it formed following their emplacement and would therefore be younger than 2.87 Ma.
[22] Some absolute constraints on the age of the Rı́o
Deseado terrace system is also given by Ar/Ar radiometric
ages on basalts emplaced above terraces. Ages of 5.13 ±
0.11 Ma and 5.28 ± 0.11 Ma have been obtained by Gorring
et al. [1997] in the Cerro Monjón and Cerro Negro basalts,
respectively. The Cerro Monjón basalts cover T5De, and the
Cerro Negro basalts also cover younger terraces (T6De to
T8De), indicating that the eight older terraces of the Rı́o
Deseado fluvial system are older than 5.28 Ma, i.e., that they
are late Miocene. T9De, in contrast, is younger than 5.28 Ma
and appeared during Pliocene.
[23] Figure 5 summarizes our knowledge of the age of the
systems of terraces. Piedmont mantle terraces are middle to

Figure 4. Stream directions during the deposition of the fluvial terraces of the Rı́o Senguerr and
Cañadon Salado – Cañadon del Carril systems. Captures are marked by white circles. Cañadon Salado and
Cañadon del Carril have been captured by the paleo-Rı́o Senguerr before the deposition of T3Cs,
abandoning the Ruta 16 valley. Afterward, Rı́o Senguerr has been captured by the Musters Lake during or
just after the deposition of T7Se, abandoning the Hermoso valley.
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[17] Rı́o Deseado is a major fluvial system of the Patagonian foreland, located in the Santa Cruz province, in the
southern part of the study area. Rı́o Deseado currently originates from the region of Perito Moreno, east of the eastern
edge of the Buenos Aires – General Carrera Lake, and
flows on a length of 520 km to the Atlantic Ocean at Puerto
Deseado. The river produced a system of twelve terraces
(Figure 3). The course of the Rı́o Deseado also changed
through time, abandoning in the Meseta Espinosa, the T1De
to T3De deposits tens of kilometers north of the present-day
river course.
[18] In fact, all regional major river courses changed
during the deposition of fluvial terrace systems. The courses
of the northern rivers (Rı́o Senguerr, Cañadon Salado) shifted
northward, while the Rı́o Deseado valley moved to the south,
resulting in the present-day divergent hydrographic network.
The Rı́o Deseado now joins the Atlantic Ocean !160 km
south of the San Jorge Gulf, while the Rı́o Senguerr flows
through the Rı́o Chico valley to the northeast and reaches the
ocean !300 km north of the San Jorge Gulf.
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[26] We studied the present-day slopes of terraces to
investigate a possible long-wavelength regional uplift. If
the initial downstream slope of terraces is difficult to constrain, it is reasonable to consider that terraces displayed
horizontal profiles in the direction perpendicular to the
paleovalleys. On the basis of this assumption, tilts would
correspond to any deviation from this horizontality. Topographic profiles through terraces have been obtained using
SRTM Digital Elevation Models.
3.4.1. South of the Current CTJ Position
[27] Figure 7 shows that at least the five older levels of
the Rı́o Deseado terrace system (south of 46!300S) are
inclined toward the south. The fact that steep scarps separate
the different levels and that the southward slope of terrace
levels is similar on both sides of the present-day Rı́o
Deseado valley shows that these slopes do not result from
lateral sediment supply. In fact, southward tilt resulting from
a larger regional uplift north of the terraces must have
occurred to explain the observed slopes. In the N-S direction, however, T1De exhibits a slight slope toward the south
(0.05 ± 0.01%) and appears locally subhorizontal. T2De and
T3De, which can be followed on large distances, present a
regional slope of 0.11 ± 0.01% and 0.10 ± 0.02% toward the

3.4. Regional Tilt
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[24] As detailed above, the end of the deposition of the
Santa Cruz Formation corresponds to the end of the major
Oligo-Miocene shortening episode of the Cordillera. Farther
east, at about 150 km from the Cordilleran thrust front, in
the Sierra San Bernardo and farther south, mild deformation
is attested by the presence of gentle folds and reverse faults
that result from the reactivation of pre-Cretaceous extensional fault systems [Barcat et al., 1989; Homovc et al.,
1995; Peroni et al., 1995; Chelotti, 1997]. The San Bernardo
fold belt, a 150-km-long and 50-km-wide NNW-SSE trending band, corresponds to the easternmost evidence of Andean
shortening. Rodriguez and Littke [2001] present a detailed
mapping of the folds affecting the top of the Lower Cretaceous Castillo Formation (Figure 6). Structures involve rocks
of ages up to early middle Miocene, belonging to the Superpatagoniano succession, contemporaneous of the Santa Cruz
Formation [Peroni et al., 1995]. The San Bernardo fold belt is
still today marked in the geomorphology of that part of
Patagonia, locally reaching altitudes of 1500 m asl. The
Rı́o Senguerr deviates its course to the south to bypass the
San Bernardo fold belt, approaching the Cañadon Salado and
Rı́o Deseado rivers.
[25] The San Bernardo folds do not deform the fluvial
terraces of the Rı́o Senguerr, showing that shortening in the
Sierra San Bernardo is now inactive. However, older terrace
systems are uplifted above the San Bernardo fold belt. The
elevation of the piedmont cover terrace T4Gu and of the
older fluvial terraces of the Cañadon Salado system (T1Cs
and T2Cs) locally increases eastward approaching the
western boundary of the fold belt (Figure 6). The elevation
of T4Gu increases by !90 m, and that of T1Cs of !50 m

3.3. Local Tectonics
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over a distance of about 15 km. The !E-W oriented
Cañadon Salado valley is steep-sided within older piedmont
terraces, evidencing that the local west directed slope of its
oldest terraces does not result neither from lateral sediment
supply nor from flows coming from the east (Sierra San
Bernardo). Therefore, a modest-amplitude, large-wavelength
uplift of the San Bernardo fold belt posterior to the formation
of the Cañadon Salado– Cañadon del Carril terrace systems
must have occurred, and this uplift is almost not accompanied
by shortening.

Figure 5. Age distribution of the piedmont mantle cover, fluvial terraces, and tectonic events north and
south of the Chile Triple Junction. Absolute ages of basalts covering terraces are from Gorring et al.
[1997] and Bruni [2007].
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late Miocene in age, and the fluvial terrace system began its
formation before Pliocene.
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3.4.2. North of the Current CTJ Position
[28] In contrast, the analysis of the topography of terraces
located just north of 46!300S suggests that this region has
essentially been tilted toward the north. East of the San
Bernardo fold belt, T1Ca forms a wide planar surface that
extends over 400 km from the Pampa del Castillo, west of
Comodoro Rivadavia, to the Rı́o Chico mouth to the north
(Figure 8). The topography of this surface is tilted toward
the northeast with a slope of 0.14 ± 0.05%. Clearly, part of
the present-day slope of T1Ca results from its genesis and
does not reflect subsequent tilt. However, paleocurrents observed using psephites orientations [Beltramone and Meister,
1992], although controversial [Bellosi, 1996], indicate an
eastward flow direction in the Pampa del Castillo whereas the
corresponding terrace is tilted toward the northeast. In
addition, the present-day slope of this surface is more than
three times larger than the longitudinal profile of Rı́o Chico
and larger than the longitudinal slope of other terraces that
have been preserved in the eastern part of the study area
(Hermoso valley, distal part of the Rı́o Deseado terrace system). Thus, we propose that the present-day observed slope

Figure 6. Topographic profiles of uplifted terraces (see map for location and Figure 3 for color legend).
Vertical exaggeration is 180. T1Cs and T2Cs are for level 1 and level 2 of the Cañadon Salado– Cañadon
del Carril terrace system, and T4Gu is for level 4 of the piedmont mantle cover of the Rı́o Guenguel area.
The white triangles below the topographic profiles indicate the position of the anticlines axis at the top of
the Lower Cretaceous Castillo Formation [Rodriguez and Littke, 2001].
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south, respectively, at the longitude of Koluel Kaike. The
southward slope of T4De is smaller (0.07 ± 0.01% north of
the Cerro Negro basalt and close to the mouth of the Rı́o
Deseado), and that of T5De, west of the Cerro Negro basalts,
is even smaller (0.05 ± 0.01%). For comparison, these slopes
are comparable to the longitudinal WNW-ESE trending slope
of these terraces in the same area and to the present-day slope
of the Rı́o Deseado (0.08%). Terraces T6De and T7De are not
extended enough to detect a potential tilt using SRTM data.
The younger levels of the Rı́o Deseado system (T8De to
T12De) are not tilted. In fact, the present-day topography of
the Rı́o Deseado terrace system suggests that a gentle
southward regional tilt occurred following the deposition of
T3De and before T6De (or T8De). It would have been preceded by a northward regional tilt between the deposition of
T1De and T2De, explaining why the present-day slope of
T1De toward the south (0.05 ± 0.01%) is smaller than that
of T2De (0.11 ± 0.01%). Figure 7 shows that the southward
tilt that occurred between the formation of T2De and T8De
resulted in the southward shift of the course of the Rı́o
Deseado, leaving abandoned the valley that resulted in the
formation of T3De.
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tectonic structure along the course of T2Cs is the Perales
anticline [Homovc et al., 1995; Rodriguez and Littke, 2001]
and its location at depth does not fit the change of slope
observed in the Ruta 16 valley (Figure 8). Since T2Cs is not
involved in any tectonic structure and since the change in its
present-day slope coincides with the changing orientation of
the valley, we suggest that a regional northward tilt may have
caused this abnormal longitudinal profile.
[30] The longitudinal profiles of the seven terraces of the
Rı́o Senguerr system suggest that the northward tilt of the
northern part of the study area pursued during their formation (Figure 9). The slope of each terrace is measured in the
direction parallel to the current valley and obtained values
are systematically smaller for the older terraces. For instance,
T6Se lies 85 m above the present-day Rı́o Senguerr bed just
above the elbow of capture. Upstream, the difference in
elevation decreases to 35 m, south of Cerro Chenques. Close
to the capture, T2Se is 70 m above T6Se, while the two levels
are close together 35 km NE of Cerro Chenques (Figure 9).
[31] Clearly, the higher longitudinal slope of the presentday Rı́o Senguerr valley may also result from its capture by
the Musters Lake basin. But in fact this capture may also

Figure 7. Topographic profiles of Rı́o Deseado terraces (see map for location and Figure 3 for color
legend) and values of N-S slope for each terrace. Numerical age of the Cerro Negro basalts is 5.28 Ma
[Gorring et al., 1997].
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of T1Ca would partly result from a postdepositional tilt
toward the north or northeast of that area.
[29] The northward tilt of the region located north of
46!300S is also suggested by the longitudinal profile of the
second terrace of the Cañadon Salado system in the Ruta
16 valley. This terrace corresponds to an abandoned valley
incised within Oligo-Miocene sediments (Monte León and
Santa Cruz formations). Its upstream portion is WNW-ESE
oriented whereas the downstream part is directed toward
the NE (Figure 8). The valley-parallel profile AA’ in Figure
8 shows that the present-day longitudinal slope of that terrace is inverted toward the upstream direction in the upper
WNW-ESE oriented part of the valley, whereas it goes down
toward the NE in the lower part of the valley. In fact, again,
this change in the slope of the terrace suggests that the area
has been tilted northward. Tilting would have inverted the
longitudinal slope of the part of the valley flowing toward the
ESE and increased the slope of the lower part of the valley.
Another possibility could be that the activity of the Sierra San
Bernardo fold-and-thrust belt would have subsequently produced the uplift of the upper part of the valley and the observed counterslope for T2Cs. However, the nearest known
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Figure 8
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[35] The analysis of the geological and morphological
evolution of central Patagonia, east of the Andean front
during the Neogene, shows a major shift from subsidence
marked by the accumulation of the Santa Cruz Formation,
followed by a regional uplift contemporaneous with the
deposition of the piedmont mantle cover and fluvial terraces. The Oligo-Miocene transgression starts when the
convergence between the Nazca and South American plates
becomes more orthogonal to the margin, and is coeval to the
major episode of shortening in central Patagonian Andes.
[36] Sedimentation of the Oligo-Miocene marine strata,
followed by the deposition of the early to middle Miocene
molasse east of the Andean front, could partly result from
the flexural subsidence of the foreland induced by the growth
of the chain at that time. Fission tracks data [Thomson et al.,
2001], indeed show that denudation accelerates in the western part of the mountain chain at that latitude in the Oligocene, which suggests that the Andes where uplifting close to
the Pacific coast. We interpret the sedimentary record of the
basin and especially the deposition of the Santa Cruz Formation and its equivalents, with a maximum depocenter

4. Possible Causes for the Post-Middle
Miocene Uplift of Central Eastern Patagonia
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Figure 8. Topographic longitudinal profiles of Cañadon Salado – Cañadon del Carril terrace T2Cs (AA0) and Pampa del
Castillo piedmont mantle cover level T1Ca (BB0). See map for location and Figure 3 for color legend. The present-day
longitudinal slope of T2Cs depends on the orientation of the valley, suggesting that regional tilt occurred following the
formation of T2Cs. The position of the Perales anticline axis is indicated by a white triangle on the profile AA0.

[32] Regions located north and south of the current CTJ
position had different tilting histories from the late Miocene.
In the northern area, the trench-parallel tilting is permanently
northward directed and may have pursued until recent times.
Absolute values of tilting are difficult to constrain since the
course of the main valleys is almost parallel to the direction of
tilting, the present-day slope of these terraces resulting both
from tilting and from the process of terrace formation.
Nevertheless, in the Rı́o Senguerr fluvial system, if we
consider that all terraces share a common upstream elevation
at a latitude of 44!200S (see Figure 9), the values of tilt can be
approximated measuring the difference in elevation between
the terraces at the latitude of the elbow of capture (46!S). We
obtain values ranging between !0.01 and 0.02% between
successive terraces and the cumulative northward tilt between T2Se and T7Se would be !0.06%. Present-day different slopes of the upstream and downstream segments of
the older terrace T2Cs suggest a cumulative tilt of 0.12 ±
0.04% since its formation.
[33] In contrast, south of the CTJ, before 5.28 Ma, the
area recorded a minimum northward tilt of 0.06 ± 0.02%
(difference of N-S slope between T1De and T2De), that has

3.5. Synthesis of N-S Tilts Deduced From the Analysis
of the Present-Day Slopes of Terraces
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been followed by a cumulative southward tilt of 0.11 ±
0.01% between T2De and T8De. Since the transition
between the late Miocene and the Pliocene (T8De), southward tilting is not anymore recorded by the terraces of the
Rı́o Deseado.
[34] Both northward and southward tilts, north and south
of the CTJ, resulted in captures that explain the present-day
diverging pattern of the hydrographic network east of the
Sierra San Bernardo and Deseado massif.

Figure 9. Topographic longitudinal profiles of the fluvial terraces of the Rı́o Senguerr system.
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have been triggered by the northward tilt of this region, as it
has done for the capture of the Cañadon Salado by the
Hermoso valley (Figure 4). Moreover, this capture having
occurred following the formation of T7Se, it cannot explain
the smaller longitudinal slopes of older terraces compared to
that of T7Se. These captures would argue for a continuation
of the northward tilt until recent times since the capture of
the Rı́o Senguerr postdates the deposition of the next to last
terrace of the Rı́o Senguerr fluvial system.
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[41] Dynamic topography on Earth is the deflection of the
surface in response to the viscous flow that occurs in the
convecting underlying mantle. Over subduction zones, it
may result in long-wavelength downward deflections of the
overriding topographic surface exceeding 1000 m [Mitrovica
et al., 1989; Gurnis, 1993; Zhong and Gurnis, 1994; Husson,
2006]. The northward migration of the CTJ from middle
Miocene lead to the opening of an asthenospheric window
below southern Patagonia. South of 46!300S, the Antarctic
oceanic plate is now slowly subducting below the continent.
The corresponding slab is short. A recent slab window
reconstruction shows that the Antarctic slab should not
have reached depths greater than 45 km [Breitsprecher and
Thorkelson, 2008]. Thus, the dynamic effect of that subduction on the overriding continent is virtually absent. North of
the CTJ, in contrast, the Nazca plate subducts rapidly, which
in turn deflects the continental plate downward. We propose
that this downward deflection has been progressively canceled in southern Patagonia as the CTJ was migrating
northward, resulting in the uplift of that part of the continent.
The free air anomaly is positive north of the CTJ (40 mGal)
while it is neutral to slightly negative south of it; this observation outlines the departure of topography from an
isostatic situation north of the CTJ and the fact that the dynamic deflection vanishes south of it.
[42] We computed the dynamic deflection induced by a
slab subducting within the upper mantle with a dip angle
of 37!, using a simple 3-D Newtonian model based on the
Stokeslet approximation [Morgan, 1965; Batchelor, 1967;
Harper, 1984; Husson, 2006]. A subducting slab of finite
width is discretized into elementary spheres, or ‘‘Stokeslet,’’
for which an analytical flow solution exists. Each point
mass i induces an elementary spherical flow (Stokeslet) for
which the Stokes stream function is known and can be
written Yi = (Drn ig/8ph)rij sin2 qij, where Drvi is the mass
anomaly associated with each point mass, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the viscosity, rij is the distance from
each point mass to the observation point j, and qij is the angle
between the vector ij and the direction of g. The normal

4.2. Dynamic Topography
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[39] The growth of southern Andes in the Oligo-Miocene
resulted from crustal shortening, which, in turn, triggered
subsidence in the foreland and deposition of the Santa Cruz
molasse [e.g., Ramos, 1989; Alvarez-Marrón et al., 1993;
Thomson et al., 2001; Kraemer et al., 2002; Lagabrielle
et al., 2004; Ramos, 2005]. Then, the subsequent uplift of
the foreland may have resulted from the diminution of the
Andean load above the continental plate. As a matter of fact,
crustal shortening has been very small in the Patagonian
Andes since middle Miocene [Ramos, 1989; Coutand et al.,
1999; Lagabrielle et al., 2004, 2007]. Moreover, the very
humid climatic conditions on the western side of the chain
that has been enhanced by its uplift, and the development of

4.1. Flexural Response of the Lithospheric Plate
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Neogene glaciations may have increased the rapid erosion
of the Pacific side of the continent and central part of the
Cordillera. The flexural response of these accelerated erosion processes would favor uplift of the eastern foreland.
[40] The elastic thickness of the Patagonian continental
lithosphere has been estimated between about 20 km and
30 km by Tassara et al. [2007] at the CTJ latitude using
gravity data. Using standard elastic parameters [e.g., Turcotte
and Schubert, 1982], the distance between the chain and the
forebulge would range between 150 and 210 km. Flexural
parameters of the continental plate are also evidenced by the
distribution of the Santa Cruz continental deposits, which are
restricted to the western part of the Patagonian foreland, less
than 250 km from the Andes. In turn, the flexural uplift of the
foreland resulting from the diminution of the Andean load
should be restricted to a narrow area close to the chain, and
should not affect the distal zones close to the Atlantic coast,
!500 km away from the present-day Cordillera.
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located close to the Cordillera foothills, as a result of the
overfilling of a subsiding basin. Although the subsidence of
this basin may result from the flexural response of the continental lithosphere to the growth of the Cordillera, it may
also have been enhanced by the dynamic deflection of the lithosphere generated by the increasing velocity of the subduction of the Nazca slab [Gurnis, 1993] (see discussion below).
[37] The end of the deposition of the Santa Cruz continental series corresponds to drastic changes in the paleogeography of Patagonia. The end of early Miocene is marked
by an increased aridity of the eastern side of southern Andes
[Bellosi, 1999; Blisniuk et al., 2005]. This climatic change
essentially results from rain shadow phenomenon, the
Cordillera being high enough to become a barrier to atmospheric circulation [Blisniuk et al., 2005]. Blisniuk et al., in
turn, suggest that the end of the deposition of the Santa Cruz
Formation 14 Ma ago would also result from the increased
aridity of the Patagonian foreland. Our data suggest that
the main cause for the end of sedimentation is the uplift of
the foreland. As a matter of fact, although Patagonia east
of the Andes has been arid enough to preserve the fluvial
terrace systems described in this paper since the late Miocene,
the widespread occurrence of vast terraces covered by decimeter-scale pebbles covering the entire zone from the Andes
to the Atlantic Ocean indicates that powerful streams episodically flowed from the Cordillera. These streams would
certainly have brought sediments to the basin in case its
subsidence would have pursued more recently than middle
Miocene.
[38] Then, the question is to understand why the uplift of
the Andes, controlling from the middle Miocene the semiarid climate of eastern Patagonia, has been rapidly followed
by the slow uplift of its foreland. Uplift of central eastern
Patagonia correlates with a period of colder climate, culminating with the formation of an ice cap above the Andes.
The long-term increasing ice load from the upper Miocene
should have triggered subsidence of the Andean foreland,
contrary to the observed uplift. In contrast, foreland uplift
may have resulted from a decreasing load of the Cordillera,
possibly enhanced by glacial erosion. We show below that
flexural foreland rebound cannot explain the large dimension of the uplifted area. In contrast, dynamic topography
resulting from the opening of the asthenospheric window
may explain the continental-scale observed uplift.
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where rm denotes the density of the mantle.

Hj ¼

ð1Þ

in aerial domains the total surface deflection Hj will be the
sum of the deflections resulting from each point mass;
hence,

Figure 10. (a) Topographic deflections induced by the subduction of a semi-infinite, 50-km-thick
negatively buoyant slab (Dr = "80 kg m"3, steady state slab dip of 37!). Black solid lines are isodepth
contours of topographic deflection and gray solid lines show the depth of the subducting slab (in km).
The gray solid line with triangles indicates the position of the trench. (b) Topographic profiles of the
dynamic topography, in the direction parallel to the trench, at a distance of 300 km (black dotted line),
500 km (dark gray dotted line), and 700 km (light gray dotted line) from the trench, and in the direction
perpendicular to the trench (dashed line), with the corresponding trench-parallel slopes indicated on the
right. Profiles are positioned on Figure 10a, and the location of the trench is indicated by a triangle.
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stress on the upper free surface of a half-space can be
calculated using the image technique [Morgan, 1965]. It
writes Fzzij = 3Drn igz3i /pr5ij, where zi is the depth of the
point mass body beneath the surface. Because inertial terms
are negligible, stress does not depend on viscosity. If the
surface is stress free, then there will instead be a deflection
of the surface by a distance hij, such that hij = Fzzij/rmg.
The total Stokes flow is given by the sum of the Stokeslets;
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Thorkelson, 2008]. Conversely, the dynamic effect of the
trailing edge of the Nazca slab south of the CTJ should not
be negligible but is difficult to quantify since it depends on
many poorly constrained parameters like the slab geometry,
the convergence velocity, the rheological stratification of the

Figure 11. (a) Map of the uplift of the overriding plate resulting from the episodic subduction of 4 ridge
segments below South America accompanying the northward migration of the CTJ. White and gray dots
mark the position of the CTJ before and after the subduction of each ridge segment, respectively.
(b) Topographic profiles parallel to the trench direction at 300 km, 500 km, and 700 km from the trench
for each triple junction migration increment. The boundary between regions of northward and southward
tilt for each longitudinal profile (dotted lines) shifts toward the north, delineating sectors with different tilt
history.
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[43] Deflections have been calculated for a 50-km-thick
slab with a negative buoyancy of "80 kg m"3. We assume
that the deflection, south of the triple junction, is null. This
is supported by the fact that the Antarctic slab currently
reaches depths smaller than 45 km [Breitsprecher and
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[46] The calculations presented above show that dynamic
topography resulting from subduction may result in significant long-wavelength deflections of the lithospheric plate,
far enough from the trench to affect the entire width of
Patagonia. At the end of Oligocene, the increase of trenchperpendicular convergence velocity between the FarallonNazca plate and South America may have resulted in a larger
downward deflection of the continental plate, which would
explain part of the Oligo-Miocene Patagonian transgression.
[47] Following the deposition of the Miocene continental
molasse, the entire continental plate uplifted, resulting in the
appearance of continental-scale terraces. Available ages on
basalts covering terraces [Gorring et al., 1997; Bruni, 2007]
show that the older terraces are middle-late Miocene, and
that only the lower terraces of the Rı́o Senguerr and Rı́o
Deseado fluvial systems are Pliocene to Pleistocene. The
present-day topography of these ancient terraces underlines
periods of northward and southward tilt in the foreland of
the Patagonian Andes. South of 46!300S, terraces of the Rı́o
Deseado system evidence a former 0.06% northward tilt
event (0.11% minus 0.05%) that occurred before the deposition of T2De, and partly following the deposition of T1De,
followed by a 0.11% southward tilt that followed the deposition of T2De and ended before the deposition of T8De,
i.e., before 5.28 Ma. Just to the north of 46!300S (Cañadon
Salado and Rı́o Senguerr terrace systems), the oldest surfaces are tilted toward the north, and the northward tilt recorded by the youngest terraces of the Rı́o Senguerr fluvial

4.3. Discussion

The first domain, located to the north, experienced a constant
northward tilt during the whole migration of the triple
junction. The three other domains first tilted northward and
then southward as the CTJ was migrating to the north.

Figure 12. Modeled versus observed tilts in the central eastern Patagonia during the last 14 Ma. Dashdotted lines indicate the predicted cumulative tilt at 46!S – 68!W (black), 48!S – 68!W (dark gray), and
50!S –68!W (light gray). The corresponding observed cumulative tilts observed in terraces south (Rı́o
Deseado), and north of the CTJ (Rı́o Senguerr and Cañadon Salado) are indicated by light gray and black
solid lines, respectively. Note that the ages of terraces are not known. We only know their stratigraphic
position with respect to 5.28 Ma old basalts in the Rı́o Deseado fluvial system [Gorring et al., 1997], and
2.87 Ma old basalts in the Rı́o Senguerr fluvial system [Bruni, 2007].
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upper mantle, thermal erosion of the slab edge. Anyway, its
effect would only introduce a delay between ridge subduction at trench, and dynamic uplift. A first-order approximation of this delay can be evaluated calculating the time
necessary for the horizontal projection of the trailing edge
of the slab to reach an horizontal distance greater than that of
the central Patagonian basin (!5 Ma).
[44] Analytical calculations predict that vertical deflections appear as far as 1600 km from the trench and reach a
maximum value close to 1000 m at a distance of !325 km
from the trench. The maximum N-S trending surface slope
at a distance of 300, 500, and 700 km from the trench is
!0.33%, 0.2%, and 0.13%, respectively (Figure 10). The
amplitude of the deflection varies when parameters (thickness, buoyancy, and dip of the slab) are changed but the
general observed pattern is maintained.
[45] The CTJ abruptly migrates northward when ridge
segments enter the subduction zone. From middle Miocene,
several ridge segments subducted below the southern Andes
(Figure 1). We model the dynamic response of the subduction of four ridge segments with lengths of 400, 200, 200,
and 50 km that correspond to the lengths of SCR-3, SCR-2,
SCR-1, and SCR0 (South Chile Ridge segments), respectively. These segments subducted beneath South America
13.5, 12, 6, and 3 Ma ago, respectively [Cande and Leslie,
1986; Gorring et al., 1997]. Figure 11a is a map view of
surface uplift resulting from the subduction of each ridge
segment, subsequent quasi cessation of the subduction and
induced dynamic deflection. Figure 11b presents the
corresponding uplift along three trench-parallel profiles located 300, 500, and 700 km from the trench. Uplift is
maximum in front of each subducted ridge segment, resulting
in northward tilt north of the segment and southward tilt south
of it. Southern Patagonia can be divided into four domains.
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Moreover, as discussed above, our simple analytical model
does not integrate the effect of the trailing edge of the Nazca
slab at depth, south of the triple junction, which should
introduce a delay between ridge subduction and the corresponding dynamic response. Ages of the Rı́o Deseado
fluvial system, in contrast, suggest that the southward
tilt occurred in the Miocene, before the deposition of the
5.28 Ma old Cerro Negro basalts. This discrepancy outlines
the limitation of our simple analytical analysis in explaining the timing and/or location of observed tilt. In the
semianalytical model presented above, dynamic deflections
are computed for a slab having an uniform buoyancy while
the Nazca slab is in fact younger and therefore less negatively
buoyant next to the CTJ. Thus, taking precisely into account
the age structure of the subducting slab would subsequently
shift the maximum deflection northward with respect to

Figure 13. Cartoons illustrating the geodynamic setting south of the Chile Triple Junction. (a) Before
the subduction of the Chile ridge, the Nazca slab subduction induces mantle flow that causes a downward
deflection of the overlying Patagonian lithosphere. The rapid convergence rate is responsible for the
emplacement of the eastern Patagonian fold and thrust belt and associated subsiding flexural basin.
(b) After the subduction of the Chile ridge, the opening of the asthenospheric window cancels the downward
mantle motion that deflected the South American plate, resulting in the uplift of the continent at that time.
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system indicates that the tilt continued after the deposition
of the Cerro Grande basalts, 2.87 Ma ago.
[48] This general pattern of tilt basically reproduces the
predicted vertical movements from dynamic topography
modeling (Figure 12) that accommodate the northward migration of the CTJ: south of the CTJ, our model predicts that
the uplift is accommodated by northward tilt followed by
southward tilt, and north of the CTJ, only northward tilt
should occur. Moreover, observed tilt values are approximately 0.1% at the longitude of the Atlantic coast, which
corresponds to the range of values predicted by the semianalytical models.
[49] However, model results suggest that southward tilt of
the region located between 46!300S and 48!S would occur
following the final step of migration of the CTJ that resulted
from the subduction of the SCR0 ridge segment, 3 Ma ago.
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5. Conclusions
[52] The major Oligo-Miocene transgression that occurred
in the southern Patagonia results both from shortening of the
Cordillera and larger downward dynamic deflection of the
continental plate resulting from the increase of the trenchperpendicular convergence velocity between the subducting
and overriding plates (Figure 13). The Santa Cruz Formation
deposited in the overfilled subsiding Patagonian basin. The
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middle Miocene time is characterized by a switch from
subsidence to uplift of the Andean foreland. Terraces overlaid
by coarse fluvial series are found across the entire continent,
from the Andes to the Atlantic Ocean. They mark a generalized uplift of the continental plate that started in the middlelate Miocene when the overall subduction dynamics changed.
Although part of this uplift, close from the Andes, could
possibly result to some extent from the flexural response of
the continental lithosphere to the erosion of the chain and
subsequent unloading, dynamic topography resulting from
mantle–lithosphere interaction is necessary to explain uplift
occurring on larger wavelengths, from the Andes to the
Atlantic coast. The episodic northward migration of the
Chile Ridge Triple Junction, resulting in the opening of a
slab window below southern Patagonia, cancels the dynamic
downward deflection of the continental plate above the
subduction zone and induces the uplift (or better said the
cessation of the dynamic defection) of the overriding plate
(Figure 13). The uplift resulting from the dynamic response
of the continental lithosphere to subduction explains the diverging present-day pattern of the hydrographic network at
the latitude of the CTJ, the region located north of the CTJ
being tilted northward while the region located to the south
tilts toward the south. The comparison between the model
and the observations show that both the occurrence of the
Patagonian basin and its evolution are of dynamic origin.
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model results (Figure 11) and southward tilt would occur
earlier.
[50] Another possibility is that the migration of the
CTJ has been preceded by a slab break-off, resulting in
the opening of an asthenospheric window before the subduction of the last ridge segments, as already proposed by
Guivel et al. [2006] to explain the occurrence of back-arc
basalts older than the subduction of the ridge segments located at their latitude. Although the model could easily be
adapted accordingly, such improvements would remain beyond the resolution of the model itself.
[51] Ramos [1989, 2005], Ramos and Kay [1992], and
Lagabrielle et al. [2007] point out a striking difference in
the elevation of the highest peaks of the Cordillera, they relate
with the opening of the slab window beneath the continent.
North of the CTJ, highest Cordillera peaks do not exceed
2500 m, whereas south of the CTJ, numerous peaks exceed
3000 m. Although larger amounts of uplift (>1000m) are
indeed expected close to the Andes according to the analytical model, the signal is more difficult to decipher because of
the tectonic activity, large erosion rates and the isostatic rebound related to episodic melting of late Miocene to Quaternary glaciers that make any attempt to extract a reference
level dubious.
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La morphologie Quaternaire, sur les terrasses fluviales permet d’enregistrer les
variations subtiles de la topographie à grande longueur d’onde. Cependant, en
mesurant des pentes locales, elle ne permet pas de déterminer les variations absolues de la topographie, idéalement les variations de la distance d’un point de la
surface au centre de masse de la Terre. Une possibilité est d’examiner les variations
par rapport au niveau marin. La longueur d’onde caractéristique d’une dépression
topographique dynamique à l’aplomb d’une subduction est de plusieurs centaines
de kilomètres. Si l’évolution morphologique de la côte atlantique patagone est
conforme à cette hypothèse, le changement de régime de subduction devrait être
enregistré par les terrasses marines, abondament répertoriées depuis Darwin [1846]
(fig. 3.1 a). Pilotés par K. Pedoja, nous sommes allés évaluer sur le terrain les variations relatives du niveau marin à l’aide de l’aide de la géomorphologie cotière
quaternaire, qui fait l’objet d’un article en préparation, résumé ci-après :
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Quaternary uplift of Eastern Patagonia shorelines : Darwin revisited
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La description des morphologies côtière en Patagonie remonte à Darwin [1846],
qui fut étonné de trouver des fossiles marins récents au dessus du niveau actuel
de la mer. De nombreux sites ont été documentés, auquel nous ajoutons notre
investigation (fig. 3.1a), en relevant systématiquement les profils topographiques
moyens locaux (fig. 3.1 b). Les affleurements de bonne qualité ont pu être recensés auparavant à l’aide de photographies aériennes (fig. 3.2 a) et de modèles
numériques de terrain locaux (SRTM). Les séquences sur le terrain apparaissent
par une succession de paliers (fig. 3.2).

Fig. 3.1: Patagonie, zones principales d’échantillonnage (a) et profils topographiques moyens (b). Patagonia, main sampling zones (a) and elevation profiles
(b).

Les données relevées sur le terrain sont venus compléter les travaux antérieurs, permettant d’obtenir une vue globale de la surrection le long de la côte atlantique (fig.
3.3). Au premier ordre, c’est l’ensemble de la côte qui est en surrection moyenne
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Fig. 3.2: Séquences de terrasses, vue aérienne à Bahia Camarones (a) et in
situ à Puerto Mazerado (b). Sequence of marine terraces, aerial view of Bahia
Camarones (a) and field view in Puerto Mazerado (b).

de ∼0.08 mm/an qui peut s’expliquer par une modification globale du contexte
tectonique (voir chapitre 4). Dans le détail, la Patagonie se soulève plus fortement,
à raison de ∼0.13 mm/an, et de très faibles surrections sont obtenus dans la zone
de transition entre la Patagonie et le craton brésilien. Nous interprétons ce signal
comme la signature de la cessation progressive dans le temps de la déflection dynamique de la Patagonie en réponse au changement de contexte géodynamique sur
la marge Pacifique, conformémement aux résultats obtenus par la géomorphologie
fluviatile obtenus par Guillaume et al. [2009].
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Fig. 3.3: Synthèse des taux de surrection relatifs mesurés sur la côte atlantique
sud-américaine (comprenant les données de cet article complétés des travaux
antérieurs). Relative surrection rates along the coast of East Coast of South
America (synthesis completed by data from previous studies).
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Topographie dynamique et niveau marin

Au premier ordre, les variations de l’âge moyen du plancher océanique sont identifiées de longue date [Cogné et al., 2006, Heller & Angevine, 1985] comme proxy
pour les variations du niveau marin sur le temps caractéristique du cycle de Wilson. Cependant, cette assertion est à modérer. D’une part, les chartes eustatiques
apparaı̂ssent bien plus irrésolues qu’anticipé : les données qui servent de base aux
synthèses classiques, comme celles de Haq et al. [1987] ou de Miller et al. [2005]
sont échantillonées dans des endroits particuliers, considérés jusqu’à récemment
comme stables. Or, comme le soulignent Moucha et al. [2008], la notion même de
plate-forme stable est un non sens sur une Terre solide dont la figure évolue en
permanence en réponse à la convection interne du manteau. En collaboration avec
C. Conrad, nous avons construit un modèle de Terre sphérique afin de simuler
l’écoulement du manteau et son impact sur les déflections dynamiques de la surface terrestre. D’une part, les variations temporelles de cet écoulement modifient
la figure de la Terre et ainsi le niveau marin. D’autre part, les continents occultent
une part du géoide. Leur circulation à la surface de la Terre rend cette occultation
variable, et affecte en retour le niveau marin.
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ABSTRACT
Mantle flow likely supports up to 2 km of long-wavelength topographic relief over Earth’s surface. Although the average of this dynamic
support must be zero, a net deflection of the ocean basins can change their volume and induce sea-level change. By calculating dynamic
topography using a global mantle flow model, we find that continents preferentially conceal depressed topography associated with mantle
downwelling, leading to net seafloor uplift and ~90 ± 20 m of positive sea-level offset. Upwelling mantle flow is currently amplifying positive dynamic topography and causing up to 1.0 m/Ma of sea-level rise, depending on mantle viscosity. Continental motions across dynamic
topography gradients also affect sea level, but uncertainty over the plate motion reference frame permits sea-level rise or fall by ±0.3 m/Ma,
depending on net lithosphere rotation. During a complete Wilson cycle, sea level should fall during supercontinent stability and rise during periods of dispersal as mantle flow pushes continents down dynamic topography gradients toward areas of mantle downwelling. We
estimate that a maximum of ~1 m/Ma of sea-level rise may have occurred during the most recent continental dispersal. Because this rate is
comparable in magnitude to other primary sea-level change mechanisms, dynamic offset of sea level by mantle flow should be considered
a potentially significant contributor to long-term sea-level change.
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INTRODUCTION

During the mid-Cretaceous, several continents experienced oceanic
transgressions that produced inland seas; the Western Interior Seaway
of North America is a good example (e.g., Bond, 1976). These transgressions have been generally attributed to elevated eustatic sea level
during the Cretaceous, which must have dropped by ~200 m to explain
the observed continental inundations (e.g., Haq et al., 1987). Sea-level
drops of this amplitude can be attributed to a major decrease in ridge
volume, caused by a sustained shortening of the mid-ocean-ridge system
or a slowdown in seafloor spreading rates (e.g., Pitman, 1978; Kominz,
1984; Xu et al., 2006; Cogné et al., 2006; Müller et al., 2008). However,
recent sequence stratigraphy performed on the Atlantic seaboard of North
America has cast doubt on the eustasy paradigm by suggesting a much
smaller Cretaceous sea-level drop of only ~70 m or less (Miller et al.,
2005), which could have been accomplished by climatic changes alone.
Recently, the discrepancy between these various observations of sealevel change has been attributed to vertical motion of continental margins caused by the dynamics of convection in Earth’s mantle (Moucha
et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2008). In particular, the east coast of North
America lies above the subducted Farallon slab, which subducted
beneath the U.S. west coast prior to 30 Ma, and it is observed today
as a seismically fast anomaly in the lower mantle beneath the U.S. east
coast (Bunge and Grand, 2000). The descent of this cold, dense feature
is thought to be driving downwelling viscous flow that pulls the western
half of the North Atlantic seafloor downward by ~0.5 km with respect to
the eastern half (Conrad et al., 2004). In fact, nonisostatic topographic
relief up to ~2 km or more has been attributed to dynamic support from
viscous mantle flow in modeling studies (e.g., Hager et al., 1985), and
*Corresponding author e-mail: clintc@hawaii.edu.
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numerous topographic features such as backarc basins (Husson, 2006),
the Western Interior Seaway (e.g., Mitrovica et al., 1989), or the plateaus of southern Africa (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver, 1998; Gurnis
et al., 2000) have been shown to be dynamically supported. On the U.S.
east coast, the westward motion of North America over the Farallon slab
should have produced dynamic subsidence since at least the Eocene (Liu
et al., 2008; Spasojeviç et al., 2008). Combined with a global fall in sea
level, this downward motion of the coastline may explain the anomalously small sea-level change that Miller et al. (2005) observed for the
U.S. east coast. In fact, coastlines around the world are likely in constant
motion as a result of the dynamics of the mantle interior, which significantly complicates the interpretation of relative sea-level measurements
worldwide (Moucha et al., 2008).
While dynamic topography may dramatically affect observations of
sea level made on coastlines, it is also possible that dynamically supported deflections of ocean basin seafloor can lead to a net change in
global eustatic sea level. For example, Gurnis (1990) suggested, using
a simple two-dimensional (2-D) model, that faster plate motions and
fatter ridges should also produce growing slab anomalies that increase
the negative dynamic topography near convergent margins, leading to
continental inundation (Gurnis, 1993). The effect of this dynamic topography is to diminish the sea-level rise associated with the ridge volume
change. Husson and Conrad (2006), however, used simple boundary
layer theory to show that if plate acceleration is facilitated by a change
in mantle viscosity, the effect of dynamic topography on basin volume,
and thus sea level, is diminished. Furthermore, they showed that a sustained increase in plate motions leads to thinner mantle slabs, a positive
change in dynamic topography, and elevated sea level. Thus, changes
in plate motion should lead to a net change in eustatic sea level, but the
amplitude, and even the sign, of the response depends on the time scales
and causes of the plate motion change.
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To constrain the effect of dynamic topography on sea level, we first
developed global mantle flow models that can be used to predict the timedependent patterns of topography that are dynamically supported by the
mantle’s present-day flow field. To do this, we employed a spherical finite
element code (CitComS [Zhong et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2006], accessed in
January 2009 to obtain a version that includes recently added self-gravitation effects [Zhong et al., 2008]) to predict present-day mantle flow in
a spherical Earth driven by the mantle’s internal density heterogeneity.
We used the S-wave seismic tomography model S20RTSb (Ritsema et al.,
2004) to infer lateral variations of density within the mantle and employed
a constant conversion factor of 0.15 g cm–3 km–1 s to convert seismic velocity anomaly to density anomaly. We chose this conversion factor because it
is consistent with both laboratory data (e.g., Karato and Karki, 2001) and
with previous studies (e.g., Conrad et al., 2007) (although this choice is
accompanied by some uncertainty in both magnitude and potential depthdependence). Also following previous work (e.g., Lithgow-Bertelloni and
Silver, 1998; Conrad et al., 2007), we did not impose density anomalies
above 300 km depth because seismically fast velocity anomalies associated
with continental roots have been shown to correspond to neutrally buoyant

ESTIMATING DYNAMIC TOPOGRAPHY AND SEA-LEVEL OFFSET
FROM GLOBAL MANTLE FLOW MODELS

In practice, the mantle interior and surface plate motions are more complicated than suggested by either idealized 2-D modeling or boundary
layer theory. Seismic tomography reveals complicated patterns of fast and
slow velocity anomalies (e.g., Ritsema et al., 2004), some of which may be
associated with slabs and upwelling flow, respectively. The dynamic topography produced by this flow should affect sea level (Fig. 1); for example,
the depression of the western North Atlantic by the Farallon slab (Conrad
et al., 2004) should increase the volume of the North Atlantic basin, and
thus should lower sea level globally (Fig. 1, mode 1). Furthermore, continental regions move laterally over this time-varying dynamic topography
field, variously exposing or concealing this deflected topography from the
ocean basins, where it can affect sea level (Fig. 1, mode 2). To gain a full
understanding of the ways in which mantle flow uplifts Earth’s surface as
a function of time, three-dimensional, time-dependent flow models are
required in which dynamic topography is tracked temporally (e.g., Gurnis
et al., 2000; Conrad and Gurnis, 2003). For example, Moucha et al. (2008)
examined a full model for the past 30 Ma of global mantle flow and found
that changes in dynamically supported seafloor topography caused eustatic sea level to rise ~100 m during this time period, or ~3 m/Ma.
In this study, we examine the ways in which the dynamics of viscous
mantle flow affect average seafloor bathymetry and, thus, eustatic sea level.
In particular, we consider the effects of mantle downwelling (driven by fast
seismic anomalies, typically associated with slabs) and mantle upwelling
(driven by slow seismic anomalies) separately. We also examine the relative importance of upper-mantle and lower-mantle flows, as well as the
importance of mantle viscosity structure. Finally, we examine the relative contributions of time-varying dynamic topography (Fig. 1, mode 1)
and continental motion (Fig. 1, mode 2) to the total net sea-level change.
Because these two mechanisms are constantly operating together to affect
sea-level change, it is difficult to extract their relative importance in a timedependent dynamic model with plate motions (e.g., Moucha et al., 2008).
However, we can constrain their relative importance by examining each
effect separately and instantaneously. Therefore, we restrict our analysis to
the present-day mantle flow field and its first time-derivative. Furthermore,
the understanding gained from our analysis allows us to estimate the ways
in which dynamic topography may affect sea level throughout a Wilson
cycle (e.g., Wilson, 1966) of supercontinent aggregation and dispersal.
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“tectosphere” (e.g., Jordan, 1975), which implies that a straightforward
conversion between seismic velocity and density is not appropriate for the
continental lithosphere. Similarly, slow velocity anomalies detected near
the surface beneath ridges (e.g., Ritsema et al., 2004) may be associated
with decompression melting of passively upwelling mantle rocks. These
near-surface anomalies require a very different treatment than we have
applied below 300 km (e.g., Hernlund et al., 2008).
We assume a reference viscosity structure equivalent to the one that
Conrad et al. (2007) used to successfully predict seismically anisotropic fabric beneath the ocean basins. This structure is entirely radial and
ignores lateral viscosity variations; it includes a low-viscosity asthenosphere (between 300 and 100 km depth) that is a factor of 10 less viscous
than the upper mantle, and higher-viscosity lower mantle (below 670 km)
and lithospheric (above 100 km) layers that are 50 and 30 times more viscous than the upper mantle, respectively. This reference viscosity structure
is similar to the one used by Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards (1998) to
predict the shape of the geoid and plate motions. Although the magnitude
of dynamic topography is not sensitive to the absolute value of mantle
viscosity, but only to its radial (e.g., Hager, 1984) and lateral (Cadek and
Fleitout, 2003) variations, the rate of change of dynamic topography, which
we examine next, is directly dependent on this absolute value. Therefore,
we initially assume an upper-mantle viscosity of 0.5 × 1021 Pa s, which
is consistent with estimates constrained from postglacial rebound (e.g.,
Mitrovica, 1996), and equal to the value that provides the best fit to anisotropy observations in Conrad et al.’s (2007) flow models.
In fact, the reference flow model that we develop here is the same as the
highest-resolution model used by Conrad et al. (2007) (with 105 km horizontal and 17 km vertical resolution in the upper half of the upper mantle,
and 100 km vertical resolution in the lower mantle; lower-resolution calculations produce similar results), with one exception. Conrad et al. (2007)
combined flow driven by mantle density heterogeneity beneath a rigid
surface boundary condition with flow driven by surface velocity boundary conditions consistent with observed plate motions. Neither condition
is consistent with the free-slip surface condition of Earth, but they are consistent with observed plate motions. Here, we use free-slip surface boundary conditions to predict dynamic topography, as others have done (e.g.,
Zhong and Davies, 1999; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998), because

Figure 1. Two mechanisms by which dynamic topography can change sea
level with time. Mode 1: Time-dependent mantle flow changes the pattern of seafloor dynamic topography. For the case shown, a mantle downwelling moves away from the surface, which causes the dynamic topography above the downwelling to become less depressed (e.g., Mitrovica
et al., 1989), resulting in sea level rise. Mode 2: A continent moves laterally over a region of anomalously low topography. This moves the average dynamic deflection of the seafloor toward more positive values, which
elevates sea level.
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Surface deflections associated with the previously described flow
models show that Earth’s surface presents positive dynamic topography
above the two “superplumes” beneath southern Africa and the southern Pacific and negative dynamic topography near the major subduction zones of South America and Southeast Asia (Fig. 2A). Although
some studies have suggested smaller magnitudes of topography than we
estimate here (Colin and Fleitout, 1990; Le Stunff and Ricard, 1997),
several recent studies have constrained similar or even larger amplitudes
(e.g., Lithgow-Bertelloni and Gurnis, 1997; Moucha et al., 2008). Furthermore, our predictions are consistent with geologic observations of
up to ~1 km uplift of southern Africa (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver,
1998; Gurnis et al., 2000) and up to ~0.5 km topography differential
across the North Atlantic (Conrad et al., 2004).

OFFSET OF SEA LEVEL BY DYNAMIC TOPOGRAPHY

Thoraval and Richards (1997) found that this boundary condition provides
a better fit to the geoid than rigid or plate motion boundary conditions.
We calculated dynamic topography globally by computing the radial
traction, σzz, that mantle flow exerts on the free-slip surface, perturbed to
include self-gravitation effects using Zhong et al.’s (2008) implementation
in CitcomS. For Earth’s free surface, this perturbed radial stress is compensated by the mass anomaly associated with topographic deflection of the
surface equal to h = σzz/∆ρg, where g is the acceleration due to gravity and
∆ρ is the density contrast between seawater and mantle rocks, which we
take to be 2310 kg/m3. Note that continental areas feature a density contrast
of 3340 kg/m3 because subaerial topographic deflections are compensated
by air rather than seawater. This reduces the amplitude of dynamically supported topography in continental areas, but it does not affect our estimates
of seawater reservoir sizes unless topography crosses sea level during its
deflection, which is a second-order effect that we will ignore here.
We measure the offset of average sea level caused by dynamic deflections of the seafloor relative to a (theoretical) static Earth with no dynamic
topography. To do this, we considered that sea level is a geopotential
surface known as the geoid, which we also computed using the selfgravitation implementation in CitcomS. Although Earth’s internal density heterogeneity and dynamically deflected surfaces do produce geoid
topography at a range of scales (e.g., Hager, 1984; Hager et al., 1985;
Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998), this sea-surface topography
does not deflect average sea level because the geoid reference level is an
arbitrary surface. A net deflection of the seafloor by dynamic topography,
however, will cause a corresponding offset of sea level if the volume of
seawater is constant (e.g., Moucha et al., 2008). To measure this offset,
we express dynamic topography relative to a spherical surface centered
on Earth’s center of mass (e.g., Paulson et al., 2005). Thus, we remove
the degree-one component of the geoid, which expresses offset of center of mass in the calculation coordinates, from the predicted dynamic
topography. Note that the degree-one component of the resulting dynamic
topography need not be zero if there is a net deflection of Earth’s surface
in one direction that is caused by degree-one density heterogeneity within
Earth’s interior. We ignore the degree-zero component of dynamic topography because its choice is arbitrary. The resulting dynamic topography
(Fig. 2), which we compute as the sum of spectral degrees 1–20, is thus the
net surface deflection that is dynamically supported by density heterogeneity in Earth’s mantle. The associated geoid variations are generally anticorrelated to dynamic topography and are an order of magnitude smaller
(e.g., Hager, 1984). As described already, geoid variations do not produce
a net eustatic sea-level offset, but they may affect local measurements of
sea level relative to the continents, which themselves may be experiencing
time-dependent dynamic deflections (Moucha et al., 2008).
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Because the patterns and amplitudes of dynamic topography change
with time, the net offset of sea level by dynamic topography should
change as well, resulting in a net sea-level rise or fall (Fig. 1, mode 1).
To estimate the rate at which changing dynamic topography affects sealevel change, we used the previous flow model to advect the mantle’s density heterogeneity field forward in time. As mantle density heterogeneity
evolves with time, the mantle flow field does as well, which changes the
dynamic topography field. We measured the rate of change of dynamic

TIME-DEPENDENCE OF DYNAMIC TOPOGRAPHY AND SEALEVEL CHANGE

If we integrate the mantle tractions that support dynamic topography
over the entire surface of the globe, we find that the total of this dynamic
support integrates to zero. This is an expected result of mantle circulation: every upwelling or downwelling that dynamically supports surface
topography must be balanced by return flow (downwelling or upwelling,
respectively) that supports opposing topography somewhere else on the
globe. Thus, if oceans covered the entire globe, the net effect of dynamic
topography on sea level would be zero. However, because continents
cover nearly one third of the globe, a net deflection of continental areas
by mantle flow will be balanced by an opposing net deflection of oceanic
areas, leading to a net offset of sea level. This is exactly what we find:
our model predicts an average dynamic uplift of the seafloor (Fig. 2A)
by 132 m, while continental areas are depressed by an average of 295 m.
Although compensation by air reduces continental dynamic topography by
70% compared to water-covered areas, the average continental deflection
is larger than it is for ocean basins because continental area is 2.24 times
smaller than ocean area. The continental deflection is negative because
subduction tends to put slabs, and thus mantle downwelling, beneath
continents (e.g., Asia, Australia, and South America in Fig. 2A). Because
the changes to the water column above vertically deflected seafloor will
be isostatically compensated, our estimate of 132 m of dynamic seafloor
uplift actually elevates sea level by only 92 m (70%; Pitman, 1978; Husson and Conrad, 2006; Müller et al., 2008).
We performed a similar analysis to approximately constrain the mantle sources of the various features in the net dynamic topography field
(Fig. 2A). To start, we calculated the dynamic topography produced by
flow driven only by negative (Fig. 2B) and positive (Fig. 2C) density heterogeneities in the upper mantle, which generate active upwelling and
downwelling, respectively. We find that these flow fields produce similar
patterns of dynamic seafloor topography and offset sea level approximately
equally (23 and 22 m, respectively), despite very different driving mechanisms. Active upwelling generates positive topography near Iceland, in the
southern and northeast Pacific basin, and east of Africa, and passive return
flow depresses Earth’s surface elsewhere (Fig. 2B). Active downwelling
is associated primarily with slabs in the western Pacific and South America, and it depresses the surface above them, while passive return flow
uplifts the surface elsewhere (Fig. 2C). We observe similar patterns and
amplitudes of topography supported by active upwelling and active downwelling in the lower mantle (Figs. 2D and 2E, which yield 25 and 23 m
of sea-level offset, respectively). The lower-mantle response, however, is
typically confined to longer wavelengths and features a stronger influence
of the African superplume (Fig. 3D) and Farallon slab (Fig. 2E) than do
the upper-mantle flows. The similar pattern observed for upwelling-driven
(Figs. 2B and 2D) and downwelling-driven (Figs. 2C and 2E) flows indicates that areas of upwelling typically occur in the location of return flow
from areas of downwelling, and vice versa. These four components of the
flow field (Figs. 2B–2E) sum to the total topography (Fig. 2A) and contribute to positive sea-level offset approximately equally.
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Figure 2. Dynamic topography determined by calculating mantle flow using density heterogeneity in (A) the whole mantle, and
separated into portions driven by (B) negative density and (C) positive density anomalies in the upper mantle, and (D) negative
density and (E) positive density anomalies in the lower mantle. Thus, parts B and D show topography associated with active
upwelling flow, while C and E are driven by downwelling flow.
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Figure 3. Rate of change of dynamic topography (e.g., Fig. 1, mode 1) determined from time-dependent flow models for (A–D)
subsets of the flow field as broken down in Figures 2B–2E. Sea-level change is also caused by continental motions over the
dynamic topography field (e.g., Fig. 1, mode 2), as shown here for global mantle flow (from Fig. 2A) and plate motions in the (E)
no-net rotation (NNR) (De Mets et al., 1994) and (F) HS3 (Gripp and Gordon, 2002) reference frames.
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topography for both upwelling- and downwelling-driven flows in both the
upper and lower mantles (Figs. 3A–3D). For the upper-mantle flows, we
compared the dynamic topography at the beginning of the calculation and
again at 1.0 Ma, because this time interval was long enough for an observable change in dynamic topography to occur but short enough that the
mantle’s behavior is still approximately linear. From these two maps, we
computed their time variation and obtained maps of the rate of change of
dynamic topography driven by upper-mantle upwelling and downwelling
(Figs. 3A and 3B). Because the higher viscosity of the lower mantle yields
a slower evolution of the mantle flow field, we found that 2.0 Ma were
necessary to resolve the time variation of dynamic topography induced by
lower-mantle upwelling and downwelling (Figs. 3C and 3D).
By comparing maps of dynamic topography (Figs. 2B–2E) with its time
variation (Figs. 3A–3D), we can infer the way in which dynamic topography is changing with time, as well as the implications for sea-level change.
In general, we find that positive surface deflections above upwellings
(Figs. 2B and 2D) tend to become reinforced (Figs. 3A and 3C), while
negative deflections above areas of downwelling (Figs. 2C and 2E) tend to
become diminished (Figs. 3B and 3D). For example, dynamic topography
above the lower-mantle African and South Pacific superplumes (Fig. 2D)
is growing (Fig. 3C). This is because the low-density mantle anomalies
that support this elevated topography are moving closer to the surface,
where they can produce additional surface uplift. By contrast, the negative
topography above the western Pacific and South American slabs (Fig. 2E)
is becoming less negative, as shown by the positive uplift in these regions
(Fig. 3D). This occurs because these lower-mantle slabs are sinking away
from the surface, which diminishes their ability to induce topography
there. Upper-mantle flows show similar patterns of positive uplift above
both active upwelling (e.g., the growing uplift in Iceland, and the northeastern and southern Pacific in Fig. 3A) and active downwelling regions
(e.g., the upwelling above western Pacific slabs in Fig. 3B), although the
shorter-wavelength nature of upper-mantle flows tends to locate return
flow, and its associated depressing topography, closer to locations of
growing topography.
Many of the lower-mantle patterns in Figures 3C and 3D are consistent with trends found in previous studies. For example, ongoing uplift of
Africa was predicted by Gurnis et al. (2000), as was uplift of much of the
Pacific by Moucha et al. (2008) during the past 30 Ma. We observe both
trends here associated with the upward motion of lower-mantle upwelling (Fig. 3C). Liu et al. (2008) showed that the amplitude of subsidence
of North America has been decreasing as the Farallon slab descends;
this result was predicted by Mitrovica et al. (1989) and is observed here
(Fig. 3D). However, our prediction of continuing uplift of South America
and the western Pacific (Fig. 3D) is not supported by either time-dependent flow models or geologic evidence. Instead, these trends are caused by
the descent of lower-mantle slabs away from the 670 km interface without
the ongoing resupply of slab material that we would expect from continuous subduction at the surface. Unlike Farallon subduction beneath North
America, both the western Pacific and South America have seen continuous subduction at least through the Cenozoic (Sdrolias and Müller, 2006),
so surface upwelling in these areas (Fig. 3D) is probably not representative
of the long-term dynamics of these areas. At best, uplift above these continuously subducting slabs may be representative of an end member case
in which slabs have stalled at the 670 km discontinuity while their lowermantle portions fall away, as may be occurring in Tonga (van der Hilst,
1995). However, because slabs do not appear to be stalling at 670 km
depth everywhere, uplift above subduction zones shown in Figure 3D and
the subsidence away from them associated with return flow are almost
certainly overestimated. Similarly, uplift above upper-mantle slabs falling
away from 300 km depth (Fig. 3B) is also probably overestimated.
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The amplitude of dynamic topography (Fig. 2) scales linearly with the
velocity to density scaling factor, which is assumed to be 0.15 g cm–3 km–1 s
here (this approximately corresponds to ∂ln[ρ]/∂ln[vs] ~ 0.2 in the terminology of Karato and Karki [2001]). Because mantle flow velocities also
scale linearly with this scaling factor, the rate of change of dynamic topography scales with its square. Karato and Karki (2001) suggested that the
uncertainty in ∂ln(ρ)/∂ln(vs) may be on the order of about ±50% and may
vary with depth, although significant deviation from our choice will cause
predictions of dynamic topography (Fig. 2) to violate geologic constraints
on its magnitude (e.g., Africa—Lithgow-Bertelloni and Silver, 1998;
North Atlantic—Conrad et al., 2004). This factor may also be affected by

UNCERTAINTY IN ESTIMATES OF SEA-LEVEL OFFSET AND RATE
OF CHANGE

In practice, the time-dependence of dynamic uplift or subsidence above
active subduction zones is difficult to constrain because a full treatment
of time-dependent subduction dynamics is required; this has not yet been
fully realized for a global model. Because of this, we will only consider
time-dependence associated with upwelling flow (Figs. 3A and 3C) in
the subsequent analysis, but we anticipate that downwelling flow could
also induce time-dependence with magnitudes up to those estimated
here (Figs. 3B and 3D), but with potentially an opposite sign if the timedependence of subduction is currently placing material into the shallow
mantle faster than it is falling away. In principle, upwelling flow calculations have potentially the same problems as downwelling flows models,
but in reverse: low-density upwelling material also cannot be removed
from our model as it rises toward the surface, and thus will also always
produce surface uplift. However, with the exception of Iceland (Fig. 3A),
most of the uplifting areas (Figs. 3A and 3C) do not occur near ridges, so
there is no obvious sink for upwelling material analogous to the sources
of downwelling material (subduction zones). Note that the lack of accurate sources and sinks for mantle density heterogeneity in time-dependent
flow models has been noted before (e.g., Conrad and Gurnis, 2003), and
it should influence other studies that advect mantle density heterogeneity
(e.g., Moucha et al., 2008).
With these caveats in mind, we measured the average rate of change of
dynamic topography (Fig. 3) over the oceanic areas to see if the estimated
92 m of dynamically supported sea level is changing with time. We find
that active upwelling in the upper and lower mantles increases the average
seafloor dynamic topography at rates of 0.42 and 0.20 m/Ma, respectively,
producing 0.30 and 0.14 m/Ma of sea-level rise when isostatically compensated. The positive sign in this case occurs because upwelling-induced
uplift, which is amplifying as discussed already, preferentially occurs in
oceanic areas. By contrast, downwelling-induced negative topography,
which is uplifting in our model, tends to occur beneath continental areas,
leading to net subsidence of oceanic areas. As a result, active downwelling
in the upper and lower mantles leads to 0.21 and 0.22 m/Ma of sea-level
drop in our models, respectively. Taking only the upwelling components
for the reasons described already, we estimate that the time-dependence
of dynamic topography may cause up to 0.44 m/Ma of sea-level rise. The
uncertainty in this estimate, however, is large because we do not know
even the sign of the influence of downwelling flow. Our models suggest
that at most 0.22 m/Ma of sea-level drop is associated with areas of downwelling in the lower mantle, but only if lower-mantle slabs are not being
replenished by subduction. Using this value for the maximum amplitude
of uncertainty (and ignoring the contribution from upper-mantle slabs,
since we can be sure that they are being replaced by subduction), we estimate that 0.44 ± 0.22 m/Ma of sea-level rise is currently associated with
time-dependent mantle flow.
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Figure 4. Rate of change of sea level caused by the time-dependence of
dynamic topography as a function of the absolute value of upper-mantle
viscosity. Calculations for dynamic topography driven by active upwelling
and downwelling flow (solid and dashed lines), broken into upper-mantle
(UM and lower-mantle (LM) components (gray and black lines), as in Figures 3A–3D, are shown separately.
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chemical heterogeneity, especially for low-velocity anomalies in the lower
mantle (e.g., Masters et al., 2000). Thus, we acknowledge the important
influence of the velocity to density scaling factor on our results, but we
will use uncertainty in our viscosity model, which is also large, to evaluate
uncertainty in our estimates of dynamic offset of sea-level offset, and its
rate of change.
As described herein, the rate of change of dynamic topography scales
inversely with the absolute mantle viscosity; thus, rates of sea-level change
may be higher than those reported here if upper-mantle viscosity is larger
than the value of 0.5 × 1021 Pa s that is assumed here. Although this viscosity value falls within the range of upper-mantle viscosities constrained
by Mitrovica (1996) using postglacial rebound (0.3–0.6 × 1021 Pa s), these
data may not adequately constrain viscosities for oceanic areas (Paulson
et al., 2005), where a significantly weaker upper mantle may be possible
(Paulson et al., 2007). Thus, uncertainty in the absolute value of mantle viscosity may induce up to a factor of two uncertainty in the rate of
sea-level rise (Fig. 4). Lateral viscosity variations may introduce another
source of uncertainty; while such variations in the mantle interior probably only exert a small influence on dynamic topography (Moucha et al.,
2007), the effect of lithospheric variations (e.g., plate boundary or slab
rheology) can be large, particularly for slab-induced downwelling flow
(Zhong and Davies, 1999).
Because both dynamic topography and the geoid are sensitive to the
mantle’s radial viscosity structure (e.g., Hager, 1984; Lithgow-Bertelloni
and Richards, 1998), we vary the viscosity of the lower mantle relative to
that of the upper mantle to determine the range of possible variations in
the dynamically supported sea-level offset (Fig. 5A) and its rate of change
(Fig. 5B). (We determined in tests that the lower-mantle viscosity generally has a larger influence on these parameters than does the viscosity of
the asthenospheric or lithospheric layers.) We find that the sea-level offset
decreases with increasing lower-mantle viscosity (Fig. 5A) because den-
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The horizontal motion of continents over dynamic topography can
also lead to changes in sea level (Fig. 1, mode 2). To estimate the magnitude of this effect, we used observed present-day plate motions to
advance the locations of the continents, as expressed on a 0.5 by 0.5
degree grid, forward in time by 5 Ma (significantly shorter time intervals do not allow for sufficient continental motion for differences in the
continental masking of dynamic topography to be properly resolved)
over the static dynamic topography field (Figs. 3E and 3F). Initially, we
applied the NUVEL-1A model for present-day plate motions (DeMets et
al., 1994) in the no-net rotation (NNR) reference frame. We find that the
motion of continents over our reference model for dynamic topography
(Fig. 3E) on average tends to cover up negative topography and expose
positive topography, causing sea-level rise at a rate of 0.24 m/Ma. This
trend is primarily caused by the motion of Asia and Australia toward
the negative topography of the western Pacific (Fig. 3E). In this case,
the predicted rate of sea-level change depends on rates of continental
motion and not viscosity structure (at least not directly; rates of plate
motion are ultimately dependent on mantle viscosity). Therefore, our
constraints on the total sea-level offset (Fig. 5A) also apply to the continental motion over the dynamic topography that produces this offset.
The resulting constraint (Fig. 5C) allows sea-level rise between 0.15 and
0.29 m/Ma.
Because patterns of dynamic topography are generated from depth,
sea-level changes caused by motion of the continents over dynamic
topography depend directly on the net rotation of the lithosphere relative to the deep mantle. Recently, the net lithosphere rotation has been
a topic of some debate (e.g., Becker, 2006, 2008; Torsvik et al., 2008);
most hotspot-based reference frames detect a present-day net westward
motion of the lithosphere with poles of rotation clustered in the southern
Indian Ocean (Becker, 2006). The amplitude of this net rotation, however,
is much more variable and ranges from no-net rotation (NNR) (DeMets
et al., 1994) to a maximum of 0.436°/Ma (for a maximum of 5 cm/a of
westward motion) for the “HS3” Pacific hotspot model of Gripp and
Gordon (2002); amplitudes for other studies fall somewhere between

CONTINENTAL MOTIONS AND SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

sity heterogeneity is increasingly compensated at the core-mantle boundary, rather than by surface deflections (Hager, 1984). For a range of lowermantle viscosities between 30 and 100 times that of the upper mantle, we
find that the sea-level offset ranges from 69 to 109 m (Fig. 5A). The sealevel rate of change (Fig. 5B) similarly exhibits a dependence on viscosity
structure, and rates of change typically increase as lower-mantle viscosity
decreases because of larger amplitude offsets (Fig. 5A) and faster rates
of flow. The contributions from upper- and lower-mantle upwellings, for
example, may be as large as 0.32 and 0.26 m/Ma for a viscosity contrast
of 30 between the upper and lower mantles (Fig. 5B). These rates may be
even larger if accompanied by a smaller absolute mantle viscosity (Fig. 4),
but they may be close to zero for a higher lower-mantle (Fig. 5B) or absolute mantle viscosity (Fig. 4).
Taking all of these uncertainties into account, and considering that poor
constraints on the effects of downwelling introduce additional uncertainty,
we infer that sea level is currently positively offset by ~90 ± 20 m, and
that the rate of change of this offset is highly uncertain but probably positive at the present time. Considering (1) that the range of lower-mantle
viscosities allow upwelling flow to induce sea-level rise at up to 0.5 m/
Ma (Fig. 5B), (2) that the uncertainty in the absolute viscosity permits
a factor of ~2 variation, and (3) that mantle downwelling may cause sea
level to drop (Fig. 5B), we constrain the rate of sea-level rise to rates of
~0.5 ± 0.5 m/Ma.
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these two extremes. Becker (2008) constrained a net rotation of ~50%
of the amount implied by the HS3 model using anisotropy observations.
To test the effect of net rotation on sea-level change rates, we added net
rotation consistent with the end-member HS3 model (Gripp and Gordon,
2002) to the NNR plate motions. The introduction of this net rotation
adds a westward drift to the continental motions (Fig. 3F), causes Eurasia to uncover negative dynamic topography in the western Pacific, and
causes Africa and North America to cover positive dynamic topography
in the Atlantic and Pacific basins, respectively. These changes are oppo-
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site to those produced by the NNR model, and they tend to lower sea
level at a rate of 0.33 m/Ma with a small uncertainty (Fig. 5D).
Because dynamic topography caused by areas of upwelling and downwelling in the upper and lower mantles exhibits different spatial patterns
(Figs. 2B–2E) than the dynamic topography of these fields combined
(Fig. 2A), continental motion over these different topography fields produces a variety of effects on sea level. For example, sea-level rise produced
by NNR motions is primarily associated with downwelling flow (Fig. 5C),
while sea-level drop associated with HS3 motions is primarily associated

Figure 5. The effect of the lower-mantle viscosity on (A) the net present-day sea-level offset caused by dynamic topography, and the rate of change of this
offset caused by either (B) the time-dependence of mantle flow (Fig. 1, mode 1) or continental motion (Fig. 1, mode 2) in the (C) no-net rotation (NNR) (De
Mets et al., 1994) and (D) HS3 (Gripp and Gordon, 2002) reference frames. Flow is separated into four components as in Figures 2–4: upwelling (upward
triangle) and downwelling (downward triangle) flows in the upper (gray) and lower (black) mantles. Solid dots show results for whole mantle flow, but
the time-dependent component of this flow is not calculated in B because differing time scales control the upper-mantle (UM) and lower-mantle (LM)
components (see text). Symbols show the results of calculations using lower-mantle viscosity that is 50 times that of the upper mantle (base model),
while brackets show a range of this ratio varying from 30 to 100, as indicated.
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We can make inferences about the long-term effects of dynamic topography on sea level by interpreting the patterns predicted for the present
day (e.g., Figs. 2–3) within the context of mantle evolution during a Wilson cycle of supercontinent aggregation and dispersal (e.g., Wilson, 1966;
Phillips and Bunge, 2005; Zhong et al., 2007). We start by considering
the lower-mantle flow field, which features basin-scale flow patterns that
should evolve along with supercontinent aggregation and dispersal events
(Collins, 2003). We have found that upwelling-dominated dynamic topography is currently amplifying at rates of 5–10 m/Ma (Fig. 3C). At these
rates, the current ~500 m amplitude of the associated dynamic topography
(Fig. 2D) could have grown entirely during the most recent continental
dispersal event that began ~180 Ma ago with the opening of the Atlantic basin. Several authors that have studied the time-dependent evolution
of lower-mantle structures (e.g., Conrad and Gurnis, 2003; Müller et al.,
2008; Spasojeviç et al., 2008) have found that these structures develop
over time scales on the order of 100 Ma because the high viscosity of
the lower mantle produces sluggish flow. Therefore, it does not seem
unreasonable that the lower-mantle component of our estimated sea-level
change, up to ~0.25 m/Ma (Fig. 5B), should be maintained for a large
fraction of the current continental dispersal event. Upper-mantle flow also
produces long-wavelength topography (Figs. 2B–2C), but its time-dependence exhibits shorter wavelengths (Figs. 3A–3B). However, because the
processes that control the evolution of upper-mantle density heterogeneity
(e.g., superplume rise and seafloor aging) are also likely to develop on
~100 Ma time scales, we speculate that the upper-mantle contribution to
dynamic offset of sea level may also evolve at time scales comparable to
those of the lower mantle, and with similar magnitudes of up to ~0.3 m/
Ma (Fig. 5B).
Since the long-wavelength patterns of dynamic topography are correlated with patterns of mantle flow, the motion of the continents should also
be correlated with that flow, at least for long (plate-scale) wavelengths. For
example, Bokelmann (2002) suggested that the North American plate has
been decelerating as the cratonic root of North America becomes positioned above the center of the Farallon slab downwelling. Similarly, South
America’s motion may already be tied to the downwelling associated with
the sinking Nazca slab (Fig. 2E). This motion of continents toward areas
of downwelling occurs because upper-mantle flow, which typically moves
from areas of upwelling toward downwelling, couples most strongly to
the deep cratonic roots (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2006), pushing
cratons away from areas of upwelling and toward areas of downwelling.
In this view, cratons tend to move down gradients in dynamic topography;
this process has been confirmed by evidence of net subsidence of continental interiors (Heine et al., 2008). This is the general pattern that is predicted for plate motions in the NNR reference frame (Fig. 3E), in which

DISCUSSION: DYNAMIC OFFSET OF SEA LEVEL DURING A
WILSON CYCLE

with upwelling flow (Fig. 5D). Altogether, we find that the net rotation of
the lithosphere has a strong effect on sea-level change with time, and it can
cause sea-level change ranging from sea-level rise at ~0.3 m/Ma for NNR
to sea-level fall at ~0.3 m/Ma for HS3. As most constraints on net rotation
fall somewhere between NNR and HS3 (e.g., Becker, 2006, 2008), sealevel change caused by continental motion should also fall between these
extremes, and it should be nearly zero if Becker’s (2008) estimate of 50%
of the HS3 net rotation is correct. It is important to note that these results
are for end member cases in which continents move over dynamic topography without regard to the mantle flow source of that topography. In fact,
continental motions should be coupled to mantle flow, and thus should be
correlated to dynamic topography, as we discuss next.
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India, Eurasia, and Australia are moving toward the areas of downwelling
in the western Pacific, Africa is moving away from the African upwelling, and North and South America are nearly stationary. Thus, the 0.25 m/
Ma of sea-level rise associated with continental motion in the NNR frame
(Fig. 5C) may apply for long-term sea-level change associated with continental motions during periods of continental dispersal, despite indications
that a combination of the NNR and HS3 frames may be more appropriate for the present day (e.g., Becker, 2008). It is important to remember,
however, that plates motions are controlled by a variety of factors, such
as slab pull (e.g., Collins, 2003) or stress transfer across plates and upper
mantle (e.g., Husson et al., 2008) that can generate continental motion up
dynamic topography gradients (e.g., motion of South America or Eurasia
in the HS3 model; Fig. 3F).
Because mantle upwelling is expected beneath a supercontinent during
the dispersal phase of the Wilson cycle (e.g., Gurnis, 1988; Lowman and
Jarvis, 1999), we expect that, on average, continents should be moving
away from uplifted dynamic topography during dispersal, and later toward
regions of low dynamic topography during reaggregation. Both phases
involve continental motion down topography gradients, which should produce sea-level rise. We thus expect a corresponding sea-level drop during
the supercontinent phase of the Wilson cycle, which can be ~150 Ma long
(e.g., Hoffman, 1991). If supercontinent breakup occurs because of mantle
upwelling (Gurnis, 1988; Lowman and Jarvis, 1999), then the downwelling
that originally aggregated the supercontinent (note that subduction, and
thus downwelling, is necessary for ocean basin closure) must develop into
an upwelling. Considering that the net stress that the mantle exerts on
the surface must always integrate to zero, a net uplift of the continental
side of Earth during the lifetime of a supercontinent should accompany a
net depression of the oceanic side of Earth, which would lower sea level.
Note that supercontinents are likely to be surrounded by subduction zones
during their lifetime, and a fully developed downwelling system within
the oceanic side of Earth is not necessarily expected (Zhong et al., 2007).
However, such a downwelling system is not necessarily required: we have
inferred a net depression of the oceanic seafloor because net uplift must
have occurred on the supercontinent. Therefore, uplifted seafloor on the
oceanic side simply becomes less uplifted during the lifetime of a supercontinent, which would drop sea level.
This analysis suggests a cycle of net sea-level drop during the supercontinent phase of the Wilson cycle caused by a net decrease in dynamic
topography in oceanic areas (e.g., Fig. 1, mode 1), followed by sea-level
rise during the dispersal and reaggregation phases caused by net continental motion away from the uplifted center of a supercontinent (Fig. 1, mode
2). This pattern largely follows the gross pattern of sea-level trends: a
period of sea-level fall (ca. 450 to ca. 250 Ma) (Cogné and Humler, 2008)
occurred approximately during Pangean stability (ca. 400 and ca. 200 Ma)
(Collins, 2003) followed by a period of sea-level rise during continental
breakup (ca. 200 and ca. 100 Ma) (Cogné and Humler, 2008). Of course,
dynamic topography is only one of several factors that affect sea level,
so we do not expect a pure correlation between sea level and the Wilson
cycle. For example, changes in the volume of the mid-ocean-ridge system
are thought to be responsible for some of the most recent 100–200 m drop
in sea level during the past ~100 Ma (e.g., Xu et al., 2006; Müller et al.,
2008), which occurred during a period of continental dispersal. Furthermore, the complexity and time-dependence of mantle flow will produce
aspects of flow that may not be directly associated with the Wilson cycle,
such as the growing upwelling beneath the Pacific basin (Fig. 2A), which
is currently responsible for much of the present-day predicted sea-level
rise (Fig. 5B). Nevertheless, we anticipate that dynamic topography may
be responsible for up to ~100 m of sea-level rise during times of supercontinent dispersal and reaggregation (as is presently observed) and a similar
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We have estimated that sea level is currently higher by ~90 ± 20 m due
to the convective dynamics of the mantle interior. This time-dependent
deflection of the seafloor by dynamic topography is presently causing sea
level to rise at rates that may be as high as 1.0 m/Ma. Much of the associated uncertainty is due to the poorly constrained mantle viscosity structure, but it is also due to the difficulty of constraining the time-dependence
of downwelling mantle flow. Because mantle downwelling causes dense
slabs to fall away from Earth’s surface, the dynamic topography they
induce at that surface will get smaller with time. Unless global mantle
flow models can accurately reinject slabs into the upper mantle at subduction zones, such models cannot reliably constrain the influence of mantle
downwelling on sea-level change. At present, time-dependent treatment
of subduction zones is more accurately realized in idealized (e.g., Gurnis,
1990) or analytic (Husson and Conrad, 2006) models, which should produce better constraints on downwelling-induced sea-level change compared to advection-dominated models of global mantle flow such as this
study or Moucha et al. (2008).
The motion of the continents over Earth’s dynamic topography can
cause between 0.3 m/Ma of sea-level rise and 0.3 m/Ma of sea-level fall,
depending on the net motion of the lithosphere relative to the deep mantle.
Together with a net positive contribution of up to 1 m/Ma from growing
mantle upwellings, our estimates suggest a wide range of sea-level rise
contributions, but they do indicate that dynamic topography is probably
currently producing net sea-level rise with a median value of ~0.5 m/Ma.
This rate is significantly smaller than the rate implied by the 100 m of
rise in 30 Ma (3.3 m/Ma) estimated by Moucha et al. (2008). We note,
however, that Moucha et al.’s (2008) study included significant (~2 km)
dynamic topography near mid-ocean ridges, which may be associated
with low-velocity anomalies that have been imaged tomographically
beneath ridges above 200 km depth (e.g., Ritsema et al., 2004). We do not
include these features in our model because near-surface mantle anomalies will be strongly affected by both thermal diffusion and the details of
the plate boundary implementation, both of which are difficult to implement in a time-dependent, backward-advection model (e.g., Conrad and
Gurnis, 2003). Nevertheless, many of the dynamic topography trends predicted here (e.g., Fig. 3) are similar to those predicted by Moucha et al.
(2008), who also showed large areas of the Pacific and circum-African
ocean basins becoming shallower with time.
We have argued that a combination of continental motion and dynamic
seafloor uplift should sustain as much as ~1 m/Ma of sea-level rise during the ongoing continental dispersal phase of the Wilson cycle. When
included within a global tally of estimates for the various Cenozoic sealevel change mechanisms (Fig. 6), the dynamic topography contribution
(~65 m rise) is comparable in magnitude to the net sea-level drop due to
ice-sheet formation (~50 m; Harrison, 1990) or ocean area increase due
to the India-Asia collision (~25 m; Harrison, 1990). It is also comparable
to the uncertain rise that may be associated with the increased sedimentation and seafloor volcanism that are associated with increasing seafloor
age (~60 and ~20 m, respectively; Müller et al., 2008; Harrison, 1990).
Only ridge volume changes, estimated at 125–250 m by Xu et al. (2006)
and ~200 m by Müller et al. (2008), are significantly more important as
a Cenozoic source (Fig. 6). As a result, the introduction of a persistent
dynamic topography-induced sea-level rise to the global tally (Fig. 6) produces a predicted Cenozoic sea-level change (140 m) that lies approxi-

CONCLUSIONS

amount of sea-level drop during times of supercontinent stability. Thus,
the effect of dynamic topography on sea-level change should be comparable in magnitude to other major causes of sea-level rise or fall.
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Sur des temps caractéristiques plus courts, les variations du niveau marin ont été
corrélées à des périodes d’intensification de la productivité des dorsales, conduisant
à un rajeunissement moyen du plancher océanique et une augmentation du niveau
marin [Hays & Pitman, 1973]. Un pulse de production aux dorsales océaniques s’accompagne, par conservation de la surface de la Terre, d’un pulse de subduction,
ce qui a conduit Gurnis à proposer que l’impact sur le niveau marin soit amplifié
puisqu’une subduction plus dynamique s’accompagne d’une déflection dynamique
également plus forte. Il s’agit alors d’une variation relative du niveau marin, qui
est proposée comme mécanisme conduisant à une augmentation apparente du niveau marin pendant les transgressions, au Crétacé en particulier [Gurnis, 1992].
En créant un réservoir d’eau de mer local ou en augmentant sa dimension, un pulse
tectonique affecte également le niveau marin absolu : les effets de la topographie
dynamique sur le niveau marin pourraient alors compenser ceux de la dorsale.
Dans l’article suivant, toujours en collaboration avec C. Conrad, nous ré-évaluons
l’impact sur le niveau marin moyen sur la base de modèles analytiques couplés,
isostatiques pour la bathymétrie océanique, et dynamique à l’aplomb des subductions. Nous montrons que c’est en général l’effet inverse qui se produit puisque
le champ de densité dans le manteau se retrouve également modifié : de fortes
vitesses tectoniques s’accompagnent d’une topographie dynamique plus faible à
l’aplomb de panneaux plongeants plus jeunes et moins denses, conduisant à une
diminution du niveau absolu des mers.
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[1] A simple dynamic model based on boundary layer
theory shows that dynamic topography is unlikely to vary
significantly in response to short term (20 Myr)
variations in the mean tectonic velocity. Tectonic
velocities essentially mirror variations in mantle viscosity,
but are not indicative of substantial modification of
dynamic topography, which primarily reflects mass
anomalies in the mantle. This implies that relative sea
level is unlikely to be affected by ‘‘tectonic pulses’’ and
also that observed tilting of cratonic margins cannot result
from a pulse of increased tectonic velocities. Thus, relative
sea level is primarily controlled by the seafloor age
distribution, although long term (100 Myrs) changes in
tectonic velocity will produce dynamic topography that
reinforces sea level changes associated with changing ridge
volume. Citation: Husson, L., and C. P. Conrad (2006),
Tectonic velocities, dynamic topography, and relative sea level,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 33, L18303, doi:10.1029/2006GL026834.

1. Introduction
[2] Changes in ridge volume and the seafloor age distribution were the first obvious candidates to explain relative
sea level change [e.g., Hays and Pitman, 1973; Kominz,
1984], which was seen as a eustatic process [e.g., Vail et al.,
1977]. Because sea level is observed via flooding of
continental margins, subduction-related, epeirogenic processes have also been invoked [Mitrovica et al., 1989]:
observed transgressions could reflect the dynamic tilting of
continents above sinking slabs, and may be enhanced by
faster tectonic velocities [Gurnis, 1990, 1993]. This reasoning, which is valid for subduction onset or cessation, has
also been applied to eustatic sea level: increased negative
dynamic topography above more rapidly subducting slabs
may compensate, and even overcome, the effect of
increased ridge volume associated with faster spreading
rates [Hager, 1980].
[3] In order to evaluate this competition, most studies are
based on semi-dynamic models where tectonic velocity is
an input. Therefore, it has been argued that fast subduction
stuffs dense material into the upper mantle at high rates,
causing it to accumulate and generate large dynamic topography [Gurnis, 1990]. Such interpretations, however, do not
account for the dynamic equilibrium between mantle temperature and tectonic velocities. Because slabs are thought

to drive plate motions [Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni,
2004], tectonic velocities must be regarded as the result of
the density contrast within the mantle and not as its cause.
Thus, plate and slab velocities must be consistent with (i)
their intrinsic buoyancy and (ii) the density and viscosity of
the mantle, as they are in several dynamically-consistent
studies [e.g., Mitrovica et al., 1989; Ricard and Vigny,
1989] (we discard dynamic fluctuations in upwellings as a
control on plate dynamics below). These interactions can be
captured by a simple, yet dynamically consistent, analysis
based on steady-state boundary layer theory that evaluates
the competition between seafloor age distribution and
dynamic topography.

2. Dynamic Topography in a Convective System
[4] Dynamic topography is the vertical component of the
response of an interface, like the surface of the Earth, to the
viscous flow of the underlying fluid. In a highly viscous
system like the mantle, inertia is negligible and dynamic
topography is independent of viscosity for a uniform Newtonian fluid [Morgan, 1965]. Therefore the dynamic volume
of the deflected Earth surface can be reduced to an integral
function of the mass heterogeneities in the Earth’s mantle.
Note that support of slabs by a high-viscosity lower mantle
may decrease dynamic topography amplitudes at the surface
[Hager, 1984]. Thus, our use of a mantle of uniform
viscosity leads to upper bounds on dynamic volumes in
the analysis below. In a chemically uniform convective
system, density heterogeneities only depend on the thermal
state of the mantle. In such a case, the key parameter
affecting dynamic topography is the temperature of the
mantle, which sets the magnitude of the density contrast
and the volume of these density heterogeneities (i.e., the
volume of the slab).
2.1. Plate Velocity and Boundary Layer Theory
[5] Boundary layer theory satisfactorily explains the
structure and kinematics of a convecting Earth (see Bercovici
et al. [2000] for a review). The buoyancy force FB that drives
the subduction is balanced by the drag forces FDh and FDv
that act on the horizontal and vertical boundaries of the
convection cell. Following the derivation of [Turcotte and
Schubert, 2002], the forces per unit length are:
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u kl 1=2
;
v pu
m
¼ 2mau; FDv ¼ 2 v:
a

FB ¼ r0 aTm gb
FDh

ð1Þ

r0aTm/2 is the mean density contrast within the mantle, r0 is
the reference density for the mantle, a is the coefficient of
thermal expansion, Tm the temperature increase in the
mantle (Tm/2 is the temperature in the core of the convective
mantle assuming a symmetric temperature profile), and k is
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Figure 2. Relative variations of the dynamic volume as a
function of mean plate velocity for an instantaneous (shortlived) departure from the 3.1 cm yr&1 reference tectonic
velocity (dotted lines) and a change to a new steady state
velocity (dashed lines). The variation in the volume of a
half-ridge is shown for comparison (solid line). Note that
changes in the absolute ridge volume are generally 1.5 to
6 times larger than instantaneous changes in the absolute
dynamic volume. Ea is the activation energy, other
parameters are as in Figure 1.

2.3. Dynamic Volume
[9] To first order, dynamic topography H is a linear
function of the mass anomalies at depth. For a subduction
zone, slab mass can be expressed as a function of slab
volume and density contrast r0aTm/2. Both quantities may
change with time due to changes in plate velocity (4) or the
aspect ratio of the convective cell (2). According to (2) an
increase in aspect ratio (a > 1) leads to a decrease in Ra,
and thus a decrease in Tm for constant u. However, the
decrease in Tm is a maximum of 25K and modifies
dynamic topography by only 3%. A decrease in aspect
ratio, while leading to a larger Tm increase, is unphysical
for the Earth.

2 of 5

Any variation in the vigor of the convection (as measured by
Ra) should be mirrored by a variation in u (equation 2).
Conversely, any observed variation in u implies a variation
in Tm, which is the only free parameter in Ra. Equation 4

r0 aTm g
&
'5
u ¼ k1=3 b4 pffiffiffi
4 pm0 exp RTEma=2 & RTEm0a =2

2

where Ea is the activation energy of olivine, R is the gas
constant, and m0 is the viscosity at the reference average
temperature Tm0/2. Although Tm is the only free parameter,
m is extremely sensitive to Tm due to the exponential nature
of their relationship (Figure 1a). By combining equations 2
and 3 and setting a = 1, we write:

$
%
Ea
Ea
;
m ¼ m0 exp
&
RTm =2 RTm0 =2

2.2. Average Mantle Temperature
[7] The temperature-dependent viscosity m is given by

3

where Ra = r0 aTmkm gb . Note that this relation becomes flawed
for stiff lithospheres (%1023 Pa s [Conrad and Hager,
1999]).

"
#
k
a7=3
Ra 2=3
pffiffiffi
u¼
b ð1 þ a4 Þ2=3 2 p

the thermal diffusivity. a is the mean aspect ratio of the
convection cell, i.e. the ratio of its width l over its thickness
b, g is the acceleration of gravity, u is the average velocity
of the upper and lower boundary layers, and v is the vertical
velocity of these layers after foundering.
[6] A force balance leads to a relation between u and the
Rayleigh number Ra:
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allows us to relate plate velocity variations to departures DTm
from the current mantle temperature (Figure 1b). Our
choice of m0 = 6.1 ' 1022 Pa s is based on inferred presentday values for a whole mantle convection scheme (see
reference values in Figure 1), and is in the range of
independent estimates [Lambeck and Chappell, 2001;
Mitrovica and Forte, 2004]. Possible values for Ea for
diffusion creep of olivine range from %200 to more than
400 kJ/mol [Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1995, 2003; Korenaga
and Jordan, 2002], leading to a large uncertainty in m due
to its position in the exponential (Figure 1a). Because
viscosity depends exponentially on Ea, it influences
velocity significantly. An increase in Tm by %45 K is
needed to double the value of u with Ea = 400 kJ mol&1
whereas as much as %100K is needed with Ea = 200 kJ mol&1
(Figure 1b).
[8] Because it depends exponentially on Tm, viscosity can
vary by one to two orders of magnitude for reasonable
changes in Tm (Figure 1a), while the density contrast
increases by only %6.5% per 100K temperature increase
(Figure 1b). This implies that any changes to Ra are
dominated by viscosity, not density, variations.

HUSSON AND CONRAD: TECTONIC VELOCITIES

Figure 1. (a) Mantle viscosity variation as a function of
changes in mantle temperature, DTm; (b) Variations in the
density contrast dr through the mantle (right axis, solid line)
and viscosity (left axis, broken lines) as a function of mean
temperature variation in the mantle. Calculations are
performed for different activation energies. Reference values
are taken for present day (Tm0 = 3000K, u0 = 3.1 cm yr&1,
b = 2800 km, a = 3 ' 10&5 K&1, ra = 3250 kg m&3), and
an aspect ratio a = 1.
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Figure 4. Changes in ridge volume associated with (a) the
evolving age distribution of the seafloor and (b) changes in
the dynamic volume associated with changes in subductioninduced dynamic topography. In each case, the volume is
given as a fraction of the total volume of the ocean basin
relative to the initial volume (basin volume + dynamic
volume) of the reference case (Figure 3, top). Here 0 Ma
(present-day) is the final state.

3.1. The Model
[12] Following the formulation of section 2, we constructed an idealized system that incorporates a spreading
ridge moving toward a subduction zone (somewhat akin to
the Mesozoic-Cenozoic disappearance of the Farallon
plate). The modeled section is one period of an idealized
periodic Earth-like system. In order to keep a surface
balance for the model, plate formation is balanced by plate
destruction. This implies that subduction rates and trench
migration rates are linear functions of spreading rates. The
basin volume above the ridge is calculated from the agedepth relationship of cooling seafloor [after Stein and Stein,
1992]. The dynamic volume above the subducting slab is
calculated for a sine-shaped thin sheet slab sinking to a
depth of 670 km with a half-wavelength of 500 km (slabs in
the lower mantle are neglected). The slab is discretized into
horizontal mass lines (or linear Stokeslets) sinking vertically;
the total Stokes flow is given by the sum of the elementary
Stokeslets [Morgan, 1965; Batchelor, 1967; Davies, 1981;
Harper, 1984; Husson, 2006]. Stresses normal to the surface
are calculated using the ‘‘image’’ technique [Morgan, 1965],
which accounts for the presence of the surface interface. The
buoyancy of the subducting material is computed from the
age of the oceanic lithosphere at the time it subducts, and
compared to the density of the asthenosphere, as calculated
in section 2.
[13] Although not readily applicable to Earth’s history,
the following examples encompass most possible scenarii.
The reference tectonic velocity is set to u = 3.1 cm yr&1
(mean present-day half-spreading rates, Cogné and Humler
[2004]), from which Tm0, m0 and d are calculated. The initial
state (Figure 3, top) is set to an end-member situation,
where the entire ocean consists of a plate of length 2l0
subducting beneath a continent of length l0. The length

3. Examples
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which shows that d varies as u&1/2. Figure 2 (dashed lines)
shows the relative variation of dynamic topography
accounting for both density and plate thickness variations
consistent with a long-term change in average plate velocity.
The effect of plate thickness variations opposes and
overcomes that of density variations; it can modify the
dynamic volume by ±25% for a reasonable range of
velocities.
[11] Long-term thermal disturbances are expected to
accompany the Wilson cycle and should obey (6). Unfortunately, we do not have access to plate velocities over an
entire cycle to verify this correlation. However, if the above
relationship is correct, the dynamic volume would be
smaller during periods of a warmer mantle characteristic

d¼

The volume of the slab is its length times its thickness. Thus
assuming similarity between the thickness of the conductive
and the mechanical layers, the volume also varies as Ra&1/3.
Dynamic topography is expected to vary linearly with the
volume of the slab, and therefore with its thickness d. We
evaluate d as a function of u (or Tm) from equation 2 and 5
and get

d ¼ 1:7

[10] Instantaneous variations in tectonic velocity do not
affect the volume of subducted material, and thus cause
only small (5 – 7%) changes in dynamic topography associated with the inferred change in Tm (Figure 2, dotted
lines). Long-term variations in velocity may arise, for
instance because of the blanketing effect of continents
[e.g., Trubitsyn et al., 2003], and should lead to thinner
slabs because plates are younger when they subduct. In
steady state [see Turcotte and Schubert, 2002], the thickness of the boundary layer d varies as
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of a supercontinental setting compared to times after continental breakup, when temperatures (and presumably tectonic velocities) are lower.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the modeled morphologies (here
calculated for u = 3.1 cm/yr). Trench morphology is
dynamic, see text for details.
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[17 ] Instantaneous (short-lived) variations in plate
velocity only increase the dynamic volume by at most
±5– 7% because fluctuations in plate velocity are primarily
due to changes in viscosity rather than density. In terms of
volumes, the dynamic topography that we evaluate from the
Stokeslets approximation [e.g., Harper, 1984; Husson, 2006]
above a subducting slab is typically %2.4 ' 109 m3 per m
of subduction zone. This yields a maximum variation of
0.17 ' 109 m3 per unit length associated with a change in
tectonic velocity. If all upper plates flooded simultaneously,
such a variation, integrated over the 43500 km of presentday trench length and distributed over the surface of the
ocean, would induce a 22 m variation in relative sea level.
Such amplitudes are unlikely to be recorded by the geological record. We conclude that short-term variations in
relative sea level are most reflective of changes to the
seafloor age distribution, as emphasized by Heller and
Angevine [1985] and Heller et al. [1996] and constrained
by Xu et al. [2006].
[18] Long-lived increases in tectonic velocities decrease
the volume of subducted material, and thus lead to larger
fluctuations in dynamic topography than can be expected
from short-term variations. Variations of up to ±25% of the
dynamic volume (but only about 3% of the basin volume)
can be expected. Following the above calculation, 25%
variations of the dynamic volume indicate volume changes
of 0.61 ' 109 m3 per m of trench, and would generate a
78 m high variation in relative sea level. Note that this
process reinforces the accompanying variations of ridge
volume with plate velocity (Figure 4a) and in no case does
it compensate them. By comparison, the volume of a halfridge with a half-spreading rate of 3.1 cm yr&1 is about 3 '
109 m3 per m of ridge length [following Stein and Stein,
1992]. This volume varies efficiently with plate velocities
and it can bulge up by 25% while doubling the plate
velocity (Figure 2, solid line), inducing volume variations
of about 0.75 ' 109 m3 per unit length. For long-term
tectonic changes, dynamic topography reinforces trends
associated with seafloor rejuvenation caused by continental
breakup or increased tectonic velocities. Both processes are
comparable in magnitude and can certainly be recorded in
the Earth’s long term history.
[19] Another consequence of dynamic topography is the
tilt of continental margins. Gurnis [1990, 1993] suggested
that increased dynamic topography and epeirogenic processes on the margin of continents would accompany a
tectonic pulse; the present model suggests that this effect is
minor because tectonic velocity reflects mantle temperature
more strongly than the buoyancy contrast between the slab
and the mantle. The tilt of a margin can be modified only
when the buoyancy of the slab is modified, typically during
subduction initiation or cessation, or in the event of slab
detachment [Buiter et al., 2002; Mitrovica et al., 1989].

4. Discussion
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3.3. Variable Plate Rates
[16] The impact of a tectonic pulse on dynamic volume
can be addressed by considering the controversial [Heller et
al., 1996; Cogné and Humler, 2004] end-member situation
proposed by Hays and Pitman [1973] for changes in
Cretaceous tectonic velocities: we assign 2.5 cm yr&1 before
110 Ma, 6.5 cm yr&1 between 110 and 85 Ma, 2.24 cm yr&1
between 85 and 10 Ma, and 3.1 cm yr&1 for the last 10 Ma.
Again, the mean seafloor age controls the first-order basin
volume and increased spreading rates generate a significant
eustatic perturbation of about 10% of basin volume after
only a few myrs (Figure 4a). However, because the pulse is
relatively short lived, the volume of subducted material
remains nearly constant through time and only the mantle
density contrast varies. As a result, changes in dynamic
topography are minor (Figure 4b): dynamic topography
increases slightly (about 1% of total basin volume) during
the tectonic pulse due to the more rapid placement of
oceanic lithosphere into the mantle. The larger decrease in
dynamic volume that follows (70 to 50 Ma) represents

3.2. Ridge Volume Versus Dynamic Volume
[14] Let us first consider changes in the volume of the
ocean basin due to age-related changes in bathymetry. For
steady tectonic velocities (Figure 4, u = 2.0 cm/yr (i), u =
3.1 cm/yr (ii, reference) and u = 6.0 cm/yr (iii)), we modify
plate thickness according to (6) and measure changes in
basin volume by calculating changes in ridge volume
(Figure 4a). In each case, basin volume initially decreases
due to the replacement of old subducting lithosphere with
young seafloor created at the ridge. As the calculation nears
the present-day (0 Ma), basin volume increases again as
destruction of young seafloor increases the average seafloor
age. The total variation in basin volume for a given
spreading rate ranges between 6% and 19% depending on
the rate (Figure 4a). Lower rates show larger basin volumes
and smaller variations in basin volume because the average
seafloor age is older and therefore less variable. The
minima in basin volume vary by 8– 15% compared to the
reference case.
[15] The dynamic volume associated with deflection of
the seafloor by subduction-induced downwelling also varies
with time as the ridge moves toward the trench (Figure 4b).
However, most of the variation occurs only within the last
%50 Myr as the ridge nears the trench. This process causes
increasingly younger material to be subducted, which
decreases mantle densities associated with subduction and
thus the dynamic topography as well (although not completely to zero because some slab is still present when the
ridge meets the trench). The total variation in volume is
always less than 10% of the total volume, significantly
smaller than the volume changes associated with changes in
the seafloor age distribution. Expected variations in plate
rates produce at most only a 3% variation in total volume at
any given time (Figure 4b).
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subduction of the more buoyant lithosphere generated
during the pulse.
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scale l is the plate length produced in 180 myrs at u0 =
3.1 cm yr&1 (5580 km). The ridge spreads and migrates
toward the subduction zone, causing the subducting plate
to shrink at the expense of a passive oceanic plate, which
grows with time (Figure 3). In the final state (Figure 3,
bottom), the ridge meets the trench, leaving only a single
oceanic plate spanning the expanse of the ocean.
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Chapitre 4
Tectonique des plaques
L’ensemble du travail que je discute dans ce chapitre est basé sur l’impact de
l’aggrégation en courante de la majorité des continents -Eurasie, Afrique, Arabie,
Inde et Australie- au cours du Tertiaire en un supercontinent que nous proposons
avec C. Conrad comme Hapagea (fig. 4.1). La vitesse de convergence entre chacun
de ces continents a diminué sensiblement à mesure que les subductions qui conduisaient la convergence vers l’Eurasie de chacun de ces continents est remplacée par
des collisions.

Dans le chapitre 1 j’abonde sur le rôle majeur des chaı̂nes de montagnes dans
l’équilibre des forces tectoniques. Il apparaı̂t que ces forces sont d’une magnitude comparable, mais opposée, aux forces principales motrices de la tectonique
des plaques. Le remplacement progressif des subductions par des collisions lors
de la formation de Hapagea correspond à un remplacement de forces motrices
par des forces résistantes. Il est possible d’évaluer approximativement les variations des forces en présence (table 4.1). La traction des panneaux plongeants est
estimée pour une force moyenne par unité de longueur de 15 1012 N m−1 (calculée
d’après la synthèse de Lallemand et al. [2005]) et une longueur des fosses changeant
avant et après l’aggrégation de Hapagea. Après la disparition presque complète
de la subduction téthysienne, cette traction totale diminue de ∼ 120 1018 N , soit
16%. Parallèlement les orogènes se développent. La force résistante globale qu’elles
exercent peut être quantifiée en suivant l’approche développée dans le chapitre 1
par intégration sur l’ensemble de la Terre des forces de flottabilité orogéniques (fig.
4.2). Restreintes essentiellement à la Cordillière nord-américaine avant l’aggrégation
206
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Fig. 4.1: Aggrégation actuelle des continents en un supercontinent : Hapagea.
Present-day continental aggrégation towards a supercontinent : Hapagea.

traction des panneaux plongeants
poussée orogénique

pré-Hapagea
750 1018 N
40 1018 N

Hapagea
630 1018 N
160 1018 N

variation
-16%
+300%

Tab. 4.1: Traction des panneaux plongeants et poussée orogénique (pour des
forces moyennes par unité de longueur de 15 1012 N m−1 et 5 1012 N m−1 , respectivement) avant et après l’aggrégation de Hapagea.

Slab pull and orogenic push (computed assuming mean forces per unit length of
15 1012 N m−1 and 5 1012 N m−1 , respectively) before and after the aggregation of
Hapagea.
de Hapagea, la résistance augmente de ∼ 120 1018 N , soit 300%, avec le développement
des chaı̂nes alpines sensu lato.

L’impact sur la tectonique des plaques se traduit par (i) une diminution du rapport
entre forces motrices et forces résistantes. La dissipation visqueuse dans le manteau
diminue en consequence dans le manteau, ce qui s’exprime par une diminution de la
vigueur de la convection. Ce changement est manifeste par la baisse de productivité
aux dorsales océaniques (fig. 4.3), (ii) un changement des conditions à la surface
du manteau ; Hapagea est un supercontinent qui est un forçage sur la convection
mantellique [Grigné et al., 2007, Gurnis & Zhong, 1991, Zhong & Gurnis, 1993]
et (iii) à l’échelle d’une plaque individuelle, les conditions dynamiques aux limites
latérales sont modifiées et la cinématique est perturbée.

Tectonique des plaques

Fig. 4.2: Forces de flottabilité orogéniques (figure Mélanie Gérault). Orogenic
buoyancy forces (fig. Mélanie Gérault)

Fig. 4.3: Diminution de la productivité océanique depuis 100 Ma, estimée à
partir des reconstructions des âges océaniques de Müller et al. [2008] (en rouge),
[Becker et al., 2009]. Decrease in oceanic productivity since 100 Ma, based on
the reconstructions of Müller et al. [2008] (in red), [Becker et al., 2009].
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Restructuration tectonique suivant l’aggrégation de Hapagea

Sous l’angle de la tectonique des plaques, ce changement de conditions aux limites
des plaques correspond à la cessation progressive de la convergence des continents
Afrique, Arabie, Inde et Australie vers l’Eurasie. L’exemple le plus marquant est
bien sûr la convergence de l’Inde et de l’Eurasie [Allègre et al., 1984, Patriat &
Achache, 1984], mais des observations similaires valent pour les autres assemblages
de plaques. Il s’ensuit une redistribution de la déformation. Les forces motrices
qui animent l’ouverture des océans ont -a priori- pas ou peu varié durant le Cenozoique. Puisque la convergence devient de plus en plus empêchée par la disparition
des panneaux plongeants tethysiens et la croissance des orogènes aux limites des
plaques, ces forces doivent être équilibrées par d’autres mécanismes, en particulier
la déformation sur les marges ouest américaines. Ce changement de régime tectonique a été proposé par Russo & Silver [1996] et Silver et al. [1998]. C’est sur cette
base que sont construits les deux articles suivant, écrits en collaboration avec C.
Conrad et C. Faccenna. Il est d’abord mis en évidence que la circulation actuelle
des plaques, liée à la distribution problématique, triangulaire des âges océaniques
(la probabilité de repésentation d’un âge diminue linéairement avec le temps entre
0 et 180 Ma, [Parsons, 1982, Rowley, 2002] ) est une conséquence de la distribution
actuelle des continents. Puis je montre que forçage par les continents apparaı̂t suffisament puissant pour modifier complètement le régime de tectonique des plaques
et induire par exemple un mouvement net vers l’ouest de la coquille lithosphérique
par rapport au manteau.
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Abstract :
The ongoing aggregation of Africa, Arabia, India and Australia onto Eurasia is
forming a supercontinent that we refer to as Hapagea. Although not as large as the
older Pangea and Rodinia, Hapagea is nevertheless large enough to profoundly
modify Cenozoic plate kinematics as it gradually becomes a hub apart from which
American continents spread. The continuation of Atlantic spreading is carried out at
the expense of the Pacific Ocean, forcing the Farallon / Nazca plates down into
eastern Pacific subduction zones, despite the fact that this seafloor is theoretically too
young and too buoyant to subduct efficiently. This process occurred later for South
America, where the subduction of the Tethys buffered the impact of the Atlantic
expansion, and earlier for North America where this configuration was never met. The
implications of the current plate tectonics are multiple and include (i) increased
compression on the western coasts of the Americas, leading to Cordillera formation in
North America (Sevier and Laramide) and later in South America (Andean), (ii) the
transition from a rectangular distribution of seafloor ages to a triangular distribution
as westward progress of the Americas engulfs young Farallon/Nazca seafloor, and

feedback interaction between mountain building and plate convergence (Iaffaldano et
al., 2006; Meade and Conrad, 2008). Evidence for disruption of the plate circuit at a
global scale following continental collision also exists. The closure of the Tethys

Wilson cycle and diminishes both mantle heat flow and sea level. These results imply

that mantle drag causes the Atlantic spread and dominates the force balance of the

Earth’s lithospheric shell.

Bertelloni, 2007). In another plate-to-plate example, the development of the Andean

the continental buttress of Eurasia (Patriat and Achache, 1984, Conrad and Lithgow-

rate between the Indian and Eurasian plates after the Indian continent collided with

kinematics. A well-known illustration is offered by the decrease in the convergence

basin closure eventually leads to the cessation of convergence that impacts plate

The collision between continents that naturally follows plate convergence and

subduction zones) (Heuret and Lallemand, 2005).

Pacific subduction zones, Sumatra-Java-Banda, and the smaller Mediterranean

examples of ocean/continent convergence essentially display extension (Western

1970; Wernicke et al., 1988; Sonder and Jones, 1999). By contrast, most modern

extension, towards the restoration of a more uniform crustal thickness (e.g. Atwater,

phases of compression but the present-day continental margin essentially displays

developed during the Tertiary. In North America, the continent underwent various

and Cenozoic (e.g. Atwater, 1970; Engebretson et al., 1985), the modern Andes only

oddities: although the Farallon-Nazca plate subducted at least for the entire Mesozoic

Indeed, even the Andes and the North American Cordillera can be regarded as

far from being the rule, and aside from the American Cordilleras, examples are sparse.

global abundance of subduction zones, actual thickening of an overriding continent is

convergence between an oceanic plate and a continental plate. However, despite a

Cordilleran mountain belts grow from continental shortening associated with

1) Introduction

cycle, sea level

Keywords : seafloor age, plate tectonics, orogenesis, supercontinent, Wilson

South American plates (Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987), as a consequence of

rates of lithospheric production at ridges, a situation that is cyclically met during the

2) Atlantic growth and Pacific shrinkage

Humler, 2008). In the North Atlantic, spreading can only happen at the expense of the

various plates after a time of maximum dispersal around 100 Ma (e.g. Cogné and

The end of the Cretaceous corresponds to the onset of the re-aggregation of

convection.

2009), with consequences for sea level, mantle heat flow, and the efficiency of mantle

1982; Rowley, 2002, Xu et al., 2006) and its evolution through time (Becker et al.,

features, including the surprising triangular distribution of seafloor ages (Parsons,

timing of American cordillera growth as well as a variety of modern geodynamic

motion of American plates away from Hapagea. Such a disruption may explain the

variably impacted the spreading of the Atlantic Ocean and consequently the westward

the possibility that this non-trivial episode in the current Wilson cycle (Wilson, 1966)

gaia, “Earth”) supercontinent. In the light of Cenozoic plate kinematics, we explore

soon-to-be formed Hapagea (from Hawaiian hapa “mixed parts”, and Ancient Greek

Indian and Australian plates onto Eurasia, forming what could be referred to as the

by the closure of the Tethys, which is continuing to aggregate the African, Arabian,

Indeed, one can anticipate a variety of changes in plate kinematics to be induced

al., 2008) and the asymmetry of Pacific basin trench motions (Nagel et al., 2008).

provides an explanation for the observed westward drift of the lithosphere (Husson et

entire Pacific system down to the base of the upper mantle; this process in turn

(Russo and Silver, 1996; Silver et al., 1998) but also to the westward shear of the

of the Pacific Ocean. This additional forcing not only led to the growth of the Andes

The ongoing spreading of the Atlantic Ocean thus could only continue at the expense

gradually impeded the northeastward migration of the African plate towards Eurasia.

Cordillera correlated with a decrease in the convergence rate between the Nazca and

(iii) a decrease in the convective efficiency of mantle flow that results in decreased

massive Eurasia. Without Tethyan closure to accommodate some of the Atlantic

subduction.

Hapagea supercontinent gradually impeded further migration of Africa towards

Himalayas) and of the Andean orogeny (Fig. 3a) suggests that the formation of the

causal mechanism. The coevality of Eurasian orogenies (from the Western Alps to the

The timing of plate tectonic evolution relative to orogenic events suggests a

(8.5 mm/yr, or 22% of the total spreading rate).

of Africa (~11 mm/yr), leaving a slow westward motion of the South Atlantic ridge

westward migration of South America (~28 mm/yr) and the northeastward migration

Atlantic (Figs. 2b, 2d, 2e), the expansion of the ocean is accommodated by both the

contributes to the expulsion of North America away from Eurasia. In the South

Labrador Sea, which can be considered part of the North Atlantic ridge system, also

sensu stricto actually has a slower motion (~11 mm/yr) because the opening of the

(respectively 30 mm/yr and 15 mm/yr on average). Note that the mid Atlantic ridge

westward, along with North America but half as fast as the total spreading rate

from it. In the North (Figs. 2a, 2c), the mid-Atlantic ridge has no choice but to migrate

reconstructions, the margin of Eurasia remains steady while the Americas spread apart

South America with respect to Africa (fig. 2). In both cases, in Müller et al.’s

(NUVEL-1A, DeMets et al., 1994) of North America with respect to Eurasia, and of

continents along characteristic small circles around the present-day Euler poles

motion reconstructions (fig. 1, Müller et al., 2008), we extracted the location of

(Collins, 2003) indicate that Eurasia is amongst the slowest plates. From recent plate

techniques (Becker, 2008; Schellart et al., 2008) and from tectonic reconstructions

to 45 Ma, spreading in the North, Central and South Atlantic basins globally

balance that result from Hapagea formation. Although somewhat chaotic between 65

Records of Atlantic spreading rates can be used to examine changes in the force

Wilson cycle globally redistributes the stresses in the Earth’s lithospheric shell.

and Eurasian plates onto the Hapagea supercontinent. This episode of the current

a consequence of the ongoing aggregation of the African, Arabian, Indian, Australian,

Husson and Ricard, 2004). Most modern mountain belts formed during the Tertiary as

magnitude but resists the driving torques of plate tectonics (Ghosh et al., 2003;

converts into a collisional torque (e.g. Richardson, 1979) that is comparable in

gravitational potential energy stored during the formation of Cenozoic mountain belts

collisional interactions between plates. Since Argand (1924), it is understood that the

forces, mountain belts are the surface manifestation of resisting forces that result from

balance and mantle flow, which ultimately drives the plates. Among the resisting

globally understood by considering the relationships between the lithospheric force

Correlations between plate kinematics and orogenesis can be more clearly and

convection

3) Dynamic feedback of plate tectonics onto mantle

form prior to the Andean orogeny.

opening, North American Cordilleras (Sevier and Laramide orogenies) were forced to

1998). Conversely, North America had no subduction zone separating it from the

expansion of the Central Atlantic domain can only partly benefit from Tethyan

Reappraisals of the absolute reference frame from hotspot independent

eventually led to the formation of the Andes (Russo and Silver, 1996; Silver et al.,

this convergence is not available (Fig. 1a). Because of its intermediate location, the

the growth of Hapagea made it easier to shear the mantle beneath the smaller South

beneath South America, but also from the Tethys subduction beneath Eurasia. The

American plate than under the entire Hapagea. The resulting South American motion

no obvious alternative reason for Atlantic spreading not to remain constant. In fact,

zones: seafloor space can be gained not only from Farallon / Nazca subduction

subsequently increased compression on the Benioff zone of the Nazca plate and

40%, from ~17 mm/yr (from 50 to 30 Ma) to ~11 mm/yr (from 30 to 0 Ma). There is

expansion of the South Atlantic Ocean can be accommodated by two subduction

therefore facilitates South Atlantic opening, as opposed to the North Atlantic where

(fig. 2d) indicate that the migration of the Atlantic margin of Africa decreased by

disappearance of the Farallon plate beneath North America. By contrast, the

latter subduction allows for the convergence of the African plate towards Eurasia, and

Eurasia. During the closure of the Tethys, the reconstructions of Müller et al. (2008)

Pacific Ocean (e.g. Garfunkel et al., 1986), in association with the subduction and

of the Cordilleras: it caused trenches to retreat westward more quickly than the retreat
rate inherent to these subduction zones. The forcing exerted by the opening of the
Atlantic can be quantified by the kinematics of deformation at the plate boundary
(Husson et al., 2008), and plate motion reconstructions (Müller et al., 2008) indicate
that it is large enough to make the American plates override the young oceanic
lithospheres of the eastern Pacific. Observable consequences are the shallow dipping
slabs beneath South America (Cahill and Isacks, 1992) and the present-day location of
the Farallon slab some 2000 km east of the west coast of North America (Bunge and
Grand, 2000). The slab beneath North America is deeper and farther east because the
process began earlier in North America than in South America. In North America, the

and 0 Ma (Central) and between 56 and 0 Ma (North). This slowdown resulted from

the growing resistance on the eastern side from the massive Eurasian continent and on

the western side from the subduction of the Farallon plate beneath North America.

Only later did spreading clearly slow in the South Atlantic basin for the same reason:

beginning at ~30 Ma the post-Tethys formation of Hapagea introduced resistance to

spreading on the east, while the Nazca/Farallon subduction and Andean growth

generated resistance to the west. The peculiar decrease in spreading rates in the South

Atlantic between 65 and 45 Ma is coeval with the faster spreading in the West Indian

basins before India collided with Eurasia; after the collision, this spreading was

slowly given back to the South Atlantic (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2007).

evolution is recorded by the deformation kinematics of the American plate
boundaries, which correlate with the mean seafloor age of the lithosphere that enters
the subuction zone (fig. 3). In North America, the Sevier and Laramide orogenies
formed while the mean seafloor age at the trench decreased by ~50 Myr over a 50
Myr time period. Compression was eventually released when the continental margin
began to reach the Pacific ridge at ~40 Ma. The orogen subsequently collapsed and
the Basin and Range developed (Atwater, 1970; Wernicke et al., 1988; Sonder and
Jones, 1999). Similarly, the Andes essentially started to grow when the age of the
Farallon/Nazca plate decreased to less than 40 Myr at ~20 Ma.

controlled by the slab and its surrounding mantle densities and rheologies (e.g.,

Funiciello et al., 2003; Billen et al., 2008; Royden and Husson, 2006; Stegman et al.,

2006; Di Giuseppe et al., 2009). Departure from this intrinsic regime may occur when

overriding plates do not accompany trench migration at a consistent rate (Schellart,

2008; Yamato et al., 2009). If the overriding plate motion is slower than trench

migration, back-arc extension occurs, as it is the case in most of the western Pacific.

Contrarily, if the upper plate moves faster towards the foreland, compression occurs

and mountain belts develop. Mountain belts and back-arc basins can exert an

additional forcing on subduction zones, and rollback can either be sped up or delayed.

techniques including the analysis of fossil leaf morphology (Gregory-Wodzicki,
2000), stable isotopes (e.g. Ghosh et al., 2006, Quade et al., 2007), and
phylochronology (Picard et al., 2008) indicate that the Andes acquired most of their
present-day elevation during the last 10 Myr. Crude estimates based on the above

coeval to the opening of the North Atlantic (see review by DeCelles, 2004), and the

Andes began to grow after the collision of Africa onto Eurasia mostly precluded

further northeastward migration of Africa. In essence, the two Cordilleras formed in

the same pattern, occurring when only the western side of the Atlantic ridge could

Indeed, the timing of Andean building is relatively well documented. A variety of

with time while an always-younger lithosphere is entering a subduction zone. This

The development of the Sevier and Laramide orogenies in North America is

theoretically not easily subducted. Thus, the subduction force balance should evolve

depends on the intrinsic properties of ea ch subduction zone, i.e. it is essentially

Because slab buoyancy varies with slab age, young oceanic lithosphere is

not yet been achieved due to the delayed formation of southern Hapagea.

of the subducting lithosphere). However, the rate at which rollback may occur

al., 2003), in which trenches migrate towards their forelands (the unsubducted portion

mode of trench movement is slab rollback (e.g. Garfunkel et al., 1986, Funiciello et

add another ingredient to our spreading analysis of the Atlantic. The most natural

reached the mid-Pacific rise. A similar scenario in South America is expected, but has

Farallon plate was forced down into the mantle until the overriding plate eventually

balance at the Western American subduction zones is expressed by the very existence

decreased first in the Central and North Atlantic, from ~20 to ~12 mm/yr between 90

Finally, to explain the timing of Cordillera orogenesis in the Americas, we must

accommodate the spreading of the Atlantic basin. The modification of the force

decreased (Fig. 3b) when American orogenies formed (Fig. 3a). Half-spreading rates

the case for the Mediterranean or Banda subduction zones (Royden and Husson,
2009). In addition, as the continent moves faster towards the foreland, it forces
subduction at a rate that is faster than the intrinsic rate. This forced subduction started
in North America when the Central Atlantic opened, and has more recently moved to
South America. In both cases, the Farallon/Nazca plate was forced down into the
mantle thanks to the additional forces arising from the opening of the Atlantic, and
from the increasing resistance exerted by subduction of lithosphere that is younger
than the theoretically critical age (and possibly positively buoyant). During this
process, which began with North America at ~100 Ma, the American plates gradually
overrode the oceanic lithosphere and consequently removed young ages from the
rectangular seafloor age distribution, skewing them towards the present-day more

1200 m/Myr between 10 and 7 Ma, when seafloor age abruptly decreased to less than

30 Myr. Maximum elevation was probably reached at ~7 Ma, after which the

Cordillera expanded laterally, towards a high plateau (the latter episode can be

explained by a non-linear relationship between elevation and force balance, but also

by the evolution of crustal rheology during crustal thickening). These correlations

show that Cordilleran growth is not only controlled by the motion of overriding plates

but also by the age-buoyancy of the subducting plate. Because the load of mountain

belts must balance the tectonic forces exerted at plate boundaries (e.g. Husson and

Ricard, 2004), the American Cordilleras developed in response to spreading forces

arising from the opening Atlantic Ocean in addition to increased resistance to

subduction of the Farallon plate.

continents (e.g., Fig. 4d) and triangular shapes characteristic of continental
aggregation (e.g., Fig. 4a), which forces premature subduction of young lithosphere at
the expense of old.

Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) that there is a critical age at which the lithosphere

subducts. In that case, the distribution of seafloor age is rectangular, i.e. no

subduction occurs prior to the critical age and no seafloor older than this age remains.

moderately involved in mantle convection, and evidence for Phanerozoic recycling of

buoyant units that drift over the underlying convecting mantle. They are only

location within subducting or overriding plates, continents can be viewed as positively

But boundary layer theory does not account for continents. Regardless of their

hence to its capacity to subduct.

seafloor age, at odds with the theory that relates a slab’s age to its buoyancy, and

destruction of the seafloor at subduction zones is therefore seemingly independent of

near ridges to zero for a 180 Myr seafloor, with a median age of 55 Myr (fig. 4). The

present the areal coverage of the seafloor decreases almost linearly from a maximum

lithosphere (mean ridge to continent length / mean half-spreading rate). Instead, at

geometry of the seafloor yield a critical cooling age of about 100 Myr for the oceanic

capacity of the Earth to evacuate its internal heat, the present-day kinematics and

supercontinental unit, results from the segregation of some less dense, more viscous,

lithospheres at the surface. Mechanically, the aggregation of Hapagea, or of any

events reflect the interplay of convection with the stiff and buoyant continental

mechanism is ultimately mantle convection, but we emphasize that most geodynamic

are indirect consequences of the supercontinental aggregation. Of course, the driving

evolution of the seafloor age distribution, seems to indicate that these Neogene events

plate motion combined with Atlantic spreading and Pacific shrinking, and (iii) the

peri-Tethys orogenesis and American Cordillera formation, (ii) changes in absolute

The geodynamic aftermath of the Hapagea aggregation, which consists of (i) the

4) Discussion and Conclusions

distribution to evolve between rectangular shapes characteristic of dispersed

Assuming equilibrium between total ridge length, mean spreading rates and the

general feature of the Earth. Instead, we expect the shape of the seafloor age

1981; Parsons, 1982; Rowley, 2002). Boundary layer convection theory suggests (e.g.

from the present-day configuration of plate tectonics, it should not be interpreted as a

the much-debated triangular distribution of present-day seafloor ages (e.g. Sclater,

The westward migration of the Americas provides a plate tectonic explanation for

will subduct down to a few hundred kilometers before it can stop convergence, as is

mean seafloor was older than 40 Myr old, which accelerated to rates between 300 and

triangular distribution (fig. 4). Thus, because the triangular distribution only results

continents into the mantle is sparse. A continent embedded within a subducting plate

studies indicate that elevation grew at rates less than 200 m/Myr before 10 Ma, when

push only typically amounts to ~1012 N m-1 (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) basal
drag must be much larger, as already suggested for the India/Eurasia convergence
(Ghosh et al., 2003). Recent global flow models (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni,
2006) suggest that basal tractions beneath the Atlantic are of order ~2 MPa, and are
oriented to produce spreading. Integrated over the ~5000 km width of the Atlantic
easily produces the required cross-Atlantic spreading force of ~1013 N m-1. Tractions
beneath the American and Hapagean cratons would add to this total, and may be
amplified by enhanced coupling of thicker lithosphere to mantle flow (Conrad and
Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2006).

surface and about a fifth of the Earth surface. Prior to the aggregation, Eurasia was the

largest continental unit and covered only a tenth of the Earth’s surface. It is therefore

not surprising that this drastic -though seldom mentioned- disruption in the plate

tectonic regime has generated a series of perturbations. Given the loss of the Tethys to

Hapagea, the Atlantic had no choice but to spread at the expense of the Pacific. This

process naturally started earlier in the North Atlantic, where there was no subduction

to the east to buffer the spreading, than in the South were the subduction of the Tethys

could accommodate some spreading until the Tethys closed. Consequently, the North

American Cordillera also developed earlier than its southern Andean equivalent. For

supercontinents exert on mantle convection. During the dispersal phases of the Wilson

achieved in the South.

during the last 140 Myr (Becker et al., 2009) (Fig 4 shows a decrease in ridge
production rate from more than 4 km2/yr at 90 Ma to less than 3 km2/yr today). We

difficult to quantify and as such is neglected in many studies. Convective drag,

however, is very likely the missing component of the force balance. North American

enough to balance the fat American Cordilleras and force the Farallon plate into the

been even greater.

Neogene by about 20% (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2007), and by 25-50%

away from Hapagea. Active drag of the lithosphere by the convecting mantle remains

spreading. In order to produce sufficient spreading, basal tractions must be large

(e.g. Cogné and Humler, 2006), seafloor production rates probably decreased during

spreading force of the Atlantic (Husson et al., 2008), or the absolute motion of plates

larger supercontinents like Proterozoic Rodinia or Phanerozoic Pangea would have

Wilson cycle may ultimately slow down mantle convection. Although controversial

of observations such as the existence of 4000 m high mountain belts that balance the

convective slowdown may continue into the future. Similarly, the resisting effect of

forces associated with slab pull and mantle drag. Thus, convergent phases in the

the prominent driver of plate tectonics. In particular, slab pull cannot explain a variety

downwelling (Steiner and Conrad, 2007) could thus drive the associated Atlantic

supercontinental resistance is comparable in magnitude to the convective driving

seemingly contradicts our results, which implicitly suggest that oceanic spreading is

upwelling beneath Africa or return flow associated to circum-Pacific subduction

Cordilleran belts and the premature subduction of Nazca/Farallon seafloor attest that

while ridge push only plays a minor role (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). This

interpret this observation as the evidence that the aggregating Hapagea has resisted

but instead their presence resists convective flow. The growth of the American

Straightforward analysis indicates that slab pull is the largest driver of plate motions

oceanic accretion. Because the aggregation of Hapagea is not yet fully completed, the

convection. Such supercontinents thus can no longer passively drift over the mantle

that Hapagean-American spreading forces are large enough to make the drift occur.

flow, rather than ridge push, as a driver of North America (Bokelmann, 2002). Active

develop with a characteristic size that is comparable to -if not larger than- that of

largely circumbscribed by ridges and the observed plate kinematics simply indicates

seismic anisotropy observations have been shown to be more consistent with a mantle

ride the convecting mantle. But during the convergence phase, supercontinents

This reasoning attributes a prominent role to Hapagea. In fact, Hapagea is

cycle, continents are smaller than the wavelength of convection cells and passively

Americas and the global seafloor may exemplify an important control that

Pacific ridge reached the margin of North America, a situation that has not yet been

in the South, making a too-young-to be-subducted lithosphere disappear until the

The Hapagean accumulation and its associated tectonic consequences for the

unit length of trench (Husson and Ricard, 2004, Iaffaldano et al., 2006). Because ridge

but instead resists its flow. Hapagea itself represents two thirds of the continental

the same reason, the northern subduction of the Farallon plate was forced earlier than

mantle. Cordilleran kinematics indicates that spreading must exert up to 1013 N per

and chemically differentiated material that almost never enters the convecting system

intersection of the 2 profiles at 68 E. na: North Atlantic; sa: South Atlantic; ar:
Arabia; te: Tethys. Magenta and cyan curves show ridge and subduction locations,
respectively.

Second, this heat flow slowdown (Becker et al., 2009) may represent an important

impact of supercontinental growth on the efficiency of convective heat transport in the

mantle. If continental aggregation slows down lithospheric production rates by 20%

plate along the South American (solid bold) and North American (dashed bold) plates
as a function of time (calculated by averaging the along-trench ages from Müller et
al., 2008, although age distribution along the margin may vary by up to 70 myrs).

are correlated with sea level oscillations, in which the timing of eustatic maxima

matches phases of maximum continental dispersion, and conversely (Nikishin, 2006;

Korenaga, 2007, Cogné and Humler, 2008). Supercontinental slowdown of

from x-intercept at age=0 Myr.

phase lasts long enough, the impact of supercontinents on the convective vigor of the

panel B show their location at present-day. Green and blue curves show the small

Figure 1 – Seafloor age maps at present-day (A) and at 90 Ma (B). Coastlines in

Figures :

slowdown.

the American Cordillleras exemplify the first phase of this type of convective

of the Hapagean supercontinent, and the accompanying impact on seafloor ages and

seafloor age distributions and the temporal evolution of plate tectonic heat transport.
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A B S T R A C T
The deep-sea trenches that circumscribe the Paciﬁc basin are moving westward relative to the deep mantle
by a few cm/yr, together with the Paciﬁc seaﬂoor. While the westward drift of the Paciﬁc basin dominates the
observed net westward rotation of Earth's tectonic plates relative to the deep mantle source of the Paciﬁc
hotspots, its cause remains uncertain. We demonstrate that the source of this westward drift is tectonic in
origin: the westward push of the high Andean topography along the eastern Paciﬁc margin is large enough to
shear the entire Paciﬁc upper mantle with a surface velocity of ~ 30 mm/yr. In addition, because the Paciﬁc
upper mantle is conﬁned between vertically coherent slabs of subducted lithosphere on both sides of the
Paciﬁc, slabs in the western Paciﬁc are forced to advance toward upper plates because the eastern Paciﬁc
slabs are pushed westward. This cross-Paciﬁc interaction provides an explanation for trench advance, which
is observed in the western Paciﬁc and is not easily explained by the local dynamics of subduction in which
dense sinking slabs essentially tend to retreat from overriding plates. Thus, the basic asymmetry of the Paciﬁc
system, which has been noted for almost all tectonic features including slab dips, trench motions, and upper
plate tectonics, is the result of one-sided Andean forcing on the volume of Paciﬁc upper mantle. The net
rotation of the lithosphere is then the result of surface tectonics: westward motion is an accident resulting
from the current distribution of tectonic plates, and was triggered by the mid-Cenozoic closure of the Tethys
Ocean, via a westward expansion of the Atlantic and Andean cordilleran building.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The tectonic plates that cover the surface of the Earth are, on
average, drifting westward relative to the locations of hotspots that
are tied to the deep mantle (Bostrom, 1971; Uyeda and Kanamori,
1979; Doglioni, 1990). This westward drift, a consistent feature of
kinematic reconstructions (Minster and Jordan, 1978; Gordon and
Jurdy, 1986), is reported to be occurring at rates as large as 48 mm/yr
in the HS3 (Paciﬁc hotspot) reference frame (Gripp and Gordon,
2002)] and is dominated by the rapid westward motion of the large
Paciﬁc plate (Fig. 1a). Although other hotspot reference frames exhibit
smaller magnitudes of net lithosphere rotation, all choices require a
net westward motion of the lithosphere relative to the deep mantle
(see Becker, 2006 for a review).
The net rotation is a puzzling feature of Earth's surface tectonics
because convective mantle ﬂow, which drives plate motions, cannot
induce a net surface rotation unless some plates are more tightly
coupled to this ﬂow than others. While net rotation of the lithosphere
can be induced in numerical models that include thick roots beneath
continental cratons (Ricard et al., 1991) and temperature and strainrate dependent viscosities (Becker, 2006), these models predict
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: laurent.husson@univ-rennes1.fr (L. Husson).
0012-821X/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.epsl.2008.04.022

amplitudes of net rotation that are generally smaller than amplitudes
constraints supplied by hotspot reference frames (Zhong, 2001;
Becker, 2006). Furthermore, these models do not explain basic
differences between the tectonics of the western Paciﬁc, where
subducting slabs are steeper and associated with extensional upper
plate settings (“Marianas” type of Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979)
compared to the eastern Paciﬁc with shallower slabs (“Chilean” type
of Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979) and compression that forms Andeanstyle mountain belts.
It has nevertheless been proposed that the westward motion of the
Paciﬁc system could be correlated to the cross-Paciﬁc tectonic
dichotomy (Ricard et al., 1991; Doglioni et al., 1999). The net rotation
of the lithosphere and westward motion of the Paciﬁc plate have also
been related to the contrasted migration behavior of trenches, with
predominantly advancing trenches along the western margin of the
Paciﬁc and retreating trenches along its eastern margin (Carlson and
Melia, 1984; Heuret and Lallemand, 2005; Faccenna et al., 2007). The
correlation between subduction kinematics and local intrinsic subduction properties such as slab age-buoyancy is not straightforward
(Jarrard, 1986; Doglioni et al., 1999; Lallemand et al., 2005). However, a
positive correlation between slab dip and the dynamics of the upper
plate (Lallemand et al., 2005) suggests consideration of the possibility
that upper plates may exert an external forcing not only on crossPaciﬁc subduction dynamics, but on the entire Paciﬁc system.
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Because it is challenging to model the dynamics of the upper plate,
we alternatively use upper plate kinematics to infer its dynamics
(England and Molnar, 1997). In this case, viscous stresses result from

3.1. Force balance

What is the driving force that causes this westward drift of the
Paciﬁc? Forces that arise from upper plates may have a signiﬁcant
impact on subduction dynamics (Royden and Husson, 2006), and for
the Paciﬁc, signiﬁcant differences between the eastern- and westernbounding upper plates are evident (Table 1). Most notable among
these differences is the presence of a mountain range on the east (the
Andes) and its absence on the west (Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979). Silver
et al. (1998) demonstrated that the faster westward motion of South
America triggered by the mid-Cenozoic closure of the Tethys sea
(collision of Africa and India with Eurasia), is responsible for the
Andean cordilleran orogeny. Here we consider the possibility that this
forcing is also transferred through South America and on to the
subducting plates of the Paciﬁc, thus driving their westward motion.
Thus, instead of regarding upper plate deformation as a by-product of
subduction dynamics, we consider it as an external forcing on the
Paciﬁc system. In this respect, we develop a semi-analytical approach
that avoids the technical difﬁculties and associated modeling
uncertainties that are currently an inherent part of efforts to embed
detailed subduction dynamics within numerical models of mantle
ﬂow (Conrad and Hager, 2001; Becker, 2006).

3. Driving mechanism

forms a N–S cylindrically folded sheet that wraps the Paciﬁc upper
mantle (Fig. 2). This volume is also bounded on its underside at
670 km by the high viscosity of the lower mantle, which is thought to
be up to two orders of magnitude greater than that of the upper
mantle (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). The slabs that bound the Paciﬁc
upper mantle are slightly discontinuous: upper mantle “leaks”, where
the mantle can escape from the Paciﬁc zone via toroidal ﬂow, are
mostly restricted to the ~ 6000 km wide southern boundary, which is
orthogonal to the slabs, and the ~ 1700 km long transform boundary of
North America, which together account for only ~20% of the total
circum Paciﬁc length (within the ~ N–S oriented slabs bounding the
eastern and western sides of the Paciﬁc upper mantle, openings only
amount to less than ~10% of the total trench length). Therefore the
length and continuity of slabs not only moderate the rate of Paciﬁc
shrinkage but also prevent toroidal ﬂow almost everywhere; hence if
some slabs retreat, the trapped upper mantle must accompany the
journey of the slabs. This in turn implies that any slab retreat on one
side also has to be accompanied by slab advance on the other side.
Thus, a westward-directed net force on the oceanic plates of the
Paciﬁc basin will cause the entire system of Paciﬁc upper mantle,
trenches, and plates to drift westward. This will tilt upper mantle slabs
increasingly toward the east (Fig. 2).

Positive velocities are trenchward. UP: upper plate, LP: lower plate. See details in text
(neglecting the ~ E–W trending Aleutian trench).

East
West

Table 1
Mean geometric/kinematic characteristics of W. Paciﬁc and E. Paciﬁc subduction zones
(after Lallemand et al., 2005), in the hot spot reference frame (HS3-Nuvel1A Gripp and
Gordon, 2002)
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Fig. 1. Kinematic and dynamic descriptions of Paciﬁc tectonics. Black and green arrows indicate trench and plate velocities in the hot spot reference frame (Gripp and Gordon, 2002),
respectively (white arrow is 50 mm/yr). Colours represent (a) topography and (b) strain rates (after Kreemer et al., 2000). Thick ticks show (a) the maximum buoyancy force per unit
trench length in the upper plates (with ρc = 2800 kg m− 3 and ρm = 3300 kg m− 3) and (b) the maximum viscous force per unit trench length in the upper plates. Thin ticks in (b) show
compressive (red) and extensive (yellow) viscous forces (length is qualitative magnitude from Lallemand et al., 2005). Positive values denote trenchward forces.

A tectonic explanation for westward drift is suggested by the
absolute motions of trenches, which are found where plates bend and
enter the subduction system. Subduction in its most basic form
involves a plate following itself into the mantle. Trenches can easily
retreat toward the subducting plate; by contrast, trench advance
(toward the overriding plate) is gravitationally unfavorable because it
requires mantle to ﬁll in the space beneath the slab, and requires
speciﬁc boundary (Bellahsen et al., 2005) and rheologic (Billen and
Hirth, 2007; Faccenna et al., 2007) conditions. A recent global survey
of trench migration rates (Lallemand et al., 2005), however, shows
that a plethora of trenches in the western Paciﬁc advance at fast rates
(Fig. 1a) in the Paciﬁc hot spot reference frame (model HS3-NUVEL 1A,
Gripp and Gordon, 2002). Along-strike averages of trench migration
rates from Lallemand et al. (2005) indicate trench advance at ~
−23 mm/yr and retreat at ~ 37 mm/yr on the western and eastern
Paciﬁc sides, respectively. The fact that westward advance of the
western Paciﬁc trenches is accompanied by westward retreat of
trenches in the eastern Paciﬁc (at rates up to 40 mm/yr, Fig. 1a)
suggests that the entire Paciﬁc basin is migrating westward at ~ 30 ±
7 mm/yr, together with other known bimodal features of the Paciﬁc
(Table 1), (Jarrard, 1986; Doglioni et al., 1999; Lallemand et al., 2005).
For example, west-subducting and east-subducting plates are moving
at rates of 110 mm/yr and 50 mm/yr respectively (Gripp and Gordon,
2002), i.e 30 mm/yr faster and slower than the half-spreading rate of
the intermediate East Paciﬁc ridge. This indicates a ~30 mm/yr general
westward drift of the entire Paciﬁc system, including both overriding
and subducting plates and the trenches between them. This pattern
suggests that trench advance in the western Paciﬁc and overall
westward drift of the lithosphere are related issues.
Although global mantle ﬂow models based on seismic tomography
(Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006) can reproduce the westward direction of
the observed HS3 (Gripp and Gordon, 2002) net rotation, they
generally do not reproduce the 48 mm/yr amplitude of this rotation.
Instead, the maximum amplitude of the predicted net rotation
matches the minimum net rotation estimated using Indo-Atlantic
and Paciﬁc hotspots (Gordon and Jurdy, 1986) and even remains lower
than the amplitude estimated using the Indo-Paciﬁc hot-spot tracks
(Steinberger et al., 2004). Although the magnitude of the westward
drift incorporated by the HS3 model is controversial and might be an
end-member, we consider it to be more appropriate for our analysis of
Paciﬁc subduction zone kinematics because it is based on Paciﬁc hot
spots. In addition, note that the overall pattern of trench motion
(advancing versus retreating) is a persistent feature because a large
portion western Paciﬁc trenches are advancing regardless of the
reference frame (Funiciello et al., 2007).
The bimodal setting of the Paciﬁc basin allows for a twodimensional approximation; total trench lengths are comparable on
both eastern and western sides (~ 12,000 km from Tierra del Fuego to
northern British Columbia and from the south of New Zealand to
Kamchatka, respectively, Table 1) and the subducting lithosphere

2. Net rotation of the Paciﬁc system

We therefore present an original view of tectonic forcing on the
Paciﬁc upper mantle that explains both the net rotation of the
lithosphere and cross-Paciﬁc differences in subduction kinematics. In
this view, subduction zones are explored within a global framework
that separates the upper mantle, slabs and lithosphere into two
prominant and interacting, convection cells: the Paciﬁc, or Panthalassan, and the Indo-Atlantic, or Pangean, domains (Collins, 2003;
Davaille et al., 2005).
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where η is now the average viscosity of the lithosphere, and M ¼
R þl
dqgzdz is the moment of the lithospheric mass anomalies
0
(Artyushkov, 1973; Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1982). Restricting
density variations in the lithosphere to crustal thickness variations
(i.e. neglecting the density contrast between continental lithosphere
and asthenosphere), we calculate the isostatic crustal thickness
S = hρm / (ρm − ρc). Assuming isostasy, elevation h can therefore be
qm
used as a proxy for the moment because M ¼ 12 g qqc"q
h2 , where ρc

4L

which relates the horizontal gradient of the mean horizontal stress
over the lithosphere to the basal shear stress σxz. Balancing horizontal
and vertical stress terms via the
! pressure
" P, we write σxx = τxx − τzz + σzz.
Auj
i
For a Newtonian ﬂuid, sij ¼ g Au
Axj þ Axi , where η is the viscosity, and ui
and uj are the components of the velocity vector. Plugging Eq. (2) into
Eq. (3), the horizontal equilibrium becomes (again, neglecting 2nd
order terms, Husson and Ricard, 2004)

A
Ax

Upper plate deformation is controlled by the distribution of basal
shear stresses, either between the plates or at the asthenosphere/
lithosphere boundary (Husson and Ricard, 2004). By vertically
integrating the horizontal equilibrium over the lithosphere thickness
L, we obtain,

rzz ðzÞ ¼ g

where σij is the ijth component of the stress tensor (σij = τij − P δij, where
τij is the deviatoric stress tensor and P is pressure), xj is the jth
coordinate direction, ρ is the density, gi the ith component of
the gravitational acceleration. In 2D, i and j only stand for the
x (horizontal) and z (vertical) directions. The lithosphere can be
conveniently approximated as a thin viscous sheet; this approximation
has been extensively applied (England and McKenzie, 1982; Houseman
and England, 1993) and here we only brieﬂy develop the governing
equations that are based on the vertical integration of the Navier–
Stokes equation over the lithosphere thickness. Such models assume
that the vertical variations of the horizontal velocity can be neglected
within the lithosphere, and that deformation occurs at wavelengths
larger than lithosphere thickness. The total vertical stress induced by a
column of rock in the lithosphere is (neglecting 2nd order terms),

Arij =Axj ¼ "qgi ;

the disequilibrium between boundary stresses and buoyancy stresses.
In a continuous media, gradients of stress are balanced by the force of
gravity per unit volume,
1 qc qm Ah2
A Aux
" 4L g
;
2 qm " qc Ax
Ax Ax
ð5Þ

4

Z
rxz dx:
ð6Þ

Viscous force

Total force

4.8 × 1012 N m− 1 −2 × 10− 15 s− 1 1.2 × 1012 N m− 1 Te = 6.0 × 1012 N m− 1
/
12 × 10− 15 s− 1 -3.7× 1012 N m− 1 Tw =-3.7×1012 N m− 1

Strain rate

Positive forces denote compression. UP: upper plate. See details in text.

East 2270 m
West /

Buoyancy
Mean
elevation, force
UP

Table 2
Mean dynamic characteristics of W. Paciﬁc and E. Paciﬁc subduction zones, in the hot
spot reference frame (HS3-Nuvel1A, Gripp and Gordon, 2002)

On the western margin of the Paciﬁc, the buoyancy forces are
negligible (beyond our approximation) and we discarded them.
Viscous forces can be evaluated from deviatoric stresses inferred
from strain rates in the upper plates (deduced from Lallemand et al.,

T¼

The total force T transmitted from one plate to the other is the sum
of buoyancy and viscous forces. It can be approximated by the
horizontal integration of the shear stresses between the two plates
given by Eq. (5), i.e. by the sum of the moment and the deviatoric
stresses integrated over the lithosphere thickness. Along the eastern
margin of the Paciﬁc, buoyancy forces that build up as a result of
compression (primarily the Andean mountain belt) are large and
locally reach more than 1013 N m− 1 (Fig. 1a), with an average of
4.8 × 1012 N m− 1. To obtain these estimates, we Fourier-ﬁltered the
topography in order to discard wavelengths smaller than 75 km (and
thus the extreme peaks) and used the normal distance between the
trench and the location of the maximum moment (i.e. the location of
the maximum elevation) to approximate the integration distance Δ
that corresponds to interplate traction (which in essence is given by
the sum of positive values of σxz). From Eq. (5),

3.2. Net westward force

where σxz is the traction at the base of the plate, and the ﬁrst and
second terms on the right hand side of the equation are the
buoyancy and viscous components of stresses, respectively. When
applied to plate margins, positive values of σxz indicate compression
due to interplate traction and negative values quantify the resistance
of the asthenosphere to the displacement of the lithosphere (Husson
and Ricard, 2004).

rxz ¼

and ρm are the crust and mantle densities. Eq. (4) can thus be
conveniently written

Fig. 2. Conceptual model for the Paciﬁc upper mantle and plate circulation. Vt: trench velocity, Vnaz, Vpac, Vam, Vwp: Nazca, Paciﬁc, American (North/South), West Paciﬁc (Australia/
.
Eurasia) velocities. ! : viscous deformation; sp: slab pull. Thin black arrows indicate Poiseuille ﬂow in the upper mantle.
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This result suggests that upper plates are pushing the lower plates
westward along the eastern margin and pulling them westward along
the western margin. A comparison between the kinematics (Table 1)
and dynamics (Table 2) of the eastern and western margins of the
Paciﬁc makes this long recognized dichotomy (Uyeda and Kanamori,
1979; Jarrard, 1986) even more striking. In fact, when the Paciﬁc
domain is considered in 2D, it seems that the only difference between
eastern and western sides of the Paciﬁc arises from this additional
forcing from upper plates. Slab pull is generally considered as the main
driving force, and as such is presumed responsible for trench retreat.
But because the Paciﬁc upper mantle is bounded almost everywhere –
laterally by slabs, beneath it by a lower mantle where the viscosity
increases by two orders of magnitude – it essentially has to remain
within the domain of the Paciﬁc basin. There is no obvious contrast
between eastern and western slab pull forces, which drive the relative
motions of the Paciﬁc and Nazca plates but are mutually annihilated in
a net sense. This leaves the Paciﬁc domain in a status quo of antagonistic forces that, by itself, precludes systematic trench retreat. In
fact, Lallemand (1998) already suggested that “sub-Paciﬁc mantle
resistance to contraction may induce a delay in retrograde slab
migration”.
The forces that are transmitted from the upper plates are directed
westward on both sides of the Paciﬁc, i.e toward the subducting plate
along the eastern margin, and toward the overriding plate along the
western side. The sum of the westward components of the forces, |Te| +
|Tw| ≃ 10 × 1012 N m− 1 (Table 2) is comparable in magnitude to the
main plate-driving forces such as slab pull (Conrad and LithgowBertelloni, 2002). This total traction is distributed over the Paciﬁc
width, shears the upper mantle, and induces westward drift of the
entire Paciﬁc system, including oceanic lithospheres, upper mantle,
slabs, and trenches. The validity of this hypothesis is tested in
Appendix A, in which the Paciﬁc system is simpliﬁed into two vertical
slabs of width W, facing each other and separated by a distance W.
When one slab moves steadily toward the other, the Stokes ﬂow
between these two slabs shows that the open ends between the slabs
do not permit enough mantle leakage to signiﬁcantly diminish the
transmission of compressive stresses between the converging slabs.
This implies that only mantle that is close to Tonga and the San
Andreas can escape the Paciﬁc system, and that the presence of these
openings does not signiﬁcantly diminish the stress transmission
required to shear the Paciﬁc upper mantle.
The velocity at which the system drifts is controlled by the
viscosity of the upper mantle, which deforms in response to
surface plate motions. To estimate the viscosity, ηum, that produces
the observed surface drift, we consider 2D Poiseuille ﬂow of the
upper mantle with a free surface slip, where slabs transmit surface
stresses to the upper mantle because they are stiffer than the

3.3. Upper mantle shear

2005). Of course they are highly dependent on the viscosity of the
lithosphere which has an uncertainty of an order of magnitude.
Choosing a low effective viscosity of the lithosphere of 3 × 1021 ± 2
1021 Pa s (England, 1986; Husson and Ricard, 2004), a characteristic
width of deformation of 100 km and plate thicknesses of 100 km and
50 km for the continental and oceanic lithospheres, respectively
(10 km for active back-arc systems), we ﬁnd minimum mean viscous
forces of 1.2 × 1012 N m− 1 ± 2.5 × 1012 N m− 1 and −3.7 × 1012 N m− 1 ±
2.5 × 1012 N m− 1 along the eastern and western margins, respectively
(Fig. 1b and Table 2). Along the eastern margin, they are signiﬁcantly
lower than buoyancy forces, indicating that buoyancy -or body-forces
balance boundary -or tectonic-forces, and that tectonic equilibrium is
almost achieved in mountain belts (Husson and Ricard, 2004). The
mean total force transmitted from the upper plates to the lower ones
are thus Te = 6.0 × 1012 N m− 1 and Tw = −3.7 × 1012 N m− 1, along the
eastern and western margins, respectively.
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h jTe j þ jTw j
;
2P
W
g um

ð7Þ
where W is the average width of the Paciﬁc ocean and h is the
thickness of the upper mantle. For the estimated total force, a surface
velocity u0 = 30 ± 7 mm/yr requires a mean upper mantle viscosity
P
ηum = 3.1 × 1020 ± 1020 Pa s (Fig. 3). The fact that this value is consistent
with independent estimates (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001; Steinberger et al., 2004; Mitrovica and Forte, 2004) supports our model. If we
neglect viscous forces in the overriding lithospheres, the required
viscosity is smaller (P
ηum = 1.5 1020 ± 1020 Pa s). If slabs are not strong
enough to transmit surface stresses down to the upper mantle, but the
stresses are exerted directly on the subducting plates, then the drift of
those plates will instead induce laminar (Couette) shear ﬂow in the
upper mantle. In this case, the force balance on the lithosphere yields a
drift rate that is twice that of Eq. (7), which implies estimates for the
upper mantle viscosity that are twice as large as those for Poiseuille
ﬂow for the same driving force and drift rate (Fig. 3), but still in the
range of independent estimates (Lambeck and Chappell, 2001;
Steinberger et al., 2004; Mitrovica and Forte, 2004). It may be argued
that the convecting, heterogeneous mantle may prevent stresses from
being transmitted across the system. In particular, in the strict case of
Couette shear ﬂow, the stresses on the system must be transmitted
across the East Paciﬁc ridge, which could be thought problematic
because of the supposed weakness of ridge systems. However, there is
no reason for ridges to be stress free. Because stresses are continuous
and add up linearly, only deformation may vary rapidly as a result of
spatial variations in viscosity, not stresses. Moreover, in a continuous
media stresses can be transmitted laterally beneath the ridge via the
upper mantle. The divergence that is observed at ridges only mirrors
stresses arising from the underlying convecting mantle. Far ﬁeld
compressive stresses associated with the shrinking of the Paciﬁc are
exerted on top of the diverging convective stresses; it would be an
extraordinary coincidence if these two sets of stresses cancel. We
conclude that the drift rate of the Paciﬁc is consistent with both the
tectonic forces that drive drift and the viscous deformation that resists it.
For Poiseuille ﬂow, the mean upper mantle velocity is P
uum ¼ 23 u0 ,
which implies that plates and trenches drift at faster rates
(P
u0 ≃ 30 mm/yr) than the upper mantle on average (P
u ≃ 20 mm/yr).

u0 ¼ "

asthenosphere and anchored in the lower mantle. The velocity at
the surface is:

Fig. 3. Upper mantle ﬂow in the Paciﬁc described by Poiseuille (P, dark shaded) and
Couette (C, light shaded) ﬂows for a total force of 7 × 1012 N m− 1 (dashed lines),
10 × 1012 N m− 1 (solid lines) and 13 × 1012 N m− 1 (dotted lines), and 4.8 × 1012 N m− 1
(dotted-dashed line, (d) and (c), only considering buoyancy forces), W = 10,000 km,
h = 600 km (removing a 70 km thick lithosphere thickness). Dotted line and grey box
bounds the westward drifting rate of the Paciﬁc domain (30 ± 7 mm/yr).
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Fig. 4. Top) Map view of the present day plate motion in the hot spot reference frame (Gripp and Gordon, 2002; bottom) section along a great circle crosscutting the Paciﬁc/Atlantic
plate circuit (location on map) before (40 Ma) and after (0 Ma) the closure of the Tethys. Note that spreading of both Atlantic and Paciﬁc oceans changed from symmetric to asymmetric.
Dark (light) shaded areas are oceanic (continental) units. AUS: Australia; PAC: Paciﬁc; NAZ: Nazca; SAM: South America; AFR: Africa; EUR: Eurasia; ATL: Atlantic; TET: Tethys. Black
arrows indicate plate velocities in the hotspot reference frame. Dashed lines indicate the moving location (in the hotspot reference frame) of characteristic locations.

Implications are twofold. First, trench advance can be explained by
an additional forcing from upper plates: heterogeneities in the vigour
of subduction roll-back, boosted or not by stresses arising from upper
plates at places that depend on the given distribution of tectonic
plates, impose an overall shear of the upper mantle that causes trench
advance at other locations. This mechanism is thus alternative to
models where trench motion is driven purely by slab parameters
(Bellahsen et al., 2005; Faccenna et al., 2007; Capitanio et al., 2007). In
this regard, the change in trench migration behavior during Mid-

4. Discussion

Miocene (e.g. Sdrolias and Muller, 2006) toward more advancing and
retreating regimes for western and eastern slabs, respectively, could
be correlated to the onset of Andean building, which can be regarded
as the triggering mechanism. It follows that subduction kinematics –
in the Paciﬁc in particular – can be considered as dependent on the
dynamics of the broader Paciﬁc system (the Panthalassan framework
of Collins (2003), and not solely a result of the local subduction
properties.
Second, the long-recognized net rotation of the lithosphere in
general (Bostrom, 1971; Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979; Doglioni, 1990;
Ricard et al., 1991), and of the Paciﬁc in particular, is governed by the
motion of the upper plates, in the sense that they form boundary
layers that transmit stresses from one convecting unit to another. The
current force exerted by the South American plate plays a major role;
it accounts for about half of the total force that shears the Paciﬁc upper
mantle. This effect may be somewhat surprising, but it is in fact not
unexpected since such large transmission of stresses across the
interplate contact has been evidenced by other means: Andean
growth may be responsible for the decrease in convergence rates
between Nazca and South American plates (Iaffaldano et al., 2006). In
Tibet, the very large gravitational potential energy compresses and
buckles the Indian lithosphere (Chamot-Rooke et al., 1993; Martinod
and Molnar, 1995): the long-wavelength undulations of the Indian
plate are viscous folds resulting from the increased compression
between the Indian plate and Tibet.
This situation connects the Paciﬁc system to the current understanding of the Atlantic system and global plate circuit (Fig. 4): the
mid-Cenozoic closure of the Tethys and subsequent aggregation of
Africa to Eurasia led to the formation of a massive continent,
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Also notice that that lower estimates for the Paciﬁc drift rate derived
in different reference frames (Gordon and Jurdy, 1986; Steinberger et
al., 2004) imply higher viscosities. Because deeper layers move more
slowly, western slabs dip more steeply than eastern ones (Fig. 2), as
noted by observations (Jarrard, 1986; Doglioni et al., 1999; Lallemand
et al., 2005). A regional expression of the general westward drift of the
upper mantle is (paradoxically) the rapid eastward retreat of the
Tonga trench associated with the opening of the Lau basin (Fig. 1): the
discontinuous northern edge of the Tonga slab is an uncommon
setting in which toroidal ﬂow around the edge that permits slab
retreat. Signiﬁcant unbounded edges are absent elsewhere in the
western Paciﬁc; as a result these trenches only advance. The presence
of such “leaks” also explains the faster westward motion of eastern
trenches than that of western ones: part of the upper mantle volume
that is trapped under the Paciﬁc manages to ﬂow outside of the Paciﬁc
domain, which is shrinking in response to the growth of the Atlantic
and Indian spreading systems.
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and v ¼
u and v being the velocities along the x
with u ¼
and y cartesian directions. Compressive stresses (positive) induced by
the retreat of the eastern slab are transmitted across the entire width
to the western slab, even close to the edges of the slabs (note the
compressive singularities at the edges of the rigid slabs). This result
suggests efﬁcient stress transmission in the Paciﬁc domain, where the
situation is even more favorable for stress transmission because the
width of the openings at the N and S ends of the domain are much
narrower than at center. The uniformity of this stress transmission
veriﬁes that our 2D approximation is valid for this problem.

j4 w ¼ 0;

In order to validate the approximation to 2 dimensions, we
evaluate how stresses can be transmitted between the slabs. We solve
the biharmonic stream function Ψ for incompressible Stokes ﬂow in a
square domain of width 5W (Fig. A.1). A vertical slab of width W
retreats at a prescribed velocity toward a steady parallel slab of width
W. The biharmonic function is:

Appendix A. A Stokes ﬂow between 2 slabs
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Emperor seamount bend at 50–42 Ma (Sharp and Clague, 2006) could
potentially be interpreted as a record of the onset of this mechanism.
The westward drift of the lithosphere is thus the consequence of a
particular setting of tectonic plates on their global course and is not an
intrinsic property of the Earth, as has already been suggested by
others (Ricard et al., 1991; Ranalli, 2000). In fact, net rotation, which
requires degree one toroidal ﬂow, may only exist if lateral viscosity
variations exist in the upper mantle (Hager and O'Connell, 1979;
Ricard et al., 1991). In this particular case, the African and Eurasian
lithospheric keels form a very thick and stiff unit that is anchored into
the mantle, allowing for a westward expansion of the Atlantic ocean
and subsequently a net westward motion of the lithosphere. This
result emphasizes that while plate motions are ultimately the result of
forces that arise from mantle ﬂow (Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006), the
dynamical deformation of these plates both at the surface (e.g., Andean
tectonics) and at depth (e.g., the slabs as barriers to ﬂow) modiﬁes the
interaction of mantle ﬂow and plates in ways that cannot yet be
predicted by numerical models of mantle convection.
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Fig. A.1a) Map view of deviatoric stress for the Stokes ﬂow between two vertical slabs of the W separated by a distance W; deviatoric stress (color coded) and stream lines (white
curves). b) Proﬁle of the deviatoric stresses on a section across the slabs, at the center (solid curve) and at the edges (dashed).

profoundly anchored into the mantle by its highly viscous lithospheric
keel. The surrounding plates are thinner and easily move apart from it.
This abrupt change disrupted the global plate circuit and in particular
triggered a westward drift of the Atlantic ridge and a faster westward
motion of the South American plate, subsequently increasing stresses
along the South American margin sufﬁcient to develop the Andean belt
(Silver et al., 1998; Sobolev and Babeyko, 2005). Those large stresses are
in turn transmitted to the subducting plates and the Paciﬁc upper
mantle. In the theoretical situation where the closure of the Tethys and
subsequent western expansion of the Atlantic started abruptly, the total
force was transmitted to the Paciﬁc system instantaneously: it was
transmitted via viscous stresses in the upper plate before the Andes
formed and via buoyancy stresses associated with the presence of a
mature Andean orogenic belt afterwards (Eq. (5)). The net transmitted
force T would then be constant through time. This implies that the net
rotation of the Paciﬁc and Andean growth are coeval, unless interplate
coupling evolved through time (Iaffaldano et al., 2006).
A small amount of upper mantle material leaks out of the Paciﬁc
domain, which explains why western subduction zones are moving
westward more slowly than eastern ones by ~14 mm/yr, which causes
the area of the Paciﬁc basin to shrink by ~0.1% per Myr, while the
Atlantic basin expands. We estimate that ~0.1 × 109 km3/Myr of upper
mantle material ﬂows from the Paciﬁc reservoir into the Atlantic
reservoir (from the Panthalassan domain to the Pangean domain,
(Collins, 2003; Davaille et al., 2005) through the 1700 km long North
American transform margin, which can be considered the only
signiﬁcant outlet. This volume transfer is independent of the reference
frame. Thus, even if the HS3 reference frame (Gripp and Gordon, 2002)
overestimates the magnitude of the westward drift of trenches, other
reference frames (see Becker, 2006 for a review) tend to accommodate
Paciﬁc shrinkage by holding western trenches steady while eastern
trenches retreat. The cross-Paciﬁc dichotomy is therefore persistent
and we conclude in any case that the mid-Cenozoic plate circuit
reorganization at least led to the onset of Paciﬁc shrinking with the
same mechanism of stress transmission.
Therefore, eastern Paciﬁc mountain belts – the Andes in particular
– transmit stresses from the Atlantic domain to the Paciﬁc domain;
note that these stresses will last as long as the spreading of the
Atlantic prevails at such rate. Eventually, the entire Paciﬁc upper
mantle system is sheared, as multiple geometric and kinematic
features suggest (Table 1). Similarly, the Laramide and Sevier
orogenies, which formed during the Cretaceous when the Andean
belt was rather small, may also have caused westward drift, this time
imposed by the North American plate; the present-day location of the
Farallon slab beneath eastern North America (Bunge and Grand, 2000)
seems to testify for this drift. In spite of its early timing, the Hawaii–
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Un nouveau référentiel absolu pour le mouvement des plaques

Le remplacement graduel des subductions téthysiennes par des orogènes se traduit probablement par une augmentation de la compression moyenne dans la lithosphère. Il ressort de l’étude précédente que le mouvement des plaques s’effectue
probablement de manière centrifuge à partir du centre de masse de Hapagea. Sur
cette base, il est raisonnable de suggérer que la lithosphère en compression doit
enregistrer cette compression centrifuge. C’est ce que nous avons voulu tester dans
l’article en préparation suivant, réalisé en collaboration avec C. Kreemer.
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On the correlation between the intraplate stress field and absolute
plate motions
Corné Kreemer a , Laurent Husson
a

b

Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology and Seismologic Lab, University of Nevada, Reno ;
b

CNRS, Géosciences Rennes, 35042 Rennes, France.

Kreemer [2009] a proposé en 2009 un référentiel absolu pour le mouvement des
plaques indépendant de l’hypothèse de fixité des points chauds. Son idée était
d’utiliser les orientations d’anisotropie sismique des ondes SKS, supposées refléter
le cisaillement du manteau sub-lithosphérique. En minimisant l’écart entre les
observations (près de 500 points de contrôle retenus) et le mouvement des plaques,
son modèle GSRM-APM permet d’ajouter une composante de rotation nette de la
lithosphère à un modèle de référence comme GSRM-NNR2 [Kreemer et al., 2006]
ou NUVEL1 [DeMets et al., 1994], qui donne le mouvement relatif des plaques sans
rotation nette. Le modèle prédit une rotation nette de 0.2065◦ /Ma de la coquille
lithosphérique autour d’un pôle situé à 57.6◦ S et 63.2◦ E. Cette valeur est sans
surprise : le pôle de rotation est très proche des modèles antérieurs [e.g., Becker,
2006, Kreemer, 2009] et la magnitude de la rotation est également attendue (moins
forte que NUVEL1-HS3 [Gripp & Gordon, 2002] et comparable aux estimations
de Becker [2008]).

D’une manière comparable, les orientations de contraintes compilées par le World
Stress Map (fig. 4.4, [Heidbach et al., 2007]) réflètent en réalité le champ de
déformation de la lithosphère en déplacement au dessus du manteau. La relation
entre ces orientations et le mouvement absolu des plaques a été envisagé auparavant [Richardson, 1992, Zoback et al., 1989] et utilisé pour débattre de l’origine
des forces motrices de la tectonique des plaques, en particulier l’entraı̂nement par
le manteau, par opposition à la poussée par la dorsale [Bird, 1998, Richardson,
1992]. Cependant, ces études sont basées sur un modèle de mouvement absolu des
plaques ancien [Minster & Jordan, 1978], qui diffère largement des modèles plus
récents [Becker, 2006, 2008, Kreemer, 2009]. Il apparaı̂t maintenant que le flux
mantellique entraı̂ne -ou en tout cas est aligné- avec le mouvement des plaques
[Lithgow-Bertelloni & Guynn, 2004, Steinberger et al., 2001]. Si les orientations
de contraintes reflètent le flux mantellique, une inversion comparable à celle de
Kreemer [2009] peut être réalisée à partir des données du WSM.
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Fig. 4.4: Mesures d’orientation de l’anisotropie sismique des ondes SKS (en
vert, domaine océanique, en rose, cratonique) retenus par Kreemer [2009] pour
l’inversion qui prédit un mouvement des plaques donné par les flèches grises.
Les barres bleues donnent l’orientation des contraintes horizontales compressives maximales, moyennées sur une grille régulière d’après le World Stress
Map [Heidbach et al., 2007]. Orientation measurements of SKS wave anisotropy
(green : oceans, pink : cratons) selected by Kreemer [2009] for an inversion that
predicts the absolute plate motion represented by gray arrows. Blue bars indicate
the orientation of the maximum horizontal compression axis, interpolated on a
regular grid (data from the World Stress Map [Heidbach et al., 2007].)

Techniquement, l’inversion est très semblable à celle décrite dans Kreemer [2009].
Les données ont été sélectionnées de manière à éliminer les données trop proches
des dorsales, où le champ de contraintes est perturbé par des processus locaux. Les
données correspondant aux limites de plaques (sensu WSM) n’ont pas été retenues.
Le mouvement net obtenu (fig. 4.5) est proche de celui obtenu par inversion des
orientations d’anisotropie sismique (fig. 4.4). La rotation nette est de 0.2216◦ /Ma.
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Fig. 4.5: Mouvement absolu des plaques prédit par l’inversion d’une selection
de données d’orientation de contraintes (en bleu, voir texte). Absolute plate motion predicted from the inversion of the orientation of the horizontal maximum
compression axis (blue bars).

4.3

Surrection généralisée des marges continentales

L’augmentation de la compression moyenne de la lithosphère, qui résulte de la diminution du rapport des forces motrices sur résistantes redistribue les contraintes
dans la lithosphère. En conséquence, les marges passives sont soumises à une dynamique différente. En collaboration avec K. Pedoja et co-auteurs, nous avons
compilé les mouvements apparents relatifs du niveau marin sur l’ensemble des
côtes depuis le dernier maximum interglaciaire (∼125000 ans). Il ressort que l’ensemble des marges, passives et actives, sont en surrection relative. Nous attribuons
cette surrection à l’augmentation de la compression résultant de l’aggrégation de
Hapagea.
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Abstract
Paleo-coastal studies received a boost some 40 years ago with the application
of versatile numerical and correlative dating techniques. Simultaneously the
emergence and refinement of plate tectonic theory refocused attention on
paleo-shorelines as tectonic indicators. Although there have been many local
studies of the Quaternary vertical motions of coastlines during this interval, we
know of no comprehensive worldwide synthesis. Here we release a compilation
of 890 records of shorelines from the Last Interglacial Maximum that we use as
a datum to evaluate uplift rates during the Quaternary. We find that most
coastal segments have risen relative to sea level. The mean rate of uplift is
~0.20 mm/yr, which is about four times faster than the estimated eustatic drop
in sea level. The uplift rate is faster for active margins than for passive margins.
We suggest that long-term continental accretion, in the current Wilson cycle,
has led to compression of continental plates and uplift of their margins, as
recorded by paleo-shoreline sequences. In addition, our study suggests that
plate tectonics impacts all margins and that the notion of stable platform is

Therefore, the main objectives of this study are to compile as much information
as possible about LIM paleo-shorelines, especially their altitudes and

unrealistic; this challenges accuracy in the evaluation of past sea level from the

fossil shoreline record.

Sedimentary deposits may be laid on eroded terrace surfaces, thus it is
important to distinguish between an eroded and a deposited terrace form. In this
section of the paper, we survey the characteristics of erosional and depositional
forms associated with the last Interglacial highstand, and draw attention to the

as 1830, Lyell wondered whether the sequences were of tectonic or eustatic

origin (Lyell, 1830). Pleistocene paleo-coasts have proven to be combinations

of both (e.g. Lajoie, 1986) and therefore can be used as tools to quantify vertical

displacements, or past sea levels.

highstands of interglacial stages (Zeuner, 1952), which correlate with Marine
Oxygen Isotopic Stages (MIS) (e.g. James et al., 1971; Chappell, 1974; Bull,
1985; Lajoie, 1986; Ota, 1986). Although the timing and duration of the LIM is
now rather well known (see below), there is less information concerning the

Ludwig et al., 1991). Emerged sequences have been more abundantly

described than submerged sequences because they are much easier to study

and to sample.

two regional syntheses: one in Japan (Masuda, 2007) and one in Chile (Ortlieb

Wythe Cooke, 1971) but we know of no comprehensive worldwide synthesis.

the vertical motions of the Quaternary sequences of paleo-shorelines.

worldwide (e.g. Johnson and Libbey, 1997), we use it as a datum to evaluate

et al., 1996).

to be the best analogue for the Holocene period and has been the subject of

(e.g. Japan, Italy, Australia, see further) and continental scales (Hoyt, 1967;

Because the Last Interglacial Maximum (LIM) has been very well documented

(e.g. Dutton et al., 2009; Winograd et al., 1997). MIS 11 is generally considered

In terms of tectonics, some syntheses have been done both on regional scales

timing and duration of other interglacial periods, in particular MIS 7, 9 and 11

It is now widely accepted that coastal sequences form during separate

and New Caledonia (Frank et al., 2006) or Hawaii (Szabo and Moore, 1986;

essential background to the methodology and data presented later in the paper.

Indonesia (e.g. Sumba Island, Pirazzoli et al., 1993) or Chile (Paskoff, 1977),

emerged and submerged sequences of paleo-shorelines. Classic examples are

critical relevant literature. This survey is important because it provides the

coastlines and define past sea level positions during the total duration of uplift.

Positive or negative vertical deformation displacements are responsible for

series of notches, running parallel to the present-day shoreline, shape many

coastal landscapes that have been a long-standing geological curiosity. As early

(also referred as sequence of flights) of terraces (Fig.1) or to a lesser extent

Paleo-shorelines tend to exhibit characteristically stepped landforms. Series

Emerged Quaternary sequences of paleo-shorelines form remarkable stepped

1 Introduction

Quaternary.

Quaternary sequence; plate tectonics; Wilson cycle
2 Paleo-shorelines of the Last Interglacial Maximum

worldwide displacement field from a geodynamical standpoint during the

Keywords: paleo-shoreline; Last Interglacial Maximum; sea-level change;

paleo-shorelines as a tectonic benchmark and to interpret the inferred

calculate homogeneous rates of vertical displacement, in order to establish LIM

to
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ka). MIS 5e is the prominent and best-recorded sub-stage of the MIS 5, and in
the following the LIM is referred to as MIS 5e for simplicity. The Last Interglacial
Maximum (MIS 5e) represents the last time that mean sea level was at or near
modern levels, and by inference, the last time that ice volumes and global
climatic conditions were similar to those of the present day (e.g. Siddall, 2006).
Considerable effort has been made to determine the timing, duration and paleotemperature regime of the maximum (or peak) of the last interglacial period,

deposits (Jacob et al., 2006; Spaggiari et al., 2006), sedimentology (Crook and

Felton, 2008), glacial and periglacial evolution (e.g. Bates et al., 2003), patterns

of drainage (Personius, 1995) and paleontology (e.g.Pandolfi, 2001) or even to

refine plate tectonic models (Pedoja et al., 2006c). Numerical modeling also has
development

been

(Scheidegger, 1962; Veldkamp, 1994; Trenhaile, 2002). However, we know of

no examples of analogue modeling for the formation of coastal sequences.

fluctuated within MIS 5e is unclear (Kaufman, 1986). In some places two to
three highstands in the Last Interglacial Maximum are inferred from dating and
local morpho-stratigraphy. For example, two highstands during MIS 5e are
deduced either from morphological analysis or deposits in Tunisia (Jedoui et al.,
2003), Italy (Antonioli et al., 2006); the Balearic Islands (Bardaji et al., 2009),
Bermuda (latest reference, Hearty et al., 2007), or the Red Sea coast of Egypt
(latest reference, Choukri et al., 2007). Three highstands are observed in Qatar
(Williams and Walkden, 2002), Erythrea (Bruggemann et al., 2004) and
Barbados (Johnson, 2001).

supplementary data) or Barbados islands (approximately 14 articles, see

supplementary data). Other regions have been intensively investigated with

respect to a particular datum, either Holocene (e.g. Woodroffe and Horton,

2005; Pirazzoli, 1991) or MIS 5e paleo-shoreline, for instance in Italy (Bordoni &

Valensise, 1998; Ferranti et al., 2006), Australia (Murray-Wallace and Belperio,

1991), Japan (Koike and Machida, 2001), and the West coast of North America

(Muhs et al., 2002). But for the most part, each documented zone is described

in only one or two articles, as for the Philippines (Omura et al., 2004), China

(Pedoja et al., 2008a), Cuba (Peñalver Hernadez et al., 2001, 2003) or Haiti

2. 1 Marine Isotopic Substage 5e (MIS 5e)

2000).

from 128 ± 1 ka BP to 116 ± 1 ka BP (e.g. Stirling et al. 1998) with sea levels

points out that the estimates of several authors converge on a highstand lasting

sea levels from the latest review on the subject (Siddall et al., 2006), which

tectonical benchmarks. Therefore, we take into account the ages and eustatic

5e, but rather to establish the paleo-shorelines attributed to this time range as

Our aim is not to discuss the timing, duration or number of highstands of MIS

(e.g. Stearns 1976; Chappell and Veeh 1978). Whether or not sea level

sequences on the Huon Peninsula in New Guinea (more than 20 articles, see

(Dodge et al., 1983; Dumas et al., 2006), or Jamaica (Mitchell et al., 2001,

Interpretation of the MIS 5e has evolved since pioneering studies of the 1970s

long-standing sequences, like in the classic sites of coastal Quaternary

Some zones have been heavily documented on a global sacle, either for the

(e.g. Hearty and Neumann, 2001; Muhs et al., 2002a & b, Rohling et al., 2008).

through MIS 5c (or MIS 5.3, ~ 105 ka) to the youngest MIS 5a (MIS 5.1, ~ 85

pedology (e.g. Muhs, 2001), archeology (e.g. Shackleton et al., 1984), diamond

terrace)

ranked from the oldest MIS 5e (or MIS 5.5 see below for timing and duration)

et al., 2006a, b,c; 2008a) paleo-environments (e.g. Aguirre et al., 2003),

marine

1986). This interglacial is characterized by three second-order highstands

et al., 2006a), tectonics and geodynamics (e.g. Merrits and Bull, 1989; Pedoja

(i.e.

1987) and covers the period from 130 to 85 ka (e.g. Chappell and Shackleton,

tools in order to characterize change in sea-level reconstruction (e.g. Antonioli

paleo-shoreline

recorded as stage 5 in the marine oxygen isotope record (Martinson et al.,

have been applied to paleo-coasts (Veeh, 1966), making them available as

to

In its broadest sense, the last interglacial complex (MIS 5) is all of what is

For the last 40 years, a variety of numerical and correlative dating techniques

applied

5
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current sea level (Pirazzoli, 1996). Unfortunately, this practice is seldom
applied, chiefly because dual observations of comparable past and present-day
shorelines are commonly difficult to make.

Hearty and Kindler 1995). Consequently we use an age of 122 +/- 6 ka and

discuss the impact of a possible sea level higher by 3+/- 1 m. We take

advantage of our compilation to discuss further the significance of the concept

meters above or below the current sea level), it is desirable to measure the

uncertainty issue relative to the initial elevation of a paleo-shoreline (a few

morphologies and deposits (e.g. van de Plassche, 1986). In order to avoid the

fossil shorelines, like modern ones, are expressed through a large range of

various parameters (e.g. hydrodynamics, latitude or sediments supplies) LIM

frequently preserved after a change in sea level. In other words, depending on

shorelines reflect the diversity of modern coasts, because the shorelines are

and form what is the generic shoreline. Quaternary, and particularly LIM, fossil

Various geomorphic features, erosional or depositional, develop near sea level

2.2 Paleo-shorelines

commonly representated by paleo-rocky shores whereas depositional ones are

use of the more generic term LIM (paleo) shorelines.

C (for Holocene paleo-
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age of c.30 ka is obtained( e.g. Navas et al., 2006), U/Th series applied to

shorelines but may give indications of older paleo-shorelines if the maximum

origin and nature of the relict shoreline. These include

also required. A variety of techniques have been used, depending on the time of

deposits provides critical information for interpreting sea level histories, dating is

Although the geometrical description of fossil shores and their associated

deposit) to another (for example, in Eastern Patagonia, Pedoja et al., 2008b).

lateral change in facies can be extremely rapid from one morphology (or

emphasized here that on the modern shore as for the LIM palaeoshorelines,

constructed shores (principally algal trottoirs and coral reefs). It must be

represented by paleo-sedimentary deposits (normally clastic) or paleo-

some fixed biological indicators. Thus erosional paleo-shorelines are most

terraces frequently include nearshore deposits and some notches may preserve

features) a*,# A*,BC,%("/# 0(,**!',&0# 6,*)+$)%!"=# ./# +,!-level highstands. Marine

are not so easy to establish. For example, uplifted coral reefs (depositional

Meco et al., 2007). In practice, indicators are often misleading and differences

(Alaska, Brigham-Grette and Hopkins, 1995). In the following, we simply make

Mangerud et al., 1999), Kharagatian (Black Sea, Zubakov, 1988), and Pelukian

Morocco e.g. Weisrock et al., 1999), Mikulinian (Northern Russia, e.g.

Waimanalo Formation (Hawaiian Islands, e.g. Jones, 1993), Ouljian (West

5!(+#67!*8$%3#9:;<=3#($&!"#5!(+#!%&#)(4,*#')!+(!"#&,-)+$(+#6,>?>#@!%!*/#$+"!%&+3#

beachrocks (e.g. Israel, Galili et al, 2007), beach ridges (Darwin, 1846), reef

Beach Formation (Bahamas, e.g. Hearty and Kindler, 1995), Sangamonian or

Sangamon (North America, e.g. Sainsbury et al., 1965; Dupré, 1984),

Rutter et al., 1989), beach deposits (e.g. Cotentin, Coutard et al., 2006),

Common depositional indicators include wave-built terraces (e.g. in Argentina,

cave, Zviely et al., 2009; Ronen et al., 2007; Vita-Finzi and Stringer, 2007).

(e.g. Nunn et al., 2002), or sea-caves (for example the discussed Mt Carmel

(e.g. Lyell, 1830, Chambers, 1848), trottoirs (Dalongeville et al., 2000), notches

Kindler et al., 1997), Rocky Bay Fm (Bermuda, e.g. Harmon et al., 1978), Grotto

Ipswitchian (England, Bates et al., 1997), Eutyrrhenian (Mediterranean, e.g.

Eemian (in Western Europe, for a review see Shackleton et al., 2003),

The Last Interglacial Maximum corresponds to the vernacular nomenclatures of

Erosion!"# $%&$'!()*+# !*,# *,-*,+,%(,&# ./# 0!.*!&,&1# 2!*$%,# (,**!',+3# .,%'4,+#

elevation of a fossil shoreline with respect to the current shoreline, not the

around + 2 to + 4 m (e.g. Schellmann and Radtke 2004; Stirling et al. 1998;

of eustasy.
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$%&$'!()*+#&,-,%&+#)%#(4,#$&,%($D'!($)%#!%&#C%&,*+(!%&$%?#)A#(4,#-*)',++,+#./#
which these features were produced.

or cement (Ramsay and Cooper, 2002), Be 10 and 16 Al (e.g. Saillard et al.,

2009; Melnick et al., 2009), Ne 21 (Quezada et al., 2007), Uranium-Helium

2.2.1 Erosional paleo-shores

allow for the characterization of fossil shorelines.

geomorphic indicators. In the following, we review the variety of landforms that

whereas materials for dating should be sampled on adjacent depositional

Ideally, altitudes should be measured on erosional geomorphic indicators,

precise position of the deposits above or below sea level and tidal changes.

heights of former sea level due to the uncertainties on sediment compaction,

reefs flats and crests) generally are inadequate to estimate accurately the

radiometrically. However, depositional features (with the exception of paleo-

marine deposits may include guide fossils or organic material liable to be dated

Erosional features generally are inadequate to date former sea levels, whereas

luminescence in Japan (Tanaka et al., 2007).

terrace sediments by ESR, thermo-luminescence and optically stimulated

different techniques of dating. For example, cross-comparison dates of marine

terraces, e.g. Orme, 1966). Some pilot studies were performed to compare

stratigraphy (for example the occurrence of periglacial deposits on marine

(e.g. Okumura, 1996), palynology (Korotky et al., 1997) and morpho-

archeological artifacts (e.g. flints artifacts, Galili et al., 2007, tephro-chronology

Sanlaville, 1974) or diatom stratigraphy (e.g. Miettinen et al., 2005),

al., 2009; Wood, 1994), paleontologic studies such as malacology (e.g.

(e.g. Balescu et al., 1997a&b), optically stimulated luminescence (e.g. Mauz et

amino-acid racemization (e.g. Goodfriend et al., 1996), thermo-luminescence

1992), Electron Spin Resonance (ESR, e.g. Schellmann and Radtke, 1997),

limestones, hence their extensive use in the Mediterranean region.

steep rock walls without platforms; also notches occur most commonly in

Therefore notches are reliable as sea-level indicators only when they form on

store debris used by waves to erode the rock and produce an abrasion notch.

problematic if there is a rocky platform seaward of the notch, because this can

coral terraces are often backed up by abrasion notches. Notches are

data are also known from the Pleistocene (e.g. Maeda et al., 2004). Marine and

particularly well documented for the Holocene (e.g. Cooper et al., 2007) but few

and as much as 2 m above sea level (Pirazzoli et al., 1996). Notches are

conditions at sea-level to surf notches formed under more turbulent conditions

notch types actually reflect a continuum from wave notches formed under quiet

to a few meters. Notches are often portrayed as forming at sea level; however

horizontal incisions in cliffs. Their widths and excavation depths may reach up

Uplift can also be registered through sequences of notches that are visible as

Notches

marker for relative sea level (e.g. Bull, 1985).

approximation to the location and elevation of a former shoreline and, hence, a

intersection of the relict platform and the relict sea cliff) provides a good

backed by a relict sea cliff. The shoreline angle or inner edge of the terrace (i.e.

Each terrace corresponds to a gently seaward-dipping erosional platform

flights of terraces up to hundreds of meters in altitude above mean sea level.

On steadily uplifting coasts, marine terrace sequences are represented by

Marine terrace,

The reliability of erosional coastal benches, platforms and terraces as sea-level

corals (e.g. Stirling and Andersen, 2009), molluscs (McLaren and Rowe, 1996)

(Bender et al., 1973), Pa/U (Giresse, 1989), 226Ra/238U (Ota and Omura,

9
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composed of shell debris, cheniers provide material for accurate dating, which
can be used to determine the lateral continuity between other depositional
(gravel beach ridges) or erosional morphologies. These features are common in
Holocene coastal plains (Augustinus, 1989), but have rarely been described in

karstic origin. A sea cave opened on both sides of a promontory is called a sea

arch. Sea caves and arches are generally inaccurate sea-level indicators;

4)8,E,*3#$%#"$2,+()%,#A)*2!($)%+3#(4,$*#5))*3#$A#*,?C"!*#!%&#5!(3#2!/#.,#*,"!(,&#

to a former low-tide position (e.g. Pirazzoli, 2005).

descriptions of paleo-shores were raised beaches (e.g. Bravais, 1845;

In more sheltered areas, such as indented bays and estuaries, chenier ridges

Patagonia, Rutter et al., 1989).

only in high-energy shores, usually on exposed beaches (e.g. Argentinian

inlets of lagoons (e.g. Brazil Martin et al., 1996). Pebbles are generally found

energy is moderate and are found on beaches and intertidal shores near the

tide (e.g in Brazil, Martin et al., 1996). Sand deposits are common where wave

sediments.

of a terrace sequence, so that an erosional terrace is overlain by deposited

heads, loess). Thus, such beach deposits are often the depositional component

.!*,"/# %)($',!.",# &C,# ()# (4,# $%A"C,%',# )A# 0?"!'$!"1# ')%($%,%(!"# &,-)+$(+# 6,>?>#

Northern France correspond to marine terraces on which the shoreline angle is

erosion surface. In fact, most of the raised beaches in England, Ireland or

1907). The term originally refers to some beach deposits observable above an

Chambers, 1848; Prestwich, 1865, 1892; Dunlop, 1893; Strahan, 1897; Evans,

between a beach sample and the ancient mean sea level. Among the first

tidal changes.

F$&!"#5!(+#!*,#2!*+4/#)*#2C&&/#"!%&#!*,!+#(4!(#!*,#-,*$)&$'!""/#')E,*,&#./#(4,#

even where there are large uncertainties in determining a clear relationship

and tidal deposits are complicated by the estimate of sediment compaction and

Raised or submerged beaches are sometimes used as sea-level indicators

Beach deposits, raised beaches, beach rocks

surface and stratigraphic information (Hoyt, 1969).

probably due to confusion with beach-ridge sequences, and a lack of sub-

Gulf of Mexico. The lack of description of cheniers in pre-Holocene deposits is

present in Bahía San Sebastián (Argentina), or in the northeastern part of the

more especially during MIS 5e. Other Pleistocene cheniers are suspected to be

The main difficulties in reconstructing former sea-level histories from coastal

Coastal and tidal deposits

terraces.

beaches) that can often be considered as cropping out and deposited on marine

New Guinea). In this section we include the beach deposits (often called raised

oscillations arises from uplifted coral reefs (e.g. Barbados and Huon peninsula,

reconstructions. The most striking example to document Quaternary sea-level

Depositional traces of paleo-shores are frequently used in sea level or tectonic

northern gulf of California, which formed during Pleistocene highstands, and

older Quaternary deposits. Meldahl (1995) describes chenier ridges in the

and coarse-grained sediment supplied and piled up by wave action. Mainly

They generally develop into weaker parts of the rock formation or are often of

2.2.2 Depositional paleo-shores

sediment source, derived from fluvial or tidal dynamics (mudflat progradation),

(Otvos and Price, 1979). They result from a balance between fine-grained

ridges that become isolated from the shore by a band of prograding mudflat

are useful indicators of the former shorelines. Cheniers are transgressive beach

11

Sea caves are excavated by erosion into a cliff in the range of wave action.

Sea caves

10

A coral terrace can be considered as a reef flat, or reef platform. G,,A#5!(+#!*,#
+()%/#,H-!%+,+#)A#*,,A#*)'I#8$(4#!#5!(#+C*A!',#6J$*!KK)"$3#<LLM=>#This surface is

beachrock is generally a good indicator of sea level, its vertical uncertainty

depending on the local tidal range (Pirazzoli, 2005).

reefs, up to hundreds of meters above modern sea level are found in many
parts of the world (e.g. SE Asia, Red Sea, Caribbean Sea).

shore are: the Crescent city coastal plain, USA (Polenz and Kelsey, 1999) and

From a geodynamical standpoint, we have compiled a large number of
dispersed studies into a worldwide synthesis of sea- level changes related to
the highstands of the Last Interglacial Maximum (LIM, isotopic stage MIS5e,
122 6 ka,). We collected printed materials from articles, conference
proceedings, book chapters, thesis, field trip reports etc.

recurrence of the triggering processes (storm, sea-level variations, sediment

availability; Isla and Bujalesky, 2000). The most common interval for

constructing a single swash-built sand beach is 30-60 years (Tanner, 1995a,

1995b).

3 Methods

(Hantoro, 1992).

both extensive, modern barrier reefs and numerous emerged fringing reefs

1992). Emerged barrier reefs appear to be rare, even in Indonesia which has

foundations. Uplifted atolls also are known (e.g. Daito Islands, Ota and Omura,

fringing reefs occurring as terraces built over volcanic or other non-carbonate

Otvos, 2000). The spacing between beach ridges is reported to indicate the

percolation rates leading to promote deposition at the limit of wave run-up (e.g.

wave-energy appear convincing where coarse clastic beaches enhance

ridge plains. Arguments supporting the formation of beach ridges during high

The lack of abundant sediment supply is an obstacle to the formation of beach-

level change, or by eolian processes; e.g. Sanjaume and Tolgensbakk, 2009).

(during high or low wave energy, during bar welding, by swash action, by sea-

beach ridges has been expressed regarding modes of beach-ridge construction

A variety of views on the mode of formation and conditions for preservation of

the northeast Gulf of Mexico (Otvos, 1981).

All types of reefs are found in an emergent condition, but the most common are

and therefore used (e.g. Mangaia Island, Ward et al., 1971). Well-preserved

produced by the supply of marine sediments (sand, shingles, or shells) to the

the coastal plains where many shelly ridges run roughly parallel to the shore, in

tectonics. But sometimes, only the altitude of the reef platform is determinable

materials removed by shore erosion. Examples of depositional shore platforms

slope are the best geomorphic indicators for Quaternary sea level and/or

Of all the above-mentioned morphologies, the notch and the landward break of

continent by a break in slope sometimes underlined by a notch (Darwin, 1842).

Wave-built terraces develop near sea level and are accumulations of marine

Wave-built terrace, depositional shore platform and beach ridges

zone, rarely deeper than 100 m, and are limited upwards by intertidal exposure.

Beachrocks are generally limited to areas of warm or temperate waters. A

limited toward the sea by a frontal crest and an external slope and toward the

Corals and other reef-building organisms such as algae live within the photic

Coral terrace
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review on formation and modern occurrence see Vousdoukas et al., 2007).

beach sediments, lithified through the precipitation of carbonate cements (for a

Beachrocks are hard coastal sedimentary formations consisting of various

12

in 1) San Juan de Marcona (Peru) where Hsu et al., (1989) and Hsu, (1992,
1988) described it at 65 +/- 1 m whereas Macharé & Ortlieb (1992), Ortlieb et
al., (1991) and Ortlieb & Macharé, (1990a & b) describe it at 105 +/- 1 m. 2)
Agadir (West Morocco) where Meghraoui et al., (1998) describe it at 28 m
whereas other authors describe it at 8 +/- 1 (e.g. Weisrock et al., 1999), 3)
Santa Cruz (California, USA) where MIS 5e palaeoshoreline was described at

5e paleo-shorelines around the world. The table includes 22 columns listing the

location (province, continent, ocean, country), the morphologies (marine

terraces, notches etc) or deposits (beach ridge, beach rock, coastal deposits,

etc), their maximum elevation, the implied average vertical rate since MIS 5e,

the duration of uplift, the references and the degree of confidence in the data.

were 10 Be dating led Perg et al., (2001) to identify MIS 5e marine terrace at
175 +/- 25m. The dating itself has been discussed by Brown and Bourlès
(2001).

Where authors provide altitude range, we took the mean value of the range. For

example, with a shoreline angle between 20 -30 m, E = 25 +/- 5 m. Where

authors only correlate the paleo-coast to MIS 5 undifferentiated, we made the

We rejected only one site where a MIS 5e paleo-shoreline altitude is known (i.e.

Sao Tomé, Tristan da Cunha, Nunn, 1984) but where no altitude are proposed.

described (e.g. Gonave Island, Haiti, Thornton-Horsfield, 1975) or inferred (e.g.

We rejected some outlets, 21 sites where MIS 5e paleo-shorelines are

altitudes, geographical descriptions, etc.

geomorphic indicator, the quality of dating, precision in measurements of

the better the data. The score is primarily based on the nature of the

The degree of confidence is noted on a scale of 5 points. The higher the value,

5e using both the classical method and a new more simpler method.

1986). In the present study we calculate the mean displacement rate since MIS

calculating uplift is sometimes referred to as the classic method (e.g. Lajoie,

necessary to calculate mean vertical deformation rates. The normal method of

In order to assemble results )%# (4,# E,*($'!"# 2)($)%+# )A# (4,# O!*(4P+# '*C+(3# $(# $+#

3.2. Uplift rates

without knowing the places we can not decide which authors are right.

sometimes derived means for the primary tectonic zones. We adopt the age, A

= 122 +/- 6 ka , which corresponds to the peak of Last Interglacial Maximum.

N%#(4$+#'!+,#8,#0!'')2)&!(,1#(8)#+$(,+#A)*#(4,#+!2,#-"!',3#?$E,%#(4,#A!'(#(4!(#

Where data are extremely abundant (e.g. Italy, California, Baja California), we

assumption that it is correlated to MIS 5e, which gives the minimum uplift rate.

1991; Lajoie, 1986; Dupré, 1984; Wehmiller, 1982, Bradley & Griggs, 1976) but

meter to the measurements on altitude (E) published without a margin of error.

Rosenbloom & Anderson, 1994; Lajoie et al.,

Anderson & Menking, 1994;

In this compilation, we systematically attributed a minimum error range of 1

39 +/- 1 by several authors (White et al., 2009, 2008; Anderson et al., 1999;

Authors disagree on altitude of MIS 5e shoreline at three sites . This is the case

The data is compiled in a table that includes the location and elevation of MIS

debated (Ward, 1988; Bull & Cooper, 1988) but was not re-appraised.

(991 +/- 5 m) of MIS 5e marine terrace (Bull & Cooper, 1986) has been strongly

on the South Island of New Zealand) because the anomalously high altitude
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fully available online at http://www.elsevier.com and summarized in Table 1.

velocities for 890 sites, organized into 24 major provinces. The compilation is

Out of 807 published references, we uniformly reappraised the mean vertical

3.1. Data base

14

Tanzania, Saint Helena Island. Africa W includes 31 sites and encompasses the
coasts western Morocco, Canary Islands (Spain) Mauritania, Senegal, Cape
Verde, Ghana, Sierra Leone, Angola. Aleutian has only 1 site along the coast of
Amichtka. Antarctica includes 4 sites and encompasses the coasts of Shetlands

sea level, A is the age of the Last Interglacial maximum, and (e) is the

correction for eustasy (i.e. the altitude of the paleo-sea-level stand relatively to

the modern one).

of western Australia. California and Baja includes 71 sites and encompasses
the coasts of northwestern Mexico in Baja California and southwestern USA.
Caribbean includes 28 sites from the island coasts of Bahamas, Bermuda,
Barbados, Haiti, Providencia (Colombia), Jamaica, Cuba, Leewards Puerto Rico
and the coasts of Yucatan (Mexico), Belize, Eastern Costa Rica and Venezuela.

uncertainty remains large and second because the very notion of stability of

passive margins, upon which many studies on eustasy rely, is challenged in

many respects (see for instance Moucha et al., 2008). In first instance, we

therefore decided not to use the classic equation and did not take into account

any eustatic correction (e).

coasts of Denmark, Estonia, Norway, Ireland, northwestern France, England,
Portugal, West Russia. Indian includes 4 sites from the coasts of Peninsular
India. Indo-Pacific refers to the 93 sites along the offshore coasts of archipelago
of Indonesia, Hawaii, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Kiribati, Papua New Guinea.
Juan de Fuca includes 21 sites at the subducting margin of California, Oregon,

&C*$%?#QNR#M,#68$(4#*,+-,'(#()#()&!/P+#&!(C2=#!*,#-*$%'$-!""/#.!+,&#)%#')!+(!"#

indicators found on platforms formerly considered stable, but that we show in

the following to be undergoing uplift. Because a major result of this study

concerns the challenge of estimating passed sea level, we decided not to make

any eustatic correction.

Mediterranean S includes 37 sites from the coasts of northern Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia and Lybia. New Zealand includes 18 sites over the coasts of the

the actual MIS-5e-shoreline elevation and, therefore, is dismissed.

S

and encompasses the coasts of Iran, Oman, Qatar, and United Arab Emirates.
The Philippines province includes 4 sites along the coasts of the islands of
Pangla, Palawan, and Sabang. Red Sea includes 19 sites from the coasts of
Egypt, Jordania, Sudan, Djibouti, Saudi Arabia, and Erythrea. Continental Asia
SE includes 19 sites and encompasses the coasts of China, Korea, Cambodia,

Based on data from the 890 sites classified into 24 major provinces (table 1).

These provinces include from 1 (Aleutian) to 165 sites (Mediterranean N). The

compilation is fully available online and summarized in Table 1. We first briefly

present the different provinces of coastal deformation since LIM and then

propose a geodynamical interpretation of the observed uplift.

sites from Florida to Newfoundland. The Persian Gulf province includes 11 sites

northern and southern islands of New Zealand. North America E includes 21

(Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Lebanon, Syria, Israel, Russia, Ukraine).

27 m (this study), eustasy is supposed to have been influenced only by 10 % of

4 Results

and encompasses the coasts of north and west Mediterranean and Black Sea

As the worldwide mean elevation of MIS 5e shorelines ranges between 26 and

Washington and British Columbia. Mediterranean N province includes 165 sites

Southwestern Mexico. Europe W includes 103 sites and encompasses the

We, therefore, calculated V = E/A. In fact, estimates on sea- level variations

Cocos includes 4 sites and encompasses the coasts of western Costa Rica and

eastern Australia and Tasmania. Australia W includes 9 sites along the coasts

But the quantification of eustasy is far from straightforward. First, because

islands and Cape Ross. Australia SE includes 14 sites along the coasts of south

Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles, South Africa,

for calculating vertical motion rate (V) is V = (E-e)/A

The province of Africa S includes 25 sites and encompasses the coasts of

17

where E is the current elevation of the paleo-shoreline relative to current local

The classic equation
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different. Except for deltas, long-term sedimentation rates at passive margins

margins undergo persistent loading from sedimentation, they may not be so

margins (0.13 mm/yr). But given the fact that the vast majority of passive

Active margins are uplifted at faster rates on average (0.36 mm/yr) than passive

plates of small subduction zones like the Aegean Sea.

motion. Last, subsidence only locally occurs, in particular on the overriding

western margin of Sundaland, where there is no reported evidence of vertical

is extreme. Besides these regions, the only undocumented margin is the south-

Mississippi, Indus, Bengal, Amazon and Orinoco, sediment-induced subsidence

have eroded most of the LIM shorelines. Around major deltas, such as the

deltas. Along the Arctic margins and coasts of Antarctica, Holocene icecaps

of the shorelines for which data are lacking lie at high latitudes or close to major

biased by the difficulty of examining submerged palaeoshorelines. In fact, most

ones (Fig. 2). This eliminates the possibility that the dataset is significantly

but from visual inspection they encompass many fewer coastlines than uplifted

coastlines. For obvious reasons, submerged domains are poorly documented,

give positive values, but also they are widespread and cover almost all

mean rate of uplift of 0.23 mm/yr. Not only do some 93% of the observations

Pliocene structures. The mean elevation of LIM terraces is 28 m, indicating a

sequence of palaeoshorelines that span Holocene, Pleistocene, and sometimes

standing process because in many instances the LIM marker is embedded in a

uplift of continental margins (Fig. 2 This apparent ) condition is due to a long-

margins. The most striking feature of the data is the almost ubiquitous apparent

LIM palaeocoasts convert into an apparent vertical velocity of the continental

The current elevations of the well-preserved (e.g. Johnson and Libbey, 1997)

w

and

mare

the densities of the

" , where vsub and vsed are the

mm/yr).

comparable to that of active margins (as opposed to the minimum rate of 0.13

rate at passive margins thus reaches a maximum of 0.3 mm/yr, more

resistance to subsidence and that, corrected for subsidence, the mean uplift

loaded. It implies that the lithosphere at passive margins most likely offers no

dominate over the elastic one and that the lithosphere relaxes faster than it is

can be shown following the same procedure that the viscous behaviour would

visco-elastic (Maxwell) rheology is considered, given the characteristic rates, it

many times higher than typical sedimentation rates. Last, if a more appropriate

typical rates and parameters, the velocity at which the lithosphere is deflected is

(e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) embedded at one end, which means that, for

also too small. This can be shown by solving for the flexure of a viscous beam

mountain belt for instance) and the characteristic rate at which it is loaded is

by a very small amount, for loading is rather small (compared to that of a

met. Second, if viscous flexure is invoked instead, it may slow down subsidence

kilometers of sediments at passive margins, as seen worldwide, would never be

lithosphere were opposing subsidence, the conditions for piling up several

considerable amounts of sediments that pile up at passive margins: if the elastic

elastic loaded beam probably is inappropriate. This can be pictured by the

wavelength), the classic solution based of the flexure equation of a purely

curvature is actually so large (or the deflection so small with respect to the

passive and active margins for several reasons. First, because the radius of

bound is a reasonable approximation to explain the discrepancy between

Although we keep the raw values in the following, we suggest that this upper

the effects of denudation on passive margins (e.g. Gunnell and Fleitout, 1998).

isostasy is limited by the flexural response of the lithosphere, by comparison to

passive margins as high as 0.3 mm/yr. It may of course be argued that 1D

as 2 10-1 mm/yr and, therefore, a corrected value for the mean uplift rate at

sediments, seawater and mantle, respectively), yield subsidence rates as high

s,

'

subsidence and sedimentation rates,

110 sites and encompasses the coasts of Japan and Eastern Russia.

(

the coasts of Ecuador, Chile and Peru. Finally the W Pacific province includes

"#!

of the ID type ( writen !"#$ !"%& !

Brazil, Argentina and southeast Chile. South America W includes 40 sites along
'

typically range from 2 10-2 to 4 10-1 mm/yr (Einsele, 2000). Isostatic corrections

Vietnam. South America E includes 36 sites from the coasts of French Guyana,
"
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highstands approximately ranging from -10 m to +15 m. On average, reports of
eustatic sea level changes are about an order of magnitude lower than the
mean apparent uplift rate. But an even more convincing argument that discards
eustasy as the cause of this generalized vertical movement of coastlines comes
form the sequences of palaeoshoreline into which the LIM is embedded.
Palaeoshoreline sequences of Plio-Pleistocene age (see supplementary data)
indicate continuous uplift that cannot be reconciled with eustatic variations for
older isotopic stages: isotopic studies indicate that Quaternary highstands MIS
7, MIS 9 and MIS 11 never exceeded +10 m, leaving MIS 5 the last highest sea
level stand. Margins so far considered as stable actually feature time series of
uplift therefore discarding any passive (or eustatic) cause for the observed uplift

low-temperature thermochronometers and palaeostress indicators suggest, for

example, that the passive coasts of Brazil, Africa, Great Britain and Australia

have been uplifting on a time-scale of millions of years in response to horizontal

compression (Brown et al., 2002; Cobbold et al., 2001; Hillis et al., 2008a & b).

Additional evidence also based on low-temperature thermochronometers and

palaeostress indicators, suggests that some passive margins have been

uplifting for millions of years in response to horizontal compression. Good

examples are the margins of Norway (Blystad et al., 1995; Lundin and Doré,

2002; Stoker et al., 2005), Great Britain (Boldreel and Anderson, 1998; Hillis et

al., 2008a; Holford et al., 2009), Brazil (Cobbold et al., 2001) and Australia

(Hillis et al., 2008b).

however, that a variety of studies base on oxygene isotopes, also referred to by

modifies the observed rates (see supplementary data and Fig. 2). We note,

mm/yr (see Siddall et al., 2006, and references therein), which only slightly

by 2 to 4 m since the LIM (122 +/- 6 ka), at an average rate of less than 2 10 -2

palaeo-sea level records and oxygen isotope data, mean sea level has dropped

uniform and not necessarily representative compilation of data from a variety of

explain the long-term (> 100 Myrs) variations in sea level. According to a non-

basins. Heller and Angevine (1985) formerly proposed this mechanism to

small and young oceanic basins is smaller than that of old and wide oceanic

changes in the geometry of the oceanic basins. In particular, the bulk volume of

volume of seawater (variations in the storage capacity of ice caps), or to

Eustasy is the uniform variation of sea level, either due to the change in the

Eustasy

other mechanisms can be invoked.

margins worldwide? The most obvious candidate is eustasy, but a variety of

What processes might be responsible for the apparent uplift of continental

depends on the viscosity of the mantle, for which a large uncertainty remains,

Chappell, 2001). The characteristic time scale for glacio-hydro-isostasy chiefly

in the Holocene and late Pleistocene (e.g. Peltier, 1998; Lambeck and

1976; Spada et al., 2006; Peltier, 2001). There is evidence for this mechanism

relative sea level are given by the sea- level equation (e.g. Farrell and Clark,

The feedback interactions between the two bodies and consequences on

changes in the shape of the solid Earth and of the body of seawater above it.

Another candidate is glacio-hydro-isostasy, whereby melting of icecaps causes

Glacio-hydro-isostasy

the generalized deformation of continental margins.

at both active and passive margins. This discards eustasy as an explanation for

term evidence of uplift, indicated by the Tertiary to present-day tectonic activity

surrection. Again, a long-standing uplift can also be inferred from other, longer

continental margins rather than an isolated datum that bounds the period of

as the prominent marker of a sequence that reveals a generalized uplift of

America since at least MIS 9 or MIS 11. The LIM therefore should be regarded

the West coast of Africa since at least Mid Pliocene, the Eastern coast of South

uplifting since at least Early Pleistocene, Western Europe since at least MIS 11,

long-standing uplift. For instance, the East Coast of North America has been

Siddal et al. (2006) suggest a larger uncertainty for they give sea- level

Additional evidence of passive-margin uplift comes from longer time scales:

5 Discussion
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continental margins. In addition, because the volume of the Earth remains
constant, the surface- integrated deflection of the Earth sums up to zero,
implying that relative sea- level variations can be both positive and negative.
Integrated over the surface of the Earth, because dynamic topography is
unevenly distributed with respect to continents, it converts into absolute sealevel rise of 5 10-4 to 3 10-3 mm/yr (Husson and Conrad, 2006; Conrad and
Husson, 2009; Moucha et al., 2008), small in magnitude and above all, opposed
to the apparent sea level fall. Measured rates could be corrected from the
effects of dynamic topography variations on relative and absolute sea level
change, but the rates are so small that the corrected and uncorrected maps
would look almost similar. Dynamic topography can therefore be discarded as a
mechanism to explain the generalized apparent coastal uplift.

thousand years, even at low harmonic degrees (e.g. Peltier, 2004). Therefore

even the effects of the most recent glacio-hydro-isostatic event, that followed

the mid-Holocene deglaciation at ~6 ka, are decreasing. It indeed modified the

elevation of the Holocene shorelines and similarly the older markers of the

sequence by comparable amounts. Assuming no other process is involved, the

maximum impact of the last glacio-hydro-isostatic event can be inferred from

the widespread Holocene palaeoshorelines. Except at high latitudes, these

generally lie a couple of meters above sea level on average (for an example in

the Indo-Pacific realm, Woodroffe and Horton, 2005), ~25 m lower than the

mean elevation of MIS 5e palaeoshorelines, and only very seldom are raised

higher than 6 meters. Averaged over the entire period since the LIM, the rate of

uplift is at most 3 x 10-2 mm/yr, so that glacio-hydro-isostasy is unlikely to be a

compressive stress most likely increased in the lithosphere during the gradual
disappearance of subduction zones. The aggregation of many continents onto
Eurasia has resulted in a robust continental unit, deeply anchored into the

controls absolute sea level (e.g. Gurnis, 1993; Husson and Conrad, 2006).

Dynamic topography changes as the heterogeneous mantle flows, which

modifies relative sea level (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Gurnis, 1997; Gurnis et al.,

2000) at typical rates of 10-3 to 10-2 mm/yr (Moucha et al., 2008; Conrad and

Husson, 2009). The impact of dynamic topography on relative sea- level

spreading ridges and mantle flow can be released, the average magnitude of

topography makes the shape of the Earth depart from the geoid and therefore

mechanism, including the decrease in the mean production rate at ridges by

mantle. A variety of observations illustrate the long-term consequences of this

Because
subduction zones are the only means by which the compression from the

constant.

ridge

hampered by lateral viscosity variations (Cadek and Fleitout, 2003). Dynamic

approximately

disappearance of subduction zones - the Tethys in particular - whereas the total

2004; Spasojeviç et al., 2008) although the magnitude may be significantly

remains

Cretaceous. A prominent consequence of such a mechanism is the gradual

hundred meters (Hager et al., 1985; Le Stunff and Ricard, 1997; Conrad et al.,

approximately

Eurasian plate following a period of dispersal that peaked during the Late

Convective viscous stresses may deflect the surface of the Earth by several

length

could result from the current accretion of Africa, Australia, and India to the

observations. Instead, we suggest that generalized uplift of continental margins

that impact both relative and absolute sea level satisfactorily explains the

The previous analysis suggests that none of the commonly invoked processes

Dynamic topography is the response of the surface of the Earth to mantle flow.

Dynamic topography

would critically resemble the map of raw rates.

uncertainty. Thus, we prefer not to show any corrected map, that in any case

corrections that we could apply would be very small and comparable to the

this stage, the time- integrated impact on relative sea level is unclear and the
Plate tectonics

variations is therefore too small to explain the apparent sea- level change at

but observations and models suggest that the relaxation occurs within a few

mechanism for our global observations of sea-level change since the LIM. At
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overrides the subducting plate faster than the trench retreats, and its elevation
increases (Fig. 3). Indeed, in physical models (Espurt et al., 2008), faster
convergence rates between overriding and subducting plates make the slab dip
less steeply and induce higher strain rates and mountain building in the
overriding plate.

50% during the last 140 Myr (Becker et al., 2009). This decrease can be related

to the increasing resistance to plate tectonics that accompanies the gradual

replacement of subduction zones by mountain belts around Eurasia. Other lines

of evidence, indicating that compression is centrifugally transmitted from the

massive continental unit on geological time scales, include compression of the

Tethys closed (Silver et al., 1998). Slab rollback is resisted by sub-slab mantle
flow, which in turn puts the entire Pacific system under compression (Husson et

thickening. In addition, by forcing subduction (i.e. making trench retreat faster

exemplified by the Andes forcing the subduction of the Nazca plate after the

orogenies. American upper plates force slab rollback at fast rates, as

different rates from trench rates, either causing back-arc extension or

2006). Departure from this balance occurs when overriding plates are driven at

control rates of trench retreat (Funiciello et al., 2003; Royden and Husson,

building (Russo and Silver, 1996). The intrinsic properties of subduction zones

fostering compression of the South American pate and leading to Cordillera

Cordilleras. This process was re-inforced after Africa collided with Eurasia,

Nazca subduction zones, as highlighted by the very existence of the American

resisted on the Pacific Ocean side along its Aleutian, Juan de Fuca, Cocos and

South and North America and Antarctica. The spreading of the Atlantic Ocean is

circumscribe the supercontinent repel the peripheral continental plates, namely

aggregating supercontinent would in turn undergo compression. The ridges that

and Mediterranean seas for Australia and Africa. The external margins of the

their leading sides, possibly causing uplift of their leading margins, in the Banda

became compressed between the ridges on their trailing edges and Eurasia on

longer accommodate their migration toward Eurasia, Africa, India and Australia

the driving forces of plate tectonics (Argand, 1924). Because subduction can no

weights of the Alpine, Himalayan, and Banda continental collision zones oppose

because the Tethyan subduction zones gradually vanish, and also because the

In our opinion, the rate of convergence of India, Africa and Australia decreases

Similarly, along subduction zones, higher compression should favour crustal

(see for instance Floyd et al., 1993).

deeply buried Variscan rocks are found, is in that sense a very good illustration

metamorphism along these margins. Southwest England, where previously

required to explain this deformation and the presence of high grade

2001) and Australia (Hillis et al., 2008b). Continuous uplift and exhumation are

Anderson, 1998; Hillis et al., 2008a; Holford et al., 2009), Brazil (Cobbold et al.,

Lundin and Doré, 2002; Stoker et al., 2005), Great Britain (Boldreel and

Tertiary, for which there is good evidence in Norway (Blystad et al., 1995;

may explain the post- break-up deformation of passive margins during the

favor crustal thickening and uplift (Leroy et al., 2004) (Fig. 3). This mechanism

the accretion of the supercontinent, induce deformation at passive margins and

above). Higher magnitudes of compressive stress in the lithosphere, following

activity and exhumation on continental margins, including passive margins (see

that often span the Quaternary, but also by geological evidence for tectonic

applies on longer time-scales as indicated by the sequences of marine terraces

scale. Once again, we use the LIM as a worldwide datum, but the mechanism

of the MIS 5e paleo-shorelines may reflect the same process at a shorter time

The observed uplift of continental margins identified worldwide by the elevation

and westward drift of the Pacific basin (Husson et al., 2008).

Martinod and Molnar, 1995), formation of the Andes (Russo and Silver, 1996)
Conclusion : continental margins in the current plate circuit

than its intrinsic rate, that we refer to as driven by slab buoyancy) the continent

about 20% during Neogene (Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2007), and by 25-

Indian oceanic plate (Bull and Scrutton, 1990; Chamot-Rooke et al., 1993;
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Sundaland, underneath the southwestern margin of Sundaland (Sumatra and
Java trenches), does not operate along a small circle that would go towards the
massive Eurasia. This almost unique setting leaves the convergence regime

al., 2008). Horizontal forces necessarily transmit across ridges, albeit at

depth.Therefore, compression follows its circuit to reach circum-Pacific margins

(Fig. 4). Similarly, because ridges surround Antarctica, it remains constricted.

situation can be compared to that of the Aegean Sea where local subsidence
accompanies slab rollback. Because nothing makes subduction in these areas
depart from their intrinsic rates (see above), no additional compression on the
upper plate occurs and there is no reason for uplift of the overriding margin.
Conversely, the subduction occurs freely, extension takes place in the upper
plate and subsidence most likely results. Therefore, we emphasize that,
because their odd behavior with respect to the general tendency uplifted
margins can be explained by their almost unique situation in the current plate
circuit, the peculiar margins of SW Sundaland and of Aegea are at least
compatible, if not supporting, the plate tectonic explanation for global uplift of
continental margins. We conclude that the accretion of plates towards the end
of the latest Wilson cycle (Wilson, 1966) led to a redistribution of stresses
responsible for the overall short-term uplift of continental margins, as recorded
by sequences of Quaternary paleo-shorelines.

make compression consistently propagate in a centrifugal mode (along small

circles) from Eurasia across surrounding plates, following plate motion and

causes the uplift of continental margins. This can be seen by comparing (Fig. 4)

the absolute plate motion (from Kreemer, 2009) to the orientation of the axis of

maximum horizontal compression (Heidbach et al., 1997). It is on this basis that

we attempt to extrapolate stress-regime indicators and conclude that circum-

Arctic and peri-Antarctic coastlines, where icecaps could not possibly have

spared the LIM coastal morphology, are also uplifting. In fact, almost no

continental margin seems to avoid this new stress regime and the uplift of all

margins appear to fit into this scenario. After it was dragged into the Banda

subduction zone, the Australian continent became trapped between the

Southeast Indian Ridge and its northern margin that can no longer be

subducted; India became squeezed between the Carlsberg ridge and Eurasia

while the Himalayas rose; Africa became compressed after it collided with

as a stable continental platform. Their argument was based on the long-term
(~100 Myrs) comprehension of the figure of the Earth. Our data confirm this

squeezed between the Atlantic ridges and the circum-Pacific subduction zones.

The margins of all those continental units feature uplifting coasts.

margins that would give a datum around which absolute sea level oscillates, this
once more challenges accuracy in the evaluation of past sea level from the
fossil- shoreline record and challenges the significance of eustasy.

documented and aerial views reveal no uplifted palao-shorelines. This suggests

that they may be either steady or subsiding. Indeed, lines of evidence indicate

that subsidence dominates in the western part of Sundaland (see Bird et al.,

current plate circuit (Fig. 4). The subduction of the Indian plate towards

compression that follows supercontinental accretion. This can be seen on the

their peculiar geodynamic setting, which currently spares them from the

2006, and references therein). We interpret this atypical behaviour in terms of

eustasy is based on the hypothesis of time stability of passive continental

Besides subsiding deltas, only the long SW margins of Sundaland are not

idea by observations on much shorter time scales. Because the notion of

Rephrasing Moucha et al. (2008), our study reveals that there is no such thing

Zagros. On the subduction side, both the North and South Americas became

Eurasia, between the South Atlantic ridge and the Alps, from Western Europe to

following the aggregation of the many continents onto Eurasia. In fact, this

The accretion of the African, Indian and Australian plates to Eurasia should

unchanged and there is no reason for increased compression along this margin
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horizontal compression on continents (blue bars, averaged from Heidbach et

Global plate velocities (red arrows, Kreemer, 2009) follow directions of maximal

(green), interpreted as indicators of stress increments from one plate to another.

indicate relative plate motion for diverging plates (pink) and converging plates

(yellow values) in the framework of plate kinematics. Arrows along small circles

Figure 4: World map (top) showing apparent uplift rates of continental margins

uplifting shorelines.

due to intensification of compression in lithosphere. Black arrows point at

Figure 3: Cartoon showing uplift of passive margins (a) and active margins (b),

corrected for eustasy + 3 m (see text).

Arrow size indicates degree of confidence. Numbers in italics indicate rates

heights of paleo-shorelines, which formed during the Last Interglacial Maximum.

Figure 2: Apparent rates of vertical motion on coastlines as inferred from
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settings. Quality refers to confidence in measurements (see supplementary

Table 1: Mean apparent rates of uplift for various provinces and geodynamic

yellow arrowheads indicate uplift and mean uplift rates.

(white great circle). Focal mechanisms (beach balls) indicate compression;

al., 2008). Schematic cross-section (bottom) along global E-W plate-circuit
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the site by comparison with other places where U/Th, ESR and 14C are

Correlation of some beach ridges to MIS 5e comes from morpho-stratigraphy of

only shows the distal part of the sequence which reaches at least 70 m.

Bahia Laura, Patagonia, Argentina, sequence of beach-ridges. The photograph

!%&# 2)*-4)+(*!($?*!-4/# 6C%-C."$+4,&# &!(!=># SP=# O-W transect of the area. B)

altitude. The T1 terrace is correlated to MIS 5e on the basis of tephrochronology

succession of Holocene marine and wave- built terraces that reach ~ 35 m in

reaching an altitude of 850 m. The sequence is bordered seaward by a

Mount, central coast of eastern Kamchatka, sequence of five marine terraces

Figure 1: Examples of sequences of Quaternary paleoshorelines. A) Africa
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Chapitre 5
La chaleur dans la lithosphère
Dans les chapitres précédents de ce mémoire, j’ai peu abordé, voire éludé, un aspect
fondamental de la dynamique de la lithosphère : l’incidence du régime thermique.
C’est évidement un paramètre clef pour la rhéologie et la géodynamique au sens
large, puisque c’est par exemple à partir des géothermes suppposés que sont définis
les profils rhéologiques de la lithosphère et de la croûte [Goetze & Evans, 1979],
sur lesquels le débat ne tarit pas [Maggi et al., 2000, McKenzie & Jackson, 2002,
Schmalholz et al., 2009, Watts & Burov, 2003].

Le champ thermique dans la lithosphère est d’autant plus complexe que les processus transitoires s’y cumulent. Dans les cratons, le régime thermique stationnaire permet d’obtenir une résolution raisonnable Jaupart & Mareschal [2003],
comme dans le bouclier canadien [Mareschal & Jaupart, 2004]. En revanche, les
propriétés pétrophysiques dans la lithosphère soumise à des processus transitoires,
comme la sédimentation, l’érosion et la circulation de fluides sont mal connues
et l’incertitude devient par conséquent très forte. Dans les exemples qui suivent,
le champ thermique est inferé à partir de mesures in situ de la température en
profondeur d’origine industrielle. Il est possible de reconstruire l’histoire tectonique et sédimentaire à partir de l’enregistrement géologique. Des modèles directs
permettent de prendre en compte l’impact thermique de chaque évènement dans
le temps, et les mesures actuelles fournissent des points de calibration. Des enregistrements du régime thermique passé peuvent être déduits par d’autres techniques qui renseignent en général sur la température maximale rencontrée par un
échantillon (traces de fission, maturation du kérogène, réflectance de la vitrinite).
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Ces don´’ees fournissent des points de calibration sur l’histoire thermique passée.
Lorsque l’ensemble des processus qui affecte le champ thermique est connu, les
inconnues sont essentiellement le flux de chaleur à la base de la croûte et la production radiogénique, et une évaluation argumentée par la reconstruction de l’histoire géologique permet de déterminer ces grandeurs. Au vu des incertitudes qui en
découlent, il est évident que c’est la valeur statistique des résultats qui a un sens
dans des études régionales, un point de contrôle unique n’offrant que peu de fiabilité puisque dans la réalité, d’une part les propriétés pétrophysiques transitoires
sont mal connues et que d’autre part les informations sur les mesures industrielles
sont souvent incomplètes sur la mise en oeuvre de la mesure (l’état de relaxation
thermique au moment de l’acquisition, en particulier, est peu renseigné).

5.1

Les fronts de chaı̂nes de montagnes : le cas
des Andes

Dans les front des chaı̂nes de montagnes, les processus thermiques transitoires sont
en nombre restreints. Par opposition aux zones internes des chaı̂nes de montagnes,
les règles cinématiques et géométriques qui caractérisent l’évolution tectonique des
avant-pays sont bien connues et permettent théoriquement de prédire l’impact de
chacun des processus (érosion, sédimentation, circulation de fluides, etc...). C’est
le cas du front subandin, présenté dans l’article suivant.
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Abstract
A quantitative analysis of the various parameters influencing the thermal regime in orogenic belts and related foredeeps
shows that (i) the increasing heat flow in internal zones is mainly due to the thickening of radiogenic layers, although there is no
simple proportionality between crustal thickness and heat flow signal at large scale; (ii) in external zones, where the horizontal
strain rate is large (such as in the Bolivian Andes), surface processes can be of first order within the first kilometers of the crust.
Hence, they induce a large scatter in the thermal data which are acquired at shallow depths. The deep thermal regime can be
restored only by a quantitative assessment of these parameters. Active erosion (respectively sedimentation) can increase (resp.
reduce) the heat flow by a factor of 2 in the uppermost kilometers. The effects of fluid circulation percolating at depth can also
generate significant local disturbances. Other processes such as heat advection during thrusting, surface morphology and
climate change have a minor influence in most settings, compared to the aforesaid effects. In the Bolivian Sub Andean Zone,
between 18°S and 22°S, the very active deformation enhances the surface thermal perturbations (particularly erosion and
sedimentation) and disturb the thermal field. The analysis of these data accounting for the kinematics of the belt allows the
lateral variations of the thermal regime at various scales to be assessed. A slight eastward increase in the thermal regime towards
the Chaco plain is evidenced as well as towards the Boomerang area, as the Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary cover gets
thinner. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Thermal regime; Bolivian Andes; Erosion; Sedimentation; Fluid flow; Topography

1. Introduction
At large scale, the thermal field in the crust is mainly
influenced by the geodynamic setting, the mantle heat
flow (called ‘‘reduced heat flow’’), the crustal thickness
*
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and its radiogenic content. In extensional zones, such as
rift systems, the heat flow data (HFD) usually have
typical patterns that correlate well to the crustal and
lithospheric thinning (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982).
On the contrary in collision settings, the thermal
profiles are highly variable (Figs. 1 and 2). Depending
on the geological history of the orogen, a geomorphological unit can show strong HFD differences with
regards to the HFD of a similar unit in another mountain belt. A striking example is the contrast between the
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Fig. 2. Thermal data (diamonds) in the Andes between 15!S and 23!S (modified after Sclater et al., 1970, Uyeda and Watanabe, 1982, Henry
and Pollack, 1988; Springer and Forster 1998) overlain on a digital elevation map. Box: periodic setting evidenced by filtering of topographical
high frequencies. Solid black lines are the limits between the domains numbered from 1 to 5.

therefore dependent on the geological history of the
area; in addition they can interact, being then either
enhanced or reduced. In the present paper, we investigate the various surface processes affecting the thermal field in mountain belts and quantify their
influences in time, space and magnitudes. This numerical approach lead to quantitative conclusions often in
contradiction with the qualitative hypotheses proposed
previously to explain local anomalies. Since thermal
data come from the upper kilometers of the crust, well
temperatures, measurements in lake sediments, mines
and caves, they are influenced by surface processes.
One of the key issues of these calculations is to make
precise the depth below which a potential disturbance
can be neglected.
In the second part, we analyze the thermal regime
of the Bolivian Sub Andean Zone in the light of our

Fig. 1. Thermal profiles through various mountain belts (data source: Pollack et al., 1993).
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Swiss molassic zone of the Alps and the Apenninic
foredeep, where differences in their average HFD
achieve more than 70 mW/m2 (Fig. 1) and, in mountain
belts, lateral variations of the HFD over a few tenths of
kilometers commonly reach 40 mW/m2 (Pollack et al.,
1993). As heat diffuses in space, short wavelength HFD
anomalies have shallow origin. Hence, a significant
part of the thermal anomalies is due to the transient
effects of superficial phenomena, which become in
some places higher than the deep phenomena (mainly
crustal heat generation and mantle heat flow). The
effects of fast sedimentation or erosion (e.g. Lucazeau
and Le Douaran, 1985), thrusting, topographically
driven fluid flows (e.g. Deming, 1994) and surface
morphology (e.g. Lachenbruch, 1970) have been mentioned to explain such thermal anomalies. These processes are controlled by the kinematics and are
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Thickening of collision belts is due to the deformation and stacking of mostly crustal units at different
scales. In internal zones, thick crustal units are
affected; elevation subsequently increases at large
scale, inducing widespread erosion. Due to the isostatic response, erosion induces relative uplift and
denudation of the initially deeply buried material.
On the contrary, in external zones, collision belts are
mostly characterized by a thin-skinned deformation
pattern involving only the sedimentary cover, and no
major crustal thickening occurs. Subsequently, horizontal strain dominates in the foreland whereas vertical strain is prominent in internal parts. For instance,
in the Bolivian Andes, the current denudation rate of
the intrusive bodies near La Paz is about 10 km in the
last 10 Ma with a drastic acceleration in the most
recent period (Benjamin et al., 1987; Masek et al.,
1994), and evidence of current horizontal shortening
in the Eastern Cordillera is very scarce or localized at
the border. On the contrary, in the Sub Andean Zone
(SAZ), horizontal shortening is about 10 km/Ma
(Kley, 1996; Baby et al., 1997) or even faster during
the last 10 Ma. Erosion is localized over anticlines
with sedimentation in piggy-back basins.
The different tectonic regimes in internal and
external zones influence the surface heat flow signal.
In internal zones, crustal thickening increases the
thermal radiogenic production since it thickens the
radiogenic layers. Increase in the HFD in the vicinity
of fault zones due to friction along fault planes is still
debated (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980; England and
Molnar, 1993; Leloup et al., 1999) although many
data suggest that friction is very low (Evans, 1992;
Blanpied et al., 1992); no significant thermal anomaly
is thus expected. Deeper processes can also significantly disturb the thermal regime. Burial of crustal
material may induce metamorphism and phase
changes. These reactions are either endo- or exother-

2. Surface thermal controls in external zones of
orogenic belts

The impact of thrusting results from the competition between the advection and the conduction: the
thrust sheet has its own thermal stage and it will be reequilibrated, by conduction, in the overall crust after
(and during) thrusting. The key parameter is the 1D
Péclet number (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Endignoux
and Wolf, 1990) given by the Vdiff/Vadv ratio, where
Vdiff and Vadv are the diffusion and advection velocities. When the ratio equals 1, no distortion of the
thermal field is expected. The range of parameters
(thickness of the thrust sheet, rate of horizontal shortening, thermal conductivity) for which thrusting may
definitely be discarded as a thermal control is presented on Fig. 4a. Thrusting has commonly been

2.1. Thrust propagation

mic and therefore affect the deep heat flow signal
(Giunchi and Ricard, 1999). Lithospheric thinning,
either due to back-arc activity as in the Western
Apennines, delamination (e.g. Davies and von
Blanckenburg, 1995) or convective removal of mantle
lithosphere (e.g. Platt and England, 1994), can significantly enhance the HFD of mountain belts. Additionally, heat advection by intense magmatism
potentially increases the HFD (e.g. Arndt et al., 1997).
In this paper, we focus our quantitative analysis on
external causes and do not discuss any further the
deep phenomena affecting internal zones as intrusion
of hot material or change in the crustal thickness.
Horizontal shortening in folded belts induces a series
of ramp-folds prograding towards the foreland. Subsequently, the geometry can usually be regarded as a
periodic system of synclines and anticlines/monoclines striking parallel to the orogen as the south
SAZ (Fig. 2). Numerous superficial processes are
controlled by the structural pattern of the fold and
thrust belt. Among these, many exert transient perturbations on the near-surface thermal regime (Fig. 3),
i.e. erosion, sedimentation, fluid circulation and terrain effects (surface morphology and geographically
dependent perturbations). An integrative assessment
of the impact of these processes is required in order to
interpret the temperature data, to evaluate the steady
state thermal signal and restore the deep signal. For
each process, we first review the previous works on
their thermal effects and then we quantify them versus
time and depth using numerical modeling.
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theoretical models. Since the data are affected by the
aforesaid processes, we accounted for the tectonic
history of the fold and thrust belt in order to avoid
misleading from the large scatter in the data and to
determine the deeper thermal signal.
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invoked in the past as a main transient control on the
thermal regime, potentially responsible for inverted
thermal gradients. However, using realistic crustal
properties, it has also been suggested that thrusting
could not be responsible for inverted gradient beneath
thrusts (e.g. Jaupart and Provost, 1985; Ruppel and
Hodges, 1994; Huerta et al., 1996, 1998) but only
induces low thermal perturbations (Shi and Wang,
1987; Endignoux and Wolf, 1990).
In order to decipher and estimate the potential
anomaly on the thermal field induced by thrusting,
2D numerical modeling (THRUSTPACK finite element program, Appendix A) was used. The thermal
field was calculated for various sheet thicknesses and
thrust velocities (Fig. 4b). Basal heat flow is 50 mW/
m2. Surface temperature is 0 !C. Only very thick
slices and thrusting at unrealistic rates induce inverted
thermal fields at depth. Most thrusts displace at a
velocity slower than 20 mm/year. If the thrust sheet is
more than 20-km thick and faster than 10 mm/year,
minor distortion of the thermal field may appear (Fig.
4b). For instance, in the Bolivian foothills, active
structures have velocities lower than 7 mm/year and
the sheet thicknesses are less than 7 km (after reconstructions by Roeder and Chamberlain, 1995 and
Moretti et al., 1996). From a general knowledge over

The blanketing effect is the cooling impact of high
sedimentation rate and relevant examples are numerous, such as the Viking graben in the North sea and
the Golfe du Lion between France and Corsica (Lucazeau and Le Douaran, 1985). In the Apennines foreland, the sedimentation rate is very high (up to 7 km
in 4 Ma) and the HFD is lower than 30 mW/m2
whereas it is twice as high in the frontal thrusts. On
the contrary, erosion significantly increases the apparent thermal regime.
The thermal effects of erosion and sedimentation
were quantified using the GENEX program (see Appendix A). Boundary conditions are given in Appendix A and figure captions. The thermal effects of
erosion can be described in 1D as a simple advection

2.2. Changes in the sedimentary regime: erosion and
sedimentation

several fold and thrust belts, we assume that usual
values of sheet thicknesses are lower than 10 km and
velocities are lower than 20 mm/year. Fig. 4b shows
that that ramp folds can thus only generate minor
anomalies. Therefore in most cases, thrusting is very
unlikely to disturb significantly the thermal fields in
fold and thrust belts.

Fig. 3. Schematic cross-section through an ideal frontal thrust system. Influence of the various processes on the near-surface thermal field. The
signs indicate the associated potential anomalies.
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sedimentary events, and the associated thermal gradient. Realistic sedimentary rates (Fig. 5a: 4000- and
2000-m thick sedimentary pile deposited in 4 Ma)
induce drastic changes in the thermal field due to
blanketing effects. The thermal gradient during the
depositional event decreases from 24 to 17 !C/km at
2000-m depth in the first case and to 20 !C/km where
the sedimentary pile is only 2000-m thick. Similar
disturbances occur in the case of erosion (Fig. 5b:
4000 and 2000 m of erosion in 4 Ma), where the

Fig. 4. Thermal influence of thrusting. (a) Steady and transient state domains as a function of sheet thickness H, slip rate on the fault V, and
diffusivity j. Dotted and dashed lines correspond to Pe = 1 for the different diffusivities. SAZ is the Sub Andean Zone domain; Boom. is the
Boomerang Zone. (b) Influence of thrust propagation on the thermal field at 20 (A) and 2.5 mm/year (B). White lines are thrusts, gray scale is
temperature. Box: unrealistic case of inverted thermal field. Thrust is sub-instantaneous (2000 m/year). Graph: Geotherms for A and B.
Boundary conditions are constant basal heat flow (50 mW/m2), constant surface temperature (0 !C), diffusivity j = 10 ! 6 m2 s ! 1 and adiabatic
lateral gradient.

of heat from warm rocks towards the surface and
sedimentation as a downward advection of colder
material. 2D approximations should account for the
local slope and use diffusion laws for instance (e.g.
Beaumont et al., 1992; Avouac and Burov, 1996). For
given petrophysical parameters, the amplitude of the
resulting thermal anomaly is mainly a function of
sedimentation/erosion rates and thickness of the sedimented/eroded layer. Fig. 5 shows the temperature as
a function of time and depth for various erosive and

Fig. 5. Impact of different erosion and sedimentation rates on the thermal field through time: 1000 and 500 m/Ma sedimentation (a) and erosion
(b) rates for 4 Ma. Dashed lines are isothermal lines. Solid lines in (a) are burial curves. Shaded domains between 40 and 36 Ma indicate the fast
sedimentary/erosional event. Thermal conductivity is compaction- and temperature-dependent. The basal heat flow (50 mW/m2) and the surface
temperature (0 !C) are constant.
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Fig. 6. Top: impact of active erosion and sedimentation on the thermal regime as a function of erosion/sedimentation rates and eroded/
sedimented thickness, at 0-, 5-, and 10-km depth below surface. The impact is given by the ratio Q/Q0 where Q is the actual heat flow and Q0 is
the steady state heat flow. Boundary conditions are the same as in Fig. 5. Shaded domains indicate the rates at which the sedimentary/erosive
processes act in selected areas of Bolivia. NSAZ is the North Sub Andean Zone (after Baby et al., 1995b); Ch is Chaco plain; SAZ is Sub
Andean Zone (N and S); L is the Sub Andean Zone Llanura (Fig. 9a).Bottom: quantitative assessment of the transient state at 10-km depth for
various erosion/sedimentation rates during and after a 5-km erosion/sedimentation event. Q is the actual heat flow and Q0 is the steady state heat
flow. Boundary conditions are the same as in Fig. 5.

The transient state was assessed as a function of
sedimentation/erosion rates and sedimented/eroded
thicknesses. The ratio Q/Q0 is given in Fig. 6 (top),
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thermal gradient drops from 20 to 26 !C/km in the
former case, and to 24 !C/km when the erosion rate is
lower.
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where Q is the actual heat flow and Q0 is the steady
state heat flow. The heat flow can be divided by 2
(sedimentation) or doubled (erosion) for fast rates and
large thicknesses, even at several kilometers of depth.
For a geologically consistent rate of erosion (1 mm/
year) and an eroded thickness of 5 km, the heat flow is
increased by more than 20% at 10 km; 5 km of
sedimentation at a mean rate of 1 mm/year would
decrease the heat flow by 10 –20%.
Although the influences of sedimentation and
erosion on the thermal field show similarities, the
amplitude of their effects slightly differs. The change
in petrophysical properties during the burial/exhumation history of the rocks affects the thermal properties
of rocks. Erosion leads to the exhumation of compacted rocks, for which diffusivity is higher than for
low-compaction sediments. Diffusivity results from
the balance between temperature dependence of conductivity, increasing conductivity due to water extraction and decreasing calorific capacity with burial. It
subsequently decreases the time span required for
thermal relaxation after the erosive event, and also
results in a lower steady state thermal gradient than
the initial one at shallow depths ( < 1000 m) and a
higher gradient at larger depths (see geothermal
gradients, Fig. 5b).
After surface disturbances from sedimentation and
erosion stopped, a thermal relaxation is observed (Fig.
6, bottom). The relaxation time depends on the total
amount of eroded/sedimented material and the erosion/sedimentation rates. For a 50 mW/m2 steady state
heat flow, the remaining anomaly after 10 Ma at 10km depth rarely exceeded 10 mW/m2. Such a value
explains the observation that relatively ancient foredeeps (e.g. the Ebro and Aquitaine basins) do not
display low HFD values compared to the active ones
such as the Pô (Pasquale and Verdoya, 1990) or Chaco
plains (Fig. 2).
In internal zones, mountains are eroded until isostatic equilibrium is reached. Mountain belts have a
crustal root of about seven times their average elevation (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). For instance,
the Bolivian Andes has a crustal root of 35 km below
the Eastern Cordillera (Beck et al., 1996). At regional
scale, denudation induces uplift and the root is gradually exhumed, involving very large thicknesses for
long periods. On the contrary, relief in external zones
is mainly supported by folds, which are distributed
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Topographically driven fluids circulation can also
induce thermal perturbations. Highs constituted by
hinterland elevated zones and sometimes anticlinal
hinges in the foreland constitute recharge areas for
meteoric water percolation. Depending on the hydrodynamic gradients, discharge areas are likely to be
located either in the deformed part of the foreland or
in the foredeep.
Evidence for fluid circulation suggests that water
circulation may occur at large depths (down to 10 km;
Torgensen, 1991; Larroque et al., 1993). Meteoric
water can act as a convective mechanism of heat
transfer as high hydrostatic pressure related to the
amplitude of the topographical high leads to fast
circulation beneath the topographic slopes. Fluids
percolate and the hydraulic charge induced by the

2.3. Fluid circulation

with a short wavelength across-strike. Topography is
sustained by regional isostasy (flexure of the subducted lithosphere) and only the highs, made of
thrusting units, are eroded. In the absence of internal
strain, the eroded thickness should not exceed the
thickness of the thrust sheet whatever the time span
over which erosion is active. To summarize, erosion in
internal zones has a long wavelength and acts during
long periods of time whereas, in folded belts, erosion is
controlled by tectonics and preferably denudes anticlinal highs while synclinal valleys can be the locus of
sedimentation (e.g. Baby et al., 1995b; Mugnier et al.,
1999).
The thermal effects of erosion and sedimentation
are antagonistic. 2D effects may have to be accounted
for when the variations in erosion and sedimentation
rates between anticlines and synclines are strong.
Depending on the wavelengths of the phenomena,
their effects would not penetrate deeply due to lateral
diffusion and compensation at depth between positive,
erosion-induced and negative, sedimentation-induced
anomalies. Most fold and thrust belts display wavelengths ranging from 10 to 30 km (among these, we
can mention the Sub Andean Zone illustrated in Fig.
2, or Mugnier et al., 1999 for the Himalayan foothills). Therefore, 1D estimates are an upper approximation of the thermal anomalies associated to erosion
and sedimentation and the values given in Fig. 6
should be lowered for very short wavelengths.
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Fig. 7. Thermal impact of fluid circulation during a thrusting event. (a) Reference case: permeability only depends on compaction, i.e. depth; (b)
thrusting of compacted rocks (low permeability) over low-compacted (high permeability) foreland sediments; (c) permeability only depends on
compaction excepted for an aquifer layer (very high permeability). Arrows are calculated water flow vectors. Thermal boundary conditions are
constant basal heat flow (50 mW/m2), adiabatic lateral gradient and constant surface temperature (20 !C). Permeability is compaction (depth)dependent in all cases.

Depending on the permeability paths within the
percolated rock, the flowing water may remain in a
thermal disequilibrium with the surrounding rocks and
generate thermal anomalies if Darcy velocities are
high enough. Regarding the flow down, short wavelength thermal anomalies are well known by tunnelers
when approaching and passing through faults or
karsts.
Fig. 7a and b shows the results when permeability
is homogeneous and when the thrust sheet has a lower
permeability. Our analysis suggests that rocks at depth
can be cooled below the recharge area and that a
temperature decrease of 10 to 15 !C at 3000-m depth
can be expected. Intuitively, the lateral flow through
the distal foreland should induce a positive thermal
anomaly. However, we found that whatever the hinterland fluid flow (within the range of known fluid
flows), fluid velocity severely decreases when the
water invades the foreland basin and only a minor
positive thermal anomaly can be generated. These
results are dependent of the permeability of the layers
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relief leads to fluid circulation. This water can also
progressively mix with formation fluids inherited from
sedimentation and/or mineralogical phase changes.
Thrusting of old, already compacted material over
younger, less compacted sediments in continental
areas induces under-pressure in the low-compaction
foreland, due to the deficit of water charge from strata
insulation (Belitz and Bredehoeft, 1988; Villegas et al.,
1994; Moretti, in press). We model the thermal effects
of this process using TEMISPACK program (see
Appendix A). Basal heat flow is 50 mW/m2. Surface
temperature is 20 !C. Our model mimics the fluid flow
during a thrusting event. Heavy fluid flow from the
elevated recharge areas to the lower external zones is
initiated. Lateral fluid circulation may affect hundreds
of kilometers as previously mentioned by many
authors (e.g. Banner et al., 1989; Deming, 1994) and
the meteoric water below recharge areas can reach
more than 10-km depth in accordance with previous
works in the Canadian Rockies (Deming, 1994; Nesbitt and Muehlenbachs, 1989, 1991).
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The atmospheric thermal properties give boundary
conditions to the near-surface thermal field. The
contrast between atmospheric and rock conductivities
induces a distortion of the thermal field lines in
uneven areas. These converge towards the valleys,
enhancing the apparent thermal regime and diverge
beneath the highs, lowering it (Lachenbruch, 1970;
Blackwell et al., 1980; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982;
Safanda, 1994; Stüwe et al., 1994; Mancktelow and
Grasemann, 1997). At depth, the anomaly vanishes
due to lateral heat conduction. The affected depth and
the magnitude of the anomaly are a function of the
amplitude and wavelength of the topography.
In order to quantify the thermal divergence
between hills and valleys, finite element thermal
modeling (TEMISPACK program, see Appendix A)
beneath various topographies characterized by their
amplitudes and wavelengths has been used. Boundary
conditions are described Fig. 8. In all cases, the basal
heat flow is 50 mW/m2. The angular shape of ridges is
assumed to be realistic as tests featuring sine-shaped
topographies show similar results. Results are presented here for topographies with amplitudes ranging
between 0 and 2000 m, which are typical of folded
belts. In order to quantify the specific effect of topography, we assume that dynamic equilibrium constrains the topography of ramp-folds, which implies
that topography is maintained for several Ma in fold
and thrust belts.
The simplest topographies are single ridges. Fig. 8a
shows the ratio Q(z)/Q0 as a function of wavelength
(ridge width) and depth. For ridges larger than 20 km,

2.4. Surface morphology

and indeed, introducing a fast drain induce drastic
changes on the thermal field (Fig. 7c), as in that case,
it significantly cools the distal parts of the foreland.
Previous authors documented this cooling on organic
thermometers in few basin including the Mahakam
delta (Burrus et al., 1992). Due to the decreasing
velocities towards the foreland, the magnitude of the
disturbance decreases as the distance from the belt
increases. Within mountains belts, warm sources connect into very localized streams area also usual. Their
influences on the thermal field are restricted to thin
levels surrounding the water flow (Moretti et al., in
press).
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the thermal anomaly is very small. However, as soon
as the width of the ridge is lower than 15 km, the HFD
does not exceed 0.7 times the basal heat flow. Below
the reference level, the heat flow anomaly tends to be
very low; Q(z)/Q0 ratios are higher than 0.85. The
temperature difference between a flat ground geotherm and a geotherm below a ridge reaches its
maximum value at the reference level and then equals
A " G, where A is the amplitude of the topography
and G the thermal gradient. In the present case, the
gradient is about 25 !C/km; the negative anomaly is
thus about 50 !C (2000-m ridges). Isotherms have to
flatten at some depth. At that level, Q(z)/Q0 tends to
1. This balance level increases from 6 to 8 km below
the reference level for ridge widths between 5 and 25
km.
Due to the spatial diffusion of heat, interactions
between adjacent topographical structures have to be
accounted for. Since foreland fold and thrust belts
show broad cylindrical patterns, we assume that twodimensional geometry is appropriate for modeling.
The main consequences are lower thermal anomalies
at depth and shallower balance levels, as cooling
below anticlines is counteracted by warming below
synclines. Another feature which is linked to topography is the atmospheric thermal gradient. An
average value is 6.5 !C/km. Again, it lowers the
topography-induced anomaly as the contrast between
the crustal and atmospheric temperatures decreases at
higher elevations. Fig. 8b outlines the effects on the
heat flow at depth beneath 2000-m-high ridges in
periodic systems, as a function of wavelength. The
surface HFD is 0.75 times the basal heat flow for
wavelengths longer than 10 km and the anomaly
becomes negligible for wavelengths longer than 20
km. It is also negligible below the reference level, i.e.
syncline topography. The depth of balance, where the
temperature equals the temperature below flat areas
increases from 1- to 5-km depth for wavelengths
ranging from 5 to 30 km (Fig. 8b), and below 100
m for smaller amplitudes (Fig. 8c).
Hence, thermal data coming from a well few
hundreds meters deeper than the topographic elevation could be consider as almost free of topographic
disturbances. On the contrary, data from tunnels have
to be carefully corrected before being incorporated in
a geodynamical model. Topography has been mentioned as a prominent contributor to thermal distur-
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Fig. 8. Top: topographic effect on the thermal field, conceptual model. C is the heat capacity, q the density, j the thermal conductivity, u the
porosity. A is the amplitude (elevation above the reference level) and k the wavelength of the topography. Ts0 is the surface temperature at the
reference level. Bottom: thermal disturbances below a single ridge of 2000-m elevation with a constant surface temperature (a), below a periodic
relief of 2000- (b), and 1000-m (c) amplitude, in the presence of an atmospheric temperature gradient, as a function of wavelength k and depth.
Q(z)/Q0 is the actual heat flow Q(z) over basal heat flow Q0 ratio. In all cases, boundary conditions include constant basal heat flow (50 mW/
m2), adiabatic lateral gradient.
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This systematic quantification of the processes
allows us to conclude that:
(1) The main surface processes disturbing the
thermal field are erosion and sedimentation, and occasionally heat transfer from fluid circulation.

2.6. Discussion

Other effects related to the surface morphology are
the so-called terrain effects (Blackwell et al., 1980).
These include slope dip and orientation relative to
solar radiation and vegetation cover. Variations of
about 5 !C are documented (Blackwell et al., 1980)
for very different slope attitudes at very shallow
levels. In any case, the effect is entirely annihilated
in the first 500 to 1000 m. Ground surface temperature
(GST) is a boundary condition for the near-surface
thermal field. GST oscillations induce transient effects
on the thermal field. The amplitude of the anomaly
deadens as it progrades downward with time. Following the equations of Turcotte and Schubert (1982), we
find on average that temperature variations are less
than 5% at 1 cm for diurnal/nocturnal changes, about
1 m for seasonal variations and 1000 m for glaciations. For a 20 !C ground surface temperature variation over 100,000 years, the temperature anomaly at
1500-m depth does not exceed 5 !C.
Hence, microclimatic influences and climate change are of minor impact on the thermal regime, and
most of the time do not need to be accounted for while
inverting thermal data such as well temperatures,
which are generally acquired at depths larger than
1000 m. However, shallow thermal measurements,
from mines or shallow sediments for instance, may
suffer from the last major cooling event (16th century). The permanent average GST related to the
geographical setting influences the thermal regime
as a boundary condition.

2.5. Terrain effects

bances by many authors (e.g. Stüwe et al., 1994;
Mancktelow and Grasemann, 1997) who calculated
the thermal anomalies for end-members topographies,
unlikely to be found in most settings. Furthermore, the
atmospheric gradient significantly lowers the thermal
anomaly.
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The Sub Andean Zone is the eastern border of the
Andes in Bolivia and constitutes a foreland above the
westward continental subduction of the Brazilian
shield. The thrusts are composed by an almost complete sequence starting with the Paleozoic. Ordovician
to Devonian rocks were deposited in a broad NW –SE
retroarc foreland basin along the western and central
part of the country, which included the Madre de Dios,
Sub Andean Zone, and Chaco basins (Fig. 9a; Sem-

3.1. Geological setting

3. The Bolivian sub Andean zone

(2) In regular conditions in the external zones
where thrust slices are not too thick, thrusting does
not affect the thermal field.
(3) Rough terrains induce near surface perturbations, up to 1000– 2000-m depth, from both topography and terrain effects; they do not have any
influence on source rock maturation at 3 or 4 km
but it means that near surface data in rough areas
cannot be extrapolated for deeper processes. Before
using mine or tunnel data for geodynamical or thermal
maturation models, an integrative 2D study should be
carried out in order to characterize the near surface
thermal field; 1D thermal inversions should only be
performed in flat or tectonically simple areas.
(4) The local incidence of fluid circulation is
difficult to model because the permeability field is
generally unknown; few data may be assessed from
field measurements (such as isotopic studies of
waters, Banner et al., 1989; or composition of mineralized veins, Larroque et al., 1993; Larroque et al.,
1996) but correspond to particularly fast migration
pathway near faults. Numerous authors in similar
geological settings (e.g. Majorowicz and Jessop,
1993; Majorowicz et al., 1985; Bodri and Rybach,
1998) have interpreted large-scale anomalies as the
result of fluid circulation. However, as far as we
know, regional temperature decrease ( ! 5!C) has
been documented only in the Mahakam delta (not in
a specific drain but at a regional scale in the shaly
basin, Burrus et al., 1992). Our modeling suggests that
due to the pressure field and velocity of migration,
high amplitude thermal anomalies from fluid circulation can only be local.
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pere, 1995; Sempere et al., 1990; Montemurro, 1992;
Isaacson and Diaz Martinez, 1995). This basin was
bounded to the SW by an active margin with abundant
clastic supply and to the NE by a relatively stable
cratonic margin with less sediment input. The South
Sub Andean Zone (18!S to 23!S, Fig. 9a) presents
the most complete Phanerozoic sequence in Bolivia,
from Late Proterozoic to Cenozoic (Fig. 9b). Proterozoic and Lower Palaeozoic rocks crop out in the
southern Eastern Cordillera and along the north-east-

ern border of the Chaco basin. The Silurian and
Devonian sequences in this area are very thick (over
4000 m), with a considerable thickness of shales
(especially in the Kirusillas, Icla and Los Monos
Fms) alternating with more sandy units (Tarabuco,
Santa Rosa, Huamapampa and Iquiri Fms). The
Carboniferous is characterized by a glacial marine
environment and shows strong lateral facies variations. Regarding the thermal history, none of the
geodynamic activity related to these periods is

Fig. 9. (a) Structural map of the Bolivian Andes (modified from Baby et al., 1995a). (b) Stratigraphic column of the southern Sub Andean Zone
(from Moretti et al., 1996).
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thought to have a large influence on the current heat
flow, and therefore, constant heat flow is used in the
thermal models.
Permian units, both sandy (Cangapi Fm.) and
calcareous (Copacabana and Vitiacua Fms.), recorded
successive marine transgressions and regressions. A
basalt flow can be found locally, which dates the end of
this sequence as mid-Triassic (233 Ma, Soler and
Sempere, 1993). This unit is interpreted as a result of
a rifting process, which caused the Pre-Jurassic erosion
that can be observed throughout the Sub Andean Zone.
Mesozoic deposition is continental and mainly sandy
(Tapecua, Castellón and Ichoa Fms). This Mid-Triassic
to Cretaceous unit, known as the Tacuru Group, may
be up to 1500-m thick. The crustal thinning and
therefore the heat flow increase due to this rifting
phase is not well known, since the amount of normal
faults remains extremely small even if the magmatic
activity is described at a large regional scale (Sempere
et al., 1999). The intrusion of sills or the volcanic
activity has a short wavelength and was short-lived
(this can be shown after Turcotte and Schubert, 1982);
in the models, we therefore consider that the eventual
Triassic/Jurassic rifting thermal anomaly deadens
before the Miocene. In the northern part of Southern
Sub Andean Zone and Chaco plain (Fig. 9a), the Late
Cretaceous sandstones and lacustrine limestones of the
Cajones Fm (Maestrichtian) are observed. The Paleogene is reduced and often consists of a few meters of
paleosoils.
In the northern areas, most of the Cenozoic deposition took place during the Neogene (Late Oligocene
to recent), with up to 4000 m of continental deposits
(Petaca, Yecua, Tariquia, Guandacay and Emborozu
Fms). The Petaca Fm usually starts with a conglomeratic unit followed by sandstones. When present, the
Yecua Fm shows lacustrine facies. Then the sequence
is a classical foreland sequence starting from a distal
facies showing anastomosed channels (Lower Chaco
Fm) to a more proximal affinity characterized by conglomeratic beds (Upper Chaco Fm). Locally, the
upper part of the sequence has been preserved; it is
a massive conglomerate, which reveals the eastward
progradation of the relief. In the southern part of
Bolivia the full sequence is present: the Petaca is
35-m thick, the Lower Chaco 4000-m thick, the Upper
Chaco 900-m thick and the final conglomerate (Jujuy
conglomerate) more than 50 m.
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The Bolivian Sub Andean Zone (SAZ) is a foreland fold and thrust belt, which constitutes the eastern
border of the Andes (Roeder, 1988; Baby et al., 1989;
Sheffels, 1990). The northern branch (15! to 18!S) is
relatively narrow (50 to 100 km; Fig. 2) and shortening reaches 74 km (Baby et al., 1997). The southern branch (18! to 22!S) is rather wide (150 km) and
shortening decreases from 140 km at 20!S to 86 km
at 22!S (Baby et al., 1997). The development of the
Neogene foreland started at least during Late Oligocene times (27 Ma ago) when the deformation front
migrated eastward from the current position of the
Altiplano (Marshall and Sempere, 1991). Later, since
late Miocene, the current SAZ has been affected by
compression (Gubbels et al., 1993). However, in the
Eastern Cordillera, deformation may have started
before Late Oligocene, as suggested by Sempere
(personal communication) and Butler et al. (1995).
In the external zone, where oil exploration is currently carried out, deformations are very recent and
mainly occurred between 6 Ma and present (Fig. 10).
Dates derive from tuff absolute ages and apatite
fission-tracks analysis from sandstones outcropping
on the anticlinal hinges, which indicate very recent
erosion of the anticlines (Moretti et al., 1996). The
maximum burial is indicated by kerogen maturity
data.
The structural style of the foothills is well documented by many authors (e.g. Dunn et al., 1995;
Moretti et al., 1996; Baby et al., 1997; Kley et al.,
1999; Colletta et al., 1999). To summarize, the SAZ is
deformed by thin-skinned tectonics, with lateral variations being due to shortening amount, variable
involved décollement levels and stratigraphic thickness. In the Interandean Zone, the basement is
involved in the deformation (Kley, 1996). In the north
SAZ, the sedimentary pile involved in the thrusts is
thick and the décollement level is on the Silurian
shales. In the southern branch, the main décollement
level remains the Silurian, but additional décollements
are also active in the Middle Devonian (Los Monos
Fm) and locally in the Carboniferous diamictites.
Transfer zones help to accommodate the different
throws over the various décollement levels (Guillier
et al., 1992), even if the structures are largely cylindrical. The average distance between the structures is
between 15 and 20 km in the southern SAZ and
between 17 and 25 km in the northern SAZ. Displace-
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Fig. 10. Structural evolution of the South Sub Andean Zone (modified and extended from Moretti, in press). The kinematics are constrained from apatite fission tracks analysis and
kerogen maturity data.
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In order to characterize the thermal field in the
SAZ of Bolivia, a large data set of well temperatures
has been acquired from the various oil companies
present in Bolivia. About 1400 temperature data were
compiled; the geographic distribution of well data is
closely related to the occurrence of exploration. We
distinguish: the North SAZ, the Boomerang, the South
SAZ foothills, the southern SAZ Llanura (blind structures below Tertiary deposit), the Chaco plain and the
Alto de Izozog (Figs. 2 and 9a). Although not in the
external zone, we also present temperature data for the
Altiplano as a comparison.
A source of error in the data, which has to be
corrected, is the fact that some temperature data are
acquired before thermal equilibrium is reached in the
well during geophysical analysis of exploratory welllogging. The disequilibrium induced by the circulation of drilling mud decreases logarithmically as a
function of circulation time of the mud and shut-intime (time span after mud circulation ceased). Data
correction was processed following the previous work
of Springer and Forster (1998). When possible, the
Horner-plot correction technique was performed (Bullard, 1947; Horner, 1951; Lachenbruch and Brewer,
1959; Deming, 1989). Whenever information was
missing (mostly circulation times and shut-in-times),
the statistical correction approach from Deming and
Chapman (1988) and Springer and Forster (1998) in
Bolivia was applied. Circulation times were assumed
to be 5 h, which is a correct average estimate according to Deming (1989), and shut-in-times, 7 h. According to the previous analysis of the authors and to
Luhesi (1983), the use of an average circulation time
leads to only a little uncertainty with regards to the
temperature value; 70% of the data lie in a shut-in-

3.2. Data set

ment along a single thrust, connected to the Silurian
décollement level, may be up to 20 km. Some smaller
reverse faults may affect anticlinal hinges, branching
on the Middle Devonian or even the Carboniferous
detachment levels. Eastward in the foredeep, shortening is weak and the structures are blind thrusts
detached on the Silurian décollement level, close to
the foothills. However, only Quaternary levels crop
out and we had no access to core samples in order to
study the deformation in this province.
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3.3.1. The north-SAZ
The N-SAZ is less documented than the south
since the number of well is still poor. Nevertheless,
few structures have been drilled: internal thrusts as
Liquimumi, Tacuaral, blind thrust in the south as Villa
Tunari, and Isiboro wells and even the last emerging
thrust, looking for a sub-trap structure (Yaryapo). The
thermal gradient is fairly cold and varies from 16 to 23
!C/km in this area (Fig. 11a). The variations in
magnitude of surface processes are extremely high
in this area and can easily be explain by the sed-

In order to avoid excessive near-surface disturbances, only temperature values acquired below 1000 m
are investigated. The linear regression of the global
data set features an average gradient of 23 !C/km for
the whole studied area, which is in agreement with the
value given by Springer (1997) and Springer and
Forster (1998). The intercept value gives a mean
surface temperature of 22 !C, which in turn corresponds to the mean Ground Surface Temperature. The
scatter is up to ± 15 !C and the correlation coefficient
is 0.92. Some provinces are distinguished in order to
separate the various thermal influences (Fig. 11); they
are located in Fig. 2.
1D and 2D modeling, using the GENEX and
THRUSTPACK programs (see Appendix A), allow
us to predict past and present thermal regimes for the
last 25 Ma; these models are calibrated by well
temperatures and kerogen maturity data (Maximum
temperature, Tmax and Hydrogen index, HI). The
GENEX models are shown by: (i) the burial curves,
which indicate the total sedimentary/erosive history;
(ii) the temperature windows overlain on the burial
curves for the last 25 Ma; (iii) the present geothermal
gradient; (iv) the calculated temperature versus depth,
calibrated with the measured well temperatures; (v)
the calculated Hydrogen Index calibrated with the
measured Rock – Eval values; and (vi) the calculated
maximum temperature, calibrated with the Rock –
Eval measured temperature.

3.3. General overview of the thermal field over the
studied area

time range of 5 to 15 h, which leads to a gradient
uncertainty of ± 1.5 !C/km (Springer and Forster,
1998).
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3.3.2. The Boomerang
This area is located on the wedge of the Palaeozoic
basin, at the level of the Santa Cruz bend. The thick-

imentation/erosion processes. Along strike, erosion
can be up to 5000 m in the anticlinal hinges, and
syntectonic sedimentation up to 7000 m in the synclines (Baby et al., 1994), which explains the large
scatter in this unit. In the foreland, the upper tertiary
sequence reaches 6 km and more than 3 km are
younger than 5Ma, at least in the Secure area. Due
to this deep and young foredeep, the average gradient
in the first 5 km is less than 20 !C/km, resulting in an
oil window deeper than 5 km and in a gas window at 6
km with a basal heat flow of 55 mW/m2 (Isoboro area)
(Colletta and Moretti, 1999 — Confidential report for
REPSOL).

ness of the sedimentary sequences decreases from the
SW towards the NE. Blind thrusts beneath Tertiary
strata are present over most of the area (Baby et al.,
1994). The mean gradient (Fig. 11b) is between 20
and 28 !C/km, the best value being 24 !C/km. Due to
the short wavelength of these variations, this scatter
has to be explained by active surface processes and/
or fluid circulation. Tertiary sedimentation has an
impact on the thermal regime, while some blind
structures like San Juan are already undergoing
erosion. All the models have not been represented
here but data are all compatible with a basal heat
flow of 52 mW/m2 ( ± 3 mW/m2) when taking into
account the kinetic of the structures. In the Boomerang area, regional fluid flow has been documented by
chemical data from the various oil and gas fields,
which show a systematic water (and gas) flushing

Fig. 11. Thermal profiles within the various units of the external zone of the Bolivian Andes and within the Altiplano for comparison. (a) North
Sub Andean Zone, (b) Boomerang, (c) South Sub Andean Zone foothills, (d) South Sub Andean Zone Llanura, (e) Chaco plain, (f) Altiplano.
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Fig. 12. Heat flow increase due to erosion in the Sub Andean Zone: thermal modeling (GENEX) of the Parapeti field. (i) Burial curves, which indicate the total sedimentary/erosive
history, (ii) temperature windows overlain on the burial curves for the last 25 Ma (solid lines are burial curves and dashed lines are isothermal lines), (iii) present geothermal gradient,
(iv) calculated temperature versus depth, calibrated with the measured well temperatures (dots), (v) calculated Hydrogen Index calibrated with the measured Rock – Eval values (dots),
and (vi) calculated maximum temperature, calibrated with the Rock – Eval measured temperature (dots). Conductivity is temperature-dependent. Basal heat flow is 50 mW/m2. Surface
temperature is 18 !C.
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Fig. 13. Integrative study of the various controls on the thermal field: thermal modeling (THRUSTPACK) of the San Alberto field. The structure
and kinematics is from Colletta et al. (1999), and personal communication. Dashed labeled lines on (a) are calculated isothermal lines. (b)
Calibration using well data, where the solid line is the calculated geotherm and the dots are the measured temperatures. Basal heat flow is 40
mW/ m2. Surface temperature is 24 – 6.5 !C/km a.s.l.

3.3.3. The south-SAZ foothills
This range alternatively displays eroded anticlines
and synclines. For obvious structural reasons, only
anticlines are drilled, and few data are available below
synclines. Nevertheless, some anticlines are still blind
even in the western part of the south SAZ (e.g.
Monteagudo) and erosion does not uniformly affect
the structures. As a result, the scatter is large and the
thermal gradient varies from 19 to 27 !C/km with a 23
!C/km mean value (Fig. 11c). The warmer values
correspond to the measurements of eroded anticlines
near the surface. Modeling has been done for the
Parapeti structure (Fig. 2). This anticline is eroded
down to Carboniferous horizons. About 3.5 km have
been removed in less than 3.5 Ma and erosion is still
active. As the kinematics are not too complicated and
because the topography is not too rough, 1D modeling
is assumed to be reasonably correct. Fig. 12 shows the
sedimentary/erosive evolution, the thermal state and

the calibration from various data: current temperatures
in the well, palaeo-thermometers (kerogen maturity
data based on the Rock– Eval pyrolysis). The warming effects of erosion are obvious as the current
gradient is 30 to 35 !C/km in the first upper kilometers, whereas it was only 25 !C/km after the
Miocene sedimentation, and 30 !C/km before the Late
Miocene erosive event.
In the hinges of some anticlines, the Los Monos
Fm has been shortened in a disharmonic way and
now achieves an apparent thickness of up to 2000 m
whereas the stratigraphic thickness is no more than
700 m. This is the case of the San Alberto anticline
(Figs. 2 and 9a). This structure was shortened fairly
rapidly, involving thick units (up to 8000 –9000 m).
In order to account for the complex disharmonic
kinematics and the very steep relief, 2D modeling
was performed. Fig. 13 shows the modeling performed with THRUSTPACK on this structure. The
computed gradient is 20 !C/km, which is lower than
the value calculated to the north (Parapeti field). It
fits with a basal heat flow (at the bottom of the
Silurian) of about 40 mW/m2 whereas the data was
compatible with a basal heat flow of 50 mW/m2 in
almost all other wells in the north of the south SAZ
foothills.
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from the internal part (south-west) to the external
part. Nevertheless, while the existence of this long
distance migration is proven by the geochemistry
analyses (especially gas isotopes), there is no evidence of a thermal anomaly related to this migration
(Moretti et al., in press).
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Fig. 14. Blanketing effect in the Sub Andean Zone: thermal modeling (GENEX) of the Itaguazurenda field. Legend of the figures is the same as Fig. 12. Basal heat flow is 55 mW/m2.
Surface temperature is 21 !C.
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Fig. 15. Thermal modeling (GENEX) of the Alto de Alto de Izozog structural high. Legend of the figures is the same as Fig. 12. Basal heat flow is 100 mW/m2. Surface temperature
is 23 !C.
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3.3.5. The Chaco plain
The values from the eastern wells indicate a gradient around 26 !C/km (Fig. 11e), which is slightly
more than the gradient in the other areas. This
apparently higher gradient is due to the lack of Late
Tertiary sedimentation in this area (decreasing eastwards); it also remains compatible with a basal heat
flow around 52 mW/m2. On the other hand, the Alto
de Izozog is incompatible with this thermal regime
(Fig. 2). It corresponds to a persistent structurally
elevated zone onto which all the series pinch out
since the Carboniferous (Coudert et al., 1995; Montemurro and Del Rosario Mercardo, 1996). The
gradient there is extremely high (up to 50 !C/km).
Fig. 15 shows a model based on the few data
available. A heat flow of more than 100 mW/m2 at
the base of the sedimentary layer is needed. Based on
its structural position, the Alto de Izozog has been
interpreted as the forebulge of the subduction of the
Brazilian shield (Coudert et al., 1995) but it can also
be related to a warm zone induced by deep processes
(mantle or crust). There is no particular reason for a
forebulge to be warm but a permanent continental
warm zone is also difficult to explain. The Monteverde field, North of the Alto de Izozog, also
presents abnormally high heat flow values (Fig.
11e); because of the scarce data (no paleothermometers), we cannot discuss if it is due to a lateral heat
flow increase in the vicinity of the hot Alto de
Izozog or if the two high temperatures are uneven
data.

3.3.4. The south-SAZ Llanura plains
Fig. 11d shows the value below the Tertiary deposits in the foreland basin. The mean values for the
gradient range from 21 to 27 !C/km (average is 25
!C/km). As in the other provinces, the gradients are
rather variable but the analysis of specific structures
outlines the influence at shallow depth of the fast
Late Tertiary sedimentation rate (up to 3000 m in less
than 8 Ma). Fig. 14 shows the modeling for the
Itaguazurenda field (Fig. 2), where the Miocene to
Recent sequence is thick (more than 3000 m). The
current gradient is around 24 !C/km at a depth of
about 3000 –4000 m due to the blanketing, whereas it
was more than 30 !C/km before the sedimentation
event. The best fit is found with a basal heat flow of
55 mW/m2.
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In the Bolivian SAZ, the foothills are very
recent—most of the drilled structures are younger
than 6 Ma. It has been shown by the specific
modeling of various fields that a global consistency
can be restored when the transient effects of surface
processes are accounted for. Temperature data are
generally compatible with a basal heat flow of 50 to
55 mW/m2 and all the scattering in the data is due to
superficial phenomena. However, lateral variations at
regional scale have been individualized by timedependent thermal modeling and reconstruction of

4. Discussion

3.3.6. The Altiplano
Even if the Altiplano area does not belong to the
Sub Andean zone, we present the data in order to
give a comparison between external and internal
provinces. The average ground surface temperature
is currently no more than 0 !C and the mean gradient
is more than 32 !C/km (Fig. 11f). This value is
consistent with the mean heat flow (80 – 100 mW/
m2) suggested by Pollack et al. (1993). Although
poorly documented, the Cordillera seems warmer
with values up to 150 mW/m2. The Altiplano is an
endoreic basin where the current sedimentation rates
are minor after having been very high during the
Miocene (Rochat et al., 1999). No major erosion
occurs either in the Altiplano but there is very fast
erosion in the surrounding Cordilleras (about 10 km
in 10 Ma). Surface processes have therefore major
influences in the Cordillera where the surface heat
flow is enhanced by the erosion and almost no
influence over the Altiplano. Like Tibet, the Altiplano/Cordillera area is a good illustration of the
effects of deep thermal processes. The very thick
crust and, although controversial, thinned lithospheric
mantle, help to explain this high heat flow which in
some places, is responsible for partial melting at
relatively shallow depths (Schmitz et al., 1997;
Chmielowski et al., 1999). Nevertheless, a careful
study of the surface processes on the data has to be
carried out before interpreting the difference of heat
flow between the Altiplano and the Eastern Cordillera
as the reflection of any deep process. One have also
to keep in mind that in the Cordillera most data were
collected from mines.
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The GENEX program is a one-dimensional basin
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THRUSTPACK is a 2D finite-element forward
program developed by IFP for modeling of fold and
fault relationships (e.g. Sassi et al., 1998). Thrust
evolution is based on pre-defined fault geometries
and kinematics. The model allows for displacements
and remeshing through time. Active sedimentation
and erosion can be integrated into the model during
deformation. A mechanical compaction module is also
available. Thermal evolution is computed either in
transient or steady sate, accounting for conductive
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thermal evolution and overpressure calculation during
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In the theoretical part, the basal heat flow is 50
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The San Alberto anticline shows major disharmonic stacking within the anticline core. As THRUSTPACK only allows for isopach deformation, the Los
Monos ductile shale formation has been divided into
very short slices stacked on top of each other.

A.1. THRUSTPACK

Appendix A.

TEMISPACK is a 2D finite-elements software
developed by IFP/BEICIP for basin modeling. It is
composed of several modules which include: (i) backstripping; (ii) a mechanical compaction module to
compute the water flow, the overpressure and the final
porosity for each layer; (iii) a thermal module, which
allows computation to be done either in steady state or
transient state, in conductive or conductive and convective modes. This module records the thermal
histories at depth. In addition, although not mentioned
in the paper, TEMISPACK also allows the assessment
of kerogen maturity, based on kinetic reactions (Tissot
and Espitalié, 1975). Hydrocarbon migration, based
on a two-phase (HC + water) Darcy equation, is also
computed in response to driving forces (buoyancy,
gradients of hydraulic head and capillary forces).
Additional information and details can be found in
Doligez et al. (1987), Ungerer (1990) and Burrus et al.
(1992).
TEMISPACK does not allow lateral motions and
only vertical phenomena are accounted for (sedimentation, compaction, uplift and erosion). In the paper,
we modeled the progradation of a thrust to assess the
transient effects linked to the associated fluid flow.
Lateral displacement and thrusting were modeled as
the sedimentation of layers thinning towards the foreland on top of each other. Moreover, acting on
compaction and topography allows the fluid circulation during the thrusting event to be mimicked for the
convective and thermal processes.

A.3. TEMISPACK
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concerning past and present thermal regimes, can
only be made when the kinematics is well constrained. It is the case in Bolivia where, based on
previous structural studies, we have been able to
isolate a deep signal.
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the 3D thermal field. There is an increase in the
thermal gradient towards the NE (towards the Boomerang transfer zone) as the thickness of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary cover decreases and
as the recent sedimentation rates become lower. From
the foothills towards the Chaco plain, there is also a
slight eastward increase in the thermal regime,
although erosion of the foothills induces a transient
heating effect, and sedimentation in the Llanura
induces cooling. All these data point to the fact that
the basal HFD under the foredeep is slightly warmer
than below the foothills in the Sub Andean Zone.
The topography at regional scale increases towards
the West. Now, considering the thermal effects of
topography at a regional scale also helps to explain
this slight eastward increase in the thermal gradient,
which mainly occurs in the uppermost kilometers
(within the part of the crust which is above sea
level).
Seismic experiments (Beck et al., 1996) revealed
that the crust is thinner than predicted by an Airy type
isostatic model. The relatively elevated topography of
the Chaco plain ( # 300– 400 m), relative to its crustal
thickness, requires either support by the flexural
rigidity of a strong lithosphere (Lyon-Caen et al.,
1985; Watts et al., 1995) or a warmer, lighter, and
therefore thinner crust. The relatively high thermal
gradients and heat flows measured in the Chaco
support the second hypothesis since elastic flexuration
does not explain the relatively high heat flow beneath
the sedimentary basin.
In the first part of this paper, systematic modeling
of the various phenomena has allowed us to define
sedimentation and erosion as first order processes on
the near-surface thermal regime in recent external
zones, through space and also through time. Other
surface parameters, which have occasionally been
mentioned as significant controls on the thermal
regime, have been quantified and it has been shown
that they do not penetrate deeply enough or have only
a minor impact, often because of the lateral conduction of the thermal anomalies. Many of these effects
may be neglected when studying the hydrocarbon
maturity and the crustal process if, and only if, data
are available from deeper zones. Surface processes are
time-dependent and controlled by the tectonic activity: erosion, sedimentation and terrain effects all
depend on the kinematics of the belt. Predictions
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Le Golfe du Mexique

Les zones où l’histoire géologique est compliquée par une succession d’évènements
géodynamiques majeurs, comme le Golfe du Mexique (c.f chapitre 1) sont, par
opposition aux fronts de chaı̂nes et a forti ori aux cratons, plus difficiles à évaluer
du point de vue thermique. Les processus tectoniques et l’évolution cinématique
y sont mal connus et il est difficile de contraindre a priori les différents contrôles
thermiques. L’interprétation de mesures isolées est rendue malaisée. Alternativement, il est possible d’interpéter une population de mesures thermiques de manière
statistique. C’est l’approche retenue dans l’étude du Golfe du Mexique présentée
ci-après sous forme d’un couple d’articles. Des anomalies thermiques récurrentes
par rapport à un modèle de référence montrent une anomalie thermique persistente, qui peut ensuite être mise en corrélation avec l’évolution tectonique régionale
à l’échelle de la lithosphère. Dans le cas du Golfe du Mexique, les résultats obtenus par l’interprétation des données thermiques peuvent en retour être utilisée de
manière spéculative pour préciser la magnitude et la chronologie des évènements
tectoniques.
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Thermal regime of the NW shelf of the Gulf of Mexico.
Part A: Thermal and pressure fields
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Abstract. – The thermal field of the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is analyzed from a comprehensive temperature-depth database of about 8500 bottom hole temperatures and reservoir temperatures. Our stochastic analysis reveals a widespread,
systematic sharp thermal gradient increase between 2500 and 4000 m. The analysis of the pressure regime indicates a
systematic correlation between the pressure and temperature fields.

Régime thermique de la marge nord-ouest du golfe du Mexique.
Partie A: Champs de température et de pression
Mots-clés. – Golfe du Mexique, Géotherme, Pression.

Résumé. – Le régime thermique du golfe du Mexique (GoM – Gulf of Mexico) est examiné à partir d’une base de 8 500
données de températures de fond de puit et de températures de réservoir. Notre analyse stochastique révèle une augmentation brutale systématique et régionale du gradient de température entre 2 500 et 4 000 m. L’analyse du régime de pression montre une corrélation entre les champs de température et de pression.

INTRODUCTION
Although the NW margin of the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) has
been the locus of myriads of geological studies, both its
thermal and tectonic structures remain unclear. Even the
geometry of the thermal field is still controversial due to the
high complexity of the tectonic and sedimentary processes
but also due to the lack of a coherent analysis at the scale of
the entire shelf, as most studies have industrial aims and focus on reservoir scales. As a first step toward understanding
the thermal regime of the NW shelf of the GoM, we performed a joint analysis of the thermal and pressure fields of the
Louisiana and Texas shelf basins to characterize the general
thermal structure, examine its possible relationship with the
tectonic structure, and discuss the processes that may be
responsible for such a complexity. Thermal modeling is a
complementary analysis that is given in a companion paper
[Husson et al., 2008].
Geological setting
The NW margin of the GoM is characterized by a large Oligo-Miocene detachment on which a series of NE-SW to
E-W trending normal faults branch (fig. 1). Among them,
the Wilcox and Corsair fault zones (WFZ and CFZ) display
offsets of more than 20 km and run across the whole width
of Texas. Extension on these fault systems is generally

attributed to gravitational collapse toward the gulf on a Cenozoic detachment [Pindell and Dewey, 1982; Diegel et al.,
1995; Hall, 2002]. The bulk strain is assumed to have been
transmitted at the base of the slope where it is accommodated by the Perdido and Mississippi fan fold belts. The structural style of the deep shelf drastically differs as it is mostly
characterized by the abundance of salt canopies; only small
quantities of salt remain in the proximal shelf. The Rio Bravo marks the location of a left-lateral Tertiary fault which
separates the Texan and Mexican units [Russell et Snelson,
1994 ; Flotté et al., 2008]. We identified six tectono-stratigraphic provinces (fig.1) that we will consider in order to
explore their relationships with the thermal field, namely
the CFZ and its onshore analogue the WFZ, the intermediate zone in between (Intermediate Texas Zone ITZ), the
north-west of the WFZ (North West Wilcox, NWW), Louisiana (LA), and the N. Mexican Burgos basin (BUR), subdivided in East and West Mexican Burgos basins (EBUR and
WBUR, respectively). Additional support for this division
is given by their thermal state (see § Inversion of the local
thermal fields).
Temperature data sets
A compilation of ~2000 offshore reservoir temperature data
(RT) and ~6500 both offshore and onshore bottom hole
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TABLE I. – Mean surface temperatures Ts and surface temperature gradients deduced from the shallow (< 3000 m) temperature measurements. zs
is ground depth below sea level, " is standard deviation.
TABL. I. – Température moyenne de surface Ts et gradients de température
de surface déduits des données de températures superficielles (<3000 m).
zs et la profondeur sous le niveau de la mer, est l’écart-type.

FIG. 2. – Raw temperature-depth data sets. Gray: BHT (corrected by 10%
of DT=Tb-Ts, where Ts is the surface temperature -here set to 30°C- and Tb
the temperature at depth); black: RT.
FIG. 2. – Données brutes de températures-profondeur. Gris : BHT (corrigées de 10 % de DT=Tb-Ts, où Ts est la température de surface -ici fixée à
30°C- et Tb la température en profondeur); noir : RT.

Before carrying any further this investigation, we need to
determine the surface temperature, which is a boundary
condition. Considering only the shallow measurements
(< 3000 m), linear regressions give near-surface thermal
gradients of 20 to 23°C/km, and up to 28°C/km in the Burgos basin. Data are synthesized in table I. This operation
could not be performed for the two onshore units (NWW

Surface temperature

TEMPERATURE AND GRADIENT FIELDS
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temperature data (BHT) of industrial origin have been used
to characterize the thermal regime (fig.1). The complete
databases are provided as electronic supplements
http://www.sgfr.org/publier/editions/BSGF/Resumes-2008/
Res08B2-3.php (tables E1 and E2). RT provide direct measures of the temperature at depth and are fairly reliable. On
the contrary, many BHT data were acquired before thermal
equilibrium was reached. Empirical [e.g., Bullard, 1947;
Horner, 1951]) and statistical [e.g., Deming and Chapman,
1988] correction techniques exist, but they require information unavailable to us like circulation time and shut-in-time;
we therefore simply increase the BHT by 10% !T
(!T=Tb-Ts, where Ts is the surface temperature and Tb the
temperature at depth). Due to the general lack of data, this
is a routine technique for hydrocarbon exploration purpose.
After correction, the BHT and RT show consistent tendencies (fig.2). The BHT database shows a stronger scattering
(standard deviation from the mean linear temperature-depth
regression is 21.2°C) than the RT database (standard deviation is 7.2°C). This reflects both the uncertainty induced by
the measurement process and the dispersion due to the larger spatial coverage of the BHT. Unfortunately, we did not
have access to the RT onshore at the time of our study.

FIG. 1. – Structural sketch map of the NW Gulf of
Mexico (normal faults in red). Green crosses: bottom hole temperatures; black triangles: reservoir
temperatures; blue: location of the morphotectonic
zones. LA: Louisiana, CFZ: Corsair fault zone, ITZ:
Intermediate Texan zone, WFZ: Wilcox fault zone,
NWW: North West Wilcox, EBUR: East Burgos,
WBUR: West Burgos.
FIG. 1. – Carte structurale du Nord-Ouest du golfe
du Mexique (failles normales en rouge). Croix vertes : températures de fond de puit (BHT) ; triangles
noirs : températures de réservoir (RT). Enveloppes
bleues : localisation des unités morpho tectoniques.
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One could consider a linear regression of the temperature
vs. depth (fig. 3) as a convenient first-order approximation
of the thermal gradient. This approximation allows us to delineate several thermal units that match the structural pattern. At a large scale, a warm Texas contrasts with a cool
Louisiana. Several shorter wavelength warm zones matching the CFZ, WFZ and BUR are superimposed, while the
ITZ and NWW are colder. We used these rough spatial subdivisions to explore the more detailed features of the thermal field. In most places, the temperature-depth data sets
are well fit by two constant gradients (fig. 4), the surface
temperature being set according to precedent section. In
Texas, a sharp break in the thermal gradient at 2500 m to
3000 m has previously been documented [e.g. Jones, 1975].
We discuss the significance of this break in following section. For each zone, we determine three parameters from a
stochastic analysis (table II): the upper gradient a1 (i.e. the
thermal gradient at shallow depths), the lower gradient a2
(i.e. the thermal gradient at large depths), and the rupture
depth z0 (transition depth between upper and lower gradient). We introduce here the ratio between the lower and
upper gradients.

Inversion of the local thermal fields

and WFZ) due to data scarcity at shallow depths. The average surface temperature is given by the intercept of the regression curves with the surface. A bias is induced by the
variations in elevation within a single unit, shown by the
standard deviations in depths. These estimates are consistent on average with the results of the NOAA for the GoM
[after Antonov et al., 1998], and we write accordingly a
depth-dependent seafloor temperature Ts = 4 + 26 exp − z s / 300 ,
where zs is the depth below sea level. Onshore ground temperature is set to 30°C.
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FIG. 4. – Temperature-depth data subsets. Data are pooled by structural/
thermal provinces. Regressions are calculated with fixed surface temperature. EBUR and WBUR are the eastern and western zones of the Burgos
basin. Depths are burial depths.
FIG. 4. – Echantillonnage des données températures / profondeurs. Les
données sont groupées selon les provinces thermales / structurales. Les régressions sont calculées avec une température de surface fixée. EBUR et
WBUR sont les zones orientales et occidentales du bassin de Burgos. Les
profondeurs sont les profondeurs d’enfouissement.

FIG. 3. – Gradient computed by a linear regression
of the BHT and RT data.
FIG. 3. – Gradient donné par régression linéaire des
données BHT et RT.
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We use the results of the previous analysis to assess the 3D
temperature field of the GoM from all available BHT and
RT data. The previous analysis gives the mean tendency of
the subsurface thermal gradient, where the geotherm T(z)
writes
T(z)=Ts+a1z,
(z<z0)
T(z)=Ts+a1z+a2(z-z0),
(z>z0)
(1)
Assuming that the previously calculated values for z0
hold anywhere within a given zone, we then extrapolate the
general laws to individual data i. We keep a constant ratio
a2/a1 and calculate for each data a new coefficient bi so that
the temperature evolves with depth like
(z>z0)
T(z)i=Ts+bia1z,
T(z)i =Ts+bia1z+bia2(z-z0),
(z>z0)
(2)
We then filtered (see appendix A1) and mapped the upper and lower thermal gradients by interpolating bia1 and
bia2, respectively. The upper gradient (fig. 5a) peaks in the
WFZ and CFZ (up to 28-30°C/km) but remains fairly homogeneous (! 19 to 25°C/km). BUR remains the warmest

Three-dimensional mapping of the thermal field with
depth

For WFZ, ITZ, CFZ and LA, a composite two-gradients
fit has a considerably better fit than that given by a single linear regression (or even a quadratic regression). Error minimization has been performed using both L1 (sum of errors)
and L2 (mean square of errors) norms. We eliminated outliers until norms L1 and L2 gave consistent results. Only
20 outlying values had to be withdrawn. We also compared
regressions obtained using RT and BHT data separately.
Once the rupture depth in the temperature profile is fixed,
the upper gradients from RT and BHT are in good agreement. We conclude that the sharp downward increase in the
temperature profiles is a real feature.
The rupture depth in the thermal gradient occurs at
about 2500 m for WFZ, ITZ, and CFZ. In NWW, the rupture depth of the gradient is poorly constrained. As the geological setting does not differ much from that of the
neighboring WFZ, we adopt the same break in gradient
depth in NWW as in the WFZ. In LA, the gradient rupture
exists too, but at a greater depth than in the other zones
(4250 m). For LA, because the rupture depth is large, the
high gradient is deep and the temperature is low at all
depths. In BUR, not enough data are available at large
depths and only a single regression can be performed.
Maximum and minimum upper section gradients are found
respectively in BUR (29°C/km for WBUR and 27°C/km for
WBUR), and ITZ (18.9°C/km), respectively, making the upper gradient cold everywhere except in BUR.

NWW
WFZ
ITZ
CFZ
W.BUR
E.BUR
LA

Zone

FIG. 5. – Shallow (a) and deep (b) thermal gradient. Wavelengths shorter
than 30 km were Gaussian filtered (see appendix for details). Isolines every 5°C km-1.
FIG. 5. – Gradient superficiel (a) et profond (b). Les longueurs d’ondes inférieures à 30 km ont été filtrées (voir appendice). Courbes d’isovaleurs
chaque 5°C km-1.

zone at a large scale (! 30°C/km). At depth (fig. 5b), the
gradient increases everywhere between ! 34 and 39°C/km
(we do not extrapolate the results to the deep gradient south
of 26o latitude because of the lack of data). Such gradient
increase is an unexpected feature since the thermal regimes
of sedimentary basins are above all controlled by the
conductivity, which increases with compaction. Notice the
strong discrepancy between the gradient obtained from a linear fit of the data (fig. 3) and the gradients obtained with
the two-gradient fit. A striking consequence is that the
Texas/Louisiana dichotomy vanishes almost entirely on the
gradient maps.
Another view of the thermal field is given by temperature slices at various depths levels (fig. 6). Temperatures are
computed and mapped using the local upper and deep gradients bia1 and bia2, and the rupture depths z0. Because z0 is
deeper in Louisiana than in Texas, a dichotomy becomes
prominent at depth. Although the WFZ and CFZ remain
warmer than the ITZ and NWW, the whole Texan shelf is
warm at depth. The temperature field strikingly matches the
distribution of oil and gas shows in the NW GoM, oil shows
being mainly found in the Louisiana shelf whereas the
Texan shelf essentially features dry gas occurrences. However, one should be aware that although it is true that the
temperature field controls the maturation of hydrocarbons,
the kinetics of kerogen maturation, which can vary with the
nature of the source rocks, also plays a significant role. The
striking apparent opposition between the temperature and
gradient maps (fig. 5 and 6) only reflects the spatially
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TABLE II. – Computed parameters for the 2 gradients fits of spatial data
sets. zo is the rupture depth from gradient a1 to a2. Surface temperature Ts
is set according to section “Surface temperature”
TABL. II. – Paramètres calculés pour l’interpolation par 2 gradients linéaires des groupes de données. zo est la profondeur de rupture entre les
gradients a1 et a2. La température de surface Ts est définie selon la section
« Température de surface ».
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FIG. 6. – Temperature slices at 2000 m, 4000 m, and 6000 m below sea level (°C). Wavelengths shorter than 30 km were Gaussian filtered (see appendix for details). Isolines every 10°C.
FIG. 6. – Cartes de température à 2000 m, 4000 m, et 6000 m sous le niveau de la mer (°C). Les longueurs d’ondes inférieures à 30 km ont été filtrées (voir appendice). Courbes d’isovaleurs chaque 10°C.

variable rupture depth, which implies that Louisiana is colder than Texas. In southeast Louisiana, the apparent cooling
(in temperature as well as gradient) actually reflects the
sharp deepening of the bathymetry beyond the shelf break
(we extrapolated z0 from the adjacent LA zone). Although
only shallow data are available in BUR, its very high upper
thermal gradient suggests that it is a warm zone.
We conclude that in terms of temperature (but not in gradients) LA is cold, WFZ, CFZ, and BUR are warm, and ITZ
and NWW are intermediate. The sharp gradient increase with
depth, rather than a smooth gradient decrease as observed in
many other basins is generally attributed to a progressive increase of thermal conductivity with depth. Blanketing effect
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MW pressure PMW is necessarily between lithostatic Plit and
hydrostatic Phyd pressures. The overpressure state is quantified by the ratio R=(PMW – Phyd)/( Plit – Phyd). Details are given in appendix A2. Figure 8 shows interpolated
overpressure slice maps. Wavelengths shorter than 30 km
are FFT cut. Within the NW GoM margin, the transition
from low pressures (R < 0.5) toward high pressures
(R > 0.5) occurs between 2500 m and 3200 m in the Texan
zone and at ~4500 m in Louisiana. The zones of highest recent sedimentation rates (Mississippi delta and CFZ) match
the zones of lower fluid pressure. This is explained if these
recent sediments have a high enough permeability and compact normally. A spatial analysis confirms these observations.
The curves of figure 9 give the evolution of PMW, Plit,
and Phyd with depth. We arbitrarily define a mean curve,
which runs through the mean depths at each reference pressure. The transition from almost hydrostatic to high pressures occurs at lower depths in CFZ and ITZ (~3000 m) than
in LA (~4200 m). The lithostatic pressure is never reached
in our interpolation and the measurements indicate that the
actual geopressure curve is asymptotic to the lithostatic gradient curves. This can be due to a choice of too high a density for recent sediments. In that case, the transition depth
should be slightly shallower (~2500 in Texas and ~4000 in
Louisiana).

Overpressure

We compiled information on the pressure state within the
sediments of the Texan margin from an industry database
[14]; they are available as supplementary electronic material (table E3). Available data are local isobaric depths of in
situ leakoff tests pressures (LOT), which is the pressure at
which fracturation occurs, and mud weights (MW), which
control the pressure in a well bore and prevents unwanted
flow into the well. Therefore the MW pressure (PMW) gives
an upper bound of the fluid pressure in a formation at a given depth. We interpolated isobaric depths to obtain pressure slice maps at fixed depths (2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 m,
fig. 7). Wavelengths shorter than 30 km are FFT cut. PMW
slices form an E-W trending saddle, the pressure decreasing
to the South at a given level because of the increasing bathymetry but also to the North, beneath the Mississippi delta. The MW pressure is also imprinted by the recent
sedimentation of the CFZ too, particularly at 3000 m depth.
This indicates that the near hydrostatic pressure field extends deeper in fast sedimentation areas such as the CFZ
and the Mississippi delta than in other areas.

Pressure fields

LINKING THE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
FIELDS

with high sedimentation rates (> 300 m/Myr) is a process
that could cause an increase in the thermal gradient with
depth [Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Lucazeau and Le Douaran, 1985; Husson and Moretti, 2002]. Although fast sedimentation rates on the GoM shelf must affect the thermal
regime, blanketing is a diffusive processus and induces a
progressive increase of gradient with depth, rather than a
sharp transition as observed (see following sections).
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FIG. 7. – Interpolated mud weights pressures at variable depths.
FIG. 7. – Pression de boue (mud weight) interpolée à différentes profondeurs.

where U

∂T
∂ 2 kT
the diffusive
is the advective term,
∂z
∂z 2 #C p
term. Because of this diffusion, sedimentation will affect
the thermal field in a smooth fashion that is incompatible
with the observed abrupt gradient increase, and this process
can already be discarded. This is also graphically highlighted in figure 10, which shows the temperature profiles calculated from equation (3), after 25 m.y. of sedimentation at
0, 0.2, and 0.46 mm/yr. The profiles are smooth, and the
anomaly is penetrative, i.e. sedimentation has an impact at
much larger depths than that of the observed bend in the
GoM margin. Hence, although it significantly cools the sediments of the GoM, sedimentation can be discarded as responsible for the two-gradients shape of the temperature
profiles.
A variety of alternative processes have already been invoked to explain the sharp rupture. The most acknowledged
is that the pressure contrast affects the conductivity (higher
in the high-P domain than in the low-P domain), and because the pressure transition is rather sharp, there would
be a sharp break in the thermal gradient [Jessop, 1990].
A transition toward more shaly facies of lower thermal

The pressure field matches the thermal field described in §
“Three-dimensional mapping”, since the thermal gradient
shows a sharp increase where the downward transition towards high pressures occurs. Indeed, this sharp transition
toward near-lithostatic pressure has been previously acknowledged onshore Texas [e.g. Jones, 1975; Pfeiffer and Sharp,
1989; McKenna and Sharp, 1998; McKenna, 1997; Sharp et
al., 2001]. The thermal field also match the thickness of the
sedimentary cover, as previously acknowledged [for instance in the NE GoM, Nagihara and Jones, 2005]. Our analysis shows that this setting is widespread over the whole
NW GoM margin.
The most obvious processes which can be invoked to
explain the temperature gradient increase with depth is the
blanketing effect [Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Lucazeau and
Le Douaran, 1985; Husson and Moretti, 2002]. The downward advection of heat while sedimentation occurs cools the
sediments close to surface level. In the absence of compaction and with constant petrophysical properties, the heat
equation writes
∂T
∂ 2 kT
A
∂T
,
(3)
=
+
−U
∂t ∂z 2 #c p #C p
∂z

Pressure, fluid flow, and temperature

for the water to be expelled at fast rates. The LOT pressures
PLOT give the pressure at which fracturing occurs in an open
formation, i.e. the measured pressure is comparable to the
magnitude of the "3 component of the local stress tensor.
Here we just want to mention that in the NW of the GoM
margin, PLOT (data in table E3) is rather close to the hydrostatic pressure at shallow depths where the sedimentary pile
is dominated by recent sediments. This implies that fracturation in these areas occurs at shallow depth, and in turn indicates that fracture permeability is high in the recent
sediments of the GoM margin. The transition depth from
nearly hydrostatically-pressured to high-P is correlated with
the thickness of Plio-Pleistocene sediments [Husson et al.,
2008; Galloway et al., 2000].
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On a general point of view, one should expect a thick
recent sedimentary pile to be overpressured. The fact that in
the GoM shelf overpressure only appears at large depths
suggests that the upper section is highly permeable allowing
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conductivities has been proposed but it is incompatible with
the stratigraphy of the GoM [Coelho et al., 1996]. Revil
[2000] extrapolated his analysis of the thermal conductivities in a reservoir of the GoM to suggest that gas capillary
sealing could explain both the pressure and thermal fields.
Using the equation and parameters of Revil [after Somerton, 1992], to decrease the conductivity by a factor 0.67 in
the lower section (which is equivalent in steady state conditions, in a homogeneous medium, to increase the gradient
by 1.5), the pore space should be gas-saturated by 65% in

FIG. 8. – Overpressure state (0 is 100% hydrostatic and 1 is 100% lithostatic) at variable depths. Seawater density: 1030 kg m-3; sediment density:
2670 kg m-3.
FIG. 8. – Etat de surpression (0 correspond à 100 % hydrostatique et 1 à
100 % lithostatique) à différentes profondeurs. Densité de l’eau de mer :
1030 kg m-3; densité des sédiments : 2670 kg m-3.
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FIG. 9. – Mud weights data subsets. Data are pooled by location (ITZ, CFZ
and LA). Dotted lines: estimated hydrostatic and lithostatic pressures. Seawater and sediment density is the same as in figure 8. Black crosses: mean
depths and standard deviations at given mud weights/pressures, white
boxes give the envelope of the data. Dashed lines show the transition from
the mostly hydrostatic domain to the mostly lithostatic domain (R=0.5).
FIG. 9. – Echantillonnage des pressions de boues. Les données sont groupées par localisation (ITZ, CFZ et LA). Pointillés : estimation des pressions lithostatiques et hydrostatiques. Les densités de l’eau et des
sédiments sont les mêmes que pour le figure 8. Croix noires : profondeurs
moyennes et écart-types des données de pression de boues / profondeurs ;
les boîtes blanches donnent l’enveloppe des données. Les lignes tiretées indiquent la transition entre les domaines hydrostatiques et lithostatiques
(R = 0.5).

the lower section, and 0% in the upper section, implying
that the entire sedimentary basin of the GoM margin below
~2500 m should be considered as a giant gas reservoir,
which is of course incorrect. Warm fluid advection in the
high-P strata has also been suggested [Pfeiffer and Sharp,
1989; McKenna, 1997; Bodner and Sharp, 1988], but Blackwell and Steele [1989] discard this hypothesis showing that
the maintenance of high temperature gradients through the
upper overpressured section cannot be attributed to fluid
flow.
In the Gulf coast, that fluid circulates is agreed upon
[Sharp et al., 2001] but how fluid circulation occurs remains debated. The observed thermal field shows that the
heat flow in the upper section is 1.5 to 1.9 times lower than
in the lower section (see table II). If free convection were
responsible for heat extraction in the upper section, 1.5
would be a minimum for the ration a2/a1. That would require
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Analyzing the thermal field in the NW shelf of the GoM is
not easy because of its atypical configuration and fast processes. We have shown that the gradient increases with
depth within the sedimentary pile while it decreases in most
sedimentary basins. The main characters of the thermal and
pressure fields are summarized below:
1) in terms of temperatures, Louisiana is cool and Texas
is warm. This pattern is not reflected by the thermal

CONCLUSIONS

a rather low permeability. However, permeability is
scale-dependent [Neuman and Federico, 2003] and the effective conductivity can be significantly raised with respect
to the laboratory sample scale. In addition, the LOT pressures are almost hydrostatic in the upper sections [data in
table E3], indicative of a higher fracture permeability in the
recent, shallow sediments than in the older, deeper ones.
Furthermore, localized high permeability conduits allow
free convection to occur and disturb the thermal field in a
heterogeneous medium of low average permeability [Sharp
et al., 2001; Simmons et al., 2001; Sharp et al., 2003;
Simms and Garven, 2004]. Because the rupture in the thermal gradient has a regional extent over the Gulf of Mexico
and because it is correlated to the low-P/high-P transition,
we suggest that widespread free convection could be regarded as a potential mechanism.
i

wi = exp 2σ is the weight of any data i and Di its distance to the
sliding origin of coordinates (m,n). s gives the wavelength of the
filter, that we set to 30 km.
A2: Overpressure: The overpressure state is quantified by he ratio
R=(PMW– Phyd)/( Plit – Phyd). The end members Plit and Phyd are calcu-3
lated using a seawater density rsw=1030 kg m and a sediment
grain density rs=2670 kg m-3. We use a homogeneous compaction
-a/z
-3
-1
law ( = 1 + 0 e , with 0=0.46, 1=0.05, and a=0.64 10 m ,
(after McKenna and Sharp [1998] for the GoM) to calculate
the lithostatic pressure ( Plit = rs gz(1 − fm ) + rsw gzfm, where
f
fm = fi + 0 (1 − e − az ) is the average porosity above depth z).
az

2

− Di2

A1: Gaussian filter: For mapping, we use a Gaussian filter to re∑ i wi∇Ti , where
move short wavelengths. We set ∇Tm, n =
∑ wi

APPENDIX

gradient, because of the combined transient effects of erosion, sedimentation and pressure;
2) a widespread (in Texas and Louisiana, but not in the
Burgos basin of Mexico) two-layer distribution of the thermal field: an upper section with a relatively low thermal
gradient (19 to 25°C/km everywhere except in the Burgos
basin) and a lower one with a higher one (34 to 39°C/km);
3) the transition depth from the upper section to the lower one varies laterally from 2250-2500 m in the Texan zones to more than 4000 m depth in Louisiana. This depth is
not only correlated with the thickness of the Plio-Pleistocene sedimentary pile but also with the overpressure field.
The upper section constitutes a low pressure domain while
the lower one is highly pressured;
4) the pressure field suggests that the permeability of
the upper section is high. This is surprising because thick
recent sedimentary piles are generally overpressured as sedimentation is faster than fluid expulsion. However, we
found that in the NW shelf of the GoM, the pressure is almost hydrostatic in the first kilometers, which implies that
fluids are expelled at fast rates in the upper section of the
sedimentary pile.
This stochastic analysis allowed us to extract the main
processes that control the thermal regime of the NW shelf
of the GoM. It provides the tools and simplification required to model the physical processes and characterize the
deep thermal regime. This is the scope of a companion paper [Husson et al., 2008], where we show that, when transient effects are removed, the heat flow is very high in this
area.
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FIG. 10. – Theoretical blanketing effect. Basal heat flow: 50 mW m-2.
U: sedimentation rate. CP=1123 J kg-1K-1, rS=2670 kg m-3, k=2.5 W m-1
K-1. No compaction. No radiogenic production.
FIG. 10. – Effet théorique de blanketing. Flux de chaleur basal : 50 mW m-2.
U : taux de sédimentation. CP = 1123 J kg-1K-1, rS= 2670 kg m-3,
k = 2.5 W m-1 K-1. Pas de compaction. Pas de production radiogénique.
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Thermal regime of the NW shelf of the Gulf of Mexico
Part B : Heat flow
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Abstract. – We restore the steady state heat flow of the NW shelf of the GoM by removing the transient effects of sedimentation, erosion and compaction. We estimate sedimentation and erosion rates for the NW margin of the GoM from
stratigraphic data and vitrinite reflectance data, respectively, and show that they both affect significantly the thermal
field. We perform a thermal modeling for 166 wells within the Texan shelf. We conclude that there is a general southeastward increase in the heat flow. This increase also correlates with major tectonic features of the NW shelf of the
GoM. We propose that the main zones of extension, of fast recent sedimentation, and crustal thinning are due to geologically recent lithospheric thinning responsible for the higher heat flow.

Régime thermique de la marge nord-ouest du golfe du Mexique.
Partie B : Flux de chaleur
Mots-clés. – Flux de chaleur, Golfe du Mexique, Blanketing, Erosion, Lithosphère

Résumé. – Nous restaurons le flux de chaleur en régime permanent de la marge nord-ouest du golfe du Mexique
(GoM–Gulf of Mexico) en éliminant les effets transitoires de la sédimentation, de l’érosion et de la compaction. Nous
évaluons les taux de sédimentation et d’érosion pour la marge nord-ouest du golfe du Mexique à partir de données stratigraphiques et de réflexion de la vitrinite, respectivement. Nous montrons que ces processus affectent significativement
le régime thermique que nous modélisons pour 166 puits sur la marge du golfe du Mexique. Nous concluons qu’il y a
une augmentation générale du flux de chaleur vers le NW du GoM. Cet accroissement coïncide avec les structures tectoniques majeures de la marge. Nous suggérons que les zones principales d’extension, sédimentation récente et d’amincissement crustal sont dues au même amincissement de la lithosphère que celui qui est responsable du fort flux de chaleur.

INTRODUCTION

EVALUATING THE TRANSIENT THERMAL
EFFECTS

In the NW shelf of the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), the superposition of numerous transient thermal effects of strong magnitudes due to sedimentation, erosion and fluid flow makes
it difficult to assess the deep thermal regime that we wish to
characterize by the steady state surface heat flow Qss, i.e.
the heat that would flow in the absence of transient thermal
processes. Although the GoM is the focus of intensive industrial studies, no basin-wide synthesis has been published
on this aspect to our knowledge. In the following, we first
analyze the thermal effects of erosion, sedimentation from a
general point of view. Second, we restore Qss for 166 wells
on the offshore Texan shelf, accounting for these transient
effects. We then relate Qss to the structural evolution of
the GoM margin. All data (stratigraphic, thermal, fluid
pressures and vitrinite reflectance) are of industrial
source and available as supplementary electronic data, on
http://www.sgfr.org/publier/editions/BSGF/Resumes-2008/
Res08B2-4.php.

The thermal regime of near-surface rocks is affected by numerous transient effects due in particular to erosion and sedimentation. The large majority of the temperature data
available in the NW GoM margin were acquired within the
depth range of the hydrocarbon resources (i.e. up to
~7000 m). Since the basin is almost flat on the shelf of the
GoM, terrain effects can be ignored, but the effects of fast
sedimentation, erosion need to be assessed. Blanketing due
to sedimentation [e.g. Lucazeau and Le Douaran, 1985;
Husson and Moretti, 2002] induces cooling [Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1959]. Erosion has the opposite effect. For both processes, the heat equation writes
(rC p ) b ∂∂Tt ∇(k∇T ) + A − [(1 − φ)(rC p ) m U(t) m
(1)
+ φ(rC p ) U(t) w ] • ∇T
w
where U(t)* is the time dependent velocity of rock matrix
U(t)m and pore water U(t)w with respect to the seafloor (m
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On the GoM margin, Neogene sedimentation is fast [e.g. Galloway et al., 2000]. We compiled more than 11,000 stratigraphic Tertiary biomarkers from well logs (table E1, electronic
supplementary data) with ages from a biochronological scale.
When the time span separating two markers is short enough
(i.e.< 5 m.y.), the stratigraphic intervals were interpolated

Blanketing effect in the NW GoM margin

Period (Ma)
0-3
3-6.15
6.15-9.1
9.1-10.85
10.85-10.95
10.95-12
12-12.8
12.8-12.85
12.85-13.55
13.55-15.47
15.47-24
24-36

% shale
70
86
90
84
69
93
58
92
86
97
80
90

% sand
30
14
10
16
31
7
42
8
14
3
20
10

TABLE I. – Synthetic stratigraphic log for the NW GoM [pers. com. from
industrial partners]
TABL. I. – Log stratigraphique synthétique pour le Nord-Ouest du golfe du
Mexique.

During the Neogene, while most of the shelf of the GoM was
heavily sedimented offshore, its onshore part was eroded. We
used a compilation of 282 vitrinite reflectance data R0 (electronic supplementary data, table E2) on 34 wells in S. Texas
to assess the impact of erosion on the thermal regime. We
calculated for each point the maximum temperature Tmax met
by a sample using standard conversion law [Barker and Pawlewicz, 1994]. Details on the calculation are given in appendix A1. We then estimate the difference DT between
Tmax and the present-day temperatures at the same depth,
from our companion paper [Husson et al., 2008]. Data were

Erosion in the NW GoM marginal plain

to generate a 1 m.y. regular array. About 7500 markers were
selected (mean of intervals is 1.1 m.y., standard deviation is
0.9 m.y.) and 7800 final synthetic markers computed at regular time steps of 1 m.y. over the entire area.
Neogene sedimentation is terrigenous and variations in
lithology are modeled as variations of the average
sand/shale ratio as a function of age (table I). Back-stripping was performed assuming a standard compaction law
(F=F1 +F0 e-a/z, with F0=0.46, F1=0.05, and a=0.64 10-3
m-1 [after McKenna and Sharp, 1998].
We identified 5 major Neogene deposition episodes
from the spatial distribution of sedimentation rates (fig. 2).
From 20.5 to 18.5 Ma, the general sedimentation rate was
lower than 0.4 mm/yr apart from a trend running parallel to
the coastline, next to the Corsair fault zone (CFZ, see location fig. 5). From 18.5 to 14.5 Ma, a fast sedimentation rate
(~1 mm/yr) wide trend became prominent forming the CFZ
fan. From 14.5 to 9.5, this trend became confined to the
CFZ; the overall sedimentation rate was lower (~0.2 mm/yr)
but ranged between 0.5 and 0.8 mm/yr within the CFZ. The
depocenter remained in the CFZ but gently migrated southward from 20 Ma to 10 Ma. From 9.5 Ma to 4.5 Ma, the depocenter jumped northward, retaining a 0.4 mm/yr
sedimentation rate while the mean rate around the CFZ was
about 0.1 mm/yr. The sedimentation rate increased close to
Louisiana as the Mississippi delta developed. According to
figure 1, for this range of sedimentation rates, the expected
surface heat flow anomaly is between -25% to -33%. This
sedimentation pattern indicates that strong thermal blanketing effects should be present particularly in the CFZ and
Louisiana, where sedimentation is fast.
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denotes the matrix, w the water and b the bulk rock), k, r,
Cp and A the depth dependent thermal conductivity, density,
heat capacity and radioactive heat generation, respectively.
In a steady state compaction of a semi-infinite space, Uw=0
and (1-f)Um is a constant, where F is the porosity, and
Um=Us at surface level, where Us is the sedimentation (or
erosion) rate. Equation (1) then writes, in one dimension
(2)
(rC p ) b ∂∂Tt = ∂∂z k ∂∂Tz + A − (1 − φ)(rC p ) m Um ∂∂Tz
∂T
∂ ∂T
is the advective term,
the diffusive term.
Um
k
∂z
∂z ∂z
The vertical integration of the steady state solution of
equation (2) through the conductive lithosphere gives an expression of the heat advection Qs(Us), which can be regarded as the heat flowing dynamically with respect to the
surface. This heat is transported upward as the eroding sediments get closer to the surface in the case of erosion, downward in the case of sedimentation. For uniform
petrophysical parameters (conductivity and heat capacity of
sedimentary grains) and neglecting the radiogenic production, it writes
(3)
Qs (Us ) = Us T m rC p ,
where Tm is the temperature increase through the lithosphere. In the case of erosion for example, with
C p =1123 J kg-1 K -1 , r=2670 kg m-3 , and T m =1300°C,
equation (3) gives Qs(0.46 mm/yr)=57 mW m-2 and
Qs(0.2 mm/yr)=25 mW m-2. The advected heat is then higher
in magnitude than the heat flowing at the base of the
conductive lithosphere (often called reduced heat flow).
The solution for sedimentation is similar but opposite in
magnitude because sedimentation corresponds to a downward advection of heat. Both processes can thus be first order phenomena. For instance, in the GoM margin,
sedimentation rates are commonly up to 0.5 mm/yr and the
Neogene pile is up to 25 km thick.
We numerically solved the heat equation (2) in transient
state in order to estimate the impact of such conditions. Figure 1 shows the disturbance on the heat flow and thermal
regime in the case of sedimentation and erosion, for two different basal heat flow conditions. Different sets of parameters can result in the same near surface heat flow. For
instance, after a period of 25 m.y., a surface heat flow of
38 mW m-2 can either be produced by low basal heat flow
and sedimentation rate (50 mW m-2, 0.1 mm/yr) or by high
basal heat flow (75 mW m-2) and sedimentation rate
(0.25 mm/yr). These values are in the range observed on the
GoM margin. Comparable results can be obtained for erosion: a 75 mW m-2 heat flow at 5000 m can either result
from a low basal heat flow (50 mW m-2) combined to fast
erosion rates (-0.25 mm/yr) or from a high basal heat flow
(75 mW m-2) in the absence of erosion.
In the following, we address the potential impact of erosion and sedimentation in the GoM on the thermal field.
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The structural section (fig. 4) indicates that the erosive
event postdates the deposition of Eocene to Early Miocene
layers. If recent, erosion increases the near-surface gradient
with respect to the steady state (fig. 1). Using the abaqus of
figure 1, it comes out that if these 3000 m of erosion occurred during the last 25 m.y. at 0.125 mm/yr, the heat flow at
surface level is increased by +25% to +35% at 5000 m

then averaged for each well. Any departure from the present-day thermal regime (fig. 3a) either indicates an erosive
event Dh if the gradient remained constant through time
(fig. 3b), a lower present day gradient if the burial depth remained constant (fig. 3c), or a combination of both. The
structure of the basin in SW Texas is interpreted from seismic reflection (fig. 4). Oligocene to Early Miocene sediments outcrop on the western edge of the basin. Their high
R0 indicate that they had previously experienced higher
temperatures (fig. 3a). The fact that the upper strata do not
onlap on the shelf (fig. 4) indicates that they have been eroded and that erosion is at least partly responsible for the discrepancy between present-day temperatures and Tmax. These
higher temperatures correspond to an erosion of more than
3000 m if the gradients are the same as today. Westward in
the Maastritchian coals, high reflectance vitrinites (0.58%)
are reported at ground level [San Filipo, 1999] and high
rank coal (in the bituminous domain) confirm this erosion.

FIG. 1. – Transient effects of erosion and sedimentation on the temperature
(left) and heat flow (right) as a function of depth after 25 m.y. a) & b)
Q0 = 50 mW m-2, c) & d) Q0 = 75 mW m-2. Cp = 1123 J kg-1K-1,
r = 2670 kg m-3, k = 2.5W m-1 K-1. No compaction, no radiogenic production. Negative (positive) values indicate erosion (sedimentation) rates. Initial thickness of the conductive layer is 100 km.
FIG. 1. – Effets thermiques transitoires dus à l’érosion et de la sédimentation sur la température (gauche) et le flux de chaleur (droite) en fonction
de la profondeur après 25 m.y. a) et b) Q0 = 50 mW m-2, c) et d)
Q0 = 75 mW m-2. Cp = 1123 J kg-1K-1, r = 2670 kg m-3, k = 2.5 W m-1 K-1.
Pas de compaction ni de production radiogénique. Les valeurs négatives
(positives) indiquent les taux d’érosion (sédimentation). L’épaisseur initiale de la couche conductive est de 100 km.
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In order to characterize the steady state heat flow Qss, i.e.
the total amount of heat flowing out of the Earth surface per
unit area in steady state conditions, we need to solve the
heat equation (2) through time accounting for the effects of
sedimentation, erosion and compaction. Sedimentation and
erosion have large spatial extents and can in a first approximation be considered as 1D processes. This approximation
does not hold in the deep shelf where many salt domes drastically affect the thermal field.
A sharp thermal gradient increase with depth is systematically observed on the northern shelf of the GoM [Husson et al., 2008]. This thermal gradient increase correlates
with a fluid pressure increase, from an upper “near-hydrostatic” (low-P) domain to a lower “near-lithostatic” (high-P)
domain at depth. The depth of the transition increases eastward from ~2500 meters below seafloor in the western
GoM, to 4000-4500 meters offshore Louisiana and correlates with the thickness of the sedimentary layers. The most
acknowledged explanation is a variation in conductivity
controlled by the pressure field [Jessop, 1990], but we
consider that free convection could also be a mechanism
[Husson et al., 2008], which also has the effect to modify
the apparent conductivity between an upper, low-P sedimentary unit and a lower, overpressured unit. This sharp
transition in conductivity is given by the ratio between the
lower and upper gradients and is set to its minimum value
of 1.5 in the following models. Because the pressure field
within the GoM margin appears in a first approximation to
correlate with the age of the sediments, this increased effective conductivity is attributed to Plio-Quaternary sediments
rather than being attributed to a time-invariant layer of
constant thickness.
Thermal and stratigraphic data were compiled for 166
significant wells. We used a selection of stratigraphic data
and reservoir temperatures (RT) from industrial databases,
made available as electronic supplementary material (tables
E1 and E3). We solve the heat equation in 1D on each well,
accounting for variable lithologies (blends of sandstones
and shales), and compaction. We used a common synthetic
lithostratigraphic column for all the models (table I). Sediments are shale-dominated [Galloway et al., 2000; Galloway, 2001], which suggests that lithological variations have
only a minor influence on the modeling results. As no paleo-indicators such as kerogen maturation are available to
us offshore to calibrate the past heat flow, we assume a
constant basal (beneath the sedimentary pile) heat flow
through time. Details on the modelling parameters, petrophysical properties and back-stripping techniques are given
in the appendix A2.
The present-day reduced heat flow (at the base of the
radiogenic-rich layer) is determined by minimizing the misfit between the predicted and observed geotherms. This reduction has only been carried out for the RT data, as they
are more reliable than bottom hole temperatures (BHT).
The steady state heat flow is the sum of the reduced heat

Modelling setup

HEAT FLOW MODELLING

depth for a basal heat flow ranging between 50 and
75 mW m-2.
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The numerical values of the results are given as electronic
supplementary data (table E4). Maximum Qss values are
greater than 90 mW m-2 in the CFZ and minimum values are
about 45 mW m-2. Qss (fig. 5a) outlines the trend of the CFZ,
where the mean value is ~80 mW m-2 while lower values are
found shoreward in the ITZ (~60 mW m-2). This high basal
heat flow area extends to the NE at least to the western zone
of Louisiana. Qss is controlled by long-term deep-seated
processes. Therefore the CFZ thermal high is the result of a
lithospheric-scale process. The excess heat flow results
from heat advection from the asthenosphere to the thinned

Results and discussion

flow and the total radiogenic production within the basement and the sedimentary pile.

lithosphere. Using Sclater and Christie [1980] after
McKenzie [1978], a Qss increase by 30-40% in the CFZ
with respect to the ITZ indicates the existence of a recent significant stretching event (< 25 m.y.), the stretching factor
b being between 2 and 4. In other terms, the lithosphere beneath the CFZ has to be as thin as 30 to 60 km if the regional lithospheric thickness is ~120 km thick. The fact that
the CFZ is the main fault zone is compatible with this conclusion. We thus interpret the CFZ, where the Neogene sedimentary pile can be thicker than 8000 m, as a Neogene
rift area. Of course, because the lithospheric rifting is now
deeply buried, its surface heat flow expression is smoothed.
Its wavelength cannot be defined because we lack control
on the SE side. However, since the increase of Qss can be
measured at surface level, the wavelength at depth is greater
than 100 km, if the lithosphere is 30-60 km thick [Jaupart

FIG. 2. – Mean sedimentation rates from mid-Miocene, on-shore Texas. Black dots indicate data location for the corresponding time period.
FIG. 2. – Taux de sédimentation au Miocène moyen, en offshore Texas. Les points noirs indiquent la localisation des données à chaque période.
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This study shows that significant so-called steady-state Qss
variations occur in the NW GoM margin. We computed 166
such heat flow estimates corrected for the transient effects
of sedimentation, radiogenic production, and compaction.
Thermal processes in the NW GoM are extremely active and
opposite processes tend to cancel their effects. The

CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 4. – Cross-section in S. Texas (form unpublished seismic data). Location figure 3a.
FIG. 4. – Coupe du Sud Texas (données sismiques non publiées). Localisation figure 3a.

FIG. 3. – a) Difference between the current temperature and the maximum
temperature recorded by the vitrinite in the sediments (!T , triangles); b)
Equivalent maximum erosion !h (squares); c) Equivalent maximum gradient change !G (stars). Sampling depth ranges from 1500 m to 5000 m.
aa’: location of the cross-section. !h is calculated assuming a constant gradient through time, identical to the present one; !G is calculated assuming
that the present burial depth is the maximum depth met by the sample.
FIG. 3. – a) Différence entre températures actuelles et les températures
maximales enregistrées par la vitrinite dans les sédiments ( T , triangles);
b) Equivalent en érosion maximale h (carrés); c) Equivalent en changement de gradient G (étoiles). La profondeur d’échantillonnage varie de
1500 m to 5000 m. aa’: localisation de la coupe sur la figure 4. h est calculé en supposant un gradient constant dans le temps; DG est calculé en
supposant que la profondeur d’enfouissement actuelle est la profondeur
maximale connue par l’échantillon.
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and Mareschal, 1999]. In contrast with the steady state heat
flow Qss, the transient state heat flow Qts that is affected by
transient effects shows a much lower variation (~55 mW m-2
and ~45 mW m-2 in the CFZ and ITZ, respectively, fig. 5b).
This smoothing of the heat flow anomaly is due to the competition between the sedimentation blanketing effect and
the lithospheric thinning: the maximum reduced heat flow
occurs where maximum lithospheric thinning is. But this
deep-seated process is counteracted by a shallow blanketing
effect since maximum sedimentation occurs where maximum thinning is. This is illustrated by the overall positive
correlation between Qss and mean Neogene sedimentation
rates Vs (correlation coefficient = 0.57) while the correlation is irrelevant between Qts and Vs (correlation coefficient
= 0.22) (fig. 6).
One might wonder how this heat flow structure
connects to the neighboring areas. In Louisiana, the high sedimentation from the Mississipi delta has a strong effect on
the surface heat flow. For such amount of sedimentation
(~0.2 mm/yr for 25 m.y.), the measured heat flow and thermal gradient underestimates Qss and the steady state gradient by about 35% at 5000 m depth (see abaqus fig. 1).
Therefore the measured gradient ~32oC/km [Husson et al.,
2008] hides a ~50oC/km steady state gradient and the thermal blanketing effect of sedimentation appears to hide the
prolongation of the warm CFZ thermal high. To the NW of
the ITZ, because sedimentation rates are low, the deep thermal gradient reflects a steady thermal state and is proportional to Qss. Further to the NW onshore Texas, we showed in
previous section that the total recent erosion is high
(> 0.12 mm/yr for 25 m.y.). Therefore, the surface thermal
gradient and heat flow are increased by erosion and higher
than the steady state gradient and Qss. For such amount of
erosion, the transient heat flow and gradient overestimate
Qss and steady state gradient by 20% at 5000 m depth. Therefore, we conclude that the measured transient ~30oC/km
gradient [Husson et al., 2008] hides a ~25oC/km steady
state gradient onshore Texas.
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The temperature variation through time is in one dimension

A2) Thermal modelling

We use the equation of Barker and Pawlewicz [1994, comparable
to that of Burnham and Sweeney, 1989], and write Tmax =
(In(Ro) + (1.68) / 0.0124, where Tmax is the maximum temperature
met by the sample.

A1) Vitrinite reflectance

=
+ φ(rC
p

p

) m U(t) m

) w U(t) w ] ∂∂Tz ,

∂  ∂T 
k
 + A − [(1 − φ)(rC
∂z  ∂z 

where U(t) denotes the velocity of the matrix m, water w or bulk
rock b in 3D at time t, z is depth, k, Cp and r are the lithology –
and depth – dependent conductivity, heat capacity and density, A
is the radiogenic heat generation. The previous equation is solved
in the vertical dimension using

(rC p ) b ∂∂Tt

Appendices

The main thermal feature evidenced by this study is the
CFZ thermal high. This major fault system is accompanied
by a thinning of the Mesozoic layers. Because it is also correlated with the thermal high, we propose that the CFZ corresponds to a zone of Neogene lithospheric-scale thinning.
Since high Qss continue toward the NE of the CFZ, this lithospheric thinning may continue on the shelf of Louisiana.
On the other hand, to the NW, onshore, Qss is low, but the
transient effects of erosion increase its apparent magnitude.

surprising correlation between Qss and mean Neogene sedimentation rate (fig. 6) summarizes this behavior: removing
the transient thermal processes to restore Qss allows us to
reveal significant variations (> 20 mW m-2) of the deep thermal field, while the transient state thermal regime appears
more homogeneous.

FIG. 6. – Heat flow vs mean sedimentation rate (over the last 25 m.y.). Circles: steady state heat flow Qss; regression: Qss=30.7+145Vs (correlation
coef.: 0.57); squares: transient state heat flow Qts. Qts=40.1+35Vs, (correlation coef.: 0.22).
FIG. 6. – Flux de chaleur et taux de sédimentation (sur les derniers 25
m.y.). Cercles: régime permanent Qss; régression: Qss=30.7+145Vs (coefficient de corrélation: 0.57); carrés : régime transitoire Qts. Qts = 40.1+35
Vs, (coefficient de corrélation: 0.22).
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FIG. 5. – Steady state heat flow Qss (a), transient state heat flow Qts (b), i.e.
including the thermal effects of transient processes. Symbol size increases
with the number of calibration temperature values.
FIG. 5. – Flux de chaleur en régime permanent Qss (a), flux de chaleur en
régime transitoire Qts (b), c’est-à-dire en corrigeant des effets thermiques
transitoires. La taille des symboles dépend du nombre de données.
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% sandstone
42
36
34
30
24
20
16
11
7
6
2

% shale
70
50
42
32
23
18
14
10
6
5.2
2
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Cm (J kg-1 K-1 )

r (kg m-3 )

km (W m-1 K-1 )

parameter
a (K-1 )

2.3 10 6

shale
5 10-4
1.90 (N u = 1)
2.85 (N u = 1.5)
2800
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TABLE A2. – Thermal parameters used for thermal modelling.
TABLE A2. – Paramètres thermiques utilisés pour la modélisation.

convective component in the upper unit of the sediments, we multiply the conductivity by a factor Nu = 1.5 in the upper section (see
text). This value is given by the ratio between the upper unit gradient and the lower one (low-P and high-P sections, see companion
paper [Husson et al., 2008]). Offshore Texas, we fix the rupture
depth between the sections to ~2500 m and we take a minimum
value of Nu = 1.5.
The heat capacity is given by
1
Cp = [ rwC w φ + rmC m(1 − φ )],
r
6
-1
-1
where Cw is the water heat capacity (4.185 10 J kg K ), rw is the
water density (1.030 kg m-3), rm the matrix conductivity, and Cm the
matrix heat capacity. For a blend of lithologies, the average matrix
conductivity is the arithmetic mean of the independent lithologies
heat capacities. Surface temperature is always set to 25°C.
The basement is defined as a 20 km thick conductive layer (with A
= 1 µW m-3), acting as a buffer below which a constant reduced
heat flow is applied.
Thermal parameters are synthetized in table A2.
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TABLE A1. – Porosity depths arrays (%) used for 1D thermal modelling.
TABL. A1. – Porosité (en %) utilisée pour la modélisation 1D.

where Ci is the volume of the lithologic component i, on a fully
compacted basis, and i(z) is the porosity of a component at a given depth z. (table A1)
The temperature dependence of conductivity is given by
1


k = k273 
,
1 + α( T − 273)
where k273 is the conductivity at 273 K and " the temperature dependence of conductivity factor. In order to account for the

Genex finite difference program, where U(t) is the sedimentation
rates. Heat production is always set to 1 µW m-3, which is generally found in this area [McKenna and Sharp, 1998]. The thermal
conductivity is given by
k = km (1 – )kw
-1
-1
where kw is the water thermal conductivity (0.61 W m K ) and km
is the sediment matrix thermal conductivity.
of a mixed lithology is given by
The porosity
Ci
1
,
=∑
1 − φ( z)
1 − φ i( z)
i
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